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PREFACE.

These two volumes form the commencement of a His-

toiy of England wliich, it is proposed, should extend

from the conclusion of the great European War in 1815

to a very recent time. No other period of English

history is of greater interest to the historical student.

During the first few years, which succeeded Waterloo,

Englishmen enjoyed less real hberty than at any time

since the Eevolution of 1688. The great majority of

the people had no voice in the Legislature. Political

power was in the hands of a few fortunate individuals,

who were bent on retaining the monopoly which they

had secured. The taxpayers were laden with fiscal

burdens which were both unequal and ill-devised.

Death was the punishment which the law awarded to

the gravest and most trivial crimes. The pauper Avas

treated as a criminal, and the administration of the Poor

Laws made almost every labourer a pauper. Harsh and

oppressive as the laws already were, the oligarchy, by

which England was governed, was continually demand-

ing harsher and more oppressive legislation. During the

five years which succeeded Waterloo the Habeas Corpus

Act was suspended ; the liberty of the Press was

restricted ; the right of pubhc meeting was denied

;

domiciUary visits in search of arms were allowed. The
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first volume of this work is an attempt to relate the

history of the unhappy period during which these laws

were made.

Soon after the accession of George IV. to the throne

a new period of English history commenced. Mackin-

tosh, following up the labours of Eomilly, reformed the

Criminal Code ; Huskisson, adopting the doctrines of

Adam Smith, reformed the commercial system ; Canning,

rejecting the principles of Castlereagh, reformed the policy

of the Foreign Office ; a Tory Government, abandoning

the traditions of its party, emancipated the Eoman
Catholics and the Dissenters ; and a Whig Ministry, at

length succeeding to power, reformed the constitution of

the House of Commons. These five great revolutions in

law, in commerce, in foreign policy, in rehgion, and in

internal politics were the memorable achievements of

twelve years of progress. An attempt has been made
to relate the history of these twelve years in the second

volume of this work. It is proposed, in futiu-e volumes,

to deal with the labours and doings of a Eeformed
Parliament.

It may possibly be objected to the plan of this work
that the events of which it treats are too recent to be
dealt with judicially. The same objection could, how-
ever, have been raised to some of the greatest histories

which the world has yet seen. The Author rehes for
replying to it on the avowed intention of one great
authority. Macaulay, when he commenced his immortal
history, contemplated as a final halting-place the Eeform
Bill of 1832. If it were legitimate in 1848 to contem-
plate wiiting the history of 1832, it must be legitimate
in 1878 to contemplate writing the history of 1862.
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Objection may perhaps be also taken to the Author's

method. It maybe thought that one or two occurrences

have been omitted from these volumes which ought to

have been included in them. History may, undoubtedly,

be written in two ways. The historian may, on the one

hand, relate every event in the history of a nation in

strict chronological order. He may, on the other hand,

endeavour to deal with each subject in a separate episode.

A good deal may probably be advanced in support of

either of these'methods. But, on the whole, the second

of them seems preferable to the first. The Author, who

deliberately adopts it, has, at any rate, the satisfaction

of knowing that he has rejected the easier and adopted

the more laborious method, and that his choice has not,

therefore, been dictated by any consideration for his

own convenience. In this work an endeavour will be

made to deal with each subject separately ; and, with

this object, various matters, which had their origin before

1832, have been passed over for the present in silence,

and reserved for future treatment in subsequent volumes.

London; August 1878.
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HISTOEY OF ENGLAND.

CHAPTER I.

The story of Waterloo forms the natural and appro- (.g^p
priate conclusion of the long and exciting chapter of i-

European history by which it is preceded. The dark The dawn

war cloud, which had lowered for a quarter of a century Waterloo.

over Europe, roUed away with the last wreath of smoke
which hung over Napoleon's defeated and disorganised

host. A long and cruel war was to be followed by a

long and remarkable peace. A brighter dawn was to

usher in a happier day. Countrieajfwhich had again and

again been disfigiu-ed by the ruinous havoc of advanc-

ing and retreating battahonS| were to smile anew. Men,

who had been born and reared to manhood to feed the

armies which ambition had enrolled or patriotism had

organised, were to be permitted to devote their ener-

gies and abihties to the prosecution ofpeaceflil industries.

The ocean, the common thoroughfare of a world, was
again to be opened to the flags of every nation. The old

rivalry in arms was to be succeeded by a new rivalry in

trade and industry. The ploughshare had been beaten,

twenty-four years before, into the sword ; the sword was

to be converted into a pruning-hook.

The face of Europe had been rudely disfigured by the

bloodshed and the burnings, the sieges and the massacres,

VOL. I. B
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CHAP, which had distinguished the twenty-four preceding years

;—

^— but the map of Eiu-ope had not been materially changed

by the victories and defeats which had taken place in the

period. The conqueror of the world had been driven

back within his original boundaries, and the title which

arms had won had been lost in the shock of arms

The five great powers of Europe at the commencement

of the war remained the five great powers at its close.

Millions of lives had been wasted ; untold treasure had

been expended ; the progress of civilisation had been

checked ; nearly every power on the Continent had been

humbled in succession ; and nearly every continental

power foimd itself, at the close of the struggle, in very

much the same position which it had occupied at its

commencement.
France. France had sufiered more severely, and benefited

more largely, than any other power from the protracted

warfare which she herself had provoked. France seems

destined by nature to occupy the first place among the

nations of the Continent. The fertility of her soil, the ex-

cellence of her chmate, the convenience of her situation, the

capability of her harl^urs, the genius of her people, com-

bine to give her a predominance in war and an advantage

in trade. Three times in h^ history, under the gmdance

of wise monarchs, she has dictated laws to the whole of

Europe. Again and again in her history the follies of

her rulers have left her open to her enemies, or exposed

her to the still more destructive efiects of civil war. A.

hundred years before the great revolution of the eight-

eenth century a powerful monarch, admirably served by
a succession of able ministers, had raised France to a

position of unprecedented importance and power. Eiche-

Meu and Mazarin had increased the influence of their

country abroad ; Colbert had studded it with lasting

monuments of the internal prosperity which he had him-

self fostered ; Turenne and Luxembourg had won for its
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arms the reputation of invincibility ; the genius of Vauban chap.

had protected its territory with fortresses which seemed

—

r—
impregnable. The distant Eussian had no power to inter-

fere in the politics of Western Europe ; the Austrian

Csesar was compelled to defer to the Grand Monarque

;

Spain, hopelessly degenerate, was expecting, on the death

of its weak king, the calamity of a disputed succession ;

England was fretting under the corrupt government of

the restored Stuarts. France, in one sentence, was su-

preme in Eurqpe ; no two powers were capable of com-

bining against her ; no single nation could ventiure to

dispute the will of the French king.

If Loui^wer^absolute abroad, he was still more abso-

lute in his own dominions. The will of the king was the

law of the land ; and the people submitted, like sheep to

a shepherd, to the orders of their ruler. It was enough

for them that they participated in the glories which his

arms had achieved, that they witnessed the grandeur

with which he was surrounded. Secure under his strong

arm, they were able to prosecute their own industries

with success. They were, indeed, excluded from all

share in the administration of the State, or even of the

municipalities in which they resided, but the firm and

intelligent government of the king and of his earlier

ministers reconciled them to their own poHtical annihi-

lation.

Fifteen years before the close of the seventeenth cen-

tury the peace of the monarchy was disturbed by an

arbitrary act of the monarch. The Huguenots, who
comprised the most industrious and most orderly of

the French, enjoyed virtual liberty under the Edict of

Nantes. The edict had been in force for nearly a cen-

tury, when it was rudely revoked by the arbitrary act of

Louis XIV. Hundreds of thousands of French men and

women were compelled to choose between the sacrifice

of their faith and the abandonment of their country, and

B 2
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CHAP, in an evil hour for France hundreds of thousands ac-

—i^— cepted the hard alternative and left her shores. France

was deprived of the most independent and industrious of

her population, and had no means of repairing the loss

which bigotry had inflicted on her. The loss was the

more serious because internal weakness was followed by

external comphcations. The death of the King of Spain

let loose once more the dogs of war on Europe, though

the circumstances under which the new war broke out

differed widely from those under which the last war had

closed. England, no longer chafing under a corrupt

government, had chosen for a sovereign the first diploma-

tist in Europe. Her armies, composed of troops of many

nations, were under the command of the first soldier of

his age. The policy of William survived his life ; the

genius of Marlborough defied the best efforts of the

Grand Monarque and his generals. Louis had to con-

sent to a ruinous peace. He had to contemplate a bank-

rupt exchequer. The situation was grave in the extreme.

The autocracy of the king had been tolerated when his

rule was successful ; its permanence was threatened

when success no longer followed his banners. It required

men to save a government which had fallen into disre-

pute, and, unfortunately for the Bourbons, they depended

in the hour of their need on women. Maintenon and

Pompadour swayed the policy of Louis XIV. and

Louis XV. The debauchery of the court, the corruption

of the government, the extravagance of the administra-

tion, the accumulation of debt, the increase of taxation,

all paved the way for the inevitable event. Autocracy

stood firm till ruin overtook it, and then surrendered at

discretion by summoning the States General.

The com-se which the Eevolution took was horrible,

but its excesses may more justly be attributed to the pre-

vious conduct of the court than to the ferocity of the

people. The farther the arrow is drawn back the farther
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it will fly, the harder the blow the stronger the rebound, chap,

The strength of reaction is measured by the force of the

—

i—

movement which it succeeds. For centuries the people

of France had been regarded by the Government as so

many cattle : they had been deprived of every privi-

lege ; they had borne exclusively the entire weight of the

national taxation. They suddenly found themselves in

possession of almost absolute power. They used it to

accomphsh many wise reforms, whose wisdom was for-

gotten amidst the extravagance and cruelty which lui-

fortunately sucdfeeded them. The force of the flood swept

away the men who had raised the sluice gates. The

mild despotism of the Bourbons was followed by the san-

guinary despotism of the people. France lay weltering

in its own blood, and the rest of Europe stood aghast at

the spectacle. The inevitable reaction again came. The
Terrorists succumbed before a new revolution. The na-

tion, horrified at the use which its delegates had made of

the power which had been entrusted to them, transferred

the supreme authority to an ohgarchy. The oligarchical

Directory gave way, in its turn, to a Consulate ; the Con-

sulate to an Empire. France, after aU her sacrifices, was

still at the mercy of one man. She had exchanged a

Log for a Stork—a Bourbon for a Napoleon.

The events, which had raised an artillery colonel to

the throne of France, were partly attributable to the

policy which the other nations of Europe pursued at the

juncture. Austria and Prussia, Eussia and Great Britain,

had no concern with the internal affairs of France.

But emperors and kings, who owed their thrones to what

they were pleased to call the grace of God, were reluc-

tant to admit that a monarch only reigned by the grace

of his people. Austria and Prussia joined hands to march

on Paris and restore a rightful king to his throne. In

an evil hour for his country, Pitt joined the confederacy

against France. The alUes imagined that they had an easy
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CHAP, task before them, and that the French rustics would be

—r—• unable to resist the onslaught of regular troops ; but old-

fashioned tactics were powerless before the new force to

which France had given birth. The great revolutionary

wave swept the armies of its opponents, as it had already-

swept the emigres, from the soil of France. The confede-

racy of all Europe had had the effect of consolidating the

power which it had been intended to subdue. Party spirit

had yielded to the calls of patriotism : division had been

replaced by union ; and the very steps, which had been

taken to replace the monarchy, had made the restoration

of the monarchy impracticable.

From the hour at which the French peasants learned

to stand at Valmy, the course of the Eevolution was de-

cided. Eevolutionary excess found a vent in the passion

for military aggrandisement, and France turned against

her neighbours the arms which she had been employing

against her own citizens. From that hour the neutrality

of Europe became impossible. From being the attacked,

France became the attacking party. From that hour,

too, it became certain that France would sooner or later

pass under the rule of a successful soldier, and she

found in Napoleon one of the most successful soldiers that

the world has ever seen. It would be useless to recapitu-

late here the brilhant achievements which the French ac-

complished under the guidance of their consul and their

emperor. For fifteen years no nation seemed capable of
withstanding his power, no general seemed able to cope
with his daring genius. All Europe was overrun by the
French armies ; aU Europe trembled at the nod of the
French emperor. But the gigantic conquests of the con-
queror prepared the way for his fall. The supplies from
which he drew his armies were exhausted by the prodi-
gal use which he made of them. A disastrous expedition,

resulting in the total destruction of the Grand Army,
hastened the collapse which would otherwise have ap-
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proached more slowly. Europe rose from its despair as chap.

the niins of Napoleon's hosts rolled back from Eussia, •

—

r—
and Leipsic and Waterloo stripped France of all her con

quests, and deprived Napoleon of all his authority.

But, though France had been driven back into her

old boundaries, though the legitimate king had been

restored to the throne of his ancestors by the bayonets of

foreign soldiers, something had been gained by the twenty-

five years of alternate suflfering and glory through which

the nation had passed. The old court corruption, the old

feudal privileges, the old oppressions, the corv^es, the

tithings, the quarterings of troops, had been swept away

never to return. A Boiu:bon was again supreme, but his

supremacy was very different from that of his ancestors. A
parliament, elected by a popular suflBrage, imposed some

kind of control on the actions of his ministers, and the

king by the grace of God and the help of foreign soldiery

depended for the retention of his power on the favour of

his people.

If Austria had suffered less severely than France, she Austria,

had won less glory. If the House of Hapsburg still re-

tained its hereditary possessions, it had lost the rich Ne-

therlands which had been ceded to it at Utrecht a cen-

tiury before ; it had lost the proud position in central

Europe which its representative occupied as Emperor of

Germany. At the outbreak of the revolutionary war,

three centuries had passed since the election of Maxi-

milian of Austria to the imperial throne. At the close

of the revolutionary war, nearly three centuries had

passed since the election of Maximilian's grandson

Charles to the same dignity had united the great powers

of Germany and Spain, and had given the House of Haps-

burg an absolute predonoinance in Europe. The imperial

dignity was stUl enjoyed by one of Maximilian's direct

descendants. But the fortunes of his family had been

subjected in the mterval to many vicissitudes. Ger-
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I.

CHAP, many and Spain had again been separated on Charles

abdication, the emperor's brother Ferdinand succeeding

to the empire, the emperor's son Philip inheriting the

Spanish throne. The remoter causes which ultimately

led to the decline and fall of Spain had their origin in

events which happened before even Philip's birth. But

his intolerable bigotry hastened a crisis which a more

prudent man might possibly have averted, and might

probably have postponed. The empire which had formed

the most important portion of the possessions of Charles

V. was reserved for a nobler history.

Ferdinand succeeded to all the hereditary posses-

sions which his brother Charles had held in Germany.

He acquired the kingdoms of Hungary and Bohemia by

maniage. Enlarged by these acquisitions, Austria main-

tained its position in Europe for nearly two centuries.

During this period it passed through a greater number of

crises than any other State, but, hydra-headed, it rose

stronger after every reverse. During the sixteenth century

Austria was the barrier on which the waves of Mahome-
tan invasion beat in vain. During the first half of the

seventeenth century she was the champion of the Koman
Cathohc faith ; during the next hundred years she was
repeatedly opposed to the power of France ; and in

1740 the accession of Maria Theresa to the throne

threatened her with dismemberment. Austria was
opposed to the boldest tactician of the age, and was
exposed to the brunt of the great Frederick's attack.- She
was unable to prevent the consolidation of the Eussian

empire, or the permanent loss of one of her own pro-

vinces. But the Seven Years War had been as fatal to

other countries, and Maria Theresa, on her death-bed,

had the satisfaction of leaving her empire prosperous and
peaceful.

Maria Theresa died in 1780. Two of her sons

Joseph and Leopold, successively succeeded to her domi-
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nions ; her daughter, Marie Antoinette, was married to chap,

Louis XVI. The misfortunes of his unhappy sister natu- -

—

i~
rally induced Leopold to interfere in her favour, and
notwithstanding the traditional jealousy, which separated

the two countries, Prussia and Austria entered into an
alliance against the revolution which had broken out in

France. Leopold did not long survive the treaty which

he had thus made. He had the good fortune to die

before the misery of his sister was complete, or the

disasters which were already threatening had overtaken

his country. A long war, or rather a series of wars,

weakened the power of the Austrian empire. The first

of these wars was concluded in 1797 by the treaty of

Campo Formio. Austria was compelled to cede Flan-

ders, the left bank of the Ehine, and aU her Itahan pro-

vinces, to her victorious antagonist. She gained the

doubtful advantage of acquiring the Venetian territory,

which Napoleon penxdtted her to seize. In the second of

these wars Austria made a gallant, and at first successful

effort, to recover her lost territory. But Marengo in

Italy, and HoheuHnden in the Black Forest, enabled the

French to repeat at Luneville, in 1801, the conditions

which they had imposed at Campo Formio in 1797. At
the very outset of the third war Mack's surrender at Ulm
opened the road to Vienna, and enabled Napoleon to

enter the capital of Austria without even fighting a

pitched battle. The victory of Austerlitz confirmed the

impression which the fall of Vienna had already made.

A peace was hastily drawn up at Presburg, by which

Austria consented to fresh sacrifices. The confederation

of the Ehine, partly formed out ofthe spoils of which she

was stripped, formed a barrier between her and France

;

and the emperor, driven from his German dominions, was

compelled to renounce the title which his fanaily had

enjoyed for centm-ies. The Emperor of Germany became

Emperor of Austria.
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CHAP. Three disastrous wars, such as those which were con-

—^^— eluded at Campo Formio, at Limeville, and at Presburg,

would have destroyed the power of almost any State.

Austria, however, had no sooner obtained the respite

which she required, than she commenced preparations for

renewing the struggle. War again broke out in 1809,

and, though the French were again ultimately successful,

the contest proved more equal than on any previous

occasion. Vienna fell ; but the fall of Vienna was the

signal for the most memorable struggle which Europe had

yet seen. The Austrians, under the guidance of the

Archduke Charles, compelled Napoleon to retreat from

the field of Aspern. The fearful struggle at Wagram
increased the glory with which Aspern had already sur-

rounded the arms of Austria. Austria for the fourth

time was compelled to conclude peace with her conqueror.

The treaty of Vienna imposed on her fresh sacrifices, but

it restored the laurels which she had previously lost.

Within six months of the date on which the treaty

of Vienna was signed, Napoleon obtained a divorce from
the Empress Josephine, and married Maria Louisa, the

daughter of the Emperor of Austria. The marriage

enabled Austria to withdraw from the struggle in which
she had suffered such serious reverses. For more than
three years she remained at peace ; but the three years
during which she was at peace were big with the fate of

the world. The standards of France were rolled back
from the ruins of Moscow ; the French troops were
gradually forced to relax their hold on Spain, and to

retreat across the Pyrenees. Napoleon, posted on the
Elbe, still defied the united efforts of Eussia, Prussia, and
Sweden; and Austria, lu-ged in one direction by the
natural affection of its emperor for his daughter, impelled
in the other by a traditional jealousy of French aggran-
disement, hesitated to take part in the contest. For a
few weeks Francis and Metternich seemed likely to be
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the arbiters of Europe ; for a few weeks the issue of the chap.

contest was apparently to be determined by diplomatists -

—

'

at Vienna. Had Napoleon been less confident in his

genius or less extortionate in his demands, this result

would unquestionably have occurred. But Napoleon, in

the moment of his first reverse, preferred the chances

of the sword to the tender consideration of his imperial

father-in-law. Austria, deprived of the r61e which she

had chosen, was compelled to throw her weight into the

scale against him. The victory of Dresden seemed for

the moment to justify Napoleon's decision, and Europe

was again apparently prostrate before its unrelenting

conqueror. But the reverse at Culm robbed the great

victory of the consequences which might otherwise have

ensued from it. A series of disasters drove the French

from the Elbe to the Saale, from the Saale to the Ehine,

from the Ehine to Paris. Napoleon, from a reluctance to

cede any of his conquests, was deprived of everything,

and the allied powers at Vienna and Paris divided among
themselves the spoil of the contest. Austria gained

largely from the pacification of 1815. She was confirmed

in the possession of Venetia, she was rewarded by the

acquisition of Lombardy, and she received in addition

lUyria, Dalmatia, and other minor acquisitions. But the

events of the war had deprived her of the Austrian

Netherlands. She had lost the position in Western

Europe which these provinces had afibrded her, and she

had become an eastern rather than a western power. Nor

was her strength increased by the possession of Venetia

and Lombardy, though these acquisitions extended her

area and augmented her resources. The people of these

provinces were hostile to her rule, and their hostility

was pregnant with future disasters. The Emperor of

Austria still remained the autocratic head of a huge and

disorganised territory, a numerous and discontented

people. The ability of his minister Metternich raised
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CHAP, him to the first rank among the autocrats of Em'ope. But

- ^' .. the new conditions under which the world was to move

were to place inert autocracies at a disadvantage. The

Austrian eagle stiU spread its wings with its old confidence,

but the wounds from which it was suffering reduced the

range of its flight and limited its power.

Prussia. The history of Prussia had been much shorter than

that of Austria ; but it had been much more glorious.

At the outbreak of the Revolution in France only a cen-

tury and a half had elapsed since the accession of Frederick

WilUam, the Great Elector, to the electorate of Branden-

burg. Less than ninety years had passed since the Great

Elector's son had become first King of Prussia. Less

than thirty years had passed since the great Frederick

had raised his country for the first time in her story to

the front rank in Europe, and against overwhelming

odds had brought the Seven Years' War to an honour-

able and advantageous conclusion. His successor had

been the first to throw down the gauntlet to revolutionary

France ; he had been one of the three royal participators

in the plunder of Poland. He was himself spared the

penalty which his country was to suffer for the crime.

Prussia did not fall so rapidly as Austria before the arms

of France. It was not untU her army had been shat-

tered at Jena in 1806 that her territories were dismem-
bered and her power was destroyed. The degradation

of Prussia was apparently complete, but the genius of

one man saved her irom annihilation. Napoleon imagined

that he had placed an effectual restraint upon the people

whom he had subdued by stipulating that their standing

army should never exceed a certain strength. The Prus-

sians, however, were driven by this very stipulation to

organise the most formidable force which Europe had yet

seen. Passing successive relays of the population through
the ranks, they succeeded, in an incredibly short time, in

training an entire people to the use of arms. Prussia was
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thus enabled, when the French met with their first reverse, chap.
I

to rise in unprecedented strength, and to wreak a terrible •

—

'<—

-

vengeance upon her conqueror at Leipsic. She shared

with Great Britain the crowning honour of the brief cam-

paign which terminated at Waterloo.

The huge empire which is now known as Eussia, and Russia,

which comprises nearly a seventh part of the land on the

surface of the globe, has only gradually attained its enor-

mous dimensions, and only recently acquired its prepon-

derating influence in Europe. In ancient history Eussia

was only known as the remote and impenetrable territory

from which hordes of barbarous tribes made their occa-

sional inroads into "Western Europe. In mediceval history

Eussia, under the dominion of the Tartars, was effectually

separated from European politics by the intervening king-

dom of Poland. It was only in the later half of the

fourteenth century that Ivanovitch, the descendant of

Eiuic, succeeded in shaking off the Tartar yoke, and in

establishing himself in partially independent rule at

Moscow. The independence of the new State was, how-

ever, long doubtful. A hundred years after the death of

Ivanovitch the Tartars returned in almost irresistible

strength, and threatened its overthrow. Muscovy was

not wholly emancipated from Tartar ride till after the

accession of Ivan the Terrible. The horrible cruelties

which disgraced the reign of this merciless tyrant have

made his name execrable ; but his able and determined rule

emancipated his country from the Tartars and extended

the Hmits of his empire. Ivan was the last sovereign

but one of the House of Euric. The race died out with

Feodor at the close of the sixteenth century. The Eus-

sians in 1613 selected Mikhail, or Michael, as their new
Czar. Mikhail was the head of the noble house of Eo-

manoff, which thus acquired a position among the reigning

families of Europe.

Mikhail was the grandfather of Peter I., or Peter the
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CHAP. Great, as he is usually called. Peter, who in the first

-^-i— instance had shared the throne with his brother Ivan,

obtained sole possession of it in 1689. The empire of

Eussia dates jfrom his accession. The capital during his

reign was removed from Moscow to a new city—St. Peters-

burg, which the Emperor founded on the banks of the

Neva. At the date of Peter's accession to the throne, his

three most powerful neighbours were Sweden, Poland,

and Turkey. Gustavus Adolphus had raised the first of

these countries to a high position in Europe, and had

made her the arbiter of the North. It was almost inevitr-

able that she should come into collision vdth the new

power which was gradually consolidating itself on her

eastern flank. The temperament of Charles XII., who

succeeded to the throne in 1697, hastened the conflict

which under any circumstances would have occurred. For

some years the Swedes taxed to the uttermost the dis-

organised resources of the Eussian empire. Peter was

totally defeated on the Narva, and his conqueror,

marching into the heart of Eussia, threatened to dictate

the terms of peace at Moscow. Eussia, however, ia

1700 possessed the same inherent power of defence which

she displayed more than a century afterwards. It was

possible to defeat her armies, but it was impracticable to

conquer her territory. Taught the lessons of war by con-

tact with the Swedes, slowly gathering their almost end-

less resources together, the Eussians, after a long humilia-

tion, won the battle of Pultowa. From that time tiU the

present day Eussia has maintained an unquestioned pre-

dominance in Northern Europe.

Charles XII., defeated at Pultowa, fled to the mighty
empire which marched with the southern boundaries of his

conqueror's dominions. The Ottoman power was at that

time already decliniqg, but the Turks still retained the
reputation which their ^dctorious career had given them.
Within thirty years of the date of Pultowa, the Crescent,
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for a second time in history, had appeared before the walls chap,

of Vienna, and the timely aid of the Poles had alone •

—

l-
—

relieved the capital of Austria from the humihation of a

Mussulman occupation. The Porte, which had already

experienced the rising power of the new empire of the

North, readily afforded Charles the refuge which he

sought. Peter, after completing his conquest of the

Swedes, turned his arms against the people among whom
Charles had taken refuge. His expedition, however,

resulted in a signal discomfiture. Hemmed in by an

overwhelming force of Turks on the banks of the Pruth,

Peter was compelled to accept a ruinous peace. Nothing

but the dexterity of his consort Catherine, and the cor-

ruption of the Turks, saved the Eussians from terms even

more disastrous than those to which they were forced to

accede.

The unceasing rivalry, which has since existed between

Eussia and Turkey, may be dated from the reign of Peter

the Great. But the contest has since that time been con-

ducted on conditions which pointed from the first to the

ultimate victory of the Eussians. The gradual decay of

the Mahometan power made the Ottomans more and

more feeble for the purposes of offensive warfare. The
gradual organisation of the Eussian empire rendered Eus-

sia a more and more formidable assailant. The process of

decay on the one side, was, however, frequently retarded

by the energy which individual Turks threw into the go-

vernment of the Porte. The process of organisation, on

the other, was often stopped by the wars or by the cor-

ruption of the Eussian government. Eussia, in fact, had

other work in the eighteenth century to perform, besides

the conquest of Turkey. Poland still existed as an inde-

pendent kingdom on her western frontier ; and Poland was

ruthlessly partitioned among the neighbouring powers.

By the acquisition of Warsaw, Eussia thrust herself like

a wedge into Europe, and for the first time acquired an
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CHAP, important influence. The events of the revokitionary war

—

l^— confirmed her authority. The conqueror who had subdued

a continent recoiled from Eussian territory. Friedland

and the Borodino showed conclusively the worth of Eus-

sian soldiers. The biurning of Moscow proved to the as-

tonished victor that reverses which would have broken

any other European power had no effect on the Eussian

empire. Eussia rose from her temporary prostration to

march in triumph upon Paris, and a Eussian army

occupied the splendid capital of the French empire.

Eussia had not had the sole merit of producing the

fall of Napoleon ; but the Czar of Eussia had much

greater influence in the councils which succeeded the war

than either the Emperor of Austria or the King of Prus-

sia. Francis of Austria owed his influence in congress to

the ability of Metternich. Alexander of Eussia derived

his authority from the force of his own character. There

was much in his disposition which was calculated to ex-

cite the regard and admiration of his contemporaries.

He was sincerely desirous of peace, and he firmly be-

lieved that the memorable events, in which he had played

so distinguished a part, were capable of afibrding the bless-

ings of a long peace to the exhausted Continent. Madame
Krudener persuaded him to originate an alliance with
Austria and Prussia for this purpose. Justice, christian

charity, and peace were to be the guiding motives of

the three potentates in ftiture. The reign of peace which
was thus inaugurated, was, however, emphatically a peace
for sovereigns and not for their people. The peace, at

which Alexander aimed, involved the implicit obedience of

every nation to the orders of those who happened to be
their rulers. It wholly ignored the novel doctrine that
the people themselves had a right to influence the actions
of their governors. Such a doctrine seemed utterly in-
comprehensible to the mighty autocrat who was absolute
ruler over all the Eussians. The victors who had re-
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stored the map of Western Europe to its original shape, chap.

seemed to him to have httle or nothing to do with the

—

-^—
feelings of the populace beneath them.

So far as the five great continental countries were con- Minor

cerned, twenty years of constant warfare had made com-
^^^''

paratively small changes. The old boundaries of France
had been restored ; and, though Austria had lost the Ne-
therlands, she had retained most of the remainder of her

old territory. But in other respects the map of Europe
had been materially modified. The victors in the moment
of their triumph had imitated the conduct to which they

themselves had been exposed on their defeat ; and Eussia,

Austria, and Prussia, had contended for considerable addi-

tions to their territory in return for the sacrifices which

they had made. Great Britain alone required no conti-

nental kingdom, and stood opposed to the desire of her

allies for aggrandisement. Her influence, however, could

not instil moderation into their hearts. Eussia perman-

ently extended her sway beyond the Vistula. The Bel-

gians, though Eoman Catholic in faith, were compelled to

allow their provinces to bg annexed to the Protestant

kingdom of Holland. Prussia repaid herself for her exer-

tions by seizing upon a portion of the kingdom of Saxony.

Austria obtained compensation for the loss of the Nether-

lands in the romantic city which is seated on the waves

of the Adriatic. Tuscany and Modena, Italian in their

sympathies and in their connections, were handed over to

the dominion of Austrian archdukes ; and Genoa, which

had attained her prosperity under republican institutions,

was annexed against her wiU to the kingdom of Pied-

mont. The power of the conquerors was so great, the

prostration of France was so complete, that the minor

nations of Europe had no alternative but submission to

these arrangements. A few men, sitting in congress,

absolutely disposed of the fate of millions of Europeans.

People, in the view of an Alexander, or a Frederic, or a

VOL. I. c
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CHAP. Francis, were only born to be governed, and autocratic

•—i—• princes, ruling by the will of heaven, were entitled to

dispose of them as they chose. The sentiment was in

strict accordance with the principles on which the French

revolutionary war had been originally undertaken. It

was totally opposed to the ideas on which the Revolu-

tion had been founded, and which even the triumphs of

the allies had not extirpated from men's minds. A few

statesmen were already in existence who questioned both

the prudence and the propriety of disposing of whole

peoples like flocks of sheep, and of settling governments

and nations against the wiU of the nationality. A few

wise men predicted that the settlement of 1815 contained

in it the seeds of future trouble ; that the time would come

when the rapacious would regret their rapacity, and the

weak would rise against the strong. Predictions of this

kind carried no weight at the time. Europe, sickened of

war, would have submitted to any settlement. Countries,

which had been the constant scene of hostilities, imagined

that any fate was preferable to a new appeal to arms,

and the settlement of 1815 was tolerated, not because it

was just, but because the world was weary of blood-

shedding, and too exhausted to dispute the wiU of the

conquerors.^

Great Great Britain had not participated in the spoils which

the allied powers had extorted from France. Though
she had borne the chief burthen of the contest, though
the struggle had been sustained by her resources, alone

among the allies she forbore to claim any return for the

enormous sacrifices which the war had entailed on her.

Yet the effect of the struggle had been to raise this

' 'I mentioned,' wrote Eomilly strange an act of justice was this,

of his speech on the peace, ' that to give them hack their statues, hut
among other articles carried from not to restore to them those far more
Paris, under pretence of restoring valuahle possessions, their territoiy
them to their rightful owners, were and their repuhlic, which were at the
the Corinthian horses which had same time wrested from the Vene-
boen brought from Venice ; hut how tians.'

—

RomiUy, iii. 226.

Britain.
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country to the very highest place among European na- chap.

tions. It had repaired for ever the losses which she had —;.—

•

sustained in the earlier years of the reign of George III.

No sovereign had ever inherited a nobler dominion than

that to which George III. succeeded on the death of his

grandfather in 1760. The dangers, which the glorious

Eevolution of 1688 had created, were rapidly passing

away ; the fortunate change in a dynasty and a constitu-

tion were producing the happiest results. Constitutional/

government had , superseded the arbitrary rule of the

degenerate Stuarts, and a free people, strong in their

freedom, were extending their empire, their trade, and

their influence. Marlborough, in the days of Anne, had

raised his country to the first place in Ern-ope. Walpole,

in the days of George I. and George II., by his incom-

parable skill as a financier, and by the prudence of his

government, had largely promoted her prosperity. Chat'

ham, diuring the Seven Years War, had conducted a cam-

paign against overwhelming odds to a glorious conclusion

;

while Clive in one hemisphere, and Wolfe in another,

had conquered empires for the crown of England. Scot-

land, contented with the union, was submitting herself

quietly to the House of Hanover ; England, revelling in

her new prosperity, was loyally attached to the dynasty

which had conferred on her so many material advan-

tages; and even Ireland, with a surplus revenue to

dispose of, only required fair treatment and a firm

government. The Pretender was in Eome ; the last

expedition of Prince Charlie had terminated in disaster

;

and no descendant of the Stuarts virtually contested the

right of the new dynasty, England, in one sentence, was

happy at home and respected abroad.

The new king was, unfortunately, a very young man

;

he was imbued with singular views of personal govern-

ment, and he had not yet acquired the experience which,

later in hrs life, would undoubtedly have induced him to

c 2
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CHAP, place himself in the hands of his constitutional advisers.

—r'— Mr. Froude has lately published a singular letter which

the young king, in the earlier years of his reign, addressed

to his representative in Ireland.^ The communication

imdoubtedly forms a remarkable State paper. It is full

of admirable advice; it evidently proves that the king

understood the Irish difficulty at least as well as some of

his counsellors. It deserves, as a State paper, the commen-

dation which the historian bestows upon it. But though,

if it had been the production of a minister, it would

receive almost unqualified admiration, it is very doubt-

ful whether it merits any admiration at all as the work

of a king. Constitutional monarchs have other things to

do than to compose remarkable State papers. They are

certainly precluded by their position from composing

papers on State policy which are to be kept secret from

their own advisers. Even at the close of his long reign

George HI. had hardly grasped the truth that he was

precluded, imder any circumstances, from acting inde-

pendently of his counsellors. At the beginning of his

reign he had every intention of asserting his own opinions

on all occasions. His ministers were to be ministers in

the strict sense of the term, and not his advisers. The
experiment broke down deplorably. The untried Scotch

peer who was chosen to supersede one of the greatest

ministers who ever governed England, had to give way to

George Grenville. The folly of George Grenville in

passing the Stamp Act, and the madness of a later minis-

ter in carrying a similar measure, led to the memorable
revolt of the American colonies, and to the loss of the

American empire. George III.'s unhappy attempt at

arbitrary rule, and unfortunate preference for weak minis-

ters, had inflicted an incalculable injiuy on the noble
inheritance to which he had succeeded, and had contri-

buted to the dismemberment of the British empire.

' The English in Ireland, vol. ii. p. 140.
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The first five-and-twenty years of George III.'s reign chap.

form, then, an unfortunate era in the history of Great

—

r—

•

Britain. But, before the five-and-twenty years were quite

conckided, a new statesman, cast in a difierent mould from

either Bute or Grenville, had unexpectedly risen on the po-

litical horizon. William Pitt had inherited from his father

the great qualities which had enrolled Lord Chatham's

name amongst the chief worthies of England. A feeble

body had not interfered with the growth of a vigorous

mind, and the beardless young man, onlytwenty-three years

of age, proved hiltnself at the very outset of his career a

match for the most formidable of his opponents. A finan-

cier at a time when many men are still reading for their

degree, prime minister of England at an age when most

barristers are still studying for their profession, Pitt un-

doubtedly owed much to his father's reputation, but he

owed more to his own abilities, and the confidence which

he had in them. There is nothing more remarkable in

history than the spectacle of the youthful minister stand-

ing up night after night to battle with an Opposition,

confident in its numbers and formidable for its parlia-

mentary ability. There is nothing more memorable in

history than the victory which he gained over his adver-

saries, and the use which he made of the power secured

for him by his triumph. Pitt, as a minister, had two

difficulties to contend with. He had to deal with the

unconstitutional claims of a sovereign to whom he was

personally indebted ; he had to reform the abuses of a

government which was founded on a system of exclusion,

and which drew its chief revenue from duties whose

very existence hampered the trade and fettered the in-

dustry of the nation.

It is to Pitt's immortal honour that he shoidd have

remedied one of these evils, and that he should have

attempted to deal with the other of them. George III.

found in Pitt an adviser, not a minister, and, though on
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CHAP, one memorable occasion, conscientious scruples unfortu-

•

—

^—• nately induced the monarch to adhere to his own prin-

ciples, the obstinacy which obtained for Protestantism a

few years more of superiority deprived the throne of

the services of the man who was really most capable of

upholding it. It is even more creditable to Pitt that he

should have promoted a large scheme of parliamentary

reform, and that he should have honestly attempted to

reheve the trade of the kingdom from the fetters which

shackled it. The revolutionary wave which swept over

Em-ope, whose influence was even perceptible on these

shores, drove him indeed from his admirable purpose into

an opposite policy ; but the man who blames Htt for his

later conduct should in justice remember the liberal

spirit which pervaded his earlier administration.

It is easy to see now that neither Europe generally,

nor this country in particular, had any reason to interfere

in the lamentable scenes which deluged Prance with

blood in the closing decade of the eighteenth century.

We had not interfered with the monstrous abuses which

had disfigured the government of the Bourbons ; we had

no concern with the monstrous excesses which discredited

the cause of popular liberty. The horrible scenes which

were acted in Paris, the flight of the king, his capture,

his judicial murder, ought to have excited the indignation

of Europe ; they ought not to have demanded its inter-

position. Unhappily, however, in the eighteenth century

the cg,use of monarchy was identified with the cause of

order, and other European nations witnessed the degra-

dation of a king in Prance with much the same feelings

with which the Americans would contemplate the creation

of a king in Canada. Tl^e cause of monarchy was sup-

posed to be universally attacked by the destruction of

monarchy in France, and the greg,t sovereigns of Europe
interfered, not so much to restore Louis XVI. as to pre-

vent their own dethronement. If, however, the sovereigns
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of Europe should have refrained from mtervention, it is chap.

evident that, if they intervened at all, they should at least . \ .

have done so ejQTectually. The road to Paris was open,

the French people were broken up into parties ; they had

no army, no money, and no credit. A reaUy determined

general, at the head of a really well organised expedition,

must have succeeded in forcing his way to Paris and in re-

storing order. Unhappily the allies were jealous of each

other, and uncertain what to do. Their generals, instead

of marchtQg, manoeuvred ; they indulged in purposeless

cannonades, and« abstained from direct attacks. Their

imbecility and vacillation served a double purpose. Their

own troops were dispirited, their enemies were educated.

The revolutionary wave which was deluging France with

blood foimd an outlet in military ambition.

The fearful war which was thus wantonly commenced
continued with short intervals for twenty-four years.

During the course of it every power but one deserted in

turn the cause which had been undertaken in common
;

every power but one suffered the penalty of a French

invasion. England alone, with one short interval of peace,

persevered from the commencement to the close of the

struggle. England alone was saved from the humiliation

of invasion. Yet Englishmen can look back at the earlier

events of the war with only sHght satisfaction. The bril-

liant victories at sea, which made this country the first

naval power in the world, barely atoned for the discredit-

able part which she played on land. The most important

expedition which she attempted ended in a mere military

parade. The largest subsidies which she lavished on her

allies did not save them from defeat or deter them from

deserting her.

During the whole of Pitt's short hfe—though not

solely from Pitt's fault—this state of things continued.

When he died, Trafalgar had made his country absolute

mistress of the seas. Austerlitz had made Napoleon the
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CHAP, master of the Continent. Jena, Friedland, Wagram, Til-
I.

sit, and Vienna confirmed the supremacy which the French

emperor had thus acquired ; and, at the commencement of

1809, Napoleon could almost boast that he had no more

enemies to subdue. It would be useless, in these prefa-

tory remarks, to refer to the well-known circumstances

which ultimately led to the prostration of the French

empire. The monstrous determination of Buonaparte to

seat his own brother on the throne of Spain ; the fortu-

nate decision of the Portland ministry to support the

waning cause of Em-ope in the Peninsula ; the happy se-

lection of the great Duke of Wellington as the com-

mander of the British troops ; the steady perseverance

of successive British ministers, the ability of the com-

mander, the bravery of the army, the outbreak of the

Eussian war, the retreat of the French from the Kremhn
and the simultaneous bursting by the British of the

southern barrier of France—these are all events with

which every child is familiar, and which it cannot be ne-

cessary to detail. Waterloo fixed a stamp to the supre-

macy which England had acquired, and the British

empire rose from the struggle the first power in the

world.

Descrip- The country, which had thus acquired the first place

in the world, comprises a group of islands situated on the

north-western flank of continental Emope. The two
largest of these islands are popularly known as Great
Britain and Ireland, and contain respectively an area of

about 89,000 and 32,000 square miles. Great Britain,

the larger of the two, is divided into three parts, Eng-
land, Scotland, and Wales ; of these, Wales is chiefly

peopled by the descendants of the original Keltic inhabi-

tants of Britain, who retreated into the Welsh fastnesses be-
fore a succession of invaders. Scotland is mainly inhabited

by the descendants of the Kelts and Gaels, who main-
tained in the rudest ages an impregnable position in their
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mountain highlands Kelt and Eoman, Saxon and Dane, chap.

Norseman and Norman, have mingled their blood and

speech, and produced by their union the English race

and the English language. Before the commencement of

the present centiuy nothing was known exactly about the

population of the three kingdoms. Macaulay, indeed,

infers from comparatively reliable data that the entire

population of England and Wales in the closing decade

of the seventeenth century did not exceed 5,500,000, ^ov^^-

or fall short of 5,000,000 persons.^ Eespectable autho-

rities may, however, be cited to prove that Macaulay

has rather under-estimated than exaggerated the num-
ber,''* and 5,500,000 persons is the very lowest estimate

which can be fairly made of the inhabitants of England

and Wales in 1690. One hundred and eleven years after-

wards, or in 1801, the same country only contained

8,873,000 persons. More than a century of progress had

only added some 3,000,000 to the number of its people.

Ten years later on, or in 1811, the number had in-

creased to 10,150,000; while in 1816 it probably amounted

(taking the mean between the populations of 1811 and

1821) to upwards of 11,000,000. Notwithstanding

the war which this country had been conducting, the

increase of its population in only fifteen years had been

two-thu'ds as great as that which had taken place during

the previous century.

Scotland, in one sense, had been a much more back-

ward country than England. In the middle of the

eighteenth century, English roads were intolerably bad

;

' Mr. Bickman calculated the where (vol. x. p. 696) Houghton
numher at 6,046,008 in 1700. See estimates the numher of inhabited

Preface to Censits Returns of 1841, houses at 1,175,961. Davenant placed

pp. 36, 37, and note to Porter's Pro- the numher of houses in 1690 at

grese of the Nation,-^. IZ. This esti- 1,391,215. See Anderson's Sisi. o/
mate is probahly much more accurate Commerce, vol. ii. p. .594. Of. also

than Macaulay's. Apology for the Builder, published
' The reader who is curious on in Lord Overstone's collection of

this point wiU find some interesting Tracts,

information upon it in Somers' Tracts, ,
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CHAP, but Scotland, it might almost have been said, had no

-

—

r—• roads. English agriculture was backward ; but Scot-

land was uncultivated. English industry was unimport-

ant ; but Scotland had neither industries nor trade. A
journey from London to Edinburgh was a more difficult

and a more hazardous undertaking than a journey from

London to New York is now ; and the traveller, like John-

son or Wordsworth, who attempted a tour in the High-

lands, was forced to ride, and to submit to more inconve-

niences than a tourist would meet with now in the

wildest parts of Europe. Yet the development of Scot-

land was proceeding at least as rapidly as that of

England and Wales. The events of 1745 taught the Go-

vernment the necessity of military roads ; and roads

formed for mihtary purposes materially promoted the

prosperity of the kingdom. In the latter half of the

eighteenth century, Scotland made unexpected progress.

Her lowlands were gradually converted from a barren

waste into the garden of Great Britain. The Clyde, im-

proved by Scotch enterprise, shared the trade of the

Mersey ; the manufactories of Dundee robbed Belfast of

its supremacy in linen ; and Edinburgh, deprived of the

pomp which is usually associated with a capital, increased

with a rapidity which, in former days, it had never

known. In 1801 Scotland was found to contain

1,599,000 persons. The population rose in 1811 to

1,805,000 ; and exceeded in 1821 2,093,000. It may
fairly be computed to have consisted in 1816 of

1,950,000 persons.

No census was taken in Ireland tiU the year 1813.
Nothing, therefore, is known exactly of the increase of
the population of that unhappy country before that time.
Ireland is said to have contained only 2,372,634 persons
in 1754; Lord Colchester, who was chief secretary for

Ireland in 1802, says that the population at that time
was estimated by one leading Irishman at 3,000,000, and
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by another at 4,000,000.^ The census of 1813 was in chap.

many respects incomplete. The numbers were never

—

r—

•

made up for Louth, Westmeath, Wexford, Cavan, Done-

gal, and Shgo. There are fair grounds, however, for

beheving that the population at that time was not less

than 5,400,000, and did not exceed 5,600,000. The
number of the people in 1821 was found to have in-

creased to 6,801,000 ; and it is, probably, therefore not

very inaccurate to conclude that the population of Ire-

land in 1816 amounted to about 6,000,000 souls.

At the conclusion of the great war, then, England

and Wales had a population of about 11,000,000; Ire-

land of about 6,000,000 ; Scotland of about 1,950,000

persons. The entire population of the United Kingdom
(including the smaller islands) must have exceeded

19,000,000. At the commencement of the war, Eng-

land and Wales had not, probably, more than 8,500,000

;

Scotland had not more than 1,500,000 ; and Ireland had

not more than 4,000,000 inhabitants. At the very

highest estimate, therefore, the United Kingdom had com-

menced the struggle with only 14,000,000 of persons. At

the very lowest estimate she retired from it with

19,000,000. The growth of the people, which had taken

place in the interval, was the more remarkable when it

was compared with tliat of our great rival. France had

ent(ired the revolutionary war with a population of

26,363,000. In 1817, when she had again been re-

duced to her ' ancient limits, the population retm-ns gave

a total of 29,217,465.' ^ The United Kingdom, in the in-

terval, had added 5,000,000 souls to its 14,000,000 in-

habitants. France, on the contrary, had added only

1,500,000 to every 14,000,000 of her people. The

disparity between the rival nations was being rapidly

' Haydn's Diet, of Batm, sub verb. Population. Colchester, vol. i. p. 273.
' Porter's Progress of the Nation, p. 18.
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CHAP, removed ; and the argument, on wHcli Napoleon mainly

—

r—- relied, that his own superior numbers must ultimately

assiu-e him a victory, was becoming continually weaker.

It was constantly becoming evident that the day would

arrive when the great rivals would contend on equal

terms.

TheNa- Foiurteeu millions of people, increasing in a quarter

Debt. of a century to nineteen millions, had in less than a gene-

ration raised their country to the first place in the world.

But the victory had been won at a tremendous cost.

In the year 1792, the last complete year of peace, the

debt of Great Britain had amounted to 237,400,000/.;

the debt of Ireland to about 2,250,000/. The entire

debt of the United Kingdom only slightly exceeded

239,650,000/. In 1815, the last year of the war, the

capital of the debt of Great Britain amounted to about

834,260,000/. ; the capital of the Irish debt exceeded

26,770,000/. The entire debt of the United Kingdom
reached 861,000,000/.i The debt in 1792 imposed a

charge of 9,301,000/. on Great Britain, and of 131,000/.

on Ireland. The charge of the debt in 1815 had risen

(without the sinking fund) to 32,645,618/. The gigantic

debt, which had thus been rapidly accumulated, was of

very recent origin. The earlier kings of England had,

indeed, hke their later successors, frequent occasions for

more money than their revenues afforded them. But

the art of borrowing was in its infancy ; the best security

was bad. Money-lenders refused to advance their money
on bad seciurity, except at high rates of interest ; and
high rates of interest were illegal by the laws of man,

and reprobated (so churchmen taught) b^ the laws of

God. When one of the earlier kings of the country re-

quired money, he anticipated his revenue if he were an

' See the important return, Ses- apparently includes in this sum the
sionl858,No. 443,pp. 78, 79. Porter proximate Talue of the annuities
gives the total at 885,000,000?., Fro- which were never at that time ofiBci-

gress of the Nation, p. 482 ; but he ally calculated.
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honest man ; or he raised a forced loan from the Jews if chap.
I

he were a dishonest one. The creditor, in return for his • r—

^

loan, received a tally ; and the loan was said to be bor-

rowed on the security of the tally. It is probable that a

good many people now are ignorant of the meaning of a

word which a few centuries ago was in common use

among their ancestors.

' Score ' (which is the past participle of the old Saxon

verb shear, and which is the same word as shore) ' when
used for the number twenty, has been well and rationally

accounted for by supposing that our unlearned ancestors,

to avoid the embarrassment of large numbers, when they

had made twice ten notches cut off the piece or tally

(tagli^) containing them, and afterwards counted the

scores or pieces cut off, and reckoned by the number of

separated pieces or by scores. This ancient manner of

reckoning is humorously noted by Shakespeare :
" Thou

hast most traitorously corrupted the youth of the realm

in erecting a grammar school ; and whereas before oiu:

grandfathers had no other books but the score and the

tally, thou hast caused printing to be used." '
^ Tallies

were still in use in Ireland at the commencement of the

present century. * It's a tally, plase yoiu: honour,' says

the Widow O'lSTeill, in the ' Absentee.' ' Oh, you're a

foreigner : it's the way the labourers do keep the account

of the day's work with the overseer, the bailiff; a notch for

every day the bailiff makes on his stick, and the labourer

the hke on his stick, to tally : and when we come to

make up the accoimt it's by the notches we go.' ^ The

tally, then, was originally a rough piece of wood which

our ancestors cut or notched to assist them to count. Just

as the five-poimd note exceeds in finish and perfection of

workmanship the ordinary piece of paper on which this

' Home Tooke, Diversions of vi. p. 175. A representation of a
Purley, part ii. Of Abstraction, p. tally will be found in Pari. Papers,

427. 366, part ii. Sess. 1869, p. 339.

" Tales of Fashionable Life, vol.
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CHAP, sentence is printed, so the tally of loan surpassed the rude

._ ^ - tally of the innkeeper or the tradesman. But just as

the five-pound note is, after all, nothing but a bit of

paper, so the tally of loan was nothing but a bit of wood.^

This rude system of borrowing money continued in force

till a very recent period. Up to the reign of Henry VI.

money was borrowed by the sovereign on his own

security. In the reign of Henry VI., Parliament autho-

rised the crown, on four separate occasions, to raise money

by loan, and took the burden of the debt upon its own

shoulders. Two more centuries elapsed before the legis-

lature, in the reign of Charles H., formally authorised

the crown to issue public negotiable seciurities bearing

6 per cent, interest. This issue marked the commence-

ment of the modern National Debt of England. But it

was attended with very unfortunate consequences. Within

eight years, Charles, on the advice of Clifford, closed the

exchequer. The unfortunate creditors received for a few

years the interest of their debt, though this payment was
at last suspended ; and, after carrying a suit against the

crown from the inferior courts to the Chancellor, and
from the Chancellor to the House of Lords, the creditors

of the State were compelled to forego their entire claim

to interest, and accept as a full discharge one half of

their original debt, or 664,263/. This 664,263/. is the

oldest portion of the National Debt.

The Eevolution of 1688 succeeded. The hereditary

revenues of the crown were obviously insufiicient for the

' A flat piece of well-seasoned scription and a half part of tlie
wood was selected. 'The sum of notch or notches. It being thus
money which it hore was cut in divided or cleft, one part was caUed
notches by the cutter of the tallies, a taUy, the other a counter-taUy

:

and hkewise written upon two sides and when these two parts came after-
of It by the writer of the tallies. The wards to be joined, if they were
tally was cleft m the middle by the genuine they fitted so exactly that
deputy-chamberlam with a knife they appeared evidently to be parts
and a maUet through the shaft and the one of the other.'—Madox Sist
the notches, whereby it made two ofmchequei;{o\.eA.,T, 709 and Re-
aalves, each half having a super- turn, Soss. 1858, p 443 '
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heavy expenditure in which the Government was un-

avoidably involved ; and Parhament, in granting hberal

supplies, wisely insisted on the proper appropriation and

audit of the money which they voted. Charles Montagu,

subsequently Lord Halifax, who was chancellor of the

exchequer at this period, is generally known as one of

the poets whom Johnson has honoured with a life ; but

Charles Montagu's poetical genius bore no comparison

with his financial knowledge. With the aid of Newton
he reformed the currency. For the sake of replenishing

the treasury he introduced exchequer bills ; and by his

admirable qualities he conducted the financial afiairs of

the country with success in a period of unprecedented

and perhaps unexampled difiiculty. Charles Montagu

deserves to be remembered as the first of the four great

financiers whom this country has produced. But Charles

Montagu's invention of exchequer biUs was not the only

innovation in the art of borrowing for which the reign of

WiUiam and Mary is remarkable. It was in this reign

that the first general mortgage, as it was called, was

raised. It was in this reign that life annuities, tontine

annuities, and annuities for terms of years, were first

thought of. It was in this reign that the Bank of Eng-

land was incorporated, and that the first loan was ob-

tained from the Bank. It was in this reign that the new
East India Company was constituted, and that another

loan was obtained for the State as the price of their con-

stitution. Parliament had exchanged its own security for

that of the king, and had raised by so doing the credit of

the nation.

At the commencement of the reign of William HE.,

the country was practically free from debt. At the

close of it, a debt of 12.500,000^. imposed a charge of

more than 1,200,000/. a year on the nation. The war of

the Spanish Succession added to the burden. The debt

at the peace of Utrecht reached nearly 35,000,000/. ; the
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CHAP, charge upon it exceeded 3,000,000/. a year. When Sir

—

^-^—- Eobert Walpole commenced his memorable administra-

tion in 1721, the capital of the debt stood at 54,400,000/.

;

the interest at 2,855,000/. When he was driven from

office in 1742 the capital was less than 51,850,000; the

interest was less than 2,160,000/. These figures were

never destined to be reduced. The war of the Austrian

Succession raised the capital to 75,800,000/. ; the interest

to 3, 1 65,000/. The Seven Years War raised the capital to

132,000,000/. ; the interest to 5,000,000/. The American

War increased the capital to 232,000,000/. ; the interest

to 9,000,000/. ; and at the outset of the French revolu-

tionary war the capital had risen to 240,000,000/. ; the

interest to 9,430,000/.^ The gloomiest anticipations had

been freely formed at each successive addition to the

amount of the debt. ' The vast load of debt under which

the nation still groans,' wrote the ' Craftsman ' in 1736,

when the debt was under 50,000,000/., 'is the source of

all those calamities and gloomy prospects of which we
have so much reason to complain. To this has been

owing that multiplicity of burthensome taxes which have

more than doubled the price of the common necessaries

of life within a few years past, and thereby distressed the

poor labourer and manufacturer, disabled the farmer to

pay his rent, and put even gentlemen of plentiful estates

under the greatest difficulties to make a proper provision

for their families.' ' Our parliamentary aids,' wrote the

great Lord Bolingbroke in 1749, 'from the year 1740

exclusively to the year 1748 inclusively, amount to

55,522,157/. 16s. Sd., a sum that will appear incredible

to future generations, and is so almost to the present.

TiU we have paid a good part of our debt, and restored

our country in some measure to her former wealth and
power, it wiU be difficult to maintain the dignity of Great

Britain, to make her respected abroad, and secure from

' Return, National Debt, Session 1858, No. 443.
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injuries or even affronts on the part of our neighboiu-s.' chap.

' It has been a generally received notion among political __^L-_

arithmeticians,' Avrote Mr. Hannay in 1756, ' that we may
increase our debt to 100,000,000/., but they acknowledge

that it must then cease by the debtor becoming bankrupt.'

'The ruinous effects of it (the debt),' wrote Hume in

1778, ' are now become apparent, and threaten the very

existence of the nation.' *

The anticipations, which were thus freely hazarded of

the consequences .which would result from the vast debt

under which the coimtry was labouring, were signally falsi-

fied. The debt grew: but the wealth of the country

grew much more rapidly. In 1806 the country raised

by taxation a larger sum than that which Boliugbroke

had declared would appear incredible to future genera-

tions as an eight years' yield. But even this sum was

soon surpassed. In 1815 the country raised more than

74,000,000/. by taxation alone. The expenditure of the

twenty-four years ending January 5, 1816, exceeded

1,500,000,000/., or averaged more than sixty millions

a year, and no less than 1,280,000,000/. (832,000,000/.

of which were, however, applied to the reduction of debt)

were borrowed in the same period.^ This statement, how-

ever, suggestive as it is, only imperfectly indicates the real

growth of the debt during the great revolutionary war.

Most of the money was raised at 3 per cent. : and, as

the funds were frequently as low as 50, the stock created

usually largely exceeded the money received by the

Government. The capital of the debt rose by much
more than the difference between the amount of money
borrowed and the amount appHed to the liquidation of

old liabilities. The total capital of the debt amounted in

1815 to 861,000,000/., the charge upon it, excluding the

sinking fund, to 32,645,000/.^

' See all these quotations in Per- ' Return, National Debt, Sess.

ter's Progress of 1U Nation, p. 483. 1858, No. 443.
2 Ibid. p. 48'9.

VOL. I. D
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CHAP. The interest on the National Debt, however, did not

-

—

I-
—• include the whole charge thrown by it on the taxpayer.

ing^Fuud.' The country, while it was steadily increasing its liabilities,

was pleasing itself with the delusion that it was rapidly

extinguishing them. A certain addition was voluntarily

made to the interest of the debt raised, and the sum so

added to it was annually invested in stock, which was set

religiously apart as a sinking fund. The interest of the

stock so purchased was permitted to swell this fund, which

became in consequence larger and of greater importance

in every succeeding year. The plan was commended to

the generation, which approved it, by the support which

it had received from Pitt. Pitt's immediate successors did

not venture to disregard a device introduced on his high

authority, and the sinking fund was accordingly maintained

with the utmost confidence in its merits. Had the ordinary

income of the year been sufficient to cover aU the charges

thrown upon it, the sinking fund naight have proved

as advantageous as its supporters anticipated. But,

throughout the whole of the war, the revenue at the

disposal of the Government was insufficient for the expen-

diture of the country. Large sums of money were ne-

cessarily borrowed, and the determination to preserve the

sinking fund inviolate only made the nation borrow more
largely than would otherwise have been necessary. Many
millions were annually raised by loans, and applied to the

redemption of the debt. The country borrowed money
from one set of creditors and paid it to another, and

gained nothing by the process save a sop to its vanity.

The vanity of the pubhc was indeed flattered beyond
measure by the expedient. The sinking ftmd, which was
in reality reducing no more debt than its existence com-
pelled the ministry to create, seemed on paper to be as

powerful as its originators had intended it to be. At the

close of the war it amounted to more than 14,000,000^.

annually : and it seemed mathematically demonstrable that
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a sinking fund of 14,000,000/., accruing at compouncTin- chap.

terest, would pay off the entire debt in less than half a

century. Unfortunately, however, all these calculations

depended on the assumption that the revenue at the dis-

posal of the Government would be sufficient to defray the

whole cost of the public service, of the charge on the

debt, and of the sinking fund itself. Unfortunately, too,

every addition to the cost of government, every reduction

of taxation, every decrease of revenue, were liable to

falsify them. Th^ scheme, in fact, depended on the sur-

plus income of the country being equal to the whole

amoimt of the sinking fund, and, as the result proved, it

rarely exceeded one tenth of it. The plan, in a heavily

taxed country, with constituencies clamouring for fiscal

relief, was certain to fail. It required its failure to prove

that the only way of reducing debt is to apply an unex-

pended surplus to its redemption.

The war then had burdened the country with a for- Eevenua,

midable debt, and had, of course, necessitated a resort to

heavy taxation. In 1792, when the United Kingdom
was still at peace, the entire expenditure of the nation

had not reached 20,000,000/. ^ During the three last

years of the great war the expenditure had averaged

upwards of 100,000,000/. a year. In 1816 the interest and

sinking fund of the debt alone absorbed more than

46,000,000/. Though then the restoration of peace made
reductions of expenditure possible, it was clear to all

parties that heavy taxation would still be necessary. The

people had been taxed severely during the preceding

twenty-four years to support the war. But the burdens,

which the war had occasioned, were to necessitate taxation

almost equally severe being levied upon their descendants.

There is, perhaps, nothing more marvellous in the

history of the world than the gTowth of the revenue of

' Porter's Progress of the Nation, p. 480.

D 2
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CHAP, the United Kingdom. A little more tlian one hundred

^_ ^; . years before the French Eevolution commenced, the

United Kingdom could hardly be said to have had a

revenue. The king, indeed, enjoyed an enormous pro-

perty. As lord paramount, he was entitled to various

lucrative and inconvenient feudal incidents ; and the for-

feiture of estates, either for treason or felony, vras per-

petually tending to increase the income at his disposal.

With ordinary prudence and care the kings of England

might easily have carried on the government of the

country vnthout asking for additional assistance from

their subjects. Happily, hovfever, for the future of this

country, the kings of England did not possess ordinary

prudence, or exercise ordinary care. They squandered

their vast estates on their ministers or their favourites,

and v^ere compelled in consequence to apply to Parlia-

ment for assistance to enable them to conduct the govern-

ment. Had they been less extravagant, they might have

dispensed with a legislature : the Petition of Eight, in that

case, might never have been drawn up ; the Grand Ee-

monstrance might never have been framed ; and England

even now might not have gained the full blessings of a

free and constitutional monarchy. England in this way
may be said to owe more to her bad kings than her good

ones. The good monarchs reconciled their subjects to

arbitrary rule, the bad ones induced them to establish

their liberties.

It required, however, a long series of lessons before

the people of England learned that the only guarantee

for the constitutional rule of a sovereign lay in the re-

tentioti of the power of the purse by the people : and

that, so long as the revenues were granted absolutely to

a king, the king would be free to govern in his own way.

The worst evils of the old financial system were reproduced

on the restoration of Charles II., and some of them were,

in fact, intensified by the Parliament of the day. A
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Parliament of landlords was naturally anxious to relieve chap.

the land of the country from the biurden of feudal inci- —;—

-

dents, and Charles II. offered to abandon the emoluments

of signiory for 100,000/. a year. The feudal incidents

had constituted a landlord's burden, and justice therefore

required that the compensating impost shoidd be raised

by a direct tax on land. Unfortunately, however, the

Parliament had before it the example of an excise. The
^^^ ^_

excise had originally been introduced in Holland, where cise.

no article was either too insignificant or too costly to

escape the impost *of the exciseman. Half seriously, half

in jest, it was stated that in that country the dish of fish

and its sauce had paid the duty thirty times before it was

sent up to the table. It was certain that a tax, so uni-

versal in its application and so productive in its results,

would be ultimately extended to other countries, and

both royalists and parhamentarians had, as a matter of

fact, recourse to it during the Civil War. Both parties,

indeed, were loud in their declarations that the tax should

be terminated at the close of the war. All unpopular

taxes, when first proposed, are usually granted under a

similar promise. The promise, when the nation is accus-

tomed to the biu?den, is forgotten : the useftilness of the

tax alone is remembered. So was it with the excise.

At the Eestoration the landlords desired to escape from

some disagreeable biu-dens. The king was ready to

relieve them if he were only compensated. Justice re-

quired that the compensation should be found in a tax on

land. Interest suggested the expediency of shifting the

burden on to the consumer. By a very narrow majority

of only two votes the latter alternative was preferred,

and a moiety of the excise was settled on the crown.

The bargain, however unjust to the people, proved

profitable to the king. The moiety of, the excise

increased rapidly in value, till, at the close of Charles

n.'s reign, it yielded three times the sum for which the
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CHAP, king had originally offered to surrender his claim to the

-. ; _. feudal incidents.

The Cus- In the days of the Stuarts the excise formed the most
'°™'' important branch of the king's revenue. The customs

duties were, however, far more ancient, and hardly less

profitable. Some authorities have derived the name

from the antiquity of the tax—the ' custom ' or use,

which formally gave it to the king.^ Customs, under the

name of prisage and butlerage, were paid to the kings of

England after the Conquest. Prisage was the right of

piurchasing, at the moderate price of 20s. a tun, one tenth

(rf the wine imported in English vessels into England.

Butlerage was a duty of 2s. a tun on every tun of wine,

to which foreign importers, in consideration of their

exemption from prisage, were hable. Both these duties

dated from the reign of Eichard I. The customs, to use

the word in its larger and usual sense, were of later

origin. The custuma antiqua et magna comprised the

export duties on the three staple commodities of the

kingdom, wool, skins, and leather. The custumaparva et

nova, or tunnage and poundage, as they were commonly
called, duties on every tun of wine imported or every

pound of merchandise exported, were originally imposed

on ahens only, though they were subsequently exacted

also from British citizens. The lesser customs could only

be levied with the consent of Parliament ; the greater

customs were the inherent right of the crown. When
Edward I. promised to take no customs from merchants

without the consent of the realm, he added the significant

words, ' saving to us and om- heirs the customs on wool,

skins, and leather, formerly granted to us by the com-
monalty aforesaid.' But after the Eestoration, when the

rates of the great customs had been increased, the whole
of the customs duties were placed on a common footing,

' The derivation is so given in Johnson's Diet.
; the old Norman French

coustume being the immediate root of the vrord,
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and were all of them included in the permanent Eevenue chap.

of the crown. - \'
.

-

The customs were farmed by John for 1,000 marks, or

2,000/. a year. In the reign of his successor they

amountecl to 6,000Z. But the amount was said to be in-

jurious to trade. In 1590 Elizabeth raised the farm,

which was then held by Sir Thomas Smith, from
14,000Z.i to 50,000/. a year. But the yield of the

duties rose rapidly afterwards. On James I.'s accession

it amounted to 127,000/. ; and, at the close of his reign,

it had reached 160,000/.^ It is stated, though probably

incorrectly, that, at the outbreak of the Civil War, it had

been increased to 500,000/. It was estimated at the

period of the Eevolution at 577,000/. a year. At the other

time of the Eevolution the entire revenue of the State o/ti'ia iie-

only slightly exceeded 1,600,000/. a year. The customs
^'''"*®-

and the excise together contributed very nearly 1,200,000/.

of this amount. The only other branches of importance

were the hearth money and the Post Office. The former

produced 200,000/. ; the latter about 55,000/. a year.^

Hearth money was a very ancient tax, but a very un-

popular one. It is mentioned in Domesday Book under

the name of fumage or fuage, and consequently must have

existed before the Conquest. It had, however, long fallen

into disuse, when it was revived after the restoration

of Charles 11. It was a tax of 2s. on each hearth on all

houses paying to church and poor ; and was of course

very burdensome to the poorer householders. It was

' The amount is given by Philips ' Hist, of Revenue, vol. i. pp. 100,

as 13,000;.,and by Camden as 14,O0OZ. 104, 236, 324, 326. McCuUoch, ad
Namiton simply says that the amount verb. Customs. McCulloch on Taxa-
was doubled;and Sinclair, from whom iiora, p. 227. 'B.u-m.s'a Hist, of Eng-
these references are taken, conceives land, vol. v. p. 474.

that the 14,000/. of Camden is a ' These figures are taken from
mistake in the translation, and that Commons Journals, 1688, pp. 37, 38.

24,000?. ought to have been written. They are given differently in the re-

Vide Hist, of Reverme, 3rd ed. vol. i. turn of 1869, where the temporary

p. 207, note. and expired revenue is included.
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^^f^-
abolished, at William III.'s own instance, immediately

—

r—- after the Eevolution.^

The Ee- Such is a brief review of the revenue of this country

Kettied'^n at the period at which it may first be said to have had a

1689. revenue. Almost the first act of the Convention Parlia-

ment, after the Eevolution of 1688, was to consider

whether the revenue had devolved on William and Mary.

Fo one, as Macaulay has pointed out, doubted that the

lands and hereditaments of the crown had passed with the

crown to the new sovereigns.^ But the income, derivable

from the lands and hereditaments of the crown, was in-

considerable in comparison with that which was drawn

from the customs and excise. William himself was par-

donably anxious to obtain uncontrolled possession of the

whole of this revenue. Holt, who almost immediately

afterwards was made chief justice of the King's Bench

;

Pollexfen, who, after serving for a few weeks as attorney-

general, was made chief justice of the Court of Common
Pleas ; Treby, who succeeded Pollexfen as attorney-

general—all took the king's side. ' They maintained that

the revenue was subjected to the same regulations as

private property ; that, having been granted to James for

the piu-poses of government during his life, it could not

be alienated from that purpose, or follow him after he

had deserted his public trust ; but that, while he lived, it

belonged to the person substituted in his official state.'

^

Fortunately for the country, a greater man than any of

these three saw through the legal technicahties in which

they were assiduously wrapping up the subject. Somers,

who had already become ' the life, the soul, the spirit' of

the Whig party, argued—for there seems to be no doubt

that Macaulay and Campbell have supplied a correct in-

terpretation of the purport of a speech which has come

' Sinclair's Hist, of Revenue, p. ' Somerville, PoZj'itJcaZ Transnc^ioras,

41. pp. 267, 268. Campbell's Lives of
2 Macaulay 's Works, vol. ii. p. 133. Chief Justices, vol. ii. p. 133.
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clown to us ill the shortest and most compressed of sum- chap.

maries—that the word ' hfe,' in the Act by which the ,
—

-

revenue had been settled, must in this instance be inter-

preted as synonymous with ' reign
'

; that it was absurd

to maintain that the revenue was to be exacted because

James ' was naturally alive,' but that it was to be paid to

his successors ' because he was politically defunct.' The

House, convinced by Somers' arguments, adopted his posi-

tion as their own. They decided, without dividing, that

' the revenue had expired.' But they did not proceed,

as William probaBly anticipated, and certainly hoped that

they would, to resettle the revenue. ' A long and pain-

ful experience ' had convinced them that all the evils,

which the country had had to endure during the last two

reigns, had arisen from the imprudent haste with which

the Commons had settled a revenue on the crown, and

which had enabled the king to dispense with the aid of a

Parliament. The Whigs, on their part, were determined

that this opportunity should never be placed in the hands

of another sovereign. And at the risk of incurring the

king's displeasure, with the possibility of provoking his

abdication, they persisted in their determination. That

determination constitutes by far the most important event

in the financial history of this country. It probably did

even more than either Magna Charta or the Declaration

of Eights, to secure the liberties of the English nation.

In the 160 years which succeeded this debate, four

men of first-rate financial genius at different periods ad-

ministered the finances of the kingdom. It was the

object of Charles Montagu, Lord Halifax, to establish the

tottering credit of the nation ; to organise the debt; to

reform the currency ; and to insure an audit. It was the

object of Sir Eobert Walpole to develope the trade of the

kingdom, and to free it from every hindrance ; while, at

the same time, the pressure of taxation was concealed

from the taxpayer. With these views he developed the
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CHAP, excise, and devised the warehousing system. It "was the

•~-J^— object of WilHam Pitt—till his intentions were frustrated

by war—to obtain financial concessions from foreign Go-

vernments in return for concessions of our own. With

this view he negotiated the famous commercial treaty

with France. It was the object of Sir Eobert Peel to fi-ee

trade from every possible shackle, and to raise the money

required for the purposes of the State in the simplest

and most direct manner. The reform of the tariff, the

repeal of the corn-laws, and the revival of the income-

tax, were the sahent features of this policy. Sir Eobert

Walpole's financial policy may be said to have been

founded on free trade and indirect taxation. Pitt's upon

reciprocity and indirect taxation. Sir Eobert Peel's on

free trade and direct taxation.

The subse- During the same period, the revenue, which the nation

growth of i"! 1690 took into its own custody, had increased with
the Ee- marvellous and unexpected rapidity. At the date of the

Eevolution, the revenue, including the hearth money,

amounted to only 1,600,000/. At the close of the reign

of William III. the national income, without the hearth

money, exceeded 4,869,000/.^ In the interval, indeed, a

tax of 4s. in the pound had been laid upon all lands,

tenements, and other hereditaments, and on the profits of

some ofiices ; while a poll-tax, graduated according to

the station of the taxpayer, and various other duties,

had also been imposed. But the revenue had not merely

increased from the addition of fresh duties. The old

branches had concurrently been developed. The advan-

tages of settled government, and of an improved trade,

were promoting the prosperity of the kingdom ; and the

customs and the excise, in the place of only 577,000/. and
610,000/., were yielding substantial revenues of 1,469,000/.
and 1,396,000/. Notwithstanding the repeal of the poll-

tax, the revenue still continued to be maintained, and, in

• Pari. Eetiu'n, Sess. 1869, No. 566, part i. p. 26.
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I.

the years immediately preceding 1706, it regularly chap,

exceeded 5,200,000Z. a year.^

The imion with Scotland, which was agreed to in

1706, did not add materially to the financial resources

of the kingdom. Scotland was a barren country, with

little agricidtiure and little trade, and its gross income

hardly exceeded 100,000^. a year. Scotland, by the

terms of the union, was subjected to the same customs

and excise duties as England ; it agreed to raise 48,000/.

of land tax for every 1,997,000/. raised in England.

England, on her part, agreed that certain stamp duties

and other taxes should not be extended to Scotland.^

The union did not add 2| per cent, to the national re-

venues, but the resoiu-ces still continued to grow. The

net income of the country amounted in 1720 to 6,323,000/.

The eighteen succeeding years of Sir Eobert Walpole's

administration, during which the country uniformly

enjoyed the blessings of peace, were, in a financial sense,

the most prosperous which had ever been known. Wal-

pole found the net income of the country 6,323,000/.

;

the expenditure 6,002,000/., of which nearly one half, or

2,768,000/., was absorbed by the debt. In 1738, before

he had been driven by the violence of party into the

Spanish war, the net income of the country had been

reduced to less than 5,716,000/., the expenditure to

4,724,000/., and the charge of the debt to 2,059,000/.

Even when the Spanish war broke out, the revenue was

not raised, during Walpole's administration, to more than

6,415,000/. ; the charge of the debt never exceeded

2,100,000/. The entire expenditure of the nation never

reached 7,400,000/.^

While Walpole continued in office, the cost of the

1 See the Pari. Return already neariy 5,800,000?. The balances are

quoted, part, i. pp. 32-34. The deducted from all these amounts.

gross revenues which are given in the ^ Ibid, part ii. pp. 356, 357.

Appendix, part ii. p. 857, averaged " Ibid, part i. pp. 430, 431.
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CHAP. Spanish war was partly defrayed by fresh taxation. The

. ^; . land tax, which, at the commencement of the war, stood

at only 2s., was raised at once to the maximum of As. in

the pound. But, after Walpole was driven from office,

no material additions were made to the revenue. The war

was sustained on borrowed money, and fresh sums were

annually added to the amount and the biu-den of the

debt. The revenue, after the conclusion of the war,

amounted to less than 7,500,000/., the expenditiure of the

country exceeded 7,000,000/., and the debt alone ab-

sorbed about 3,000,000/. annually. Unfortunately, the

country only remained at peace for a brief interval of eight

years. War again broke out in 1756. The Seven Years

War, concluded in 1763, may be said to have perma-

nently raised the income of the country to 10,000,000/.,

the expenditure to 9,500,000/., and the charge of the debt

to about 4,750,000/. After another short interval of

peace, the American War ensued. The national income

and expenditure were raised in consequence to more
than 16,000,000/., the charge of the debt to more than

9,000,000/. During the twenty years of Sir Eobert

Walpole's rule, the expenditure had only been raised by
about 1,400,000/. ; the charge of the debt had been
reduced by more than 650,000/. The forty years which
succeeded his fall had added 9,000,000/. to the normal
expenditiu-e of the country, and 7,000,000/. to the annual

burden of the debt.

No material alteration in the financial position of the

country was made during the succeeding ten years. The
country continued at peace, and enjoyed the advantages
derivable from peace. Its entire expenditure dimng
1791-2 (the last complete year of peace), amounted to

rather less than 17,000,000/.; and considerably more than
one half of this sum, or 9,310,000/., represented the
charge of the National Debt. The income of the country
was in the main derived from four great branches. The
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excise, the most productive of the four, produced chap.

8,740,000/.; the customs yielded 4,100,000/.; various —^—

-

stamps returned 1,460,000/., and the land and assessed

taxes supplied a revenue of 3,020,000/. The country,

therefore, from these great branches of the revenue alone,

had an ample revenue of 17,300,000/. The war ensued.

Prodigious and unprecedented exertions necessitated pro-

digious and unprecedented expenditure. Taxation was

increased ; the debt was augmented with a rapidity which

would have startled previous generations. The expen-

diture of Great Britain in 1801 amounted to 51,000,000/.

The charge of the debt alone absorbed 16,750,000/., and

more than 31,500,000/. were raised by taxation. The

nation was becoming gradually reconciled to burdens

which would have been deemed intolerable only a few

years before.

The union of Great Britain and Ireland in 1801 irifhEe-

increased these figiures, though it did not increase the

resources at the disposal of the State. The revenue of

Ireland amounted in 1 800 to rather more than 3,000,000/.

a year. The expenditure of the Irish Government,

however, exceeded 6,500,000/., and in consequence the

Irish Government had been, of late years, dependent on

the assistance of the British exchequer. A million and a

half had been remitted to it in 1798, 2,000,000/. in 1799,

and 3,000,000/. in 1800. The union did not produce an

immediate fusion of the British and Irish exchequers.

The two countries were permitted to retain separate

financial systems, and to raise their respective revenues

in their own way. It was arranged that each coun-

try should bear the burden of its own debt, and that

Great Britain should contribute fifteen parts and Ireland

two parts of the siim required for the joint expenditure

of the United Kingdom. Parliament, however, was to be

free, under any circumstances, to alter these proportions

after the lapse of twenty years, and if, in the interval, the

Tonue.
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CHAP, debts of the two countries ever stood to each other in the

^-
. proportion of their respective expenditures, it was to be

at liberty to complete the union forthwith by the amal-

gamation of the exchequers and the indiscriminate taxa-

tion of each nation. Such were the leading financial pro-

visions of the union. In the fourteen years which suc-

ceeded it the expenditure of both countries rose with

frightful rapidity. The expenditure of Great Britain

increased from 51,000,000^. in 1800 to 91,000,000^. in

1815. The expenditure of Ireland rose from 6,500,000^.

in 1800 to nearly 15,000,000^. in 1815. The gross

produce of taxation in Great Britain increased from

31,500,000/. in 1800 to 78,600,000/. in 1815. The gross

produce of taxation in Ireland increased in the same

period from 3,000,000/. to 6,600,000^. The charge of

the Enghsh debt rose from 16,750,000/. to 28,426,000/.,

the charge of the Irish debt from 1,000,000/. to 3,850,000/.

The period had already arrived which had been foreseen

in the union. The Irish debt constituted more than

two seventeenths of the entire liabihties of the United

Kingdom.

Currency. The greatest exertions had necessarily been made to

meet the enormous charges which the war had occasioned.

The customs duties had been increased ; the stamp duties

had been increased; additions had been made to the

excise ; and a new tax of ten per cent, on income

had been instituted. These additions to the taxation of

the State had materially augmented the resources at the

disposal of the Government, but they had, at the same

time, proved exceptionally burdensome to the tax-

payer. The country groaned under imposts, to which

nothing but the continuance of the war would have re-

conciled it, and longed for peace as the season at which
some alleviation from the burdens of the war could only

be anticipated. Additional taxation, however, was not

the only burden which the war had occasioned. The
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income-tax swept one tenth part of every man's income chap.

into the coffers of the State, but another measure, of - J: .

much more consequence than the income-tax, reduced

ahnost indefinitely the purchasing value of the residue.

If a man enjoyed an income of 1,000^. a year, he knew
that he was bound to contribute 100^. to the State,

though the 1,000^. was, in itself, a totally different thing

to the 1,000/. which he had enjoyed when the war com-

menced. The purchasing value of each poimd was less

than it had been formerly, because the pound represented

no longer a piece of sohd gold of known, recognised, and

comparatively immutable value, but a piece of paper,

issued on the credit of the Bank of England, inconvertible

into gold, and varying in value with every ebb and flow

in the tide of war, every storm that threatened a bad

harvest, or every sunny day that promised a good one.

The Bank of England, the most important establish- The Bank

ment not merely in England but in the world, owes its land"

"

foundation to the ingenuity of a Mr. William Paterson,

and to the serious want of William in.'s Government for

money. Paterson lent the Government 1,200,000/., and,

in return for the loan, obtained a charter incorporating

the Governor and Society of the Bank of England.

The charter was renewed on various occasions. The
debt of the Government to the Bank was simultaneously

increased, and at the commencement of the revolutionary

war the capital of the Bank amounted to 11,642,000/.,

while the debt due to it by the Government amounted to

11,686,000/. In the meanwhile the Bank had received

some privileges, and had passed through many vicissi-

tudes. In 1708 Parliament restrained every other body,

consisting of six or a greater number of persons, from

borrowing, owing, or taking up any sum or sums of

money on their bills or notes payable on demand, or in

any less time than six months from the borrowing thereof.

The Act effectually prevented the competition of any
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CHAP, company enjoying more than six partners. If, however,

^-
- the Bank of England enjoyed great privileges, it was

occasionally exposed to serious difficulties. In 1696,

Avhile Montagu and Newton were busily engaged with the

reform of the coin, the Bank of England was compelled

to suspend payment of its notes ! In 1745, while the

Pretender was advancing on London, the Bank, in order

to gain time, was obliged to pay in shillings and six-

pences ! In 1793 a severe run on many private banks

occasioned a prolonged drain for bullion on the Bank of

England; and in 1797, the demand for specie abroad,

the fear of invasion, the failure of many provincial banks,

and the panic which in consequence prevailed, compelled

the Government to prohibit the directors of the Bank

from paying their notes in cash, and induced Parliament

to continue the restriction till six months after the signa-

ture of a definitive treaty of peace.

^

The suspension of cash payments, which was thus

sanctioned in 1797, and which was continued for more

than twenty years, constituted one of the most important

events in the financial history of England. One school

of writers has regarded it as the source of the prosperity

which England subsequently enjoyed: another school has

reprobated it with every degree of violence. The imme-

diate results of the suspension of cash payments were not.

however, striking. The Bank of England did not find it

necessary to increase its issues very materially. The

credit of the Bank was unshaken ; and the public readily

consented to take its paper, and to regard it of at least

equal value with gold. For some years before the sus-

pension of cash payments, the circulation of banknotes

had rarely been less than 10,000,000Z., and had on at

least one occasion exceeded 14,000,000Z. During the

three succeeding years, the issue of bank paper was not

increased ; and the paper in consequence still continued

' McOuUoch, ad verl). Bank of England, for this section of the work.
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to maintain its value. A very large issue of notes was chap.

made for the first time in 1800. Nearly 17,000,000^, _i -

were in circulation, and the paper of the Bank fell to a

discount of 8 per cent. Peace, however, ensued ; the

Bank slightly contracted its issues ; its notes recovered

their former value, and the subject escaped attention.

The renewal of the war in 1803 necessitated increased

issues by the Bank. The circulation steadily increased,

and the value of the paper simultaneously declined. In

1810, when the famous Bullion Committee was ap-

pointed, some 25,0CJ0,000Z. of paper was in circulation, and

every 1001. of paper was only worth 86/. 10s. in gold.

The depreciation of the bank paper affected different

people in very different ways. A hundred pounds of paper

being only worth 86Z. 10s., would obviously only purchase

as much as 86^. 10s. in gold would have procured. As a

matter of fact it seems to be admitted that the purchasing

value of the paper fell rather more rapidly than its value

compared with gold. The price of gold rose more than

the price of all other commodities. The merchant, it is

thought, concluded that, when paper had already fallen

in value, it might fall still further ; and in taking it,

therefore, for the commodity in which he dealt, discounted

the possibility of its further depreciation. Whether this

be so or no, it is certain that the rise in the value of

other articles (corn for example) was far more marked
than the fall in the value of bank paper. The landed

classes experienced no inconvenience from this state of

things. Corn having risen in value in a greater ratio

than paper had fallen, a greater number of persons were
tempted to grow corn. All these persons required land.

An increased competition arose accordingly for farms,

and the rent of land rose, and rose largely. The full

effects of this change on the landed interest will be seen

in a subsequent chapter. It is suflBcient at this point to

VOL. I, K
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CHAP, observe that the landowners, as a class, not merely did

_ ^' - not lose, but gained largely from the effects of the paper

currency. If, indeed, as was frequently the case, the

country gentleman's estate was mortgaged, the gain was

even more marked The interest on his mortgage was

paid in a depreciated currency ; but the effect of the

depreciation in the currency was to raise his rent. His

creditors suffered while he gained from the change. The

gain which the landowner enjoyed was shared in a lesser

degree by the manufacturing and the trading classes.

They paid the foreigner more for the goods, which they

bought of him, but they charged their customers much
more for the commodities which they sold to them. like

the landowners, they experienced no inconvenience from

the depreciation in the currency. But the comparatively

few people, who lived on fixed incomes, and the great

mass of the nation, who were dependent on daily labour,

were in a very different position. The wages of labour

did not rise with the fall in the value of the currency, and

therefore every labourer was worse off than before the

war. The annuitant with a thousand a year had to pay

100^. in income-tax, and his remaining 9001. was practi-

cally only worth 750Z. The labourer with nine shillings

a week had his wages, to all intents and purposes, re-

duced to seven shillings and sixpence.

The landowners and the manufacturers, however,

paid comparatively little attention to the sufferings of

annuitants or day labourers. Eents had never been so

high, profits had never been so large, as during the con-

tinuance of the war. The manufacturing industries of the

country had never previously experienced so marvellous a

development. The hum of the workshop was heard in

places which had previously only been disturbed by the

whirr of the grouse ; and new forces, undreamed of a

century before, were employed to assist the progress of

production. The trade of the United Kingdom acquired
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an importance which it had never previously enjoyed, chap.

and the manufacturing classes obtained an influence .—;—

-

which they had never before known. The landowners

were slowly losing the monopoly of power which they

had enjoyed for centuries. Traders and manufacturers Trade.

were daily obtaining fresh wealth and influence. A new
England was supplanting the old country : and agricul-

ture, the sole business of our forefathers, was gradually

becoming of less importance than trade. In 1793, the

first year of the war, the official Value of all the imports

into Britain was less than 20,000,000/. In 1815, the

year of Waterloo, it exceeded 31,000,000/. In 1792,

the oflficial value of British and Irish exports was only

18,000,000/. ; it rose in 1815 to 41,000,000/. The offi-

cial values, however, give only a very imperfect idea of

the extent of our export trade. They are based on prices

fixed so far back as 1696, and afford, therefore, an inac-

curate test of the extent of our trade. No attempt was

made to ascertain the declared or real value of the

exports till the year 1798, when it slightly exceeded

33,000,000/. The declared value of the exports of

British and Irish produce in 1815 exceeded 49,000,000/.

The rise in the value of the exports and imports was

attributable to many causes. The predominance of the

British at sea had driven every enemy from the ocean,

and had enabled British merchants to ply their trade in

comparative safety. The numerous possessions, which the

British had acquired in every quarter of the globe, had

provided them with customers in all parts of the world
;

and the most civilised, as well as the most savage, of

nations were purchasing the produce of the looms of

Manchester and of the factories of Birmingham. Even the

taxation which the war had necessitated had stimulated

the manufacturers to fresh exertions. The merchants

were continually discovering fresh outlets for British

B 2
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CHAP, trade ; the manufacturers were constantly encouraged to

;—. increase their produce.^

The Wool was the most ancient and most important of

tSI™ English manufactures. Custom seemed to point to the

permanent superiority of the woollen trade. The Chan-

cellor of England sat on a sack of wool ; and when men
spoke of the staple trade, they always referred to the

trade in wool. For centuries, British sovereigns and

British statesmen had^ after their own fashion, and accord-

ing to their own ideas, actively promoted this particular

industry. Edward HI. had induced Flemish weavers to

settle in this country. The Eestoration Parliament had

prohibited the exportation of British wool, and had

ordered that the very dead should be interred in woollen

shrouds. The manufacturers spread over the entire king-

dom. Wherever there was a running stream to turn their

mill, there was at any rate the possibihty of a woollen

factory. Norwich, with its contiguous vUlage of Worsted,

was the chief seat of the trade. But York and Bradford,

Worcestershire and Gloucestershire, Manchester and Ken-

dal, were largely dependent on it.

The steps, which Parliament took to promote this par-

ticular industry, were not always very wise ; in one point

they were not very just. Ireland, in many respects, could

have competed on advantageous terms with the woollen

manufacturers of England. English jealousy prohibited

in consequence the importation of Irish manufactiu-ed

woollen goods. The result hardly answered the sangume

anticipations of the selfish senators who had secured it.

The Irish, instead of sending their fleeces to be worked

up in Great Britain, smuggled them, in return for con-

traband spirits, to France, England failed to obtain

any large addition to her raw material ; and Ireland

1 McOulloob's Commercial Diction- p. 357, where the figures are slightly

ary, imports and exports ; cf., how- different. Nothing is more difficult

ever, Porter's Progress of the Nation, than to ascertain the correct figures.
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was driven into closer communication with the here- chap.

ditary foe of England. The loss of the Irish fleeces ^; -

was the more serious from another cause. The home
supply of wool had originally been abundant and good

;

but its production, at the commencement of the cen-

tury, was not increasing as rapidly as the demand for

it ; the quality of home-grown wool was rapidly de-

teriorating. The same sheep do not produce both wool

and mutton in the greatest perfection. Every improve-

ment in their meat is effected at the cost of their

fleece. English mutton was better than it had ever been

;

but English manufacturers were compelled to mix foreign

with native wool. Had trade been free this result would

have been of little moment. The English could have easily

obtained an ample supply of raw material from the hills

of Spain and other countries. But, at the very time at

which foreign wool became indispensable, the necessities

of the country, or the ignorance of her financiers, led to

the imposition of a heavy import duty on wool. Adding-

ton, in 1802, levied a duty upon it of 5s. M. the cwt.

;

Vansittart, in 1813, raised the tax to 6s. 8d. The folly

of the protectionists had done much to ruin the wool

trade. But the evil already done was small in comparison

with that in store.

Notwithstanding, however, the restrictions on the

wool trade, the wooUen industry was of great importance.

In 1800, Law, as counsel to the manufacturers, de-

clared, in an address to the House of Lords, that 600,000

packs of wool, worth 6,600,000/. were produced annually

in England and Wales, and that 1,500,000 persons were

employed in the manufacture. But these figures, as

McCulloch has shown, are undoubtedly great exagge-

rations. Eather more than 400,000 packs of wool were

available for manufacturing purposes at the commence-

ment of the century ; more than nine-tenths of these were

produced at home; and some 850,000 or 400,000 persons
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CHAP, were probably employed in the trade.' The great

_ , _. woollen industry still deserved the name of our staple

trade ; but it did not merit the exaggerated description

which persons, who should have known better, applied

to it.

Cotton. If the staple trade of the country had originally been

in woollen goods, at the commencement of the present

century cotton was rapidly gaining upon wool. Cotton

had been used in the extreme East and in the extreme

West from the earliest periods of which we have any

record. The Spaniards, on their discovery of America,

found the Mexicans clothed in cotton. ' There are trees,'

Herodotus had written, nearly 2,000 years before, 'which

grow wild there (in India), the fruit whereof is a wool

exceeding in beauty and goodness that of sheep. The

natives make their clothes of this tree wool.' ^ But

though the use of cotton had been known from the

earliest ages, both in India and America, no cotton goods

were imported into Europe ; and in the ancient world

both rich and poor were clothed in silk, linen, and wool.

The industrious Moors introduced cotton into Spain.

Many centuries afterwards cotton was imported into

Italy, Saxony, and the Low Countries. Isolated from the

rest of Europe, with little wealth, little industry, and no

roads ; rent by civil commotions ; the English were the

last people in Europe to introduce the manufacture of

cotton goods into their own homes.

Towards the close of the sixteenth century, indeed,

cotton goods were occasionally mentioned in the Statute

Book, and the manufacture of the cottons of Manches-
ter was regulated by Acts passed in the reigns of Henry
Vni., Edward VI., and Elizabeth. But there seem to be

good reasons for concluding that Manchester cottons, in

» McCvUoeh, ad verb. Wool. = Ea-wlinson's Herodotus, vol. ii.

Porter's^ Progress of the Nation, pp. p. 411. The German name for cotton
170-175, IS Baumwolle—tree wool.
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the time of the Tudors, were woollen goods, and did chap.

not consist of cotton at all. More than a century , ^ ,

elapsed before any considerable trade in cotton-attracted

the attention of the legislature. The woollen manu-

facturers complained that people were dressing their

children in printed cottons ; and Parliament was actually

persuaded to prohibit the introduction of Indian printed

cahcoes. Even an Act of Parhament, however, was unable

to extinguish the growing taste for Indian cottons. The
ladies, according to the complaint of an old writer,

expected 'to do * what they please, to say what they

please, and wear what they please.' The taste for

cotton led to the introduction of calico-printing in Lon-

don ; Parliament, in order to encourage the new trade,

was induced to sanction the importation of plain cotton

cloths from India under a duty. The demand, which was

thus created for calicoes, probably promoted their manu-

facture at home ; and Manchester, Bolton, Frome, and

other places, gradually acquired fresh vitahty from the

creation of ^ new, iaduati^.

Many years, however, passed before the trade attained

anything but the slenderest proportions. In the year

1697 only 1,976,359 lbs. of cotton wool were imported

into the United Kingdom. In the year 1751 only

2,976,610 lbs. were imported. The oflBcial value of

cotton goods exported amounted in the former year

to only 5,915/. ; in the latter year to only 45,986/.

At the present time Britain annually purchases about

1,500,000,000 lbs. of cotton wool. She annually dis-

poses of cotton goods worth 60,000,000/. The import

trade is 500 times as large as it was in 1751 ; the value

of the exports has been increased 1,300 fold. The world

has never seen, in any similar period, so prodigious a

growth of manufacturing industry. But the trade has

not merely grown from an infant into a giant ; its con-

ditions have been concurrently revolutionised. Up to
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CHAP, tie middle of the last century, cotton goods were really

.
_

\- . never made at all. The so-called cotton manufactures were

a combination of wool or linen and cotton. No English-

man had been able to produce a cotton thread strong

enough for the warp ; and even the cotton manufacturers

themselves appear to have despaired of doing so. They in-

duced Parliament in 1736 to repeal the prohibition, which

still encumbered the Statute Book, against wearing printed

calicoes ; but the repeal was granted on the curious con-

dition ' that the warp thereof be entirely linen yarn.'

Parliament no doubt intended by this condition to check

the importation of Indian goods without interfering with

the home manufacturers. The superior skill of the Indian

manufacturers enabled thera to use cotton for a warp

;

while clumsy workmanship made the use of cotton as a

warp unattainable at home.

In the middle of the eighteenth century, then, a piece

of cotton cloth, in the true sense of the term, had never

been made in England. The so-caUed cotton goods were

aU made in the cottages of the weavers. The yarn was

carded by hand ; it was spun by hand ; it was worked

into cloth by a hand-loom. The weaver was usually the

head of the family ; his wife and unmarried daughters

spun the yarn for him. Spinning was the ordinary occu-

pation of every girl, and the distaff was, for countless

centuries, the ordinary occupation of every woman. The

occupation was so universal that the distaff was occasion-

ally used as a synonym for woman. ' Le royaume de

France ne. tombe point en quenouille.'

See my royal master murdered,

His crown usurped, a distaff in the throne.

To this day every unmarried girl is commonly described

as a ' spinster.'

The operation of weaving was, however, much more
rapid than that of spinning. The weaver consumed more
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weft than his own family could supply him with ; and the chap.

weavers generally experienced the greatest difficulty in •—,
—

obtaining sufficient yarn. About the middle of the

eighteenth century the ingenuity of two persons, a father

and a son, made this difference more apparent. The

shuttle had originally been thrown by the hand from one

end of the loom to the other. John Kay, a native of

Bury, by his invention of the fly-shuttle, saved the weaver

from this labour. The lathe, in which the shuttle runs,

was lengthened at both ends ; two strings were attached

to its opposite ends ; the strings were held by a peg in

the weaver's hands, and, by plucking the peg, the weaver

was enabled to give the necessary impulse to the shuttle.

Robert Kay, John Kay's son, added the drop-box, by

means of which the weaver was able ' to use any one of

three shuttles, each containing a different coloured weft,

without the trouble of taking them from and replacing

them in the lathe.' By means of these inventions the

productive power of each weaver was doubled. Each

weaver was easily able to perform the amount of work

which had previously required two men to do ; and the

spinsters foimd themselves more hopelessly distanced than

ever in their efforts to supply the weavers with weft. —
The preparation of weft was entirely accomplished

by manual labour, and the process was very complicated.

Carding and roving were both slowly performed with

the aid of the clumsy implements which had originally

been invented for the purpose. ' Carding is the process

to which the cotton is subjected after it has been opened

and cleaned, in order that the fibres of the wool may be

disentangled, straightened, and laid parallel with each

other, so as to admit of being spun. This was formerly

effected by instruments called hand-cards, which were

brushes made of short pieces of wire instead of bristles,

the wires being stuck into a sheet of leather, at a certain

angle, and the leather fastened on a flat piece of wood
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CHAP, about twelve inches long and five wide, with a handle.

\ - The cotton being spread upon one of the cards, it was

repeatedly combed with another till all the fibres were

laid straight, when it was stripped off the card in a fleecy

roll ready for the rover. In " roving " the spinner took

the short fleecy rolls in which the cotton was stripped off

the hand-cards, applied them successively to the spindle,

and whilst with one hand she turned the wheel and thus

made the spindle revolve, with the other she drew out

the cardings, which, receiving a slight twist from the

spindle, were made into thick threads called rovings, and

wound upon the spindle so as to form cops.' In spinning,

' the roving was spun into yarn ; the operation was similar,

but the thread was drawn out much finer and received

much more twist. It will be seen that this instrument

only admitted of one thread being spun at a time by one

pair of hands, and the slowness of the operation and

consequent expensi\reness of the yarn formed a great

obstacle to the establishment of a new manufacture.'

The trade was in this humble and primitive state when

a series of extraordinary and unparalleled inventions

revolutionised the conditions on which cotton had been

hitherto prepared. A httle more than a century ago John

Hargreaves, a poor weaver in the neighbourhood of Black-

burn, was returning home from a long walk, in which he

had been purchasing a further supply of yarn for his loom.

As he entered his cottage, his wife Jenny accidentally

upset the spindle which she was using. Hargreaves

noticed that the spindle, which was now thrown into

an upright position, continued to revolve, and that the

thread was still spinning in his wife's hand. The idea

immediately occurred to him that it would be possible to

connect a considerable number of upright spindles with

one wheel, and thus multiply the productive power of

each spinster. 'He contrived a frame in one part of

which he placed eight rovings in a row, and in another
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part a row of eight spindles. The rovings, when ex- chap.

tended to the spindles passed between two horizontal bars -_ ^' _.

of wood, forming a clasp which opened and shut somewhat
like a parallel ruler. When pressed together this clasp held

the threads fast ; a certain portion of roving being extended

from the spindles to the wooden clasp, the clasp waa closed,

and was then drawn along the horizontal frame to a con-

siderable distance from the spindles, by which the threads

were lengthened out and reduced to the proper tenuity

;

this was done with the spinner's left hand, and his right

hand at the same time turned a wheel which caused the

spindles to revolve rapidly, and thus the roving was spun

into yarn. By returning the clasp to its first situation

and letting down a piercer wire, the yarn was wound
upon the spindle.'

Hargreaves succeeded in keeping his admirable inven-

tion secret for a time ; but the powers of his machine

soon became known. His ignorant neighboiirs hastily

concluded that a machine, which enabled one spinster to

do the work of eight, would throw multitudes of persons

out of employment. A mob broke ' into his house and

destroyed his machine. Hargreaves himself had to retire

to Nottingham, where, with the friendly assistance of

another person, he was able to take out a patent for the

spinning-jenny, as the machine, in compliment to his

industrious wife, was called.

The invention of the spinning-jenny gave a new
impulse to the cotton manufacture. But the invention of

the spinning-jenny, if it had been accompanied by no

other improvements, would not have allowed any purely

cotton • goods to be manufactured in England. The

yarn spun by the jenny, like that which had previously

been spun by hand, was neither fine enough nor hard

enough to be employed as warp, and linen or woollen

threads had consequently to be used for this purpose. In

the very year, however, in which Hargreaves moved from
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CHAP. Blackburn to Nottingham, Eichard Arkwright took out a

• r—- patent for his still more celebrated machine. It is alleged

that John Wyatt of Birmingham, thirty years before the

date of Arkwright's patent, had elaborated a machine for

spinning by rollers. But in a work of this description it is

impossible to analyse the conflicting claims of rival inven-

tors to the credit of discovering particular machinery ; and

the historian can do no more than record the struggles of

those whose names are associated with the improvements

which he is noticing. Eichard Arkwright, like John

Hargreaves, had a humble origin. Hargreaves began

life as a poor weaver, Arkwright as a barber's assistant.

Hargreaves had a fitting partner in his industrious wife

Jenny. Mrs. Arkwright is said to have destroyed the

models which her husband had made. But Arkwright

was not deterred from his pursuit by the poverty of his

circumstances or the conduct of his wife. ' After many

years intense and painful apphcation,' he invented his

memorable machine for spinning by rollers ; and laid the

foundations of the gigantic industry which has done more

than any other trade to concentrate in this coimtry the

wealth of the world. The principle of Arkwright's great

invention is very simple. He passed the thread over two

pairs of rollers, one of which was made to revolve much
more rapidly than the other. The thread, after passing

over the pair revolving slowly, was drawn into the requi-

site tenuity by the rollers revolving at a higher rapidity.

By this simple but memorable invention Arkwright suc-

ceeded in producing thread capable of employment as

warp. From the circumstance that the miU at which his

machinery was first erected was driven by water power,

the machine received the somewhat inappropriate name
of the water frame ; the thread spun by it was usually

called the water twist.

The invention of the fly-shuttle by John Kay had
enabled the weavers to consume more cotton than the
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spinsters had been able to provide ; the invention of the chap

spinning-jenny and the water frame would have been ——

'

useless if the old system of hand-carding had not been

superseded by a more efficient and more rapid process. Just

as Arkwright apphed rotatory motion to spinning, so Lewis

Paul introduced revolving cyhnders for carding cotton.

Paul's machine consisted of ' a horizontal cylinder, covered

in its whole circumference with parallel rows of cards

with intervening spaces, and turned by a handle. Under

the cyhnder was a concave frame, lined internally with

cards exactly fitting the lower half of the cylinder, so

that, when the handle was tiurned, the cards of the cylin-

der and of the concave frame worked against each other

and carded the wool.' ' The cardings were of course

only of the length of the cylinder, but an ingenious

apparatus was attached for making them into a perpetual

carding. Each length was placed on a flat broad riband

which was extended between two short cylinders and

which wound upon one cylinder as it unwoimd from the

other.'
1

This extraordinary series of inventions placed an

almost unlimited supply of yam at the disposal of the

weaver. But the machinery, which had thus been intro-

duced, was still incapable of providing yarn fit for the

finer qualities of cotton cloth. ' The water frame spim

twist for warps, but it could not be advantageously used

for the finer qualities, as thread of great tenuity has not

strength to bear the pull of the rollers when winding

itself on the bobbin.' This defect, however, was removed

by the ingenuity of Samuel Crompton, a young weaver

residing near Bolton. Crompton succeeded in combining

in one machine the various excellences ' of Arkwright's

water frame and Hargreaves' jenny.' like the former,

his machine, which from its nature is happily called the

mule, ' has a system of rollers to reduce the roving ; and

' Baines' Hist, of the Cotton Manufacture, p. 174, from which work the

preceding quotations are also taken.
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like tlie latter it has spindles without bobbins to give the

twist, and the thread is stretched and spun at the same

time by the spindles after the rollers have ceased to give

out the rove. The distinguishing feature of the mule is

that the spindles, instead of being stationary, as in both

the other machines, are placed on a moveable carriage,

which is wheeled out to the distance of fifty-four or fifty-

six inches from the roller beam, in order to stretch and

twist the thread, and wheeled in again to wind it on the

spindles. In the jenny, the clasp, which held the rovings,

was drawn back by the hand from the spindles ; in the

mule, on the contrary, the spindles recede from the

clasp, or from the roller beam, which acts as a cla.sp.

The rollers of the mule draw out the roving much less

than those of the water frame, and they act Uke the clasp

of the jenny by stopping and holding fast the rove, after

a certain quantity has been given out, whilst the spindles

continue to recede for a short distance ftirther, so that the

draught of the thread is in part made by the receding of

the spindles. By this arrangement, comprising the ad-

vantages both of the roller and the spindles, the thread

is stretched more gently and equably, and a much finer

quahty of yarn can therefore be produced,' ^

The effects of Crompton's great invention may be

stated epigrammatically. Before Crompton's time it was

thought impossible to spin eighty hanks to the pound.

The mule has spun three hundred and fifty hanks to the

pound ! The natives of India could spin a pound of

cotton into a thread 119 miles long. The Enghsh suc-

ceeded in spinning the same thread to a length of 160
miles.^ Yarn of the finest quality was at once at the dis-

posal of the weaver, and an opportunity was afibrded for

the production of an indefinite quantity of cotton yarn.

But the great inventions, which have been thus enu-

> Baines' Hist, of the Cotton Manufacture, pp. 197, 198.
= Ibid. p. 200, and Colchester, vol. ii. p. 75.
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merated, would not of themselves have been sufficient to chap,

establish the cotton manufacture on its present basis. -—;—

.

The ingenuity of Hargreaves, Arkwright, and Crompton

had been exercised to provide the weaver with yarn.

Their inventions had provided him with more yarn than

he could by any possibihty use. The spinster had beaten

the weaver, just as the weaver had previously beaten the

spinster, and the manufacture of cotton seemed Ukely to

stand still because the yarn could not be woven more

rapidly than an expert workman with Kay's improved

fly shuttle could weave it.

Such a result was actually contemplated by some of

the leading manufacturers, and such a result might pos-

sibly have temporarily occurred if it had not been averted

by the ingenuity of a Kentish clergyman. Edmund Cart-

wright, a clergyman residing in Kent, happened to be

staying at Matlock in the summer of 1784, and to be

thrown into the company of some Manchester gentlemen.

The conversation turned on Arkwright's machinery, and
' one of the company observed that, as soon as Arkwright's

patent expired, so many mills would be erected and so

much cotton spun that hands would never be found to

weave it.' Cartwright replied ' that Arkwright must then

set his wits to work to invent a weaving mUL' The Man-
chester gentlemen, however, unanimously agreed that th e

thing was impracticable. Cartwright 'controverted the

impracticability by remarking that there had lately been

exhibited an automaton figure which played at chess ; ' it

could not be ' more difficult to construct a machine that

shall weave than one which shall make aU ihe variety of

moves which are required in that complicated game.'

Within three years he had himself proved that the inven-

tion was practicable by producmg the power-loom. Sub-

sequent inventors improved the idea which Cartwright

had originated, and within fifty years from the date of

his memorable visit to Matlock there were not less
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CHAP, than 100,000 power-looms at work in Great Britain

. ; ., alone.'

The inventions, which have been thus enumerated,

are the most remarkable of the improvements which sti-

mulated the development of the cotton industry. But

other inventions, less generally remembered, were hardly

less wonderful or less beneficial than these. Up to the

middle of last century cotton could only be bleached by

the cloth being steeped in alkaline leys for several days,

washed clean, and spread on the grass for some weeks to

dry. The process had. to be repeated several times, and

many months were consumed before the tedious operation

was concluded. Scheele, the Swedish philosopher, dis-

covered in 1774 the bleaching properties of chlorine, or

oxymuriatic acid. BerthoUet, the French chemist, con-

ceived in 1785 the idea of applying the acid to bleaching

cloth. Watt, the inventor of the steam engine, and

Henry of Manchester, respectively introduced the new

acid into the bleachfields of Macgregor of Glasgow and

Eidgway of Bolton. The process of bleaching was at

once reduced from months to days, or even hours."^

In the same year in which Watt and Henry were intro-

ducing the new acid to the bleacher. Bell, a Scotchman,

was laying the foundations of a trade in printed calicoes.

' The old method of printing was by blocks of sycamore,

about 10 inches long by 5 broad, on the surface of

which the pattern was cut in relief in the common method

of wood engraving.' As the block had to be applied to

the cloth by hand, ' no more of it could be printed at

once than the block could cpver, and a single piece of

calico, 28 yards in length, required the application of the

block 448 times.' * This clumsy process was superseded

by cyhnder printing. A polished copper cylinder, several

feet in length, and 3 or 4 inches in diameter, is engraved

» Bainea' Cotton, pp. 229, 235. ' Ibid. pp. 247-249.
= Ibid. pp. 264, 265.
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witli a pattern round its whole circumference and from chap.

end to end. It is then placed horizontally in a press, .—;

—

and, as it revolves, the lower part of the circumference

passes through the colouring matter, which is again

removed from the whole surface of the cyhnder, except

the engraved pattern, by an elastic steel blade placed in

contact with the cyhnder, and reduced to so fine and

straight an edge as to take off the colour without scratch-

ing the copper. The colour being thus left only in

the engraved pattern, the piece of cahco or mushn is

drawn tightly over the cylinder, which revolves in the

same direction, and prints the cloth.' The saving of

labour ' effected by the machine ' is ' immense : one of

the cylinder machines, attended by a man and a boy, is

actually capable of producing as much work as could be

turned out by one hundred block printers, and as many
tear boys.' -^

Such are the leading inventions, which made Great

Britain in less than a century the wealthiest country in

the world. ' When we undertook the cotton manufacture

we had comparatively few facilities for its prosecution,

and had to struggle with the greatest difficulties. The
raw material was produced at an immense distance from

our shores, and in Hindustan and in China the inhabitants

had arrived at such perfection in the arts of spinning and

weaving, that the hghtness and delicacy of their finest

cloths emulated the web of the gossamer, and seemed to

set competition at defiance. Such, however, has been the

influence of the stupendous discoveries and inventions of

Hargreaves, Arkwright, Crompton, Cartwright, and

Others, that we have overcome all these difficulties-^that

neither the extreme cheapness of labour in Hindustan,

nor the excellence to which the natives had attained, hasr

enabled them to withstand the competition of those, who

> Baines Cotton, pp. 265, 266.

VOL. I. F
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CHAP, buy their cotton, and who, after carrying it 5,000 miles

.- ]' -- to be raanufactiired, carry back the goods to them.' ^

linen. If Great Britain entirely monopohsed the woollen and

the cotton trades, she had done her best, in her own
way, to promote the manufacture of hnen in Ireland. In

1698, Parliament, while rigorously prohibiting the ex-

portation of Irish woollen goods, sedulously attempted to

encourage the linen manufacture in Ireland. Bounties

were paid on all hnen goods imported into this country

from the sister island ; and the great linen trade acquired^

especially in Ulster, the importance which it stiU retains.

In 1800, 31,978,039 yards of linen were exported from

Ireland to Great Britain, and 2,585,829 yards to other

countries. In 1815, the export trade had risen to

37,986,359 and 5,496,206 yards respectively. A for-

midable rival to Ulster was, however, slowly rising in

another part of the kingdom. At the close of the great

French war, Dundee was still an insignificant manufactur-

ing town, but the foundations were already laid of the

surprising supremacy which she has since acquired in the

linen trade. Some 3,000 tons of flax were imported into

the Scotch port in 1814. But the time was rapidly

coming when the shipments of linen from this single place

were to exceed those from all Ireland, and Dundee was

to be spoken of by professed economists as the Manchester

of the hnen trade.^

Silk. The silk manufacturers of Britain have never yet

succeeded in acquiring the predominance which the

woollen, cotton, and linen factors have virtually obtained.

The worm, by which the raw material is produced, has

never been acchmatised on a large scale in England ; and

the trade has naturally flourished chiefly in those coun-

tries where the worm could live and spin, or where the

raw material could be the most easily prociu-ed. Insular

' McOulloch's Commercial Diet., ad vert. Cotton.
' McCulloch, ad verb. Linen ; Porter's Progress of the Nation, p. 230.
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prejudice, moreover, should not induce tlxe historian to ghap.

forget another reason which has materially interfered ._ \ _.

with the development of this particular trade. The in-

genuity of the British was superior to that of every other

nation ; but the taste of the British was inferior to that

of most people. An article, which was only worn by the

rich, and which was only used for its beauty and delicacy,

was naturally produced most successfully by the most

artistic people. English woollen goods found their way
to every continentjil nation ; but the wealthy English

imported their finest lustrings and a la modes from Italy

and France. The silk trade would, in fact, have hardly

found a home in England at all had it not been for the

folly of a neighbouring potentate. Louis XIV., in a dis-

astrous hour for France, revoked the Edict of Nantes

;

and the French Huguenots, to their eternal honour, pre-

ferring their consciences to their country, sought a home
amidst a more liberal people. The silk weavers of France

settled in Spitalfields, and the British silk trade gained

rapidly on its foreign rivals. Parliament adopted the usual

clumsy contrivances to promote an industry whose impor-

tance it was no longer possible to ignore. Prohibitory

duties, designed to discoiu-age the importation of foreign

silk, were imposed by the legislature ; monopolies were

granted to successful throwsters, and every precaution

was taken, which the follies of protection could suggest,

to perpetuate the supremacy which Great Britain was

gradually acquiring in the silk trade. The usual results

followed this short-sighted policy. Prohibitory duties

encouraged smuggling. Foreign silk found its way into

England, and the revenue was defrauded accordingly.

The English trade began to decline, and Parliament again

interfered to promote its prosperity. In that unhappy

period of English history, which succeeds the fall of

Chatham and precedes the rise of Pitt, Parliament adopted

fresh expedients to promote the prosperity of the silk

F 2
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CHAP, trade. Prohibitory duties were replaced witli actual pro-

V ^^_- hibition, and elaborate attempts were made to regulate

the wages^ of the Spitalfields weavers. The natural con-

sequences ensued. Smuggling, which had been created

by prohibitive duties, flourished with fresh vitality under

the influence of actual prohibition. The capitalists trans-

ferred their mills from Spitalfields, where the labours of

their workmen were fixed by law, to Macclesfield and

other places, where master and workman^ were free to

make their own terms.

Steam. The silk trade was hardly being developed with the

same rapidity as the three other textile industries. But

silk, like wool, cotton, and linen, was afibrding a con-

siderable amount of employment to a constantly growing

population. The textile industries of this country could

not indeed have acquired the importance, which they have

since obtained, if the inventions ofHargreaves, Arkwright,

Crompton, and Cartwright had not been supplemented by

the labours of explorers in another field. Machinery makes

possible what man by manual laboiu- alone would find it

impossible to perform. But machinery would be an use-

less incumbrance were it not for the presence of some

motive power. From the earliest ages men have endea-

voiu-ed to supplement the brute force of animals with the

more powerful forces which nature has placed at their

disposal. The ox was not to be perpetually used to tread

out the corn ; women were not always to pass their days

laboriously grinding at a mill. The movement of the

atmosphere, the flow of running water, were to be taken

into alliance with man ; and the invention of windmills

and water-mills was to mark an advance in the onward

march of civihsation. But air and water, mighty forces

as they are, proved but fickle and uncertain auxiharies.

When the wind was too low its strength was insufficient

to turn the cumbrous sails of the mill ; when it was toa

high it deranged the complicated machinery of the miller.
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The miller who trusted to water was hardly more fortu- chap.

nate than the man who relied upon air. A summer ^^^—

-

drought reduced the power of his wheel at the very time

when long days and fine weather made him anxious to

accomplish the' utmost possible amount of work. A flood

swept away the dam on which his mill depended for its

supply of water. An admirable auxihary diuing certain

portions of each year, water was occasionally too strong,

occasionally too weak, for the purposes of the miller.

The manufactiuring industry of the country stood,

therefore, in need of a new motive power ; and invention,

which is supposed by some thinlsers to depend Uke other

commodities on the laws of demand and supply, was busily

elaborating a new probleni—the use of a novel power,

which was to revolutionise the world. The elasticity of

hot water had long been noticed, and, for a centmy and

a half before the period of this history, a few advanced

thinkers had been speculating on the possibility of utilis-

ing the expansive powers of steam. The Marquis of

Worcester had described, in his ' Century of Inventions,'

' an admirable and most forcible way to drive up water

by means of fire.' Steam was actually used early in the

eighteenth century as a motive power for pumping water

from mines ; and Newcomen, a blacksmith in Dartmouth,

invented a tolerably efficient steam engine. It was not,

however, till 1769 that James Watt, a native of Greenock,

and a mathematical instrument maker in Glasgow, ob-

tained his first patent for ' methods of lessening the con-

sumption of steam, and consequently of fuel, in fire-'

engines.' James Watt was born in 1736. His father

was a magistrate, and had the good sense to encourage

the tiurn for mechanics which his son displayed at a very

early age. At the age of nineteen Watt was placed with a

mathematical instrument maker in London. But a feeble

health, which had interfered "with his studies as a boy,

prevented him from pursuing his avocations in England.
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OHAP. Watt returned to his native country. The Glasgow body

-
^'

- of Arts and Trades, however, refused to allow him to

exercise his calling within the limits of their jurisdiction;

and had it not been for the University of Glasgow, which

befriended him in his difficulty, and appointed him their

mathematical instrument maker, the career of one of the

greatest geniuses, whom Great Britain has produced, would

have been stinted at its outset.

There happened to be in the University a model of

Newcomen's engine. It happened, too, that the model

was defectively constructed. Watt, in the ordinary course

of his business, was asked to remedy its defects, and he

soon succeeded in doing so. But his examination of the

model convinced him of serious faults in the original.

Newcomen had injected cold water into the cylinder in

order to condense the steam and thus obtain a necessary

vacuum for the piston to work in. Watt discovered that

three fourths of the fuel which the engine consumed were

required to reheat the cylinder. ' It occurred to him that,

if the condensation could be performed in a separate

vessel, commimicating with the cylinder, the latter could

be kept hot while the former was cooled, and the vapour

arising from the injected water could also be prevented

from impairing the vacuum. The communication could

easily be effected by a tube, and the water could be

pumped out. This is the first and the grand invention

by which he at once saved three fourths of the fuel, and
increased the power one fourth, thus making every pound
of coal produce five times the force formerly obtained

from it.' 1 But Watt was not satisfied with this smgle
improvement. He introduced steam above as well as

below the piston, and thus again increased the power of

the machine. He discovered the principle of parallel

motion, and thus made the piston move in a true straight

line. He regulated the supply of water to the boiler

' Lord Brougham's Men of Letters mid Science, p. 367.
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by the means of ' floats,' the supply of steam to the cylin- chap.

der by the apphcation of ' the governor,' and, by the —;—

-

addition of all these discoveries, ' satisfied himself that he

had almost created a new engine, of incalculable power,

universal application, and inestimable value.' ^ It is un-

necessary to relate in these pages the gradual introduction

of the new riaachine to the manufacturing public. Watt

was first connected with Dr. Eoebuck, an ironmaster of

Glasgow. But his name is permanently associated with

that of Mr. Boulton, the proprietor of the Soho Works
near Birmingham^ whose partner he became in 1774.

Watt and Boulton rapidly supplemented the original inven-

tion with further improvements. Other inventors suc-

ceeded in the same field, and, by the beginning of the

present century, steam was established as a new force
;

advanced thinkers were considering the possibility of

applying it to purposes of locomotion.

The steam engine indeed would not have been invented iron.

in the eighteenth century, or would not at any rate have

been discovered in this country, if it had not been for the

vast mineral wealth with which Great Britain has fortu-

nately been provided. Iron, the most useful of all metals,

presents greater difficulties than any other of them to the

manufacturer, and iron -vVas probably one of the very last

minerals which was applied to the service of man. Cen-

turies elapsed before the rich mines of our own country

were even slightly worked. The Eomans indeed estab-

hshed iron works in Gloucestershire, just as they obtained

tin from Cornwall or lead from Wales, But the British did

not imitate the example of their earliest conquerors, and

the little iron which was used in this country was imported

from abroad. Some progress was, no doubt, made in the

southern counties ; the smelters naturally seeking their

ores in those places where wood, then the only available

fuel, was to be foimd in abundance. The railings, which

' Lord Brougham's Men of Letters and Science, p. 371.
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CHAP, but lately encircled our metropolitan cathedral, werie cast

.^J:^ , in Sussex. But the prosperity of the trade involved its

own ruin. Iron could not be made without large quan-

tities of fuel. The wood gradually disappeared before

the operations of the smelter, and the country gentlemen

hesitated to sell their trees for fuel when the increase

of shipping was creating a growing demand for timber.

Nor were the country gentlemen animated in this respect

by purely selfish motives. Parliament itself shared their

apprehensions and endorsed their views. It regarded the

constant destruction of timber with such disfavour that

it seriously contemplated the suppression of the iron trade

as the only practicable remedy. 'Many think,' said a

contemporary writer, ' that there should be no works

anywhere, they so devour the woods.' ^ Fortunately, so

crucial a remedy was not necessary. At the commence-

ment of the seventeenth century, Dud Dudley, a natural
'

son of Lord Dudley, had proved the feasibility of

smelting iron with coal, but the prejudice and ignorance

of the workpeople had prevented the adoption of his

invention. In the middle of the eighteenth century

attention was again drawn to his process, and the possi-

bihty of substituting coal for wood was conclusively

established at the Darby's works in Coalbrook Dale. The
impetus which was thus given to the iron trade was extra-

ordinary. The total produce of the country amounted
at the time to only 18,000 tons of iron a year, four

fifths of the iron used being imported from Sweden. In

1802 Great Britain possessed 168 blast furnaces, and pro-

duced 170,000 tons of iron annually. In 1806 the pro-

duce had risen to 250,000 tons ; it had increased in 1820
to 400,000 tons. Fifty years afterwards, or in 1870,
6,000,000 tons of iron were produced from British ores.''^

' SmOea' Industrial Biography, p. ad verb. Iron ; Porter's Progrens of
^- „. „. ,

**«-^a««0M, p. 250; statistical abstract
= P«i. Hyst., vol. IV. p. 680; of tlje United Kingdom.

WcOuUoch, Diet, of Commeroe,
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The progress of the iron trade indicated, of course, a chap.

corresponding development of the supply of coal. Coal
^'

had been used in England for domestic purposes from

very early periods. Sea coal had been brought to Lon-

don ; but the citizens had complained that the smoke was

injurious to their health, and had persuaded the legis-

lature to forbid the use of coal on sanitary grounds. The
convenience of the new fuel triumphed, however, over

the arguments of the sanitarians and the prohibitions

of the legislature, and coal continued to be brought in

constantly though slowly increasing quantities to London.

Its use for smelting iron led to new contrivances for en-

suring its economical production. Before the commence-

ment of the present century there were two great diffi-

culties which interfered with the operations of the miner.

The roof of the mine had necessarily to be propped, and,

as no one had thought of using wood, and coal itself was

t'mployed for the purpose, only 60 per cent, of the pro-

duce of each mine was raised above ground. About the

beginning of the nineteenth century, timber struts were

gradually substituted for the pillars of coal, and it became

consequently possible to raise from the mine all the coal

won by the miner. A still more important discovery was

made at the exact period at which this history com-

mences. The coal miner in his underground calling was

constantly exposed to the dangers of fire damp, and was

liable to be destroyed without a moment's notice by the

most fearful catastrophe. In the year in which the great

French war was concluded. Sir Humphrey Davy suc-

ceeded in perfecting his safety lamp, an invention which

enabled the most dangerous mines to be worked with

comparative safety, and thus augmented to an extraor-

dinary extent the available supplies of coal.^

Himiphrey Davy was the son of a wood carver of

Penzance, and early in life was apprenticed to a local

' Porter's Progress of the Nation, p. 277 ; McOuUoch, ad verb. Ooal.
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CHAP, apothecary. Chance—of wMcK other men would per-

, ^; ., haps have failed to avail themselves—gave the lad an

opportunity of cultivating his taste for chemistry. A
French surgeon, wrecked on the coast, to whom Davy

had shown some kindness, gave him a case of surgical

instruments, and ' the means of making some approxima-

tion to an exhausting engine.' "Watt's son, Gregory Watt,

was ordered to winter in Cornwall for his health, and

happened to take apartments in the house of Davy's

mother. ' Another accident threw him in the way of Mr.

Davies Giddy, a cultivator of natural as well as mathe-

matical science.' Giddy 'gave to Davy the use of an

excellent library
;

' he ' introduced him to Dr. Beddoes,'

who made his young friend the head of ' a pneumatic in-

stitution for the medical use of gases,' which he was then

forming. The publication, soon afterwards, of a fanciful

paper on hght and heat gave Davy a considerable re-

putation. He was successively chosen assistant lecturer

in chemistry, and sole chemical professor, of the Eoyal

Institution. While he held this office his inquiries induced

him to investigate the causes of the fearful explosions

which continually took place in coal mines. He soon

satisfied himself that carburetted hydrogen is the cause

of fire damp ; and that it will not explode unless mixed

with atmospheric air ' in proportions between six and

fourteen times its bulk
;

' and ' he was surprised to observe

in the course of his experiments, made for ascertaining

how the inflammation takes place, that the flames will not

pass through tubes of a certain length and smallness of

bore. He then found that, if the length be diminished and

the bore also reduced, the flames will not pass ; and he

further found that, by multiplying the number of the

tubes, this length may be safely diminished provided the

bore be proportionally lessened. Hence it appeared that

gauze of wire, whose meshes were only one twenty-second

of ail inch in djameter, stopped the flame and prevented
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tte explosiou.' ^ These successive discoveries, the results chap.

of repeated experiments and careful thought, led to the •

—

r—

-

invention of the safety lamp. The first safety lamp was

made in the year 1815. There is some satisfaction in re-

flecting that the very year, which was memorable for the

conclusion of the longest and most destructive of modern
wars, was also remarkable for one of the most beneficial

discoveries which have ever been given to mankind.

Even the peace of Paris did not probably save more life

or avert more suffering than Sir Humphrey Davy's inven-

tion. The gratitude of a nation properly bestowed titles

and pensions, lands and houses, stars and honours, on the

conqueror of Napoleon. Custom and pre(?edent only

allowed inferior rewards to the inventor of the safety

lamp. Yet Hargreaves and Arkwright, Crompton and

Cartwright, Watt and Davy, did more for the cause of

mankind than even "Wellington. Their Hves had more

influence on their country's future than the career of the

great general. His victories secured his country peace

for rather more than a generation. Their inventions gave

Great Britain a commercial supremacy, which neither

war nor foreign competition has yet destroyed.

A series of extraordinary inventions, at the com-

mencement of the present century, had supplied Great

Britain with a new manufacturing vigoiu-. Hargreaves,

Arkwright, Crompton, and Cartwright had developed, to

a remarkable degree, the producing power of man

;

Watt had given a new significance to their inventions by

superseding the feeble and unequal forces, which had

hitherto been used, with the most tractable and powerful

of agents. And Davy, by his beneficent contrivance,

had enabled coal to be won with less danger, and had re-

lieved the miner's life from one of its most hideous perils.

The ingenuity of these great men had been exercised with

' See Brougham's Men of Letters and Science, p. 462. The life of Davy
is admirably told by Lord Brougham,
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CHAP, different objects ; but the inventions of each of them had'

-

—

^ . given fresh importance to the discoveries of the others.

The spinning-jenny, the water frame, and the mule would

have been deprived of half their value if they had not

been supplemented with the power-loom ; the power-

loom would, in many places, have been useless without

the steam engine ; the steam engine would have been idle

had it not been for coal ; and coal coidd not have been

won without great danger, had it not been for Sir H.

Davy. Coal, then, was the commodity whose extended use

was gradually revolutionising the world ; and the popula-

tion of the world, as the first consequence of the change,

gradually moved towards the coal fields. The change

was just commencing at the beginning of the present

centiu-y; it was proceeding with rapid strides at the

period at which this history opens ; its ultimate effects

will be seen later on in this work. The time was to

come when the coal measiures of England were to draw

away the population of Ireland ; to weaken the power of

the southern agriculttural counties ; to give predominance

to the north of England; and by these residts to involve

a pohtical revolution.

Popuia- In the earher ages of the world population followed,

as a rule, the navigable rivers. They were the great

roads with which the country was intersected ; they

afforded the almost only available means for bringing the

productions of the interior to a profitable market. The
navigation of the Danube involves, at the present moment,

the nicest international qtiestions. The navigation of the

Mississippi was on the eve of driving the Western States

of America into alliance with the South. The produce of

the gigantic empke which frowns on the eastern flank of

Europe is slowly floated down its huge rivers to the un-

certain and difficidt outlets which it possesses in the

Baltic and Black Seas. The rivers of this country were at

least as advantageous to oiu- ancestors as the Mississippi

tiou
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is to the Western States of America ; or the Danube, the chap.

Dnieper, the Don, and the Volga are now to the Aus- ...—;—

-

trian and Eussian empires.. It will be easily understood

that the value of a river for navigable purposes depends

on the comparative flatness of the valley which it drains

;

and the proportion which its estuary bears to its entire

course. A flat valley is generally productive of a quiet

and deep stream ; and the navigator, in the most primi-

tive of vessels, escapes the dangers of being upset in a

rapid current, or stranded on an inconvenient shallow. A
long estuary benefits almost equally the outward and the

homewai'd trade. The vessels are carried on the ebbing

tide to the seas which are to bear them to the countries

whither they are bound ; they are borne on the flood

tide towards the port to which they are bringing the

various productions of other nations.

The rivers of Great Britain, and especially those in

the south and east of England, have the double advantage

of long estuaries and of draining comparatively flat

valleys. The most ciu-sory inspection of the map of

England will show that the greater portion of the coimtry

is divided into three great watersheds. A large portion

of the north of England is drained by the great affluents

of the Humber—the Swale, the Ure, the JSTidd, the Wharfe,

the Aire, the Don, and the Trent. The south-east of Eng-

land is watered by the Thames and the Medway. While

the Wye, the Severn, the Avon, the Usk, and the Parret

mix their streams in the Bristol Channel. The great livers,

which drained these three watersheds, formed originally

the main roads of England ; though many minor streams,

the Ouse, the Yare, the Exe, the Wiltshire Avon, the

Itchen, for example, either from their volume or the excel-

lence of their estuaries, were also available for piu^oses

of locomotion.

As every town is necessarily dependent on a road, so

towns in the olden time were usually built on the best
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CHAP, roads which were then available, the rivers. In thef

^ - noblest chapter which he ever wrote, Macaulay tells us

that in the days of Charles II. the three chief towns of

England were London, Bristol, and Norwich. Next to

them in importance were York, the capital of the North,

and Exeter, the capital of the West, Every one of these

places is situated not merely on a great river, but on a

great estuary. London owed its wealth and prosperity

to the Thames. ' Civitatis fundationis, constructionis,

Eedificationis causa erat Thamesis.' Bristol on the Avon
had the Severn at her feet. Norwich on the Tare had

easy access to the sea, the great highway of the world.

York on the Ouse had direct communication through the

Derwent, the Ure, the Wharfe, and the Don, with every

comer of the county of which it was the capital ; while,

through the aid of the Trent, it had another road to the

rich midland counties of England. Last of all, Exeter,

seated on the Exe, was in close communication with

the English Channel. So long as the rivers were the

best, or even the only practicable, roads in England, the

places, which had thus acquired the first rank in the

Canals. kingdom, maintained their superiority. But in the middle

of the eighteenth century a great nobleman, with the aid

of a great engineer, proved the practicabihty of intro-

ducing a totally new kind of road, and eventually effected

the supercession of the river by the canal. The difficulty

of leading a canal from one town to another arises from
the difference in the levels of the adjoining country. The
Chinese, who were apparently at one time the most in-

genious of the human race, but whose ingenuity has

become stationary under the influence of a cold and
indomitable conservatism, were perhaps the first people

in the world who designed a canal. The English, who,
under the influence of free institutions, and with the

encouragement of free trade, have obtained a supremacy in

commerce which no other country has ever enjoyed, were
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nearly the last nation to adopt this usefur expedient for
9^f^-

the development of their resources. The first canal

—

r—

-

in England was commenced in 1755, but it was not tiU

1758 that the great Duke of Bridgewater commenced,
with Brindley's aid, the gigantic canal from Euncorn to

Manchester, which immortahsed its founder's name, and

ultimately changed the whole face of the country.

Francis, Duke of Bridgewater, did perhaps more to

promote the prosperity of this country than aU the dukes,

marquises, and earls combined, who, before his time,

had been bom into the world. Born in 1736, the fifth

and youngest son of his father, there seemed little chance

that he would ever inherit the title. He was, too, a

' weak and sickly ' child, and his mental capacity was

thought so slender that steps were ' contemplated ' to set

him aside in favour of the next heir.' By the time,

however, that he had completed his twelfth year, the weak

and sickly child had survived his four brothers, and had

succeeded to his father's title. Five years later ' his

guardians, finding him still alive and likely to live,' sent

him, in company with his tutor, Eobert Wood, to travel

on the Continent. In the course of his travels, he is said

to have been peculiarly interested in the magnificent

canal of Languedoc, with which, seventy years pre-

viously, Pierre Eiquet de Bonrepos had united the

Atlantic and the Mediterranean. Eeturned home, the

duke threw himself into the gaieties of London life.

At that time, the two Miss Gunnings were ' the reigning

beauties' at Court. The elder sister was married to

Lord Coventry ; the younger, and more beautifid of the

two, had been wedded to the fourth Duke of Hamilton,

in Keith's Chapel, Mayfair, 'with a ring of the bed-

curtain, half an hour after twelve at night.' ^ The duke

had not long survived his midnight marriage. His duchess

• Smiles' £arly Engineers, p. 154.
» Walpole to Mann, Feb. 27, 1752. Smiles' Early Engineers, p. 157.
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CHAP, had been left a youtlifal and fascinating -w-idow, and

;- ; -. easily won the affections of the young Duke of Bridge-

water. Their union had been already arranged, when'

the duke heard some stories which reflected on his future

sister-in-law, Lady Coventry. He desired the Duchess

of Hamilton to * desist from intimacy with her sister.'

The duchess refused, and the young couple separated for

ever—the duke to devote his patrimony to the construc-

tion of canals, and the duchess to marry Jack Campbell

and to become Duchess of Argyll.

Twenty years before the Duke of Bridgewater sepa-

rated from the Duchess of Hamilton, the duke's father

had obtained powers to make the Wdrsley brook navigable

from his collieries at Worsley to the IrweU. The duke

determined to carry out the enterprise which his father

had originated. He was fortunate, at the very outset, to

secure the services of one of the most remarkable men;

whom this country ever produced, James Brindley.

Brindley was born in a remote hamlet in Derbyshire in

1716 : he was, therefore, twenty years older than his

noble patron. At the age of seventeen he bound himself

apprentice to a local wheelwright, but at the outset of

his career he had either so little dexterity, or his master

had so httle patience, that he was declared to be ' a mere

spoiler of wood.' Two years afterwards, however, his

master happened to send him to remove some damaged
machinery from a mill which had been burnt down, and

the superintendent, struck with the lad's conversation and

good sense, stipulated that the 'bungling apprentice'

should be employed to execute the repairs. Brindley did

the work, and did it so well that the neighbouring miU-
owners, when they required his master's assistance,

always specially asked that Brindley might be sent to

them. His master even remonstrated with him for doing

his work too completely. But Brindley, though he had
already shown himself an excellent workman, had given
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no signs of his extraordinary mechanical genius. His ctap,

master had been employed on the machinery of a new •

—

r—

•

paper mill on the river Dane. The work was far beyond

his skill, and, after a short 'time, his failure was evident.

Brindley resolved to save his master's reputation and

business, and, quietly leaving his own work, walked to

Manchester. There he was allowed to inspect some

similar machinery, and having learned its details, returned

to his master. The latter was astonished to find him one

Monaay morning quietly engaged on the work with

which he himself had been so fruitlessly occupied. The

task was not only successfully completed, but Brindley

introduced several new improvements which had not been

known before. The improvements were universally

approved : Brindley's reputation was established, and his

ingenuity as a mechanist and excellence as a workman
gained him constantly increasing employment in the mid-

land counties.

Brindley had accidentally become acquainted with

Thomas Gilbert, the very shrewd, practical, and enter-

prising steward of the Duke of Bridgewater ; and Gilbert

introduced the millwright to the duke. Brindley decided

that it was not merely practicable to make the canal

from Worsley to Manchester, but that it was advisable

and possible to cross the Irwell at Barton with an aque-

duct. The project was ridiculed by even scientific per-

sons : it was called Brindley's ' castle in the air,' and the

duke was strongly advised to recede from a purposeless

expenditure. Happily, however, he had the good sense

to put faith in the one man who was responsible for his

work, and to reject the counsel of the irresponsible many.

The castle in the air was successfully erected : the whole

canal was completed ; the people of Manchester had the

advantage of a cheap supply of coal from Worsley, and

the duke gained the benefit of a ready market for the

pi'oduce of liis collieries.

VOL. I. G
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CHAP. The success, which ha^ attended the construction of

. .
^'

. the canal from Worsley to Manchester, induced the duke

to attempt a much more important enterprise—the union

of Manchester and Liverpool with a water road. The

scheme provoked much greater opposition than the

smaller one which had been already carried out. The

proprietors of the Mersey and Irwell navigation foresaw

that the construction of a canal would lead to the aban-

donment of the river, and opposed, for their own selfish

ends, the great work which the duke was promoting.

The work, too, necessitated far greater expenditure on

the part of the pronioter, far greater skill on that of the

engineer, than the shorter and easier canal which had

already been made. But the ability of Brindley overcame

every difficulty : the perseverance of the duke triumphed

over his want of money. Limiting his personal expendi-

ture to a few hundreds a year, the duke devoted the

whole of his vast income to the great undertaking which

has immortalised him. Though his credit fell to the

lowest ebb, he succeeded, with the assistance of his

bankers, in tiding over his worst difficulties : and, after

five years of incessant anxiety, had the satisfaction of

seeing the last portion of his great work successfully com-

pleted, and of finding himself the fortunate possessor of a

princely property.^ The levity of the female sex has been

the cause of many sorrows to mankind : the lightness of

Lady Coventry probably occasioned many a heartache to

the young Duke of Bridgewater. But never previously

had light conduct in a woman produced such beneficial

consequences to the human race. The Duke of Bridge-

water had been driven from society to devote himself

to the noblest enterprise ever undertaken by any indi-

vidual in any country or in any age, and his devotion

had laid the foundations of the prosperity of two of

the most prosperous of Enghsh cities—Manchester at

' See Smiles' admirable account of tMa event in the Life of Brindley.
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one end, Liverpool at the other terminus, of his great

water road.

The successful completion of this great work neces-

sarily encouraged the commencement of similar under-

takings in other places. Brindley was himself engaged on

the Grand Trunk Canal, which united the Mersey and

the Trent, and similar schemes were carried out. with

success both by himself and the other engineers who
followed in his footsteps. 'The country became tho-

roughly opened up.in all directions by about 2,600 miles

of navigable canals in England, 276 miles in Ireland, and

225 miles in Scotland.' ' At the beginning of the present

century,' says Dr. Aiken, writing in 1795, 'it was thought

a most arduous task to make a high road practicable for

carriages over the hills and moors which separate Lan-

cashire from Yorkshire, and now they are pierced through

by three navigable canals.' ^ ' It is probable,' to quote a

striking observation of Sir James Mackintosh, ' that the

quantity of labour employed in England on docks, canals,

and other useful works during the last fifty years (1760-

1810) is greater than that employed on all the boasted

works of Asia, from the Wall of China to the Pyramids.' ^

The introduction of canals into England was due to

the ingenuity and perseverance of Brindley ; another great

engineer, soon afterwards, effected a new and different

improvement in locomotion. Eoads are apparently one Eoaas.

of the simplest contrivances, which man has adopted, for

the development of the resources of a country ; but good

roads were one of the very last improvements which were

introduced into modern Europe. The Romans, indeed,

carried their great military roads through every country

which they conquered : and every traveller has seen, and

every map of England bears traces of, the admirable

thoroughfares which were thus constructed throughout

the country. But the art of road-making fell into decay

' Smiles Brindlet/, p. 298. ' Mackintosh, vol. ii. p. 78.

g2
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CHAP, ia the Middle Ages, and, in the eighteentli century, the

s_ ]' .. best roads were little better than bridle tracks, obstructed

with mud at one period of the year, and with deep and

dangerous ruts at another. Towards the middle of the

eighteenth century attention was seriously directed to the

loss and delay which bad roads occasioned ; ^ but it was

not tUl the latter half of it that a very remarkable man
first proved the possibility of constructing better high-

ways. John Metcalf, the son of poor parents in Knares-

borough, had the misfortune to lose his sight in 1723,

when he was only six years old. But the boy, notwith-

standing this loss, joined in the rough sports of his play-

mates. He climbed trees, and, guided by the directions

of his comrades, actually took birds' nests ; he learned to

swim, and saved the lives of some of his companions ; he

rode and won a race at Harrogate ; walked alone and

found his way to London ; married, and maintained his

wife and himself with his fiddle. In 1765 Parliament

passed an Act authorising the construction of a new turn-

pike road between Harrogate and Boroughbridge, and

Metcalf offered to make three miles of the road, and com-

pleted his work with unusual speed. Encouraged by

his success, he undertook to build a bridge at Borough-

bridge : the trustees let him the work, which he again

succeeded in completing satisfactorily. His success on

these two occasions led to his constant employment

:

180 miles of road were constructed by him ; the Hudders-

field and Manchester road was carried by him over a

bog which had been thought impracticable ; and, what is

more extraordinary, the blind man not only carried out

' the highways designed for him by other surveyors, but

himself personally surveyed and laid out many of the

most importants roads which he constructed.' ^

' See, mtei- alia, Meteyard's Wedgwood, vol. i. p. 267.
' Smiles' Tdford, p. 89, to which I am indebted for many of the preced-

ing details.
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While Metcalf was making his three miles ofhighway chap.

between Harrogate and Boroiighbridge, Thomas Telford, .- ; _
the only son of a poor widow, was herding sheep in

Eskdale, and gaining some slight instruction in the parish

school of Westerkirk. At fifteen he had passed from the

sheep walk to a mason's at Lochmaben, and was dihgently

learning his master's business in the daytime, and reading

books in the evening, lent to him by a kind lady who
lived in the neighbourhood. Even at that time, an

obscure mason's apprentice, in a then remote valley, he

seems to have had laith in his own industry and in his

own abilities.

Nor pass the tentie curioiis lad,

Who o'er the ingle hangs his head,

And begs of neighboiirs books to read,

For 7ience arise

Thy country's sons, whofar are spread,

Baith hold a/nd wise.

So wrote he in rhyme—which proves that his education

had not been useless—to Biu"ns.

At twenty-five years of age, or in 1782, Telford set

out for London, where he was employed, as an ordinary

mason, on Somerset House. The excellence of his work-

manship probably commended him to his employers, for,

in 1784, he was engaged to superintend . some works at

Portsmouth. In 1786 he removed to Shropshire to

advise Mr. Pulteney, the member for Shrewsbmy, on some

alterations which he intended to make in the castle.

While at Shrewsbiu*y, Mr. Pulteney's influence gained

him an appointment as surveyor of pubMc works to the

coimty; and he became involved in the miscellaneous-

business connected with this office;—prison building,

bridge repairing, road improving. This appointment,

however, was in its turn rapidly succeeded by another.

Brindley's success had led to the construction of new

cainals in every part of the kingdom. It was decided to
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unite the Mersey, tie Don, and tie Severn, with, a water

road; and Telford Was made engineer of the new canal'

at a salary of 500/. a year.

The construction of this canal, or the EUesmere

Canal, as it is called, at once placed . Telford at the very

summit of his profession. The magnificent aqueducts, by

which it is carried over the Ceriog and the Dee, far sur-

passed anything which had, up to that time, been at-

tempted ; and even now rank among the very greatest

achievements of oiu- engineers. But Telford, in the mean-

while, had the merit of gaining distinction in another field.

His duties as a coimty siu-veyor necessarily compelled

:

him to tm-n his attention to bridge building ; and his

experience on the EUesmere Canal taught him the use

which might be made of iron for the purpose. An iron

bridge had been erected in 1779 in Coalbrookdale ; in

1787 the notorious Tom Paine proposed to bridge the

Schuylkill in Philadelphia with a single iron arch of

400 feet span. The bridge, which he had designed for

the purpose, was rearranged by Biurdon, and placed

across the Wear at Sunderland in 1796. In the same

year in which the bridge at Sunderland was erected, Tel-

ford constructed the first of his numerous iron bridges at

Buildwas. The possibility of .using iron for such a pur-

pose materially facilitated the progress of road improve-

ment, in which, during the rest of his hfe, Telford was so

busily occupied.

The roads before Telford's time had three differ-

ent defects. In the first place they were badly engi-

neered. No one had yet mastered the lesson, which might
have been learned from every milkpail, that the handle is

no longer when it is lying flat on the pail than when it is

held in the dairymaid's hand ; and that a flat road goiog

round a hiU need not necessarily be longer than a steep

incline going over it. In the next place the roads were

imperfectly constructed. They were so narrow that
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there was riot room for two vehicles to pass ; they were chap.

so flat or hollow that the rain did not run off them ; and . ^" .

the metalling was so rotten that they were almost im-

passable. In the third place, there were no bridges with

which the rivers could be crossed ; and a high flood put

an absolute bar to the communication between the most

important towns. It, indeed, no longer took, as it had
taken seventy years before, two whole days to go from

Birmingham to London in the summer season.^ But, at

the time at which this history opens, the communication

between London aad Dublin and London and Edinbxurgh

was most imperfect. A parliamentary committee de-

clared in 1814 ' the road between Carhsle and Glasgow

to be in so ruinous a state as often seriously to delay the

mail, and endanger the lives of the passengers.' In 1815

the Irish mail ' took forty-one hours to reach Holyhead

from the time of its setting out from St. Martin's-le-

Grand.' It was natural that Telford's assistance should

be uivoked, both to remedy the roads in Wales, and the

roads in Scotland. He was employed by the Government

to open up the Highlands ; .and 920 miles of road were

made, and 1,200 bridges were built, in eighteen years,

viz. from 1802 to 1820, under his supervision. The new
roads changed the aspect of the coimtry. 'Agricultm-e

made rapid progress. The use of carts became practi-

cable, and manure was no longer carried to the

fields on women's backs. Sloth and idleness gradually

disappeared before the energy, activity, and industry

which were called into hfe by improved communi-

cations. Better built cottages took the place of the old

mud biggins with holes in their roof to let out the

smoke. The pigs and cattle were treated to a sepa-

rate table. The dunghill was turned to the outside of

the house. Tartan tatters gave place to the produce of

Manchester and Glasgow looms; and very soon few young

• Metcyavd's Wedgwood, vol, i, p. 243, note.
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I,

CHAP, persons were to be found who could not both read and'

write English.'

"

Telford's roads had called a new Scotland into exist-

ence. But Telford's name was as powerful in North Wales

as in the Highlands. The magnificent aqueducts across

the Ceriog and the Dee, which still excite the admiration

of every traveller, are eternal monuments of his boldness

as an engineer and of his skill as a constructor. Great,

however, as his triumjjhs had been, Telford, in 1815, was

on the eve of accomplishing even greater achievements.

He was under instructions at that time to improve the

thoroughfare to the capital of Scotland and the capital of

Ireland. The first of these commissions led to the con-

struction, within a few months after its commencement,

of the finest road which had up to that time been made
in Great Britain. The second of them was completed

ten years afterwards by the suspension of the most gi'ace-

ful and marvellous of bridges across the Menai Straits.

No other engineer has perpetuated his memory with a

more enduring monument.

Before Telford's time the roads were repaired—^if

such a word may be applied to the process—by throw-

ing on them unbroken gravel or flints with no points

to enable them to coalesce with each other. Telford's

roads, on the contrary, were constructed on a permanent

foundation of large stones, covered with a layer of smaller

ones, broken to a suitable size, and bound together by
the addition of gravel. At the same time another

Scotchman—MacAdam—was applying the same system

to the Bristol roads, of which he was made surveyor-

general. MaeAdam used to say that no stone should be
laid on a road which was not small enough to enter a

man's mouth. MacAdam was in one sense unfortunate.

He died a poor man. But, in another sense, he was

' Smiles' Tdford, pp. 205, 246, 255. I am indebted to Mr. Smilea' work
for most of the mateualfl of this account of roadmaMng in England.
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the most fortunate of inventors. Hargreaves' great in- chap.

vention immortalised the name of his wife. But MacAdam's

name—if the term may be allowed—was ' macadamised

'

into om- language. While macadamised roads continue

to exist, posterity can hardly forget the debt which it

owes to MacAdam.
Improved roads, at the period under review, gave an

extraordinary impulse to travelhng. In April, 1820, Sir

Walter Scott travelled from London to Scotland at the

rate of ten miles an hour ; but the feat was so extraordi-

nary that it was 'thought proper to chronicle it ia the

'Annual Eegister.' The poorest third-class passenger can

now accomplish the same joiurney in less than one-fourth

of the time. In the same year the Post Office started an

extraordinary post, by which letters were conveyed at

double rates to distant towns at a speed of eleven miles

an hour. Serious doubts were, however, freely expressed

as to the wisdom of this reform. Four years previously,

or in 1816, the Trafalgar and Eegulator coaches ran from

Manchester to Liverpool in two hours and fifty minutes,

or at the rate of twelve miles an hour. In the same year

some speculative Jews ran a coach from London to

Brighton in six hours. In one of the journeys the coach-

man broke three whips, and in one week fifteen horses

died ! The speed, however, seemed so alarming that the

parish officers at Newington laid an injunction against

the drivers for fm-ious driving, and the pace was reduced.

No one seems to have imagined that any reduction of

speed was necessary in the interests of humanity.^

The Brighton coach was forced to reduce its speed.

But coaches were everywhere traveUiug at rates which

would have seemed incredible a few years previously.

Busy men, revelling in new wealth, were no longer

' Hansard, volK>xxxiv. p. 1041

;

and reached London at 12.40 p.m.
;

Ann. Reg., 1806, p. 161 ; 1820, p. Ann. Reg., 1822, Ohron., p. 12. So

161, 263. On one occasion, in 1822, far as 1 know, this is the fastest car-

George IV. left Brighton at 8 a.m., riage journey on record.
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CHAP, willing to stay perpetually at home, or to consume three

-
^ days in a journey between London and Birmingham.

The old unwieldy vehicles, and the stout but slow horses,

with which they had been previously drawn, were dis-

carded for lighter coaches, in many instances admirably

horsed. The astonished traveller was whirled aiong at the

rate of ten or even twelve miles an hour ; and the utmost

possible speed in travelling seemed to have been attained

when the fleetest of domestic animals was galloped from

one end of the stage to the other. One thousand three

hundred and fifty-five public stage coaches were assessed

in 1812. The number was more than doubled in the next

thirteen years. People flew about the country as they

had never done before ; and remote towns, which had

stagnated for generations in torpor and isolation, breathed

with a new and healthier life in consequence of the daily

passage of the coach. The improved coaches soon led to

The Post, an accelerated postal service. Up to 1784, or within the

hfetime of persons who are stiU ahve, the mails were con-

veyed either on horseback or in carts specially constructed

for the piu-pose. In 1784, however, John Palmer, of

Bath, suggested the common-sense alternative of employ-

ing the ordinary coaches for the piu-pose. The service

of the post was both accelerated and improved by the

change ; and the Govermnent obtained a considerable

addition to the revenue. The gross receipts of the

Post Office amounted in 1816 to 2,193,000Z. ; the net

profits to 1,526,000^. The former were five times, the

latter nearly ten times, as large as they had been be-

fore the adoption of Palmer's reform. But the rates

which the public had to pay for the convenience of

sending letters were still excessive. No letter was
carried for less than 2d. ; and a letter was only conveyed

for a short distance of seven miles for this sum. A letter

from London to Windsor cost bd. ; a letter from London to

Cambridge M. ; a letter fi:-om London to Diu-ham a shil-
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ling. Certain privileged individuals were indeed allowed chap.

to send their letters free. The fraak of a member of .^__; -

Parliament saved these gentlemen and their friends from

the penalty of excessive postage. The privilege was

scandalously abused. The most conscientious persons

granted fci^jjiks on the lightest application, and on the

most unreasonable grounds. That portion of the public,

which had the privilege of a member's acquaintance, con-

ducted their correspondence for nothing. The larger

portion, who knew no members, or who were too proud

to ask a favoiu- 'for the sake of saving a shilling, were

charged excessive rates of postage.

Improved roads, then, at the period at which this his-

tory commences, had added new facilities to locomotion

on land. The introduction of canals had amplified and

extended communication by water. The new roads

enabled the hght traffic to be conducted at unprecedented

rates of speed. The canals carried the heavy traffic with

extraordinary cheapness. It seemed impossible for the

ingenuity of man to devise easier or better means of com-

munication : yet the ingenuity of man was on the eve of

superseding the coach and the barge with new methods of

locomotion. Many years were still to pass before the

completion of the first railway worked by steam. But the

first British steamer steamed down the Clyde before the

termination of the Peninsular War. Steam navigation

was introduced, almost contemporaneously, by Pulton in

America and Bell in Scotland. Henry Bell was born in

Linlithgowshire in 1767. He was educated at the parish

school, and apprenticed to his uncle, a millwright. Later

on in life he served under a ship-modeller at Bo'ness, and

under Eennie, the great engineer, in London. EetuLrning

to Scotland he settled first at Glasgow, and subsequently

at Helensburgh, where his wife kept an inn, while he

devoted himself to mechanical pursuits. At the begin-

ning of 1812 he had the satisfaction of overcoming the
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CHAP, various difficulties in his way, and of seeing the ' Comet,'

; - a small steamer of twenty-five tons' burden, and three

horse-power, steam down the Clyde at the rate of seven

miles an hour. Considerable interest was felt at the new
invention. But no one dreamed, on first seeing the

' Comet,' of the future of steam. It was thought imprac-

ticable to construct a steamer capable of carrying suffi-

cient coal for a long voyage, and the dangers of even

short voyages were considerable. The boilers were

continually exploding ; the newspapers of the day had

constantly to chronicle serious and fatal accidents in con-

sequence ; and the House of Commons found it necessary

in 1817 to appoint a committee to enquire into the sub-

ject. Experience and skill, however, soon diminished

the danger of these explosions. Within eight years of

the first voyage of the ' Comet,' the first steamer crossed

the Atlantic. The subsequent progress of steam was

rapid. There were only two steamers, with a tonnage of

456 tons, in the whole British Empire in 1814. There

were 126 steamers, with a tonnage of 15,739 tons in

1824 ! There were 462 steamers, wdth a tonnage of

50,735 tons, in 1834 ; and 988 steamers, with a tonnage

of 125,675 tons in 1844! In 1874, 4,033 steamers,

with a tonnage of 1,870,611 tons, belonged to the

United Kingdom alone.^

In 1814, however, the foremost thinkers could not

realise the future that was before them. Mackintosh,

who was passing an exile's hfe in Bombay, mentioned in

his Diary in 1811 that ' a passage yacht, wrought against

wind and tide by a steam engine of the power of twenty

horses, goes now from New York to Albany, and per.

forms one hundred and sixty miles in thirty-two hours.

This is going at the rate of five miles an hour, and would
insure a passage from Portsmouth to Bombay in about

' Hans. vol. xxxvi. p. 271 ; Enc. Brit., ad verb. Bell ; Ann. Bsg. 1817,
pp. 24, 54, 65, 60 ; 1819, p. 41 ; Poiter's Progress of the Nation, p. 319.
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.one hundred days.' ' Why,' lie plaintively adds, ' were chap.

we not born a century later?' The exile at Bombay _ ^; _>

might well have longed for a period which would bring

him news from England in a hundred days. Only a few

months afterwards he complains that it is ' seven months

from the date of the last London news.' Yet, within

fifteen years of this entry in his diary, the first steamer

—

the ' Enterprise '—completed a voyage from Falmouth to

Calcutta.^ If the birth of Mackintosh had been delayed

only a little more than half a century, he would have

smiled at the plaintive wish which he recorded in 1811.

In that case he would have received an English letter in

Bombay, not in a hundred, but in twenty days : he could

have received a telegram from England in twenty seconds.

The increased facilities for travelling, which were thus

everywhere being introduced, were, in one sense, the con-

sequence, in another sense the cause, of an increased

population. The growth of the people, and their greater

wealth, supplied every day more persons who were

anxious to travel, and means were consequently found

to afford them the facilities which they desired. But the

great towns, which were everywhere being built in the

country, could not have existed, or could not at any rate

have been fed, if the old means of locomotion had alone

been available. It was almost impracticable to alter the

course of a river : but there was no place to which a

road could not be brought, there were few places to

which a canal could not be led. New centres of popu-

lation, which, before the time of Brindley and Telford,

could not have fiourished, i-apidly acquired a new pros-

perity. London, indeed, still retained the old predomi- London,

nance, of which nothing seemed able to deprive it.

Thiakers and legislators, philosophers and statesmen,

have, in their days, done their best to interfere with the

growth of London, but London has grown despite them

» Mackintosh, vol. u. pp. 79, 97. Ann. Beg., 1826, Chron. 66.
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OHAP. all. In the seventeentli century the political economists,

> ^; _ as they would be termed now, or the political arithme-

ticians, as they were styled then, were perpetually show-

ing that the growth of London was destroying the whole

coimtry, and that the capital was being enriched by
causes which were pauperising the provinces. They

proved by figures, which seemed incontestable, that, after

a certain number of years, the whole population would be

concentrated in the metropolis, and that the coimtry

would be entirely deserted. Statesmen were easily

frightened by the predictions of these dreamers, and by

the apparent impossibility of feeding so vast an aggrega-

tion of people. The citizens complained that the new
houses would reduce the value of the old ones ; the

country gentlemen complained that they would depopu-

late the coimtry. Statesmen, citizens, and country gentle-

men were agreed that the increase of building was preju-

dicial—that the head of the nation was growing too big

for its body.

The sovereigns of England, after their own fashion,

endeavoured to deal with the evil. Nearly 300 years

ago Elizabeth actually issued a decree that no addition

should be made to the capital. Canute might as well

have expected the flowing tide to ebb. James I. attempted

to follow his predecessor's example. The fact that a new
law seemed necessary might have convinced him that no

law would be effectual. James, however, has himself the

credit of having made it possible for the citizens to dis-

regard the law. The growth of London could not be

checked by either king or parliament, but it might have

been arrested by a dearth of water ; and in the early

days of the seventeenth century London was in serious
"'^

want of water. The genius of Sir Hugh Myddelton
found means for supplying the deficiency : the generous

support of the king made the completion of Sir Hugh's

work practicable. With a better water supply the city
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rapidly increased. A tax was placed on ' new founda- c:^p.

tions ' during the Commonwealtli, but the town still ——

'

grew. St. Giles' was built, in what had previously been

fields, in the middle of the century. St. Anne's, Soho, was

formed into a new parish in 1685. The inhabitants of

the new street which had just been constructed on Lord

St. Alban's property, and which had been called ' Jermyn'

Street in compliment to the earl, commenced the church

of St. James in the same year. Neither the decrees of

kings nor the arguments of philosophers were inter-

fering with the constant growth of brick and mortar.^

The town, however, still grew, though, compared with

its present size, it was small. In the middle of the

eighteenth century, Mr. Eomilly, the father of the great

lawyer, living in the heart of the city, ascribed the death

of several of his children to the unwholesomeness of a

constant town residence. He accordingly hired some

rooms at Marylebone, which was then a small village

about a mile distant from town. Twenty-four years

afterwards, Eomilly himself, while studying for his pro-

fession, took chambers in Gray's Inn. ' In the depth of

winter,' he wrote to his sister, Madame Eoget, ' the

moment the sun peeps out I am in the country ; a cold

coimtry it is ; for, having only one row of houses between

me and Highgate and Hampstead, a north-west wind

blows full against my chambers.' Twenty years later still,

Lord Eldon, then chief justice of the Court of Common
Pleas, took a house in Gower Street, now one of the most

populous portions of central London. ' He used to say

that his house there was the pleasantest he ever occupied.

He could look over the fields, then open, as far as Hamp-

stead, Highgate, and Islington, and had a garden with

' Those who care to follow this works; and the curious tract, The

subject further may refer to Macau- Apology for the Builder, which Lord

lay's works, vol. i. p. 272. Anderson's Overstone has reprinted in his private

History of Commerce, vol. ii. 209, pp. collection of Tracts.

210, 308, 572, 617; Davenanfs
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excellent vegetables, and even peaches.' ' Thougli Gower

Street was still in the country, the town was growing

rapidly. London and its suburbs in 1801 contained only

864,845 persons. In 1811 the population had grown to

1,009,546. It increased from 1811 to 1821 at the rate

of 20,000 souls a year. Nor was the increase of its

population the most remarkable feature in London. New
public buildings, new bridges, new streets, were in course

of erection and formation. At the close of the great war

only three bridges—London Bridge, Blackfriars, and

Westminster—united the north and south banks of the

Thames in London. The former of these was no longer

encumbered with houses, but it was stiU the most incon-

venient bridge in Em-ope. Its narrow roadway afforded

insufficient accommodation for the traffic. Its narrow

arches impeded the current and navigation of the river.

It had taken five centuries to throw three bridges across

the river. It hardly took five years to supplement these

three bridges with three others—Waterloo, Vauxhall,

and Southwark.^ The first of these still retains its pre-

eminence as the finest bridge in London ; the second was

one of the earliest examples of the use of iron in bridge-

making ; the third was considered at the time remarkable

for the span of its arches. All three of them were opened

before the close of 1819.

Nor was it in bridgemaking alone that London was

exerting herself. The Custom House was completed in

1817, The new road along the banks of the Thames
between Westminster and Vauxhall was projected about

the same period. In the midst of the exhausting struggle

in the Peninsula a design had been formed for the creation

of a new park in Marylebone, and its union by a new
broad street with Pall Mall. The scheme received the

' Eomilly, vol. i. pp. 9 and 1.39 ; Twiss' JEldan, vol. i. p. 364.
" Ann, Reg. 1816, pp. 151, 153,
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active tmpport of the Eegent, who desired that his name
should be associated with a liberal encouragement of the

fine arts. The Whigs were not ashamed to declare that

the Tories purchased the confidence of their prince by

supporting his project. It would be well for the morality

of public men if no baser charge could be brought

against them. The ministers, who promoted the forma-

tion of Eegent's Park and the construction of Eegent

Street, deserve the approbation, rather than the re-

proach, of posteri^.

Notwithstanding these improvements, however, loco-

motion in London was still difficult. In 1815 there were

no railways, no tramroads, no steamboats, no omnibuses,

no cabs, and only three bridges. Watermen stUl stood

at the difierent ' stairs ' which led from the narrow streets

to the river. Only 1,300 hackney coaches were allowed

to-ply in the streets. The modern poHce had not super-

' seded the old watch, and gentlemen, who walked in the

metropohs, commonly carried arms for their own protec-

tion. A beneficent discovery had, indeed, just increased

the safety and convenience of London. The existence of

an inflammable gas in ordinary coal had for years attracted

attention, but it was not till the close of last century that

Mr. Murdoch, of Soho, a Cornish engineer, used it to illu-

minate his own house and offices at Eedruth :
^ it was not

till 1807 that gas was even experimentally applied to

street illumination in Pall Mall. The suggestion that it

was practicable to light a city with gas was, in the first

instance, received with ridicule. A noble legislator

recorded in the House of Lords his formal protest ^ against

the first Gas Bill
—

' because this House, by agreeing to

this biU, must encourage the people of this country to

embark their fortunes in a speculation in which it appears

to me, after the most deliberate consideration of the evi-

' Hct. Bisf., vol. iv. p. 688 ; McOuUoch's Com. Diet., ad verb. Gas.

' Lord Lauderdale, Protests of the House of Lords, vol. ii. p, 493.

VOL. I. "
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CHAP, dence given in the committee, no intelligent man can
-

—

^—' doubt that an adventurer must lose the whole of what he

has subscribed, and all that he may, under the authority

of this biU, choose to subscribe.' But noble lords were not

the only sceptics. A great chemist is said to have sar-

castically observed that it was as reasonable to talk of

ventilating London with windmills as of lighting it with

gas.^ So useful an invention would, however, have sur-

vived a more formidable protest and a more cutting sar-

casm. Gas was rapidly introduced into every city. It

was incidentally remarked in 1823 that 215 miles of

London streets were lighted with gas.^ The cheapness

and brilliancy of the new light led to its almost universal

adoption, and the population no longer tolerated the

'darkness visible' to which they had previously been

accustomed. It is a singular circumstance that the in-

troduction of gas led to the greater use of oil and

candles. ' The greater brilliancy of the streets ' made the

people ' dissatisfied with the quantum of hght previously

thought sufficient within their houses.' ^

DubUn. It requires, at the present time, an effijrt of imagina-

tion to realise the fact that, at the close of the great war,

Dublin was the second town within the limits of the

United Kingdom. London contamed about 1,100,000
inhabitants ; the population of Manchester and Salford

could not have comprised 140,000 persons; and no
other city in Great Britain was equally populous. In

the middle of the eighteenth century, Dublin was
estimated by Eutter to contain upwards of 160,000
people ; the population, according to Whitelaw, had in-

creased, before the close of the century, to 182,000.
But Whitelaw's estimate was probably an exaggeration
of the real numbers. In 1821, when the first complete

* So at least I have always teen told that Sir H. Daw said
» Ann. Reg., 1823, Ohron. 59.

^
' Porter's Progress of the Nation, p. 590.
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census was taken in Ireland, the population of Dublin was chap.

found to be 185,881. It wHL be perhaps safe to assume •

—

'<—

-

that its population in 1816 amounted to 180,000 souls.

The situation of Dublin is at once convenient and

picturesque. Washed by the Liffey ; situated on a con-

venient bay ; at an easy distance from the English coast

;

Dublin, under favourable circumstances, might have main-

tained her position among the cities of the empire. Her

admirers were wilHng to contrast the Bay of DubUn
with the Bay of I^aples ; her public buildings might fairly

be compared with the edifices of London ; a vice-regal

coiirt promoted expenditure among her tradesmen ; a

noble university formed a worthy rival to the two twin

institutions at Oxford and Cambridge. Though the do-

minant race was unwilling to allow the Irish to partici-

pate in the political privileges, which were justly their due,

there were few material advantages which it was not

ready to extend to them. With smaller capabilities at

the outset, Belfast is proving now that an Irish town may
emulate an English rival. What Belfast is doing now,

Dublin might easily have done in 1816.

It wiU be necessary, later on in this history, to trace

the causes which have contributed to the unhappy posi-

tion of the Irish people. It is sufficient, in the present

chapter, to describe the condition of the metropolis of

Ireland in 1816. During that very year a step was taken

which ought to have insiured its future prosperity. Eennie

was uniting the north and south of London with the mar-

vellous bridges which he was throwing across the Thames.

The same great engineer was actively engaged in extend-

ing Dublin harbour. Eight hundred thousand pounds was

the estimated cost of the work, and the whole of this vast

sum was ultimately expended upon it. Nor did the Brit-

ish Pai'hament limit its grants to local works of this

character. Telford had been instructed to improve the

communication between the British and Irish capitals, and

H 2
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was gradually carrying out the great road tkrougli Wales,

which forms an immortal monument to his skill. Modern

inventions were simultaneously shortening the distance

between the two cities ; and in 1827 a fast coach to Bris-

tol, with a steamer to Dublin, brought the mails from

London to Ireland in only thirty-seven hoiu's.^ But the

Irish cared little for harbours, engineering, or steam.

Politics, or the agitations, which seemed inseparable from

their politics, were their eternal occupation. Disorderly

assemblages constantly disturbed the peace of the capi-

tal ; the small poHce force, at the disposal of the atithori-

ties, was unequal to the task of preserving order. A
large body of troops, under the immediate orders of the

Lord-Lieutenant, was always stationed ia the city ; and

military authority alone maintaiaed an imperfect and in-

termittent tranquillity in the streets of Dublin. Perpetual

excitement and chronic riots naturally interfered with

the prosperity of the town ; and Dublin ceased to grow,

as the rest of the kingdom was growing, not from any na-

tural defect either of situation or of cUmate, not from any

artificial restraints, imposed upon it by an unenhghtened

legislature, but from the feverish excitement ia which its

people passed their lives, and the distrust which its con-

dition generated among the moneyed and the commer-

cial classes.

Manches- Macaulay teUs us that, at the close of the seventeenth

century, Bristol was the second city in Great Britain.

There were at the least five cities more populous in

1815. The Mersey and the Clyde were defeating the

Severn and the Avon ; and Liverpool and Glasgow were

rapidly becoming the great ports of the West. Yet Bris-

tol had advantages which might have saved it from its

defeat. Gloucestershire and Wales were as rich in mineral

wealth as the neighboiu-hood of Manchester ; and the

estuary of the Severn was more accessible and less dan-

' Colchester, vol. iii. p. 299.

ter.
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gerous.than the estuary of the Mersey. Less than 100 chap.

years ago, ' the small quantity of Manchester woollens •

—

r—
and cottons, manufactiured for exportation, was carried on

horses' backs to Bewdley and Bridgnorth, on the Severn,

from whence' it was 'floated down that river to Bris-

tol, then the chief seaport on the west coast.' ' The
energy of the Duke of Bridgewater, and the genius of

Brindley, diverted this trade into a new channel. ' Liver-

pool,' as Telford wrote in 1799, 'has taken firm root in

the coimtry by means of the canals ; it is young, vigorous,

and weU. situated. Bristol is sinking in commercial im-

portance ; its merchants are rich and indolent, and in

their projects they are always too late.'
^

Since the days of Brindley, Liverpool has succeeded

in distancing its great northern rival, and is now the

second among the cities of England. Manchester was

far the more populous and thriving of the two ia 1816.

Manchester, at that time, must have contained very nearly

140^000 people ; Liverpool did not certainly number more

than 120,000 inhabitants. Manchester had, for centmies,

been a comparatively thriving town. In 1724 it is said

to have contained no less than 2,400 families (about

12,000 souls), and ' their trade was " incredibly large
"

in tapes, ticking, girth-webb, and fustians. In 1757 the

united population of Manchester and Salford was only

20,000.' At that time there was no private carriage ia

aU Manchester. There was no wiae merchant nearer

than Preston. The roads were so bad that a village

twenty miles from the town was more inaccessible than

London is now, and ia vsdnter food was frequently so

scarce that food riots occasionally occurred, resulting

in loss of Hfe.^ The Duke of Bridgewater's energy gal-

vanised this drowsy town into life. His first canal gave

the manufacturers cheap coal ; his second and greatest

• Smiles' BrinMey, p. 240.
« Telford to Mi\ Andrew Little, 1799, quoted ia Smiles' Telford, p. 185,

' Smiles' Brindley, pp. 158-165,
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CHAP, canal gave them an easy outlet for their produce. The

—;— genius of Watt supplied them, at the same time, with a

new motive power ; and Manchester rapidly expanded

from the fresh impulse which its trade received. The

popiilation of the town, which had amounted in 1774 to

41,032, increased in 1801 to 84,020 or more than

doubled in twenty-seven years.

Liverpool. Liverpool was, at the same time, advancing with

nearly equally rapid strides. Chester had undoubtedly

been originally considered the chief port of north-western

England. But, as time advanced, the estuary of the

Dee silted up, or the larger vessels of the day required

deeper water. The approach to Chester from the sea

became more and more difficult ; and an attempt was

made, which proved, however, ineffectual, to cut a new

and deeper channel. 'The trade of Chester decayed,

and that of Liverpool rose upon its ruins.' Three centu-

ries before, ' the people of her Majesty's decayed town of

Liverpool ' had petitioned Elizabeth to be relieved from

a subsidy. In 1634-5, when Charles I. ' made his uncon-

stitutional levy of ship money throughout England, Liver-

pool was let off with a contribution of 15^., whilst Chester

paid 100^. and Bristol not less than 1,000/.' ^ In 1701 only

102 vessels belonged to Liverpool, and its tonnage was in-

ferior to that of Yarmouth and Exeter, and only just equal

to that of Whitby and Scarborough.^ But its progress was

thenceforward rapid ; 1,245 vessels entered the port in

1760 ; 4,746 in 1800 ; 6,888 in 1816. The population

rose, almost as rapidly as that of Manchester—^from 79,722

in 1801, to 100,240 in 1811, and to 131,801 in 1821.

At the close of the great war tjierefore Liverpool must

have contained about 116,000 people,

The Liverpool of 1816, however, was a very different

town to the marvellous city which is now seated on the

' Spailes' Britidley, p, 186, Haydn, in his Dietiomry of J)ates, eriys that
it was rated for 26?. ship money in 1630.

' McOuUoch's Commercial Diet,, ' Ships.'
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banks of the Mersey. In 1816, Liverpool did not pos- chap.

sess a single steamer. She has now the finest steam fleet •

—

',-—

•

in the world. In 1819 the first steamer which had ever

crossed the Atlantic—a small vessel of 350 tons' biirden

—

arrived in the Mersey. A day never passes now in which
vessels ten times that size do not leave and enter the port,

bound to and from the great trans-Atlantic Continent. In

1816 the northern side of the Mersey was amply suffi-

cient for the accommodation of the whole trade of Liver-

pool ; and a group of only four houses marked the site of

the future Birkenhead.^ The trade of Liverpool can no

longer be conducted in Liverpool alone ; and Birkenhead

has, in its tiu-n, grown into a gigantic and busy city. Bir-

kenhead to-day supports as many people as Liverpool

contained at the commencement of the centiuy.

At the present time Glasgow is the second city in the Glasgow.

United Kingdom. In 181 6 it ranked only as fourth in

importance. It was less populous than London, Dubhn,

and Manchester, but more populous than Liverpool.

Glasgow, like Liverpool, owed much to its situation ; it

owed more to the industry and energy of its inhabitants.

Seated on the Clyde, one of the noblest of the rivers of

Scotland, it has from the first had a ready access to the

western seas. The estuary of the Clyde wiU carry now
the largest vessels in the world. In 1800 it was only

five feet deep at high water. Long, however, before

that time, Glasgow had grown rapidly ia size and pros-

perity. Originally a cluster of small houses round a

venerable cathedral, it owed its chief prosperity to the

salmon fisheries of the Clyde. On its incorporation as a

borough it placed the figure of a salmon on its shield.

The sahnon have long been driven fi:om the river ; but

the fisheries have been replaced by more beneficial ia-

dustries. The population rose from 4,500 in 1560 to

about 12,000 in 1707. But the union opened out to its

' Helps' lAfe of Brassey, p. 24 ; McCullocli's Commercial Diet,
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CHAP, inhabitants tHe benefit of the American trade. The

—

r—- thrifty Scotch readily availed themselves of tlie oppor-

tunity, and Glasgow rapidly increased in importance.

The broom disappeared from the banks of the Clyde;

and the 'Broomielaw' resounded with the noise of an

active trade. Glasgow in 1816 may be assumed to have

contained from 125,000 to 130,000 people. Nor was

tlie progress of the great northern town undeserved.

Glasgow has taken the lead in the greatest improvements

of the century ; she has concentrated within her limits

the various industries of a dozen other cities It was in

Glasgow that James Watt conceived and perfected his

marvellous invention. It was in Glasgow that the first

steamer, the ' Comet,' was seen in 1812 slowly navigating

the Clyde. Manchester is the capital of cotton, Leeds of

wool, Birmingham of iron, Newcastle of coal, Macclesfield

of silk, Stoke of crockery. But the industries, which

have made these great cities properous, all flom-ish on the

banks of the Clyde. Glasgow has vrrested from London
her iron ship-building ; she shares with Liverpool the

great American trade. The energy of her children has

made her the second town in the United Kingdom.
Edin- Edinburgh has grown with less rapidity than her
"'^

' western rival. Yet Edinburgh has a charm which Glas-

gow cannot claim. Vedi Napoli e mori : so the Itahan

expresses his sense of the rare beauty of the Bay of

Naples. But the situation of Edinburgh, if less beautifril,

is more romantic than that of Naples. Nothing in

Europe is more picturesque than the high rugged rock

on which the castle stands. No town view in Eiu-ope is

more interesting and more sublime than the prospect

which is afforded to the pedestrian from the summit of

Arthur's Seat. Yet the spectator in 1816 looked on a

very different Edinburgh from that which meets the eye

of the tourist to-day. Then, indeed, as now, the old

castle stood at the one end of the High Street, and Holy-
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rood at the other. Then as now the curious could visit chap.

the spot on which the Tolbooth stood, or see the house in •

—

r—
which Knox dwelt. Then as now the Parliament House,

the Universitj, and the princely Library which the

latter enjoys, were open to inspection. The Edinburgh

of the olden time flourished then in all its picturesque

beauty. But the Edinbiu-gh of to-day was in an imper-

fect condition. Fifty years before, the construction of the

North Bridge over the deep ravine which divides the old

from the new town, had made the construction of the

new town possible. In 1815 one portion of the work

had actually been finished. But the Eegent Bridge had

not connected Calton Hill with the town. Sixteen years

were to pass before the completion of Dean Bridge was

to lead to the erection of a second new town. The port

of Leith, which is now connected with the capital, was

separated from it by a wide interval in 1815.

Yet much of the interest, which clings to Edinburgh

to-day, is due to the men with whom its name was asso-

ciated three-quarters of a century ago. We see the

place where Eobertson lived, and wrote, and died ; where

Playfair, Dugald Stewart, and Adam Smith taught ; and

where Jeffrey and Wilson wrote. The dullest spirit feels ,

his blood stirred when he sees the spot where Scott

was born, the school in which he was educated, or the

square-in which he lived. More toiurists have probably

gazed on the supposed site of David Deans' humble home

than have visited the scene of Eizzio's murder. The

genius of romance has added a new charm to the beauties

of nature ; and the most picturesque of European towns A

has a fresh interest because it is recognised among all

English speaking nations as the birthplace of Sir Walter

Scott.

Every one of the towns, which have thus been enume- Birmrag-

rated, has easy access to the sea. London on the Thames, ^^'^•

Dublin on the Liffey, Manchester on the Irwell, Liverpool
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CHAP, on the Mersey, Glasgow on the Clyde, Edinburgh in close

'

—

r—' connection with the great port of Leith and the Firth of

Forth—all these places have direct communication with

the sea, the great highway both of the ancient and of the

modern world. Birmingham does not enjoy any such ad-

vantage ; it was in 1816 a smaller place than any of

those which have been hitherto noticed in this chapter.

In 1650 Birmingham is said to have contained only

fifteen streets, and 5,472 inhabitants ; in 1741 it had

fifty-four streets, and 24,660 inhabitants. In 1758 Soho,

now one of the busiest parts of the city, was a solitary

rabbit warren.^ But the progress of Birmingham was

thenceforward rapid. Its population in 1811 consisted

of 85,753 persons ; it had risen to 106,000 persons in

1821. Birmingham, therefore, could hardly have con-

tained 100,000 persons at the close of the great war. Yet

the situation of the town is not altogether disadvanta-

geous. It is seated in the centre of England. The Eea
and the Tame, both in its immediate vicinity, find their

way to the Trent and the Severn, the Humber and the

Bristol Channel. Neither the Eea nor the Tame were,

however, navigable, and Birmingham for generations was
therefore dependent on its roads. Only a little more
than a century ago (or in 1749), the' London stage-i

coach took three days in going from Birmingham to Lon-
don. Two different railway companies perform the jom--

ney now in as many hours. But signs of improvement
were rapidly displaying themselves. Wedgwood had deve-

loped Stoke and Etruria. Watt's partner, Boulton, had
thrown new life into his native town by the introduction ofH

the steam-engine, and the formation of the Birmingham'!
Canal. Two centuries before, Camden had described the

place as full of inhabitants, and resounding with hammers
and anvils, for the most part of the smelters. ' In the
middle of the eighteenth century, Hutton, on visiting it,

' Meteyard's Wedgwood, toI. i. p. 241 ; ii. p. 25.
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declared " I had been among dreamers, but now I saw
men awake." '

^ ' Birmingiiam,' wrote Telford, fifty years

afterwards, ' famous for its buttons and locks, its igno-

rance and barbarism—its prosperity increases witli the

corruption of tastes and morals. Its nicknacks, hardware,

and gilt gimcracks are proofs of the former ; and its locks

and bars, and the recent barbarous conduct of its popu-

lace, are evidences of the latter.' ^ In 1815, however,

only forty-two steam engines were at work in the town ;

and Birmingham ^ad no town-haU, no public parks, no

corporation, and no member. It had been the scene of

constant rioting, and prudent persons regarded with dis-

favour a community which had biu-ned Priestley's library,

and had constantly advocated the most extreme political

opinions. The fiiU consequences of the discoveries of the

previous half-century had not been felt ; and Birmingham

was only gradually attaining the greatness which it sub-

sequently acquired. Watt, Boulton, and Brindley had

laid the foundations of its new prosperity. It was reserved

for Stephenson to consummate the work which they had

originated.

At the close of the great war there was no other

town within the limits of the United Kingdom with

100,000 inhabitants. Bristol, which for centuries had

ranked only second to London, had about 80,000 people

;

Leeds from 70,000 to 80,000 ; Sheffield from 60,000 to

70,000 ; and Plymouth and Portsmouth from 50,000 to

60,000. Norwich, which, in the days of Charles II., had I

been the third town in England, ranked in 1816 as the

tenth, and probably contained rather more than 40,000

persons. Grouse flew over the site of Middlesborough ;

four isolated cottages represented the great town of Bir-

kenhead;^ Swansea was Kttle more than a village;

Merthyr was dumb ; Barrow had no furnace, no harbour,

no inhabitants.

• Smili s' Bovlton and Wntt, p. 162. ' Smiles' Telford, p. 149.

' Helps' Brassey, p. 24.
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CHAP. The population had grown rapidly during the latter

-

—

.
—— years' of the great war. The best authorities conclude

that about 1,000,000 soulg. were added to England and

Wales during the first half of the eighteenth century;'

according to the same authorities, the popidation in-

creased by rather less than 2,000,000 from 1750 to 1801.

The next twenty years added an increase as large as that

which had taken place in the preceding fifty. The

greater rapidity, with which the people were multiplying,,

was due to the extraordinary inventions which had pro-

moted the industries of the nation. But the multiplica-i

tion of the people would not have been possible without

the canals and the roads, which Brindley, Telford, and

MacAdam had constructed. The populous towns, which

were rising everywhere into importance, could not have

prospered, and could not even have been fed, without

their assistance. But, if improved roads had facilitated

the growth of the great towns, the growth of the great

towns had also promoted a quicker and better locomo-

tion. The causes, in fact, acted and reacted on each

other. Every new road, every new canal, increased the

population. Eveiy addition to the population suggested

the formation of some new artery of commimication.

New canals and new roads were pushed forward, at the

commencement of the present century, with the same un-

tiring energy with which railways were made at a later

date.

Commerce.. Nor was it within the limits of the United Kingdom
alone that communication was becoming easier and more
frequent. Twenty years of war had seriously injiu-ed the

commerce of every continental nation ; but twenty years

of war had not arrested the progress of om- own. England
undoubtedly enjoys peculiar advantages for prosecuting,

an advantageous foreign commerce. Fortunate in her

situation, happy in her climate, rich in her mineral

wealth, she has been thrust by nature into the Atlantic,
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the medium of communication between the New "World

and the Old. But the advantages, which the United King-

dom thus undoubtedly enjoys, are, it must be remembered,

shared by other nations. Spain, with her ample sea-

board, her admirable position, her great rivers, and her

fertile resources, was at least as capable as this country of

ultimately becoming the great emporium of the world.

Spain, too, three centuries ago, occupied in the common-
wealth of nations the position which Great Britain has

since attained. Spanish enterprise had won for Spain, as

British enterprise has since acquired for England, a world-

wide dominion. It was the Spaniard's boast then, as it is

the Briton's now, that the sun never set on the dominions

of his sovereign. The ships of Spain penetrated to every

country and to every sea ; the wealth of Spain excited the

envy of Europe. Her children had proved themselves

the most enterprising, the most warlike, the most adven-

turous people in the world.

The commercial supremacy of England rose on the

ruins of Spanish commerce. Religious intolerance, pro-

moting persecution and civil war, paved the way for the

fall of Spain. A rehgious reformation, encouraging free

thought and free enterprise, paved the way for the rise of

England. The Mersey, with its dangerous sandbanks,

the Clyde, with only five feet of water, became, in the

hands of a free and enterprising people, two of the greatest

ports in the world ; and England prospered, not from any

natural advantages which it possessed over other nations,

but from the spirit and perseverance which a people, free

to think and free to act, are certain to display.

The English mercantile marine ' first became consider-

able in the reign of Ehzabeth ; and gradually increased

under her successors James I. and Charles I.' At the

time of the Restoration 95,266 tons of British shipping!

annually ' cleared ' our ports. Thirty years even of

Stuart government doubled the amount; and 190,533
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CHAP, tons of Biitish shipping cleared outwards at the time of

•—,— the Eevolution of 1688. At the commencement of the

eighteenth century 3,281 vessels, measuring 261,222

tons, and manned by 27,196 men and boys, comprised

the entire mercantile marine of England and WaleSw In

1816, 9,744 vessels, representing a capacity of 1,415,723

tons, and manned by 90,119 men, and belonging to British

and Irish shipmasters, entered the ports of the United

Kingdom. The number of vessels had been trebled in a

little more than a century. Their carrying capacity had

been increased six-fold.^ The increase had been great,

but it was to become much greater. In 116 years the

tonnage of British vessels entering our ports had risen

from 261,222 to 1,415,723 tons, or had increased five-

fold. In the next fifty-eight years the tonnage rose irom

1,415,723 to 12,751,128 tons, or increased nine-fold.

The increase in the fifty-eight years has been ten times

as great as that in the previous 116 years.''' Improve-

ments in the art of navigation had been encouraged by

the development of the mercantile marine. ' In the last

thirty years,' wrote Mackintosh, in 1811, 'chronometers,

lunar observations, and copper bottoms have been brought

into general use. If three improvements of equal magni-

tude be made every thirty years, what will be the state of

the art of navigation in three centuries ? ' ^

The vast additions, which had been made to the mer-

cantile marine ofBritain, were attributable to the develop-

ment of its carrying trade. The carrying trade had

grown from the closer intercourse which the British were

gradually estabhshing with every part of the globe. The
causes which, in the first instance, might have been

expected to have interfered with its growth, had encou-

1 McOullocVs Commercicd Diet., ing to them. The reader who cares

ad verb. Ships. for further information on the subject
2 The tonnage, entering and cleared will find it in Porter's Progress of

from English porta, is, of course, to- the Nation, p. 402.
tally different to the tonnage belong- ' Mackintosh, vol. ii. p. 171.
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raged its development. From 1701 to 1816 England chap.

had been almost incessantly at war. But the fortunes of/—r—

'

war had opened vast empires to our traders, and the su-l

periority, which our fleets had acquired over their adver-

saries, had driven many rival flags from the seas. In

1816 England had dependencies in every portion of the

globe, and dictated the terms on which the commerce of

the world should be conducted. The Seven Years War
had given Britain possession of India and Canada, Domi-

nica, Granada, St. Vincent, and Tobago : Jamaica had been

taken in 1655, Gibraltar in 1704, Ceylon in 1796, Malta

in 1800, the Mauritius, St. Helena, and the Cape in 1806.

Antigua, Barbadoes, Montserrat, Nevis, St. Kitts, the Ba-

hamas, the Bermudas, and AnguUla, had been occupied

by British settlers in various periods of the seventeenth

century ; St. Lucia, Trinidad, Demerara, and Essequibo,

had been captured by us during the great war which con-

cluded in 1815. The foundations of the vast Australa-

:

sian empire had been laid by the settlement of New]
South Wales in 1787, and of Van Diemen's Land in 1803,

while the allies at Vienna had entrusted to our safe

custody the Ionian Islands in the Mediterranean, and

Heligoland in the North Sea.

From a strategical point of view, Gibraltar, Malta, ^ibraitar.

and the Cape are the most important of these possessions.

Ever since Gibraltar had been taken by Eooke in 1704,

it had proved an impregnable fortress. It was in vain

that the Spanish and French had endeavoured to wrest

it from its victors within a few months after its original

capture. It was in vain that the Spaniards renewed the

attack in 1720 and 1727. It was in vain that, again in

conjunction with the French, they brought against its dimi-

nutive garrison in 1779 the largest armament that had

ever been arrayed against a single fortress. ElHot, in

1779, shed a new lustre on Eooke's achievement, and
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Gibraltar since tlien has remained in the undisputed pos-

session of its British conquerors.

Malta. The narrow strait, which the rock at Gibraltar

partially commands, affords its possessors invariable

access to the Mediterranean. The island of Malta offers

the requisite shelter to the fleets of any nation navigating

the great inland sea. Nearly three centuries and a half

have passed since the Knights Hospitallers of St. John,

driven by the Turks from their pleasant home in Ehodes,

retired to the barren rock of Malta, which Charles the

Great placed at their disposal. More than three centuries

have passed since Solyman the Magnificent exhausted the

resources of the Ottoman empire in a fruitless attempt to

drive La Valette and his scanty band of followers from

their crumbling defences. The town of Valetta com-

memorates now the prowess of La Valette, and the signal

discomfiture of his assailants. The knights of Malta had

defended an hastily fortified position against the flower of

the Ottoman chivalry. The standard of England floats

now over the most impregnable fortifications in the world.

For 233 years after the repulse of the Turks, the

Knights Hospitallers of St. John retained possession of the

rock of Malta. But the knights of 1798 were animated

by a different spirit from that of La Valette and his heroic

companions. Treachery opened doors which no strength

could have readily forced, and Malta yielded to Napoleon

towards the close of the century. A barren island in the

middle of the Mediterranean could not, however, be held

by a nation whose fleets were driven off the seas. The

battle , of the Nile decided the fate of Malta, and the

English reduced the island soon afterwards by blockade.

It is remarkable that its new victors failed at first to

recognise the importance of their acquisition, and that

they consented, at the peace of Amiens, to restore it, on

conditions, to its old owners, the Knights Hospitallers of

St. John. But the intrigues of Buonaparte in Egypt
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convinced even Addington of the great importance of this chap.

p.ew possession. The British Government declined to

evacuate the island, though they adopted expedients for

its retention, which it is difficult to read without a sense

of shame. The venal process, by which Lord Whitworth

and Lord Liverpool apparently hoped to avert the neces-

sity of war, was however abandoned i and the possession

of Malta became the immediate cause of the great war,

which was only finally concluded on the field of

Waterloo.^

The opening of an overland route to India has dimi- The Cape

nished the strategical importance of the Cape of Good ^^^"'^

Hope. The tedious journey round the continent of

Africa has been superseded by the overland route. M.

de Lesseps has united the waters of the Mediterranean

with those of the Eed Sea. Engineers are seriously con-

templating the possibility of reaching India by an Asian

railway, and of thus reverting to the original route of

Alexander the Great. It requires, under such circum-

stances, an effort of the imagination to realise the period

when men were anxiously debating the possibility of

reaching India by sea. Yet this anxiety undoubtedly led

to the greatest discoveries which the world has ever

known. It was with this object that, nearly four cen-

turies ago, Bartholomew de Diaz sailed down the western

coast of Africa, and penetrated to the Indian Sea. It was

with this object that Vasco de Gama, some years after-

wards, followed up the discoveries of his adventurous

predecessor, and ultimately reached the shores of India

itself. It was with this object that Columbus embarked

on his memorable expedition : and, boldly seeking the

eastern shores of the known world through an unknown

Dcean, was rewarded by the discovery of a new world,

' The account of Lord Whit- found in Yonge's Life of Lord Livef-

vorth's attempt to retain Malta by pod, vol. i. pp. 107-116.

hrlbiiig Napoleon's family will he

VOL. I. I
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CHAP, richer and more important than that for which he was
<

—

r—• bound. Nothing is, indeed, more marvellous than that,

only four centuries ago, the shape of Africa and the exist-

ence of America should have been absolutely unknown.

There is, at least, a strong presumption that the Nor-

wegians, 500 years before Columbus, had penetrated to

Northern America,^ Most commentators think that,

twenty-one centiu:ies before Bartholomew de Diaz, an
|

Egyptian expedition, organised by Neco, circumnavigated
/

Africa. The very cause which made the credulous his-

torian, for once, incredulous—the navigators' statement

that in sailing round Libya they had the sun upon their

right hand—is the strongest proof of the truth of the

story.^ But the discoveries of Neco, and the enterprise

of the Norwegians, led to no practical results. The

existence of a new world beyond the confines of the

Western Ocean was ignored ; the possibUity of reaching

India round the coast of Africa was forgotten. Portugal

was to have the credit of accomplishing one discovery,

Spain was to organise the expedition which was to result

in the other.

The pecuniary gain to Em-ope, which resulted from

the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope, was enormous.

Mun, in a tract published in 1621, estimated that

pepper which was worth 1\d. a lb. in India, was worth

2s. at Aleppo ; that cloves.worth 'dd. a lb. in India, were

worth 4s. 'dd. in Aleppo ; that the difference between

the price of mace in these two places was %d. and 4s. 9<i.

;

of nutmegs M. and 2s. M. ; of indigo Is. M. and 4s. i^d. ;

and of raw silk, 8s. and 12s. So largely did the constant

change of conveyance in the overland route enhance
the value of each article.^ The Portuguese, who had
discovered the Cape, monopolised, in the first in-

> See the arguments concisely Rawlinson's Herodotus, vol. iii. p. 28
stated in the Encydopesdia Bntan- note.

nica, ad verb. America. s McCulloch's Commercial Dtc-
' Herodotus, book iv. c. 42 ; and tioiianj, ' East India Company.'
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stance, tte advantages of the discovery. They persuaded chap.

the Pope to grant them a Bull, which gave them au —^—

-

exclusive right for ever to aU the discoveries which

they had either made or might make in the Indian Seas.

Incredible as it may seem now, the mere issue of this

Bull secured them a practical monopoly of the Indian

trade for upwards of a century. But the cruelties of

Philip of Spain taught another nation to question the

power which the Pope had thus presumptuously claimed.

The Dutch, the,most enterprising sailors of the seven-

teenth century, raised their flag in the Indian Seas, and

planted the colony of Cape Town in 1650. For a century

and a half the settlement remained in their possession.

In the great revolutionary war, however, it fell, as all

the settlements of her enemies fell, into the hands of

England : and, though it was surrendered to its old mas-

ters at the peace of Amiens, it was retaken in 1806, and

has ever since remained in British hands. The posses-

sion of the Cape is undoubtedly stiU of great advantage

to any nation with a large Indian trade. Neither the

adoption of the overland route nor the opening of the

Suez Canal haa diverted the heavier traffic from its ori-

ginal course. A station at the Cape, where ships can

ride, and obtain either water or suppUes, is of importance

to its possessors.

The Australasian provinces in the one hemisphere,

and Canada in the other, promise now to have the

greatest future before them of any English speaking

colonies. In 1816, however, Canada contained only a

population of 333,250 souls: while, including convicts

and free settlers, there were not 30,000 British persons

in the whole of Australia. The West Indies and the\J^«.s'

East Indies were, at that time, the most important de-

pendencies of England. The West Indies were then

both relatively and actually of much more importance to

this country than they are now. The value of the entire
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CHAP. British and Irish produce, exported in 181^, amounted

—

^—• to 49,653,245Z. ; and 7,218,057/., or more than one-

seventh of these productions, were taken by the British

West Indies.' The value of the British and Irish exports

had risen in L873^ to 255,164,603/., and only 3,154,337/.

of this amount were sent to the West Indian Islands.

The trade of the country had increased five-fold, but^

the trade of the West Indies had been reduced to one-

half its previous proportions. There can, unhappily, be

very little doubt as to the causes which produced the

rise and fall of the West Indian Islands. Jamaica,

the most important of these possessions, made Mttle

progress till the negroes of Hayti, animated by the

tidings of the distant revolution in France, threw over

their allegiance to their white masters. The trade of]

Hayti was destroyed by the rebeUion of the blacks; and

the trade of Jamaica rose on its ruins. In 1772 Ja-

maica had only exported 11,000 hogsheads of sugar.

Her exports in the six years succeeding 1793 rose to

83,000 hogsheads, and in 1801 and 1802 to 143,000

hogsheads a year.^ The other islands shared the advantage

which Jamaica had thus gained from the rebellion.

Slavery. The prosperity of the West India Islands rested, how-\

ever, on an unfortunate basis. The vast majority of the

population existed in a state of enforced servitude ; and

a small minority of whites had absolute disposal of the

persons and the labom- of their black servants. Erom the

time of Elizabeth to the days of George IH., a regular

trade in slaves was actively conducted between Africa

and the West Indies. Three hundred thousand slaves

were exported from Africa during the last twenty

years of the seventeenth centiu-y. Six hundred and ten

thousand Africans were imported into Jamaica alone

during the first eighty-six years of the eighteenth cen-

' McOulloch's CoOTBJemffZ Die*., under Importation and Exportation, and
Colonies and Colony Trade. ^ Ibid.
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tury. The horrible traffic was openly defended on chap.

plausible grounds. Slavery, it was said with truth, had -

—

r—

-

always existed in Africa ; the slave was, at least, as well

off under a white master in the West Indies, as imder a

black master on his own continent. The produce of

the West Indies, moreover, had beyond all question

added to the comforts and conveniences of the civilised

world; and the climate of the West Indies made the

cultivation of the soil impracticable without the em-
i

ployment of compulsory negro laboiu-. The white man /

could not work and live in a tropical swamp : the black
{

man would not work if he were not compelled to do so.

No one denied that slavery was disfigured by the per-

petration of many cruelties; or that the slave, in his

passage from Africa, was occasionally subjected to cruel

tortures. But these evils, it was asserted, were not irre-,

mediable. The traffic might be conducted in a humane

'

manner ; the slave owner might be compelled to treat

his slaves humanely. A slave, in the West Indies, the

property of a humane master, was at least as well off as

a negro in Africa.^

These were the excuses, by which the continuance of

the slave trade was justified. But the real reason for

continuing it was probably different. Men might agree

or disagree as to the advantages or disadvantages of the

traffic; but no reasonable man could doubt that the

slaves represented a very considerable property. In
(

1833, when slavery was finally abolished in the British !

dominions, it was found that there were no fewer than /

78Oy0OO slaves ; and it was estimated that the value of

these slaves amounted to 455000-,OOOZ. It was one thing

for even a hiunane politician to regret the existence of an

indefensible and even horrible trade : it was another to

contemplate the destruction of 45,000,OOOZ. of property.^

' McOulloch's Commercial Diet., ' Slaves and Slave Trade ;

' Porter's Fi-o-

ffress of the Nation, p. 809.
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CHAP. [Half a century of agitation was, in fact, barely sufficient

——,'—
- to accomplish the reform. The successive steps, by which

the slave trade was abolished, and slavery was destroyed,

form some of the most striking features in English his-

tory. In 1783 or 1784 a Mr. Eamsay published a re-*)

markable book on the cruelties of the slave trade. Eamsay

had been a siu-geon on board a man-of-war com-

manded by Sir Charles Middleton. He had settled at

St. Kitts, and had, therefore, a considerable acquain-

tance with the subject of slavery. Eeturning home, and

taking holy orders, his mind had brooded on the cruelties

which he had witnessed ; and his book was the conse-

quence. The book made some sensation : but the sensa-

tion would probably have soon subsided, if Lady Middle-

ton had not suggested that the subject should be brought

before Parliament. Sir Charles, to whom Lady Middle-

ton natiu-ally appealed, replied that he was no speaker

;

and it consequently became necessary to seek elsewhere

for some assistance. There had lately been elected for

the thriving borough of Hull a young man endowed with

ability of the very highest order ; eloquent beyond almost

all his other contemporaries, and animated with a sin-

gular zeal for everything that might advance the honoiu-

of his God, or promote the welfare of the human family.

William Wilberforce was born on August 24, 1759 ; the

wiibpr- son of affluent parents, he enjoyed the advantage of a
force. considerable fortune. At twenty years of age he was

elected at the cost of 8,000Z. or 9,000/, for Hull. At the

same time he formed a firm and warm friendship for Pitt.

In 1783 Pitt, Eliot, and he together made a toiir in France)

and the incidents of the tour undoubtedly cemented the

friendship of the three friends. Soon after their return

to England, the marvellous events occurred, which led to

the overthrow of the Coalition ministry, and the accession

of Pitt to power. After one of the most extraordinary

sessions in its history. Parliament was dissolved ; and Pitt
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boldly appealed to the countiy to support him in the chap.

crisis. The great county of York was at that time the •

—

r—
largest and most important constituency in England ; and

the interest of the Fitzwilliams and the Cavendishes made
it a Whig stronghold. It seemed doubtfid whether the

Tories could even venture to contest the representation

with the great Whig lords. The Yorkshire clothiers,

however, were desirous of fighting. A large meeting of

freeholders assembled at York ; and Wilberforce, as a

Yorkshireman and member of Parliament, attended the

meeting. Eesolntions, condemning the Coalition ministry,

were proposed by the chief Tory magnates. Speeches,

on the other side, were delivered by the great Whig
lords and their adherents. The day wore on ; the

weather was imtoward ; the audience were weary when

Wilberforce mounted the table. The effect of the speech

which he then made has probably never been exceeded.

' I saw,' said one who was present, ' a mere shrimp mount

upon the table ; but, as I listened, he grew and grew,

until the shrimp became a whale.' 'The honest, inde-

pendent freeholders of that great county,' wrote the

' Public Advertiser,' ' looked the Duke of Devonshire,

Lord John Cavendish, the Earls of Carlisle and Fitzwil-

liam in the face ; and against that mighty aristocracy

voted a loyal address to their sovereign.' ' We'U have

this man for our county member,' was their unanimous

roar.

The freeholders were as good as their word. Wil-J

berforce was elected for Yorkshire. The bosom friend

of the minister, the representative of the largest English

constituency, gifted with extraordinary eloquence, the

highest situations in the public service seemed to lie within

his grasp. After the session was over he took a tour on

the Continent : his companion in his tour was Milner, the

younger brother of his first schoolmaster. Mibier was a

low churchman, seriously inclined, and frequently turned
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CHAP, the conversation to religious isxibjects. Wilberforce was
-

—

r— impressed with his friend's earnestrtess, and, though he

had apparently led a very harmless life, was convinced

of his own worthlessness. The whole object of his career

was changed. He abandoned aU the ambitious plans

which he had previously formed, and devoted himself to

the cause of Christianity and the reformation of society.

His friends whispered that he was mad ; but, though Wil-

berforce was singular in his opinions, there was nothing

eccentric in them. ' If this is madness,' said one of his

mother's friends, ' I hope he will bite us all.'

Such was the man to whom Sir Charles and Lady

Middleton appealed to bring the question of the slave

trade before Parliament. A committee was formed in

London, under the presidency of Granville Sharpe, to

raise funds and obtain information for the campaign.

Sharpe was an admirable leader in such a cause. He
had been the man who had obtained the first decision in

1772 under which slavery had been declared illegal in

England. The London committee decided on collecting

evidence to justify their appeal to Parliament ; and they

employed for this purpose a young man who had lately

left the University, Thomas Clarkson. Clarkson, two\

years previously, had gained a prize at Cambridge for an

'

essay on the slave trade. He proved a very zealous,

though not always a very discreet agent, and succeeded\

in obtaining much valuable information. Armed with

Clarkson's facts, Wilberforce prepared to bring the ques-

tion before the House. The moment seemed ripe for the,

change. Pitt threw himself with warmth into his friend's]

cause ; Fox agreed with Pitt in desiring abolition ; Burke

was its declared advocate ; the majority both of the

House and of the nation seemed in favour of the .pro-

posal. A bill regulating the number of slaves to be car-

ried by each ship (one slave to each ton) received the

royal assent in 1788. A motion for the complete aboh-
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tion of the trade from January 1, 1796, was carried in chap.

1792, and everything seemed consequently to point to _ \' .:-

the early accomplishment of Wilberforce's hopes. Un-
fortunately for the success of the great cause the French
Eevolution broke out. The blacks in St. Domingo re-

volted against their masters. Commotions vyere appre-

hended in the West India islands. The cause of the

slaves became associated in men's minds with the excesses

of Jacobinism ; and the opponents to abolition gathered

fresh hopes from the excitement which was everywhere

visible. The House of Commons refused to confirm its

vote for gradual abolition. A new Parliament adopted the

device of leaving the colonies to deal with the measure

themselves. The British trade in slaves to foreign colo-

nies was not suppressed till 1805. The British slave trade

was not finally abolished tiU the commencement of 1807.

Throughout these years of disappointment and reverse

Wilberforce steadily persevered in the cause which had
become the business of his life. Earely had the House

ever witnessed such enthusiasm as it displayed when his

biU finally passed in 1807. Eomilly, one of the most

virtuous of its members, urged the House to reflect how
much the rewards of virtue exceeded those of ambition

;

and, when he proceeded to contrast the feelings of the

Emperor of the French in all his greatness with those of

that honoured individual who would this ' day lay his

head upon his pillow and remember that the slave trade

was no more, the whole house, surprised into a forgetful-

ness of its ordinary habits, bm-st forth into acclamations

of applause.' Wilberforce, however, never rested after

his great triumph. He had obtained the abohtion of the

British slave trade. During the next ten years he was

continually lurging other nations to follow the example of

this country. In Europe, France, Denmark, Sweden,

Holland ; in North America, the United States ; in South

America, Venezuela, Buenos Ayres, and Chili, all agreed.
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CHAP, on the remonstrance of this country, to abolish the traffic

•

—

-^—' in slaves.^

As a result of these exertions the trade in slaves, which

had disgraced the world since the days of Elizabeth, was

greatly checked. Slavery stiU continued to exist in the

colonies of the British empire. The "West Indies stiU

continued to send slave-grown sugar to Europe. But the

colonists were compelled to depend for their supply of la-

bourers on negroes born in the colonies, and were no

longer able to supplement their own supplies with impor-

tations from Africa. Two consequences, each beneficial

to the (jause of humanity, ensued. The cruelties of the

middle passage were terminated. The slave himself be-

came a more valuable article, and consequently was

likely to obtain more lenient treatment than he had pre-

viously received. But the abolition of the traffic in slaves

was doubly gratifying to the humanitarian because it

pointed to the abolition, at no distant date, of slavery it-

self. Wilberforce had retired from public life long before

this great end was accomplished. But he had the satis-

faction of learning on his death-bed in 1833 that the la-

bours of his life had been rewarded by a full success.

The Parliament, which ultimately gave effect to his policy,

testified its admiration of his earlier exertions by follow-

ing him to the grave ; and by placing in Westminster,

among the great worthies of his country and of his

generation, all that remained of the orator, the philan-

thropist, and the Christian.

Easi, The West Indies had gained their name from the ob-
indies. jggt which Columbus had had in view in his first voyage.

He had been seeking for the Indies of the East, and had
found a new and richer Indies in the West. The Eng-
lish acquired a permanent footing in the Few World be-

fore they succeeded in establishing themselves in India.

For a whole century after the discovery of the Cape,

» WHberforce, vol. i. pp. 54, 56, 68, 119, 144, 1,52, 166, 173; ii. 196.
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the Portuguese monopolised the Indian trade. The Pope's

BuU saved them from the competition of any rival. During

the sixteenth century, indeed, the sea captains of England

made many attempts to secure for themselves some share

of this trade. But they endeavoiu-ed to find a new route

to India through the ice-bound seas in the North Pole.

The dangers of the Arctic circle were smaller obstacles to

these bold men than the impotent thunders of a powerless

old bishop enthroned in a decaying city. The progress

of the Eeformatipn, however, placed a new interpreta-

tion on the thunders of the Church. Stephens, Drake,

Cavendish, and Borroughs successively penetrated the

Indian Seas, and carried the best carracks of Portugal into

an English port. Their hardihood produced many imi-

tators. At the close of the sixteenth century a Com-
pany was established in London with the exclusive

right to trade to India. But the progress of the Com-
pany was slow. Dutch and EngUsh, French and Portu-

guese, all contended for the great Indian trade. Exposed

to jealousy at home, and hostility in the East, the Com-
pany displayed slight symptoms of its future fortunes.

In the meanwhile, however, events were in progress,

which were paving the way for the ultimate supremacy

of an European power in India. Towards the close of

the fourteenth century the Mogul Tartars, imder the

conduct of Tamerlane, had swept like a destroying wave

over the whole of Hindostan. A century afterwards the

Sultan Baber completed what Tamerlane had begun, and

founded what is usually known as the Mogul empire.

The empire enjoyed two centuries of predominance.

Prosperity, however, led to indolence ; indolence to care-

lessness. Kouli Khan, Shah of Persia, invaded India in

1739, and gained an easy victory over Tamerlane's

effeminate successor. The victory of the Persians led

to the disruption of the great Mogul empire. The

soubahdars, or officers of the empire, threw off their
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CHAP, allegiance ; and, struggling for their own independence,

-

—

^—- courted the assistance of the European strangers. The
disintegration of the Mogid empire was facilitating the

rise of a new power. It was still uncertain where the

nation would be found, whose subjects should succeed in

rivalling the exploits of Tamerlane.

Four European nations enjoyed, at the time, the ad-

vantage of a foothold on Indian soil. The Portuguese

retained possession of Calicut and other places, though

their power was on the decline. The Dutch conducted a

profitable trade with their settlements on the shores of

India, and with the islands in the Eastern Seas. The

Erench had established a formidable position at Pondi-

cherry. The English had formed a Presidency at Madras
;

they had purchased Calcutta ; and they had obtained Bom-
bay from Portugal as the dowry of Charles II. 's queen.

Though, however, they already possessed the three

towns, which were ultimately to become the seats of their

government, their power was certainly not superior to

that of the French. Twice in the middle of the

eighteenth century they attempted to take the position

which the French had established at Pondicherry, and

twice they were foiled. But the French were not the

only enemies in India before whom the British had occa-

sionally to retreat. Only 120 years ago Sm-ajah Dowlah
overthrew the English settlement at Calcutta, and subjected

every inch of Bengal to native rule. Lawrence and CUve
repaired our fortunes in Madras, and gave to England

the predominance in that Presidency which she has never

lost. The genius of Chve avenged our misfortunes in

Bengal, and wrought a fearful retribution on Surajah

Dowlah. Clive's victory at Plassey gained for the East\

India Company a richer empire than Wolfe, two years

afterwards, won for the crown at Quebec.

The career of conquest, which Clive thus commenced,
was actively prosecuted by his successors, Warren
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Hastings, Lord Cornwallis, and Lord Wellesley. The
j
.chap.

Company gradually extended its dominion over the greater ,

part of Hindostan. But their trade and their profits did

not advance with their conquests. Their servants, indeed,

continually returned home with large fortunes ; but the

shareholders were compelled to satisfy themselves with

low dividends. The abuses, which the administration of

the Company permitted, attracted the attention of politi-

cians to the anomalous character of their empire. States-

men of aU parties were satisfied that a Company, formed

only for trading purposes, could not be allowed to exer-

cise an independent and uncontrolled dominion over a

vast and populous empire. The CoaUtion ministry formed

in 1783 endeavoured to transfer the whole govern-

ment of India to commissioners to be appointed by the

crown. The India BiU proved fatal to the Coalition

ministry. Pitt, taking advantage of the experience of his

opponents, succeeded with a milder proposal, and insti-

tuted a Board of Control. The scheme left the Company
in the enjoyment of an exclusive trade : it continued to

them the absolute regulation of all commercial matters. It

merely permitted a board, consisting of six members of

the Privy Council, ' to check, superintend, and control all

acts, operations, and concerns, which in any wise relate

to the civil or military government or revenues of the

territories and possessions of the East India Company.' ^

For nearly thirty years after the passage of Pitt's
,

India Bill, the East India Company stiU retained the

exclusive privilege of trading to India. It was not tiU i

1814 that the monopoly of the Company was partially^

terminated, and that the Indian trade was, on certain!

conditions, thrown open to aU British subjects. The

Company in vain endeavoured to resist a change, which

practically terminated the injiuious monopoly which they
»

' McOiilloeli's Commercial Diet. ; Voriai's Progress of the Nation-. Cap-

per's Three Presidencies of India,
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CHAE. had enjoyed for more than two centuries. They in vain

>

—

^—' endeavoured to prove that the habits and the poverty of

the native Indians made it impossible to hope for any

increase in the Indian trade. It was in vain that they

obtained the evidence of the greatest authorities on

Indian questions : that Warren Hastings emerged from

the retirement, in which he liad passed the twenty pre -

ceding years of his life, to deny that ' our export trade

would be greatly furthered by opening the traffic with

India to aU who might desire to embark in it
;

' and that

Sir John Malcolm was brought forward to declare that

' the general population of India were not likely to become

customers for European articles because they did not

possess the means to purchase them.' ^ Parliament had

the wisdom to refuse to listen to the claims of the Com-

pany, or to be guided by the advice of Indian officials.

The result showed the wisdom of their decision, and the

salutary effects of free trade. The trade with India was

at once rapidly expanded. ' The value of the merchan-

dise exported from Great Britain to India, which

amotinted in 1814 to 870,177Z., amounted in 1819 to

3,052,741Z.'^ The destruction of the Company's mono-

poly and the beneficial influence of free trade in other

words increased oiu" trade fourfold. Extended relations

were in their turn to promote stiU further additions td

oiu- commerce, and to draw still closer the bonds oi

union between the mother country and her eastern

dependency.

At the close of the great war, then, Britain had pos-

sessions in every portion of the world ; but the import-

ance of the dependencies, which she had won, had
hardly reconciled her to the loss of the magnificent

colony, which she had had the misfortune to lose. In

1 Quoted in Yonge's lAfe of Lm-d Liverpool, pp. 462 and 465.
* House of Lords Oommittee, 1821, quoted ty McOuUoch on East India

Company.
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1765, or fifty years before the date at whicli this history

opens, a foolish Parliament, under the guidance of an

obstinate minister, had passed the famous Act which s^'tl^

drove America into revolt, and ultimately deprived

this country of her noblest colony. A httle more than

thirty years before the date at vrhich this history opens

the treaty had been signed which had recognised the

independence of the American Eepublic. Men had

hardly ceased to regret that the generation which had

won Canada in one hemisphere, and India in the other,

for the crown of England, had permitted a country,

greater either than India or Canada, to be separated

from the British empire. The victories of Clive and

Wolfe had shed a new lustre on the shield of England,

but its brightness had been obscured by the capitulations

of Burgoyne and Cornwallis. England has long forgotten

the lamentations of such patriots as these. Every wise

Englishman, indeed, stiU laments the causes which drove

America into revolt ; but no wise man regrets that she

should have won her independence. The United States,

since their separation from the mother coimtry, have

increased in wealth, in population, and in resoiurces,

and the British have the satisfaction of knowing that

the great transatlantic republic, whose prosperity is

almost equal to their own, speak the same language, read

the same literature, and claim the same origin as them-

selves.

Thirteen provinces revolted from their allegiance to

the British crown in 1776 ; and these thirteen provinces

became the origin of the great republic which has ra-

pidly pushed its boundaries across an entire continent.

The thirteen States had in 1776 a free population of,

2,600,000 persons. Between 1776 and 1815, however, six
'

more States had been added to the Union, and the free

population of the Repubhc had increased to 7,000,000)

The trade of our former colony was rivaUing that of our
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CHAP, own,^ and the British shipmasters loudly complained that

•

—

r—• the Americans were depriving them of their business.

Nor was it surprising that the mercantile marine of the

United States should acquire importance amidst the

exceptional circumstances under which the eighteenth

centmy had closed and the nineteenth century had

opened. Every other great nation was at war, and the

country which alone enjoyed the blessings of peace

obtained complete immunity for her traders. Neutrahty,

however, is a condition which it is difficult for either a

nation or an individual to maintain. A man rarely pos-

sesses the affection of two friends who have quareUed

with one another, and, if he attempt to hold the scales

evenly between them, he is proverbially liable to lose the

friendship of both. So is it with nations. When States

are engaged in all the difficulties of a close contest they

are apt to regard with suspicion the attitude of an ally

who regards the cause of their antagonists as favour-

ably as their own. The suspicion too often . ripens into

hostility, and the neutral finds it necessary to draw the

sword, in a quarrel which is not his own, for the sake of

maintaining his own independence.

Dm-ing the earlier years of the great revolutionary

war, the neutrality of the United States was not seriously

affected. The Americans gained, in some respects,

from the dissensions of Eiuropean nations, and their

merchants obtained a. large addition to their carrying

trade. Towards the close of 1806, however, the progress

of the war had altered the conditions on which it had
previously been conducted. Trafalgar had made Great
Britain mistress of the seas ; Austerlitz and Jena had
made Napoleon master of the Continent. For fourteen

years the two great rivals had been almost incessantly

engaged in strife, and one had obtained virtual predomi-

» Compare the taWes in Porter's Progress, pp. 357 and 418, and see a'ao
remarks on p. 399.
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nance on the land, the other on the ocean. Napoleon chap.

saw clearly that the resources, which had enabled Great —,'—

'

Britain to carry on the contest, depended on her trade,

and that the destruction of her commerce would lead to the

immediate collapse of his adversary. How, however, was

the commerce of a nation to be destroyed by a ruler who
had hardly a ship of war at his disposal ? The arrogance

of Buonaparte suggested an answer to the question. In

his famous Berlin, decree, at the end of 1806, he had the

presumption to declare aU the ports of Great Britain in

a state of blockade, and to forbid the importation, into

any port under his control, of the productions of either

Great Britain or of her colonies. The British Govern-

ment retaliated by declaring all the ports, either of

France or of her allies, or from which the British flag was

excluded, in an actual state of blockade, and by condemn-

ing all vessels trading to them as good and lawful prize ;

unless they had previously touched at a British port, and

paid customs duties to the British crown. Napoleon, by

the Milan decree, endeavoured to make this condition

nugatory by declaring any neutral vessel, which had paid

tax to the British Government, denationalised. The

claims of the belligerents had thus virtually destroyed the

carrying trade of America ; and America avenged herself

for the loss from which she was suffering by closing her

ports against the flags of the rival nations.

The state of things, which had thus arisen, was very

memorable. The two chief belhgerents had forbidden

all neutral trade with their opponents. The chief neutral

had excluded herself from all intercoiu-se with the belli-

gerents. Modern history does not perhaps contain any

equally unfortunate record of the results of warfare.

There was, however, a wide distinction between the

decrees, which Napoleon had issued, and the orders with

which the British Government had rephed to them.

Napoleon, powerless on the ocean, was incapable of

VOL I. K
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CHAP, enforcing his own commands ; while Britain, as mistress of

—

i-
—

• the seas, was able to carry out the decisions of her minis-

ters. The British orders, which were enforced, became

consequently much more offensive to the Americans than

the French decrees, which were practically unexecuted

;

and the Government of the United States displayed an

increasing readiness to quarrel with this country. It is

not necessary to narrate here the progress of the long

diplomatic struggle which preceded the war of 1812 ; it

is not possible to describe the varied results of a struggle,

in which both parties achieved some successes and sus-

tained some reverses ; it is not requisite to detail the

stipulations of the peace, with which hostihties were

ultimately concluded at the close of 1814. These things

properly refer to the history of a previous period. It is

unnecessary, therefore, to relate them in these pages.

Britain, then, at the period at which this history

opens, had just concluded a war with the greatest power

on the Continent, and with the greatest power in the New
World. The perseverance of her statesmen, the deter-

mination of her people, the genius of her commanders,

the indomitable bravery of her troops, had made her the

foremost nation in the world. Twenty years of almost

continuous warfare had extended her empire ; and had

arrested neither the increase of her population, nor the

growth of her trade. While the thoughts of statesmen

were occupied with the changing aspects of a protracted

war, Watt was completing his steam engine, Arkwright

his water frame, Crompton his mule, Cartwright his

power-loom, Davy his safety lamp ; Telford was carrying

roads through the most impenetrable parts of the country

;

iMurdoch was turning night into day by the invention of

gas; BeU was launching the first British steamer, the

' Comet,' on the Clyde ; Eennie was throwing new and

/ beautiful bridges across the Thames. Merchants and
L manufacturers were alike profiting from the inventions
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of these great men, and England was proving by her ex- chap.

ample that a free people could triumph over the greatest —i-
—

-

difficulties, and prosper in a state of war which apparently

made all prosperity hopeless.

There was indeed another side to the picture ;' a re-

verse to the medal.' Material progress was accompanied

with political retrogression, and victory was purchased

at a cost faintly appreciated at the time, but to be dis-

covered on the morrow. The condition of the English

people, the poUtiCal disabilities which they endiu-ed, the

laws, to which they were subjected, cannot be considered

in this chapter. It is sufficient to have recorded here

the advance which Britain had made in material pros-

perity. Later on it will be the duty of the historian to

record the circumstances of individual Englishmen in

1816, and to describe the victories which progress gra-

dually achieved over the selfish policy of an unreformed

legislature.

K 2
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CHAPTEE n.

CHAP. There is at tlie present time no town in either England

—

^—- or Wales which a man cannot reach in a twelve hours'

travelling journcy from London. He may be whirled from the
onpoiiti- metropolis to York or from York to the metropolis in
cal hie m •'^ •

England, four hours. Two hundred years ago, a gentleman would

have thought himself fortunate if he had been able to

reach London from Northumberland in a week. A coach

in 1706 undertook with the blessing of God to convey

persons from London to York in four days. The facilities

which roads and railways have afforded to travellers have

undoubtedly changed the face of England ; they have

indirectly led to an alteration in the composition of the

Hoiise of Commons. Parliamentary reform might have

been almost indefinitely delayed, if it had not been

for Telford, Brindley, and Stephenson.

In the days when travelling was difficult and dan-

gerous, the right of representation was of little value.

A joiu-ney from London to Northumberland was a more

hazardous operation than a journey to New York is now

;

and the burgesses, who were entitled to send members to

Parliament, found it difficult to obtain persons who were

willing to act as their representatives. It became neces-

sary to adopt the practice of making some allowance to

the people who were thus selected; and the borough

member became in consequence a paid delegate, and not

an unpaid representative. In such a state of things the

privilege of representation was naturally of little value.

Places, which had originally enjoyed the right of re-

turning members, ceased to exercise it. Places, in which
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the Crown or some wealthy person had influence, were CH.iP.

given the right, and no one ever questioned the power of

—

^—

•

the Crown to grant it. The Tudor sovereigns created

borough after borough ; but the creations attracted no

attention.

The great contest of the seventeenth century funda-

mentally altered the position of the House of Commons.

The House of Commons had asserted its right to exercise

a decisive control over the government of the coimtry,

and had established for ever its position and its influence.

Almost at the same time some progress was made towards

better, cheaper, and quicker travelling. Parliament com-

plained that country gentlemen were coming to London,

instead of staying at home, and that the country was

being pauperised at the expense of the metropohs. They

failed to observe that the causes, which were collecting all

the country gentlemen into one centre, were contributing

to increase the influence of the House of Commons. Yet

there can hardly be a question that this was the case.

The moment that it became the fashion for a country

gentleman to spend a certain period of each year in Lon-

don, all the apprehensions connected with the journey

disappeared. No further difficulty was experienced in

obtaining a member for each borough, and a seat in Par-

liament became of value from the social influence and the

position which it gave. In the meanwhile other parts of

England shared the increasing prosperity which was

visible in the metropolis. New centres of industry

steadily acquired fresh importance, while the old boroughs,

in which the county families had met together, either

ceased to grow, or began slowly to decay. The country

squire, who could spend his month or six weeks in Lon-

don, was too grand a gentleman to patronise the bull-ring

or the ball-room of his county town.

Population was slowly gravitating to particular

centres ; and the House of Commons, while the country
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CHAP, was changing, suddenly resisted further changes in its

^—- constitution. Before the seventeenth century the consti-

tution of the House of Commons had been constantly

altered. Henry VHI. created seventeen new boroughs,

Edward VI. fourteen new boroughs, Mary ten new

boroughs, Elizabeth twenty-four new boroughs, and

James I. four new boroughs. Charles II. gave members

to Durham and Newark ; but, with this exception, no

new borough was created, either in England or Wales,

from the death of James I. to the Eeform Bill of 1832.

The House of Commons, after the Eestoration, took the

issue of writs into its own hands, and declined to recog-

nise those which had been issued by the Crown.^ The

constitution of the House of Commons was thus stereo-

typed, for the first time in English history, at the very

time at which the population of England was being col-

lected in fresh centres. The representation of the people

was becoming more unequal, and no attempt to redress

the inequalities was made.

At the period at which this history opens the House

of Commons consisted of 658 members : 489 of these

were returned by England, 100 by Ireland, 45 by Scot-

land, and 24 by Wales. The representation of England

was more unequal than that of either of the other divi-

sions of the kingdom. The ten southern counties of

England—Cornwall, Devonshire, Dorsetshire, Somerset-

shire, Wiltshire, Hampshire, Sussex, Kent, Berkshire, and

Surrey^^contained a population of about 2,900,000 souls

and returned 237 members to Parliament. The thirty

other counties of England contained a population of more

than 8,350,000 souls, and returned 252 members to Par-

liament. A little more than a fourth of the population

returned very nearly one half of the whole House of

Commons, But this inequality was one of the least

glaring defects of the representative system. Scotland

' Hansard's Tori. Jlist,, vol, iv, pp, 507-512.
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contained a population of nearly 2,000,000 persons : citap.

Cornwall contained rather more than a quarter of a mil- -

—

^—
lion of people. Yet aU Scotland returned only forty-five

members, and the county of Cornwall returned no less

than forty-four. Representation then bore no propor-

tion to population ; and the population, as a matter of

fact, had little or nothing to do with the represen-

tation. It was stated in 1793 that the majority of

the House of Commons was ' elected by less than fifteen

thousand electors.' Seventy members were elected by

thirty-four plac&, in which ' it would be to trifle with

patience to mention any number of voters whatever,

the election being notoriously a mere matter of form.'

Ninety other members were elected for forty-six places,

in none of which were there fifty voters. Thirty-

seven other members were elected for nineteen places,

in none of which were there one hundred voters. Fifty-

two other members were elected by forty-six places, in

none of which were there two hundred voters. Twenty

other members were returned by Scotch counties, in none

of which were there one hundred voters. Ten other

members were returned by other Scotch counties, in

none of which were there two hundred and fifty voters.

Two hundred and ninety-four members,^ being a majority

of the entire House of Commons in 1793, were retm-ned

by constituencies none of which had two hundred and

fifty, and in the great majority of which there were not

one hundred voters. There were not four thousand elec-

tors in all Scotland.^

Fifteen thousand electors nominally returned a ma- The

jority of the whole House of Commons in 1793. But ^^f
the share, which these fifteen thousand individuals had

in the election, was purely nominal. One hundred and

seventy-two of the English and Welsh members were

' The fifteen not specified in '^ Petition of 1793 ; Ann. Meg.

the text being returned by Scotch (1793), 83-103; Ibid. (1821), p. 49;
boronghs with less than 125 electors May's Const. Hist., vol. i. p. 295.
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CHAP, returned on the direct nomination of the Treasury or of

-—r^— individuals, and one hundred and thirty-seven members

owed their return to the influence either of the Treasury

or of individuals. Three himdred and nine out of the

five hundred and thirteen members, belonging to England

and Wales, owed their election to the nomination either

of the Treasury or of one hundred and sixty-two power-

ful individuals. The forty-five Scotch members were

nominated by thirty-five persons. Three hundred and

fifty-foiu- members were therefore retm-ned on the recom-

mendation of the Treasury and one himdred and ninety-

seven patrons.^ The union with Ireland, in 1801, added

one himdred members to the roll of the House of Com-
mons. But fifty-one of these were returned by thirty-six

peers, and twenty by nineteen commoners.^ The Union

had increased the roll of the House to six hundred and

fifty-eight ; and four hundred and twenty-four of the six

himdred and fifty-eight members were returned either

on the nomination, or on the recommendation, of two

hundred and fifty-two patrons.

At the commencement of every session, the House

was in the habit of resolving that 'it is a high infringe-

ment upon the liberties and privileges of the Commons of

Great Britain, for any Lord of Parliament, or any Lord-

Lieutenant of a county, to concern themselves in the

election of members to serve for the Commons in Par-

liament.' Yet two hundred and forty-five members were

notoriously returned by the influence of one hundred

and twenty-eight peers.^ Lord Lonsdale, from returning

1 See again the Eetum of 1793. statement in the text is the most
^ Oldfield's Rep. JSist., toI. yi. p^- moderate which can he given. Old-

298, 299 ; May's Cortsi. Hist., vol. i. field says that 371 of the English

p. 300.
_

and Welsh members, the 46 Scotch
'One hundred and sixty-tbree memhers, and 71 Irish memhers, were

members in Great Britain by 71 aU returned by nomination. SeeiJ^.
peers, Ann. Reg. 1793, p. 94 ; 31 in Hist., vol. vi. pp. 285-300. Some
Scotland by 21 peers ; and 51 mem- difference of opinion must naturally

bars in Ireland by 36 peers. Old- have arisen as to the influence of

field, vol, vi. pp. 295-299, The persons in some of the larger consti-
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niue members, was commonly known as ' the premier's chap.

cat-o'-nine-tails.'^ The Duke of Newcastle, Lord Buck- ._ ,' -

ingham, Lord Mount Edgecumbe, and Lord Eliot re-

tiu:ned, in 1793, six members each. The Duke of

Marlborough and Lord Fitzwilliam, five each. The
Duke of Northumberland, the Duke of Bedford, the

Duke of Eutland, Lord Ailesbiu-y, and Lord Stafford,

four each. The Duke of Beaufort, Lord Sandwich, Lord

Foley, and Lord Uxbridge, three each. Such was the

state of things in 1793. In the next few years some of

the boroughs changed hands, but the system remained

unaltered. Lord Lonsdale retained his ' cat-o'-nine-tails
;

'

the Duke of Newcastle, and Lord Buckingham, who had

become a duke, their six members each. But other peers

had, in the interval, extended their political influence by

purchasing boroughs. Lord Darlington, in 1793, had

only nominated one member for Winchelsea. He had

since acquired the second seat in that borough, and had

purchased Camelford, which had previously belonged to

Sir Jonathan Phillips ; and Ilchester, the property of Mr.

Howard. He had now six seats at his absolute disposal,

and had been rewarded with a marquisate for his in-

vestment.^ Lord Westminster had also six seats ; Lord

Hertford six ; Lord Fitzwilliam five ; the Duke of Nor-

folk, Lord Powis, and Lord St. Germans four. Lord

Cleveland's marquisate was an ever-present proof of the

prizes, which were ready for the fortunate borough

owner ; and peers who desired higher titles, and com-

moners thirsting for peerages, naturally concluded that

tuencies ; and the safest course there- for Carlisle, where Lord Lonsdale's

fore seems to be io take the most influence was great, made the other

moderate of the computations. two. See also Black Book, vol. vi.

» Wilherforce, vol. i. p. 184, and p. 648.

Oldfleld, vol. vi. p. 286. The Ann. ' ' He got his horoughs to be made
Jieg., 1793, p. 94, gives him only 7 a marquis ; he got rid of them to he

members, 1 for Appleby, and 2 each made a duke.'

—

Oreville, ii. 193. Old-

for Oockermouth, Haslemere, and field gives him seven members. Hep.

Westmoreland. The two members Hist., vi. 287.
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CHAP, their easiest road to success lay through the acquisition of
II.

a borough.^

County The strength of the great poHtical peers did not, how-
constitu-

encies, ever, lie in the boroughs alone. Many of the English

counties returned, as a matter of course, the nominees of

the great landowners. It was a common saying, attri-

buted to Fox, that Yorkshire and Middlesex between them

made all England.^ Yet, even in Yorkshire, the contest

rather lay between the Lascelles and the Fitzwilliams

than the aristocracy and the people. Up to 1780, the mem-

ber for Yorkshire had always been elected in Lord Eock-

ingham's dining-room.^ If such were the state of things

in Yorkshire, it is easy to imagine what occurred in less

populous counties. A contested election in many counties

was a rare occmrence. It was found in 1831 that there

were no poll books in Denbighshire. There had been no

contest for a hundred years in Cheshire, in Nottingham-

shire, and Cardiganshire. There had been no contest for

nearly fifty years in Anglesey ; and there had been no con-

test for twenty years in Derbyshire, Gloucestershire, Hert-

fordshire, Lancashire, Momnouthshire, Eadnorshire, Flint-

shire, and Eutland.*

The condition of the Scotch counties was even worse.

In England every forty-shiUing freeholder was a voter.

Manufactm-ers, large tenant farmers, opulent and import-

ant inhabitants, were excluded from the franchise unless

they happened to possess a little land ; but every landowner,

not disqualified by religion, by age, or by sex, had a vote.

In Scotland, however, the landowners had nothing what-

ever to do with the representation. The franchise was

invested in the owners of superiorities ; and these superi-

orities had the entire representation in their hands. Any
owner of a superiority, producing iOOl. a year, was entitled

• Pari. Eet. 1793, and see JBlack and the Duke of Newcastle 7.

Book, pp. 646-648. Oldfield, Hep. « Wilterforce, vol. ii. p. 133.

Mist., Tol. vi. p. 287, says that the ' Ibid. vol. i. p. 57.

Duke of Norfolk had 11 memhers, • Black Book, p. 609.
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to a vote ; and the superiorities were cut up into different chap.

parcels of four hundred a year each, for the sake of •—,
—

•

giving votes. The owner of the superiority, as the direct

grant from the crown was called, had not necessarily any

land in the county ; he did not necessarily reside in it
;
yet

no one except the owner of a superioritj^ was allowed a

vote. The whole number of county electors in Scotland

was variously estimated at from 2,500 to 2,900 persons.

Fife was said to contain 240 voters, Cromarty only nine

!

Scott mentions incidentally that young Harden was re-

turned for Roxburghshire at the memorable election of

1831, by a 'great majority of forty to nineteen!'^

Yet Eoxburgh had a population of more than 40,000

persons. ' The county of Bute, with a population of

fourteen thousand, had twenty-one electors, of whom only

one resided in the county.' ' At an election at Bute, not

beyond the memory of man,' said the Lord Advocate in

1831, ' only one person attended the meeting, except the

sheriff and the returning officer. He, of course, took

the chair, constituted the meeting, called over the roU of

freeholders, answered to his own name, took the vote as S

to the preses, and elected himself. He then moved and

seconded his own nomination, put the question to the

vote, and was unanimously returned.' ^

A very different state of things prevailed in the Irish

counties. In Ireland the right of election lay with the

forty-shilling freeholders. But in Ireland gavelkind

and cottier tenancy had multiplied small freeholds to an

almost inconceivable exteftt, and had consequently placed

the voting power of each county in the hands of a very

large constituency. But, though Ireland had, in conse-

quence, comparatively popular constituencies, the electors,

chosen from the lowest and most dependent class of the

' May, vol. i. p. 295 ; Ann. Reg., hart's Scott, p. 725.

1821, p. 49; Lord Russell, ^ecoKec- ' Hansard, vol. vii. p. 529; and
tiom and Suggestions, p. 324 ; Lock- May, vol. i. p. 297.
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CHAP, population, were totally incapable of giving an indepen-

—

^—• dent vote. The persons, by whom their votes were

directed, were either the great neighbouring landlord or

the local priest. The former had the power of refusing

them the extra plot of land, without which they could

not hope to subsist ; the latter could influence their super-

stitious imaginations with all the terrors of the Church of

Eome. A county election in Ireland was as formal a

matter as a county election in Great Britain.

Borough It was, however, in the boroughs that the great go-
constitu- o o
encies. vcrning families exercised their chief authority. The

borough constituency varied in different places. In some

boroughs in England and Wales, and in every borough in

Scotland, the members were returned by the corporation.

The corporations were, at that time, unreformed ; they

were usually self-elected ; and the provisions of the Test

Act effectually excluded all Eoman Catholics from sitting

upon them. In other places in England and Wales, the

members were returned by the inhabitants paying scot

and lot, or in other words by the ratepayers ; while in other

places the potwallers or potwallopers—or aU the resident

inhabitants, who paid for their own subsistence—had a

vote. In some places, again, the franchise was divided

among these various classes. This variety of franchise

created almost endless confusion. 'Your honourable

house,' said the petitioners of 1793, 'is but too well

acquainted with the tedious, intricate, and expensive

scenes of litigation which have been brought before you,

in attempting to settle the legal import of those numerous
distinctions which perplex and confound the present rights

of voting. How many months of your valuable time have
been wasted in listening to the wrangling of lawyers upon
the various species of burgagehold, leasehold, and free-

hold. How many committees have been occupied in

investigating the nature of scot and lot, potwallers,

commonalty, populacy, resiant inliabitants, and inhabit-
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ants at lame. What labour and research have been em- chap.
. . II

ployed in endeavouring to ascertain the legal claim of •

—

^—

-

borough men, aldermen, portmen, select men, burgesses,

and councilmen ; and what confusion has arisen from the

complicated operation of clashing charters, from free-

men, resident and non-resident, and from the different

modes of obtaining the freedom of corporations by birth,

by servitude, by marriage, by redemption, by election,

and by purchase.'^ Complicated, however, as these

tenures were, there was one characteristic which was

common to nearly aU of them. The patron exercised an

unbounded influence in the borough. In some cases the

corporation, in other cases the inhabitants, in others, again,

the ratepayers, nominally elected the members. Corpora-

tion, inhabitants, ratepayers, were aU agreed in voting

for the patron's nominee.

A few prominent examples wiU illustrate the position Close

of the old boroughs. Lord Bevei'ley's borough of Beer- °™"^ '

alston had only one house in it rated at over 10^. a

year ; Mr. Bankes' borough of Corfe Castle was a cluster

of > cottages round a venerable ruin. Lord Calthorpe's

borough of Bramber was an agricultural district inhabited

by about 100 persons. Lord Monson's borough of

Gatton was a gentleman's park. Lord Caledon's borough

of Old Sariim was a green mound. Lord Huntingfield's

borough of 'Dunwich had been submerged for centuries

beneath the Iferth. Sea. The nineteen electors of Hel-

ston voted unanimously with the Duke of Leeds.^ There

were 310 electors in Arundel, but 195 voted with the

Duke of Norfolk.^ At the general election of 1818 Lord

Falmouth on the one side, and the Eegent on the other,

made the titmost endeavour to carry Truro. After a

ruinous contest. Lord Falmouth's candidates polled twelve,*

the Eegent's eleven votes.* These examples were, at the

' Ann. Reg., 1793, p. 85. ' Colchester, vol. i. p. 59.

' Bomillj, Tol. iii. p. 76. * Colchester, vol. iii. p. 52.
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CHAP, time, SO notorious, that grave men thought that there was

- _
"-

. nothing ludicrous in gravely stating them. It seems hardly

to have occurred to the pohticians of that time that there

was anything ridiculous in the mention of a contest

between twelve electors on the one side and eleven on the

other.

Their sale. The borough owners disposed of their property in

different ways. All of them acted on the blunt maxim

which the Duke of Newcastle propounded in 1829

—

' Have I not the right to do what I hke with my own ? ' ^

But, though they were probably unanimous in agreeing

with the duke, they did not all carry out their theory in

the same manner. Some borough owners simply sold

their boroughs to the highest bidder. Ten thousand

pounds was commonly offered for the two seats during a

single Parliament.^ Other borough owners again sold

their seats, at a regular price, to members of their own

party. Lord Mount Edgecumbe, for instance, used to

receive 2,000Z. from each of his candidates for Lost-

withiel. Some portion of the 4,000Z., which he thus

received, was distributed by him as plate money to the

twenty or thirty electors of the borough. Another por-

tion was devoted to local objects and to subsidising the

borough funds.^ The residue found its way into the

patron's own pocket. Other borough owners again

placed their patronage at the disposal of their party, or

nominated their own relations or their own friends. But

the borough owner usually considered that he owed nothing

• The debate on the Duke of Sergeant Wilde had the temerity to

Newcastle's conduct at Newark will stand against his grace's nominee,

be found in Hansard, New Series, Wilde polled 587 votes, but was un-

vol. xxii. p. 1077. Sir W. Olin- successful. Every one of the 587
ton, one of the members for New- voters who voted for hiin, and who
ark, had displeased the duke by held land under the duke, received

voting contrary to his grace's .wish notice to quit. The duke was re-

in 1829. He was forced to resign. monstrated with, and then wrote the

The duke nominated a new candi- historical question quoted in the text,

date, Sadler, a gentleman who ao- ^ Komilly, vol. ii. p. 200.
quired considerable reputation ; and ^ Private information.
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either to his nominee or to the electors. Brougham, when chap.

he sat for Camelford, bitterly complained that the Duke —,
—

-

of Bedford had sold the borough without giving him any

notice of his intention of doing so ; ^ and Brougham, when
he made the complaint, was one of the ablest of the

rising members of the Whig party,- he was a personal

friend of the duke's, and therefore sure of receiving more

consideration than an ordinary member. The traffic in

boroughs would, in fact, have been impossible if the

patron had thought it necessary to consult the wishes of

his representative'; and the traffic in boroughs went on

in the most open manner. An act was, indeed, passed in

1809 to stop the practice, but the practice stiU continued.

It was deliberately stated in a petition to the House of

Commons in 1817 that seats were bought and sold hke

tickets in the opera.^ The best men saw nothing dis-

graceful in breaking the law and in buying a seat. EomiUy
declared in 1 805 that he had formed ' an unalterable

resolution never to come into Parliament,' unless he held

a public office, ' but by a popular election or by paying

the common price for ' his seat.^

The traffic in boroughs was indirectly promoted by Promoted

the progress of the country dm-ing the eighteenth century, i/g wealth.

The conquest of India and the extraordinary impulse

which was given to industrial enterprise created two new
classes of wealthy persons. Men, who had gone out to

India with younger sons' fortunes, returned home as

wealthy nabobs. Men, who had devoted themselves to

industrial pursuits at home, amassed large sums of money

as cotton spinners, as potters, or in pursuit of some other

trade. Nabobs and merchants were both anxious to secure

their own position in society and promote their own
influence in pohtics ; and social distinction and political

influence could equally be secured by a seat in Parlia-

' Brougham, vol. i. p. 628. ' Mansard, vol. xxxv. p. 310.
s Romilly, vol. ii. p. 118.
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CHAP. ment. The borough owners found, in conseqiience, that

—

^— there were new classes of purchasers for their property

with longer purses than the country gentlemen or the

political managers who had previously been their chief

supporters. The price of boroughs accordingly rose in

the market, and the rise in their value made any reform

of Parliament more and more difficult. It was hardly to

be expected that a borough owner would readily con-

sent to sacrifice a property, bought with his own money,

which was worth, on an average, 2,000/. a year.

The whole of the boroughs, however, were not at the

disposal of any patron. In some places the constituency

was free to retiu-n a candidate of its own choice. A few

of the largest towns really prided themselves on securing

the success of what was called a popular candidate, but

even these places were disgraced by scenes which could

hardly be witnessed now in Ireland. Lord J. Eussell

openly stated in the House of Commons in 1831 that if

an intelligent foreigner were taken to a great and opulent
Bribery, towu, Liverpool for instance, ' he would see bribery pre-

vail to the greatest extent : he would see men openly

paid for their votes.' ^ An election at Westminster

involved a fortnight of riot and drunkenness. When
Brougham stood for Liverpool it was recorded that two
or three men were killed, but that the town was quiet.^

A riot, in which only two or three men lost their Hves,

was thought hardly worth noticing. ' By long established

custom the single vote of a resident elector at Hull was
rewarded with a donation oftwo guineas ; four were paid

for a plumper ; and the expenses of a freeman's journey
from London averaged 10/. a piece. The letter of the

law was not broken, because the money was not paid

till the last day on which election petitions could be
presented.' ^ ' The price of votes (at Maidstone) was as

1 Ann. Meg. 1831, p. 7. ' Brougham's Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 63.
^ Willierforce, vol. i. p. 16.
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II.

regularly fixed as the price of bread—so mucli for a chap.

single vote and so much for a plumper.' ^ There were

about 240 electors at Abingdon, seventy of whom took

money.'-* Lord Cochrane openly avowed in the House

of Commons that, after his return for Honiton, he sent

the town crier round the borough to tell the voters

to go to the chief banker for 101. 10s. each.^ In 1766,

Sudbury shamelessly offered itself for sale.* In 1768,

the corporation of Oxford sold the representation of

the city to the Duke of Marlborough and Lord Abing-

don.^ ' I doubt not,' wrote Wilberforce, ' that the

bribery of all sorts and forms, and the drunkenness,

which attend our present system, are the evils which call

by far the loudest for reform.'

The bribery and drunkenness, which Wilberforce

deplored, were encouraged by the law which protracted

the taking of the poU. Rapid polling was indeed impos-

sible. In 1807, for example, the poU clerk at Horsham
had to take ' down the description of every burgage tene-

ment from the deeds of the voters.' Only seventy-three

electors were polled, but the complicated process neces-

sarily occupied the greater part of two days.® It

may easily be imagined that in larger constituencies a

process of this kind must have taken not days but weeks

:

and the law allowed the poU to be open for weeks. At
the general election of 1784 the contest for Westminster

continued for upwards of six weeks, and was followed by

a scrutiny which lasted for the best part of a year.^ But

the scandals connected with this election were even too

great for the unscrupulous pohticians of the eighteenth

centm-y. A law was passed ' limiting every poU to fifteen

days, and closing a scrutiny within thirty days after the

' Greville, vol. iii. p. 184. George III., vol. i. p. 42.
=* Colchester, vol. i. p. 55. * Ibid. vol. iii. p. 153.
' JHansard, Ist Series, ixxv. 92. ' Eomilly, vol. ii. p. 202.
* Horace Walpole's Memoirs of ' .drere.iJeg'. (1784^5), pp. 174-180.

VOL. I. L
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CHAP close of the poll.'^ But this law, though it undoubt-
'—r^—

• edly constituted a great reform, still permitted the most
Expense, inordinate expenditure. In the great struggle in 1807,

when Wilberforce, Lord Milton, and Lascelles were

engaged in a triangular contest for the representation

of Yorkshire, the poU was kept open for the fuH legal

period of fifteen days, and Lord Milton and LasceUes

spent between them 200,000/.* The lavish expenditure,

inseparable from a contested election in a popular consti-

tuency, increased the influence of a few territorial mag-

nates. It was hardly worth any man's while to waste a

fortune on a single contest ; and the expense of a county

election gave, therefore, a monopoly of the representa-

tion to a few great families.

Election Bribery was indirectly encouraged by another cir-
Petitions. .

cmnstance. In theory everybody reprobated it ; in practice

everybody laughed at it. Up to 1770, election petitions

were tried in the whole House, and the decision of the

House was avowedly pronounced on party groimds, and

had no reference to the merits of the case. Sir Eobert

Walpole was driven from office by an adverse vote on

the Chippenham election petition. In 1770, George

GrenviUe persuaded Parhament to adopt a little better

system. Under the GrenviUe Act, a committee was ap-

pointed to try the election. Forty-nine members were

chosen by ballot; each party to the petition had the

right of objecting to eighteen of these names ; the remain-

ing thirteen, associated with two others, one of whom was

nominated on either side of the House, constituted the

tribunal to determine the election. The GrenviUe com-

mittees, as they were commonly caUed, were far better

tribunals than the whole House for determining the

legality of an election. But the GrenviUe committees

were as much influenced as the House had been by

' 25 Geo. nJ., c. 84 ; or, in the case of a general election, six days before

the day on which the writ was returnable
; May's Const. Sist., vol. i. p. 293.

* Wilberforce, vol. iii. pp. 330-337.
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party considerations.-^ In a committee of fifteen members chap.

one party or the other was necessarily in the majority, -—,:—

.

and the members usually voted with their poUtical

friends and disregarded their own conclusions. A
tribunal of this description was not Ukely to stamp out

bribery; and bribery consequently continued unchecked

and unreproved. From the king on his throne to the

potwalloper in the rotten borough, there was scarcely a

person, who did not either receive or give a bribe. It

would have been hardly an exaggeration to have ap-

plied to England the words which Isaiah applied to

Judah :
' From the sole of the foot even unto the head,

there was no soundness in it.'

At the time, then, at which this history commences. Pensions

the constituencies were divisible into two classes—some

places were notoriously corrupt ; others were notoriously

in the hands of the landed interest. The class which thus

enjoyed a monopoly of pohtical power obtained its

fuU share of the good things of this world. A poli-

tical career was indeed a lottery, but it was a lottery

in which the prizes were very large, and in which even

moderate success was rewarded with extravagant libe-

rality. A successful politician could easily ensure his

own affluence, and could usually obtain a comfortable

provision for his children. Lord GrenviUe, on retiring in

1801, had the effrontery to demand a pension of 1,500^. a

year for Lady GrenviUe.^ Yet Lord GrenviUe was auditor

of the exchequer, a sineciu'e producing 4,000/. a year

;

and his younger brother, Thomas GrenviUe, received up-

wards of 2,000Z. a year as one of the chief justices in eyre.

The Duke of Portland succeeded Lord GrenviUe. His re-

lative, LordWiUiam Bentinck, received 1,131/. as clerk of

the pipe in the exchequer, and 2,511/. as colonel of the

11th Hussars. The duke's son-in-law, Charles GreviUe,

> May's Par. Pract. pp. 600-601.
' She resigned it in 1820. Hansard, New Series, vol. i. p. 148.
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CHAP, received 600^. a year as controller of the excise ; 350/.

.

^^'
. a year as secretary of the Island of Tobago, and

572/. a year as naval officer in Trinidad. His grandson,

Charles Greville, v?hose posthumous memoir has obtained

for him a durable reputation, received 2,000/. a year as

clerk of the council—an office vphich was bestowed ou

him in reversion—and 3,000/. a year as secretary to

the government of Jamaica, though he never set foot

in Jamaica in his life.^ Lord Sidmouth was another ex-

prime minister. His eldest son drew 3,000/. a year as

clerk of the pells. Lord Liverpool enjoyed 3,000/. a

year as lord warden of the Cinque Ports. Such were

the rewards, which the foiu- men had obtained, who had

had the good fortune to preside over his Majesty's

Government. The great dignitaries of the law were

even better paid than the highest ofiScers in the state.

Lord Eldon was chancellor. One of Lord Eldon's sons

was a registrar of deeds for the West Eiding, with

1,200/. a year ; another of them received 2,000/. a year

as receiver of fines and registrar of affidavits in the

Court of Chancery. Lord EUenborough was chief jus-

tice of the King's Bench ; his eldest son drew very nearly

10,000/. a year as chief clerk of that court. Lord EUen-

borough's predecessor. Lord Kenyon, had made his eldest

son custos brevium, with 2,696/., and a younger son drew
more than 6,000/. a year in fees and compensation.

Ten years before the great war began. Lord Thurlow
had been chancellor. Fifty years after Waterloo, his

grandson still enjoyed about 11,000/. a year as late

patentee for the execution of the bankrupt laws, and
clerk of the hanaper in Chancery.

These are a few of the instances, which might be given,

of the extravagant provisions which successful politicians

and successful lawyers were allowed to make for their

posterity, or for themselves. It would be easy to extend

the list to an almost indefinite length. It is difficult to

' Greville Memoirs. Confer Hansard, 3rd Series, toI. ii. p. 91.
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dehne the duties of a teller of the exchequer, yet four chap.

tellers of the exchequer drew no less than 2,600Z. a year . ^ -

each. No duties of special importance were attached to

the registrarship of the Court of Admiralty
;
yet Lord

Arden, the registrar, drew at least 10,000/. a year. The

chief clerkship of the House of Commons would have been

adequately paid with 2,000/. a year ; and the fees of the

office amounted to six times that sum.^ The fees of the

clerk of the pleas in Ireland amounted to 10,000/. a

year ; his deputy received no less than 7,000/., not one

shilling of which, according to a high authority, was

legal.^ The Duke of Grafton, in addition to some here-

ditary pensions, received 2,800/. a year as sealer of the

King's Bench and Common Pleas. Lord Melville en-

joyed about the same sum, as keeper of the privy seal

in Scotland. ' The Countess of Mansfield,' wrote the

editor of the 'Black Book' in 1830, 'receives 1,000/. a year

from the Barbadoes planters, and the Duchess Dowager of

Manchester 2,928/. a year as late collector of the customs

outwards. Not long since a right honoiurable lady, a

baroness, was sweeper of the Mall in the Park ; another

lady was chief usher in the Court of Exchequer.' ' ' One
of the four patentees' of the sinecure situation of ' custos

brevium,' wrote Lord Colchester in his diary, 'was a

woman, a second a Catholic, the third a lunatic, the

fourth an infant.' * Lord Seaforth, though he had the

misfortune to be deaf and dumb, was made governor of

Barbadoes.^ Lord Eosslyn, a general officer, was made
director of chancery in Scotland.^

Pensions and places, however, were not the only Peerages.

rewards at the disposal of successful statesmen and suc-

cessfid lawyers. Peerages were granted with a prodi-

gality which exceeds belief ; and pensions were in their

• Oolchester, vol. i. p. 482. * Colchester, vol. i. p. 143.
' Mr. L. Foster. Vide Semsard, * Smiles' Industrial Biography, p.

vol. xxxiv. p. 8. 302.

3 Black Book, pp. 485 and 488. " At a salary of 1,800^.
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CHAP, tiirn bestowed to support the peerages which had thus

- ,_. been created. ' The far greater part of the peers,' wrote

Queen Carohne to George IV. in 1820, ' hold by them-

selves and their families offices, pensions, and emolmnents,

solely at the will and pleasure of your majesty. There

are more than four fifths of the peers in this situation !
^

' More than half of the present House of Lords,' said

Wilberforce in 1811, 'has been created or gifted with

their titles since I came into Parhament in 1780.'^ 'No

great thinkers, no great writers, no great orators, no

great statesmen, none of the true nobility of the land,

were to be found among the spurious nobles created by

George III;' They chiefly consisted of ' mere lawyers,'

and ' country gentlemen remarkable for nothing but their

wealth, and the number of votes their wealth enabled

them to control.' ^

The eriis The System was productive of three mischievous con-
ofthe sequences. Places, which were nothing but sinecures,

were maintained for the purpose of enabling the minister

to make a convenient provision for himself, his family, or

his adherents. Places, which had only nominal duties

assigned to them, or which were really necessary, were

scandalously overpaid in order that they might prove ac-

ceptable to their fortunate recipients ; and offices were

bestowed, not on the most deserving candidates, but on

the friends and partisans of the minister. The whole

parliamentary system, moreover, moved on a hinge of

corruption ; and persons, known to be interested in the

expenditure of the State, could not be believed to be the

disinterested advocates of economical administration. The

poor man, without political influence, had little or no

ch&nce of promotion ; and honomrs and rewards were

reserved not for the meritorious but the wealthy. The

wealthy had the means of securing political influence.

* Yonge's X4ve>pool.Yo\.m. p. 102. ^ Willaerforce, vol. iii. p. 531.
* History of Civilisation, vol. i. pp. 453, 454.
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The influential politician was generally able to obtain chap

rank. Bank was regarded as an admirable qualification •

—

^—

-

for any ofiice. The highest and lowest situations were

lavished upon peers and their relations ; and nothing was

beneath the dignity of even a duke, provided that an ade-

quate salary was attached to it. Nor were the sineciures

the only places which were filled by the great go\'erning

families. The working offices of the State were similarly

occupied. Commissioners and their secretaries owed com-

paratively little to their abilities. Their success in life was

usually due either to their position or their birth. When
the French war broke out in 1793, it never occurred to

George III. that the command of the English army should

be entrusted to a competent general. The natmal leader

of the king's army seemed to the king to be the king's son.

When the incompetency of the Duke of York necessitated

his recall, the king could not imagine that anyone else

could be fit for the command except his own brother-in-

law.^ Eank, in short, was the passport to high office.

Eank could be gained through political influence by any

ambitious man ; and the borough owners stuck accord-

ingly to their privileges with a tenacity which withstood

the onslaught of the reformers for forty years.

Eotten as the system was, deplorable as were its con- The only

sequences, there were some compensating advantages con- fagcTof the

nected with it. Men cannot take part in the struggles of ^y^'^n'-

a political career without mixing in society; and men fail

to attain distinction, either in politics or society, without

ability, information, and education. The ruling classes

were so assiu-ed of this that they uniformly gave a polite

education to their sons ; and men of quality thought it as

necessary to be versed in certain accomplishments as to

be well dressed, or to be able to shoot. The ruling

classes, moreover, conscious of their own inferiority in

numbers, were ever on the look out to recruit their party

' See George III.'s Letters to Pitt in Jesse, vol. iii. p. 210.
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CHAP, with any particularly promising young men. A youth,

.

—

;—, who had acquired a reputation at Oxford or Cambridge,

was certain to be introduced to some of the Whig or

Tory party managers, and had a good chance of being

offered a seat in Parliament. Clever young men began

their political careers at school or at college ; and fathers,

with clever boys, sent their sons to school and college, in

the hope of their being introduced in consequence to some

political patron.

There is no doubt that this state of things was produc-

tive of one great national benefit. The door of the House

of Commons was not solely opened to the wealthy, it was

always ready to admit conspicuous talent. Men did not

postpone their entry into Parliament tiU the close of their

career, when success in business had enabled them to ac-

cumulate a fortune. Politics were the profession of their

lives ; the House of Commons their office, not the mere

haven to which they retired in their old age. The prizes

of political life, too, were so great, that they drew away
the talent from other professions. Had they hved in

Italy, to use Canova's striking illustration, Pitt and Fox
would have been artists, and England would have had no

reason to deplore her inferiority in art.^ A system, under

which all the rising men of the day regarded politics as

a profession, and under which politics were studied with

exclusive attention, naturally tended to create statesman-

ship. A rising young man became a member of the

House of Commons as soon as he came of age. Lord

Liverpool was elected for Appleby, Fox for Midhurst,

Lord John EusseU for Tavistock, before they were twenty-

one years old.

Biuca- England then derived from the system the solitary ad-

defects, vantage of having statesmen trained from their boyhood

for their work ; the more ambitious youth were certainly

encouraged by the system to work at school and college,

' Alison, Yol, i. p. 450, note.
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from the knowledge that success at school and college chap.

might influence their whole career. A gentleman's edu- ._ / _,

cation, indeed, was less complete than it is now. The

boys at Eton, for instance, were taught almost exclusively

Latin and Greek ; and an Eton education was siipposed

to be the very best which a parent could give his son.

The Eton boy, on leaving school, could write Latin Ele-

giacs or Greek Iambics with admirable ease and grace

;

but he could not speak a word of any modern language

except his own.' He was perfectly acquainted with the

great authors of the ancient world, but he had never read

a line of Chaucer or Froissart. He had read the speeches

of Cicero ; but he hardly knew the name of Bolingbroke.

He had studied the dialogues of Plato ; but he was igno-

rant of the writings of Locke. He could discuss the

campaigns of Hannibal or Julius Caesar with judgment,

but he could hardly repeat the names of Frederick the

Great's battles. He regarded the Gracchi as patriots, but

he had an obscure notion that Adam Smith was a danger-

ous character. He knew the boundaries of the Eoman
empire ; he could not have repeated the names of the

English colonies.

Incomplete, however, as his education was, as far as

it went it was admirable. The well educated man knew

very little ; but what he did know he knew very well. He
had acquired very little serviceable information ; but his

mind was very well educated. Education is, after all^

I only the system under which the mind is trained. Men
will perhaps always dispute whether physics or classics,

mathematics or science, form the best subjects for train-

ing it. A man may bring his body into perfect condition

by various kinds of exercise, and there is no reason for

supposing that the mind may not be equally well trained

by application to various kinds of studies. If, indeed, it

were the object of school life to acquire a large stock of

information, nothing could be worse than to devote the
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CHAP.
II.

' Thfl old

EngUfch
trentle-

greater portion of schooltime to the study of extinct and,

' so far as most men are concerned, useless languages.

But ordinary men cannot acquire much information at

school. They lay in their stores of knowledge when
their education ceases ; and, in this respect, our ancestors

were certainly more advantageously situated than om--

selves. In 1816, a man could not devote his whole time

to reading novels, for the very good reason that there

were only a few novels to be read. He was obliged, if

he chose to read at all, to select books which on the whole

were well worth reading. He read less than the modern
Englishman, but the books which he did read were more
useful to him. Educational institutions, however, were

not free from the influence of the governing classes. Those

who had the good fortune to be born in the purple were

exempted at both Universities from the curriculum pre-

scribed for ordinary students, and the visit of a monarch
to a school was usually followed by the remission of a

week's work. A whole term of academical study was
dispensed with by the University of Oxford at the coro-

nation of George IV. ' To remit a part of education,'

wrote Ward to the Bishop of LlandafF, ' as you would
remit a punishment, to what century does such a notion

belong ? A new reign then is to be reckoned as a joyous

event for felons and undergraduates.' ^

It was, however, only the exceptional young man,
with more than the average of ability and ambition, who
was well educated and well informed. The ordinary

English gentleman, if he were an elder son, lived on his

paternal acres ; if he were a younger son, he lived on the

family living, or went abroad to fight his country's battles.

There were few professions which a gentleman could

enter. A clever boy was sent to the Bar ; a dull boy
was driven into the Church ; a spirited lad was destined

for the Navy, or, if he had money or interest, for the

' Ward's Oon'espondence with tie Bishop of Llandaff, p. 249.
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Army. But, outside tlie Bar, the Army, the Navy, and chap.

the Church, there was nothing which a gentleman could ," -

do. The prizes of the civil service were pohtical, and

the lower ranks of the ofBces were, with few exceptions,

hardly good enough for the sons of a country gentleman.

No one above the rank of an agricultiu-al labourer would

have dreamed of emigrating ; no one with any pretensions

to noble blood would have thought of going into trade.

A gentleman's son would have rather died a pauper than

have become a wine-merchant.

The eldest son succeeded as a matter of course to the

paternal acres. He usually had many good qualities

;

but he had equally many infirmities. On the one hand

he was honest and honoiu'able, kind to his tenants, and,

after a fashion, to the poor. On the other hand he

still too frequently indulged in the sports, the language,

and the habits which had been common among his fore-

fathers. Men moving in high society could see a bull

baited, a main of cocks fought, or the desperate struggles

of the prize-fight, without losing caste. Men in good

society were not ashamed to maintain that there was some-

thing peculiarly English in these brutal spectacles. The

courage of the prize-fighter, the bulldog, and the cock,

prompted men, so they thought, to noble deeds. After

all, the prize-fighter's risk was smaller than that which

was incurred by the duellist, and every gentleman was

prepared at any moment to fight a duel. Duelling had Duels,

probably its origin in that remote period when trial by

combat was regarded with the solemnity of a judicial

proceeding. It was sanctioned by the deeds of the

knights errant and the hallowing reminiscences of the

days of chivahy. Everyone remembers the page in

Brougham's life, in which he tells the story of his brother

Peter's death in a duel. But plain men like Peter

Brougham were not the only duellists. A man could

hardly enter a public career without running the risk of
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CHAP, fighting a duel. Pitt was prime minister of England^

.

—

^—- Tierney was temporarily leader of tlie Opposition, when

they fought at Wimbledon. Canning and Castlereagh

were two of the most prominent members of the Cabinet

when they met in 1809. The wound which Canning

received did not teach him discretion. On two sub-

sequent occasions he was on the eve of fighting a duel.

He challenged Burdett, and Burdett's explanation only

averted a meeting. An appeal was made to the Speaker's

authority to stop the possibility of a contest between Can-

ning and Brougham. Brougham himself was challenged

by Stapylton for some hasty words spoken in contesting

Yorkshire in 1830. In 1826 Beaumont and Lambton

fought on Bamborough Sands in consequence of some

expressions which Beaumont had used on the hustings at

Alnwick. Wellington was prime minister of England

when he challenged Lord Winchilsea in 1829. The

Duke of Bedford and the Duke of Buckingham fought in

Kensington Gardens in 1822. Grattan was elected for

Dublin in 1800, made a speech against the Union, and

fought a duel on the same day. O'Connell had killed his

man. A literary quarrel led to Sir A. BosweU's death in a

duel in 1822. Jeffrey, the editor of the 'Edinburgh

Eeview,' was challenged by Moore the poet. Scott, in

1S27, was prepared to meet an obscure French officer.^

interape- Ducls, howcver, frequent as they were, constituted

only occasional events in a,man's lifetime. Intemperance

was the Englishman's everyday fault. Men, indeed, no

longer got drunk at night as regularly as they went out

hunting or shooting in the morning. But hard drinking

was the vice of the nation from the highest to the lowest.

To be drunk occasionally was no offence against good
breeding. Some persons will recoUect Scott's apology

for a drunken clergyman: 'The crime of drunkenness

consists not in a man's being in that situation twice or

' Am. Reg. 1822, pp. 62,82. Ibid. 1826, p. 103. Lockhart's &ott, p. 665.

ranee.
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thrice in his life, but in the constant and habitual prac- chap.

tice of the vice ; the distinction between " ebrius " and .

^^"
-

" ebriosus " being founded on common sense and recog-

nised by law.' ^ George IV., when Prince of "Wales, in-

vited the Duke of Norfolk to dinner for the express

purpose of making him drunk. The Duke of York
drank six bottles of claret at a sitting.^ Claret, however,

was only within the reach of dukes and spendthrifts.

Taxation had raised its price and restricted its use.

Bold and" erect tie Caledonian stood,

Old was his mutton, and his claret good

;

Let him drink port, the English statesman cried

—

He drank the poison, and his spirit died.^

So ran John Home's epigram.

Others had tasted claret till they now
To humbler port would turn,

wrote Crabbe in the ' Borough.' *

If drinking were too frequently the country gentle- The Game

man's chief pastime at night, himting and shooting were

his chief occupation by day. Neither of these sports

were indeed carried on under the conditions which have

made them popular since. The land was not drained
;

the enclosures were small ; they were separated by huge

shores or fences which no horse could leap ; and the

coverts or woods were large and near each other. Pace,

in its modern sense, was impracticable, and men rode to

hoimds for the pleasure of seeing them work. The hare,

which ran in a circle, became under these circumstances a

more popular object of chase than the fox, which ran

straight to the nearest covert, from which it taxed the

skin of the huntsman to drive him. Shooting, too, was

carried on with difficulty with the old flint locks and

' Lockhart's Scott, p. 57. In Wa- " Thackeray's Four Oeorges, pp.
ve^iey, Bradwardine excuses Balma- 197 and 199.

whapple hy the same distinction, ch. ' Lockhart's Scott, p. 372.

xii. * The Borough, Letter VI.

Laws.
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CHAP, cumbersome guns of the day ; and shooting, in the modem
•"••

- sense of battues, was only beginning to be known. In

] 827 Lord Eldon referred in the House of Lords to ' the

objectionable modem practice of collecting game in large

quantities for the purpose of battues.' ' Every plantation,'

he said on another occasion, ' was turned into a poultry-

yard, and a sportsman was thought nothing of unless

he could kill his thousand birds a day.' ^ The Duke of

Gloucester, in 1816, shot 254 head of game in one day at

Mr. Coke's of Holkham ;
^ and Greville has recorded in

his diary a day's sport which would have done credit to

these modern times of bloodshed.

The spirit of the old forest laws, which the Norman
kings had introduced into England, stiU lingered in the

statutes which ParUament had made for the preservation

of game. No one, who was not a landowner, was allowed

to kiU game ; no one was entitled to sell game. The

common law distinctly recognised that game was the

property of the landowner, ratione soli. But, ' in Umita-

tion, and to a certain degree in derogation, of the com-

mon law, a variety of statutes subjected to penalties

persons who, not having certain qualifications, shall,

even upon their own land, kill any of those wild ani-

mals which come under the denomination of game.'

The qualification to kiU game was confined by a statute

of Charles II. to persons having lands of inheritance of

1001. per annum, or leases of 150^. (to which were added

some other descriptions of personal qualifications), and
persons not having such quahfications were not allowed

to have or keep game dogs. A subsequent statute of

George II. (28 Geo. II., c. 12) carried this system still

further ; and enacted penalties against unqualified, and
finally against qualified, persons who shall buy, sell, or

oflFer to sell, any hare, pheasant, partridge, &c. Similar

penalties were enacted against imqualified persons having

' Twiss' Eldon, vol. ii. p. 540 ; vol. iii. p. 4. ^ Ann. Hog. 1816, p. 19.3.
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game in their possession.^ But legislation did not chap.

cease with the reign of George II. As late as 1816 an —

'

Act, passed without a single word of comment, punished

with transportation for seven years any person who should

be foimd by night in any open ground, having in his pos-

session any net or engine for the piirpose of taking or

destroying any hare, rabbit, or other game. So carelessly

was the act drawn that the limits of night were fixed

between October and March at from 8 p.m. to 7 a.m., so

that, according to this law, even a qualified person, who
went out before seven in the morning to shoot game, was

liable to be transported as a felon.^ It was not, however,

likely that a qualified person would ever be subjected to

these penalties. The law was made to repress poaching,

and a poacher's life was regarded with about as much
respect as a rabbit's. Spring guns were commonly set

in every plantation. In 1821 a farmer, renting about

500 acres of land, was fined for keeping a setter.^ In

1822 a farmer, coxrrsing hares on his own land, with the

permission of his own landlord, was summoned by the

keeper of the adjoining landowner for doing so. The
adjoining landowner in this particular instance was

the Duke of Buckingham, and the farmer was hteraUy

convicted by the duke himself, in the duke's private

house, at the instance of one of the duke's keepers,

and on the evidence of another of his keepers.* ' The

forest laws,' Blackstone had written in the previous

century, and the passage still remained true, ' are now
mitigated, and by degrees grown entirely obsolete

;
yet,

from this root has sprung a bastard slip, known by the

name of the game laws, now arrived to, and wantoning

in, the highest vigour : both founded upon the same

imreasonable notion of permanent property in wild crea-

» Report of Select Oommittee of ' Ann. Iieg.l822,Ohron.Tp.8. The
1816 ; Arm. Reg., vol. Iviii. p. 443. case, it is fair to add, was reversed

' Romilly, vol. iii. p. 275 ; Haw- on appea,!.

sard, vol. xxxv. p. 339. * Hansard, N. S. vol. viii. p. 1202.
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CHAP, tures, and both- productive of the same tyranny to the

,' commons : but with this difference, that the forest laws

established only one mighty hunter throughout the land

;

the game laws have raised a little Nimrod in every

manor.' ^

The severe laws, which Blackstone thus reprobated,

might at least have been expected to have led to the

effectual preservation of ga,me. They did, however,

nothing of the kind. Neither the attitude of Parliament

nor the decisions of the county magistrates could induce

the people generally to regard poaching as a crime. It

is incidentally stated in the 'Black Book' that 12,805 per-

sons were convicted of criminal offences in 1830, and

that no less than 1,987 of these convictions were for

offences against the game laws.'-^ Though, too, it was

illegal to sell game, it was notorious that game was sold

by nearly every poulterer. Laws of the severest cha-

racter had not even the negative merit of enforcing

obedience by their severity.^

The game laws were maintained in the interest of a

smaU body of persons. The incomes of these landowners

were not so large as those which their descendants now
enjoy. But some members of the upper classes had very

considerable rent-rolls. The casual expressions of con-

temporary writers enable us to form a fair estimate of the

cost of living at the commencement of the century. When
the loyalty loan was proposed, Lord Colchester said

that the outside expenses of the aristocracy were cal-

culated at 6,000Z. a year. Sheridan, some years after-

' Blackstone's Commeniaries, h. keepers were prevented from selling

iv. p. 416. game without the consent of their
» Black Bonh, p. 270. employers ; and all persons, qualified
= The sale of game was regulated or not, who sold game, were con-

by two Acts passed in the 5th of sidered chapmen. When any game
Anne and the 28th of Georg-e II. was found in the house of an un-
By the former of these Acts it was qualified person, it was considered as
illegal for higglers, chapmen, car- exposed for sale. See, inter alia,

liers, innkeepers, and victuallers to Hansard, vol. xxxv. p. 877.
sell game. By the latter, game-
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wards, publicly declared that 2,000Z. a year was in his chap.

opinion absolute poverty.^ The ordinary country gentle- — .' .,

man had probably a smaller income than that which

Sheridan's extravagant disposition regarded as poverty.

But, as a class, they were better off than they had ever

been before. The war had laden England with heavy

taxation, and the country gentlemen paid a share of the

taxes ; but there can be no doubt that the war, while it

lasted, had increased their importance and swelled their

rent-rolls. Parliament was a Parliament of landlords,

and the welfare of the landed interest had for generations

been the paramount interest of the legislature. If the

price of corn fell, it was argued, land would be thrown

out of cultivation, men would be thrown out of work,

rents would fall, rates would rise, and speedy ruin would

overtake the country. The main object of all legislation CornL.iws.

then seemed to be to keep up the price of corn by arti-

ficial means. The landed interest has had the credit of

selfishly initiating this policy for its own pm-poses. But

those, who have closely investigated the subject, are aware

that this charge is unjust. The protection of corn was

not .originally demanded by the landowners ; it was a

concession willingly made by the landowners to the

reasoning of the political arithmeticians of the day. At

the close of the seventeenth century the economists were

universally of opinion that the laud should be protected

;

and Davenant and Mun are as much responsible for the

system of protection as Adam Smith is entitled to the

credit of having originated free trade.

It was the interest of the consumer that corn should

be cheap ; the landlord thought that it was his interest

that it should not be too cheap. To absolutely prohibit the .

import of corn was equivalent to condemning the con-

sumer, in bad seasons, to famine prices : to absolutely

prohibit its export was equivalent to compelling the farmer,

' Oolchesterj vol. i. p. 36 ; Wilberforce, vol. iii. p. 26.

VOL. I. M
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CHAP, in good years, to submit to a price -whicli he thought in-

-_ij__- adequate for his produce. The dilemma had led to many
remedies in former times. For nearly four centuries

after the Conquest the export of corn was entirely prohi-

bited. In the reign of Henry VI. the injustice which this

law inflicted on the farmer was partially remedied. Com
was allowed to be exported when its average price was

less than 65. 8d. a quarter. Thirty years afterwards a

further boon was afforded to the landed interest : the im-

port of corn was prohibited tiU the price rose to 6s. Sd.

a quarter. The alteration in the value of money necessi-

tated changes in these figures. But the system still con-

tinued in force. In 1670, wheat was allowed to be

exported when the price was below 53s. Ad. When its

price rose above 53s. Ad., it was allowed to be imported

on paying a duty of 8s. A further step, in the same

direction, was taken after the Eevolution of 1688. Wheat
was still allowed to be sent abroad : and, when its price

fell below 48s. a quarter, a bounty of 5s. was paid on its

exportation.

The system, which had been thus adopted, and which

continued in force for eighty years, was avowedly designed

for the protection of the landed interest ; and the advan-

tage, which agriculturists derived from it, was very great.

The farmer was protected from all foreign competition tiU

the price of grain rose to an unusual point ; and he then

competed on most favourable terms with the foreigner.

If, on the contrary, the price of grain fell, he could

always raise it artificially by sending it abroad. The Go-
vernment paid him 5s. a quarter on its exportation ; or

added more than 10 per cent, to the value of the com-

modity. It is stated by McCulloch that, during the ten

years ending in 1751, no less than 1,515,000^. were paid

in bounties on the exportation of com. In other words.

Government voted a direct subsidy of this amount to the

landed interest. But the subsidy, which the Government
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thus voted, must have farmed only a portion of the charge chap.

which the pohcy imposed on the taxpayer. Government . ^—

-

could not have annually paid a boimty on the export of

some 600,000 quarters of corn, vidthout conciu-rently

raising the price of aU corn. The taxpayer was taxed,

the consumer was indirectly charged, for the sake of fos-

tering and promoting the landed interest.

Lord North had the credit of adopting a wiser policy

in 1773. The population had rapidly increased; new
industrial centre^ were acquiring importance ; and the

corn of the kingdom was not more than sufficient to feed

the inhabitants of the country. Under these circum-

stances the legislature decided that the bounty, paid on

the export of corn, should cease at 44s. ; and that no corn

should be exported when the price rose ajaove that sum.

When the price rose above 48*. foreign corn was allowed

to be imported on paying a nominal duty of Qd. per

quarter. The system, which was thus instituted, lasted

for eighteen years, and was the nearest approach to free

trade in corn which was made before 1846. The land-

owners, however, never tolerated the new law. A cla-

moiu: was gradually raised against it ; and to this cla-

mom' Pitt, in 1791, found it necessary to give way.

By the Act, wliich was then passed, a bounty was paid

on the exportation of corn when its price was below

445. ; its exportation without a bounty was allowed up

to 46s. ; a prohibitory duty of 24s. Zd. was levied on

the import of corn when its price was below 50s. ; a

duty of 2s. &d. was charged when the price was above

50s. and below 54s. ; and the nominal duty of td. ranged

when the price was 54s. and upwards.

The system of 1791 lasted for only thirteen years.

Six years after it was introduced the Bank suspended its

payments in cash. The price of gold slowly rose ; and

the rise in the price of gold affected, in at least an equal

degree, the price of every other commodity. Wheat rose

M 2
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CHAP.
U.

Enclosure

BiUa.

in 1801 to the unprecedented price of 5/. 19s. Qd. ; and,

except in 1803, its average price did not fall below 62s. a

quarter for twenty years. It was evident that, if the sys-

tem of 1791 were to be maintained, it was absolutely

essential to alter the figures in the Act. The prohibitory

duty, therefore, of 24s. Sd. on imports was extended to

all corn imported when the price was below 63s.

;

the intermediate duty of 2s. 6d. was charged when the

price ranged between 63s. and 66s. ; while the nomi-

nal duty of 6c?. a quarter, levied in 1773 on com when
the price was above 44s., and in 1791 when the price

was above 54s., was only charged when the price

rose above 66s. But the landed interest were not sa-

tisfied with these concessions. The victories of 1813

promised a return of peace ; the prospects of peace

lowered the value of gold; and the fall in the price

of gold affected the value of other commodities. Corn

fell rapidly, and the landowners were alarmed for their

rents. They persuaded Lord Liverpool to prohibit the

importation of all foreign corn when the price was be-

low 80s. a quarter, and aU colonial corn when the price

was below 67s.^

' For what -were all these covmtry patriots bom 1

To hunt, and vote, and raise the price of com.' *

The high prices, which had thus prevailed, and which

had been encoiuraged by the legislature, had given an

extraordinary stimulus to agricultiu-e. Tip to 1760 only

244 enclosure bills had ever been passed. Six hundred

and fifty additional bills were passed in the fom-teen suc-

1 The whole subject of the corn

laws is treated in a masterly maimer

hy McOuUoch, from which the ac-

count in the text is in the main
abridged. For the sake of brerity

the price of wheat has alone been re-

ferred to in the text, and, whenever

the word corn is used, it is intended

to mean wheat. Other kinds of com
were dealt with on the same princi-

ples, but the prices of course varied.

The averages, quoted in the text, are
from McOulloch's Commercial Diet.
Porter gives them slightly differ-

ently ; Progress of the Nation, p. 88.
' Byron, The Age of Bronze.
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ceeding years. Eight hundred and ninety-four enclosure chap.

bills were therefore sanctioned before the passing of the . .J

—

Act of 1773. Seven hundred and five bills were passed

from 1773 to 1792, or diu-ing the nineteen years when

Lord North's Act continued in force. But the Act of

1791 immediately altered this state of things. A fresh

stimulus was given to agricultural improvements, and in

the nineteen years from 1792 to 1811, 1,481 biUs were

passed. The artificial encom-agement which protective

legislation had afierded to the landowner had more than

doubled the rate at which land had been previously en-

closed. Eapid, however, as the process of enclosure had

been, land continued to be reclaimed with the same

extraordinary rapidity. 'Diu-ing the last ten years,'

said Lord Brougham in 1816, enclosm-e biUs to the

amount of twelve hundred have been passed, and the .

number of acres thereby brought into cultivation has been

estimated at two millions.^

Vast as had been the area, which had been brought Agrfcui-

into cultivation since the accession of George EH., it is pro- im^ove-

bable that the improved system of agricultm-e had done '"«°''-

more even than the reclamation of land to promote the

production of the kingdom. ' At the beginning of the

eighteenth century, the agricultiu-e of oiu- country was

still of the rudest kind. With the exception of certain

parts of England, the land was still for the most part un-

enclosed ; the live stock of each township grazing together,

and the arable land being occupied in common field or

runrig.' Successive crops of corn were grown until the

land was utterly exhausted ; and its cultivators were com-

' Encyclopadia Britannica, ad

verl). Agriculture ; Porter's Progress

of the Nation, p. 146 ; McCuUoch's

Diet., Cora Laws and Corn Trade
;

Brougham's Speeches, vol. i. p.

512. There is reason for saying that

Brougham underestimated the mat-

ter. The enclosures are given by j, xn -kt f ikjloi. i o o ., Pfomess of tlie Nation, xt.loi^.
Porter in decades— y v > ^

From 1760-1769 .
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CHAP, pelled to leave it fallow till its properties were recruited

. ^,' _ by the action of the rain and of the atmosphere. The

latter part of the eighteenth century ' is memorable in our

agricultm-al annals for the introduction of various import-

ant improvements. It was diuring this period that the

genius of BakeweU produced such an important change

in the character of our more important breeds of live

stock. ... A more rational system of cropping now
began very generally to supersede the thriftless and bar-

barous practice of sowing successive crops of corn until

the land was utterly exhausted, and then leaving it foul

with weeds to recover its power by an indefinite period of

rest. Green crops, such as turnips, clover, and ryegrass,

began to be alternated with grain crops ; and hence the

name of alternate husbandry by which this system is ge-

nerally known.' The rotation of crops, which was thus

commenced, in its ultimate effects doubled or even

trebled the producing powers of land.^

Eiseot The vast additions, which had been made to the

[D^'the""^'
extent of land under cultivation, and the improvements

in agricidture itself, had, of course, the effect of largely

increasing the rent-roll of the landlords as a class. The
rental of land in Scotland (where the improvements had

been most marked), rose from 2,000,000Z. in 1795, to

5,278,000Z. in 1815.^ Therental of land in Great Britain

did not probably increase with equal rapidity. But, in

some cases, the increase was very marked. ' In the county

of Essex, farms could be pointed out which were let, just

before the war of the French Eevolution, at less than

10s. an acre, and which rose rapidly diu-ing the pro-

gress of that contest imtil, in 1812, the rent paid for

them was. from 45s. to 50s. per acre. ... In Berk-

shire and Wiltshire there are farms which in 1790 were

' See the admirable and exhaustive article on Agriculture in the new
edition of t^ie- Encydojicsdia Britarmica, i ZhiA. p. 301.

war.
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let at 145. per acre, and which in 1810 produced to the chap.

landlord a rent of 70s., being a five-fold advance.' ^
v.

—

^—

-

So prodigious an advance in the prosperity of the

landed classes naturally increased their own importance.

The adoption of the system, which their representatives

had instituted in Parliament, had been synchronous

with an unprecedented increase in the value of land

;

and a better informed person than an ordinary squire

might have been excused for believing that the effect, on

which he was priding himself, was due to the causes

which he had advocated. But, great as had been the

increase in the prosperity of the landed interest, their

power had not increased with commensiu-ate rapidity.

Notwithstanding his majority in Parliament, Lord Liver-

pool in 1814 was actually unable to persuade the House

of Commons to pass a fresh measure of protection. The
manufacturers and consumers were strong enough to de-

feat the proposal ; and Lord Liverpool was compelled to

postpone the measure and introduce it in a modified form

in the following year. There are few more singular cir-

cumstances than this in the history of England. A pro-

tectionist minister, in a Parliament of landlords, was prac-

tically defeated by the outside pressure of pubhc opinion

The remonstrances of the masses triumphed for the time

over the selfish interests of the ruhng classes.

There were, in fact, at this very time three distinct Declining

influences which were slowly shaking the confidence of
o°^^™°®

the landed interest in their own power. Up to the be- landed

ginning of the present centm-y, a country gentleman,,

when he travelled, travelled uniformly alone. If he were

wealthy he used his carriage ; if he were poor he rode on

horseback. But, with improved roads and increased

facilities for travelling, the country gentleman no longer

travelled alone. The coach conveyed him much more

quickly, much more conveniently, much more cheaply,

' Porter's Progress of the Nation, p, 151.
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CHAP, and much more safely, than his own horses; and the

-

—

^ . country gentleman consequently, like the rest of the

world, travelled in the coach. In the coach he was

brought face to face with classes with whom he had had

no previous communication. He heard ideas expressed

which he had never dreamed of; and he probably, before

the end of his journey, found that there were gentlemen

in the world better educated, better informed, and with

fuller purses, than himself or his brother squires. The

coach, in fact, was a mighty leveUer ; but the coach did

more than level. It introduced facilities for travelling,

which had never previously existed, and, in consequence,

encouraged large numbers of persons to travel. It was

estimated in 1818 that ' 79,000 travellers were gratifying

their desires by going abroad ;
'
^ and every one of these

79,000 persons probably had their minds enlarged by

their experiences.^ The coimtry gentleman who went

abroad discovered that other nations had their own good

qualities, and that the world did not exist for the sake of

the landed interest alone. But there was a third cause

which was probably more potent than either of the fore-

going. A class, to be powerful or to hold its own, must

give some evidence of its power. In previous generations

the country gentlemen of England had produced some

of the greatest names which are recorded in history. But

the country gentlemen hardly held their own at the con-

clusion of the great war. Lord Eldon represented their

feelings more accurately than any other statesman, and

Lord Eldon was the son of a hoastman in Newcastle.

> Alison, vol. i. p. 340; of. Han- in 1S15, records that he was intro-

mrd, vol. xxxviii. p. 437, where the duced to the bearded Lord P., but
number is given as 99,000. found him, under this strange exterior,

" This travelling was the first very mild and pleasing. WUberforce,
cause of a new custom, or of the vol. iv. p. 279. The phrase implies

revival of an old one. Before the that Wilberforce anticipated that a
peace no English gentleman would man with so strange an exterior as a
have thoiight of letting his beard beard could be neither mild nor
grow. After the peace men adopted pleasing. So curiously does custom
the fashion of beards. "Wilberforce, prejudice the best of men.
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Eomilly and Whitbread were attacking their privileges chap.

and their system ; and Eomilly was the son of a London s__,J .

tradesman, Whitbread was a brewer. Lord Exmouth
was gallantly winning new laurels for the British navy,

and Lord Exmouth's father had commanded a Dover

packet. Brindley was developing the coimtry gentle-

men's estates by showing them how to construct canals,

and Brindley had been an ordinary mechanic. Telford

was promoting their prosperity by forming roads, and

Telford had begun life in a village school in Scotland.

Davy was making it practicable to work their mines, and

Davy had been a chemist's assistant. Lawrence was

painting their portraits, and Lawrence was the son of

a country innkeeper. Tiu-ner was enchanting them with

his glorious landscapes, and Turner had commenced his

career in a barber's shop. Chantrey was engaged on

their monuments, and Chantrey had been a common
carpenter. The success which these men had achieved

was familiar to them all. But they had also heard how
a poor weaver, Hargreaves, had invented the spinning-

jenny ; how a barber's assistant, Arkwright, had made a

water frame ; how Watt, a mathematical instrument

maker, had invented the steam engine ; and how Peel, a

yeoman's son, had acquired a fortime in trade and re-

ceived a baronetcy in recognition of his success. Had
not this very Peel's eldest son beaten all their own sons at

Oxford .P Was he not now, humble as was his origin,

the ablest subordinate in the Tory government, the hope

of the Tory party ? Nothing, to quote the trite proverb,

succeeds like success. The country gentlemen were in-

creasing their rent-rolls, but they were not extending

their influence. New men, full of new ideas and new
discoveries, were laying the foundations of a new Eng-

land, and, in the sequel, were to sweep political power

from the grasp of the landed interest.

But the country gentlemen, though their influence
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CHAP, was on the wane, were still powerful. Freehold estates

.

^-
- were not subject to simple contract debts. If a country

^ert ^not
gentleman were in debt his creditors could only obtain

applicable executiou ou half of the profits of his real property. li

he died in debt, his real property passed to his heirs, and

was not applicable to his creditors. A very distinguished

man was endeavouring session after session to remedy this

great abuse. Sir Samuel Eomilly was the most remark-

able of the smaU band of reformers hving during the

first twenty years of the nineteenth century. The honesty

of his nature made him instinctively revolt from the

notion that a man should be allowed to escape his cre-

ditors because he was a landowner, and he accordingly

imdertook under most favourable circumstances to amend
the law. He was himself attorney-general ; he had a right

to rely on the active assistance of the Government ; and the

leader of the Opposition (Perceval) supported his measure.

His bill passed, through its earlier stages without encoun-

tering much opposition. But, before it reached the third

reading, formidable perils awaited it. The Talents Govern-

ment was breaking up ; a Tory government was in pro-

cess of formation. Eomilly's own friends were occupied

with their own resignations. Perceval was busily pro-

moting the formation of a new ministry. Fo one, under

such circumstances, thought it worth while to trouble

himself about Eomilly's bill, and the measure was lost

in a thin house. ^ A few days after the bill was re-

jected, Eomilly brought in a new bill for the same piur-

pose, but confined to persons possessing real property

who were in trade. The country gentlemen had no

objection to make tradesmen pay their debts, and it was

passed without any difficulty.^ The larger proposal

never became law during its author's lifetime. One great

lawyer declared that the measure, if adopted, would
annihilate small freeholds ; another great lawyer spoke

1 Romilly, vol. ii. p. 186. = Ibid. pp. ins and 222.
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'with admiration of that regard which our ancient law ohap.
II

had always had for landed property
;

' a third equally

—

,-—

-

celebrated lawyer insisted that ' such dangerous innova-

tions tended to destroy the law of primogenitiu-e, and to

reduce all lands to gayelkind teniure ; ' and these argu-

ments were held sufficient grounds for refusing an act of

common honesty.^

In 1815 the Chm-ch of England retained the supre- The

macy which it had long enjoyed. But the condition of

the Church was,in some respects similar to that of the

laity. A few fortunate individuals enjoyed all the prizes ;

the mass of the clergy were in extreme poverty. In 1818

England and Wales was divided into 10,421 benefices.'-*

Every incumbent was boimd by law to reside on his own
hving for a certain number of months in each year. Yet

7,358 incumbents were non-resident in 1809, 5,840 in

1810, and 6,311 in 1811.^ The abuse of non-residence

had been largely increased by some recent legislation. Till

the commencement of the nineteenth centiuy, the clergy

had been compelled by some old laws of Henry VIII. and

Elizabeth to reside within their own parishes. ' A cler-

gyman hving in the city was fined for residing beyond

his parish, though there was no sufficient residence in it

for his family and himself.' The law was inelastic, and,

like many inelastic laws, was harsh. The grievance was

a real one, and required consideration. Sir William

Scott, Lord Eldon's elder brother, succeeded in amending

the law in 1802. The Act, which was then passed, con-

tinued to make residence the rule, but it gave the bishops

a discretionary power of relaxing it. It removed the

grievance of the clergy, but it transferred the grievance

1 Romilly, vol. iii. p. 188. See mention 10,533 tenefieea. The num-

also Lord Russell's Recollections, p. ber also varies slightly in the dio-

as. cesan retiirua for 1809, 1810, and

» Ann. Reg. 1618, Ghron. p. 32. 1811.

The returns of 1827 (Pari. Paper, ^ Black Booh, p. 36.

471, Se3s. 1830 ; Blaik Book, p. 37)
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CHAP. iQ tj^g congregations. The provision that every clergy-

^^——' man should be compelled to reside for a certain number

residence, of months in each year within the limits of his parish

had, to a certain extent, restricted the multiplication of

pluralities. It had insured the presence of a resident

clergyman in the majority of parishes. Under Sir Wil-

ham Scott's Act, however, a pliant bishop could be easily

persuaded to exempt his clergy from the operation of

the Act. In 1813 there were only forty-five resident in-

cumbents on 140 livings in the diocese of Ely. There were

seventeen other incumbents, who resided in the neigh-

bourhood of their hvings and performed their duty ; and

in addition to these there were thirty-five cm-ates. Yet

these livings embraced a population of upwards of 82,000

souls, and afforded an aggregate income of upwards of

60,000Z.i

The gross abuse, to which Sir William Scott's Act had

thus led, had been foreseen by its author. He had himself

desired to supplement it with an enactment that the non-

resident clergyman should provide a curate in charge,

with a suitable salary. Earely has a moderate proposal

excited so general a consternation. Every effort was

made by the pliu-alists to defeat the measure, and Scott,

who represented the University of Oxford, was compelled

by his clerical constituents to withdraw it. Perceval, who
at the time was attorney-general in Pitt's second ministry,

took up the bill which Scott had been compelled to drop.

But, though he brought in the bill twice as attorney-

general, and subsequently as leader of the House of Com-
mons, he was never able to carry it. The Whigs, much
to their discredit, opposed it for party reasons. The
bishops, still more to their discredit, opposed it from

selfish motives ; and it was not till after Perceval's death

1 See Mr. Wright's Letter of Jan. 18, 1814, in the Mcn-ning Chranide,

quoted in Black Booh, p. 35.
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in 1812 that Lord Harrowby succeeded in carrying it chap.

through Parlianaent.^ -_

—

i-
—

-

The evil of non-residence was not the only cancer

which was eating into the fabric of the Chiu-ch. The
same evil which was visible in the public offices existed

in the Church. Men received preferment neither from

their abilities nor from their deserts, but through the

interest of their friends. Paley was incomparably the

ablest divine of his time. But no one ever dreamed of

offering him a bishopric. ' Paley is a great man,' said

George III. ;
' will never be a bishop—will never be a

bishop.' ^ The highest offices in the Chiurch were given The

to the sons of great men, or to the tutors of great men. '^ °^°'

In 1815 the Archbishop of Canterbiuy was a grandson of

the Duke of Rutland ; the Archbishop of York a son of

Lord Vernon ; the Bishop of Winchester a brother of

Lord North ; the Prince Bishop of Diu-ham a son of Lord

Barrington ; Lord CornwaUis was Bishop of Lichfield

;

the Bishop of Exeter was a son of Lord Chichester ; the

Bishop of Gloucester a brother of Lord Harrowby ; the

Bishop of Chester a brother of Lord EUenborough ; the

Bishop of Sodor and Man a grandson of the Duke of

Athol. Bathiu-st, the Bishop of Norwich, was half-uncle

to Bragge Bathurst, Lord Sidmouth's brother-in-law.

Lord Sidmouth had obtained for one of his tutors, Dr.

Huntingford, the bishopric of Hereford ; for another. Dr.

Goodenough, the bishopric of Carlisle. The Duke of

Eutland had obtained for one of his tutors. Dr. Watson,

the bishopric of Llandafi"; foi- another, Dr. Sparke, the

see, first of Chester, then of Ely. Pitt's tutor, Tomline,

was Bishop of Lincoln ; Perceval's, Mansel, Bishop of

Bristol. Fisher, Bishop of Salisbury, had been tutor to

the Duke of Kent ; Howley, Bishop of London, had been

» The debates on the bill -will be -n. pp. 741, 922 ; vol. li. pp. 54,

found in ITmisard, first aeries, vol. 833, 1114.

iv. p, 611 ; vol. V. pp. 154, 737 ; vol. ' Alison, vol. i. p. 444.
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CHAP, regius professor of divinity at Oxford; Jackson, Bishop

- .• - of Oxford, had been regius professor of Greek. Burgess,

Bishop of St. David's, had been chaplain to Shuts Bar-

rington, Bishop of Durham. Majendie, Bishop of Bangor,

had been the king's neighboiu: at Kew. The hst ex-

hausts twenty-one out of the twenty-six prelates hving

in 1815. It is probably possible to extend it still fiu-ther.

But, as it stands, it sufficiently reveals the state of the

Chiurch. Birth, interest, and scholarship the sole passports

to the bench. The ordinary parish clergyman, who stayed

at home and attended to his duties, with little or no

chance of ecclesiastical advancement

!

Airases of A bcnch of bishops thus constituted was more hkely

astirai' to attend to their own interests than to the affairs of the
patronage. Church. When Wilberforce moved for the promotion of

Christianity in India, he specially complained that the

bishops, as a body, gave him no support.^ The bishops

were, in fact, too much occupied in attending to the inte-

rests of their children, to think of such distant subjects as

Christianity in India. Archbishop Sutton was a very

good jaan ; he made an estimable primate ; and there is

nd'reason to suppose that he abused the patronage at his

disposal more than the rest of his contemporaries. But,

wrote the editor of the ' Black Book,' ' the late Arch-

bishop Sutton is an eminent instance of the perversion of

ecclesiastical patronage. The Suttons remaining in the

Chm-ch are very numerous ; among seven of them are

shared sixteen rectories, vicarages, and chapelries, be-

sides preacherships and dignities in cathedrals. Of the

eleven daughters'^ of the archbishop, several had the

prudence to marry men in holy orders. Hugh Percy,

son of the Earl of Beverley, married one daughter ; and, in

the course of about as many years, was portioned off with

eight different preferments, estimated to be worth about

' WiHerforce, vol. ii. p. 28.
' The editor has slightly coloured his story. Archbishop Sutton left

nine daughters, three of -whom were married to clergymen.
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10,000/. per annum. Another daughter married the Eev. chap.

James Croft, who is archdeacon of Canterbury, pre- —.J—

•

bendary of Canterbury, curate of Hythe, rector of Chffe

at Hone—all preferments in the gift of the archbishop.'

Pitt's tutor, Tomline, made Archbishop Sutton's conduct

appear moderate. One of his sons, G. T. Pretyman,

became chancellor and canon residentiary of Lincoln,

prebendary of Winchester, rector of St. Giles Chalfont,

rector of Wheat-Hampstead, rector of Harpenden.

Another son, ;g,ichard Pretyman, became precentor

and canon residentiary of Lincoln, rector of Middleton-

Stoney, rector of Walgrave, vicar of Hannington, and

rector of Wroughton. A third son, John Pretyman, be-

came prebendary of Lincoln, rector of Sherrington, rector

of Winwick. Bishop Sparke had an equally keen eye for

his children's interests. His eldest son, the Eev. J. Henry
Sparke, became incumbent of Leverington, rector of

Littlebury, incumbent of Bexwell, prebendary of Ely,

steward of the bishop's manorial courts, and chancellor

of the diocese. His preferments were estimated to be

worth 4,5001. a year. His youngest son, the Eev.

Edward Sparke, succeeded to the consolidated livings of

St. Mary and St. Nicholas Feltwell, the vicarage of Little-

port, and a prebendal stall in Ely. He was also regis-

trar of the diocese and examining chaplain to his father.

His various appointments were worth 4,000/. a year.

Finally, the bishop's son-in-law, the Eev. Henry Fardell,

succeeded to the hving of "Waterbeach, the vicarage of

Wisbech, and a prebendal stall in Ely. His preferments

were worth 3,700/. a year.^

Plurahties, however, were not enjoyed by bishops'

sons alone. It is said that Majendie, Bishop of Bangor,

held no fewer than eleven parochial preferments.^ Mr.

Wright, in his letters to the ' Morning Chronicle,' in 1814,

undertook ta prove that, ' in one diocese there are about

• Black Sook, vol. yi. pp. 25-27. " Ibid. p. 31.
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CHAP, two hundred and sixteen clergymen who each hold two
II.

men.

hvings ; forty who hold three each ; thu-teen who hold four

each ; one who holds five ; one who holds six, besides

dignities and offices.' ^

The Such a system could not work well. When benefices

clergy- Were popularly supposed to be the means of providing

for a near relation ; when the greater part of the emolu-

ments attached to a living were diverted into another

parish to support a non-resident clergyman ; the clergy

could not be expected to entertain any very exalted

notions of the duties of their profession. Good men, no

doubt, there were in abundance. Gentlemen, struggling

on a scanty salary to provide for the spiritual and tempo-

ral wants of the people entrusted to their care. Gentle-

men providing out of their wealth vast sums for chari-

table purposes. But the ordinary clergyman had no such

disposition. He was usually a sportsman, and, during

six out of the seven days of the week, he passed his time

in hunting, shooting, or fishing. He was generally not

merely a sportsman, but a very keen one. The country

squires had other duties to attend to ; the country clergy-

man had nothing to do but shoot or fish. He was fre-

quently the hardest rider, the best shot, and the keenest

fisherman in the parish. Nothing interfered with his

sport except an occasional funeral : and he left the field

or the covert, and read the funeral service with his white

surplice barely conceahng his shooting or hunting dress.

The people were so accustomed to conduct of this kind

that they saw nothing indecent in it. AU that they

expected of their clergyman was that he should read ser-

vice and preach on Sundays, and that he should perform

the occasional functions, which he was required to dis-

charge, on week days. The rest of his time was at his

own disposal ; and there was nothing in the public opinion

of the day which prevented him from spending it in the

same way as his squire.

' Black Book, pp. 31 and oC.
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The pictiu'e may seem overdrawn : but it was painted chap.

in even stronger colours by a contemporary artist. ," -

Crabbe described the parish priest, in the ' Village,' as,

A jovial youth, who thinks his Sunday task

As much as God or man can fairly ask :

The rest he gives to loves and labours light,

To fields the morning, and to feasts the night.

None better skilled the noisy pack to guide.

To urge their chase, to cheer them or to chide.

A sportsman keen, he shoots through half the day.

And, skilled at whist, devotes the night to play.

Crabbe, indeed, after he had himself taken orders,

naturally drew the clergy in more pleasing colours. The
vicar in the ' Borough ' is a much more estimable character

than the jovial youth in the ' Village.' Old Dibble, the sex-

ton in the ' Parish Eegister,' moreover, gives an account

of all the clergymen whom he had remembered, and it is

fair to add that there was not a sportsman among them.
' Addle,' the first, was a sleepy old don ;

' Peele,' the

second, screwed up the tithes ; Grandspear, the third,

was liberal and rich ; the fourth was an author ; the fifth

a consumptive young gentleman from Cambridge. The

reader concludes that the village was in private patronage

;

the parish a college living.

If the bishops did Uttle to improve the position of church

the clergy, their influence was at any rate sufficient to
™p™'

maintain the supremacy of the Church. Since the days

of Charles II. no one had been ehgible for a seat in Par-

hament, or for any office either in the State or a Mimici-

pahty, who did not first receive the Sacrament of the

Lord's Supper, and take the oaths of allegiance, supre-

macy, and abjuration. The Test Act, which exchided

nonconformists from offices in the State, had originally

been framed to deprive the Eoman Catholics of power.

But its effect had been wider than its originators had

intended. It had been designed to exclude the Eoman
VOL,. I. N
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CHAP. Catholics from all authority. It had the effect of

V-
,

•

_- disabhng all Protestant dissenters from legally holding

office in the government of the country. Even those

scrupulous individuals, who were ready to admit the doc-

trines of the Church, but who had conscientious objections

to taking any oath whatever, were excluded from all

offices' by this unjust law. The whole system of govern-

ment turned on the supremacy of the Chiu-ch ; and no one

was allowed to have any practical influence in the affairs

of the state except a churchman.

The supremacy, which the Church had thus obtained,

was felt in almost every phase of life. The dissenter had

to register his place of worship with the archbishop or

bishop of the diocese. The dissenting minister was pre-

cluded from celebrating the marriage service ; no funeral

service, except that prescribed by the Chiu"ch, could be

read over the dead ; the Chiu'ch service was confined to

those who had been baptised in the Chm-ch of England.

A Eoman Cathohc or a dissenter could not send his sons

to the University. All the great charitable endowments

for educational purposes were under the control of cler-

gymen, but the dissenters were rated for the support of

the chiurches. No one but a churchman could easily ob-

tain an education for his children ; no one but a chiurch-

man could hope for advancement in the public service.

The highest legal authority of the day was of opinion that

it was penal to deny the doctrine of the Trinity.^ Yet the

men, who thus denied the commonest privileges of

hmnanity to a large number of their fellow subjects, were

ready enough to condemn similar intolerance when it

was practised towards themselves. Every well-educated

Enghsh gentleman must have read, and no Enghsh gen-

tleman could have read without admiring, the passion-

ate description of ' Karcissa's ' secret bm-ial in Young's

'Night Thoughts.'

• Twiss' Eldim, vol. ii. p, 513,
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Turn, hopeless thought ! turn from her, . . . CHAP.
Snatched ere thy prime, and in thy bridal hour

;

II-

And on a foreign shore where strangers wept,

Strangers to thee, and, more surprising still,

Strangers to kindness, wept ; their eyes let fall

Inhuman tears : strange tears ! that trickled down
From marble hearts I obdurate tenderness !

While nature melted, superstition failed :

That mourned the dead, and this denied a grave.

For 0, the cursed ungodliness of zeal !

While sinful flesh relented, spirit nursed

In blind infallibility's embrace.

The sainted spirit petrified the breast

;

Denied the charity of dust, to spread

O'er dust ! a charity their dogs enjoy.

The Church, which denied the superstition of Eome, was

almost as intolerant as that which was * nursed in blind

infallibility's embrace.'

Such was the state of the Chiu-ch in England at the

period at which this history commences. The supremacy

of one persuasion had a natural effect. A few old families

were hereditary Eoman Catholics. A considerable minority

among the poorer classes were dissenters. But the mass

of the community embraced the only creed which gave

them their full rights as citizens. Every man who had

any ambition to satisfy, or any children to provide for,

adopted the only religion which enabled him to gratify

his own wishes, or give his sons a, chance It was the

clear interest of all persons to be churchmen ; it was
' ungentlemanlike ' to be a dissenter. Such was the state

of things in England. But in Ireland the result was

very different. There, the supremacy of the Chiu-ch was

regarded as the mark of foreign conquest. There, the

great majority of the population were devout Eoman
Catholics. There, public opinion despised the Protestant

minority and ranged itself under the banners of the

N 2
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CHAP. Church of Eome. The time was fast approaching when
-

^^'
- the discontent, which was in consequence produced, was

to destroy the supremacy to which statesmen still fondly

clung. It will however be more convenient to defer to a

future chapter the further consideration of the effects

which the supremacy of the Protestant Church were pro-

ducing in Ireland.

Wages. The country gentlemen, it has already been shown,

had benefited from the rise in the price of corn ; rents

had risen, and their incomes had in consequence in-

creased. The clergy had shared in the gain which had

thus been obtained. They were dependent to a very great

extent on tithes, and the value of the tithe—the tenth

of the produce—rose of course with the value of the

produce itself. The great proportion of the population,

however, had no interest either in rents or tithes. They

were dependent for their bread on their labour ; and, as

the price of bread continually rose, and the value of

their labour did not rise in a corresponding degree, they

were perpetually becoming more and more impoverished.

Skilled artisans at the commencement of the present

century might have earned their thirty shillings a week

;

but an ordinary day labourer usually received nine or

ten shillings. Occasionally, indeed, wages sank to a

lower level. Harvest wages in 1798 in North Wales
were only Is. or lid. a day. The amount was miserably

insufficient, when the price of wheat had averaged, as

it had before 1800, less than 605. a quarter. But the

price of wheat rose in 1800 to 113s. lOd. ; in 1802 to

119s. Qd. ; and, though it fell in succeeding years, and only

averaged about 60s. in 1803 and 1804, it rose again to

126s. in 1812,1 The high price was hardly more serious

to the labourer than the variations in price. Bread
formed his chief food, and in one year the quartern loaf

was pm-chasable for dd., in another it could not be ob-

' See the Tables jn McOuUoch's Diet, sub verb. Corn Laws.
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taiued for less than Is. 6a?.' How could any man, much chap.

less an uneducated man, provide against fluctuations of ^^

—

^—

•

this description, occiuring without warning, and through

no fault of his own ? Nothing but an increased wage

for his laboiu- could have served the labourer ; and, un-

fortunately, the vast addition to the price of corn tended

to make the wage-rate dechne. ' I wished,' said a land-

owner to a Committee of the House of Lords in 1814,

' to enclose a farm at the latter end of the year 1812 or

the beginning of 1813. I sent for my bailiff and told

him that I had enclosed, about twenty-five years ago, a

good deal of land ; that the enclosure at that time cost

me 3s. per ell ; that a neighbour of mine, two or

three years ago, had made similar enclosm-es, which cost

him 5s. per ell ; that I thought he had paid too much,

and that I ought to do it cheaper. The answer I got

from my bailiff was that provisions were very high, that

the laboiu-ers were doing double work, and that, of

coiu"se, there was less demand for laboiu:, and that he

could do these enclosm-es last year at a cheaper rate than

I had ever done them, and he actually executed this en-

closure at about 2s. ^d. per ell; He requested that I would

allow him to do it that season as he could do it so much
cheaper, and that a great many labourers were idle from

having httle work, in consequence of those employed

doing double work. I desired him to go on with other

labom* hkewise, and he actually contracted for very large

ditches at 6rf. an ell, which I do not think I could do

now under from Is. to Is. 6c^., in consequence of the fall

in provisions.' ^ The most frightful distress was, in conse-

quence, almost universally prevalent. ' The state of the Distress.

poor in Bethnal Green,' to quote the words of Mr. Zing,

the rector of that parish in 1816, 'is truly vnretched

;

the house is overflowing with poor. I believe that they

' This was about the average * See the evidence quoted in

price. The quartern loaf rose in 1801 Porter's Fragrees of the Ifation, p,

to 1«. lO^d. 455.
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CHAP, are at this time crowded together in beds, and that there

^,,J . are as many as six or seven in a bed. The men and

women are in separate wards, that is the only distinction

which can be made. The master of the workhouse has

declared to me that the house is not capable of contain-

ing more than 350, but I believe at the present moment
there are 700.' ^ ' My views of the state of England,'

wrote Lord Grey in 1819, ' are more and more gloomy.

Everything is tending, and has for some time been tend-

ing, to a complete separation between the higher and

lower orders of society, a state of things which can only

end in the destruction of liberty, or in a convulsion which

may too probably produce the same result.' ^

No

—

in countries that are free

Such starvation cannot be,

As in England now we see,

wrote Shelley in the same year. ' I have traversed the

seat of war in the Peninsula, I have been in some of the

most oppressed provinces of Turkey ; but never, under

the most despotic of infidel governments, have I beheld

such squalid wretchedness as I have seen, since my return,

in the heart of a Christian country,' said Byron in the

House of Lords in 1812.

The distress, which thus prevailed, was no doubt en-

hanced by the turtificial addition made to the price of

corn from the existepee of the corn laws. But it

The Poor originated in other causes. For nearly three centimes a

law, humane in its origin, but abused in its administra-

tion, had compelled every parish to provide for the main-

tenance of its infirm poor, and to put ' to work all per-

sons using no ordinary and daily trade in fife to get their

living by.' Had this law been wisely and humanely
carried out, the best results would have ensued fi-om it.

\
' Bev. Joshua King's evide^ce

;

= Broughani's Memoirs, vol. ii. p.
Report ottPolice of Metropolis, 1816, 34?,

p. 153.
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But its administration by local persons displaj^ed little chap.

humanity and less wisdom. Pauperism was created by •

—

^—

-

the most indiscriminate and lavish grants of outdoor

relief, and the aged and infirm paupers were crowded in

the utmost discomfort into the house. The poorhoiise, in

which the permanent paupers were crowded, was utterly

unsuited for its purpose. No attempt was made to classify

the inmates ; no attempt was made to provide the

commonest appliances for ensuring health, warmth, or

decency.

Theirs is yon house, that holds the parish poor,

Whose walls of mud scarce bear the broken door
;

There, where the putrid vapours flagging play,

And the dull wheel hums doleful through the day.

Such is that room which one rude beam divides.

And naked rafters form the sloping sides :

Where the vile bands that bind the thatch are seen,

And lath and mud are all that lie between,

Save one dull pane, that, coarsely patched, gives way
To the rude tempest, yet excludes the day.'

Happily, however, for themselves, it was only a small

minority of the paupers who had the misfortune to live

in the poor-house. The vast mass of the population,

paupers in the strict sense of the term, resided in their

own wretched cottages. The administrators of the poor

law were employers of laboiu-. Their chief object in

•administering the law was to reduce the price of labour,

and their whole efforts were, intentionally or unintention-

ally, directed to this end. Wages, being reduced to the

minimum at which life could be supported under any

circiunstances, were supplemented in years of distress, or

in the case of large families, by out-door relief. A large

family seemed, in consequence, an object to every work-

ing man, and the prudential considerations, which might

have induced the poor to abstain from matrimony, were

' Orabbe's Village, Book I.
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CHAP, removed. ' Under such a system a laboui'ei' in an iagri-

> ^ - cultural district was inevitably rendered a pauper ; he

was deprived of all means for exercising the virtue of

prudence, and became almost necessarily improvident

;

he was brought to look upon the parish allowance as his

freehold. . . and at seasons when it no longer suited the

farmer to give employment, the whole labouring part of

the population might be, and often was, thrown upon the

rates.'
^

Our poor how feed we \ to tlie most we give

A weeklj dole.^

The extravagance which was one result of this system

was only one of the evils which was occasioned by

it. During the reign of George II., ' the amoimt raised

within the yeai- of poor rates and county rates in England

and Wales was only 730,000^. In 1775 the amount was

more than doubled, having been 1,720,000/., of whidi

sum rather more than a million and a half was expended

for the relief of the poor. The War of American Inde-

pendence . . . crippled the resom-ces of the people and

aggravated the distresses of the poor. From that time

to the close of the last French war in 1814, the sums

levied in poor rates were in a state of continued progres-

sion. The average sum expended for the relief of the

poor in the three years from 1812-13 to 1814-15
amounted to 6,123,177/.'^ It was incidentally stated in

the House of Commons in 1828 that there were 1,040,000

persons in receipt of relief in 1801 ; 1,340,000 in 1811

;

and, 1,500,000 in 1821. It was estimated that the number
had risen to 1,700,000 in 1826 ; and 1,850,000 in 1827.*

Settle- The biu-den, which had thus been rapidly thrown on

the rates, was so vast that the ratepayers naturally

endeavpiu-ed to relieve themselves as far as possible from

> Porter'8 Progress, pp. 00, 01

.

^ Oratbe'a Borough, Letter XVIII.
^ Porter's Pi ogress of the Nntion, p. 86.
* Hansard, New Series, vol. xviii. p. lo^T.

ment,
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its pressure. No one parish, indeed, had machinery at chap.

its disposal for reducing the aggregateweight of pauperism, ^_-,^ -

but every parish endeavoured to shift as much of the

biuden as possible on to its neighboiu-. The biu-den, so it

seemed to the narrow understanding of the country ves-

trymen, could be most easily shifted off their own shoul

ders by enforcing the law of settlement. No provision

was made, in the reign of Elizabeth, when the poor laws

were originally instituted, for ascertaining the place of

settlement of the indigent poor. The great principles,

which Parliament then laid down, were tliat the lame,

the impotent, the old, and the blind should receive neces-

sary rehef, and that the idle and the vagabond should be

set to work. It was not till after the Eestoration that a

settlement was first thought of. The short reign of

Charles II. will be always memorable for the selfish legis-

lation passed in it. It was in the reign of Charles 11. that

protection first became a reality ; it was in the reign of

Charles II. that the navigation laws were re-enacted ; it

was in the reign of Charles II. that a Parhament of land-

lords replaced their own feudal bm-dens with an excise

;

it was in the reign of Charles II. that religious disabili-

ties were introduced ; it was in the reign of Charles II.

that the poor were for the first time settled.'

The legislators of 1662 declared that the niunber of

the poor had become very great and bm-thensome, and

that the burthen was due to the defects in the law con-

cerning the settling of the poor. ' Whereas by reason of

some defects in the law, poor people are not restrained

from going from one parish to another, and therefore do

endeavour to settle themselves in those parishes where

there is the best stock ... it shall and may be lawful

for any two justices of the peace to remove or convey

such person or persons to the last parish wherein they

were legally settled.' The effects of this statute were

' For the opposite view, see Hist, of Civilization, vol. i. p. 381.
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CHAP, very mischievous. The poor, in an imperfect fashion,

^ were endeavouring to accommodate themselves to the

great law of demand and supply, and to repair to the

parishes where their labour was most required. The

legislature stepped in, and insisted on their remaining in

the miserable localities in which they had been bom.
The rich man might employ his capital in any industry

and in any locahty ; the poor man might not remove his

labour from the narrow circle in which his hard lot had

been cast.^

Parish Ap- If, howBver, the overseers of rural parishes resented

the influx of poor people into their little dominions, they

were only too glad to get rid of the children of their own
poor. At the period at which this history opens, no

person could practise any trade imless he had previously

served a seven years' apprenticeship. In the great

majority of cases apprenticeships were volimtary con-

tracts, between the father of a child on one side, and the

employer on the other. And to these apprenticeships

there was usually no objection. The father might

generally be trusted with the selection of a kind master

for his son, and the lad ran no more risk of ill-treatment

than if he had been sent to school. But there was

another class of apprentices much less fortunately situated.

The parish had the right to apprentice the children of

poor parents to any trade, and the master was compelled

to receive the apprentices.^ Children under this law
might be sent to the most distant parts of the kingdom.

' By the Act of Charles II. a poor any poor person until he became
person could get a settlement after 40 actually chargeable; tut re-enacted
days' residence. But by a law in all the other old conditions of settle-
the next reign it was enacted that ment, and declared that no settle-
such settlement should not count ment should he gained by the pay-
unless notice had been given in ment of poor-rates on any tenement
writing to the parish overseers. An rented at less than 101. a year.
Act of William III. further enacted There is a good description of these
that such notice should be published Acts in Hansard, N.S., vol. is. p.
in the church and registered. An 695.
Act of 1796 forbade the removal of " Warren's Blackstone, p. 361.
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'It is a very common practice,' wrote Eomilly in 1811, chap.

'with the great populous parishes in London, to bind - -,J^ -

children in large numbers to the proprietors of cotton

miUs in Lancashire and Yorkshire, at a distance of 200

miles. The children, who are sent off by waggon-loads

at a time, are as much lost for ever to their parents as if

they were shipped off for the "West Indies. The parishes

that bind them, by prociu-ing a settlement for the chil-

dren at the end of forty days, get rid of them for ever,

and the poor children have not a human being in the

world to whom they can look up for redress against the

wrongs they may be exposed to from these wholesale

dealers in them, whose object it is to get everything that

they can possibly wring from their excessive labour and

fatigue.' ^ ' Instances (and not very few) have occurred

in our criminal tribunals of v?retches who have miu-dered

their parish apprentices, that they might get fresh

premiums with new apprentices.' ^ The manufacturers,

it is shocking to state, agreed to take one idiot for every

nineteen sane children.* The sufferings, which these poor

children endured, hardly admit of relation. There were

no laws to regulate infant labour : there were no laws

to insure either their education, their health, or their

good treatment. Children commonly commenced to

work at the age of seven ; they occasionally began work at

five. Their ordinary labour lasted for fifteen hours a

day, and was not rarely extended to seventeen.* ' Little

creatiu-es,' said Sir EobertPeel, in 1816, 'torn from their

beds, were compelled to work, at the age of six years,

from early morn till late at night, a space of perhaps

fifteen to sixteen hoiu-s.'^ The children were little

better than slaves, and their condition was more deplor-

able because their services were less valuable. Those,

' Romilly, vol. ii. p. 372. * Yonge's lAfe of Lord Liverpool,

' Ibid. p. 373. vol. ii. p. 368.
' Mans 11(1, Yol. x.xxiii. p. 886. ^ Hansard, toI. xxxiii. p. 884.
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CHAP, who have ever read an account of the cruelties

. ^" _ . perpetrated on every child apprenticed to a chimney-

sweeper, win appreciate the wail of infant suffering which

was rising from every parish in the kingdom.

It is shocking to relate that humane men, advanced

in their views, and thoroughly conversant with the evils

Avhich they defended, advocated the continuance of the

system. In the opinion of the iirst Sir Eobert Peel,^ who
had raised himself to wealth and honour from a humble

situation, it was highly unjust to prevent a man from

taking as many apprentices as he thought proper ; the

children from London were boys educated in picking

pockets, and it was the happiest thing possible for them

to be removed from their former connections. Another

member of Parliament, Mr. Wortley, whose acquaintance

with the subject must have been nearly as great as that

of Sir Eobert Peel, ' insisted that, although in the higher

ranks of society it was true that to cultivate the affections

of children for their family was the soiurce of every

virtue, yet that it was not so among the lower orders,

and that it was a benefit to the children to take them

away from their miserable and depraved parents. It

would too be highly injiurious to the public to put a stop

to the binding so many apprentices to the cotton manu-
factm-ers, as it must necessarily raise the price of labom-

and enhance the price of cotton manufactm-ed goods.' ^

The mania for cheap labour was blinding men's eyes, and

reconciling them to evils from which their better feelings

would have otherwise revolted.

Poor Law If) howevcr, the lot of the apprentice was hard, that
Discipline.

q£ ^]^g-j, parents who remained at home was equally

hard. In theory, indeed, the pauper was entitled to as

• It is only fair to add that Sir of children under nine years of age,
Rohert Peel was in favour of factory and limiting the hours of work to
legislation, and was instrumental in twelve a day.

passing the first Factory Act, 59 Geo. " RomiUy, vol. ii. p. 393.
in. c. 66, forbidding the employment
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much humane treatment as any other subject of the chap.

crown. But, in practice, hard legislation, drawn by local

—

^—

-

officers, introduced without reflection and passed without

consideration, sanctioned the use by overseers of the

most inhuman treatment. A measure was passed in

1810, which purported to be a biU for paving, light-

ing, and cleansing the growing town of Brighthelmstone

(Brighton), but which absolutely enabled the assistant

overseer of the parish ' to pimish any person, received

into the workhouse, who shall be guilty of using any

abusive or improper language, with solitary confinement

for forty-eight hours
:

' and which empowered ' any five of

the directors or guardians, without any proof, or ex-

amination on oath, to imprison and keep to hard laboiu:

for fourteen days, any person who shall be found wander-

ing or committing any act of vagxancy in the parish
!

'

In the same session an Act, passed for regulating the

poor in the parish of St. George the Martyr, Southwark,

empowered any one chm-chwarden or overseer to cause

any children under the age of fifteen who shall be found

wandering in the parish, to be sent to the workhouse,

and detained there till they attained the age of fifteen
;

and to cause ' any person, who shall be found wandering

or begging, or committing any act of vagrancy or riot,

to be sent to the workhouse and detained there as long

as the chiu-chwardens and overseers shall direct.' An-

other Act, in the same session, enabled any seven of the

trustees of St. Paul's, Shadwell, to send any children

found wandering in the parish, whom they shall judge to

be imder the age of fom-teen, to the workhouse, to be

detained there tiU they (the trustees) shall judge that

they are of the age of twenty-one ; and it enabled the

same number of trustees to send any person, who shall

be found to misbehave himself, to the workhouse, there

to be detained and employed as long as they shall think
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CHAP, proper, and to be subject to the same punislimeiits as the
^'

_. other poor in the workhouse.-^

But a still more extraordinary measure was intro-

duced in 1811. ' I opposed,' wrote Eomilly, ' a bill for

regulating the poor of Spilsby and nineteen adjoining

parishes in the county of Lincoln, on account of some

extraordinary penal clauses contained in it. One of

these clauses empowered the master of the poorhouse to

punish any of the poor maintained in it, for what he

might deem misbehaviour, with solitary confinement, and

that without hmit; another made the offence of damaging

the house, after it should be erected, or any of the fences

about it, felony ; a third enabled the directors of the

poor to let out the paupers, by the day or the week, to

any persons they might think proper, to labour for them
;

and a fourth empowered the overseers of the poor of any

parish in the coimty of Lincoln, to contract with the direc-

tors of the poor of Spilsby for the maintenance of their

poor ; and enacted that, upon such contract being entered

into, the poor of all such parishes should be transferred to

the house ofindustry at Spilsby, and be there subject to the

same pimishments and regulations as the poor of SpUsby.'

It is a striking illustration of the carelessness, with which

measm-es of this character were introduced, that the

members responsible for the bill were not acquainted

with the nature of these clauses ; that the member who
moved the second reading was ignorant of them ; that no

person in the House knew that there were any such clauses

in the bill, and that but for an accidental circumstance

it would have been passed as a matter of com-se.^ Five

years afterwards, indeed, or in 1816, a Lincoln poor biU was
still in force which gave the guardians power to dispose

of a child, who had once been in receipt of rehef, as they

thought proper ; and to inflict corporal pimishment.*

' Komaiy, pp. 377-379. « Ibid. pp. 375, 376.
' Hansard, vol. xxxiii. p. 850.
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Such was the character of the legislation, which at chap.

the commencement of the present century, was thought ," -

good enough for paupers. If a man had the misfortune

to be poor, he was liable to be confined for an indefinite

period at the instance of parochial officers responsible to

no one : he was liable to see his children forcibly re-

moved from him, and sent to places which were for aU

practical piu-poses as distant as the West Indies ; to

know that they would, on their arrival at their desti-

nation, be as much at the mercy of their masters as a

negro slave; and that they would grow up without

instruction, without advice, without assistance from any

one.

The hardship and the injustice, which such a system Criminals

inflicted on the poor, is not capable of exaggeration. p"„ai
*

But it is very doubtful whether the poor themselves '^°'^*-

suffered more severely from it than the rich. When a

pauper was treated as a criminal, crime seemed no

greater ofience than poverty; and a poor man, with

nothing but a workhouse and a prison to choose between,

might think the prison the preferable evil of the two.

During the latter years of the war, crime increased with

a rapidity, which ought to have startled legislators into

adopting some new measm-es for preventing it. In 1 805,

4,605 persons were committed for trial; 2,783 were

convicted ; 350 of these were sentenced to death, and 68

were executed. In 1810, 5,146 persons were committed

for trial; 3,158 were convicted; 476 were sentenced to

death, and 67 were executed. In 1815, 7,818 persons

were committed for trial ; 4,883 were convicted ; 553

persons were sentenced to death, and 57 were executed.^

In ten years, then, the committals rose from 4,605 to

7,818 ; the covnictions from 2,783 to 4,8&3 ; the sen-

tences to death from 350 to 553 ; while the executions

' Porter's Progreis of the Nation, p. 642.
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decreased from 68 to 57.^ Deplorable as was the increase

of crime during the war to which these figures pointed,

its growth was much more lamentable after the con-

clizsion of peace. Four years afterwards, or in 1819,

14,254 persons were committed for trial; 9,510 were

convicted ; 1,314 were sentenced to death, and 108 were

executed. The first thing which must strike every re-

flecting mind on seeing these figures, is the extraordinary

increase in the amount of crime ; the second, the utter

uncertainty of detecting it. Out of every 100 persons

who were committed to trial, 33 had a reasonable

prospect of acquittal ; out of every hundred persons who
were sentenced to death, 92 were not executed.

The imcertainty, which undoubtedly encouraged the

growth of crime, arose from a very natiu'al and a very

pardonable notion. The legislature had the folly to

imagine that the best way of repressing crime was to give

the suspected criminal no chance, and to punish the con-

vict with the utmost severity. At the time at which this

history commences, the counsel of a man charged with

felony was not allowed to address the jiuy in the pri-

soner's defence ;
^ and the commonest ofiences were, at

that time, felonies. The least influential member of Par-

liament had sufficient power to have any offence made a

capital felony, without benefit of clergy.^ In 1815 it was a

capital offence to steal goods to the value of 5s. in a shop.

It was a capital offence to steal 40s. from a dwelling-

• These fifty-seven suffered for horse stealin?, were up to 1827
the following crimes :—Murder and felonies with benefit of clergy, pro-
intent to murder, sixteen ; burglary, vided the same were not expressly
ten; forgery, eleven; robbery from excepted by statute. But, as in
the person, seven ; rape, seven ; sheep practice they always were excepted,
stealing, three; arson, one; horse the law was a mere mockery. Felons
stealing, one ; unnatural offence, one. were only entitled once to benefit of
See Metropolitan Police Report, clergy, which was, practically, very
1828, p. 286. similar to the 'first fault' witk

* ArnoLild's Denman, vol. i. pp. which many public school boys are
225, 243, 260 ;

Hansard, N. S. vol. familiar. Hansard, vol. xvii. p. 9.36 •

xi. p. 219. Kerr's Blachstone, vol. iv. p. 95.
3 All felonies, except sacrilege and
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house. It was a capital offence to break frames. ' It was cnAP.

made a capital offence in 1816 to destroy macliines. It ,

^''
.

was a capital offence to steal a horse or sheep. Up to

1808 it had been a capital offence to pick a man's pocket.

Up to 1812 it had been a capital offence for soldiers and
mariners to beg. It was seriously proposed in 1813 to

punish the fraudulent debtor with death. ' There are no

less than 200 felonies,' said Mackintosh in 1819, 'punish-

able with death.' Burke once told Mackintosh that, al-

though from his political career he was not entitled to

ask any favour of the ministry, he was persuaded he had

interest enough at any time to obtain their assent to a

felony without benefit of clergy. So easy was it for any

one to obtain an addition to the long category of capital

felonies. It became in fact necessary to distinguish the

higher class of offences with an even greater punishment

than death. The ordinary felon, who was hanged, was

entitled to be buried. The murderer's body was devoted

to anatomy.' These severe la-v\-s had the natural effect.

Informers prosecuted for the sake of the reward which

followed the conviction ; but ordinary persons hesitated

to prosecute an offender who might be punished with

death. James Piatt, a Manchester police constable, ac-

knowledged, on the Peterloo trial, that he had been in

the habit of inveigling persons into the uttering of forged

notes for the piu-pose of convicting them ; and that he

had succeeded in hanging one man in this way.^ ' Our

murderous laws,' wrote Wilberforce,^ 'prevent prosecu-

tions and often harden convicts' hearts.' ' John Bull,'

wrote Hazlitt, ' boasts of the excellence of the laws, and

the goodness of his disposition ; and yet there are more

people hanged in England than in all Europe besides.' *

The severity of the penal code acted as a direct en-

coiu-agement to the criminal. Juries declined to convict

' Colchester, vol. i. p. 4]

.

' Wilberforce, vol. iv. p. 370.
' Ann. Beg. vol. Ixii. p. 860. * The Round Tulle, p. 126.

VOL. I.
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CHAP, an unfortunate individual of a trifling offence, when con-

. l^^ • viction might entail the loss of the offender's life ; and

prisoners were consequently acquitted, not because they

were innocent, but because the punishment assignable to

the offence was, in the opinion of the country, too severe.

A jury, moreover, could never be certain that the judge

would not form a much harsher opinion of the case than

that with which they themselves were disposed to regard

it. Lord Eldon used to defend the retention of a capital

pimishment for minor crimes because it enabled the

judges to rid the world of offenders whom they fancied

hardened. ' A man was indicted for stealing a horse of

the smaU value of seven shillings and sixpence, and which

he had sold for that sum to a horse-butcher. The jury

found him guilty,' and Lord Eldon allowed him to be

hanged ; not because he thought the single offence de-

served so severe a punishment, but because the man had

in his possession skeleton keys of all the turnpike gates

near London. In other words, a circumstance, which

the jiu-y had not investigated, and for which the prisoner

had not been tried, cost the man his hfe.^

Reasons of this character induced Parliament to refuse

to hsten to every plea for moderation, and to treat with

contempt every proposal for the reform of the penal

,

code. 'We have oiu- professors of humanity like Eobes-

pierre,' wrote the 'Quarterly Eeview,' in 1816,^ 'who
propose the abolition of capital punishment.' When it

was desired to make transportation for life the punish-

ment of steahng five shillings in a shop, ' the twelve

I'udges stepped down from their pedestals, and through

Lord EUenborough, then Chief Justice ofEngland, favom-ed

the House of Lords, for the first time, with an unasked

opinion, not of law, but of legislation, protesting against

any abridgment of their powers of life and death.' ^

' Twias' Eldon, vol. ii. p. 121.

' QvAirterly Reoieto of July 1816, p. 574, quoted in Arnould's Denman,
vol. i. p. 253. ' Denman, vol. i. p. SS-S, and vol. ii. p. 320.
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Humane people, in and out of Parliament, were con- chap.

stantly protesting against the severity of the code which -

"'
.

the peers and the judges were resolutely bent on main-

taining. But humane people might almost have been

excused for doubting whether death was not a kinder

punishment than the alternative which could be substituted

for it. The felon, who was not hanged, was either trans-

ported or condemned to hard labour. Transportation

was regarded with very diiFerent feelings by different

classes of convicts. To a woman transportation meant

ruin. Diu"ing the voyage the female convicts notoriously

lived in shameless intercourse with the sailors. Nine out

of every ten, after their arrival in New South Wales, sup-

ported themselves by prostitution.' Unmarried men, on the

contrary, welcomed the sentence. ' The generahty of those conviats

who are transported,' said Mr. Cotton, the ordinary at *°^g^'''"

Newgate, 'consider it as a party of pleasiure, or going

out to see the world ; they evince no penitence or contri-

tion, but seem to rejoice in the thing ; many of them

coiu-t transportation.' ^ The prisoners, added a constant

visitor to the same prison, 'rejoice in the prospect of

transportation, and it is with the greatest difficulty in the

world that that spirit can be restrained. When they go

off they are shouting and rejoicing as though some great

achievement had been performed.' * It was stated in

the House of Commons in 1816 that there were hundreds

of candidates for transportation to Botany Bay on the

hulks.* Married men, indeed, regarded the punishment

with different feelings ; and the despair which they dis-

played at their separation from their families, proved

that they were not wholly destitute of the best of feelings.

Men and even women were known to conuuit crimes in

the hope that they might be sent to follow their husbands

' Hansard, vol. xxxix. pp. 1435, 1439.
' Report Metropolitan Police, 1818, p. 171.
s rbjj, p. 178. * Hansard, vol. xixiii. p. 988.
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CHAP, or their wives to Australasia. One wretched woman,

_I,^J__. who suffered death in 1815, was induced to commit the

offence for which she died, from her great yearning to

see her husband, who had been transported for the same

felony. But the judge thought it proper ' to make an

example ' of the unhappy creatiu-e ; and she atoned by

her death on the gallows for her exceeding love for her

husband !

^

If, however, transportation were welcomed by one

class of criminals, going to the hulks, or the punishment

of seven years' hard labour, was universally dreaded. The

severity of the toil had much to do with this dread. But

it is hardly possible for a modern mind to reahse the

horrors which were inseparable sixty years ago from a

long imprisonment. The metropolis represented the

wealth of the country ; the metropolitan prisons were

under the direct eye of the legislature. Abuses in

Clerkenwell, or in the Bridewell ^ or Tothill Fields, were

far more certain of exposure than abuses in a country

town. The prisons in the metropolis were, then, at least

as good and as well managed as those in any other part

of the country. Yet the system, or rather want of system.,

which characterised their management, was deplorable.

No attempt was made to classify the prisoners. Children

of the tenderest age were suffered. to herd with hardened

felons. Women of the most abandoned natiure were

allowed to mingle with others who had been simply re-

manded. The debtor^ and the felon shared the same

» The story is told by Mrs. .Fry in ' Tbe creditor had originally
her evidence to the Police Com- power to infliet imprisonment on
mittee of 1818, p. 175. an insolvent. This, however, was

' The original 'Bridewell' was altered by 28 Geo. II., c. 13. By
the old palace near St. Bridget's or this Act the debtor was entitled to
St. Bride's well, from whence it had his discharge on surrendering his
its name. The name,.after it became property; but, where the debt fx-

a prison, was applied to other prisons ceeded 600/., an objectino- creditor
of the same sort, says Johnson. In had the light to detain him oii pay-
the same way many local prisons are ing Qd. a day. The gaols became so
laiown as ' Newgates,', many local crowded that the legislature had,
markets as ' Smithfields.' ^ from time to timp, to pass temporary
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yard, and perhaps- slept in the same bed. Vice and mis- chap.

fortune, misery and crime, were all branded with the

same mark, and condemned to the same fate. Three

unhappy lunatics, committed in default of sureties for

their good behaviour, were in constant intercourse with

the felons in Coldbath Fields. A prisoner, so diseased

and offensive as to be unfit for removal to the parish

hospital, was permitted to remain and die in a miserable

apartment, twenty-one feet by eleven ; and in this wretched

room twenty-four other persons slept. The innocent

might be detainetl for months in this vicious atmo-

sphere. There was no gaol dehvery from Midsummer

to Lent. A man might actually, therefore, suffer seven

or eight months' imprisonment before he was brought

to trial.^

There were indeed some small distinctions which re-

lieved the universal gloom, A prisoner with means was
allowed a few slight comforts which the utterly destitute

were denied. In most of the metropolitan prisons beds

were provided, with fairly clean linen, which prisoners

were allowed to occupy for Is. a night. For one-half of

that sum a prisoner could obtain a share of a bed with

some other inmate of the prison. Few prisoners, how-
ever, were able to afford the scanty comfort of a sepa-

rate bed. The majority were confined in the ordinary

yards and slept with the rest of the prisoners. Young
and old, innocent and guilty, were mingled in the same

Acts to let out insolvents. In 1813 for relief, was a fraudulent debtcir.

an amended Act constituting a new See, inter alia, Hansard, vol. xl.

court made the property and not the p. 587 ; New Series, vol. xvii. p.-

person of the debtor answerable for 223; vol. xviii. p. 126; and vol. xx.

the debt. Fraudulent debtors were, p. 430. The debts of the persons

however, BtUl liable to imprisonment, discharged under the Act of 1813
and anyone might depose on oath to during the first three years it

a debt due from him ; and the was in operation amounted to

debtor could be arrested on what 5,597,859/.; the assets to only 1,459Z.

was known as mesne process. These Hatward, vol. ixxiii. p. 455.

depositions were occasionally made in ' See Western's motion, in Han-
spite. A debtor,who himself applied sard, vol. xl. p. 1067.

i[.
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CHAP, society and contaminated with the vicious atmosphere
~

—

^— inseparable from such company.

The arrangement would have been sufficiently deplor-

able if the officers of every prison had been carefully

selected. Unfortunately the wardsmen were usually

prisoners themselves. They were almost all felons, and

selected for their responsible duties, not from any sense

of their worth, but for their good conduct within the

prison. The most atrocious felon, with sufficient self-

restraint to conform to the prison rules, was likely to

become a warder ; and, as a matter of fact, the Committee

of 1818 found two persons, convicted of crimes of an

infamous natiu-e, invested with this authority. Men of

all ages and of all dispositions, hardened ruffians and

timid lads, were thus thrown together, and the worst

among them were selected to maintain a nominal order,

and to uphold the authority of the law. Theoretically,

indeed, the convict felons were sentenced to hard laboiu",

but in practice no laboiu- was exacted from them. The
time was spent, not in enforced labour, but in enforced

idleness, and the hours were devoted to ' indecent and

unseemly conversation.' ^

Such a system could hardly be expected to produce

any good results. The consequences to which it led were

in the imanimous opinion of competent critics deplorable.

' The people were made worse in prison,' said the ordinary

in Newgate ;
' they go out better instructed in crime than

they entered.' ' They quit Newgate,' said another witness,

» much worse characters than when they go in.' ' Most
of the prisoners,' said the governor of Coldbath Fields

prison, ' are as bad when they go out as they are when
they come, and some a great deal worse.' ' The discipline

of our prisons,' said the chaplain of the same establish-

ment, ' corrupts five or ten to every one that it reforms.'

These were not merely the opinions of interested persons.

• MetropoUtiiu Police Report, 1818, pp. 1."^, 14.
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A Committee which sat in 1822 fully endorsed them and cnAP.

the increase of crime in the metropolis left no room for —,'—

.

doubting their accuracy. In 1806, 889 persons were

committed for trial at the Old Bailey ; 1,413 persons

were committed for trial in 1814. In 1815 there were

112 boys confined in the hulks. One of these miserable

children, condemned to associate with the most de-

praved and dangerous ofienders, was not eleven years

old.^

Horrible as the system was, a ray of Mght had already

penetrated the gloom which shrouded the prisons of the

coimtry. A humane man had devoted a life to the

cause of prison reform ; and attention had been forcibly

directed to the existence of mismanagement and misery,

which the world before had been only too ready to ignore.

John Howard was born in 1726 ; he died in Eussia, when john

he was sixty-four years of age, in 1790. His work was h°^'''"'<''

done in a century with which this Iiistory has no concern.

The fruits of it were only being slowly gathered at the

period at which this history opens. Howard's own misfor-

time first directed his attention to the misery of prisoners.

TraveUing firom London to Lisbon during the Seven Years

War, the vessel in which he was a passenger was captiu-ed

by a French cruiser. Howard was thrown for some time

into a French prison, and he thus experienced the misery

which prisoners in all countries, whether guilty or mifor-

tunate, had to endure. The recollection of what he had

sufiered induced him after his release to make a toiu of

enquiry into the management of English, Irish, Scotch,

and Continental prisons. The facts which he collected

diu-ing these enquiries were published in several works,

and the pubhc thus became acquainted with the defects

of a system of which they had previously been profoimdly

ignorant. ' He has visited all Europe,' said Burke, ' not

to sm-vey the stateliness of temples, but to dive into the

' SomiUy, vol. iii. p. 185. Police R<>.port, 1818, pp. 81, 86, 172, 179.
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CRAP depths of dungeons ; to plunge into the infection of hos-

,

^^
pitals ; to survey the mansions of sorrow and pain ; to

take the gauge and dimensions of misery, depression, and

contempt ; to remember the forgotten, to attend to the

neglected ; to visit the forsaken, and to compare and

collate the distresses of all men in all countries.' ^

The horrors, which Howard's tours disclosed, almost

passed comprehension. A few examples will sufficiently

illustrate a singularly painful subject. Chesterfield gaol

was the property of the Duke of Portland. It consisted

of one room, and a cellar, which had not been cleaned

for months, beneath it. Howard foimd in it four miser-

able debtors. They had ' no allowance, no straw, no

firing,' they were almost starved. The gaol at Ely was

the property 'of the bishop. It had been out of repair,

and the gaoler had secured the prisoners by chaining

them down on their backs upon the floor. In 1782

Howard found two debtors in this gaol ; the debt of the

one amounted to 35. b^d., the other was confined for a

few shillings' costs and gaol fees. The Bridewell at

Abingdon consisted of ' two dirty day-rooms and three

offensive night-rooms ; the straw, worn to dust, swarmed

with vermin ; no com:t, no water accessible to prisoners
;

the petty offenders were in irons, and at my last visit

eight were women.' So horrible was the high gaol at

Exeter, that the siurgeon was excused by contract from

attending any prisoner in the dungeons that had the gaol

fever. The prison at Penzance was the property of Lord

Arimdel. The men's room was 11 feet square by 6 feet

high. It had one window, 18 inches square. In this

room Howard found a miserable debtor. ' The door,' he

added, ' had not been opened for four weeks when I went

in, and then the keeper began to clear away the dirt.'

In many prisons the prisoners' allowance of bread was

regulated not by weight but by price. At Guildford in

' Buu-ke, at Bristol, in 1780, quoted in Pop. Encycl., adverb. Howard.
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Surrey, at Southwell in Nottinghamshire, for instance, chap.

the prisoners were allowed three-halfpennyworth of

—

^—

•

bread a day. At some times 17 oz. and at others

only 12 oz. of bread could be piu-chased for three half-

pence. At most prisons a new prisoner was compelled to

pay garnish, footing, or chummage ; in other words to

find drink for the other prisoners. ' Pay or strip,' was

the demand made of him, and, as the gaol tap was

usually kept by the gaolers, the gaolers were interested

in maintaining 4;he system. For the same reason the

gaolers encoiu-aged the introduction of visitors. In the

Fleet in London, butchers and others came to play

skittles, fives, and tennis. There was a wine club every

Monday, and a beer club every Thiu-sday. Such was

the system which it was Howard's mission to destroy.

The system was the more horrible because debtors and

felons, convicts and committed persons, were all dealt

with in the same way. In 1776, out of 4,084 prisoners,

2,437 were debtors, 653 petty offenders, and only 994

felons. In many places there was only one gaol dehvery

a year. In Hull they used to have the assize only once

in seven years.^

Howard died in 1790 a martyr to the cause which

he had undertaken. He caught a malignant fever of a

poor stricken unfortunate, whom he had humanely visited,

and tlie disease proved fatal to a constitution, which had

never been strong, and which had been seriously tried by

the noble work in which he had been engaged. At the Elizabeth

time at which Howard died, a yoimg girl, Ehzabeth ^'y-

Giurney, was growing up into womanhood at her father's

house at Norwich. Young as she was, she had already

collected twenty poor children around her, and was occu-

pying herself with their education. In the last year of

the eighteenth centm^y she moved to London, on her

' Howard's St,ate of Pruont, fourtli edition, pp. 12, 15, 219, 278, 291,

320, 323, 339, 38-3, 397.
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CHAP, marriage with Joseph Fry, a strict and devout member
-

"• of the Society of Friends. Her husband was a wealthy

banlier. Mrs. Fry was only thirty years of age ; she had

the duties both of a mother and of a wife to occupy her

time, and the pleasiues, which London affords to the

wealthy, were at the disposal of her leisure. A casual

visit paid to Newgate in 1813 first revealed to her the

squalor and miseiy of the wretched inmates. Touched

by the scenes which she had witnessed, she succeeded in

forming a society of ladies, who undertook to visit the

female prisoners. She was rewarded for her noble exer-

tions by the results of her disinterested ministry. The

most hardened and depraved evinced gratitude for

kindness to which they had no claim, and to which they

had previously been strangers. The female prisoners,

who had been previously unmanageable, became docile

imder her gentle treatment, and a new example was fiu--

nished of the truth of the old adage, that you may
lead a man whom you cannot drive. A casual anecdote,

extracted from the pages of the ' Annual Eegister,' may
perhaps prove the kind of place that Newgate was when
Mrs. Fry commenced her visits. In the year before that

in which Mrs. Fry formed her association of ladies, a

visitor to the prison had his pocket picked within the walls,

and his watch stolen. The keeper ordered the convicts

to be searched ; but the convicts, one hundred and forty

in number, considered this ' as an encroachment on their

liberties,' took possessi/)n of the common yard, and ex-

pelled the officers. Driven out of the yard, they mounted
the staircase, and, after remaining in revolt for many
hours, were ultimately starved into submission. It is

almost impossible to reaUse in 1878 that such a scene

could have been witnessed in the heart of London only

a Mttle more than sixty years ago ; but the contemporary

annalist, who records the revolt and the subsequent

submission of the convicts, hardly appears to realise
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that there was anything imusual in the events which chap.

he gravely relates.^ -_ ^ .

Such was the place in which Mrs. Fry's noble ministry

was carried on. Efficient prison discipline was, in fact,

almost impossible, because the construction of the prisons

was so faulty that the warders were unable to enforce their

authority. There were no means of isolating refractory

prisoners ; there were no means of preventing the

prisoners from combining with each other ; and in

the case of reyolt the collective force of the convicts

was arrayed against the warders. A very different per-

son to either Howard or Mrs. Fry was urging the Govern-

ment to construct a prison on an improved principle. It

is necessary to reserve for a future chapter any detailed

consideration of the work of Jeremy Bentham : it is

sufficient, in this place, to observe that Bentham, amidst Benthams

his other avocations, was constantly pressing on the ^1°°^'

Government the desirability of constructing a prison on a

totally different model from any which had previously been

adopted. Bentham saw that a number of galleries radia-

ting from a common centre might be effectually guarded

from a single standpoint : and that therefore, without

increasing the number of warders, their efficiency might

be almost indefinitely augmented. Bentham 's model was

known as the Panopticon, a name which happily ex-

presses the power of the single warder to command any

number of galleries radiating from a common centre. It

ultimately led to the construction of the Penitentiary at

Millbank by the Government. But the history of the

Penitentiary at Millbank was, in its way, hardly more

creditable than that of the older prisons of the metropolis.

Vast sums of money were wasted on the building. Its

sanitary condition proved anything but satisfactory, and

mistaken notions of philanthropy relaxed the reins of

discipline. Men made the common mistake of leaping at a

' Ann. Reg. 1816, Ohrou. p. 129.
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CHAP. bQund from one system to another, and did almost as

.__,J.^ mucli harm by pampering the convicts as they had done

previously by degrading them.^

The change of feeling, vrhich vs^as clamouring for the

reform of prison discipline, was at the same time insisting

on the abolition of degrading punishments. In 1815 the

punishment of flogging was still publicly inflicted onwomen.

It was not abolished for two years afterwards.^ Men,

however, were still whipped by the score ; 6,959 persons

were flogged in seven years.^ The punishment of the

pillory was abolished for every offence except perjury in

1815, and the old parish stocks were gradually removed

from the metropolis.* All these changes indicated a

more humane disposition towards offenders. But the

true humanity, which endeavours to prevent crime, not

to punish it, was still hardly known. There was no
Police. efficient police force in London. A small horse patrol

nominally guarded the subiurbs ; a small foot patrol nomi-

nally guarded the metropolis. The horse patrol consisted

of only fifty-foiu", the foot patrol of only one hundred

men. The peace of London, otherwise, depended on

the parish constables in the daytime, on the old watch

at night. The iugenuity of man could have hardly

devised a feebler protection. The watchman was ap-

pointed by the parish. His duties did not extend beyond

the bounds of his parish. He would not cross those

bovmds to arrest a criminal or to prevent a felony. He
was only required to move out of his watch-box twice in

every hom-, and his beat was so short that he could be in

his box for fifty minutes out of every sixty. No pains

were taken to obtain the services of efficient men ; no

' See tlie recently puMished Ha- vate was retained up to tlie year
toryofMillbank _ 1819.

2 Hansard, vol. xxxvi. pp. 833, * The last stocks in London were
932. in Portugal Street, St. Clement le

3 Hansard, New Series, vol. viii. Danes. They were removed in 1826.

p. 1438. Flogging women in pri- Ann. Reg. 1826, Ohron. p. 117.
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means were taken to increase their efficiency. From chap.

motives of humanity old men were retained in the service -

—

^—
long after they had ceased to be active. From motives

of economy men were engaged who asked the lowest

wages, and who notoriously supplemented their wages by
contributions from the bad characters around them. In

addition, indeed, to the night watch the authorities of

each parish regularly elected either constables or head-

boroughs. But these officers rarely served in person.

Their deputies levied a kind of black mail on the suspi-

cious characters within their jiurisdiction ; and, in conse-

quence of this black mail, the constable's office, though

singularly ill-paid, was sought after by many persons.

The headboroughs in Shoreditch received, for instance,

only Al. 10s. a year. Out of that sum they had to pay

several small fees. Yet there was no difficulty whatever

in obtaining persons to act as headboroughs. Little

reflection, indeed, is sufficient to show that the office

must have been a very lucrative one. Some one kept a

disorderly house, or infringed the licensing laws. If the

headboroughwere dishonest and the offender were rich, the

offence could easily be compounded. If composition were

from either cause impossible, the offender could be pro-

secuted at the Old Bailey, when the headborough obtained

his expenses. The expenses which a headborough was

allowed for a prosecution at the Old Bailey amounted

from twenty-eight to thirty-six shillings a day. The

expenses were allowed on each case, and an active head-

borough in a disorderly parish could, therefore, easily

make a very good thing out of liis office. The ingenuity

of the headboroughs, indeed, was sufficient to enable

them to improve on this position. If one headborough

brought a charge, and another appeared as a witness, both

headboroughs were allowed their expenses.^ Nothing,

therefore, was easier than for one jack in office to serve a;

' Reportof 1818, p. 137.
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CHAP, friend in office a good turn by dragging him in as a wit-

-
^^'

ness. So long as people only broke the law, the parish

constables and the headboroughs could easily make a

living. It was stated, indeed, on authority, which it is

difficult to gainsay, that the headboroughs did not always

wait tiU the law was broken to commence a prosecution.

Instances commonly occurred where the headboroughs

invented the charge for the sake of getting money for the

prosecution of it ; and language was put into the mouth

of persons, whom they wanted to become prosecutors,

solely for the purpose of affording the headboroughs an

excuse to attend at the Old Bailey.^

Blood- The conduct of the headboroughs in promoting pro-
'"'""'^'

secutions was excusable because it was imitated or even

exceeded by the other police authorities. By various

parhamentary statutes, commencing with the reign of

William and Mary, and concluding with the reign of

George II., rewards, varying in amount from lOZ. to 40Z.

were paid on their conviction for the apprehension of

any highwaymen, coiners, burglars, sheep-stealers, and

convicts at large. No less than 18,000^. were paid in

such rewards in the single year 1815. But, in addition

to these rewards, an old Act of WiUiam III. authorised

the issue of what was technically called a Tyburn ticket,

to any person who apprehended a felon. A ' Tybiu-n

ticket ' exempted the holder from serving in any office

in the parish in which the felony was committed. It

was transferable ; it was usually sold ; and was worth

from 12Z. to 40Z.—the price varying in the different

parishes. Any person, who succeeded, therefore, in ap-

prehending the utterer of false money, or even a man
with false money upon him, was entitled, on the convic-

tion of the offender, to 40Z. from the public purse, and to

a parochial ticket which in certain cases was worth 40Z.

more. An instance has already been given in this chapter

> Report of 1818, p. 137.
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of an ofBcer, who confessed that he had succeeded in chap.

hanging an innocent man for the sake of this reward. .
"•

_.

Other instances of the same character may unfortu-

nately be found by the diUgent enquirer. No less than

eight persons, one at least of whom was a Bow Street

officer, were condemned in 1817 for 'seducing people

into the commission of criminal offences for the purpose

of obtaining the parliamentary reward on their convic-

tion.'^ ' Blood money,' as the parHamentary reward was
commonly called, was, moreover, productive of other evils

than these. As blood money was only offered for particular

offences, it was the interest of the police officer to avoid

interference with the criminal until he committed a 40Z.

crime. Young children were left unpunished for the

minor depredations, committed at the commencement of

their criminal career, and carefully watched, in the full

expectation that they would ultimately do something

which would justify the grant of a reward on their appre-

hension. The criminal, in fact, was fostered up to a cer-

tain period of his course by the very officers who ought

to have busied themselves in stamping out crime.^ The

thief-takers—as a Middlesex magistrate put it—were in-

terested in concealing and encom-aging thieves until their

crimes arrived at the highest point.' Conscious of these

facts, jurymen were in the habit of discoimting pohce

evidence. They could not resist the suspicion that the

constable was perjm-ing himself for the sake of the reward.

While then the detestable system led to the occasional

conviction of innocent persons, it concurrently produced

the constant acquittal of real offenders. The reward de-

feated the very piu:pose which had induced the legislature

originally to offer it.

It may perhaps be thought that the police officers

cluncf to a system which enabled them occasionally to

> See PoUce Report, 1816, p. 264; Report, 1817, pp. 324 and 423.

» Report, 1816, p. 66. ' Report, 1816, p. 65.
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make very large sums of money. But there appears to

be very little doubt that the more respectable members

of the force thoroughly dishked this method of"recompen-

sing them for their services. They considered, with pro-

bably very good reason, that, if the rewards were done away

with, their pay would necessarily be increased ; and that a

certain addition to their pay would be a much better thing

than the possibihty of obtaining an imcertain reward. It

is, moreover, shocking to relate that when the rewards ^

reached them, they had left a considerable proportion of

their substance in the numerous hands through which

they had passed. The law required that the reward should

be paid without fee ; but, in practice, considerable fees

were charged before they were paid. The under sheriff

charged a fee ; an additional charge was made for the

judge's signatiu-e ; and the clerk to the Eecorder of Lon-

don derived a considerable emolument from the compU-

mentary fee which he charged for his own trouble. Num-
bers of officials had, therefore, a direct pecuniary interest

in the maintenance of the system of parliamentary re-

wards ; and the system derived a vitality, which it could

not have otherwise enjoyed, from the defence of these in-

terested supporters.^

A parliamentary reward, it has been shovra, was only

paid on the conviction of some of the higher class of

offenders. But a reward was also paid on the conviction

of persons who were rather unfortimate than guilty. The
vagr:in<s. stiu-dy vagraut had been a constant object of suspicion

from the days of Elizabeth ; and strenuous efforts had
been made to suppress vagrancy. A poor person, com-
pelled to travel from one parish to another, was bound to

provide himself with a pass, which he could only obtain

by applying to a magistrate. The issue of a pass was,

however, only one of the methods by which vagrancy was
discom-aged. Vagrants, begging their bread, were liable

> Police Report, 1817, pp. 328 and 325.
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to seven days' imprisonment ; and the police in some chap.

parishes were encouraged to suppress every appearance of • ,: -

vagrancy by a reward of 10s. paid on the conviction of

each vagrant. The ingenuity of the parochial police

enabled them to derive a considerable pecimiary ad-

vantage from these circumstances. When a poor per-

son came to the police office for a pass, the police officers

were in the habit of saying ' the magistrates cannot grant

you a pass, but here is a penny, or twopence.' If the

poor man accepted the dole, one of the officers imme-

diately apprehended him for begging. The magistrates

were easily induced to believe that a poor person, who
had accepted some coppers from some one, had previ-

ously asked for them, and to commit the unhappy wretch

to prison. So great was the effrontery of the police, that

they occasionally practised the same device a second or

third time on one person. A miserable man wanted

to be sent home ; he applied for a pass ; he was poor

enough or foohsh enough to accept an alms ; he was

immediately apprehended, committed to prison, and the

poUce officer received ten shillings. A week afterwards

he was discharged from custody, but he stiU desired to

go home. He again applied for a pass ; he was again

foohsh enough to accept a penny ; the police officer was

again rewarded ; and he was again sent back to the gaol.

It is difficult to credit that such tilings could have taken

place only sixty years ago ; but the fact that they did

take place rests on authority which it is hopeless to dis-

tiurb. It is even stated that the ratepayers of a single

parish in the metropolis were defrauded of many hun-

dreds a year by these ten shilhng rewards ; and that the

pohce officers spoke almost openly of the conviction of a

beggar as ' an easy ten shillings.'
^

The ordinary criminal escaped with impunity ; the at-

tention of the police officers was mainly directed to the

1 Police Beport, 1817, pp. 325 and 352.

VOL. I. P
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CHAP, acquisition either of a AOL reward, or of ' an easy ten

_^1_ shillings,' but the governing classes endeavoured to

repress other kinds of crime with the utmost rigour.

It is recorded that in 1817 1,200 persons were im-

prisoned under the game laws.'^ No mercy was ever

shown to the poacher ; and, perhaps for this very reason,

the great body of the community, who had no immediate

interest in game, persisted in regarding poaching as a

proof of spirit and skill rather than of crime. The same

thing was true of offenders against the revenue laws. The

smuggler was a village hero : and smuggling was con-

ducted with a pubhcity that can scarcely be credited.

In 1816 ' twenty-four men marched in mihtary order

through Spring Bank to Cowcaddens, in the subm-bs of

Glasgow, where in the face of numbers of persons who

bawled out "Success to smugghng," they entered a house

and deposited their laden flasks.' ^ Ilhcit stills were to be

found in almost every village in Ireland. Seventy-seven

men were imprisoned at Omagh Assizes in 1816, for pos-

sessing illegal stills ; sixty at Lifford ; ninety at Derry,

where the trials were so numerous that the gaol was not

large enough to hold the offenders, many of whom were

in consequence hberated on bail.^ Whisky, which had

never paid duty, seemed in fact to possess an additional

flavour ; and persons in high position were not ashamed

to drink spirits, which they knew to be the produce of il-

legal stills. No one knew Ireland better than Miss Edge-

worth
;
yet she makes Lord Colambre, her hero in the

'Absentee,' reprove his postilion for offering a lift to a man
whom he took for an informer. The postilion, of com-se,

had done nothing of the kind. The supposed informer

had an iUicit still himself ; and the revenue officer was in

hot pm-suit of him. Larry, the postilion, sends the

officer in the wrong direction, and, on Lord Colambre's

laughing remonstrance, ' So this is the way, Larry, you

» Ann. Sea. 1818, Hist. p. 135. ^ Ann. Reg. 1816, Chron. p. 133.
3 Ib=d., Ohron. p. 50.
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give a lift to the laws.' « If the laws,' replies Lany, ' would
give a lift to me, your honoiu-, maybe I'd do as much by
them. But it's only these revenue laws I mean ; for I

never to my knowledge broke another commandment.
Sm-e, why would I mind the laws about whisky ? Was
not I prisint in the court house myself, when the jidge

was on the bench judging a still, and across the court

came in one with a sly jug of potsheen for the jidge

himself, who prefarredit, when the right thing, to claret.'

^

Larry did not exaggerate the facts of the case. There
was not a gentleman residing on the banks of the Shan-

non, who did not encourage illegal distillation by pur-

chasing what was called putteen or potheen.* It was in

vain that the township was fined whenever an illegal

stiU was discovered. The law wholly failed to eradicate

the practice. It was in vain that the troops were em-
ployed to seize unlicensed stills. Potheen was obtainable

in every Irish village. The fines on the townships con-

stituted a new Irish grievance, but illicit distillation was
not put down.^ ,

In every respect, then, the criminal system in force at

the commencement of the present century was deplorable.

The police were inadequate in numbers ; they were re-

garded with suspicion by the surrounding populace ; they

were tempted to neglect the lower forms of crime, and to

oeciipy themselves with 40^. criminals and vagrants. The
punishments in force corrupted rather than reformed the

offender ; and a person, who had once been an inmate of a

prison, was almost certain to become a criminal for life.

Unhappily, moreover, little attempt was made to check

the supply of futiu-e criminals. The education of the Edudtion.

poorer classes was, in too many cases, regarded with dis-

like by their richer neighbours ; and, in consequence, the

great mass of the nation grew up in the profoundest

' Tales of FoshionnUe Ufe, vol. v. pp. 207, 208.
' Ilansai ' lo!. xxsiv. p. 706. ^ Ibid. vol. xxxix. pp. 1504-1516.
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CHAP, ignorance of the most elementary knowledge. A Select

. .,: Committee, appointed in 1818, to enquire into the edu-

cation of the poor, collected educational statistics in every

parish in England. The diligent enquirer, who is not de-

terred by 1200 pages of Blue Book, may gather fi'om

this return the educational state of every English county at

the time as correctly as figmres can afford it to him. Nor
is it easy to conceive a more melancholy pictiu-e. Eng-

land, with a population, which at the preceding census

had numbered rather more than 9,500,000, comprised, in

1815, 852,855 poor.^ Nearly one person in every eleven

of the population was a pauper. Four thousand one him-

dred and seventy endowed schools, enjoying an income of

275,375Z., afforded an education to 157,783 children.

Eoiu-teen thousand two himdred and eighty-eight unen-

dowed schools educated, in some sort or other, 41 5,711

children. Eather more than 570,000 children were

not wholly destitute of educational advantages. But

there must, at the very least, have been 2,000,000 chil-

dren requiring education. So that for one child, who had
the opportimity of education, three were left entirely ig-

norant. These totals, however, lamentable as they

are, give only an imperfect idea of the educational desti-

tution which everywhere prevailed. In Berkshire, for ia-

stance, out of a population of 118,279, there were no

less than 17,535 poor. One person in every seven was
a pauper. Something hke 30,000 children must have

required instruction, yet the imendowed and endowed
schools educated less than 10,000 ! The prosperous town
of Preston, one of the richest cities in the great manufac-

tm-ing county of Lancaster, with a population of upwards
of 18,000 persons, had one endowed school, educating

only thirty-six children. Three other schools, one taught

by a master, and two by mistresses, existed in the

" Thia was the number of poor stated in the return. The maximum
numher during the year was greater. See ante, p. 184.
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town ; but no information was afforded as to the number chap.

of children educated at these humble seminaries. The — ^—

-

state of education in England was the more reprehensible

because the Scotch for nearly two centuries had enjoyed

the opportunity of adequate education. A Scotch Act of

1633 had compelled the landowners to provide schools

in every parish. The school-house was usually a very

humble building ; the schoolmaster was only allowed 221.

a year. But, though the education was cheap, it was

efficient, and accessible to the ignorant inhabitants of the

remotest district.*

Miserable as was the quantity of education at the dis-

posal of the poor, its quality was still more deplorable.

The retiu-ns for a single county may again be quoted

as illustrative of the educational condition of the whole

of England ; and Bedfordshire, which stands alphabeti-

cally at the head of them all, may be conveniently

chosen for the piupose. Bedfordshire, in 1815, contained

a population of 70,213 persons ; 6,707 of these were re-

turned as poor. There were forty-two endowed and

ninety-fom- imendowed schools in the coimty, educating

respectively 2,066 and 1,914 children. But of the 136

schools, which were thus provided in the coimty, no less

than forty-six, or more than one-third, were kept by
' dames ;

' and only ten, or less than one in every thirteen,

were on what was then called the new plan—the only

plan which afforded a reasonable prospect of a decent

education to the children attending them. Nor do these

figures convey any adequate idea of the educational

destitution of the coimty. Bedfordshire was divided

into 125 different parishes. Five of these were com-

prised in the town of Bedford ; and ten were linked

together for educational purposes. There ought, there-

fore, to have been 116 educational centres in Bedford-

shire. But in fifty-two out of these 115 centres there

' See Brougliam's speech, May 8, 1818, Hansard, vol xxxviii. p. 503.
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CH.iP. were no schools. The poor, therefore, in nearly one-'

-. ^' half of the entire coimty were entirely destitute of the

smallest opportunity of educating their children. They

had not even the doubtful advantage of sending their

imfortunate children to be imperfectly instructed by an

old dame.

Some of the upper classes were unfortunately dis-

posed to regard this state of things with considerable

complacency. They imagiaed that it was a pohtical

error to educate the children of the poor ; that educa-

tion only tended to make the poor discontented with

their lot ; and that poverty only ceased to be tolerable

when it ceased to be ignorant. Many members of the

upper classes, indeed, expressed by their practice a noble

dissent from these selfish and vicious opinions. Benevolent

ladies and gentlemen endowed or supported schools in

their own neighbourhood, excepting, by a genial in-

consistency, their own dependents from the doom of

imiversal ignorance to which they condemned the rest

of the country. But the endowments were, in many
cases, shamefully perverted from their intended uses ;

^

and the upper classes in general thought that the poor

should not be taught at all, or that they shoidd receive,

at the utmost, a moderate instruction in the tenets of the

Chm-ch of England. More children attended the Sunday

schools of Bedfordshire than all the other schools put to-

gether ; the clergy probably considering that a defective

knowledge of Jewish history was of more importance to

their flock than reading, writing, or arithmetic. The
poor, indeed, were sensible of their ovra ignorance, and
earnest in their anxiety for gTeater facilities for educating

their children. ' The poorer classes are desirous of having

the means of education,' was the refrain which was raised

in almost every parish in the kingdom. With a few

slight exceptions every authority, who filled up a return

' Instances of this will be found in Hansard, vol. xxxvii. p. 500.
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for the Committee of 1818, admitted that no sufficient chap.

means were available for the education of the poor. With . ^^" _

still fewer exceptions, every authority agreed in stating

that the poor were themselves conscious of their want,

and desirous of terminating it.

In one respect, indeed, the educational position was

gradually improving. The quality of the education sup-

plied was becoming better. A new system of instruction

was gradually taking root in the coimtry. Dr. Andrew
Bell, to whom this reform was mainly due, was born at

St. Andrews in the middle of last centmy. Entering holy

orders, and becoming chaplain to Fort St. George at

Madras, he benevolently occupied himselfwith the educa-

tion of orphan children in the Mihtary Asylum at that

place. A dearth of teachers compelled him to avail

himself of the services of his most promising pupils, and

he consequently introduced the system, which has since

been universally adopted, of pupil teachers. The plan

succeeded so well that Bell became satisfied that it was

universally apphcable ; and, on his retiurn to London in

1797, drew attention to the merits of his scheme in a

small pamphlet. The pamphlet attracted little notice tiU,

in the following year, Mr. Joseph Lancaster, a dissenter,

opened a school in Southwark on Bell's principle. Lan-

caster's undoubted success attracted the enthusiastic sup-

port of the dissenting community, and the Lancaster

schools were immediately established in considerable num-

bers.-' Nothing could have been more favourable for

the cause of education. Eeputable chiu-chmen were per-

fectly willing that the poorer classes should grow up in

profoimd ignorance of the most elementary subjects ; but

they were not willing that they should be instructed by

the emissaries of a rival sect. The spread of the Lan-

caster schools led to the estabhshment of Church schools,

organised by Bell, and an immense impulse was given to

• Encyclopedia Brit., ad verb. Bell ; Wilberforce, vol. iii. p. 66.
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CHAP, the cause of popular education. The British and Foreign

.___,: . School Society was established by the dissenters in 1807,

the National Society by chiu-chmen in 1809, and dissen-

ters and chxu-chmen have thus an equal claim to the

merit which belonged to the improved system. The
Church may fairly claim that the new system was founded

by one of her own children ; the dissenters may fairly

reply that it would have never been adopted but for the

energetic example of a benevolent dissenter. There is

some satisfaction in reflecting that rehgious animosity,

which has brought so much evil on the world, and which

in the sequel so frequently interfered with educational

reform, was the first great stimulus to the spread of edu-

cation.

Deep, then, as was the gloom which overshadowed

the land, the dawn of a better day was breaking on

the horizon. Eomilly was pleading the cause of the

criminal classes ; Bell and Lancaster were practically

demonstrating the possibility of educating the poor. The

recollection of what Howard had done, the knowledge of

what Mrs. Fry was doing, were introducing new and bene-

ficial reforms into the management of prisons. These

improvements were directly benefiting the most miserable

Vaccina- classcs in the population. Another great man had just

made a discovery, which was as grateful to the rich as to

the poor. Among aU the diseases which ravaged the

population none was more fatal, and none was more

dreaded, than the smaU-pox. During the last thirty

years of the eighteenth century ninety-foiu- persons out of

every thousand who died within the limits of the bills of

mortahty died of the small-pox. ^ At the close of the

eighteenth centiuy, Edward Jenner, a doctor in Glouces-

tershire, was struck by the accidental observation of a

country farmer, that a pretty dairymaid was in no danger

of the smaU-pox, because she had had the cow-pox. On

Collated from the statistics in Porter's Progress, p. 39.

tion.
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pursuing his enquiries he discovered that the farmers in his chap.

neighboiu-hood were all aware that the milkmaids who -

—

,i—

-

had had the cow-pox were safe from the small-pox, and

it occiured to him that the disease might easily be trans-

ferred from the udder of the cow to the human subject.

Experiment proved the truth of this theory. Vaccination

was the result, and man derived from it in a moment the

possibility of effectually protecting himself from the worst

of the diseases to which, in this climate, he was hable.

The benefits which resulted from this admirable dis-

covery were great and immediate. Vaccination was

made known in 1798. From 1800 to 1809 the propor-

tions of death from small-pox to all others were reduced

from ninety-four to seventy-three in the thousand ; from

1810 to 1819 to forty-three in the thousand; from 1820

to 1829 to thirty-five in the thousand ; from 1830 to 1836

to twenty-five in the thousand.^ Never had a single disco-

very done so much to promote the health and, therefore,

happiness of man. A grateful legislatiu-e properly rewarded

the discoverer with two grants of 10,000^. and 20,000^.

each. Napoleon, in the hour of his triumph, assented

to a request which Jenner preferred to him because it

came from Jenner, and the discoverer's name is now

regarded with even greater gratitude than that of Harvey

or of Hunter. The small-pox was a disease to which all

men were liable, and all men concur in honoiu-ing the

man who gave them an opportimity of Hmiting its rava'ges.

La Place told Mackintosh in 1814 that vaccine, when it

supplants the small-pox, will add three years to the

mediiun duration of hmnan hfe.^

It may be necessary to supplement this sketch of the iho Army,

state of society in England with some accoimt of the British

army and of the British navy in 1815. The triumphs

which the army had achieved, imder the Duke of Welling-

ton's guidance, both in the Peninsula and in Flanders, had

' Porter's Progress, p. 39. ' Mackintosh, vol. ii. p. 322.
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CHAP, for the moment efiaced the remembrance of the brilliant

.

—

^—- victories of Jervis, Hood, Duncan, and Nelson, which had

made this country undisputed mistress of the seas. But

even the lustre, which shone on our arms, had not recon-

ciled the nation to the continuance of a standing army.

There are few things more remarkable in modern history

than the continuous protest which the Enghsh. have main-

tained against the maintenance of an army. For nearly

six centiu?ies after the -Norman Conquest no king of

England ventiu:ed to engage a permanent armed body.

The Plantagenets and the Lancastrians relied in their

briUiant enterprises on the force which the feudal system

placed at their disposal : and, though they commuted the

service of their retainers for a definite sum of money, and

devoted the money, which they thus obtained, to the pay

of a temporary army, they never ventured to maintain a

standing army within the kingdom. ' There, my lord,'

was Elizabeth's noble reply to the Duke d'Alengon, as

she pointed to the crowds who received her in the city,

' there are my guards.' It was with such guards as these

that the great queen calmly awaited the invasion of the

Armada. She placed herself at the head of the men of

England, who were bound by the statutes of armour to

provide themselves with arms, and to serve, in the case of

danger, in their own immediate neighbourhood.

The progress of society, however, made the con-

tiniKince of the ancient system impracticable. The
statutes of armour were thought to impose an irksome
tax on the population ; the union of Scotland and England
made invasion less likely; and the statutes of armoiu-

were repealed. The feudal system siu-vived in name for

half a centmy longer, but finally fell on the restoration

of Charles II. After the abolition of the last remnants
of the feudal system, the crown had no force whatever
at its disposal, and insensibly and by slow degrees the

formation of a standing army began.
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The position at the Eestoration was peculiar. Charles, chap.

on the one hand, was disposed to regard an army with ._ ,' .,

little favour, because Clarendon had told him that the

army was ' a body of men, who had cut off his father's

head ; had set up and pulled down ten several forms of

government ; and that it might be his own turn next.'

Parliament, on the other, remembered that it was the

army which had marched on London, which had pitrged

the House of Commons, and which had enabled Cromwell

to usurp aU the functions of government, and to exclude

the rest of the nation from participating in it. Both the

king and the Parliament were then, for the moment,

sincere in their resolution to dispense with an armed

force. But, though the king had no need for an army,

he insisted on retaining a guard. The same Act which

directed the disbandment of the parhamentary forces

sanctioned the continuance of what were then called

guards and garrisons. The modest force was soon ex-

panded. The companies were enlarged, new companies

were added to regiments, and Charles found himself at

last at the head of 5,000 men. The Dutch war afforded

him an excuse for augmenting this force. Monmouth's

invasion induced his successor to stiU fiu-ther enlarge it.

A camp of 20,000 men was formed at Hounslow, and

Parhament took fresh alarm at a force which seemed

assembled for the express piurpose of overawing it.

Events had tended to create a standing army diu-ing

the reigns of Charles 11. and James XL, but Parliament

had protested, at every step, against its continuance. At
the commencement of Charles 11. 's reign the Bill of

Eights expressly declared that ' the raising and keeping

up a standing army, without authority of Parliament, is

contrary to law.' At the close of his reign the House of

Commons declared that the continuance of any ' standing

forces in this nation, other than the militia, is a great

grievance and vexation to the coimtry.' The camp, which
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CHAP. James II. formed at Hounslow for his protection, was one

. ^ . of tlie many circumstances whidi occasioned Lis fall.

The Eevolution came, but the Eevolution, instead of

leading to the disbandment of the army, necessitated its

increase. The Jacobites unfurled their standard in Ire-

land ; the most powerful of continental sovereigns sup-

ported their cause ; and, till the peace of Eyswick closed

the strife, the country was compelled in self-defence to

maintain an army which ultimately comprised some

90,000 men. The conclusion of peace led, however, to

an immediate agitation for a disbandment of the army.

A pamphlet-war, conducted with vigorn- on both sides,

ensued. Moyle and Trenchard, two able members of

the Whig party, recapitulated the history of standing

armies, and insisted that, from the days of the Mamelukes

to the days of the Commonwealth, the existence of a

standing army had always led to oppression. A greater

man, however, than either Moyle or Trenchard effectually

disposed of all their arguments. Somers, in what he

termed the ' balancing letter,' reduced the question from

theory to practice, and defended a standing army on the

groimd of its utility. He showed that the dangers which

had been thought inseparable from its institution might

be avoided if the army were made dependent on Parlia-

ment. Parliament took the common sense view which

Somers had adopted. Outside the House the Whigs had
concm-red in denoimcing all standing armies ; inside the

House the most zealous Whigs only endeavoiu-ed to limit

the force in 1698 to the numbers found sufficient in 1680.

The principle of a standing army was conceded, and the

only question in dispute was its size.

From the days of Somers to the present time no one

has ventiu-ed to insist on the possibility of dispensing with

an army. The question has been limited to the one of

degree to which Somers' balancing letter reduced it, and

the increase or decrease of the army have alone been in
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dispute. This alteration in the position of the question chap.

was due in the first instance to Somers' letter, but it was

—

^—

-

also attributable to the legislation which Parliament

adopted after the Eevolution of 1688. The great griev-

ances, of which the people had complained in the days of

the Stuarts, were divisible into four heads. It was asserted

that the crown had raised an army without the consent

of Parliament : that in defiance of the Petition of Eight

the troops had been quartered on the people ; that they

had been governed by a pecuhar code of laws which had

never received the sanction of Parliament ; and that they

had been employed to overawe the legislature. The first

and foiu-th of these grievances were obviously removed

by Somers' policy. An army, raised with the sanction

of Parliament and dependent on its boimty, could not

possibly be used by the crown to control the legislature.

The third of the foiu" grievances was terminated by an

admirable expedient. A Mutiny Act was passed for the

first time in 1689 ; but the Mutiny Act was only passed

for a single year. The Crown obtained the requisite power
for governing the armed force which it was authorised to

form ; but the legislatiu-e reserved to itself the right of

terminating these powers at a short notice. The reluc-

tance with which the English stiU regarded the formation

of a standing army made it necessary, for a century after

Somers' time, to quarter the troops on the people. Par-

hament refused to provide permanent barracks for the

troops, because the provision of permanent barracks ap-

peared to contemplate the existence of a permanent army.

Even so late as 1812 the erection of some necessary

barracks exposed the Tory ministry to immerited obloquy.

Though England had acquired possessions in every part

of the world, though she was engaged in the greatest of

modem wars, the English were reluctant to admit the

necessity for a standing army.

While, however, the country was protesting against
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CHAP, the institution of a standing army, the standing army was

. ,:: . continually increasing in size and importance. Charles II. 's

slender force of guards and garrisons was being gradually

developed into a considerable army. WiUiam HE. had

65,000 men in arms in 1691, and before the conclusion

of the war had 90,000 men engaged. The army was

reduced after the peace of Eyswick to 19,000 men, 12,000

of whom were for service in Ireland, and 7,000 in Great

Britain. During the succeeding century the British army

served in almost every portion of the globe ; but the

armies with which Britain achieved her most glorious

successes, were frequently composed of foreign troops. At
the conclusion of each war the army was reduced to the

slenderest dimensions. At the commencement of the revo-

lutionary war there were not 18,000 men employed in

the United Kingdom. About the same number were

scattered through the numerous colonies of the British

Empire.

The system, under which the army was administered,

reflected only too accurately the conduct of the Govern-

ment in other respects. Birth and favour were the siu-e

passports to distinction, and the common soldiers, treated

with the utmost severity, had httle but their pay to look

forward to. Up to 1806 the troops were enHsted for life,

and in 1815 old-fashioned politicians still doubted the ex-

pediency of the shorter service which had been at that

time introduced by Windham. The men were drawn from

the lowest classes of the population ; they were occa-

sionally taken from the hulks. Wlaile they were retained

in the service they were subject to the severest discipline.^

Men literally died imder the lash, or from the effects of

it. When they received their discharge, they found little

sympathy among the population. ' It's us as pays they

chaps !
' was the remark with which the regiment in

which Lord Albemarle was serving ^ was received on its

' Romilly, vol. iii. p. 18. '' Fifty Years of vnj Life, vol. ii. p. 68.
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return from Waterloo. Wordsworth has related, in the chap.
TT

' Prelude,' his finding a discharged soldier, utterly destitute, -—-,-^—

•

painfiilly endeavouring to find his way home to his dis-

tant friends. Every Enghshman was proud of the

glorious triumphs which the British soldier had achieved.

But the British soldier was the very last person whom
any Enghshman desired to take either into his household

or into his employment.

The impopularity and distrust with which the private

soldiers were reggxded, did not afiect the officers. The

military profession was the most gentlemanhke in which it

was possible for anyone to engage. A boy with brains might

possibly be sent to the Bar ; a boy with interest might do

very well for the Church ; a boy with land might hope

to represent the family borough. But a boy who had not

brains, interest, or land, was generally sent into the army.

If he were killed he required no ftirther provision ; if he

sm-vived his comrades the pecimiary value of his commis-

sion became a small fortime. Boys, it must be remem-

bered, who had any interest at all, did not starve for

many months on the pay of a subaltern. Sir Charles Stewart

was by no means the most unduly favoured of his genera-

tion, and his career is not a bad example of the promo-

tion which young men of good family might obtain in the

British army at the close of the eighteenth centiu-y. Sir

Charles Stewart was an ensign at thirteen, a heutenant

at fifteen, a captain at sixteen, a major at seventeen, and

lieutenant-colonel at less than nineteen years of age.

When he received his first commission he was an Eton

bOy, and no one thought it necessary to take the boy

from school because he happened to be receiving pay in

his country's service.^

' Vide for this section of the work Tracts, puUished in the reign ofWil-

Clode's Military Forces of the Crown; liam III. ; Bncyclopeedia Sritannica

;

Moyle's Argiiment against a Stand- Macaulay's History ofEngland ;
Ail-

ing Army ; Trenchard's History of son's Castlereagh, vol. i. pp. 1-5.

Standing Armies, published in State
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CHAP. The navy was perhaps a less popular profession among
-

•^f"
. the highest classes than the army. It was officered in

6 Navy,
^j^g main from the upper middle class. Parents hesitated

to part from their sons at the tender age at which boys

went to sea ; and they, therefore, preferred a service in

which the severance from home ties was usually deferred

to a later age. There was, moreover, no purchase sys-

tem in the navy. The rich man in this profession had

no undue advantage over the poor one ; and the wealthy

preferred a calling in which a fuU purse was likely to be

an advantage. If, however, the army were the more
popular profession in the very highest ranks of society,

the navy was much more popular among the British

people. Three out of every four of the population had
probably never seen the sea ; but three out of every four

entertained the most sincere conviction that at sea they

were invincible. Campbell really only expressed the

deliberate belief of the nation when he declared

—

Britannia needs no bulwai-ks,

No towers along the steep :

Her marcli is o'er tlie mountain waves,

Her home is on the deep.

The country gentleman, sheltered in his patrimonial es-

tate from every blast that swept over the ocean ; the

labourer, who had never seen a broader sheet of water in

his hfe than the nearest river ; firmly beheved that the

true home of the nation was the sea ; its true defence its

wooden walls.

Yet England, at the time of the great war, had not

been a formidable naval power for more than two centu-

ries. In the reign of the Tudors the daring of her sons

had carried her flag to the remotest territories of the globe.

But the Spanish, the Portuguese, and the Dutch had vied

with the British ; and England possessed no naval force

which could compare with the fleets of Spain. The ad-

mirable skill and bravery of the British sailors had
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Bhabled our English fleet to contend with the formidable chap.

Armada. But, though the engagement was a glorious -

—

^—

•

one for the British navy, the destruction of the Armada
was rather due to the storms of heaven than the bolts of

the English. A century later the Dutch for a time ob-

ained undisputed mastery of the Channel ; and, though

Blake subsequently achieved a memorable victory over

Van Tromp, De Euyter n ]667 sailed up the Thames,

and insulted the capital of the feeble monarch who
disgraced the throne of England. In the war which

succeeded the Eevolution of 1688-9 the French were

at first able to contend on equal terms with the combined

fleets of Holland and England ; but the great victory oi

Eussell off La Hogue destroyed the naval power of France

;

and with the commencement of the eighteenth centiuy

the English commenced their glorious course of im-

broken success at sea. The War of the Succession pro-

duced Benbow and Eooke ; the war with Spain, Sir

George Byng ; the Spanish war, Hawke and Anson

;

the American war, Parker and Eodney. The Spanish

and the French were swept from the seas by these

great commanders ; and the English, used to a career of

constant success, shot the captains who hesitated to sup-

port their admiral, or the admiral who hesitated to en-

gage the enemy. The triumphs of the British sailors

had been great, but the lustre which siu-rounded Hawke
and Eodney was to pale before the rising of an even

greater luminary. France twice succeeded in combining

the navies of the world against this coimtry, and twice

the mighty armaments were destroyed by the British

sailors. Howe defeated the French ofi" Ushant, Jervis

the Spanish at St. Vincent, Duncan the Dutch ofi" Cam-

perdown. The marvellous successes of Nelson confirmed

the impression, which these victories had produced, that

the British sailor was invincible ; and the battles of the

Nile and Trafalgar made this country undisputed mistress

VOL. I, Q
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CHAP, of the seas. Once again, after Trafalgar had apparently

-

—

^— decided the question for ever, Napoleon endeavoiired to

array the navies of the world against the British empire.

But the Danish fleet was captured at Copenhagen; the

Eussian fleet surrendered in the Tagus ; and the flag of

England waved supreme over every sea.

These brilliant successes had made the British sailor

regard himself as invincible, and had made his enemies

afraid to attack him. It is hardly possible to doubt

that the British in many instances owed their success

to the terror which their deeds inspired. Admiral

Dimcan, deserted by all his ships, blockaded the whole

Dutch fleet. A British merchantman defeated four pri-

vateers, and, with twenty-six men, took 170 prisoners.

No odds seemed too great for the British sailor to en-

counter, no exploit too difficult for him to undertake.

An universal faith in his invincibility made him invincible,

and the reputation which he had achieved filled his ene-

mies with alarm. Yet the men, of whom the nation was
thus proud, were raised in a manner and treated with a

severity which already appear incredible. The captain,

who required sailors to man his ship, sent a press-gang

into the streets of any seaport, and swept any ablebodied

sailors whom he foimd into the service. The shghtest

disobedience was punished, on many ships, with the lash,

and floggings were administered with merciless severity.

Men, driven into the service by force, and flogged into

submission, might have been expected to have hved ia

a state of chronic mutiny. Fortunately, however, for

the navy, the great majority of commanders were as

humane as they were brave ; and, with some exceptions,

the men consequently climg to them with affection. Sea-

faring men, however, used every exertion to escape

impressment, and the devices to which they resorted

ultimately occasioned a new war with the only power-

ful country "with which Britain had remained at peace.
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British sailors, fearing impressment, entered the American chap.

merchant service as naturalised Americans ; the United •

—

^—

-

States refused to allow her merchantmen to be searched.

A dispute, created in this way, was intensified by other

differences. War broke out between the United King-

dom and the United States : and in this war the British

navy did not increase its reputation. The Ameri-

can navy was manned by men of the same origin as

those who had fought at Copenhagen and Trafalgar, and

American sailors proved their capacity to contend on

equal terms with their opponents. America, indeed, had

no fleets which could venture to attack the British navy.

But American privateers, scouring the seas, fought a

series of battles with British cruisers ; and the advantage

in these contests did not always or even usually lie with

the British. The reputation of the British navy was

tarnished by these reverses at the very moment at

which the fame of the British army was raised to the

highest eminence by the strategy of Wellington. The
laurels which had been won by the navy were suddenly

transferred to the army, and the lustre which had siu--

roimded one service was paled by the hght of the more

recent victories achieved by the other. The sword, how-

ever, was not to be finally sheathed till the navy had

bad a new opportunity of marking its prowess.^

On the extreme north of the Coast of Afi-ica a warlike The expe-

and piratical state menaced the peaceful operations of Aigi'"rs"

the Mediterranean trader. The name of Barbary was in-

discriminately applied to the states of Algeria, Morocco,

Tripoli, and Tunis, occupying the portion of the African

coast which was boimded by the Atlantic on the west, by

the Mediterranean on the north, by Egypt on the east,

and by the Great Desert on the south. The most powerful

of these states was Algeria: and its great fortresses of Oran

and Algiers, from their situation and theh strength, were

a standing menace to the Spanish kingdom. At the com-

Q 2
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CHAP, mencement of tlie sixteenth century the illustrious

•—^—
- Ximenes persuaded Ferdinand of Spain to attempt a

crusade against Oran, and had the satisfaction of entering

the Moslem city at the head of an expedition imdertaken

at his advice, furnished at his own cost, and guided by
his counsels. Never had Christian prelate achieved so

great a triumph as the infirm old Spanish cardinal. The

consequences of the victory were splendid. Algiers and

Tripoh surrendered to the arms of Spain, the opulent

marts of the Barbary Coast were opened to the Spanish

trader, and the Mediterranean was freed from the piratical

marauders by whom it had been infested. Spain, how-

ever, did not long retain her superiority on the Northern

Coast of Africa. Horuc the corsair, whose red beard

gained for him the nickname of Barbarossa, undertook to

expel the Spaniards from a fort which they had built in

the neighbourhood of Algiers. Miu-dering the Moorish

prince, who had invited his assistance, he usm3)ed the

kingdom which he had come to protect ; and, rapidly

extending his dominion, planted a monarchy, founded on

piracy, on the southern shores of the Mediterranean. The
arms of Spain eventually defeated and destroyed this

troublesome marauder. But Home's brother, Hayradin,

succeeding to his dominion and nickname of Barbarossa,

extended his piratical enterprises with more than Home's
success. Algiers, fortified at vast expense by the work,

it was alleged, of 30,000 Christian slaves, afforded the

corsair's fleets ample refuge from any troublesome enemy.

A formidable expedition, which the Emperor Charles V.

organised against the corsair, was terminated by a

frightful disaster ; and a state avowedly dependent on

piracy, and employing its Christian captives as slaves,

continued to menace the trade of the Mediterranean.

Dmng the two centm-ies and a half, which succeeded

the expedition of Charles V., the piratical government of

Algiers was frequently attacked by the Christian states of
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Europe. Algiers was, on one occasion, reduced to ashes

by the French, and its inhabitants were compelled to

abstain from their piratical pursuits. But the gain was

never more than temporary. The possession of Gibraltar

and Minorca by the British, indeed, induced the Algerines

to treat British shipping with a respect which they

declined to pay to the vessels of other powers. But the

corsairs of Barbary still scoured the Mediterranean ; the

captives, whom they had taken from Christian vessels,

still languished in captivity in Algiers ; and, to the dis-

grace of the civiKsed world, a piratical state was suffered

to exist in its very centre.^

The outbreak of the Eevolutionary war facilitated the

ravages of the Barbary pirates. England ^Yas the only

formidable naval power, and the defenceless vessels of

other countries were exposed to the attacks of the cor-

sairs. But the conclusion of the war made the continu-.

ance of these ravages utterly intolerable. In the interests

of civilisation it was essential that piracy should be put

down ; Britain was mistress of the seas, and it therefore

devolved upon her to do the work. But the task which

it was necessary to accomplish was one which even taxed

the resources of the British navy. The city of Algiers

is built on the northern slope of a steep triangular hiU

facing the Mediterranean. In 1815 the summit of the

hill, five hundred feet above the level of the ocean, was

crowned by the Casbah, or ancient fortress of the seas.

The town was surrounded with a stout wall, strongly

fortified. The fortifications on the sea front were espe-

cially formidable and heavily armed. A long pier, three

himdred feet in length, projected into the sea. From the

end of the pier a semicircular mole, constructed on a

ledge of rock, bent in a south-westerly direction towards

• Many people will recollect that a captive and slave in Barbary.—See

Pringle, of Onchton, who killed Sir Scott's own account of this in his

Walter Scott's great-grand-uncle in autohiography in Lockhart's Life,

a duel, fled to Spnin, and was long p. 2.
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CHAP, the town. One hundred and twenty yards from the mole,

—

^—- and opposite to it, another small pier protected the

entrance to the harbour. The piers, the mole, the rock

on which the mole stood, the batteries above the har-

bour, were lined with cannon. • Five hundred gims thus

defended the sea front of the town, and the formidable

navy of the Dey of Algiers was ready to support the land

defences. ,

Happily for this country the Mediterranean command
was held by an officer whose bravery and skill were

fiiUy equal to the dangers before him. Lord Exmouth,

the son of Samuel Pellew, the commander of a Dover

packet, was born in 1757 ; he entered the navy in

1770 ; and for more than forty years he was actively

engaged in his profession. He served with distinction

in every part of the world. During the American war

his gallant conduct on the great inland waters of the

Western World gained him the commendations of his

commanding officer and his promotion. He partici-

pated in General Bm-goyne's inglorious campaign ; and

was reluctantly compelled to share in the capitula-

tion of Saratoga. When the French Eevolutionary war
broke out he was appointed to the command of the

' Nymph
' ; and, after a desperate action, he captured the

' Cleopatra,' a French frigate. For this exploit he re-

ceived the honour of knighthood and was promoted to

the command of the ' Arethusa.' He subsequently served

in the ' Indefatigable ' and in the ' Tonnant,' and in each

of these vessels increased the reputation which he had
already acquired. His appointment to the command in

the East Indies removed him from the theatre in which

laurels were to be chiefly won ; but, after the death of

CoUingwood in 1811, he received the command in the

Mediterranean. The French, however, were too cautious

to risk an engagement with the British admiral, and the

British fleet rode in undisputed supremacy over the great
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inland sea. Pellew, at the close of the war, received the chap.
. II

barony of Exmouth, both in recognition of his own ser- -^—

-

vices and of those of the navy ; and, when the ministry

determined to pimish the piratical states of Barbary,

they naturally availed themselves of Lord Exmouth's

services.

Early in 1816 Exmouth was instructed to proceed to

the several states of Barbary ; to require them to recog-

nise the cession of the Ionian Islands to Britain ; to con-

clude peace with the kingdoms of Sardinia and Naples

;

and to abolish Christian slavery. The Dey of Algiers

readily assented to the two first of these conditions ; the

Beys of Tripoli and Tunis followed the example of the

Dey of Algiers ; and in addition consented to refrain in

future from treating prisoners of war as slaves. Exmouth
thereupon returned to Algiers, and endeavoured to obtain

a similar concession from the Dey. The Dey pleaded

that Algiers was subject to the Ottoman Porte, and that

slavery could not be abolished without the concurrence

of the Sultan. He consented, however, to send an ambas-

sador to Constantinople, in a British frigate, for the pur-

pose of obtaining the Sultan's consent to the arrangement.

Exmouth accordingly agreed to a suspension of hostilities

for three months, and returned to England to report the

result of his negotiations.

Exmouth had hardly set sail for England before an

outrage was committed by the Algerines which entirely

altered the complexion of affairs. Up to this time the

Algerines had scrupulously respected the British flag. An
establishment had been formed at Bona, on the coast of

Algiers, for carrying on the coral fishery ; and the opera-

tions, which were imdertaken by Corsican, Itahan, and

NeapoHtan boats, were conducted under the protection of

the British flag. On May 23, the festival of the Ascension,

while the crews were preparing to hear mass, a gim was

suddenly fired from the castle, and 2,000 Algerine troops
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CHAP, imexpectedly appeared and moved upon the fishermen.

•

—

^—• The whole of the imfortmiate men were massacred ; the

British flag was torn to pieces and trampled imder foot

;

the house of the British vice-consul was pillaged ; and

the vice-consul himself was detained in the town.

It is imcertain whether this unprovoked attack on

some defenceless fishermen was actively encouraged by

the Dey's government. But the British Government

rightly concluded that, whether it were actively encou-

raged by the Dey or no, it was necessary to regard it as

a direct affront which it was indispensable to avenge.

Lord Exmouth was desired to obtain from the Algerines

effectual security for their future peaceful conduct ; and

he was invited to name the force with which he would be

willing to midertake the reduction of Algiers. The expe-

rience, which the admiral had gained in his previous visit

to the Dey, now stood him in good stead. He had

noticed the comparatively narrow fi:ont which Algiers

presented to the sea, and he concluded that a small force

woidd operate in this narrow space as eflficiently as a

large one. With this information in his possession he de-

manded only five ships of the line, five frigates, and five

bomb vessels. The ministry were alarmed at the mode-

ration of the admiral. There was a tradition at the Admi-
ralty that Nelson had himself affirmed the impossibility of

attacking Algiers with less than twenty-five sail of the

hue ; and the Ministry doubted the possibility of Exmouth
effecting with a small force what Nelson had declined to

undertake without a large one. There was this difference,

however, between the opinions of Nelson and Exmouth

:

Exmouth had made himself personally acquainted with the

strength of Algiers ; Nelson had only derived his information

on the subject from the reports of other persons. Exmouth,
from his acquaintance with the locality, was enabled to

convince the ministry of the sufficiency of his own esti-

mate. The force which he required was rapidly got
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ready, and before the summer of 1816 was over Ex- chap.

mouth set sail for Gibraltar, •

—

.-—
Exmouth received at Gibraltar a reinforcement which

he had not anticipated. Admiral Capellen, of the Dutch

navy, asked leave to join in the dangers and honom-s of

the expedition, and Exmouth readily assented to the

gallant Dutchman's request. The reinforcement was not

unwelcome. Exmouth, on reaching Gibraltar, learned

that the Dey was making extraordinary preparations

against the expected attack. Additional works were

being rapidly thrown up on both flanks of the town and

at the entrance of the mole. Forty thousand men had
been brought down from the interior for the construction

and defence of the fortifications ; and the Dey openly

avowed that he was aware of the preparations of the

Enghsh, and that he was straining every nerve to meet

them. The British consul had been arrested ; four officers

and fom-teen men of the ' I'rometheus ' had been also

thrown into captivity ; and the Dey, by these measiu:es,

had indicated his resolution to resist the British demands,

and his conviction that he was strong enough to do so.

Every day's delay, then, was increasing the strength

of Algiers, and Exmouth consequently decided on leaving

Gibraltar without any delay whatever. Head-winds and

calms, however, baffled the admiral's intention. The fleet,

which left Gibraltar on the 14th of August, notwithstand-

ing the exertions of its commander did not reach Algiers

before daybreak on the 27th of August. A calm rested on

the surface of the deep. There was not wind enough to

move the ships towards the town ; and Exmouth seized

the opportimity of despatching an officer in a boat to de-

liver an ultimatum to the Dey. The principal demands

which Exmouth had been instructed to make were four

:

first, the immediate surrender of all Christian slaves with-

out ransom ; second, the restitution of the money which

had been paid for the ransom of some Sardinian and
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CHAP. Neapolitan captives; tMrd, a solemn declaration frora

the Dey that he would, in future wars, treat all prisoners

according to the usages of Eiu-opean nations ; and fourth,

the conclusion of peace with the Netherlands on the

same terms as those on which it was concluded with the

English.

It was nearly two o'clock in the afternoon when the

boat which Exmouth had despatched with his demand,

was observed returning from the harbour. A signal

was flying from her that no answer had been received

from the Dey. A hght sea-breeze had in the meanwhile

sprung up ; and the fleet, animated into motion, bore

down under a press of sail on the city. Exmouth him-

self, on board the ' Queen Charlotte,' led the way to-

wards the mole, and anchored within a pistol-shot of the

enemy's batteries. Admiral Capellen, on the ' Melampus,'

took up his position off the southern batteries. Admiral

Mihie, in the ' Impregnable,' Exmouth's second in com-

mand, closed the British line.

A profoimd silence prevailed on both sides. The
Algerines permitted the ships to move into their stations.

The British reserved their fire tiU they could deliver it

with full effect. A crowd of spectators watched the ships

from the shore ; and Exmouth waved his hat to them to

move and save themselves from the fire. They had not

the prudence to avail themselves of his timely warning.

A signal shot was fired by the Algerines from the mole.

The ' Queen Charlotte ' rephed by delivering her entire

broadside. Five himdred men were struck dovm by the

first discharge. In a few minutes the batteries on the

mole-head were entirely silenced, and the ' Queen Char-

lotte ' was enabled to turn her attention to another part

of the fortifications.

The battle, which had thus begim at two o'clock in

the afternoon, continued till ten o'clock in the evening.

By that time half Algiers had been destroyed ; the whole
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of the Algerine navy had been burned ; and, though a chap.

few of the enemy's batteries still maintained a casual fire, •

—

^—

-

their principal fortifications were crumbling ruins ; the

majority of their guns were dismounted. The British

and Dutch fleets had done their work, and it was time to

withdraw them from the annoyance of a dropping fire.

Happily, too, the wind favoured the withdrawal of the

allied fleet. In hot countries the wind blows from the

sea to the land in the daytime, because the land, heated

by the sun's rays, warms and raises the air, producing a

vacuum which the cool sea-breeze fills. After sunset,

however, the sea retains its heat longer than the earth,

and the wind therefore blows from the land to the ocean.

Exmouth had calculated on the sea-breeze to assist him

in his attack ; he had relied on the land-breeze to facih-

tate his retreat ; and the light wind, which had sprung

up after sundown, enabled him to vdthdraw his vessels

from the range of the enemy's batteries. Safe from

molestation, they could temporarily repair their losses,

and prepare, should further action be necessary, for a

renewal of the contest.

The work, however, had been already done so com-

pletely that no renewal of the contest was possible.

' For yoiur atrocities at Bona on defenceless Christians,'

wrote Exmouth to the Dey, ' and for your imbecoming

disregard to the demands I made yesterday, the fleet

under my orders has given you a signal chastisement by

the total destruction of your navy, storehouses and

arsenal, with half your batteries. As England does not

war for the destruction of cities, I am unwilling to visit

your personal cruelties upon the inofiensive inhabitants

of the country, and I therefore offer you the same terms of

peace which I conveyed to you yesterday in my sovereign's

name : without the acceptance of these terms you can

have no peace with England. If you receive this offer as

you ought, you will fire three guns ; and I shall consider
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CHAP, yoiir not making this signal a refusal, and shall renew
>

—

i-
—

• my operations at my own convenience.' The fleet

awaited the issue of this message in anxious expecta-

tion. Three hoiu-s elapsed before the three shots, fired

in succession, announced the Dey's unconditional assent

to the British ultimatum. On the first day of September Ex-

mouth had the satisfaction of acquainting his Government

with the liberation of all the slaves in the city of Algiers,

and the restitution of the money paid since the com-

mencement of the year by the JSTeapolitan and Sardinian

Governments for the redemption of slaves.

Chronologically the expedition to Algiers took place

within the period with which this history is concerned.

But the bombardment of Algiers forms rather the se-

quel of the period of war which desolated Em-ope from

1792 to 1815 than the prelude to the period of peace

which was won by the crowning victory of Waterloo.

Algiers would never have been permitted to exist as the

pest and scourge of the civihsed world, if the great

nations of Em'ope had not been more intent on their own
quarrels than on preserving the seas from the rapacity of

piratical marauders. "When peace was signed it was no

longer possible to allow the states of Barbary to continue

their lawless depredations ; and the nation which was

virtually mistress of the seas was compelled for its own
credit to put down the robbers by whom the ocean high-

ways were infested. Exmouth's expedition was then

unavoidable ; but the manner in which it was imdertaken,

and the courage and promptitude with which it was car-

ried out, afford remarkable proofs of the strength of

the British navy and of the hardihood of British sailors.

Algiers had the reputation of extraordinary strength, yet

Exmouth had had the courage to attack it with a force

which even men accustomed to the deeds of the British

navy conceived inadequate. His courage was justified by

the result. It was on the 23rd of May that the outrage
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at Bona was committed : on the 27th of August it was chap

signally avenged. In the ninety-five days, which inter- ^ -

vened between these two dates, the news of the outrage

had been brought to England ; the expedition under Ex-

mouth had been determined on ; its organisation had
been completed ; it had sailed and accomphshed its

object. Earely before had a signal insult been so swiftly

avenged. The world understood from the blow that

Britain could strike swiftly and strike hard. A new leaf

was added to the wreath with which her arms were

already crowned ; a new chapter was added to the history

of the British navy.

In one other particular, moreover, the expedition to

Algiers gained fresh honours for this country. Britain

was, in one sense, the nation which had the least interest

in terminating the lawless ravages of the states of Bar-

bary. Her strength on the seas had won for her standard

a respect which the Algerine corsairs paid to the flag of

no other power. The pirates of Africa inflicted less in-

jury on her commerce than on the trade of other nations.

Yet Brittiin voluntarily undertook the work which other

countries were still more interested in performing. She

recognised that her position, as mistress of the seas, made
it her duty to maintain the police of the ocean ; and at

her own charge, without solicitation, without recom-

pense, she hurled her fleet against the strongest of Mus-

sulman fortresses. The loss which she sustained was

considerable ; but it was trifling when it was weighed

against the consequences of the achievement. 128 men
were killed and 690 wounded on board the British

fleet; the Dutch lost 13 killed and 52 wounded. Every

death on the field of battle is a subject for regret. It is

but poor comfort to those who mourn to assure them

that their momrning is shared by only a few others. But

it is impossible to deny that the sacrifice of 150 lives was

only a hght price to pay for the permanent delivery of
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^^A^- the Mediterranean from the scourge of piracy. Evei^
'——

• British life lost at Algiers won the immediate liberation

of twenty Christian slaves, and spared in future years

other Christians from the horrors of slavery.

Nor, amidst the congratulations which followed the

victory, was it possible to avoid satisfaction at the circum-

stances under which it had been achieved. The cause of

Christianity had again united the British and the Dutch

;

and the flags of Britain and Holland had shared the dan-

gers of the battle and the glories of the victory. Situation,

religion, tradition, and taste pointed to a firm alhance be-

tween HoUand and England. Both of them were placed

on the north-western frontier of Europe. Both of them

had accepted the tenets of the Eeformed faith. Both of

them had stood in arms to resist the ambition of Catholic

Spain. England had on one memorable occasion obtained

a king from Holland. The Dutch and English shared

between them the carrying trade of Europe. Yet, though

Holland and England had so many grounds for close

alliance, England and Holland had too frequently been

engaged in warfare with each other. The keen rivalry,

which had animated the fleets of Blake and Van Tromp,
was recollected by the sailors of the Batavian repubhc.

Holland ranged herself on the side of France ; and the

Dutch and English again contended for the mastery of

the seas. The expedition to Algiers had the merit of

efiacing the recollections of the long war. The glorious

success, gained by the Dutch and' English combined
fleets, obliterated the traditions of Camperdown and
Walcheren.^

There was one other point in which the expedition to

Algiers was important. It was a new mark of the in-

creasing prostration of the Mussulman power. The Ma-
hometans had for centuries been expelled from Western

» Ann. Reg. 1816 ; Hiat. pp. 97-105
;
Ohron. pp. 230-243. Alison's Bist.

of Europe, vol. i. pp. 136-155. Osier's Life of Lord Exmouth, pp. 204-325.
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Europe ; but they were still formidable in the Western
Mediterranean. Exmouth's victory imposed new limits on
their power. The crescent retired before the cross ; and

the followers of Mahomet ceased to be a terror to Chris-

tian merchantmen. The victory which was thus gained

formed only a single Unk in a long series of events. The de-

cline and fall of the Mussulman race was as gradual as its

rise. The history of the Mahometan power may, indeed,

be fairly compared with the familiar changes in the lumi-

nary which the Mahometans have chosen as the symbol

of their race. The crescent, which was emblematical of

their progress, also foreboded their decay. The thin

thread of hght, which is visible in the heavens at even-

tide, is hardly feebler or fainter than the first trace of

Mahomet's power. The crescent increases every even-

ing tiU it is gradually enlarged to the full moon, and

the Mahometan power increased with almost equal ra-

pidity, till it spread over the greater portion of an

entire hemisphere. The moon no sooner attains its ful-

ness than it begins to wane ; the followers of Mahomet
had hardly acquired their supremacy before they began

to decay. The moon increases in lustre as it recedes

from the setting sun ; and the Mahometan power shone

with increasing brightness as the day of Roman civiU-

sation was succeeded by the darkness of the Middle Ages.

The light of the waning moon grows fainter and fainter

as it is overtaken by the god of the coming day ; and

the splendour of Mahometan civilisation paled beneath

the rays of European progress. Will it be ultimately

extinguished in the full sunlight of a Christian and civi-

lised world ?
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CHAPTEE III.

CHAP. An attempt has been made in the preceding chapters to

.J . trace the material and moral progress of the British

England people during the reign of George HI. ; and to describe
andEng- tjjg condition of society in England at the termination

during the of the great war. In the course of this description the

George reader must have observed the influence which a few
^^^- great men had exercised on the progress of the empire.

Eodney, Howe, Duncan, and Nelson had made their

country mistress of the seas. Wellington had won respect

for her arms in every European nation. But the brilliant

exploits of Britain's admirals, the ability of her great

general, the capacity of her statesmen were attended with

less momentous consequences than the discoveries of her

inventors and the works of her engineers. The inven-

tions of Hargreaves and Arkwright, of Crompton and

Cartwright, of Watt and Davy made a more beneficial

and a more enduring impression on the world than the

triumphs of Nelson and Wellington or the policy of Pitt.

The spinning jenny and the safety lamp have been used

by millions who would have been unable to have fixed

the date of Waterloo or Trafalgar. Thousands of persons

are acquainted with the details of a steam-engine who
would be puzzled to give an inteUigible account of the

career of Pitt.

No previous period in British history had ever wit-

nessed such varied scenes as the reign of George m. No
previous period had ever produced so many great men in

so many different callings. The lives of these men closely

affected the future of their fellow-countrymen, and exerted
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an influence on the British character which has never chap.

since been effaced. Before Eodney lived and fought, -—r^

—

other nations competed on equal terms with the British

at sea. Before Wellington's campaigns, the superi-

ority of the French to every nation on land was usually

taken for granted. Before the age of Brindley, no one

would have ever dreamed of looking for a great inven-

tion from the British race. Engineering had its home
in Flanders or Holland. The trade of the world was

transferring itself from Italy to Antwerp. A few brave

Enghshmen, penetrating into unknown regions, were,

indeed, acquiring, like the Spaniard and the Dutchman, a

reputation for enterprise. But the majority of English-

men at home vegetated on their paternal acres, as their

fathers had done before them, and neither coiu-ted nor

desired any material improvement.

The new light, which broke on the world in the course

of the eighteenth century, rolled away the heavy cloud

which had obscured the capacity of Englishmen for cen-

turies. Activity succeeded to torpor, industry to lassitude,

and the English, which had been the least ingenious of

races, suddenly became the most inventive of them all.

Various causes conspired to produce this unexpected re-

sult. The enterprise of a few great men extended the

bounds of the empire. An extended empire naturally

led to an increased trade ; an increased trade stimulated

industry ; and a stimulated industry encouraged inven-

tions for facilitating production. Military success, too,

induced others to strive to succeed in other callings ; the

people, though they had neither power nor influence,

were free to turn their industry to its best accoimt ; and

while some persevered in one direction, others persevered

in others, contending in various ways for the rewards

which it was now for the first time seen that perseverance

would gain for them.

The persevering industry,which distinguished all classes

VOL. I. R
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CHAP, of Englishmen during the reign of George m., eminently—r-^—
• characterised the sovereign himself. George III. was the

^^eorge
j^Qst industrious and persevering king who ever governed

this country. It was his constant habit, throughout his

reign, to peruse and master every document submitted to

him by his ministers. He persevered in the contest with

America when all his advisers thought perseverance hope-

less. ' I win be very free with you,' he said to the first

American minister :
^ ' I was the last to consent to the

separation' of the United States from the British empire.

Yet George m., as a boy, was the most indolent among
princes. He is said to have met the remonstrances of his

tutor with the excuse that he was ' constitutionally idle.'

The constitutionally idle boy, vsdthin ten years, became

the hardest worker of all his countrymen.

Quahties, which are rightly accounted as virtues in

other men, are occasionally dangerous when they are

found in princes. Every parent would rejoice to have a

son whose parts were so excellent, whose judgment was

so clear, and whose industry was so vmflagging, as the

parts, the judgment, and industry of George III. Yet no

careful reader of history can doubt that these very qua-

lities in the king, on more than one occasion,- imperilled

the existence of the British monarchy. George III.'s

capacity for work naturally tempted him to transact a

great deal of business himself. It was inevitable that a

very industrious and very capable young man should seek

occasions for turning his industry and capacity to account.

In consequence, during the greater part of his reign,

George III. exercised a close supervision over affairs which

it would have been much better for him to have left to his

ministers to regulate. Had the supervision of the king

been confined to the details of administration, the re-

sults, however, would not have been disastrous. But

it was George III.'s misfortune to have been reared in

' Jesse, vol. ii. p. 617.
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a school where the notions of kingship were totally opposed chap.

to the principles of constitutional monarchy. ' Be a king
!

'
-

—

^—
was his mother's characteristic advice to him on her

deathbed ; and ' to be a king ' in the Continental sense of

the term was the great object of George III.'s ambition.

As a king, he dismissed the great Lord Chatham, and

threw off the dominion of the Whig aristocracy; as a

king, he selected the unfortunate and incompetent Bute

for a minister ; as king, he resisted the righteous revolt of

America ; as kir^, he refused to concede the just claims

of his Eoman Catholic subjects. Every act of his king-

ship proved disastrous to himself and unfortunate for his

country. His rupture with the Whig aristocrats exposed

him to the narrow-minded counsels of George Grenville

;

his policy towai'ds America led directly to the indepen-

dence of the United States ; his opposition to the Eoman
Catholic claims led to his one great success, but the suc-

cess was purchased at the cost of his reason.

The personal government which George III. attempted

made him, diu-ing the earlier part of his reign, the most

unpopular of sovereigns. The populace knew that he

had selected Bute as his minister, and they transferred

to the master the hatred with which they regarded the

servant. The populace knew that the king exercised a

direct influence in his councils, and they associated the in-

competence and follies of his advisers with their sovereign.

The letters of Junius, the arrest of Wilkes, the fearful

Gordon riots, the loss of America—these, and other inci-

dents, inflamed the passions of the people and irritated

the multitude with its ruler. For nearly a quarter of a

centiuy after his accession, George III. was unpopular with

his subjects. But, after twenty-four years of his reign had
been completed, one of the most remarkable reactions

of pubUc opinion recorded in history occiu-red in his

favour. Eodney's victories had thrown a halo of glory

over the conclusion of the American war. The rife of

E 2
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CHAP, the second Pitt to power had provided the king with a

--

—

r^—- minister at once trusted and capable. The conduct of the

heir-apparent had filled all reflecting persons with alarm

at the prospect of his succession, and had made them pray,

as they had never prayed before, for a continuance of the

present reign. At the very moment, too, when the glass

was beginning to rise, some wholly unforeseen circum-

stances influenced the political barometer. A wretched

woman, whom there is every reason to believe was insane,

made a furious but happily unsuccessful attempt on the

king's life ; and the king behaved with a courage and a

kindliness which revolutionised all who saw his conduct

or heard of it in his favour. A few years afterwards a still

graver misfortime afflicted the monarch. He lost, happily

on that occasion only for a time, his reasoning faculties,

and his ministers were compelled to make arrangements

for conducting the government without him. From that

moment the popularity of the monarch never waned. He
recovered, and found himself the most popular man in

England.

The generation, which cheered George III. during the

latter half of his reign, were probably as unreasoning in

their enthusiasm as their fathers who had hissed him in

the first half of it. George HI. never deserved unmixed

applause ; and he certainly never ought to have met with

unqualified censure. But the enthusiastic admirers of the

monarch had, at least, as much to say for themselves as

his indiscriminating judges. If the latter could point to

arbitrary acts occasionally committed, the former could

dwell on the admirable example which the king was set-

ting to the highest and lowest of his subjects. Marrying,

in all probabihty against his own inchnations, in defe-

rence to what he rightly concluded was the most fitting

arrangement for his subjects ; living the most virtuous

and domestic of lives ; maintaining in public the splen-

dour which was required of him, but preferring in private
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the simplest fare and the scantiest kixmies ; basing every chap.

action on reUgion, faithful to his wife, affectionate to his

—

^—

-

children, kindly towards his dependents, charitable to

the poor, George III. was a pattern to all his subjects.

' George II. 's bad morals,' wrote no lenient critic, ' bore

their fruit in George III.'s early years : as I beheve that

a knowledge of that good man's example, his moderation,

his frugal simplicity, and God-fearing hfe tended infi-

nitely to improve the morals of the coimtry and to purify

the whole nation.' ^

Such, briefly told, was the character of the monarch

who, at the time at which this history opens, was nomi-

nally king of England. For all intents and purposes,

however, George III. was already dead. Ever since the

autumn of 1810 he had been afflicted with infirmities

which would have moved the pity of the hardest heart.

His mind deranged, his sight gone, his hearing lost, he

wandered through the chambers of his stately palace,

with less influence than the meanest of his subjects. A
shght interval of returning consciousness enabled him to

learn and comprehend the stirring events which preceded

and occasioned Napoleon's fall in 1814. But the afflicted

monarch was never able to become acquainted with the

great events of the following year. The crowning victory,

with which his reign wiU always be associated, was . as

little to the sovereign as to the imborn babe.

There can be little doubt that, at the commencement Queen

of his reign, George III. had contemplated elevating a

subject to a share of his throne. Lady Sarah Lennox's

bright eyes and unusual beauty had captivated the sus-

ceptible heart of the young king. Political considerations

induced him to turn to another alliance, and to offer his

hand to one of the poorest of the princesses of Germany.

Charlotte Sophia, for fifty-seven years Queen of England,

the daughter of the Duke of Mecklenburgh Strelitz, had

' Thackeray's Fmir Oeorges.
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CHAP, so little anticipation of her future greatness that she is—r^—
- said to have once plaintively inquired, ' Who will take a

poor httle thing like me ?
' Yet the penniless daughter

of the Duke of Mecklenburgh Strelitz was admirably

suited for George III. She adored the husband who
had raised her to the first tin-one in Europe ; she shared

all his feelings and all his weaknesses. Dignified in

public, simple in private life, virtuous, religious even to a

fault, her conduct and her opinions accurately reflected

the conduct and opinions of her lord. No man and

woman ever passed happier or more correct fives than

George III. and Queen Charlotte. When George III.

was unpopular with all his subject?, the queen appre-

ciated him, and never doubted that he would ultimately

be known to the world as she herself knew him.

It is probable that the domestic happiness of the queen

decreased from the very period at which her husband

became more popular. The fearful afiiiction, with which

the king was visited in 1788, commended him to the pity

of all his subjects ; but his illness at the time, and the

constant apprehension of its return, must have been most

distressing to his wife. Nor could she have derived much
happiness from her large family. Her sons were the

source of almost endless anxiety to their parents. Shelley

wrote of them as

Princes, the dregs of their dull race, who flow

Through public scorn mud from a muddy spring.

It was hardly fair to call the Eegent mud ; it was grossly

unfair to compare the Eegent's parents to a muddy spring.

But Shelley's words show the utter contempt which was
felt for the sons of George III.

ThePrince Gcorge Augustus Frederick, the eldest of the family,
of wales.

J 1 T TT
was not a pleasmg character. He was a bad son, a bad
husband, a bad father, a bad subject, a bad monarch,
and a bad friend. Yet lie had external graces of person
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and manner whicli must have been singularly captivating,
^f^j^-

It has been recently stated that he gave himself the name •—r^—

-

of ' the first gentleman in Europe.' Unfortunately, the

language which he habitually used, the habits to which

he was constantly addicted, and the scenes which he fre-

quented, made the title appear like a sarcasm. Yet there

were occasions when he showed that he could thoroughly

deserve his self- imposed title. He knew how to captivate

genius like that of Scott, or piety like that of Wilberforce.

But the Eegent, in company with Scott and Wilberforce,

was in reaUty orAj acting a part, and proving himself, in

doing so, a consummate actor. On ordinary occasions he

placed no restraints either on his actions or on his tongue.

The first gentleman in Europe thought it an admirable

joke to make a duke as drunk as himself ; he saw nothing

indecorous in the use of language which was hardly fit for

his stable. At the age of twenty the prince fell despe-

rately in love with a beautiful widow, Mrs. Fitzherbert,

the ' sweet lass of Eichmond Hill.' His love for her was

one of the best traits in his character. There is no doubt

that he was secretly married to her ; yet he directed

Fox to contradict the report of his marriage in the House

of Commons ; and he had the assurance to pretend to

Mrs. Fitzherbert that he had never authorised Fox to make
the contradiction. The prince, who was guilty of this

double treachery to his friend and his wife, was not

twenty-four years old.^

Dissolute habits and habitual hypocrisy were not,

however, the only vices in the prince's character. He
was recklessly extravagant, and, in consequence, involved

in the most serious pecuniary embarrassments. When he

came of age the king settled on him 50,000Z. a year ; the

revenue of the Duchy of Cornwall, to which he suc-

ceeded, amounted to 12,000/. ; and Parhament provided

him with 30,000/. to start in life, and 30,000/. to pay ofl

• Jesse, Tol. iii. p. 865.
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CHAP, the debts which he had inctirred as a minor. A Prince

•—r-^—
- of Wales, with a clear iacome of 62,000Z. a year, ia those

days ought to have been affluent. Within a year the

prince admitted that he owed 160,000/. Two years

afterwards, when the king settled on him an additional

10,000/. a year, his extravagance had raised his debts to

193,000/ Four years afterwards his Eoyal Highness

told Lord Malmesbury that his debts amounted to

370,000/. ; while at the time of his marriage, or in 1794,

when the prince was barely thirty-two, Parhament actually

voted 650,000/. to extinguish them.^ ' If he had been a

manufactm-ing town, or a populous rural district,-he would

not have cost more.' ^

The prince, by his reckless and inexcusable conduct,

had placed himself completely at the mercy of his father.

His father, who had long desired his eldest son's marriage,

knew that Parliament could be persuaded to make his

forming some suitable alliance the condition of discharg-

ing his debts. To the prince himself the idea of mar-

riage was far from palatable. He was, in the sight of

God, the husband of Mrs. Fitzherbert ; his affections were,

for the moment, fixed on Lady Jersey ; and a score of

other beauties were more or less associated with his

name. If he could have escaped from his embarrassments

by any other method, it is certain that he would have

carefully avoided matrimony. But his debts were so

large that he had no alternative but submission. He
consented to marry : and the choice of his father fell on

his cousin. Princess Caroline of Brunswick.

The Prill- Princess Caroline of Brunswick, who thus became the

Wale's! ^vifs of t^e first gentleman of Europe, was the daughter

of the reigning Duke of Brunswick and of Augusta, the

eldest sister of George III. The Princess Caroline, who
at the time of her marriage was in the twenty-seventh

' Jesse, vol. iii. pp. 17, 18, 149, 211.
' Thackeray's Fcmr Georges, p. 175.
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year of her age, had, in the eyes of a partial courtier, a chap.

' pretty face, not expressive of softness ; her figirre not —r-^—
graceful ; fine eyes, good hand, tolerable teeth, but going

;

fair hair and hght eyebrows ; good bust ; short, with what

the French call les epaules impertinentes.' ^ The Duke of

Clarence had seen the young lady, had admired her, and

had given a favoiurable report of her person to the Prince

of Wales. The first gentleman of Europe had, perhaps,

higher notions of female beauty than his rough sailor

brother ; he certainly had higher notions of cleanliness.

It was in vain that Lord Malmesbury had risked Her
Eoyal Highness's displeasm-e by suggesting that she

shoidd pay a little more attention to her person. The

Princess took his advice good-humouredly, but never

followed it. Her neglect disgusted her husband on her

first introduction to him. He called for a glass of brandy.

The princess herself declared that he was diaink on her

Avedding-day.^ Nine months afterwards Her Eoyal High-

ness presented her husband with their only child. Before

that period had elapsed differences, which proved irrecon-

cileable, had separated the Prince of Wales from his wife

for ever.

The Prince of Wales, on his separation from the

princess, returned to the irregular attachments of his

former years, the follies and vices which were apparently

inseparable from his nature. The imhappy princess re-

tired to a villa at Charlton. Separated from her husband,

removed from the influence of the court, neglected by
the aristocracy, she was driven to form acquaintances in

the neighbourhood with persons of rank unequal to her

own. Her manner, imfortimately, in the opinions of her

best friends, was characterised by a careless levity. ' Ah,

false and faint-hearted troubadoiu-
!

' she said, for instance,

to Sir Walter Scott, who hesitated for a moment in fol-

' M.ilmesbQiy, vol. iii. pp. 178, 179.
' Diary Life anil Times of George IV., vol. i, p. 38.
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CHAP, lowing her into a conservatory, ' you will not trust yom*-

•—r-^— self with me for fear of your neck.' ^ If she could so

far forget the dignity of her position as to joke in such a

manner with a casual visitor, no surprise can be felt at

the calumnious reports which were whispered about her.

A similar remark, made to a less virtuous and less scru-

pulous person, might have involved her in serious embar-

rassment.

For many years, however, after the separation of the

prince from the princess no real impropriety was proved

against her. Her husband was sedulously engaged in

collecting evidence against her conduct ; the Whig
ministry of 1806 consented to appoint a secret tribunal

to inquire into it ; and a formal and one-sided investiga-

tion actually took place. But, though her accusers were

in some sort her judges, the main accusation against her

was not made out. The boy whom she had adopted into

her household—little WUlikin. as he was famiharly called

—was proved to be the son of a certain Sophia Austin

;

' the evidence of all the servants, as to the general conduct

of the princess, was very favourable to Her Eoyal High-

ness ;' ^ and the accusation of improper conduct, in short,

broke down. The commissioners, indeed, who conducted

the investigation were not able to stop at this point. The

same levity, which had shocked Sir Walter Scott, seemed

to them to require some mark of their disapprobation.

But the main charge, which had been brought against

the princess, was so grave that the reflection of her judges

on her conduct looked very much like a complete acquit-

tal. Though the inquiry had been secret, the facts trans-

pired ; and the princess was surrounded with a halo which

she did not deserve. 'She is an enchanting princess,'

wrote Scott, ' who dwells in an enchanting palace.' ^ The
ignorant multitude might be excused for their enthusiasm,

1 Lockhart'a Scott, p. 140. and Romilly was counsel for the
* So wrote Romilly, vol.ii, p. 144; prince. ' Lockhart, p. 140.
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when even Scott's head was turned by the princess's chap.

courteous levity.

—

A—

-

The fact that the levity of her conduct had made it

possible for her husband to insist on its investigation

would have warned most women to have adopted a more

prudent course in future. The princess, however, never

altered either her habits or her manner.^ Her levity was

certainly as marked as it had ever been. Her chief

favourite was a singing master, whom her ladies nick-

named Chanticleer. Nicknames, however, were not re-

served for favourites. In the slang of the princess's

court the princess herself was always Mrs. Thompson ; the

Eegent, Mr. Thompson ; Princess Charlotte, Master Thomp-

son. These nicknames show, at any rate, the utter dis-

regard of form and ceremony which the princess displayed.

Her levity, however, was for the moment of less conse-

quence. In 1814 she had withdrawn from England, and

soon afterwards she took a beautiful villa on the Lake of

Como. The tourists who annually visit the Italian lakes

turn with interest from the enchanting scenery to the

villa where the injured and neglected wife of a worthless

British king passed a portion of her existence. Few, per-

haps, of the many thousands of Enghshmen Avho annually

gaze on the Villa d'Este are competent to express an

opinion on the justice of the charges which were pre-

ferred, half a century ago, against its illustrious mistress.

But every one of them has a more or less perfect acquain-

tance with the irregularities which disgraced the life of

' Her conduct was again indi- ' 1 be fifty year and more in this

I'eotly investigated in 1813 by the country, and well respected ; hut now
Privy Ooimcil. The prince, in 1814, I he shspit upon.' (Brougham, vol. ii.

did his utmost to keep the great p. 215.) One of the mob—so runs

sovereigns, who visited Europe after a more amusing story— put his

the peace, from paying any attention head into the Regent's carriage and
to the princess. He prevailed on his said, ' Where's your wife ? Where's
mother with this view not to re- your wife ?

' The Prince Eegent is

ceive her at court. Queen Charlotte, reported to have turned to the Em-
in consequence, became very un- peror of Russia, who was with him,

popular with the populace, and was and to have said, ' Emperor, that is

hissed. ' My lords,' she complained, for you.'
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CHAP.
III.

Princess

Charlotte.

George IV. : and, with, true British logic, contend that

the queen was innocent, not from any sense or knowledge

of her innocence, but because they think that the faults

of the husband should condone the errors of the wife

;

because they know that Caroline was notoriously less

guilty than George.

If the quarrels of the Eegent and the princess had

simply concerned themselves, their existence would have

been sufficiently unfortunate. Unhappily, however, the

guilt of the parents reacted on their offspring, and their

differences marred the early days of their only daughter.

Weep, daughter of a royal line,

A sire's disgrace, a realm's decay.

Ah ! tappy if eacli tear of tliine

Could vasli a father's fault away !

Weep—for thy tears are virtue's tears,

Auspicious to these suffering isles

—

And be each drop in future years

Repaid thee by thy people's smiles.'

The Princess Charlotte, the subject of these touching

verses, was, at this period, adored by the nation ; and the

judgment of the nation seems to have been well deserved.

Without any very great natural beauty, witli white eye-

brows and eyelashes, with a complexion disfigured by

marks of small-pox, and with a figure already large and

tending to the corpulency which she inherited from both

her parents, the princess's winning manner and bright

expression made her peculiarly attractive. For all intents

and purposes she had never known what it is to have a

father. Her father's jealousy had allowed her only occa-

sionally to visit her mother. Her grandmother, with all

' It is said that these verses were
suggested hy the circumstances con-

nected with the princess's first visit

to the Opera. She had dined at

Carlton House. Her father had
taken more wine than was good for

him, and had indulged in language

which had shocked his daughter.

The princess rose to make her first

appearance at the Opera, hut rose in

tears, expressing herself strongly on
the distress she had felt in hearing
her father's language.

—

Memoirs of
the Regency, vol. i. p. 250; cf
Ward, vol. i. p. 432.
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her excellent qualities, was frigid, distant, and incapable chap.

of appreciating the disposition of her impulsive grand- —r^-^

daughter ; and the few persons who were allowed to be

on intimate terms with her were uneasy at her head-

strong and wilful nature.'^ In accordance with her

father's orders, her life was so secluded that the public in

general knew nothing of her merits or of her faults. She

was fifteen years of age before she was allowed to go to

the Opera. She was sixteen before she was introduced to

the quietest society. She had grown from a girl into a

woman before she had emerged from the dull privacy of

her retired life. Constantly entreating her father to allow

her the ordinary suite which befitted her position ; praying

that a lady of the bedchamber might be substituted for a

governess ; and that an establishment might be granted to

her, the princess was, at last, allowed to ' come out in a

limited way.' A limited concession of this character was

absolutely indispensable ; for the prince was seriously con-

templating his daughter's marriage. The husband whom
he selected for her was in every sense but one unobjec-

tionable, The Prince of Orange had had an Enghsh

education ; he had served in the English army ; he was con-

siderate, courteous, ' unexceptionable.' ^ But, on the other

hand, the recent reverses which Napoleon had sustained

had restored the prince's father to the throne of Holland.

The heir-apparent to a Continental dominion could hardly

do otherwise than pass a considerable portion of his time

in his future kingdom ; and the Princess Charlotte, as his

wife, would necessarily have to live with her husband.

It seems certain that the consciousness of this necessity

had, in a great measure, recommended the match to the

Prince Eegent. The unnatiu-al father was jealous of the

popularity which surroimded his own daughter,* and

' Lady Rose Weigall'a Memoir of ' There were good grounds for the

Princess Charlotte, pp. 67, 75. jealousy which the Regent felt.

' Princess Charlotte's own word. ' The Regent,' wrote Romilly, on

Ibid. p. 99. Novemlwr 30, 1812, ' went to the
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CHAP, desired her removal to another sphere. But the daughter

—

r-—- had inherited the obstinacy of both her parents, and saw

that her interest lay in her residence in England. The
Eegent sent his brother and his ministers to explain to her

that she was technically only heir-presumptive, and not

heir-apparent to the throne ; and that there could be no

objection to the residence of an heir-presumptive abroad.

The expression did not, probably, reconcile the princess

to the suggested arrangement. She knew that she was

her father's daughter ; and that, unless her father had

a son, she was his heir. But the contingency of the

Eegent's ever having a son was very remote. He was

already an old man in years. His dissipated life had

weakened an originally strong constitution ; and his wife,

some years younger than himself, was alive and well.

The princess had a right to consider herself her father's

heir, and was firm. The Eegent lost his temper, and

made his cause worse by losing it. The Prince of Orange

committed the blunder of siding -with his would-be future

father-in-law ; and the princess retaliated by breaking off

the marriage. The Eegent was furious. He dismissed

his daughter's household ; and the princess rushed into

the street, hailed a hackney carriage, and drove to her

mother's house in Connaught Place. She was with diffi-

culty persuaded by her father's ministers to return to his

roof

The conduct of the princess had made her marriage

with the Prince of Orange absolutely impossible. If,

indeed, she had had any real affection for his person, the

question of residence would not probably have proved an

insurmountable difficulty. She would have gladly followed

House of Lords and opened the lotte, who was present as a spectator
session. In his way to the House of the ceremony, was recognised hy
and hack again he was received the people on her return, and was
with a dead and most humiliating greeted with loud and repeated
silence: no marks of disapprohatlon, huzzas.' Romilly, vol. iii. p. 73,
hut no applause. The Princess Ohar-
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a husband of her choice to another land, and have forgot- chap.
. . III.

ten the distant interests of her future subjects in the imme- — -r-^
—

-

diate promptings of her own heart. It was fortunate for

this country that her mere tolerance of the Prince of

Orange enabled her to form a calm and impartial deci-

sion on the matter. It would have been a serious misfor-

tune if the heir presumptive to the throne had resided

permanently abroad, or if the fortunes of England had

been intimately associated with those of a second-rate

Continental kingdom. A second Hanover would have

formed a second cause of weakness, expense, and anxiety

to the country. But the rupture of the princess's engage-

ment was, in another sense, unfortunate. The dynasty of

the House of Hanover had been seated for a centiuy on

the throne of England. But the descendants of George I.

seemed likely to die out. Old men, who had remembered

the doubts and difficulties of a disputed succession at

the commencement of the reign, had seen the happiest

promise for the future in George HI.'s large family. But,<—

-

towards the close of his long reign, it seemed possible

that George III.'s fourteen children might leave only one

legitimate descendant behind them. His eldest son had

a single daughter ; and, as a married man hving apart

from his wife, had not the shghtest prospect of other

children. His second son, the Duke of York, had been

married, in 1791, to the Princess Eoyal of Prussia, but

the marriage had not been blessed with any issue. His

third son, the Duke of Clarence, had some natural child-

ren, but he was unmarried.^ His fourth son, the Duke

' lie had, ' however, frequently for Misa Elphinstone, who in the

meditated matrimony. ' Before he most decided and peremptory terms

went to Ramagate,' in 1811, he rejected him.' In 1818 he proposed

wrote to Lady L to to MissW——,
' a fine, vulgar miss,'

propose, who wrote him a very who accepted him. He was per-

proper letter in answer, declining the suaded, however, to abandon the

lionour in the most decided terms. match in a week, and to propose to

. . . Upon finding she had accepted the future Queen Adelaide. Memoirs
Pole (who, by-the-by, is solely in- of the Megenci/, vol. i. p. 146 ; vol.

debted to him for this acceptance) ii. pp. 231, 2.Sli.

he wi'ote to Lord Keith to propose
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CHAP, of Kent, was also a bachelor. His fifth son, the Duke of
III . ^ . .

>

—

r^—• Cumberland, had, about the period at which this history

commences, married a woman who had already buried

one husband and who had been divorced from another.

The duke's marriage was not regarded with favour by the

country, and his wife's age made it unlikely that she

would have many children. George III.'s sixth son, the

Duke of Sussex, had infringed the Eoyal Marriage Act by

marrying, first at Eome, and afterwards in London, Lady

Augusta Murray ; and his seventh son, the Duke of Cam-

bridge, was still unmarried. At the close of the great

war, moreover, only one of George LH.'s six daughters

was married ; and his single married daughter had no

children. The only prospect, therefore, of the crown

being eventually worn by a descendant of George m.
apparently consisted in the marriage of the Princess

Charlotte, or in the possible issue of the Duke of Cumber-

land. The Duke of Cumberland, however, was the least

popular of the seven sons of George III. ; and unhappily

there was a good deal in the duke's character and life

which fully accounted for his unpopularity. Those people

who knew the duke best were the most anxious for

Princess Charlotte's marriage, because they were the.

most desirous of preventing the Duke of Cumberland's

succession to the throne. They were, of course, unable

to foresee the fortunate events which ultimately prevented

this contingency, and which provided England with a

queen, reared imder happier circumstances than those

which had surrounded the childhood of Princess Char-

lotte, and which averted the othervsdse inevitable suc-

cession of the Duke of Cumberland to the throne.

Happily in 1815 five lives still stood between the

duke and the throne. The duke was only the fifth son of

George HI. In the event of the death both of the Prince

of Wales and of his only daughter, the succession would in

the first instance have devolved on the Duke of York. The
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Duke of York was the favourite son of Gfeorse III. His chap.
TTT

father had sent him, when he was a boy, to be educated .

—

^ •

in Prussia, and had wept bitterly at this parting from
'^f'^y^k^*

him. The palace, seven years afterwards, was ' in one

universal rapture ' at the duke's return from abroad.^

The duke seems at this time to have fully deserved the

admiring affection of the king and his family. ' A warm-
hearted, manly, unaffected, and unsophisticated youth,

his affections had not as yet been deadened by a daUy

intercourse with» the profligate and the selfish.' In only

n year the warm-hearted, manly, unaffected youth had

degenerated into ' a stupid sot,' drinking and playing

night after night at Brookes', ridiculing his father, who,

for the first time, had been stricken with mental malady ;

and drowning his regret at the king's recovery in wine

and dissipation.''^ Badly as the son behaved to his father,

the father never lost his affection for the son. When the

Eevolutionary war broke out, the king's influence obtained

the command of the British army in the Netherlands for

the Duke of York. When the retreat of the army neces-

sitated a change in the command, the king was bitterly

hurt at the duke's recall. Within three weeks of it the

duke was advanced to the command-in-chief of the army

;

and, with a short interval, he filled that high situation

during the remainder of his life. With no qualifications

for the command of an army in the field, it was univer-

sally admitted that the duke made an admirable Com-
mander-in-Chief

The occasion, however, which had compelled the

duke to retire from the command of the army for an

interval, had drawn public attention to the dissipation

amidst which George III.'s sons were passing their lives.

Colonel Wardle, a member of Parhament, had formed an

intimate acquaintance with the notorious Mrs. Mary Ann

• Madame D'Arblay, quoted in Jesse, vol. iii. p. 19,
'' Jesse, vol. iii. pp. 80-105.

VOL. I. S
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CHAP. Clarke. This lady, tlie wife of a common biulder, had

—

r^— succeeded by her beauty and her wit in winning the

affections of the Duke of York. She exercised an almost

unbounded influence over him, and ventured even to

approach him with petitions for the professional advance-

ment of friends of her own. The duke's readiness to

comply with her wishes seems to have suggested to her

the possibility of deriving a considerable peciuiiary ad-

vantage from her connection with the Commander-in-

Chief. She allowed a belief gradually to spread abroad

that the best hope of advancement at the Horse Guards

lay in conciliating the Duke of York's mistress. Officers

of position paid her large sums of money for the sake of

securing her interest ; and when they succeeded she took

care to assure them that their success was entirely due to

her intercessions. There does not seem now to be any

reason for believing that the duke himself was in the

least aware of the traffic in which his mistress was en-

gaged, or of the use which she was making of his name.

But, on the other hand, it is certain that he had the indis-

cretion to Usten to her recommendations on professional

subjects. While the duke and Mrs. Clarke continued on

terms of intimacy nothing was publicly known of the

matter. In the course of 1807, however, the duke sepa-

rated from Mrs. Clarke, settling on her a pension which

he made dependent on her good behaviour. Mrs. Clarke

did not probably consider it inconsistent with her good

behaviour to form a new connection of the same character

as that which she had had with the duke. The duke,

with incredible meanness, thereupon withdrew his pen-

sion. Mrs. Clarke's indignation at this mean conduct

induced her to reveal the particulars of the traffic in

which she had been engaged to Colonel Wardle, her

latest favoiuite. Colonel Wardle moved for an inquiry

into the matter in the House of Commons. The duke fool-

ishly demanded, and the ministry of the day foolishly com-
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plied with his demand, that the inquiry should be public, chap.

In consequence all the details of the private life of the ._ ,
' _.

king's second son were pubhcly revealed ; and the revela-

tion was much more damaging from the circiunstance

that it was made by a very clever and very fascinating

woman, with whom he had once hved, and whom he had

afterwards discarded. Though the House declined to

declare that the duke was cognisant of the corrupt prac-

tices of his mistress, he only escaped censure by volim-

tarily resigning bis appointment. Two years afterwards

the duke was reappointed to his high mihtary command,

and in that capacity undoubtedly rendered admirable

service to his country. But the disclosures of 1809 still

remained indelibly associated with his name. Many per-

sons doubted whether their existence should not have

placed an insuperable bar upon his reappointment.

The duke's connection with Mrs. Clarke was the more
discreditable from the circiunstance that he was a mar-

ried man. His married life was pecuhar ; but it was

not unhappy. The Duchess of York—a Princess Eoyal

of Prussia—was a strange, good-natured woman ; and she

seems to have regarded her husb.ind's amours with com-
parative indifference. The duke's establishment at Oat-

lands was the most uncomfortable in the world. The
stable was full of horses, but there was never one to ride

on ; the house was full of servants, yet the guests were

never attended to. The duchess amused herself in the

daytime with her monkeys, and at night by playing cards.

Creditors, never paid, were clamouring for their dues.'

When the statue to the duke was erected in Waterloo

Place, it was humorously suggested that the lightning

conductor on the top of it was a file for impaid bills.

It can hardly be necessary to pursue any further the

unsavoury details of the lives which George HI.'s family

were leading. An eldest son, separated from his wife,

' Greville, Me,moirs, vol. i. pp. 4-7.

8 2
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CHAP, and devoted, in tte recesses of his palace, to the most—r-!—. vicious pleasures ;
^ a second son, overwhelmed with debt,

and made the subject of the most damaging reflections

;

a third son, with a large illegitimate family dependent on

him. The poor stricken father might have used to his

children the touching words of Eh :
' Why do ye such

things, for I hear of your evil doings by all this people.

Nay, my sons ; for it is no good report that I hear.'

The country regarded the princes' conduct vdth dis-

favour for another reason. Peers by creation, they were

legislators ; and their voice was constantly raised on

the side of oppression. When WUberforce, in 1806,

succeeded in carrying his bUl for the suppression of

the slave-trade through the House of Lords, forty-three

peers supported and eighteen opposed the third reading.

' Of this eighteen, one-third were the king's sons : the

Dukes of York, Clarence, Cumberland, Kent, Sussex, and

Cambridge, having all voted against it.'
'^

Tbs Precedence in a constitutional monarchy is necessarily

family. given to the king and his family ; but neither the long

pedigree of the House of Hanover nor the rules of Court

could gain respect or popularity for the Eegent and

his brothers. Foremost in rank, they occupied the first

place in no one's thoiights. The very courtiers despised

the princes, to whom they paid the customary marks

of deference. In 1816 there was one name which

held the first place in the heart of every Enghshman
;

the greatness of one hero had dimmed the reputation of

all the others. Arthur, Duke of Wellington, was the

third son of the first Earl of Mornington by Ann, a

daughter of Lord Dungannon. His father. Lord Morn-
ington, was lineally descended from a certain Walter

Cowley, who settled in L-eland in the sixteenth centiuy.

The Cowley family is said to have once possessed the

1 The sentimenta of Brougham ; see Romilly, vol. iii. p. 236.
» Romilly, vol. ii. p. 140,
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estate of Wellington, which the duke subsequently chap.

purchased, and from which he took his title. The heiress . _
™'

of the Cowleys, long afterwards, married one Garret

Wesley, a gentleman of Meath ; but, like the Cowleys,

Enghsh by descent. The issue of this marriage died out

in 1728 ; and the last survivor, another Garret Wesley,

left his estates and his name to his cousin, Eichard Cow-

ley. Eichard Cowley Wesley, after sitting in the Irish

House of Commons, was raised to the Irish peerage by

the title of Lord Mornington. His eldest son was subse-

quently advanced to a still higher dignity and made Earl

of Mornington. The first Earl of Mornington had five

sons ;
^ and four out of the five obtained peerages for their

distinguished services. The eldest son became Marquis

Wellesley ; the second. Lord Maryborough ; the third,

Duke of WelHngton ; the fifth. Lord Cowley. No family

ever received so many honours in so short a time as were

bestowed on the sons of the first Earl of Mornington.

Eichard, Viscount Wellesley, Lord Moruington's eld- Lord

est son, was thought, as a boy, to monopolise the abihty
"'^^"'^^'"'y-

of the family. In an age distinguished for the ele-

gance of its scholarship he was known as one of the

most elegant scholars ; and Eton and Oxford looked for-

ward to his career, and fondly expected him to throw

fresh lustre on the places of his education. Nor did

Lord Wellesley deceive the promise of his youth. Made
Governor-General of India in the thirty-eighth year of his

age, he rivalled the achievements of his most brilliant pre-

decessors, and in seven years doubled the revenue and

more than doubled the dominion of the old East India

Company. Lord Wellesley, indeed, if one of the most

successful was one of the most autocratic of Governors-

General. He was an absolute monarch, and acted inde-

pendently both of the king and of the company. ' The

most siu-prising circumstance,' wrote one of his contempo-

' He liad six sons, but one died in infancy.
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CHAP, raries, ' attending Lord Wellesley's wars, victories, con-

._^, '_. quests, and treaties was this, that neither the king's go-

vernment nor the company received any direct accoimts

of them from him till more than a year after they had

taken place : all intermediate intelligence coming by indi-

rect channels. Of his war with the Mahrattas he sent no

accotmt till after (as it appeared) the whole was ter-

minated.' ^ On his return to England Lord Wellesley

hardly maintained the reputation which he had won for

himself as Governor-General of Lidia. His disposition

and his training unfitted him to shine in English poli

tics ; and he had no patience for the compromises to

which all English politicians must submit. Born to com-

mand, he could not bring himself to obey. He could not

act patiently as the subordinate of any minister ; and

those who would have welcomed him as a colleague

would not tolerate him as a chief. Three years and a

half before this history commences Lord Wellesley had

withdrawn himself from the ministry. In 1816 he exer-

cised only a slight influence on the government. His

talents might have made him its most distinguished

member.
The Bute In the uumerous' wars which he had successfullv pro-

lington. secuted in India, Lord Wellesley had foimd in his brother

Arthur his ablest lieutenant. The great general had not

given as a boy much promise of his future greatness.

The place of his birth was doubtful ; the date of it was

doubtful. His mother thought ' the slender, blue-eyed,

hawknosed, and rather sheepfaced boy hopelessly defi-

cient in mental ability ; and, after a short residence at

Eton, Lady Mornington despatched him to the military

college at Angers, that he might be fitted " to become
food for powder." '

^ Wellesley obtained his first commis-

sion—an ensigncy in the 73rd—in 1787. His promotion

was rapid. In less than a year he became a heutenant in

' Colchester, vol. ii. p. 20. 2 Encyclo. Sritan,
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the 76th ; in 1791 he obtained his company in the 58th ; chap.

in 1792 his majority in the 33rd; and, with his brother's —r^—

assistance, he purchased his lieutenant-colonelcy in the

same regiment in September 1793.

The first service, on which Wellesley was engaged,

very nearly drove the young officer from his profession.

He was sent to join the Duke of York's army in the Ne-

therlands. The duke had neither the experience nor the

ability which would have fitted him to command an army

in the field ; many of his inferior officers were incompe-

tent ; the troops,were grumbling and retreating ; and the

game was up before Wellesley had a share in it. The
33rd was ordered to cover the retreat ; and Wellesley

acquired credit, both for himself and his men, by the

skill with which these orders were carried out. But the

mismanagement of the campaign disgusted him with the

service, and, on his return home, he applied for civU em-

ployment. An officer who had had interest to obtain the

lieutenant-colonelcy of the regiment six years after the

date of his first commission, might have naturally imagined

that he might easily have obtained some profitable post.

Fortunately for himself and his country, Wellesley was

refused. The minister, in refusing him, unconsciously

afiected the whole history of the world. Wellesley, after

his failure to obtain the civil employment which he had

desired, threw himself heartily into his profession. The

33rd was ordered to India ; and thither its young com-

mander, who was prostrated with disease when it sailed,

followed it. He arrived at Calcutta at a critical period

in the history of our Indian Empire. Tippoo Sahib had

heard reports of the brilUant successes which the French

Eepubhcans had achieved ; and perhaps naturally had con-

cluded that an alliance with France afforded him the best

prospect of escaping from his engagements with the Bri-

tish. The Governor-General desired Lord Harris to anti-

cipate Tippoo by moving on Seringapatam ; and Colonel
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CHAP. Wellesley was directed to lead one of the columns of

'

—

^—' attack. It was on this service that he sustained the only

serious repulse which he ever experienced. But the re-

pulse did not retard his future promotion. His elder

brother, Lord Wellesley, became Governor-General ; and,

with a partiality which was criticised at the time, selected

Colonel Wellesley, after the fall of Seringapatam, for

the command of the town. Lord Wellesley's partiality

was amply justified by the event. A new Mahratta war

broke out ; and Wellesley, with a small force of Euro-

peans, totally defeated a vast horde of Indians at Assaye.

Olive, at Plassy, had not triumphed against greater odds.

Since Plassy, India had seen no such decisive victory.

Wellesley had gone to India in a fortimate hour for

his reputation. His retm-n to England in 1805 was

equally opportune. England was engaged in the severest

struggle which she had ever encoimtered ; and she had no

general and no army. The Tory government of the Duke
of Portland came into power ; and Wellesley joined the

ministry as Chief Secretary for Ireland. He had, at this

time, however, no intention of exchanging his profession

for civil employment. In 1807 he left his office to com-

mand a division in Lord Cathcart's army, at the bombard-

ment of Copenhagen. In 1 808 he again crossed the seas

to win a striking victory at Vimiera : to find himself su-

perseded by Burrard and Dalrymple, and compelled to

become a party to the humiliating Convention of Cintra.

In 1809 he embarked on the great campaign which has

made his name immortal. The cause of the Spanish Pen-

insula was at that time almost hopeless. The French, in

enormous strength, occupied neaiiy the whole of Spain.

Only a small British army was stationed on the shores

of Portugal ; and Soult was preparing, with an appa-

rently irresistible force, in an almost impregnable posi-

tion behind the Douro, to subjugate the corner of the

Peninsula Avhich was still unsubdued. Wellington, sud-
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denly crossing the Douro in Soult's face, compelled chap.

him to abandon his impregnable position. Marching ^.^_^
boldly towards Madrid, he proved his own capacity and

the mettle of his soldiers, by defeating Joseph Buona-

parte and 50,000 men at Talavera ; and then leisurely

retiring into Portugal, carried out the vast plans which

ultimately freed the whole of the Peninsula from the

invader, and contributed to the destruction of the French

empire.

The problem which WelUngton had before him was,

with the comparatively small force at his disposal, to drive

a much more numerous enemy from a country which it

had already conquered. He solved it by forming a vast

entrenched camp in the immediate neighbourhood of Lis-

bon, to which his army could always retire, and in which

it could be absolutely secure. In such a camp he was

in the immediate neighbourhood of the sea ; and his army

could be supphed with the maximum of certainty and at

the minimum of expense.^ The secrecy and despatch

with which the hnes of Torres Vedras were formed were

as remarkable as the judgment which had suggested their

construction. Massena, when he fought the useless battle

of Busaco, or when he turned, after his defeat, the position

' Wellington realised at Torres whole, fair rendering of the passage

Vedras the great truth on which the in the original roicrSf SKXtj yrj ea-ri

Spartan, Archidamus, and the Athe- iroXX^ rjs apxov(n, Koi ex BaXda-crris <ov

man, Pericles, had both insisted at the Siovrai errd^ovrai, k.t.X. Pericles

commencement of the Peloponnesiau cheered the drooping spirits of the

war, and which received its most Athenians in almost the same words:

important demonstration in the oi fiev yap oix e^ovmv aXXrjv di/riXa-

Orimea. ' We are superior, it is fielu djiaxcl, yip-'i-v &e ea-ri yrj woKkri koI

said '—so spake Archidamus— ' in the iv vrjcrois koI kut' rjwci.pov p.fya yap

force of infantry of our confederacy, ro ttjs doKanra^s updros. (Thucyd.,

and we wiU ravage their country. Liber i. c. 81 and 143.) ' For they

But they have large possessions far have no other country whence to

beyond the reach of your infantry, obtain supplies ; while we have our

and a fleet that will come and go choice among islands and continents,

with the produce, undisturbed by The command of the sea is, indeed, a

any force that you can oppose to it; most important possession.' (Mitford,

whUe your irresistible infantry will vol. iii. p. 73.) But Mitford's words
stand amid the devastation itself has give a very imperfect idea of the

made.' (Mitford's Greece, vol. iii. p. eloquence and strength of the p-iya

68.) JMitford's is a free but, on the yap to ttjs daXda-a-rjs x^dros.
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CHAP, which he should never have assailed, imagined that Wel-

,

•
- lington was being driven into the sea. No historian has

ever disclosed the feeUngs with which the French general

first siurveyed the heights of Torres Vedras before him.

One condition of the contest became, at once, clear to any

competent observer : the English, from thenceforward,

conld not be driven from Portugal. It was still to be

seen whether they could drive the French from Spain.

It would be impossible in this volume to trace the

strategy by which Wellington accompHshed this object

in the foiu- succeeding years. The names of Fuentes

D'Onore and Albuera ; of Ciudad Eodrigo and Badajos ;

of Salamanca and Vittoria ; of the Bidassoa, the Pyre-

nees, and Bayonne, wiU be associated with the abihty

of the British general and the prowess of the British

jirmy for all time. In 1809 Sir Arthur Wellesley had

entered the Peninsula, a young British officer, with an

Indian reputation. In 1814 he received the thanks of

Parliament as Baron, Viscount, Earl, Marquis, Duke. No
other British subject, to quote Lord Eldon's involved lan-

guage, ' had ever risen from one dignity to another until

he had attained every dignity, each conferred by distinct

grants, made upon different occasions, for different services,

and all those services rendered to the country before he

could return to it to take his seat [in the House of Lords]

after the grant of the dignities.' ^ No general since the

reign of Anne had risen so rapidly ; because, since the

days of Marlborough, no British general had shown such

capacity or achieved such distinction.

Had the war finally closed with the stirring events of

1814, had Napoleon's banishment to Elba terminated the

struggle, Wellington would have won the lasting gratitude

of his fellow-countrymen, but his reputation would hardly

have stood so high as it does now. He had met and de-

feated aU Napoleon's favourite lieutenants, Massena, Soult,

' Twiss's Eldon, vol. ii. p. 252.
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Junot, Victor ; but he had never yet been matched with chap.

Napoleon himself. The event, hovpever, proved that the •—r^—

-

British general's sword was not to be finally sheathed

iintil it had encountered the sharp onslaught of the

French emperor. Napoleon escaped from Elba. The
mere knowledge of his escape drove the Bourbons from

the soil of France, and scattered the representatives of the

AlUed Powers, busily quarrelling over their conquests at

Vienna. In their distress they all tiu-ned to WeUington

for aid, and Wellington placed himself at the head of

the British and Prussian armies in Belgium. The first

shock of the war fell on the country to which he had

thus repaired. With marvellous expedition, and with im-

rivalled skill, Napoleon threw the whole weight of the

force which he had hastily collected across his northern

frontier. Driving the Prussians fi'om a badly chosen po-

sition at Ligny, and compelling the English, in conse-

quence of the defeat of their allies, to withdraw from

Quatre Bras, Napoleon, on the 18th of June, stood face to

face with Wellington at Waterloo. The English general

was, at last, matched on about equal terms with the

greatest soldier of modern Em-ope.

The desperate battle which was the immediate result

of the conflict will always be memorable in the pages of

history. It settled the map of Europe for half a centmy

;

and it gave Europe the longest period of peace which she

had ever known. Yet, as a mere example of tactical skill,

it deserves only slight attention. Napoleon made the mis-

take of imagining that he could overawe British soldiers,

as he had defeated other armies, by throwing masses of

troops upon them. His expectations were disappointed.

The British army stood firm. SuiFering fearful losses,

exposed to a frightful fire, constantly attacked, never

allowed to advance, the troops displayed the excellence

of their discipline and the confidence which they reposed

in their chief. They had foiled their adversaries' attack
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CHAP, before tlie Prussians' arrival on the field. Blucher and
•

—

A—- Ms troops turned a defeat into a rout. Napoleon galloped

try.

from the field on which he had lost an empire. The
French army, defeated and disorganised, was scattered in

every direction. The English and Prussians entered Paris

as conquerors ; and Wellington, as a crown to aU his

triumphs, had won the most decisive of his victories over

the greatest of modern soldiers.

The Minis- The successes which the Duke of Wellington had

achieved had had a happy influence on the fortunes of

the ministry by whom he was employed. But, at the

period at which this history commences, the duke was

still absent from this country. He had been appointed

to the command of the army of occupation, and soldiers

of all the great Continental powers were under his orders.

He was only relieved from the duty in 1817. On his re-

turn to England a vacancy was at once made for him in

the Government, and he entered the ministry and the

cabinet as Master-General of the Ordnance. The ministry

imdoubtedly gained from his accession to their councils.

They had little to lean upon except their appreciation of

his merits and their support of the war. Men still looked

back Avith regret to the days in which Pitt had ruled his

cabinet with a firm hand. Up to 1801 Pitt had been

the strongest of modern ministers. The recollection of

his earher acts, of his leanings towards free trade, and of

his alliance with the Eeformers, had not been wholly ob-

scured by the harsh measures of repression into which he

had been driven by the excesses of the revolutionary

party. The uniform failure of British armies on land

had been redeemed by the brilhant naval victories of

Camperdown, St. Vincent, and Nelson ; while the union

with Ireland, accomplished under circumstances of unpa-

ralleled difficulty, had crowned the achievements of the

minister. At the commencement of the nineteenth cen-

tiuy Pitt's administration seemed firmer than ever. Yet
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the commencement of the nineteenth century witnessed chap.

its fall. Very justly and very properly his ministry ——r^—

-

desired to complete the union with Ireland by releasing

the Eoman Cathohcs from some of the political disabilities

to which they were subject. George III. maintained that

justice to the Eoman Catholics involved a breach of his

coronation oath, and refused to assent to the pohcy of the

Government. Neither the king nor the cabinet would

yield; and, as in 1801 a king was stiU stronger than

a minister, Pitt resigned. His resignation involved the

disunion of the Tory party. Addington, with some of

Pitt's friends, formed a temporary and Protestant ministry

;

while Pitt, with others of his followers, maintained a neu-

tral position. Addington signalised his accession to office

by concluding a peace ; and, while peace lasted, his

rule was tolerated. But a peace thus made had no

chance of permanence. War again broke out ; and, with

the outbreak of war, men began to clamour for the

return of Pitt to power. After an interval Pitt resumed

office. But he returned with only a portion of his former

strength. Addington, irritated at his own humihation,

held aloof from him; George III., with indomitable obsti-

nacy, refused to admit Fox into his counsels ; and Lord

GrenviUe declined to join a ministry from which Pox was

excluded. With failing health and a breaking heart

Pitt carried on the government for a few months. But

Dundas was impeached ; AusterUtz was lost ; the pride of

the minister was broken ; the hopes of the minister were

disappointed. Pitt died ; and, at his death, all his ene-

mies rallied under Lord Grenville's leadership ; and the

obstinate king had the mortification of accepting Fox as

Foreign Minister.

The short Ministry of All the Talents held office for

only a little more than a year ; and that year represents

the only occasion on which, from the rise of Pitt in 1783

to the resignation of the Duke of Wellington in 1830,
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CHAP, the Whig party succeeded in obtaining political power.
•

—

r^—• As Byron wrote

—

Nought's permanent among the human race,

Except the Whigs not getting into place.

The one solitary occasion, which formed the exception to

Byron's rule, did not tend to reconcile the country to

Whig ascendancy. The Administration of All the Talents

is chiefly remembered now from the loss which the mi-

nistry and the country sustained in the death of Fox
during its rule. Their measures are hardly worthy of

serious attention. Windham's military service scheme

alone obtained permanence Lord Henry Petty's finance

was founded on a delusion ; while the proposed conces-

sions to the Eoman Catholics, which ultimately destroyed

the ministry, were ill-judged, because they were both

unnecessary and premature. ' He had known many
men,' said Sheridan, ' knock their heads against a wall,

but he had never before heard of any man who collected

the bricks and built the very wall, with an intention to

knock out his own brains against it.'
^

\ --' '- -

The dismissal of the Talents administration led to

the formation of the remarkable ministry which, with

some modifications, but in the main without change,

governed Great Britain for the next twenty years. Yet,

though this ministry was more permanent than any which

had preceded it, it seemed, both at its outset and fre-

quently during its continuance, on the eve of a fall. On
its first formation it was supported by a minority, or at

the best a slender majority, in the House of Commons.
Two years and a half afterwards the retirement of its

nominal chief and division among its members threat-

ened its downfall. A httle later on, the illness of the

king, and the known preference of the Eegent for the

Whigs, made its fall apparently inevitable ; and, when the

' Colchester, vol. ii. p. 109, and cf. Moore's Sheridan, vol. iii. p. 349.
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favour of the Eegent had at last been secured, the mi- chap.

nistry was suddenly deprived of its second head; and •— ,

'—

•

the loss of its leader seemed to necessitate its immediate

dissolution. But the Government had not succumbed at

the retirement of the Duke of Portland or at the seces-

sion of Canning and Castlereagh. It had compelled the

Eegent to extend to it an ungrudging support; and it

had repaired the loss which the death of Perceval had

inflicted on it. Associated with the expedition to the

Peninsula, every ^victory which Wellington had gained

had strengthened its position. The Opposition, which

had denounced the folly of the campaign, became weaker

and weaker as the prospects of the allies became more

and more hopeful.

The Duke of Portland, the first of the three heads The Duke

under whom the Portland, Perceval, and Liverpool ad- land,

ministration successively served, had had hereditary

claims on the friendship of the House of Hanover. He
was the great-grandson of the Dutch Count Bentinck, the

favourite of William HI. He had begun life, hke the

rest of his family, as a Whig, and had been chief of

the famous Coalition Ministry, whose brief career had

been terminated by the triumphant attacks of Pitt on

Fox's India Bill. But the French Eevolution had altered

the views of the Whig chieftain. The duke, like Burke,

dissented from the course which Fox pursued, and was

rewarded by Pitt with the seals of the Home Office.

From that time till the death of Pitt, in 1806, he con-

tinued a prominent member of Pitt's and Addington's

administrations. His high rank and his long service gave

him in 1807 claims for the lead to which none other of

the Tory party could at that time aspire. But the duke's

claims solely rested on his high rank and the length of

his previous services. He had not natiurally the talents

which fit men to lead their fellow-men in troublous times

;

and age and disease had weakened the moderate abilities
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CHAP, which he had once possessed. Nominally the head of—^—• the ministry, he was virtually powerless in his own
Cabinet. All the chiefs of departments exercised inde-

pendent authority, and every one of them did what was

right in his own eyes. The ministry managed to hold

together while no great events occurred to give rise to

differences of opinion among them. But the first expedi-

tion to the Peninsula, the convention with which it ter-

minated, the glorious but disastrous campaign of Sir John

Moore, and the attack on the Duke of York, raised ques-

tions which could not be settled without the authority of

a strong leader. Two of the most prominent members of

the Cabinet quarrelled and retired ; the Duke of Portland

resigned and died ; and the premiership of a weakened

administration devolved on Perceval, the leader of the

House of Commons and Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Perceval. No minister ever succeeded to a more apparently

hopeless task than Perceval. Two of the foremost mem-
bers of the Portland administration held aloof from him

;

Lord Sidmouth and his connection refused to join him ;

the Whig opposition declined to coalesce with him ; his

own followers doubted his prudence in going on ; the

king alone stood firm ; and, before much more than a

year was over, the king was deprived of all power to

assist the minister. The miserable expedition to Wal-

cheren had just terminated in disaster ; the campaign in

the Peninsula was assailed on every side as an impracti-

cable and Quixotic enterprise ; the selection of Sir Arthur

Wellesley was regarded as a Tory job ; and the abilities

of the commander were ignored by almost everyone.

After Perceval had been in ofiice a Uttle more than a

year a commercial crisis of unparalleled magnitude dimi-

nished the resources of the country, and made the task of

supporting the war almost impossible. During the whole

of this period an Opposition, strong in numbers, strong in

ability, were continually denouncing the ministry ; while
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tio debater of even second rate rank sat beside the minis-

ter. It was under these circumstances that Perceval con-

ducted the government ; and by his patriotic spirit and

dexterity in debate succeeded in rallying his supporters,

and in winning the confidence of the country. He
died in 1812 ; and his death afforded the plainest proof

of the strength which his presence had imparted to the

ministry, since it immediately led to their defeat in Parha-

ment. At the time at which he died his contemporaries

imagined that hi^ exertions and his talents had won for

him lasting fame. Thirty years afterwards men only re-

collected that he had resisted emancipation, that he had

resisted reform, and that he had occasionally stooped to

defend an indefensible sinecure. Posterity forgot, and

history overlooked, the zealous support which he had

given to the war, and which forms his chief claim to the

gratitude of his fellow-countrymen. So true it is that

The evil that men do lives after them

:

The good is oft interred with their bones.

On Perceval's death the fall of the Tory Govern- Lord

ment seemed certain. An address was carried in the '™''P''°"

House of Commons for the formation of a strong adminis-

tration ; and attempts were made both to reconstruct the

existing cabinet and to replace it with another. The

ministry, however, failed to secure the adhesion of Lord

Wellesley and Canning, to whom they in the first instance

applied for assistance ; and Lord Wellesley, in his turn,

failed to form a government from among his own friends

and the Whig party. No other alternative remained

but the continuance of the existing ministry in office

;

and the Eegent promoted Lord Liverpool to the post of

Prime Minister. Eobert Banks, second Earl of Liverpool,

the eldest son of the first earl, was Prime Minister of this

country for nearly fifteen years.^ His father had com-

' For this account see Yonge's Livei-pool, vol. i.

VOL. I. T
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CHAP, menced his political career as private secretary to Lord—,-'—
' Bute ; had become a Lord of the Admiralty mider the

Duke of Grafton, Secretary at War under Lord North,

and a member of the Board of Trade under Pitt. Pitt

raised him to the peerage as Lord Hawkesbury, and pro-

moted him ten years later to the Earldom of Liverpool.

The new earl was a competent statesman ; he was an ex-

cellent father.^ His son was sent, at a very early age, to

the Charterhouse ; from the Charterhouse he proceeded

in due course to Oxford ; from Oxford, where he made
acquaintance with Canning, he started on a grand torn-

through the Low Ccmntries, France, and Italy. On his re-

turn from abroad, while still a minor, he was elected for

Sir James Lowther's borough of Appleby; and, after dis-

playing some promise as a speaker, he was, when only

twenty-three years of age, appointed by Pitt to a seat at

the India Board.

Lord Hawkesbury's appointment by Pitt in 1793

to a situation at , the India Board was the commence-

ment of an official career which is probably unparalleled

in the British annals. From 1793 to 1801 the young

lord continued, first at the India Board, second as Master

of the Mint, in a comparatively obsciu-e position. On
the formation of Addiagton's administration he was of-

fered and accepted the seals of the Foreign Office. Pitt

took occasion to compliment the new government on

Hawkesbury's promotion, and spoke of the young noble-

man's abilities in terms which, some critics thought, were

sarcastic. Lord Hawkesbury, however, discharged the

duties of his high office with credit. He laboured to

' Most people recollect the witty lines in which his son's resemblance
to him was described :

—

' Happy, happy, Mr. Jeniinson

;

Happy, happy, Mr. Jenkinson

;

Tm sure to you
Your lady's true,

For you have got a winking son I

'

Lockhart's Scott, p. 73.
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<x5ndlucle the pfeace Avhich was the main result ofAdding- ^jj^p
toil's administration ; and was not more responsible than m-

the rest of his colleagues for its temporary character.

Pitt, on resuming the seals of office in 1804, continued to

retain Lord Hawkesbury's services, though he moved him
from the Foreign Office, which he filled with Lord Har-

rowby, to the Home Department. Lord Hawkesbury, in

his new office, displayed his usual industry and good

sense ; and acquired such a position in the cabinet that,

on Pitt's death, he was selected by his colleagues to con-

vey their resignations to the king. The king seems to

have pressed Lord Hawkesbury to attempt the absolutely

impossible task of carrying on the government himself.

Lord Hawkesbiu-y contented himself with securing the

Wardenship of the Cinque Ports, which Pitt's death had

vacated, and retired. It is difficult to see that Lord

Hawkesbury had any claim to the sinecure which he

thus obtained, or to justify his accepting it under the

circiunstances from the king.

Lord Hawkesbury had been continually in office for

thirteen years. For a little more than a year he enjoyed

a short interval of leisiu-e. But, on the fall of the

Talents administration, he again returned to his official

duties at the Home Office, and presided over that de-

partment till the autumn of 1809. On the retirement ot

the Duke of Portland, Canning, and Castlereagh from

the administration. Lord Liverpool-—for in the interval he

had succeeded to the earldom—undertook the still more

important office of Secretary of State for War and the

Colonies. In this capacity he was directly responsible for

the conduct of the war, and was brought into imme-

diate communication with Wellington. He continued to

hold the office till the death of Perceval, when, after some

delay, he became Prime Minister. He retained the Pre-

miership till he was afflicted with the fatal seizure from

which he never even imperfectly recovered.

T 2
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CHAP. Lord Liverpool, then, may be said to have passed the

. rJ . whole of his life in the service of the public. From his

iarst appointment to the India Board in 1793, when he

was only twenty-three years of age, to the fatal seizure,

which terminated his political career in 1827, with the ex-

tjeption of a short interval of only a few months, he was

constantly in office. It was his good fortune, as Secretary

of State for the Foreign Office, to win the gratitude of his

country by concluding the peace of Amiens ; it was his

good fortune as Secretary of State for the Colonies to su-

pervise the operations of the Peninsular campaign; it was

his good fortune as Prime Minister to conclude the most

durable peace by which the perseverance of a nation

or the ability of a commander had ever been rewarded.

But, though Lord Liverpool's official career was, in pro-

portion to his days, longer than that of any other British

minister, and though his name is associated with some

of the most important occiu-rences in the history of the

world, he is not usiially regarded as a great statesman.

Hespectable in everything that he undertook, he was

eminent in nothing. His smooth and sensible oratory

never rose to eloquence ; his steady and business-like

administration never displayed any genius. During his

long career he excited no popular sympathy ; but he

aroused no aristocratic prejudices. His was eminently

the temperament to deal with materials and constitutions

as he found them. He had neither the audacity which

attempts reform^or the penetration which foresees its

necessity. No repressive law was abolished, no popular

change was accomplished, at his own instance, during his

long administration. But the machinery of government

was preserved unimpaired, the authority of the executive

was largely, and perhaps needlessly, increased during his

tenure of office.

Lord Lord Eldon was Lord Chancellor for even a longer
^''^°°'

period than that durii^ which Lord Liverpool retained
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the Premiership. He received his liigh office at the very chap.

commencement of the century ; he retained it, with the •

—

r^—

'

exception of one short interval, during which he was in

Opposition, till the close of Lord Liverpool's ministry.

He served as Chancellor with five prime ministers, and he

siu:vived four out of the five. During his long political

career he undoubtedly made a striking impression on the

politics of his time. For twenty-five years his was the

genius which withstood all reform, and violently resisted

every change in the constitution of Parliament. By no

means bigoted in his own religious views, he would not

listen to any proposal for the rehef either of the Eoman
Ca:tholics or of the Dissenters. With a singularly kind

heart, he saw no unkiudness in punishing the most trivial

offences with the extreme penalty of death. His pecu-

liarly just mind discovered no injustice in withholding all

share of political power from the great masses of his fel-

low-countrymen and the most important communities.

When he was made Chief Justice he applied to the king,

at Lady Eldon's instigation, for leave to wear no wig.

'N"o, no,' was George HI.'s answer, 'I will have no inno-

vations in my time.' ^ The dislike which the king enter-

tained to innovation found ready sympathy in the new
Chief Justice. Lord Eldon, throughout his long career,

might have used the same words, ' I will have no innova-

tions in my chancellorship.'

Though, however, he was narrow in his views,

though his influence undoubtedly retarded the accom-

plishment of many necessary and beneficial reforms,

Lord Eldon's name will always be remembered with

honour. His eminent ability, Kis unflagging industry, his

strict honesty, his unfailing consistency, his immovable

loyalty, illustrate and adorn his public Hfe : juat as his

genial manners, his excellent temper, and his cheerful,

affectionate disposition endeared him to his family and his

> T-wiss's Eldon, vol. i. p. 340.
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CHAP, friends. Lord Eldon, it must always be recollected to

•

—

r^—• his honour, began life with small advantages. He was
the younger son of a Newcastle tradesman, and obtained

his education at the free grammar school of the town.

His elder brother, William, subsequently famous as Lord

Stowell, had been educated at the same place, and had

obtained by his ability a scholarship, which had enabled

him to proceed to Oxford, By William Scott's advice John

Scott was rescued from trade in 1766, and sent to his

elder brother at the university. But the wisdom of the

proceeding seemed long doubtful. The first important

step which was taken by the future chancellor, after leav-

ing Oxford, was to provoke the animosity of his friends by
running away with Miss Surtees. The elopement was cer-

tainly imprudent. The marriage, of course, compelled

young Scott to vacate the fellowship which he had won
at Oxford. He had no other means except a deputy

professorship at Oxford to depend upon; he had not even

definitely chosen a profession ; and his health was se-

riously impaired. Fortunately for him his wife's family

forgave him, and settled on him a small income, which

the death of his own father subsequently increased. Still

more fortunately ' Miss Surtees, besides possessing un-

usual beauty, made an excellent housekeeper and a most

affectionate wife.

Seven years passed after Scott's marriage before his

professional career was cheered by a ray of hope. After

seven years had passed an extraordinary and unantici-

pated success, in the case of ' Ackroyd v. Smithson,' en-

sured his ultimate advancement. ' Young man,' said a

solicitor to him as he left the court, ' your bread-and-

butter is cut for life.' ^ The solicitor's prediction was

fulfilled. Three years after his argument in ' Ackroyd v.

Smithson' Scott received his silk gown. Almost at the

same time he was elected, through Lord Weymouth's in-

» T-wiss's Eldon, vol. i. p. 119.
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terest, to represent the now disfranchised borough of c^^-

Weobly in Parliament ; and, after a Parhamentary career -—r^—

'

of five years, he was knighted and made Solicitor-General.

Five years later, or in 1793, Sir John Scott became At-

torney-General; in 1799 he was appointed Chief Justice

of the Court of Common Pleas and made Lord Eldon.

Lord Eldon filled his new office for a very brief period ;

but in that short time he discharged its duties with

extraordinary ability. He promised to become one of

the greatest comijaon law judges which the country had

ever seen. The necessities of pohtical life, however,

removed him almost immediately afterwards from the

sphere for which he was most eminently qualified. Pitt

resigned ; Lord Loughborough was compelled to retire

from the Chancellorship ; and the king, who had already

formed a very marked afiection for Lord Eldon, insisted

on the Chief Justice of the Coiu-t of Common Pleas

succeeding Lord Loughborough. His majesty drew the

seals from beneath the left side of his coat, saying, 'I

give them to you from my heart.'
^

Lord Eldon did not maintain in the Court of Chancery

tlie high judicial reputation which he had acquired at the

Common Pleas. An excessive prudence made him hesi-

tate to decide. Hesitation produced delay and arrears ;

the business of his court became hopelessly encumbered

with the vast accumulation of business which was the re-

sult of the chancellor's doubts But, if the chancellor, in

one sense, failed as a judge, he succeeded as a politician.

He was, perhaps, the ' strongest ' member of the Duke of

Portland's administration ; and the known afiection with

which George III. regarded him increased his influence.

The time, indeed, came when Lord Eldon's influence de-

chned. George III. was incapacitated ; the country moved

on ; and Lord Eldon stood still. But, to the latest, when

deserted by his old friends and laughed at for the opinions

1 Twiss'a EMon, vol. i, p. 368.
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CHAP. whicK only a few montlis before they liad cheered, the

> ,J - venerable lawyer continued the struggle. He stood

almost alone in the breach, striving to repair it, while

the rising tide of Emancipation and Eeform was surging

around him.

Lord Sid- Lord Sidmouth occupied a very diiferent position,

both in the cabinet and ia the House of Lords, to that

which was filled by his near connection, Lord Eldon.-^

He was an ex-prirae minister ; and, as an ex-prime minis-

ter, had a rank, in the estimation of the public, which was

enjoyed by none other of Lord Liverpool's colleagues.

He was the chief of a small but important party of friends

and relatives of his own, whose support no ministry could

easily spare. His father, Dr. Addington, a physician at

Beading, married a Miss Hiley, the daughter of the head

master of the Eeadiiig Grammar School. A successful

practice induced Dr. Addington to move to London,

where he became a fashionable physician, and where his

son, the future minister, was bom, in 1757. The boy

was sent at an early age, to Cheam, where his master,

Mr. Gilpin, formed a very high opinion of his parts, but

a very low one of his industry. From Cheam he was

moved to Winchester, where his master was Dr. Hunting-

ford, and where he formed the acquaintance of ' Brother

Bragge,' his future brother-in-law. From Winchester,

after a short stay at Dr. Goodenough's, at Ealing, he

passed on to Brasenose. The tutors of great men, in

those days, were sometimes extravagantly rewarded. Dr.

Huntiugford became Bishop of Hereford ; Dr. Good-

enough Bishop of Carlisle.

Addington, after passing creditably through Oxford,

studied for the bar. But he never applied himself se-

riously to his profession. Dr. Addington had been the

favoiu'ite physician of the great Lord Chatham. Young

' Lord Eldon's niece, the daughter mouth's second wife. She was
of Lord Stowell, was Lord Sid- manied to him in 1823.
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Addington had grown up in close intimacy with William chap.

Pitt. The friend of Pitt was not likely to prefer Lincoln's s_ ,

'.^

Inn to St. Stephen's. Pitt became Prime Minister, and

dissolved Parliament. Addington, whose sister was mar-

ried to Mr. Sutton, the owner of New Park, became,

through his brother-in-law's interest, member for Devizes.

At first Addington's chief claim to Parliamentary dis-

tinction lay in the favour with which the Prime Minister

regarded him. He spoke only rarely, but he applied

himself actively J;o the business of committees. In con-

sequence he acquired a considerable knowledge of the

business of the House, and had therefore greater qualifica-

tions than his age and his experience would have sug-

gested for the Speakership. Addington was only thirty-

two years of age when Pitt selected him fur this high

tlignity on Mr. Grenville's retirement from it. Yet,

though he was untried and inexperienced, no one seems

to have doubted his qualifications for the situation. Even
his poUtical opponents, tliougli they opposed his election,

declared through Sheridan that they ' were all very sorry

to vote against ' him. The result justified the choice of

Pitt and the remark of Sheridan. Addington held the

Speakership for nearly twelve years, and is universally

admitted to have made an admirable Speaker.

The qualifications, however, which fit a man to pre-

side over the House of Commons are not necessarily the

same as those which are required for the government of

a nation. The same partial preference which had in-

duced Pitt to raise his old friend to the Speakership

prompted him to name Addington as the most fitting

successor to himself in 1801. Both parties, indeed, at

the time, probably regarded the arrangement as provi-

sional. The obstinacy of the king had made Pitt's resig-

nation indispensable ; and, till he could retiu^n to oflice, it

was convenient that an intimate friend of his own should

carry on the government. Provisional arrangements,
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CHAP, however, cannot always be terminated at the moment when
—

—

^— their modification would be most convenient. Adding-

ton concluded a peace, which stamped his ministry with

a character of its own. It is true that, on the resumption

of hostihties, some of his own colleagues intrigued for

the return of Pitt to power, and that the great bulk of

the Tory party desired this arrangement. But Adding-

ton's resignation was no longer easy or possible. He had

a majority at his back ; he had the favour of the king; he

had the cheers of his brother and brother-in-law Hiley

Addington, and Bragge. He thought himself his friend's

equal, and entitled to negotiate on equal terms with him.

The friendship which had lasted between the two states-

men from childhood was violently broken ; and its rupture

occasioned far greater consequences than the separation

of two friends. In its ultimate effects it divided the Tory

party into two camps ; and, but for the egregious folly of

Whig statesmen, would have terminated the period of

Tory ascendency.

}f^^ . Lord Liverpool, Lord Eldon, and Lord Sidmouth were

the three most promment members or the aumimstration

in the House of Lords. Opposed to them in that house

were two men endowed with singular capacity for busi-

ness and unusual abilities. Lord Grenville had been

aheady prime minister ; Lord Grey was to become prime

minister. Lord Grenville's influence was passing away

;

Lord Grey's influence was continually increasing. Lord

Grenville was essentially the representative of the old

Whigs ; Lord Grey's name was to become the most

honoured in the annals of the modern Whigs. The
GrenviUes, whose political influence extended throughout

the reign of George III., had been settled for generations

at Wootton. In the early years of the eighteenth cen-

tury Eichard Grenville, the then head of the family,:

who was successively member for Andover and Bucking-

ham, married one Hester, the daughter of Sir Eichard
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Temple, of Stowe, who gave her name to other Hesters', chap.

well known in the pages of history, Hester Temple's -

—

^—

-

brother was made Lord Cobham, with remainder to his

sister ; and, as he died without issue, Mrs. Grenville suc-

ceeded to the barony. To her brother's barony she even-

tually added a higher title of her own. She was made
Coimtess of Temple. Mr. Grenville and Lady Temple

had six children. Her eldest son, Eichaxd, was the

&mous Lord Temple who, on two occasions, interfered

with Lord Chatham's taking office, and who is still

thought by some authorities to have been no less a per-

sonage than '- Junius.' Her second son, George, was the

famous minister whose insolence to George III. made
him detested by the king, and whose obstinacy in propos-

ing the Stamp Act lost the country its richest colony.

Her third son, James, was the father of James, first and

only Lord Glastonbury ; and her daughter, Hester, made

Lady Chatham in her own right, was the wife of the

great Lord Chatham, and the mother of William Pitt.

George Grenville, the Prime Minister, had three sons

:

George, who succeeded his uncle as Lord Temple, who
became Marquis of Buckingham, and whose son was

ultimately advanced to a dukedom ; Thomas, first Lord

of the Admiralty in the Talents administration ; and Wil-

liam Wyndham, who became Prime Minister and Lord

Grenville. It is doubtful whether any other woman who
ever lived had so distinguished a posterity as Hester,

Lady Temple. One of her sons became Prime Minister

;

another son refused the Premiership. Two of her grand-

sons became Prime Ministers ; and two other grandsons,

the second Lord Chatham and Thomas Grenville, held

high political office. The honours of the peerage were

freely bestowed on them ; one of her descendants was pro-

moted to the highest rank which a subject can attain. Yet

no distinctions can preserve a race from dying out. Only

one male descendant has Uved to our own time to inherit
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CHAP, the varied dignities which Lady Temple's children and
^^—.—

• grandchildren had acquired. The title of Chatham is ex-

tinct ; the title of Glastonbury is extinct. The present

Duke of Buckingham, moreover, has no son to whom he

can hand down the honours of his family. Most of the

titles which he bears will, in all probability, die out at

his death. The Earldom of Temple will pass under a

special remainder to his sister's son.

At the period at which this history commences Lord

Grenville was far the ablest representative of his influen-

tial family. Born in 1759, he was fifty-six years of age,

the acknowledged head of the Whig party. In. 1782

he commenced his Parliamentary career as a member of

the House of Commons. Shortly afterwards he obtained,

through his cousin Pitt's interest, the lucrative post of

Paymaster of the Forces. In. 1789, through the same

interest, he was elected to the high dignity of the Speak-

ership ; and in 1790 he entered the cabinet as Secretary

of State for the Home Department. Prom the time of

his first entry into office till the date of Pitt's resignation

he was known as one of the most industrious and able

members of the administration. His near relationship to

the Prime Minister extended the influence which his abi-

lities would, under any circumstances, have commanded

;

and he acquired an authority which, with the exception

of Pitt himself, was enjoyed by no other member of the

cabinet.

Grenville retired with his cousin in 1 801 ; but he did

not resume office with Pitt in 1804. Up to a certain

point, indeed, both these eminent men were agreed at

that time. They were both of opinion that the necessi-

ties of the age required the formation of a ministry on
a broad basis; and they both, consequently, desired to

admit Charles Pox into the counsels of their sovereign.

George IIL objected, and the objections of the king led.
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to a separation between Pitt and Grenville. Pitt con- chap.

eluded that he had no alternative but submission. Gren- . _ ,
' _.>

viUe considered that the king, and not the minister,

shoidd be compelled to submit. Pitt, with a heavy heart,

. imdertook the government without the assistance ofFox;

and Fox's exclusion deprived him of the support of the

Grenville interest. It is probable that Grenville was

right in his anticipations. Several precedents might have

been quoted to prove that George III., if he had kept

his reason, would have yielded to the minister, and have

consented to the admission of Fox into the cabinet.

The experience of 1806, indeed, on the formation of the

Coahtion Ministry, makes this conclusion certain. But it

is one thing to compel a king to submit, and another thing

to risk driving a king out of his mind. Pitt, during the

nineteenth century, was always dreading a retimi of the

king's lunacy, and his apprehensions in this respect are

Imown to have modified his policy. GrenviUe, on the

contrary, seems to have considered the possible lunacy of

the king a far lesser evil than the abandonment of his

own opinions. He thought that the king should have

been resisted in 1804. He himself resisted him in the

commencement of 1807. His conclusions on the first of

these occasions separated him for ever from Pitt, his con-

clusions on the second of them drove him for ever from

office.

In one of his admirable essays Lord Brougham has

remarked of Lord Grenville's junction with the Whigs

that ' it was impossible to imagine a greater accession to

the popular cause, unless Mr. Pitt himself had persevered

in his desire of rejoining the standard under which his

first and noblest battles were fought.' It is, however,

permissible to doubt the justice of this opinion. Had
Lord Grenville taken office under Pitt ia 1804, he would

undoubtedly, on Pitt's death in 1806, have succeeded to

the lead of the Tory party. Had Lord Grenville been
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€HAP. vested with the first place in the Tory rants, Lord Grey

- ,^"
. Tvould have certainly led the Whigs from the date of

Pox's death. The Tories would, in all probability, have

been a little less reactionary if they had been led by Lord

Grenville ; the Whigs would have acted with more con-

sistency and more freedom under the guidance of Lord

Grey.

Lord Grey. Lord Grey, who ultimately became the renovator of

the Whig party, was a younger man than Lord Grenville.

Born in 1764, he was sent to Eton about the time at

which Lord Grenville left it. Without the elegance of

his futm-e colleague, he had far higher qualities. Brought

at a very early age into Parliament, one of his first poli-

tical acts was to support Pitt's proposals for Parliamentary

Eeform. With the support of Pitt he moved in the matter

on his own account in 1792 and 1793 ; and with Pitt

against him he introduced in 1797 a measure for the

enfranchisement of copyholders and leaseholders in

counties, and for the institution of household suffrage in

boroughs. His proposal was rejected by a large majority

;

but from that date Grey's name was identified with the

cause of Eeform. Yet Grey had only rare opportunities

of asserting his views. The king was opposed to him ; the

legislature was opposed to him ; the people only felt a

torpid interest in the subject. Grey himself was almost

continuously in Opposition. The only occasion on which

he enjoyed the fruits of office was during the brief exist-

ence of the Talents administration. At a critical period,

too, his father's death raised him to the House of Peers.

The change from the House of Commons, where the

Whigs sorely missed his commanding eloquence, to the

unsympathetic atmosphere of the House of Lords was not

favom-able to the young reformer. Everything, in short,

seemed to conspire to deprive him of a successful career.

Yet he must unquestionably be regarded as one of the

most successful statesmen of the nineteenth century. His
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political life is marked by a completeness and consistency, chap.

which distinguish it from the careers of all his contem- >-

—

r^—

-

poraries and successors. Peel, indeed, carried far more

beneficial measures of rehef than even Grey. But the

great questions with which Peel's name is associated

only mark the inconsistency of his opinions. Lord Eus-

sell deserved and received a share of the credit attach-

ing to the Eeform Bill of 1832 ; but Lord Eussell's great

success was attained on the threshold of his official life

;

and the statesman hved to see men younger than himself,

imbued with sympathies for the popular cause which were

stronger than his own, and was compelled to advise them
to remember what he had done—to rest and be thanlrful.

It was the especial good fortune of Lord Grey that he

lived to see the success of all the great causes which he

had advocated ; that he lived to carry the greatest .of

them all in his own administration ; and that, when the

work of his life was done, he withdrew from the cares

and anxieties of a political career. The greatest revolu-

tion which had been ever effected without bloodshedding

was accomplished under his auspices ; and the veteran

had the satisfaction of knowing, in his honoured retire-

ment, that his country unanimously approved the reform

v/hich he had been instrmnental in passing.

The consistency of Lord Grey's career strikingly com-

pares with the inconsistency of Lord Grenville's life.

Lord Grey was above all things a reformer, and his

opinions never changed. Lord Grenville began life with

the same popular sympathies which animated Grey. Like

Pitt, he modified his views, and became party to the

various repressive measures which characterised the later

years of his cousin's government. From the extreme of

Toryism he passed over to his opponents ; deserted Pitt

;

formed the Coalition Ministry of 1806 ; and assumed the

lead of the Whig party. But, though nominally the

leader of the Whig party, he had httle in common with
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CHAP, the Whigs. After the conclusion of the war his nephew,
•

—

A—' the Duke of Buckingham, was seeking for oflSce under

Lord Liverpool ; and Lord Grenville himself was coquet-

ting with the Tory Government. ' Where are the Gren-

villes ?
' wrote Byron. ' Turned, as usual,' is the answer

which he immediately gives to his own question. Lord

Grey never tiurned throughout his long career. As
minister in 1832 he concluded the work which he had

commenced forty years previously.

During the eighteenth centiuy the influence of the

House of Commons was comparatively so small that the

majority of every Government was composed of peers.

On one occasion, during the century, only one member of

the cabinet had a seat in the House of Commons ; and the

only commoner who was thus distinguished was the near

relation of a duke.^ The influence of the House of Com-
mons had risen since the days of the Duke of Newcastle's

government; but the great majority of every ministry

was still composed of peers. No member of Lord Liver-

pool's cabinet in the Lower House of Parliament had the

ability of Lord Eldon. The leader of the Government in

•Lord this House, Lord Castlereagh, was ' a man of sense, pre-

reagh. seucc of mind and fortitude, which carried him through

many an affair of critical moment, when finer talents

would have stuck in the mire. He had been indifferently

educated ; and his mode of speaking being far from logical

or correct, he was sometimes in danger of becoming

almost ridiculous in despite of his lofty presence (which

had all the grace of the Seymours) and his determined

courage.' ^ He is said to have once achieved the extraor-

dinary feat of concluding a speech with the monosyllable
' its ' ; and the story, whether it be true or no, testifies to

the extreme clumsiness with which his sentences were
composed. Lord Castlereagh was the eldest son of the

» Mr. Pelham, in the Duke of * Sir Walter Scott, in Lockhart,
Newcastle's administration. p. 643.
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first Earl and Marquis of Londonderry by his first wife, chap.

Sarah, daughter of Lord Hertford. His mother died v_—^_.

when he was young, and his father married a second

wife, a daughter of Lord Camden. Lord Castlereagh

was educated at Armagh, and was subsequently sent to

St. John's CoUege, at Cambridge. His stay at the univer-

sity was, however, short. He was removed to make what

was then called the ' grand tour,' and visited the principal

cities of France, Austria, and Italy. He returned to Ireland

in 1790, just before he came of age. The Tory landlords

of Down were anxious to contest the county with the

representative of Lord Downshire, and desired to obtain

Lord Castlereagh as their champion. Lord Londonderry

threw himself heartily into the struggle. A contest,

costly and severe even for those days, ensued, and re-

sulted in a drawn battle. Each side gained one of the

two seats. Lord Castlereagh^ was retiutied with one of

Lord Downshire's representatives. It is said that the

contest cost Lord Londonderry 60,000^.,^ and that the

effects of it seriously crippled his lordship for the whole

of his lifetime.

Lord Castlereagh had been compelled, during the

progress of the election, to commit himself to a limited

support of the claims of the Eoman Catholics ; and he

therefore consented to the act of partial justice which

gave the Eoman Catholics of Ii-eland a vote for Parlia-

mentary elections. This concession, slight as it was,

seemed to pave the way for better times. Lord Fitzwil-

ham was sent as Lord Lieutenant to Ireland. He formed

a Liberal administration, of which Grattan, the great

Irish patriot, was a member ; and the Irish Parliament

was induced, by the promise of a hberal policy, to vote a

' It seemed convenient to name styled Lord Castlereagh tjll some
Lord Castlereagh from the first by years afterwards,

the title by which he is best known. ' The Ann. Reg, says 30,000^,,

His father was not made an earl, and vol. bdv. p. 619.

his son was not, therefore, properly

VOL. I. U
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CHA.P. very large supply for the purposes of the war. Lord

w ,

'

_. Fitzwilliam's promised concessions were, however, re-

garded with disfavour in London. Pitt was compelled

to disown and recall his Lord Lieutenant; and Lord

Camden, with Pelham as his Chief Secretary, was sent in

his place to teland. Pelham, either from mistaking his

instructions or from over-zeal, committed an exactly op-

posite error to that of Lord Fitzwilliam. At the very

outset of his career he pronounced a strong determination

to resist all further concessions, and found it necessary or

prudent in consequence to withdraw from his duties. In

the absence of Pelham, and after the refusal of Perce-

val to take the situation, Lord Camden determined to

avail himself of the services of his young connection,

Lord Castlereagh. Castlereagh undertook to perform the

duties of Chief Secretary during Pelham's absence. The
IJrish rebellion of 1798 almost immediately afterwards

broke out. The outbreak taxed, to the very utmost, the

resom-ces of the Irish Government ; and, though ultimately

repressed at a horrible cost both of money and life,^ its

repression drew deserved attention to the administrative

ability which Castlereagh had displayed. Lord Camden
was replaced by Lord CornwaUis ; but Lord CornwaUis

continued to avail himself of Castlereagh's services.

Though no Lishman had ever been made Chief Secretary

for Ireland, Pitt was induced to break through the usual

rule in Castlereagh's favour ; and, on Pelham's actual

retirement, Castlereagh was accordingly appointed to the

office which he had virtually fiUed for the two preceding

years.

In consequence of the rebellion of 1798 Pitt was in-

duced to propose an union between Great Britain and

• Moore, in his life of Lord E. Lord Oastlereagh, says, on Lord Oas-
Fitzgerald, says at a cost of 20,000 tiereagh's authority, of 30,000 IIybs

Royalist and 50,000 rebel lives. Vol. and 3,000,000Z. Vol. i. p. 73.
ii. p. 203, note. Alison, in his life of
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Ireland. Cornwallis and Castlereagli both clearly saw that chap.

the system under which Ireland was governed was crude ._
""

...

and unstable. Nine-tenths of the population consisted of

Eoman Catholics and Presbyterians ; and the remaining

tenth, who were faithful to the Established Church, were

alone ehgible for every office in the state. It was evi-

dently essential either to concede the power to the real

majority; or to convert a minority into a majority, by
fusing the Irish with the English. Such a fusion, it was

clear, would subordinate the majority of Eoman Catho-

lics in Ireland to the still larger majority of Protestants

in Great Britain. The coxu-se was taken, and the union

resolved on. There was no great difficulty in persuading

Great Britain to absorb a smaller country ; but there was

the greatest difficulty in inducing the smaller country to

consent to its own absorption. The Government, in the

Irish House of Commons, had no one but Castlereagh to

rely on. The Opposition was led by Grattan, Ponsonby,

and other debaters of great ability. Castlereagh could

hardly be expected to fight on equal terms with such

adversaries as these. Yet his superiors seem to have been

fuUy satisfied vdth the exertions which he made. Though
he was defeated. Parliament was dissolved, and the battle

was renewed after a general election. Castlereagh had

to contend a second time with the same opponents ; but

he was successful.

Success, however, in the contest which was thus ter-

minated did not turn on Parhamentary qualifications

alone. The union was effected by the most indiscriminate

bribery ; and in bribery the Government was certain to

defeat the Opposition. The latter had nothing but money
to rely upon. The former, in addition to lavish expen-

diture, had the whole patronage of the state at their dis-

posal. One man wanted a peerage ; a second an office

;

a third a pension. The Opposition were beaten by the

V 2
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CHAP, wiiolesale corruption of the Government, and the union
III . •

•—J-_ was carried. It is creditable to Cornwallis and Castle-

reagh that they insisted on all the promises which they

had made being faithfully carried out. But the appren-

ticeship which Castlereagh had thus served was, perhaps,

the very worst which a young statesman could have gone

through. He had spent his time, not in attempting to

gain a logical victory over his opponents, but in comput-

ing the exact sum at which the support of each of them
might be secm-ed. Bribery, to be effective, requires dex-

terity and tact ; but the man who succeeds in the art of

corruption need not necessarily be qualified for the higher

functions of statesmanship.

Canning. While Lord Castlereagh was slowly acquiring expe-

rience and influence as Chief Secretary for Ireland a man,

shghtly his junior in point of years, who was destined to

become at once his most formidable rival and most able

ally, was gradually making his mark in the English House

of Commons. George Canning was born in 1770 imder the

most unpropitious circumstances. His father, the son of

an Irish country gentleman, had incurred the displeasiu^e

of his parents by contracting an imprudent marriage,

and had unfortunately died, leaving his widow in great

poverty, while his son was an infant. Mrs. Canning,

left to her own resources, went on the stage, and soon

afterwards contracted a second marriage with an actor.^

Her second husband was a creditable performer in his

profession, but dissolute and intemperate. Her son's pros-

pects appeared under such circumstances deplorable.

Happily, however, for himself, his family, and his country,

his uncle, Mr. Stratford Canning, interfered and rescued

the lad from the inevitable consequences of a training in

his mother's home. A small Irish estate was settled on

the boy, the proceeds of which were suflicient to pay for

his education. England probably owes to Mr. Stratford

' Ann. Reg., vol. Ixix, p. 478.
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Canning's generous friendship the most brilliant minister chap.

of the nineteenth century. —-.-^—

-

Canning, at a very early age, justified the kindness

which his uncle had shown to him. He was, perhaps,

the most distinguished boy ever known at Eton. His

compositions excited marked admiration among men who
recollected Lord Wellesley's Latin verses. Nor was it in

the dead languages alone that Canning acquired a repu-

tation at school. His contributions to the ' Microcosm

'

made him known as a brilliant and ready writer. Canning

proceeded from 'Eton to Oxford, where his career was

equally successful. His reputation, in fact, became so

great that each of the political parties endeavoiu-ed to

secure the advantage of his assistance. While he was

still at Oxford, Sheridan introduced him to Fox, and ob-

tained for him an invitation to the great Whig houses.

In 1793 Pitt made him a direct offer of a seat in Parlia-

ment, and in 1796 appointed him Under-Secretary of

State at the Foreign Oifice.

Those who desire to appreciate the value of Canning's

official services at this period should refer to the speech

which he delivered in 1798 on Tierney's motion for a

separate peace with France. The report of the speech

was probably corrected by the speaker, and is. therefore,

given far more accurately and far more fully than was

usual at that time. But it is one of the most brilUant and

exhaustive essays ever spoken by a young minister only

twenty-eight years old.^ Nor was it in ParUament alone

that Canning was proving himself a usefid ally to the minis-

ter. Outside the House he was contributing to the ' Anti-

Jacobin ' the series of humorous pieces, both in poetry

and prose, which almost induce the regret that the author

should have ever exchanged hteratm-e for politics. ' The

Friend of Humanity and the Knifegrinder,' 'The Eovers,'

and other contributions show that Canning was as great a

' Hansard, History, vol. xxxiv. p. 33.
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CHAP, master of words as Byroh ; that Hood did not exceed"

<_ ^ - him in humour.

Up to 1801, then, Castlereagh and Canning, acting

under the same great leader, had been steadily laying, in

different spheres, the foundations of their futm-e eminence.

In 1801 they both retired from office with Pitt. Castle-

reagh was soon afterwards induced to accept a high posi-

tion under Addington. Canning would not, probably,

imder any circumstances have consented to serve under
' the Doctor.' He was perpetually urging Pitt to attack the

feeble ministry ; he was assailing it himself with all the

power of his brilliant and sarcastic pen. Addington, not

unnatm-ally, resented the violent onslaughts which Pitt's

brilliant disciple was making on him ; and, not unreason-

ably, concluded that Pitt himself approved the attack.

The first steps were thus taken, which ultimately led to a

new schism in the Tory party, and which produced an im-

mediate difference between Pitt and Addington. Shattered

by attacks from all sides, Addington fell. The immediate

effect of his fall was the restoration of Pitt to power.

Canning and Castlereagh both occupied important posi-

tions in the new ministry : Canning, as Treasurer of the

Kavy ; Castlereagh, as President of the Board of Control.

The ministry had considerable strength on the Treasury

Bench. Pitt, Hawkesbury, Perceval, Canning, and Castle-

reagh formed a phalanx of unusual—possibly unprece-

dented—strength. But the government gained little credit.

It had no consistency except that which it derived from

Pitt's presence. It crumbled into fragments when Pitt died.

>> During the rule of the Talents administration the

leaders of the Tory party ought undoubtedly to have

endeavoured to reconcile their differences. They did

nothing of the kind; and, in consequence, when they

were imexpectedly required to resume power in 1807,

they were wholly unprepared for it. They agreed,

indeed, on serving under the Duke of Portland, whom the
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kins had selected as Prime Minister ; and Lord Hawkes- chap.
. TTT

bury, Canning, and Castlereagli agreed to serve under .

—

^ .

Perceval in tlie House of Commons. Canning was partly

reconciled to tlie arrangement by the very near connec-

tion which he enjoyed with the new prime minister. He
and Lord Titchfield, the duke's eldest son, had married

two sisters, the daughters of a General Scott ; and the

marriage had given Canning a large fortune,^ and the

conciurrent advantage of easy access to the duke. For a

time things went on tolerably smoothly. Every minister

managed the aflfeirs of his own department ; and the duke,

debilitated with disease, exercised merely a nominal con-

trol over the ministry. An arrangement of this kind did

very well while no great question arose ; but it was almost

certain to be disturbed when any subject provoking dif-

ferences of opinion came up for discussion. Subjects of

this character were, of course, sure to arise. The con-

vention of Cintra, the attack on the Duke of York, the

expedition of Sir John Moore, and the future of Portugal,

all created differences of opinion ; and on aU of them
Canning and Castlereagh formed different views. Can-

ning took the extreme step of tendering his resignation

in March 1809 ; and the able letter in which he tendered

it, though it contains no distinct charge against anyone,

was understood by the prime minister and the king as a

complaint against Castlereagh. The king good-naturedly

endeavoiu-ed to patch up a quarrel which was already

irremediable; the duke foohshly attempted to conceal

the whole matter from the parties most nearly concerned

in it. Ejug and Duke succeeded, by these means, in post-

poning the difficulty for about four months. It recurred

then in a worse form than ever. It led to a duel between

Castlereagh and Canning, attended with serious but for-

tunately without fatal consequences ; it compelled the

' The marriage was announced in 100,000... fortune.' See Grant's
Aria's Birmingham Oawite as ' with Newyiaper Press, vol. L p. 130.
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CTTAP. Duke of Portland to retire from the ministry; it broke

. .. ''V" . up tlie Tory party.

There were two persons, on the Duke of Portland's

retirement, who aspired to the lead of the Tory party.

Perceval had led the House of Commons for two years

and a half. For the sake of his party, he had made the

sacrifice of abandoning his profession. He was a very able

debater, and a very popular minister. Canning, on the

contrary, had a fervid eloquence to which Perceval had

no claim. He conceived that he was necessary to the

ministry, and that it could not stand without him. How-
ever willing he had been to serve under Perceval, while

a near connection of his own was prime minister, he

fancied that the Duke of Portland's retirement altered his

status and made a continuance of this arrangement impos-

sible. Perceval, on the other hand, very natiu-ally con-

cluded that, after he had led the House of Commons for

two years and a half, he could not act as Canning's

heuteuant. Both statesmen had a remedy for the diffi-

culty. Perceval thought it possible, though in other re-

spects undesirable, to place some neutral nobleman in the

Duke of Portland's shoes, and resuscitate the government

very much in its original form. Canning hoped to per-

suade Perceval to take a peerage, with the presidency of

the Council or the Chancellorship, and thus gild his col-

league's retirement with promotion and a coronet. Neither

Canning nor Perceval was the least inclined to accept the

view of the other. Perceval refused the gilded bait, and

resolutely declined to oust Lord Eldon. Canning in-

sisted on the necessity of the prime minister being in the

House of Commons, and declined to act under a neutral

nobleman. The duel between Castlereagh and himself

ensued. The king was indignant at two of his ministers

fighting ; and Perceval was compelled to supplement

the remnant of a ministry with the best materials at his

disposal.
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Canning's conduct on this occasion lias been warmly chap.

defended by his later admirers. At the time hardly any-

one stood up for him. Those who admired his abiUties

regretted what he had done ; those who were either jea-

lous of him or disliked him condemned him in the

strongest language. But his conduct in the long run

proved eminently beneficial to Perceval. Canning's own
friends thought that Perceval had been treated ill, and

rallied round him ; and the strength which he thus gained

enabled his ministiy to resist the first onslaught on it.

On the other hand, Canning's retirement in 1809 de-

stroyed his own opportunity. Had he consented to serve

under Perceval in 1809 he would undoubtedly have

succeeded Perceval as prime minister in 1812. His with-

drawal from the ministry in 1809 enabled Castlereagh to

assume the lead in 1812. It excluded Canning from

office, the first object of his ambition, for nearly seven

years. At the time at which this history opens he was

employed on a special mission abroad. On his return,

in 1816, he accepted the presidency of the Board of Con-

trol. The minister, who might have had the choice of

any office, was compelled to content himself with a com-

paratively obscure department. The statesman who de-

clined to serve under Perceval was compelled to serve

under Perceval's subordinate, Castlereagh. ' How striking

is Canning's example!' wrote Wilberforce. 'Had he fairly

joined Perceval on the Duke of Portland's death, as Per-

ceval offered, he would now have been the acknowledged

head, and supported as such. But his ambitious pohcy

threw him out, and he sunk infinitely in pubUc estima-

tion, and has since with difficulty kept buoyant.'^ 'As for

Canning,' wrote another contemporary, himself one of

the minister's warmest friends, ' with his immense talent,

wit, and eloquence, he unhappily wants prudence and

patience, and in his eager desire to scramble to the

' Wilberforce, vol. iv. p. 33.

III.
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CHAP, highest point is not sufficiently select as to his assistants.'^—r^—-
' Voltaire observes,' wrote a third of Canning's friends,

' that men succeed less by their talents than their charac-

ter. He is comparing Mazarin and de Eetz. Walpole

and Bolingbroke make a similar pair in the last century.

Castlereagh and Canning are remarkable examples of the

truth of the maxim which our own days have furnished.'^

The ministry had leaders of considerable eminence

in Castlereagh and Canning. The nominal lead of the

Opposition was held by a man who never acquired

any great Parliamentary distinction in England. George
Ponsonby. Ponsouby was the grandson of the first Earl of Bess-

borough. His father, John Ponsonby, Lord Bessborough's

second son, married a daughter of the Duke of Devon-

shire, and became Speaker of the Irish House of Com-
mons. John Ponsonby's second and most distinguished

son, George, received a lucrative appointment from the

Eockingham administration, but was removed from it by
Lord Buckingham in 1787. Vexation at the loss of his

office drove him into a political career, and he obtained a

seat in the Lish House of Commons. Though the Oppo-

sition, to which he alhed himself, was led by such men as

Grattan and Flood, he succeeded in attaining distinction.

The distinction which he gained commended him to the

notice of the Whigs, and, on the Talents administra-

tion coming into office, he was made Lord Chancellor

of Ireland. One Grenville had driven him into politics

by depriving him of his appointment ; another Grenville

had rewarded his support with a much higher situation.

The Talents administration fell in the spring of 1807.

' Sir "Walter Scott's Diary, in

Lookliart, p. 658.
^ Ward's correspondence with the

Bishop of Llandaff, p. 301.

Almost as severe is Sir Walter's

record of his friend's death. 'The
death of the premier is announced

—

late George CfanDing—the witty, the

accomplished, the amhitious ; he who
had toiled thirty years, and involved
himself in the most harassing discus-
sions to attain this dizzy height ; he
who had held it for three months of
intrigue and obloquy—and now a
heap of dust, and that is all.' Lock-
hart, p. 66i!.
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Lord Howick, who had succeeded Fox in the lead of chap.

the House of Commons, was removed, in consequence —r^—

'

of his father's death, to the House of Peers ; and the

Whigs were in need of a leader. Sheridan, far the

ablest of them, was too involved in his pecuniary circum-

stances to be thought of. Tierney had great claims on

the party, but he did not enjoy the confidence of Lord

Grenville. Whitbread, though very honest, very sincere,

and very acute, had hardly the social position which

would have qualified him for the lead. He was a brewer;

and the Whigs were not prepared to follow a trades-

taaa. A process of exhaustion compelled the Whigs to

think of Ponsonby ; and Ponsonby was, accordingly, in-

vested with the leadership of his party. For the first

and probably last time in history the House of Commons
was led by two lawyers. An ex-attorney-general on one

side ; an ex-Lish chancellor on the other.

Ponsonby never made any great mark as leader ; but,

on the other hand, he excited no illwiU. ' His language

and manners were those of a gentleman ; and, disdaining

a flowery and figurative diction, he only aimed at stating

arguments fully and forcibly, in which he often succeeded.' ^

But, while Ponsonby v/as thus obtaining a limited success,

a much greater orator was rapidly extending the reputa-

tion which he had already acquired in another place.

Henry Grattan, the great IJrish patriot, was born in Dublin, Grattan.

in 1746. His father was a barrister, and Recorder of

Dublin. The son received his education at Trinity, where

he became acquainted with Fitzgibbon, and where he

gained the highest honoiu-s. In 1772 he followed his

father's footsteps, and was called to the bar. But he

made no figure in his profession, and never seriously

attended to it. Some few years after his call an acci-

dental circumstance introduced him to Lord Charlemont.

Lord Charlemont was, at that time, looking out for some

' Ann. Reg., vol. lix. p. 145.
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CHAP, promising young man capable of expoimding the griev-
III.

ances of Ireland in the Irish House of Commons. Flood

had seceded from the popular cause, and had accepted a

lucrative office imder the Irish government. Ireland had

thus been deserted in the hour of her need and of her

opportunity by her most powerful advocate. The need

of Ireland was indeed great. Her share of the cost of the

American war had exhausted her treasury ; the events of

the war had destroyed her linen trade ; her provision

trade had been ruined by the injudicious legislation of

the EngHsh Parliament. Eehgious animosity, in its worst

form, distracted the population. A smaU minority of

Protestants possessed all the power ; a vast majority of

Eoman Cathohcs were ground down and oppressed. No
papist was allowed to piu-chase real property ; no Protes-

tant was allowed to hold real property in trust for papists

;

no papist was allowed to be in a hne of entail ; no papist

could take lands on lease for a period of thirty-one years

and upwards. If the profits of a papist farmer exceeded

a certain sum they could be claimed by any Protestant

who discovered the excess. No Protestant was allowed

to marry a papist. A priest marrying a papist to a Pro-

testant was liable to be hanged. The wife of a papist,

adopting the Protestant religion, was entitled to an

increased jointure. A barrister or solicitor, marrying a

papist, incurred the disquahfications of a papist. A
papist was not allowed to hve in certain specified towns

;

he could not vote in a parliamentary election ; he could

not vote at a vestry meeting ; he could hold no office,

civil or military ; he could not serve on a grand jury ; he
could not act either as high or petty constable. Such
were some of the laws which the arrogance, the injus-

tice, and the foUy of a Protestant minority imposed on a

Eoman Catholic majority less than a hundred years ago.

But, if the needs of Ireland were great, her opportu-

nity was extraordinary. England had committed herself
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to the hopeless task of suMuing America, and had no chap.

troops to spare for the rebellious subjects nearer home, .
^^'

.

whom she disdained to conciliate. Ireland, under the

pretext of protecting her own shores, filled the streets of

her capital with armed volunteers. Her Senate, sharing

the enthusiasm which had called her people to arms,

passed, on Grattan*s eloquent appeal, the resolutions of

1779 and 1782, the former securing the country the ad-

vantage of free trade, the latter obtaining for her self-

government. gL grateful Senate zealously rewarded the

eloquent leader under whom such triumphs had been
achieved. It was proposed to vote 100,000/. to Grattan

in testimony of his services; Grattan's own moderation

limited the grant to 50,000Z. Grattan, for the moment,
was the most popular among Irishmen. But the Irish

are as fickle in their applause as they are inconstant in

their labours. Flood rose in the house to cast a slur on
Grattan's great victory. He had repealed the Act of

George I. which had deprived Ireland of her right of

self-government. But, according to Elood, the Act of

George L was only declaratory of the right of the English

ParUament to legislate for Ireland. Its enactment had
settled nothing ; its repeal had altered nothing. Grattan

warmly defended his own policy. Flood keenly strove

to outbid his rival. Grattan twitted Flood with his

place ; Flood retorted on Grattan that he had accepted

money. The contention was so warm that it nearly

passed from words to blows. Nothing but the interven-

tion of the House itself prevented a duel. The great

Irish Kevolution had characteristically ended in an Irish

row.

So closed the greatest episode in Grattan's career.

When the union was proposed he was living near Lon-

don, in comparative retirement, and in bad health. His

country, in its necessity, thought of the great orator

whom it had by turns adored and despised. Grattan was
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*^in^' ^^S^^ ^° ^^t ^^* ^'^^ Ireland ; and, though there was con-
-——' siderable risk to his health in the journey, and possible

peril to his hfe from the aniinosities of his feUow-country-

men, he at once returned to Dublin. Elected for Wick-

low, he took his seat amidst the enthusiasm of the House,

and, though evidently iU and compelled to sit, delivered

one of his most brilliant speeches, A violent attack was

immediately made on him by Corry, the Irish Chancellor

of the Exchequer, Grattan resented the language ; a

hostile meeting ensued, and Corry was wounded. It was

afterwards stated that Grattan had been elected at twelve,

that he had been received by the House at fom-, and

that he had wounded Corry at eight of the same day.

Some years elapsed before Grattan sought a seat in the

English House of Commons. Far the most eloquent

man on the Liberal benches, he never aspired to any

great Parliamentary distinction. He devoted himself to

urging the claims of his Eoman Catholic fellow-citizens

;

and never was a just cause illustrated and adorned

by a more able exponent. Grattan did not live to see

the victory of his principles ; but a Parliament, which

admired the orator who had not been able to convince

them, voted him the highest honours. The great Irish

patriot sleeps among the mighty English dead in West-

minster Abbey. The statue of the great Irish orator

stands in the vestibule of the British Parliament. But

the grave at Westminster and the statue at St. Stephen's

do not form the most enduring monument to Grattan's

fame. History, when she records the emancipation of

the Eoman Catholics, will always associate this act of

justice with the name of Grattan.^

The Irish A short fifteen years had elapsed since the union. The

Homo of
smaller nation had been absorbed in the larger against its

Commons, ^n. And what was the result ? The leader of the Go-
vernment in the House of Commons was the eldest son of

1 Ann. Meg., 1820, p. 1174 ; Parnell's Sist. of the Penal Laws,
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an Irisli peerl The leader of the Opposition was the chap.
in.

grandson of an Irish peer! The most eloquent orator

on the ministerial benches was the grandson of an Irish

country gentleman! The most eloquent orator on the

Opppsition benches was the great Irish patriot! The
Irish, amidst all their despondency, might have exclaimed

with the Eoman poet—
Grseda capta ferum victorem cepit, et artes

Intulit agresti Latio.

No other member of the House of Commons in 1816

could be ranked with either Canning or Castlereagh, Pon-

sonby or Grattan. In addition to Castlereagh and Can-

ning, three other members of the Cabinet, Vansittart,

Bathurst, and Pole, held seats ia the House of Commons

;

while three subordinate members of the ministry, Eobin-

son. Peel, and Palmerston, all of whom ultimately became

prime ministers, had seats on the Treasury Bench. The
time had not yet arrived when Peel and Palmerston had

proved their mettle, and Castlereagh was consequently

compelled to rely on the other four, Bathurst, Vansittart,

Eobinson, and Pole. What these four were may be in-

ferred from the contemptuous expression of a close ob-

server :
' I look on Bathurst, Vansittart, Eobinson, and Vansittart.

Pole as nothing
;

' or from the more elaborate explana-

tion which the same writer subsequently gave of this

sentiment :
' Van does not speak much but upon his own

business. Bathurst is not much listened to, and is con-

scious of it. Pole rarely speaks, but when he does is

always in a passion ; and as to Eobinson, he seems to do

nothing but occasionally answer a question on trade. It

is, therefore, cruel of the Opposition (as Walter Scott

once told Morritt) to plague " poor dumb creatures." '
^

Vansittart deserves the first place among these four

' Mr. Wilbraham to Lord Colchester. Colchester, vol. iii. pp. 16S and
201.
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CHAP. Statesmen. He was Chancellor of the Exchequer, ancl^

_i^^l_. as Chancellor of the Exchequer, he had greater oppor-

tunities of distinguishing himself than almost any man
who ever lived. He became finance minister on Perce-

val's death in 1812. He filled this position till 1823. For

nearly eleven years, therefore, he was nominally respon-

sible for the financial arrangements of the country; and

these eleven years were financially the most critical that

England ever saw. The three first years of his adminis-

tration witnessed the conclusion of the fearful war in

which this coimtry had been so long engaged. The eight

last years of his administration were memorable for

profound peace. During the former of these periods a

financier had abundant opportunities of displaying his

resources ; diuring the latter of them a finance minister

had still greater opportunities of establishing a reputation

for abihty. Vansittart never showed any dexterity in

devising taxation ; he was equally incapable of perceiving

the advantage of dispensing with it. His long rule at

the Exchequer is not associated with a single measure of

any importance. The repeal of the income tax in 1816

was carried, in his face, by the victory of the Opposition
;

the war malt tax was surrendered, against the minister's

will, to allay the discontent of the country gentlemen

;

the return to cash payments was conducted under the

guidance of an independent member. ' Nick,' as he was

familiarly styled by some of his friends, or ' Van,' as he

was nicknamed by others, was universally popular, but he

was feared by no one. After eleven years' service as

Chancellor of the Exchequer he was dismissed from his

office by a letter in the handwriting of Lord Liverpool's

private secretary.^

Nicholas Vansittart was born in 1766. His father was
Governor of Bengal, his mother a daughter of Nicholas

Morse, Governor of Madras. He entered Paiiiament to-

" Oolcheater, vol. iii. p. 272.
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wards the close of the eighteenth century, and was selected chap.

in 1801 for a subordinate situation, the Secretaryship to •—^^—

'

the Treasury, in Addington's Administration. Brought

into office by Addington, he retired with his chief, and

thenceforward his fortunes were associated with those of

Lord Sidraouth. Pitt in 1805 conferred on him the Irish

secretaryship. In the Talents administration Vansittart

retiu-ned to his old post as one of the Joint Secretaries of

the Treasury. Perceval in 1809 offered him the Chan-

cellorship of the.Exchequer ; but Vansittart very credit-

ably refused to desert Lord Sidmouth, and declined the

tempting offer. Nearly three years elapsed before, on

Perceval's death, Lord Sidmouth joined the ministry as

Home Secretary, and Vansittart obtained the situation

which he had declined in 1809. But he brought the

ministry Httle real strength. Industrious and plodding,

he had made an excellent Secretary to the Treasury ; but

he had neither the knowledge of finance nor the dexterity,

in debate which would have qualified him for the post

which by a strange fate he occupied for a longer period

than any of his successors. He had so little weight in

the House that a critic could write him down as 'nothing.'

He had so little influence in the Cabinet that he ultimately

received an almost contemptuous dismissal.^

Bathurst, like Vansittart, owed his position in the Bathurst.

ministry not to any talent of his own, but to the friend-

ship of Lord Sidmouth. His history was singular. His

father, Benjamin Bathurst, was twice married. By his

first wife, Finetta Poole, he had twenty-two children.

Poor Finetta probably imagined that she had done her

duty in this world, and died. Her husband consoled

himself by marrying Catherine Brodrick, and Catherine

presented him with fourteen more children. Ben-

jamin Bathurst had actually had thirty-six children by

' Vide Memoir of Vansittart in Ann. Reg. 1851 ; and Oolcliester, vol.

iii. p. 272.

VOL. I. X
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CHAP, tis two wives. But twenty-one out of the first brood of

--—^—- twenty-two died without descendants, and the Lydney
estate, which Benjamin had possessed, passed away to the

issue of his daughter Anne, who had some years pre-

viously married a Mr. Bragge. Anne's eldest son, Charles

Bragge, had been sent as a boy to Winchester. There

he had had the good fortune to form acquaintance with

Henry Addington. Henry Addington and Charles Bragge

became firm friends, and Bragge cemented their fiiendship

by marrying Addington's sister. ' Brother Bragge's ' for-

tune was practically made by his marriage. Addington

became Prime Minister, and Bragge was made Treasurer

of the Navy and Secretary of War. In the Talents

administration he became Master of the Mint. Perceval

ofiered him a seat in the Cabinet in the autumn of 1809 ;

but Bathurst, like Vansittart, refused to desert Lord Sid-

mouth. He was appointed in 1812 to the Duchy of Lan-

caster.

Lord Sidmouth's brother-in-law ' Bragge,' and his

brother, HUey Addington. were the two politicians with

whom Lord Sidmouth's name is most closely associated.

They suggested the epigram with which Addington was

taunted in 1804 :

—

When his periods hobble vUely,

What ' hear hims '
! burst from brother Hiley !

When his faltering periods lag,

Hark to the cheers of Brother Bragge.'

But Brother Bragge was Brother Bragge no longer. His

mother's twenty-one brothers and sisters were all dead,

and he had himself succeeded to Ms grandfather's patri-

monial estates at Lydney, and to his grandfather's name.
Bragge-Bathurst, or Bathurst, as he was thenceforward

usually called, did not, however, owe everything to his

marriage with Lord Sidmouth's sister. He must have

had higher qualities of his own which his incapacity in

• Buckingham's Geo. IV., vol. ii. p. 340.
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•debate has partially obscured. Perceval said of him chap.

in 1805 he is ' a man of sterling worth, as a man of ^—

-

business as well as a gentleman.' It was Canning's opinion

that ' Bathurst was an able man, and an acquisition to

any party.' ^ As Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster,

however, Bathurst could have found little room for the

display of his qualities as a man of business. His col-

leagues must have often wished that he had a little less

sense and a little more eloquence.

Frederick Eobinson was a yoimger man than any of Eobinson.

those who have hitherto been mentioned. The second

son of the second Lord Grantham, he inherited a taste for

political life. Born in 1782, at the termination of the

war he had not completed the thirty-third year of his age,

and he owed the position, which he had already attained

in the political world, more to the accident of his birth

than to any qualities of his own. Eobinson had been

educated at Harrow and at Cambridge ; he had become

private secretary to Lord Hardwicke, the Lord Lieu-

tenant of Lreland under Addington's Administration,

before he was of age. Perceval introduced him to re-

sponsible office as Under Secretary of the Colonies and as

a Lord of the Admiralty. After Perceval's death in 1812,

he was promoted to the Vice-Presidency of the Board

of Trade. He still occupied this subordinate position

at the close of the war, but he was aheady regarded

as one of the most probable recipients of political

promotion. Few people, indeed, could have foreseen

how rapid his advancement was to become. He became

President of the Board of Trade in 1818, Chancel-

lor of the Exchequer in 1823, Secretary of State for

the Colonics and Lord Goderich in 1827, and Prime

Minister a few months afterwards. ' An easy-going cob

accustomed to single or double harness, quiet under the

Perceval's MemoirSy vol. i. p. 149. Colchester, vol. ii. p. 180.

X 2
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CHAP, saddle, and having no objection to the plough, the har-

._ ,

'

_. row, or the mill.' ^

Eobinson must have had some quahfications, besides

his birth, to win for him these rapid promotions, but it is

almost impossible for the historian to detect where these

qualifications lay. ' He was not quick, he was wanting in

decision, he saw the end long before he saw the means, and

his too sanguine hopes and self-complaisant disposition

often led him into difficulties for which there was no escape

without ridicule.' ^ The serene composure with which, in

a period of unprecedented distress, he expounded his

budgets won for him the name of Prosperity Eobinson.

His feeble good-nature subsequently acquired for him
the nickname of ' Goody Goderich.' After rising to the ..

very highest station in the State, he fell, and became

absolutely insignificant. Succeeding to another title,

men forgot that the amiable nobleman, whom they knew
as Lord Eipon, had once been nick-named Prosperity

Eobinson and Goody Goderich; they were utterly

oblivious of the fact that in the days of their fathers

he had filled many offices in the State and had been

Prime Minister. ' Who was Lord Kipon ?
' was the ques-

tion in 1859, when the ex-Prime Minister died.^

Such were the three men on whom Castlereagh and
Canning mainly relied in the session of 1816. There

were indeed three other statesmen who held subordinate

situations in the ministry, who had higher qualifications,

and who eventually acquired greater distinction, than

Bathurst, Vansittart and Eobinson. But a long period

passed before Huskisson, Peel, or Palmerston, were ad-

mitted into the Cabinet; and it wiU therefore be con-

venient to defer an account of these men to a later period

of this history. The opposition side of the House had far

more abihty at its disposal, Ponsonby and Grattan were
indeed hardly equal to Castlereagh and Canning. But

1 Ann. Reg. 1859; p. 476. ' Ibid. p. 476. ' Ibid. p. 476.
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Castlereagli and Canning had no such subordinates to chap.

rely on as Tiemey, Whitbread, Brougham, Eomilly, and v.—.J—

.

Horner. It was the misfortune of the Whig party to lose

four of its strongest representatives, Ponsonby, Whit-

bread, Eomilly and Horner, at the most critical period

of its history, almost immediately after the conclusion

of the war. Tierney and Brougham are therefore the

only two of these personages who exercised any lasting

influence on English politics.

Tierney's career illustrates, in a very striking way, the Tiemey.

jealousy which the Whigs entertained of new men. Had
he been the son of a country gentleman, or the distant

relative of a peer, he would undoubtedly have succeeded

to the lead of the Whig party on Fox's death in 1806,

and he would probably have left a very great name be-

hind him in the annals of the Whigs. Being only

the son of a Spanish merchant, he never acquired the

confidence of his party. He held office three times

in his life, once under Addington in 1803, once under

the Talents administration in 1806, and once under

Canning in 1827. Nothing but his wealth secured him a

seat in Parliament, nothing but the death of aU his rivals

gained hini ultimately the nominal lead of the Whig
party. ^ He represented in the course of his career Col-

chester, Southwark, Athlone, Bandon Bridge, Appleby,

and Knaresborough. His elections must have cost him

a fortune. At Colchester there was a double retiu-n

;

he only gained his seat for Southwark, which he had lost

after a costly contest, by a costly petition. In 1807 he

offered Lord Abingdon's trustees 10,000Z. for the two

' The lead which he enjoyed was mantle and Banks hecame their

only nominal. The Grenvillites can allies ; and other moderate Whigs
haraly he said to have acted with were disposed to flirt with them.

—

him. At the very commencement Memoirs of Regency, vol. ii. pp. 211,
of 1818, Wynn, Stanhope, and Phil- 226, 233. The exta-avagant price at

limore quietly seceded from the Op- which the services of the third party

position, and endeavoured to form were ultimately secured by the Tory
the nucleus of a third party: Fre- GovernmentwiUherelatedfurtheron.
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CHAP, seats at Westbury.^ Expenditure of this lavish descrip-

>._ ^ . tion did not however obtain for him any compensating

advantages. He never filled any higher office than the

Presidency of the Board of Control ; he never held any

office for twelve months in succession ; his name has

almost dropped out of history ; and the circumstance for

which he is now best remembered is the duel which he

once fought with Pitt.

Yet Tierney was one of the very last statesmen who
deserved to be forgotten. He lived amongst a race of

parliamentary giants, and under such circumstances even

he made his mark. ' Addington used to say that there

was no one whose Parliamentary talents he envied more

than Tierney's, as he always expressed his meaning in the

clearest manner, and said neither more nor less than he

intended.' ^ His eloquence was colloquial, he was im-

rivalled in restating the argument of an opponent and

tm-ning it to ridicule. Men wondered as they Hstened to

him how they themselves could have failed to detect the

absurdity of the reasoning which was thus consummately

exposed.* His great powers of sarcasm, his admirably

simple language, his readiness and dexterity, made him a

particularly efficient debater. When Pox seceded from

Parliament in 1798, Tierney supphed his place and

managed by the vehemence of his attacks to maintain a

show of opposition. Yet it was hiunorously said at that

time, that the opposition generally went home to dinner

with Tyrwhit Jones in his coach. ' Ponsonby reinstated

in the nominal lead of the opposition,' wrote Speaker

Abbot in January, 1810, but, he added, ' Tierney the

efficient man on that side.'^

Brougham, Brougham was an abler man than Tierney, and a far

more formidable opponent to his adversaries. Yet, like

Tierney, he never quite achieved the distinction which his

Borailly, vol. ii. p. 200. " Memoir, Ann. Reg., 1830.
^ Sidmoutli, vol. ii. p. 135. * Colchester, vol. ii. p. 225.
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abilities thorougUy deserved. In one sense he had more chap.

brilUant powers than any of his contemporaries. There ._^^::_

were men among them who could beat him on any given

subject, but there was no one who had so extended an

acquaintance with so many matters. He was ready to

discuss a scientific problem with Playfair, to argue a

point of law with Copley, or a question of policy with

Canning. He could make a speech with the same facility

with which he could write an article ; and he could write

an article as easily as another man could write a letter.

His physical strength aduiirably assisted his extraordi-

nary intellectual power. During the Yorkshire election

he spent his days, from nine till four, arguing cases in

court ; his evenings, from four till twelve, in canvassing

the county ; and after midnight he commenced reading

his briefs for the work of the morrow. Yet, with all

this amazing physical and intellectual activity, his figure

hardly fills the prominent place in history which his abili-

ties might have won for him. At one period of his

career he was undoubtedly the most powerful pohtical

personage of his day. But he lived to see the time when
his influence was smaller than that of many minor poli-

ticians. His restless energy, admirably adapted for the

work of an opposition leadet in the House of Commons,

was ill-suited for the calmer atmosphere of the House of

Lords ; and the coronet, which he received with the

Chancellorship in Lord Grey's Administration, ultimately

extinguished his pohtical career. It would be unfair to

say of Lord Brougham that he was ' Jack of all trades,

and master of none,' for he was undoubtedly pre-eminent

in many difierent occupations. But Lord Brougham's

career does afford a striking proof that the most splendid

abihties are not equal to attaining absolute priority in a

great many fields at the same time. Lord Brougham

might have attained the eminence of Fox as a pohtician,

of Erskine as an advocate, of Playfair as a mathematician.
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CHAP, of Herschel as an astronomer, of Hallam as an Hstoriari.

- ™'
_ He tried to rival all these characters in their various

stations: and, in consequence, though he ran a good

second to them aU, he did not win quite the first place in

any race.

Brougham has left behind him his own autobiography;

but his autobiography is rather a record of the writer's

weaknesses than of his greatness. It abounds in proofs

of the egotistic vanity which marred Brougham's career

:

it suggests the presumption that the writer was either

too careless to be accurate, or that he wilfully in his

old age altered the correspondence which he had written

in his youth. Some of the arguments which Colenso has

used against the authenticity of the Pentateuch might be

employed with crushing effect against Lord Brougham.

Golenso has detected phrases in Genesis, which Moses

could not have used. Similarly iaauthentic expressions

may be detected in the letters published by Brougham.

He gravely produces a letter, which he alleges to be from

George IH. to the Prince of Wales, but which was really

written by George II. to George III. 's father; and founds

an argument upon it. He mentions the Duchess of Kent

in 1815, though the duke did not marry till 1818 ! He
makes one of his correspondents speak of Palmerston as

Secretary of War and in the Cabinet in August 1809,

though Palmerston was not Secretary of War for more

than a month afterwards, and was not in the Cabinet for

another twenty years. These mistakes, it must be remem-

bered, do not occur in a posthumous memoir, but in

letters professedly written at the time, incorporated into

the memoir. How could anybody in 1809 have spoken

of Palmerston as Secretary for War and in the Cabinet?

How could Brougham in 1815 have spoken of a Duchess

of Kent when there was no Duchess of Kent till 1818 ?

The inference is irresistible. The veteran, in compihng

his memoirs, must have wilfully altered or rewritten the
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correspondence of his youth. In either case his authority chaj'.

is less trustworthy than that of any other contemporary . ^_^

writer. . \,

It is hardly necessary in this history to mention either Homer

Whitbread or Horner ; for the former unfortunately de- bread.

stroyed himself in the summer of 1815 ; the latter was

compelled by enfeebled health to withdraw to a milder

climate in the autumn of 1816. He died at Pisa early in

1817. Few men had ever displayed so much promise as

Horner. Few men, with such small advantages to start

with, had ever acquired in an equal time so considerable

a reputation. Horner was one of those remarkable men
whose opinions are in advance of their age. He was not

spared to see the views which he spent his life in advo-

cating obtain general acceptance. But he lived long

enough to vnn the respect of his contemporaries, and to

elicit from the House, of which he was a member, a

remarkable tribute to his merits. ' A Howard introduced,'

wrote Mackintosh, ' and an English House of Commons
adopted the proposition of thus honouring the memory of

a man of thirty-eight, the son of a shop-keeper, who never

filled any ofiice, or had the power of obliging a living

creature, and whose grand title to this distinction was the

belief of his virtue.'^ Whitbread was not a profound

thinker like Horner, but he was a much more useful

politician. His character was peculiarly English, and,

with all the prejudice which his trade pursuits created

against him, he rose to the very highest position in

the "Whig party. The Whigs, when they formed the

Talents administration, had, indeed, the folly to exclude

him from office. This exclusion led to some temporary

coolness between Whitbread and the Whig leaders. But

the slight difference, which was thus occasioned, was soon

terminated. A permanent quarrel with Whitbread was,

in fact, almost impossible. Occasionally warm in debate,

' Mackintosh, vol. ii. p. 344.
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CHAP, his warmth was never carried beyond the doors of the

-—r^—
' House. He ' was a rough speaker,' said Wilberforce,

' he spoke as if he had a pot of porter at his hps, and all

his words came through it.'^ Wilberforce's illustration

was singularly happy. It was the happier because Whit-

bread was never ashamed of the occupation to which he

owed his wealth. An insolent Tory had once the iade-

cency to allude to him as a brewer of bad porter. The

House was uproarious. Whitbread alone kept his temper.

' I rise, Mr. Speaker, as a tradesman,' he quietly began,

' to complain of the gallant officer for abusing the commo-
dity which I sell.' ^ Perhaps an impudent attack had

never been more happily or more effectually turned.

Eomiiiy. Sir Samuel Eomilly filled a larger figure in the House

than either Whitbread or Horner, and his life, like Whit-

bread's, was abruptly terminated at a very early period of

this history by his own hand. Mackintosh, in 1810,

while living at Bombay, wrote of Eomilly :
' His moral

character, I think, stands higher than that of any other

conspicuous Englishman now alive.' ^ After an interval

of more than half a century it is difficult to gainsay the

truth of Mackintosh's observation. It would be easy to

name statesmen who had higher abilities, and who did

greater service than Eomilly to the State. It would be

hard to name one who so consistently and so disin-

terestedly endeavoured to benefit humanity.

Eomilly was descended from a Huguenot family. His

grandfather, flying from the religious tyranny of Louis

XIV., settled in London as a wax bleacher. His business

was imsuccessful ; bankruptcy and poverty overtook him;

his gentle spirit sank under an accumulation of mis-

fortune, and he died at an early age leaving four sons

and four daughters unprovided for. Peter Eomilly,

the youngest of these sons, was bound apprentice to a

' Wilberforce, vol. v. p. 339. ° Oolchester, vol. ii. p, 243.
' Mackiuto&li, vol. ii. p. 34.
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jeweller ; he worked as a journeyman ; he married ; and chap.

had six children. But the six children all died; and —r^—

-

Peter Romilly, imagining that a town residence was un-

wholesome, hired some lodgings in the then purer air of

Marylebone. The experiment was successful In coiurse

of time three other children were born to him, all of

whom attained maturity. Samuel Eomilly, the youngest

of the three, was educated with his brother by a brutal

master at a day school in Marylebone.

The time goon arrived when it was necessary for

young Eomilly to commence life in earnest. He was

distantly related to Sir Samuel Fludyer, who, Hke Whit-

tington, had raised himself by his labour to opulence and

the Mayoralty. Sir Samuel was young EomiUy's god-

father, and offered him a situation in his counting-house.

Nothing but Sir Samuel's death interfered with this ar-

rangement ; had Sir Samuel lived, it is possible that his

godson might have passed an obscure life in a city office.

On Sir Samuel's death, EomUly's father decided on edu-

cating both his sons for his own business. Young Eomilly,

however, hated the work. At an opportune moment a

distant relative left him and his family a few thousand

pounds ; and, with this moderate increase of fortune,

Eomilly left his father's shop, and was articled to one of

the sworn clerks in Chancery. But Eomilly did not long

persevere in his new calling. A sworn clerk's seat would

have cost him 2,000/., and have absorbed his little for-

tune. Again changing his career, he entered the Society

of Gray's Inn, and commenced studying the law. His

studies were interrupted by bad health. But, when he

was twenty-six years old, he was called to the Bar, and

obtained a little employment in drawing pleadings.

Few people would have imagined at this period that

Eomilly had any chance of making a figiu-e in the world.

He had changed his profession three times ; his health

was bad ; his studies desultory ; the time, which he might
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'^^^- Have given to the Bar, was frequently devoted to writing——' political pamphlets. One of these pamphlets, however,

induced Lord Lansdowne to take a warm interest in the

writer. Lord Lansdowne encouraged him to persevere

in his legal studies. The advice was taken ; and Eomilly's

perseverance waa rewarded. His business gradually im-

proved. When the Talents administration came into

office, EomiUy, though he had no seat in Parhament, was

made Solicitor-General. He was almost immediately

afterwards elected for the now disfranchised borough of

Queenborough. EomiUy remained in office for a little

more than a year. He remained in Parhament, as mem-
ber for Queenborough, Horsham, Wareham, Arundel,

and Westminster, for rather more than twelve years.

He was not distinguished as a very great advocate ; he

was, by no means, very successful as a Parhamentary

speaker. His pohtical life was full of disappointments

;

he was constantly in a minority ; and he was rarely able

to carry any of the measures which he was continually

promoting. Notwithstanding these constant failures,

however, Eomilly's name stands higher, and deserves to

stand higher, than that of almost any of his contempo-

raries. Had he devoted his career to any particidar

object he might possibly have been rewarded with

greater success. But Eomilly's kind heart was equally

moved by the oppression of the criminal, the pauper, the

httle child, or the dumb animal. His life was spent in

waging one long battle against excessive punishments, op-

pressive laws, savage sports, and cruelty to animals. He
died before the principles, which he had spent his life in

enforcing, had obtained general acceptance,

^bbot. Such were the leading statesmen in the two houses of

the Legislature at the close of the great war. Every
member of the House of Commons ranked of course

below the Speake;r ; and the Speaker of the time, though

of less" consequence than most of those who have hitherto
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been mentioned, had an exaggerated opinion of his own chap.

importance. Charles Abbot, the first Lord Colchester, -—,-1—

'

was the younger son of a country clergyman. His

father's family was respectable, and the son received a

gentleman's education at Westminster and Christchureh.

He left Oxford in 1778, and, after a short tour on the

continent, took chambers in Lincoln's Inn, with a view to

studying for the law. Five years afterwards, or in 1783,

he was called to the Bar. But, after eleven years' prac-

tice, he abandoned his profession, and accepted an easy

and dignified ofiice—the Clerkship of the Eules in the

Court of King's Bench. The position, which Abbot was

thus fortunate enough to secure, was worth 2,700^. a year.

The leisure, which its acceptance obtained for him,

induced him to meditate on the possibility of entering

Parliament. The Duke of Leeds had known him, years

before, as a "Westminster boy, and the Duke's friendship

procured for him a convenient and comfortable seat at

Helston. Abbot soon found abundant occupation in the

House of Commons, but his occupations were very difie-

rent from those of most of his contemporaries. When he

spoke he spoke with credit ; but he was only tempted

on rare occasions to take part in debate. No member
of the House, however, devoted himself with greater zeal

to the business of Committees. He discovered that a great

many temporary laws expired without observation ; he

obtained a Committee which made a Eegister of tempo-

rary laws and removed the danger. He presided over

the Finance Committee of 1797; he moved for an inquiry

into the National Eecords ; he introduced the first census

Bill. By these various means he acquired the reputation

of an able and industrious member ; and became obvi-

ously designed for important office.

The resignation of Pitt in 1801 afibrded an opening

for the plodding member. Addington the Speaker be-

came Prime Minister. Mitford, afterwards Lord Eedesdale,
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became Speaker ; and Abbot, after a good deal of negotia-

tion, was prevailed on to accept tlie Chief Secretaryship

of Ireland. But his career in Ireland was a very short one.

Before a year was over Mitford became Lord Eedesdale

and Irish Chancellor, and Abbot was selected to succeed

Mitford in the chair of the House of Commons. He occu-

pied that chair for the unusually long period of fifteen

years ; and, though, on one memorable occasion, his con-

duct in the chair was vehemently attacked, he is almost

universally admitted to have made a firm, impartial, and

dignified Speaker. Instinctively conservative in all his

proceedings, he stickled sometimes to an almost ludicrous

extent for his own rights, and the rights of the House.

In the notorious proceedings which followed the arrest of

Sir Francis Burdett in 1810, for instance, he openly ad-

vocated extreme measures, which would have changed

the House of Commons from a representative chamber

into an engine of arbitrary government.

Abbot, however, will not be mainly remembered for

the many virtues and trifling defects which he displayed

in the chair of the House of Commons. Posterity will

chiefly associate him with the remarkable diary which he

kept through the whole of his parhamentary career. Night

after night, when the business of the day was over. Abbot
was in the habit of jotting down in one or two short

sentences the information which he had acquired in the

previous twenty-four hours. The diary admirably illus-

trates the impartiality of the Speaker's character. It

contains a mass of information, which no one desirous of

ascertaining the history of those times can neglect. But

it is the very dullest of all the dull biographies in the

language. In the whole 2,000 pages, there is hardly a

sentence which stirs the reader's pulse, or an anecdote

which provokes a smile.

Public men enjoying a seat in either House of Parlia-

ment attract a larger share of attention than their con-
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temporaries, wlio may possibly possess equal iafluence Chap.

and may be equally conversant with affairs of state. Yet •—r^—

'

the history of England would be very imperfectly under-

stood if attention were only paid to the characters of the

leading political statesmen. There has probably never

been a time in English history when men outside Parlia-

ment and without office have not exercised considerable

influence in the management of affairs, and this conclusion

is especially true of the particular period under review.

The history of England during the closing years of

the life of George III. is the record of a series of State

prosecutions ; and in the trials which took place, the

two most prominent figiires were the first Lord Ellen- Lord

borough, the Chief Justice of England, and Sir Vicary borough.

Gibbs, the Chief Justice of the Coiu:t of Common Pleas.

Both these distinguished men were born in 1750. Both of

them concluded their judicial careers in 1818. Both of

them viewed the politics of their time from the same

standpoint. It was said of Sir Vicary Gibbs that he had

as Attorney-General filed more ex ofl3.cio informations for

libel than any of his predecessors ; that these informations

had averaged foiu'teen a year ; that some of them were

never brought to trial, but were kept suspended over the

heads of the unfortimate defendants.^ ' He filed his infor-

mations by the score ; he had every newspaper not devoted

to the Treasiu-y under prosecution at once ; and though he

did not bring many of his cases to trial, he harassed his

victims by anxiety and delay ; he exhausted them by

costs.' ^ If Sir Vicary Gibbs were industrious in filing ex

officio informations, he found in Lord EUenborough a

judge prepared to stamp out libellers. It was the con-

stant habit of Lord EUenborough to direct the jury that a

particular publication was libellous, instead of asking them

to decide whether it were a libel or not. He has been

defended for his conduct in this respect by one great

' Komilly, vol. ii. p. 380. '' Edin. Beview, vol. xxxvii. p. 3.
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^ni^'
autHority, the late Lord Brougham. There can be no

•

—

—
• doubt that his practice, whether it were defensible or no,

exposed him to some greathumiliationfrom stubborn juries.

Edward, Lord EUenborough, was the son of the Bishop

of Carlisle. He soon rose to great eminence at the Bar.

He had the honour of acting as leading counsel to Warren
Hastings ; he was made Attorney General by Addington

in 1801 ; he succeeded Lord Kenyon as Chief Justice of

England, in 1802 ; and he continued to fill that high office

till his voluntary retirement from it in 1818. During a

portion of this period he sat in the Cabinet, and he

deserves to be recollected as the last Englishman who has

united the two positions of a common law judge and a

minister. A few precedents were quoted at the time to

justify Lord EUenborough's anomalous position, but Lord

EUenborough himself lived to acknowledge the anomaly.

In one sense, however, Lord EUenborough probably ful-

fiUed his position as a Cabinet Minister quite as ably as he

discharged his functions as a judge. Whether in or out

of office he took a warm interest in political affairs, and

his voice was continually heard in the Upper House of

Parliament. In another sense, his colleagues in the Ad-
ministration must have occasionally tried his patience.

Lord EUenborough was the very last man who ought to

have occupied a seat in a government which had Fox
for a Foreign Secretary, and EomiUy for a SoUcitor-

General. His political career was chiefly memorable for

his defence of sinecures, and his defence of capital punish-

ment. Lord EUenborough clung to the sinecures which

were attached to his own office with a tenacity which

was worthy of a better cause. ' Eeduction of salary,' he

gravely argued, ' must proceed on the groimd of dimi-

nution in duty. Now as nothing has ever been done in the

chief clerkship of the Court of King's Bench, it is impos-

sible that less could be done in it in future.' It would

have been difficult to have afforded a plainer proof that
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his fortunate son, whom he had made chief clerk, was chap.

entitled to draw 7,000^. a year, the profits of the sinecure, —

—

^—

-

for doing nothing.

Lord EUenborough's views on sinecures cost the

country a large sum of money. Lord EUenborough's

views on capital punishment were far more serious in

their consequences. It was on his high authority that the

Peers insisted on retaining death as the pimishment for

stealing five shillings from a shop ; it was on his high

authority that , they were induced to believe that the

offence of picking pockets had been encouraged by the

abolition of this punishment ; it was by his exertions

that a harsh criminal code was retained in its integrity

during his whole lifetime. Yet Lord EUenborough

was not a bad man ; in private life he was not se-

vere ; he was not even a veiy harsh, judge. He honestly

believed in the horrible opinions which he studiously

promoted ; and he seriously thought it desirable to stamp

out crime just as a later generation have stamped out the

cattle plague. His opinions were the product of the

period in which he had been trained ; reformers, such as

Adam Smith or Jeremy Bentham, were in his judgment

visionary speculators, whose writings it was difficult to

read, and whose advice it was inexpedient to follow. The

pohtical machinery of the State could only be kept in

Order by the lubrication supplied by sinecure oflSices ; it

could only be preserved in safety by the constant pre-

sence of the gallows,

The harsh views which distinguished Lord Ellen- sirVicarj

borough both as a judge and a statesman were also enter-

tained by his fellow Chief Justice, Sir Vicary Gibbs. Sir

Vicary's character was not an agreeable one. He had an

irritable temper, and an excellent opinion of himself. Hi^

irritability and conceit made him unpopular at the Bar
;
yet

the counsel who disliked him the most were the first to

admit the shrewdness of his intellect. Sir Vicary, how-

VOL. I. V

Gibbs.
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CHAP, ever, is less remembered for Kis conduct as a judge than as

.—,-!—. a law officer of tlie Crown. He became Solicitor-General

in 1805. He became Attorney-General in 1812. ' There

were in his time,' said his biographer, ' no less than fifty-

two newspapers published in London, one half of which

are said to have been at one and the same period under

prosecution. He hung them all on the horns of a di-

lemma. If the editor apologised for a libel, his apology

came too late ; for the Attorney-General would not allow

him " first to calumniate a man, and then to naiiseate

him with flattery." If, on the other hand, the unhappy

author made no apology, he obviously deserved punish-

ment as a hardened ofiender.' ^

It would be impossible at the present time to imagine

a Chief Justice employing the ordinary language of Lord

EUenborough ; it would be impossible for any Attorney-

General to use the arguments of Sir Vicary Gibbs. But

it would be equally impossible to revive Vansittart's

finance, Castlereagh's foreign policy, or Sidmouth's admi-

nistration of the Home Office. The tone of thought

which made it practicable for Lord Sidmouth to suspend

the Habeas Corpus Act, for Lord Castlereagh to force the

Alien Act through Parliament, or for Vansittart to place

prohibitory duties on foreign wool, was accurately re-

presented by the judicial careers ofLord EUenborough and

Sir Vicary Gibbs. But the ministers and judges of 1816

were not harsher than their other contemporaries ; their

single fault lay in their too close agreement with the

opinions of those among whom they lived. That agree-

ment was the origia of their power in their own lifetime.

It enabled them to obtain an easy triumph over their

pohtical opponents. But posterity has reversed the judg-

ment of contemporary critics. Ten years after Lord
Liverpool died, the policy which was pursued by his

administration had not a single advocate, and those mem-
' Townshend's Eminent Judges, quoted in Creasy's Eminent Etoniarui.
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bers ofhis Ministry were regarded with the most favour who ciLii*.

were supposed to be the least identified with Lord Liver- .—

A

pool's opinions. So has it constantly been from the days

of Alfred to the days of Victoria. Contemporary critics

have enthusiastically applauded the statesmen who spent

their time in a vigorous defence of existing abuses. Pos-

terity has almost unanimously awarded the chief fame to

their opponents who passed their days in assailing them.

The fame of Lord Liverpool in 1816 overshadowed the

slender authority of Lord Grey. The position of Lord

Ellenborough was, far more enviable than that of Sir

Samuel Eomilly. Yet the barren honours of Lord Grey

and Eomilly seem now far preferable to the stars and

sinecures with which Lord Liverpool and Lord Ellen-

borough were rewarded. The latter are associated with

traditions which have been abandoned in disgust; the

former are identified with reforms, which have given

peace and happiness to a contented people.

7 2
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CHAPTEE IV.

CHAP. The reign of George III. will always be remarkable for

-

—

^— the development of Britisli industry and British trade.

Literature. The ability and ingenuity of a few great men placed new
resources at the disposal of the nation, and by substituting

the steam engine for the hand of man ; the road for the

track ; and the canal for the road ; increased a himdred-

fold the resources of the country, and its capacity for in-

dustrial enterprise. It is questionable whether great

wealth and great prosperity are favoiu-able to the culti-

vation of hterature, science, and art. The noblest litera-

ture of Eome was, indeed, produced amidst the prosperity

and wealth which made the reign of Augustus fesar

memorable. The Tuscan school tioiurished under the

patronage of the wealthiest and the wisest of the Medicis.

But Eaphael in modern history, and Virgil in the ancient

world, owed more to the tone of society and to the tone

of thought of the ages in which they lived than to the

patronage of Augustus or the Medicis. Horace did more to

perpetuate the name of Msecenas than Maecenas did to cul-

tivate the genius of the poet. This country has become
much wealthier since the days of Elizabeth and the days of

Anne. But it has failed to produce a second Shakespeare

or a second Dryden.

The abnost imanimous verdict of competent critics

has pronounced the most brilliant era of English htera-

tiu-e to have commenced with the age of Elizabeth and
to have closed with that of* Anne. The century and a
half which is embraced m this period produced the two
greatest masters of the English language—Shakespeare
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tnd Milton. But other writers, some of whom were chap.
TV

hardly inferior to these, dignified this golden period of --_,.:—

-

EngUsh literature. Spenser, Sidney, Marlowe, Ben Jonson,

Ealeigh, Cowley, Selden, Clarendon, Bunyan, Butler,

Defoe, Dryden, Swift, Addison, Pope, and Bolingbroke, in

various ways illustrated and enriched the noble language

of their common country. A circumstance, with which

they had no direct connection themselves, stereotyped the

expressions which they used. The Bible was translated

into English at the very time at which Shakespeare was

writing. The Eeformation placed the work in the hands

of every Englishman who could read. The language of

the Bible became the language of the nation ; the expres-

sions which its translators used became for ever part and

parcel of English speech. An ordinary person can hardly

read the pre-Eeformation writers without a glossary. No
one requires a key to enable him to appreciate the beauties

of the Elizabethan dramatist or to imderstand Ealeigh's

' History of the World.'

Success in any line of hfe usually leads to imitation.

Where one man achieves fame, a hundred others think

that they may become equally famous. Birmingham ware
has in every age been foisted on a credulous public ; and
Brummagem has appeared in spurious hterature and art

nearly as frequently as in spurious silver and gold. The
scholars of Eaphael imitated with matchless fidelity the

finish of their master ; and an uncritical age, enchanted

with the beauty of their pigments, forebore to notice

their want of originality and power. Exactly the same

thing occurred in literature in the eighteenth century.

Few writers, indeed, had the hardihood to imitate the

imagery of Shakespeare, the diction of Milton, or the

vigour of Dryden. But a dozen writers succeeded in

cojjying the rhythmical excellence of Pope. Though,

however, they caught the trick of Pope's style, they failed

to imitate the vigour of his language. Churchill, the
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CHAP, most successful of them all, attacked with power and

^ . venom some of the vices of his time. No satire was

ever more severe than his description of Fitzpatrick, the

nameless thing, in the 'Eosciad.' But the 'Eosciad'

ranks as a poem below the ' Dunciad.' Three times in

the century, indeed, different writers, each of considerable

power, cast a temporary ray upon the darkness which

obscured the hterature of England. For the style and

finish of their pieces, Gray, Goldsmith, and Cowper have

never been surpassed. ' The Elegy,' ' The Deserted Vil-

lage,' and the ' Lines on my Mother's Picture,' are ad-

mirable examples of perfection in composition. But,

though these pieces are evidently the productions of intel-

lects naturally of a high order, and polished with the

most careful culture, they have failed to place their

authors in the very first flight of English poets. The
polish is almost too bright, and its brightness seems de-

signed to atone for the absence of higher qualities. If,

however, such authors as Gray, Cowper, or Goldsmith

failed to attain the highest rank in English literature,

what shall be said of the lesser poets, who were read and

admired during the same period ?

Augustus still survives in Maro's strain,

And Spenser's verse prolongs Eliza's reign.

Great George's acts let tuneful Gibber sing,

For nature formed the poet for tbe king.

lutei- During the first seventy years, then, of the eighteenth

activity in ccntury, the literature of Britain gradually declined from

ha!f of the the high position which it had occupied in the reign of

centra"*''
-^'^^s ;

^^t, during the latter portion of this period, at any
rate, the gradual decadence of imaginative literature was
accompanied with a remarkable development of reasoning,

investigation and research. The foremost thinkers of the

time were no longer satisfied with accepting the theories

which their predecessors had venerated as axioms, and
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the boldest inquiries were freely pushed into every chap.

branch ofhuman knowledge. This intellectual activity was

equally visible in England and Scotland. In physical

science, Scotland produced Black and Hutton ; England,

Priestley and Cavendish ; Scotland the land of his birth,

England the coimtry of his adoption, have an equal claim

to the merit of John Himter's profound investigations

into the structure of men and animals. The glory attach-

ing to the great inventions of the period belongs equally

to the two countries. England produced the machines

which revolutionised every branch of the textile industry ;

a Scotchman discovered the motive power, without which

these inventions would have been deprived of half their

value.

The profoimd investigations which were made by Black,
Priestley and Cavendish in physical science ; the know-

ledge of the anatomy of the lower forms of animals which

John Hunter succeeded in acquiring, and the foimda-

tions which Hutton laid of the modern science of

geology, had ultimately a prodigious effect on the think-

ing portion of British men and women. This effect

will, however, be more conveniently considered in con-

nection with the great religious movement which com-

menced towards the close of the first half of the nineteenth

century, and which was in reality the reaction of the

more superstitious portion of the community against the

free thought which scientific iuvestigation had produced.

For the present, therefore, it is imnecessary to refer

any further to the purely scientific investigations of the

eighteenth century. But the same intellectual activity,

which animated Priestley and Black, characterised also

another class of thinkers, who exercised an enormous influ-

ence on the minds of succeeding generations. The decade

in which Black was born gave birth to Adam Smith ; and

Adam Smith may be said to have changed the whole Adam

theory of government, and in this way to have contributed
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CHAP. uj,ore tlian any other person to the great revohitions'

v^

—

^—- of the nineteenth centiu:y.

At the time of Adam Smith's birth, the foremost states-

men and thinkers were of opinion that a legislatm-e by
wise laws could exercise a beneficial influence on its

country's fortunes. The political arithmeticians of the

previous centiu-y had adopted the erroneous notion that

the precious metals, the most useless of all commo-
dities, were the sole sources of wealth. In their view,

consequently, a coimtry could not be prosperous imless its

exports showed a balance over its imports, which the

foreigners had to pay for in gold. The acceptance of this

theory logically led to the artificial encouragement of the

export trade, and to the artificial discouragement of the

import trade. The first object was attained by the grant

of bounties on the export of articles of British produce,

the second by the imposition of import duties on articles

of foreign produce. Both courses proved equally fatal

to the home consumer, since the price of every commodity

in common use was enormously raised by the system ; in

the long run they were equally fatal to the capitalist, since

they induced him to invest his capital in imdertakings

which did not thrive natiu:ally on the soil of Britain, but

which had to be fostered, hke tropical plants, by artificial

methods.

Indirectly, the conclusions of the political arithmeti-

cians were even more disastrous. If every article of

foreign produce had to be paid for by a sacrifice of

British wealth, it naturally followed that the welfare of

the nation depended on its being self-supporting. It

seemed absolutely necessary, therefore, that the country

should grow at least as much corn as it consumed. It

seemed obvious that more land would be cultivated, and

more corn would be grown, if the price of grain were high

than if itwere low ; and a series of laws were in consequence

passed to discourage the importation of foreign corn, and
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to raise the price of Britisli corn. The same chain of chap.

reasoning induced politicians to conclude that the wel- .

—

^—

-

fare of the country depended on labour being cheap. If

wages rose, the British manufacturer would compete on

less favourable terms with the foreigner. Cheap labom*

and dear corn were, therefore, the miserable objects which

every patriot was bound to desire.

A creed of this sort was naturally acceptable to the

ruling classes, to whom it was addressed. They were not

likely to questiqn conclusions which increased their rent-

rolls and raised their own importance. They willingly

accepted the welcome doctrine, and pushed the theories

of the political arithmeticians to their logical extreme.

For the sake of securing a favourable balance on the

foreign trade of the country, they undertook to interfere

in the commonest affairs of life. They endeavoured to

regulate the clothes which the living should wear, and

the shrouds in which the dead should be buried. The

Irish were to devote themselves to linen goods, the

English were to have a monopoly of the woollen trade,

pure cotton goods were not to be worn, and French silks

were to be confiscated at the instance of any informer.

When legislators thus attempted to regulate the ordinary

details of domestic life, they naturally carried their prin-

ciples into larger concerns. The carrying trade was to be

confined to British ships ; British ships were to be manned

by British crews. Capitahsts were only to charge specified

rates of interest for the use of their capital. Everyone

entering a trade was to undergo an apprenticeship. The'

direct interference of the Legislature was, in short, visible

in every affair of life, and the time of Parliament was

occupied with minutely regulating the conditions on

which every trade and every industry should be con-

ducted.

The minute regulations which were in consequence

made in every branch of industry would undoubtedly
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CHAP, have materially interfered with the development of British'

^^— .
—

' trade, which subsequently occurred. At the very time,

however, at which the great inventions of Watt and Ark-

wright were being perfected, Adam Smith was engaged

on the profound investigations which he made into the

true causes of the wealth of nations. Smith was born at

Kirkcaldy in 1723 ; the 'Wealth of Nations' was published

in 1776 ; its author himself imagined that his fame would

ultimately rest on a previous work—the ' Theory of Moral

Sentiments.' His idea in this respect only proves how
imperfectly he appreciated the importance of his own
labours. For one person, who has read the ' Theory of

Moral Sentiments,' a thousand have probably read the

' Wealth of Nations.' The former work exercises, at the

present time, no perceptible influence. The influence of

the latter work has been continually increasing for one

hundred years.

It was the object of the ' Wealth of Nations ' to prove

that the economical conclusions which had been univer-

sally accepted in the world were erroneous. Wealth, the

author showed, was produced by labour, or—which is

really the same thing—by capital, which is the accumula-

tion of previous labour. The laboiurer and the capitalist

were better judges than the State of the industries in

which their capital and labour might most usefully be em-
ployed ; and all interference with their freedom was there-

fore imnecessary and obj ectionable. The favourable balance

of trade, which political arithmeticians had been intent on

securing, was an object with which legislators had nothing

to do. Importance had only been attached to it because

the political arithmeticians had fixed their attention on
the foreign trade of the nation, and had overlooked the

internal or domestic trade, which was of more importance

and a surer source of wealth. The chief rule of legisla-

tion should be to leave men to themselves. Every man
was the best judge of his own interests, and what was
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tfue of each man taken smgly was true also of any body chap.

of men in the nation. •

—

^—
The conchisions which Adam Smith thus expressed

in the ' Wealth of Nations ' entirely subverted the ideas

which had previously been fashionable. Protection had

been the natural result of the doctrine, which had been

taught by Adam Smith's predecessors. Free trade was

the logical consequence of the new teaching. The change

was so great that the minds, which had ripened into ma-

tiuity under the influence of the old ideas, were unable

to grasp the full force of the new gospel. Even Fox,

who in every respect was one of the most hberal of his

generation, declared that the ' Wealth of Nations ' was
' plausible and inconclusive

;

' while Tory statesmen, like

Lord EUenborough, thought the book so dull that they

were absolutely unable to read it.^ But younger minds,

whose convictions on economical subjects were not

already stereotyped, were unable to resist the reasoning

and the authority of the great Scotch thinker. The im-

pression which the ' Wealth of Nations ' made upon them

may be understood even now by any young politician,

who, nursed amidst Conservative traditions, and trained

amidst the Conservative surroundings of a great English

pubUc school, ventures, on the threshold of his career,

before his convictions are confirmed, to open the 'Wealth

of Nations.' The great truths, which will then dawn

upon him for the first time, may possibly lead to no im-

mediate change in his habits or in his professed opinions

;

but they wiU slowly and surely induce a train of thought,

which wiU gradually undermine the faith of his boyhood

;

and replace it with a broader and a more generous creed.

The light, which may thus break on any youthful Tory

now, dawned a century ago on the rising generation.

Great thinkers, like Pitt, immediately perceived the im-

portance of the truths which were thus revealed to them
;

' Romilly, vol. iii. p. 52 ; Colchester, vol. ii. p. 71.
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OHAP. other men, with less ability than Pitt, more gradually

.

—

-^ - adopted the conclusions which the leading intellects of

their own age accepted as axioms ; and a generation, in

consequence, arose prepared to dispute the doctrines on

which their fathers and forefathers had acted, and to em-

brace the novel principles of free trade.

The ' Wealth of Nations ' was pubhshed in 1776. At

the time of its publication Adam Smith was fifty-three

years old. In the same year a much younger man,

destined to exercise a considerable influence, had pub-

lished anonymously in London, a ' Fragment on Govern-

Jeromy mcut.' Jeremy Bentham, the author of this essay, was

born in 1748. Endowed with precocious talents, his

education was completed at a period of life when the

serious work of most men is only beginning. He took

his B.A. degree in 1763, when he was only fifteen, and at

once commenced to study for the Bar. His own ability,

and the interest of his father—who was a solicitor

—

pointed to his success in his profession. But Bentham

had no inclination towards its active duties. While he

was passing through Oxford, Blackstone had been deliver-

ing the famous lectures which were afterwards published

in the ' Commentaries on the Laws of England.' Mere
boy that he was, Bentham satisfied himself that he de-

tected some fallacies in Blackstone's reasoning. The
experience which he gained, and the information which

he acquired, while he was studying for the Bar, confirmed

these views, and induced him in 1776 to pubhsh his

' Fragment on Government.'

The ' Fragment on Government ' was suggested by a

well-known passage in the ' Commentaries,' in which

Blackstone had considered the various forms of govern-

ment which the world had known ; had dwelt on the pe-

culiar excellencies of the English Constitution ; and had
declared that it was the right and the duty of the supreme

power to make laws. Bentham, in his admirably reasoned
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reply, stowed that Blackstone's loose language had, iii chap.

reality, no meaning whatever. Governments rest on no

—

^—

-

other foundation than their utility ; their so-called right

to make laws depends on the utility of the laws they

make ; the obedience of the subject is again a question of

utility ; and ' it is allowable and incumbent on every

man, as well on the score of duty as of interest, to enter

into measures of resistance when, according to the best

calcidation he is able to make, the probable mischiefs of

resistance (speaJjing with respect to the community in

general) appear less to him than the probable mischiefs

of submission.' ^

A work, containing views of this description, and

boldly .grappling with the greatest legal writer of the

day, naturally attracted considerable attention. It was

'variously attributed to Lord Mansfield, Lord Camden,

and Lord Ashburton.'^ But exception was roundly

taken to the novel doctrines of utility. It is a dan-

gerous doctrine, said Wedderburn, among others. Yes,

replied Bentham, it is dangerous ; but it is dangerous

only to those who profit from a system of government

which is not founded on the great principle of utility. ' In

a government, which had for its end the greatest happi-

ness of the greatest number, Alexander Wedderbm-n

might have been Attorney-General and then Chancellor.

But he would not have been Attorney-General with

15,Q00Z. a year, nor Chancellor with a Peerage, and with

500 sinecures at his disposal under the name of Ecclesias-

tical Benefices, besides et ceteras.'^ Though, however,

Bentham gave this crushing reply to Wedderburn, Wed-
derburn's attack induced him to alter his definition. In

liis ' Principles of Morals and Legislation,' in which

this reply to Wedderburn appeared as a note, instead

of referring everything to utility, he based his system on

> Bentham'a WorU. Edinb. 1843, vol. i. p. 287.
' Encyclopaedia Britannica. ' Bentham's Worhs, vol. i. p. 3.
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CHAP, the greatest happiness of the greatest number. The same
-

—

^—• principle had been advocated by Beccaria in Italy, and

by Hutcheson and Priestley in this country ; but it had

never been made, as it vras Bentham's object to make it,

the keystone of a system of jurisprudence.-^ To Bentham's

exact mind there was probably no difference between the

definition which he thus adopted and the one which he

discarded. ' That is useful,' so he wrote, ' which taking

all things and all persons into consideration leaves a

balance of happiness.' But, though in Bentham's logical

mind, the change of a phrase made no difference in his

firgument, the alteration made his meaning much more
intelligible to his readers, and ' the greatest happiness

'

principle secm-ed a popularity which tte utility prin-

ciple would probably have never enjoyed.

Bentham's labours were directed to secure the re-

construction of the whole system of jurisprudence. He
applied the principle of utility to every subject in suc-

cession, endeavouring in each of them, not merely to

point out the faults which he detected, but to explain the

manner in which they should be remedied in accord-

ance with his principle. Bentham, therefore, at the

close of the eighteenth century, was doing for jurispru-

dence what Adam Smith had already done for commerce.

Bentham's works, however, never enjoyed the popularity

of Adam Smith's, because the majority of them were not

written in the clear style of the great Scotch philosopher.

Bentham's earlier essays, indeed, are models of exactness

of language and purity of style ; but, in his later works,

in his efforts to be exact he is occasionally obscure. He
uses words, which he is at pains to define, but which
ordinary readers hardly understand. He would himself

have replied that he did not write for ordinary readers,

and that he did not care to be read by those who would

' For Hutolieson'B claims to the greatest happiness principle, see Mr,
Leslie Stephen's History of English Thought, vol. li, p. 61, note.
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not take the trouble to appreciate bis meaning. The chap.
IV.

teacher, however, who will not descend to the level of

his disciples will always incur the danger of thinning

his school. If it be worth while to write at all, it is cer-

tainly worth while to render the meaning of words as

plain and clear as it is possible to make it.

The obscurity of some of Bentham's later works pro-

bably accounts for the circumstance that, while the

majority of mankind have long ago accepted most of his

opinions, they have not given their originator the credit

of them. Every one associates free trade with Adam
Smith ; but few people attribute the reform of the crimi-

nal code or the alteration of the Poor Laws to Bentham.

The degree of credit, however, which Bentham has ob-

tained is immaterial. The point for observation lies in

the circumstance that, twenty years before the close of

the eighteenth century, two great thinkers in Scotland

and England were almost simultaneously questioning the

system on which the British Government was founded,

and the policy which it had constantly pursued. The

views, which Smith and Bentham thus propounded, were

almost immediately accepted by some of the younger and

more generous of their fellow-countrymen. Yet, notwith-

standing their acceptance, they made no impression on

the Legislature. At the period at which this history

opens nearly forty years had passed since the publication

of the ' Fragment on Government.' More than thirty-five

years had passed since the first appearance of the ' Wealth

of Nations.' Yet the old commercial system, which Adam
Smith had attacked, flourished with greater vitaKty than

ever. The old views, which Jeremy Bentham had proved

erroneous, still animated the Legislature.

The circumstance appears, at first sight, more re- There-

markable, because the earlier years of Pitt's administra- t'iiich pre-

tion were undoubtedly distinguished by a disposition to 11"^^^"°

adopt a wiser system. In negotiating a commercial "f the new
^ teachins.
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CHAP, treaty with France, Pitt showed his appreciation of Adam
—T— Smith. In supporting Parliamentary Eeform he displayed

an inclination to accept the ' utility ' doctrine. Up to

1790 everything pointed to the gradual adoption of the

novel principles which Adam Smith and Bentham had

applied to legislation. The happy promise, which was

thus given to the nation, was almost immediately after-

wards broken. The circumstances under which it was

broken are familiar to nearly every one. The gross

abuses which permeated every department of government

in France led to the great convulsion of society, which is

known in history as the French Eevolution. An in-

furiated people, suddenly emancipating themselves from

an oppressive tyranny, and finding themselves in posses-

sion of an almost uncontrolled power, were hurried into

excesses which it was impossible to defend. The horror

which these excesses created produced a reaction in

Britain. The generation in which they occurred took

its stand on old traditions, and refused to receive any

new doctrine. The great convulsion, in short, which

delivered France for ever from some of the worst features

of its Government, condemned Britain for another gene-

ration to submit to the abuses of the old system.

Burke was, of course, the prominent representative of

this reaction. A statesman, whose whole career had

been distinguished by admirable efforts to reform and

enlighten every department of the Government, was so

shocked at tlie course which Eevolution had taken in

France as to modify his old opinions, to sacrifice his old

fiiends, and to support a system which in other times he

had resolutely opposed. It is immaterial for the present

purpose to consider whether, in 1791, Burke's great in-

tellect had or had not been weakened by affliction and

disease.^ That is a purely personal question, with which

' Most people will recollect Buc- this score.

—

Hist, of Civilisation,

Ida's beautiful apology for Biirke on vol. i. p. 476.
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this chapter has no immediate concern. In this place .chap.

Burke is merely regarded as the leading spokesman of an . ,.
,' ..

influential portion of the nation. The feelings which

Burke expressed in Parliament were largely shared by
other classes. They influenced the thoughts, the habits,

and the writings of Englishmen for twenty years ; and

thus continued for the whole of that period the remark-

able reaction which commenced with the outbreak of the

French Eevolution.

It is possible, to trace the violence of the storm, which

was thus raised, in nearly every branch of English litera-

ture. Up to the outbreak of the French Eevolution,

Smith and Bentham had been calmly and logically ex-

amining the various questions of policy and government

with which they were occupied. After the outbreak of

the Eevolution, none but the very calmest minds were

able to preserve their equilibrium, and political writers

were hiuried either, like Burke, into a violent attack on

the change in France ; or, like Paine and Godwin, into as

violent a defence of it. Amidst the excitement of the

moment the gravest thinkers, in short, became partisan

writers. It was, under such circumstances, inevitable

that men, like Paine and Godwin, should rush into a

defence of the events which Burke so uncompromisingly

attacked, and that they should propose to reconstruct

society on new principles. But the doctrines of these

writers only increased the horror with which the Eevolu-

tion was already regarded by the more influential section

of British society. Godwin, especially, by attacking the

traditions which had hitherto been regarded with an un-

deviating reverence, appeared to be loosening the bands

by which society was held together. The ' Political Jus-

tice ' of the one author, the ' Eights of Man ' of the

other, thus intensified the reaction against the principles

which they supported, and convinced the nation of the

VOL. I. z
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CHAP, necessity of combating a revolution whicli Burke had
.—.J—• condemned and which Pitt was attacking.

For some years, then, after the French Eevolution

broke out, the passions, by which men of all classes were

agitated, proved unfavourable either for patient inquiry or

for careful thought. The recollection of republican ex-

cesses was, however, gradually efiaced amidst the stir-

ring events by which the Eevolution was succeeded

;

and men, forgetting the extravagances of Godwin and

Paine, were able again to devote themselves to speculation

and research. Towards the close of the eighteenth cen-

Maithus, tury Malthus published his essay on the ' Principles of

Population.' All animals, he showed, had a tendency to

increase at a rate of geometrical progression. Their food

could not, by any possibility, be increased at a greater

rate than that of arithmetical progression. A thousand

persons, doubling their numbers in every quarter of a

century, would multiply to 16,000 in a hundred years.

Their food, during the same period, would be increased

fourfold. It was impossible, therefore, for man to go on
multiplying at the natural rate of increase. The mrdti-

plication was checked by preventive and positive checks.

In the early stages of society, the positive checks of

famine, war, and disease were in operation. In the later

stages, prudential considerations, which Malthus re-

garded as preventive checks, produced the same effects.

It followed from this reasoning that the most populous

countries were not necessarily the happiest ;. and that the

men who refrained from marrying might possibly be as

good citizens as those who married and had large fami-

hes. These views were received with a burst of indig-

nation at the time at which they were first published.

Starving curates, with large families of starving children,

had no patience with a writer who ascribed their misfor-

tunes to their own improvidence. Employers of labour,

whose interests depended on the continuance of low wages,
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resulting from an overstocked labour market, objected to chap.

a philosophy which pointed to an era of dear labour. -

—

^—

-

Even subsequent generations, compelled to accept Mal-

thus's conclusions, have hardly forgiven the writer, who
has convinced them against their will ; and ignorant people

still speak of Malthusian philosophy as if there was some-

thing shocking about it.

Eicardo's great work was published nearly twenty Eicardo.

years after the ' Principles of Population.' Eicardo was

of Jewish extraction, and engaged during some years of

his life in commercial pursuits. He embraced, however,

the doctrines of Christianity and sealed his allegiance to

his new faith by marrying a Christian. Amassing a large

fortune in business, he decided on exchanging commerce

for politics, and entered the House of Commons as mem-
ber for the Irish borough of Portarlington. The cir-

cumstances, under which he obtained his seat, were so

characteristic of the times in which he lived, that they

deserve to be recorded. Lord Portarlington, the patron

of the borough, was desirous of borrowing 40,000/. or

50,000/. But his credit was not good enough to enable

him to obtain the money at the rate of interest which the

law allowed at that time. Eicardo accommodated him

with the loan, and was nominated for Portarlington in re-

turn for it.* This singular arrangement afforded Eicardo

a quiet seat, and gave his country the great advantage of

his services in the Legislature. The position, which he

sained in the House of Commons, will be seen in later

chapters of this work. The present chapter is only con-

cerned with his contributions to political economy. Mal-

thus had addressed himself to a problem which Adam
Smith had not noticed. Eicardo had the merit of cor-

recting one of the few defects in the ' Wealth of Nations.'

Adam Smith had concluded that the price of corn was

1 The story was told by O'Oonnell on March 8, 1831. Hansard, 3rd

series, vol. iii. p. 201.

z 2
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CHAP, dependent on three things—the wages of lahour, the

-
"^y*

- profits of the farmer, and the rent of land. The doctrine

had been doubted at the time by Hume, the historian,

and Anderson, the well-known author of the 'His-

tory of Commerce.' But these doubts were forgotten,

and Adam Smith's conclusions were generally accepted,

tiU their erroneous nature was finally demonstrated by

Eicardo. Eent is, in reality, the surplus profit which

any given land, either from the convenience of its situa-

tion or from the fertility of its soil, yields over the worst

land in cultivation. The worst land in cultivation pays

no rent. This conclusion is now accepted by aU reason-

able men. In 1816 it had not been reahsed by even

the foremost thinkers of the age.

At the close of the great war, then, four thinkers of

unusual power had demonstrated the falsity of the old

doctrines which politicians of all classes had previously

accepted. Adam Smith, the greatest of the four, had
exposed the follies of the old system of protection.

Jeremy Bentham had, almost at the same time, attacked

the whole system of jurisprudence. Twenty years after-

wards Malthus had, for the first time, explained the

principles which govern the multiplication of mankind
;

while, at a still later date, Eicardo had expounded the

true theories of Eent. The conclusions of aU these great

writers had been unfavourable to the system, which the go-

verning classes had hitherto piursued, and to the influence

of the landed interest. Adam Smith had exposed the

foUy of protecting any one class at the expense of others.

Bentham, carrying the principle into jiu-isprudence, had
based his pouty on the greatest happiness of the greatest

number. Malthus's reasoning had pointed to a preference

for dear wages ; and Eicardo had represented the land-

lords as monopolists, appropriating the surplus profits of

the soil. These great truths, authoritatively propounded
for the first time, were generally accepted by the younger
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portion of tlie nation. Their influence may be clearly chap.

traced in the legislation of the succeeding thirty years ; ,-!—

-

and the history of Britain, during this period, cannot be

thoroughly understood by anyone who omits to notice

the impression which these foiu* men had made on the

minds which were ripening into manhood at the conclu-

sion of the war.

The conditions, which characterised the philosophical Historical

^vritings of the age under review, were also visible in
'^'^°'""'®*

-other branches of contemporary literature. Up to the

period in which Adam Smith was writing, the history of

Britain had never been related by a British historian.

Hume and Eobertson supplied the deficiency : the former

relating the annals of the English ; the latter, in his

shorter history, the fortunes of the Scottish nation. The

example, which these writers had afforded, was soon

followed ; and Gibbon produced the work which many-

competent judges stiU regard as the greatest history in

the English language. Gibbon wrote in the same gene-

ration as Hume ; but there is a broad distinction between

the treatment of their subjects by these two authors.

Hume, the earlier of the two, desired to write a classical

work. He completed his task in a period which made

elaborate research impossible ; and his history, unrivalled

as a work of art, does not display any particular desire,

on its author's part, to investigate and analyse original

authorities.! Gibbon, on the contrary, before he at-

tempted his history decided on ' reviewing the Latin

classics under the four divisions of historians, poets,

orators, and philosophers, in a chronological series from

the days of Plautus and Sallust to the decline of the lan-

guage and empire of Eome.' ^ The laborious task, which

he thus set himself to perform, distinctly proves how

' See on this point some remarks ' See Qibton's own autobiography.

by Brougham in Men of Letters and The passage in the text is also quoted

Science, p. 211. in Ann. Reg. 1796, p. 336.
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CHAP, tliordiighly he identified himself with the spirit of research

- -which was one of the distinguishing featiu-es of the closing
IV,

ictford. years of the eighteenth centiu-y. William Mitford, who,

at the commencement of the nineteenth century, was the

fashionable historian of Greece, in one respect resembled

Gibbon. Like Gibbon, he examined for himself the en-

tire range of Greek literature, and founded his history

on original authorities. Unlike Gibbon, however, hia

style was unequal and occasionally bad. At his best

he is pure, simple, and clear ; at his worst he is in-

volved and unintelligible. He lays himself open to the

charge that he is translating Greek, instead of vrriting

English ; and his translations are so poor that a school-

boy would be punished for them.* But his history is

open to a more serious charge. The first volume of

the work was pubhshed in 1784 ; the second in 1790;

the others at various dates between 1790 and 1810. The

later volumes of the work were, therefore, composed

amidst the excitement which the French Eevolution oc-

casioned. It was inevitable that Mitford should be

moved by the storm around him. His brother, the first

Lord Eedesdale, was one of the ablest of Tory lawyers,

and one of the most vigorous advocates of Tory prin-

ciples. Mitford, sharing his brother's views, felt his ap-

prehensions of the consequences of the Eevolution. His

feehngs immediately found expression in his history. His

first volume, published before the Eevolution occurred,

contains a passage on Draco's legislation which reads like

an extract from Eomilly ;
^ but in his third volume,

written amidst the passions which the Eevolution had

provoked, be expressed his conviction of ' the inherent

weakness and indelible barbarism of democratical govern-

ments.' * A writer who could express such views as

1 See, for instance, the account of is weU worth referring to. See vol.

the attack on Platsea, vol. iii. p. 79. i. p. 392.
" The passage in question, explain- ' History, vol. iii. p. 100.

ing the follies of a severe penal code,
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these was ill-fitted to write a philosopMc history of chap,

the Greek republics. In his own lifetime, indeed, his ^.

—

^—*

opinions increased the popularity of his work ; but they

insured its supercession in a later age. Thirlwall and

Grote were educated under circumstances differing from

those amidst which Mitford had lived. With equal

ability and equal industry they embraced other views.

Grote occupies the position which Mitford once filled

;

and a Liberal age praises and reads the liberal writer,

and neglects the industrious Tory who preceded him in

his task.

It was Hallam's good fortune to be born at a later Haiiam.

date than , Mitford, Before he grew up to manhood the

agitation, which the Bevolution had occasioned, had been

allayed. His mind was, therefore, free from the feehngs

by which Mitford was disturbed, and every topic which

occupied his time was dealt with by him with the judicial

calmness for which he was eminently distinguished. No
great historian ever wrote with less passion, or was more

anxious than Hallam to place the whole of his facts, for

what they were worth, before his readers. In this re-

spect, then, Hallam displays a marked contrast to Mitford.

In elaborate research he was at least Mitford's equal. The

long intervals at which his three great works were pro-

duced afford some indication of the pains which he de-

voted to their preparation. The ' History of the Middle

Ages ' was published in 1818, the ' Constitutional History

of England ' in 1827, the ' Literature of Eiu-ope ' in 1837.

It may be doubted whether three works of any other

author contain the results of such extensive, varied, and

careful reading. The same spirit of research which

characterised the concluding years of the eighteenth cen-

tury is remarkably visible in the works of Hallam. But

Hallam also unconsciously owed much to the Avriters

who immediately preceded him. It Avas natural that

Hume, writing in the middle of the eighteenth century.
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should endeavour to found his history on a classic model,

and to produce a book Avhich should be admired as a

work of art. It was equally natural that Hallam, writ-

ing at the commencement of the nineteenth century, after

the publication of the commentaries, and in the lifetime

of Bentham, should examine the constitutional questions

which Hume had neglected, but which Blackstone's

labours and Bentham's criticisms had raised into import-

ance. The period at which he wrote was eminently

favourable for the dispassionate consideration of these

matters ; and Hallam, therefore, may be cited, like Eicardo,

to prove that, towards the close of the war, the calmest

minds were escaping from the influences which had

disturbed their predecessors, and were again devoting

themselves to quiet investigation.

It is probably possible to show that the other histo-

rical writers of the period were influenced by the same

circumstances as those which affected Hallam and Mit-

ford. Turner, for instance, the historian of the Anglo-

Saxons, is remarkable for the diligence with which he

investigated the details of early Enghsh life. A defective

style is perhaps the chief cause which has interfered with

the continued popularity of his work. James Mill, on

the contrary, the historian of India, was fuU of the new
ideas which the Eevolution had created. His history is

an elaborate attack on the policy of the East India Com-
pany. In this way Mill may be said to have represented

the new school of thought to which the closing years of

the eighteenth century gave birth ; Turner, the Conser-

vative reaction, which was the immediate consequence of

revolutionary violence. The most remarkable instance,

however, of the effects of the Eevolution is to be found

Mackin- in the case of Mackintosh. In one sense Mackintosh can

hardly be regarded as an historian ; in another sense he

is the most philosophic historian that ever lived. He
accomplished so little that his fame rests on a small basis

;

tosh.
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but the little whicli he accomplished is remarkable for so chap.

much knowledge, research, and discrimination, that his - ^ .

studies deserve especial attention. A Scotchman by birth.

Mackintosh was educated in an atmosphere peculiarly

favourable to careful thought. Born in 1765, he grew

up to manhood whilst Adam Smith was producing the

' Wealth of Nations.' He was originally intended for the

medical profession, and he did not change his plans, and

decide on studying for the English bar, till he was more

than twenty-fou^ years of age. He arrived in London

on the eve of the French Eevolution ; but he arrived

with views which were already forined, and which were

not liable to be easily disturbed by the force of popular

passion. The Eevokition occurred ; and Mackintosh, like

Paine, endeavoured to reply to Burke's reflections upon

it. Paine had addressed the ' Eights of Man ' to the

middle orders of society ; Mackintosh intended his ' Vin-

dicias GallicEe ' to be read by thinkers like himself. His

thoughtful work gained him at once a very great reputa-

tion : it apparently marked him out for a high position

in the ranks of the Whig party. Yet Mackintosh had

hardly won his first success, and defeated Burke, as his

admirers declared, in argument, when he began to doubt

the justice of his own conclusions. He quailed, as Biurke

had quailed before him, at the excesses of the Eevolution ;

declared that he had been seduced by the love of what

he had thought hberty ; that he had been undeceived by

a melancholy experience ; and that he had been the dupe

of his own enthusiasm.^ Once convinced of the error

of his previous conclusions, his course was rapid ; till he,

at last, brought himself to admit that he had no zeal for

anything except the destruction of the French Eevo-

lution.^

Little or no attention has hitherto been paid to the

remarkable alteration which was thus effected in Mackin-

' See his letter to Burke in Mackintosh, vol. i. p. 87. ' Ibid. p. 143.
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CHAP, tosh's opinions. Yet the change is surely one of the most

-

—

^ r noteworthy that ever occurred in the mind of man. That

the ablest defender of the Prench Eevolution should have

no zeal for anything but the ruin of the cause, which he

had won his spurs in upholding, is even more singular

than the conduct of Burke, in the evening of his days,

on the same subject. The force of a reaction, which in-

duced Mackintosh to reverse his published opinions, must

have been great indeed. Mackintosh's subsequent career,

however, makes the change seem all the more remarkable.

At the begianing of the nineteenth centm-y he accepted

the Eecordership of Bombay, and consequently retired

for a few years of his hfe to the comparative quiet of a

residence in India. In India he was removed from the

agitations which had influenced his opinions, and was able

to resume the habits of study and thought which were

his chief solace. He returned from India in 1811, and

accepted a seat in Parliament. But it was soon evident

that, iu the interval of his Indian oiBce, he had forgotten

the fears with which Eevolution had inspired him, and

had reverted to his original opinions. His was the voice

which was raised the loudest, and which was heard most

frequently, in defence of Eevolution in South America.

He was the statesman who was the foremost opponent to

the Foreign Enlistment Act, and who desired to allow

the rebel colonists to carry on the war against Spain

from the shores of this country. His later opinions, in

short, were reconcileable with the views which he had

commenced his career by propounding. They were

iri'econcileable with the opinions which his horror of

revolutionary excesses made him temporarily adopt in

his middle age.

Eevivaiof Mackintosh, then, represents in his own person three
poetry.

(distinct phases of thought. He began his life fuU of the

liberal philosophy which men like Bentham were pro-

claiming. He participated in the reaction which was
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dccasioned by Revolutionary excess, and lie ultimately chap.

reverted to the old philosophic habits and Liberal ten- . -^J r

dencies which had distinguished his earlier career. No
other of his leading contemporaries followed so closely

the successive changes of opinion which distinguished this

remarkable period of history ; but nearly all of them felt

more or less acutely the force of the passions which the

Eevolution in France had excited. This circumstance,

it is believed, will be much more apparent on a careful

review of the imaginative authors who hved and wrote

at the same time. A poet, indeed, in ordinary times, is

probably less influenced than any other person by

political passions. But, when a poet does feel the force of

a great popular movement, he feels it more acutely than

his other contemporaries, because he is more impression-

able than they are. It is easy to see now that many
circumstances pointed to a great revival of poetry at the

close of the eighteenth centiuy, but that the direction

which the revival would assume was doubtfid. The
great intellectual activity which characterised the period

was almost certain to produce the rise of a new author of

works of imagination. The intellectual movement was

most visible in Scotland, and Scotland accordingly led

the way in rescuing poetry from the degraded position

to which Pope's imitators had consigned it. In meta-

physics Scotland produced Hume and Eeid ; in history,

Hume and Eobertson ; in physics. Black and Hutton

;

in physiology, Himter ; and in poetry Biu-ns. The

stiu-dy strength of Burns's language did more than the

most polished criticism could have done to demonstrate

the inherent weakness of the smooth poetry of the

day. Here was a poet, without cultiu-e, without finish,

clothing his vigorous thoughts in vigorous language, and

employing the almost unintelligible words which he had

learned ' bousing at the nappy ' and following the plough.

Yet the very first edition of his works secured his popu-
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CHAP, larity. The Cotter's Saturday, Night, Tarn o' Shanter's

<

—

^—' rollicking ride, the Jolly Beggars' carouse, the exquisite

lines to his dead Mary, proved the variety of his

fertile genius, and justified the popularity which his

writings at once acquired. The vigorous and beautiful

poetry which Burns thus produced gave men a new
standard of criticism. The decasyllabic metre, which

Pope had made fashionable, was at once discarded, and

most of the great writers of the period adopted either

original or other styles.

Crabbe. There is, indeed, one poet, who forms an exception td

this rule. Crabbe was born in 1754 ; his earliest poem,
' The Library,' was published in 1781 ; and, though his

literary life extended till 1819, his style was formed

before Burns's vigorous language had revolutionised

poetry. He could not escape from the groove in which

his ideas moved, and he continued till the close of his

life composing the jiagling decasyllabic verse which he

had made popular at the beginning of it. His poems

were the natural consequence of his position in life. He
was born at Aldborough, a town which is now rising into a

dreary watering-place, but which was then a little fishing

hamlet, retiu-ning two members to Parhament. Aban-

doning medicine, for which he had originally been

designed, for literature, he was ordained ; accepted in

the first instance the ciu-acy of his native borough, and

afterwards some desirable pieces of preferment which

the Duke of Eutland's partiality obtained for him. His

usual method, in writing poetry, was to string together

a variety of stories which he had learned in the ordinary

rounds of a coimtry parish. Every one of his parishioners

was, in his eyes, a hero ; every village lass a heroine.

This one had married for money, and had been unhappy ;

another had married for love, and was happy. One man
wanted a family, and had no children ; another had a

troop of children and no money. One pretty girl had
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been seduced and deserted by a villain ; another bad re- chap,

sisted temptation and had married happily in her own rank ._ , . ^

of life. Simple stories of this kind could, of course, be

collected in every almshouse and every cottage. Crabbe

strung them together in very rythmical couplets and
called them poetry. The generation in which he wrote

read, approved, and admired them. But the poems, after

all, were not poetry, but mere tales in rhyme. There

was nothing but the metre to distinguish them from

prose.

The critic who desires to understand the nature of the

great poetical revival which took place towards the close

of the eighteenth century cannot do better than compare

the verses of Crabbe with the poetry of Bums. The

purer taste, which Biu-ns had originated, almost immedi-

ately produced a new school of poetry : the two men who
were his leading successors in this school were also Scotch-

men. Campbell and Scott, however, both commenced Campbell,

their poetical careers after the outbreak of the French

Eevolution ; and both of them felt the convulsion which

was shaking society to the centre. But the feelings

which were thus excited affected the two writers in very

different ways. It was Campbell's especial characteristic

to be always looking forward ; it was Scott's habit to be

always looking back. Campbell's first great poem, ' The
Pleasures of Hope,' was written at a period when the

hopes of freedom had fallen to the lowest ebb. Liberty

in France had been extinguished by military ambition

;

Poland had been cruelly partitioned among the neigh-

bouring empires. Campbell described the fall of freedom

in some of the most beautiful lines which were ever com-

posed ; and the vigour of his descriptions breathed new
life into the cause of the popular party, both in England

and Europe. The generous feelings which Campbell

thus displayed may be traced through his later works. In

' Gertrude of Wyoming,' for instance, which ranks second
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CHAP, among his longer pieces, tlie author's sympathy is with

,. ^ . the Americans in rebellion against the British Empire.

A love of freedom, then, is the distinguishing

characteristic of Campbell's poetry. Twenty years later

his disposition might possibly have driven him into the

violent language which some of his successors habitually

used. But Campbell was not exposed to the influences

to which Byron and Shelley afterwards succumbed.

He began to write amidst the reaction which revolu-

tionary excesses had occasioned. Like Mackintosh, he

shared the generous feelings which were contained in

the ' VindiciaB Gallicse,' but, like Mackintosh, he was
horrified at the excesses of the Eevolution. In Campbell's

verse Britain is the land of freedom, and the navy's glory

is shared by all Britons. It is recorded that, on one

occasion, his enthusiasm for the cause of liberty exposed

him to some suspicion. He was arrested, and his papers

were seized. But the sheriff, who made the arrest, foimd

in the poet's travelhng cases the few lines ' Ye Mariners

of England,' which are perhaps the most heartstirring

national verses in the language. No better refutation

could have been given to the unworthy suspicions which

had been cast on the author.

Campbell, then, was fiiU of the generous ideas which

he must have learned in his very boyhood ; but equally

ardent in his enthusiastic support of the war with IVance
Scott. in which his country was engaged. Scott never looked

forward. There is hardly a passage either in his writings

or in his biography which can be quoted to prove that

he thought that the succeeding age was likely to be more
generous or more happy than the preceding one. His

ideas were essentially antiquarian, and aU his best pieces

dealt with former ages. ' The Lay ' is a tale of Border
warfare ;

' Marmion ' of Flodden ;
' The Lady of the Lake

'

of James V. ;
' The Lord of the Isles' of Bruce ;

' Eokeby

'

of the civil wars of the seventeenth century. The same



ages.

Yet Scott, antiquarian as lie was, felt the force of the

reaction in whicli nearly all his contemporaries partici-

pated. Almost every line of his writings is intensely

national. But there is the broadest distinction between

the nationality of Scott and the nationahty of Campbell.

There is hardly a line in Campbell to show that he

is a Scotchman. ' Ye mariners of England, that guard

oiu" native seas
;

'
'And England sent her men of

men the chief; ' 'Now, joy, old England, raise, for the

tidings of thy might,' ' Steer, helmsman, till you steer

our way by stars beyond the line : we go to found

a realm, one day, like England's self to shine,' are

IV.
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thing is true of the novels which the great author subse- chap,

quently produced with marvellous rapidity. The first of

them all was a tale of ' sixty years since
'

; ' Guy Manner-

ing ' was, chronologically, a continuation of ' Waverley '

;

' The Antiquary ' of ' Guy Mannering.' But the third of

the series only brought the author up to the period of

his own youth. Having ventured so near his own time,

Scott immediately reverted to the period on which he was

fondest of dwelling. ' Eob Eoy ' is a story of the middle

of the eighteenth, century ;
' Old Mortality ' of the seven-

teenth ;
' The Black Dwarf ' of the earlier years of the

eighteenth century. The ' Legend of Montrose ' is a tale

of the civil wars ;
' The Heart of Midlothian ' of George

11. ; the ' Bride of Lammermoor ' belongs to a stiU earlier

period. ' The Monastery,' ' The Abbot,' and ' Kenilworth
'

are all stories of the sixteenth century ; while in ' Ivan-

hoe ' the novelist carries his readers back to the days of

the Crusades. This hst, which it would be possible to

extend, includes the whole of Scott's earlier novels. The
mere recital of it makes it obvious that Scott refrained, as

a rule, from writing about his own times, and that his

thoughts were almost always concentrated on the wild

life which his fellow-countrymen had led in previous
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CHAP, a few examples of the many wBich miglit be quoted to

> ^ . prove that, in Campbell's verse, Hs individuality as a

Scotchman is almost always merged in his nationality as

an Englishman. But Scott, on the contrary, never for-

gets he is a Scotchman. 'It is the harp of the North'

which he desires to waken. It is of the old times and

old manners, before ' a stranger filled the Stuarts' throne/

that the latest minstrel sung. He cannot avoid the passing

wish that ' Flodden had been Bannockburn.' The hero of

his first novel is an Englishman, but an Enghshman who,

amidst Scotch siuroundings, strikes a blow for Prince

Charhe at Preston Pans. This distinction between the

two authors was the inevitable consequence of their

difierent dispositions. A Scotchman who was always

looking back was sure to dwell upon the old rivalries of

the Scotch and English ; while a Scotchman who was

always looking forward was as certain to remember that

the thoughts and interests of the two nations had become
identical. Scott, to the end of his life, was never able

to free himself entirely fi:'om the old Scotch feehng.

George TV., indeed, won his heart ; butthen George TV", put

on a Stuart tartan in Edinburgh. The only occasion on

which Scott seriously attempted to interfere with politics

was on the attempt of Parliament to extend to Scotland

a measure of currency reform which it was applying to

England.

The intense love of his own country which is per-

ceptible in all of Scott's novels accounts, however, for

much of their beauty and much of their popularity. He
saw Scotland as no one had ever seen it before. Up to

the time at which he wrote there was no general taste for

scenery. It is a striking observation of a forgotten writer,

which has been reproduced by Mackintosh, that ' there is

no single term in Greek or Latin for prospect.' ' So recent

is the taste for scenery,' wrote Mackintosh on another

occasion, ' that a tour through Great Britain, published
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in 1762, speaks of Westmoreland as remarkable only for chap.

wildness, notices Winandermere only for its size, Ulles- ^ ;: .

water for char, and at Keswick passes the poor lake

entirely.'^ There is hardly a Hne in Burns to show that

he had any appreciation for the grander features of his

native land : his most exquisite imagery is taken from

objects found in lowland as well as in upland—a moun-

tain daisy, a mouse, a field of poppies. Scott, on the con-

trary, forgets the daisy in looking at the bolder features

in the landscape. He is the Turner among poets. His

heroes and heroines move among the lovely valleys of

his native land, or sail along the sublime coast of Western

Scotland ; but they are only the accompaniments to the

landscape, the figiu-es in the foreground of the painter.

Scott's works have, in consequence, become a guide-book

to Scotland, and have taken thousands of visitors to the

borderland in which he lived and wrote.

Scott's antiquarian tastes saved him from feeling the

shock of the Eevolution so acutely as other writers. He
may be said to have represented all that was best in the

Conservatism of the period in which he wrote. Three

other writers, his friends and contemporaries, were

moved by the remarkable reaction to which Burke and

Mackintosh succumbed. Southey is the most promi- Southey.

nent example of the effects of this reaction. He had

begim life as a Eadical ; he had written a short drama,
' Wat Tyler,' in which he had openly advocated Eadical

principles. ' Curse on these taxes
!

' says Hob Carter, in

this play :
' one succeeds another ':

—

Our ministers, panders of a king's will,

Drain all our wealth away, to fill their armies

And feed the crows of France. Year follows year,

And still we madly prosecute the war ;

Draining our wealth, distressing our poor peasants,

Slaughtering our youths—and all to crown our chiefs

With glory !—I detest the hell-sprung name.

* MacHntosh, vol. ii. pp. 97, 126.

VOL. I. A A
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<^f^f^- This wild declamation was written in 1794, when Britain
IV.

"—=—
' was at war with France. About four years afterwards,

Southey composed the much better known lines on the

battle of Blenheim :

—

' Now tell us what 'twas all about,'

Youag Peterldn, he cries

;

And little Wilhelmiae looks up

With wonder-waiting eyes.

' Now teU us all about the war,

And what they fought each other for.'

' It was the English,' Kaspar cried,

' Who put the French to rout

:

But what they fought each other for

I could not well make out.

But everybody said,' quoth he,

' That 'twas a famous victory.

' Why, 'twas a very wicked thing,'

Said little WiLhelmine.
' Nay, nay, my little girl,' quoth he,

' It was a famous victory.'

' But what good came of it at last?'

Quoth little Peterkin.

' Why, that I cannot tell,' said he,

' But 'twas a famous victory.'

It is evident, from these extracts, that, up to the close

of the eighteenth century, Southey still retained his ear-

lier opinions, and detested the French war. But, in the

nineteentli century, all his opinions were altered. Instead

of counselling peace, he desired the prolongation of the

struggle.

Who counsels peace at this momentous hour ?

he exclaimed in 1814.

Woe, woe to England ! woe and endless shame,

If this heroic land.

False to her feelings and unspotted fame.

Hold out the olive to the tyrant's hand.
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Hob Carter's reasoning and little Wilhelmine's objections chap.

were both forgotten : Napoleon's victories had done more
than all the Eevolutionary excesses, and had made the

poet of peace-at^any-price the fiery advocate of the war.

His old friends, the Eadicals, stiU retained their former

opinions, and desired peace. Southey, therefore, had no

alternative but to join the Tory party and become a

courtier. The violence of his earher Eadicahsm was

soon effaced by the fury of his later Toryism. His lan-

guage towards Ifapoleon was simply brutal :

—

Too cold upon the road was he

;

Too hot had he been at Moscow ;

But colder and hotter he may be,

For the grave is colder than Muscovy

;

And a place there is to be kept in view,

Where the fire is red and the brimstone blue.

The indecency of these lines is, however, less marked
than the profanity of the ' Vision of Judgment.' Byron's

satire has given that poem an immortality which it would

never otherwise have gained. But Southey's poem is more
profane than even Byron's. Southey reaUy ventured on

anticipating the judgment of heaven ; Byron only intended

to sneer at Southey's gross presumption.

Southey's contemporaries had no words to express

their scorn for his conversion to Toryism.

And now, my epic renegade, what are ye at ?

says Byron, in ' Don Juan.'

He had written praises of a regicide

;

He had written praises of aU kings whatever

;

He had written for republics far and wide,

And then against them bitterer than ever.

He had sung against all battles, and again

In their high praise and glory.

So Byron wrote on another occasion. In one sense this

A A 2

IV.
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CHAP, charge was unjust. Southey, in passing over from the

wi^i— extreme of Eadicalism to the Tory party, was in reality

only a type of the reaction which affected many other of

his contemporaries. Vainer than most of them, his con-

version was later than theirs. More violent than most of

tjiem, it was much more thorough. Southey's egregious

vanity is visible throughout his writings :

—

Come, listen to a tale of times of old

!

Come, for ye know me. I am he who sang

The Maid of Arc, and I am he who fi-amed

Of Thalaba the wild and wondrous song.

Such was the invitation with which he besought the

public to attack the most formidable of his ' epic moun-

tains,' ' Madoc' ' Madoc ' failed ; and it deserved to fail.

Prescott, since ' Madoc ' was published, has travelled over

the same ground in his history of the conquest of Mexico

;

and Prescott's prose is more eloquent and more poetical

than Southey's blank verse. Southey's self-conceit, how-

ever, never suffered from his failure. The public would

not read 'Madoc' So much the worse for the public.

The author knew that its execution was perfect, that it

could not be better. Well might Macaulay write of him

that he was arrogant beyond any man in literary history

:

for his self-conceit was proof against the severest ad-

monitions.^

Coleridge. Southcy's name is usually associated with that of the

two other lake poets—as they are called—^Wordsworth

and Coleridge. The career of the three authors was, in

many respects, very similar. All three began life as

Liberals. All three were induced, either by the effects of

the Eevolution or by the results of the war, to change

their opinions and become Tories. Coleridge, who was
closely connected with Sotithey by marriage ties, seems

to have passed through the same phases of thought as his

' Trevelyan's Macaulay, vol. ii. p. 458.
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kinsman. But it is less easy to follow Coleridge than to chap.

foUow Southey, because it is more difficult to appreciate >

—

^—

•

the fuU meaning of his conclusions. He loved to be

mysterious and obscure ; and this mystery and obscurity

is constantly visible in his most beautiful poetry. Why
was the Ancient Mariner to be doomed to perpetual

misery because he had shot an albatross ? Why was the

exquisitely pure Lady Christabel to be ciu-sed for the

performance of an act of Christian charity? The ar-

gument offends the reason as much as the language

charms the sense. The same mystery which pervades

the writer's poetry is to be found in his political writings.

In the course of 1817 Southey and Coleridge both wrote

to the Prime Minister to protest against the seditious

writings of the time. Southey's letter was characteris-

tically plain. ' Make transportation the punishment ' of

seditious writiugs was the advice of the author of ' Wat
Tyler.' Coleridge apparently meant to say the same

thing. For he told Lord Liverpool that ' the fan is

still in the hand,' and went on, instead of concluding

the text, to pray God that his lordship might carry

out ' the necessary process in meekness.' But the mi-

nister confessed that he could not ' well understand

'

the poet's long letter ; and probably everyone, who has

since read Lord Liverpool's memoirs, has equally failed

to understand it.^ The mystery, then, in Coleridge's

language makes it difficult to follow his changes of

opinion ; but amidst all the mystery it is evident that,

hke Southey, he began life as a Liberal, and that, like

Southey, he abandoned his old friends, and altered his

old principles.

It ought to be possible to follow the growth of words-

Wordsworth's mind much more accurately than that of
^°^

either Southey or Coleridge. In the ' Prelude '—one of

the dullest of his poems—the author has related the story

' For the letter see Liverpool, vol. ii. pp. 298-307.
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CH4.P, of his life, and lias examined the various phases of his

•

—

,^— thoughts. He was bora in the Lake Country ; and in

due course was sent to Cambridge. He visited London,

he made a toiu: in France, and felt—as far as his

calm temperament was capable of feeling—the stir of

the Eevolution. His mild disposition, however, was hor-

rified by the bloodshed which disgraced the cause of

hberty ; and he retreated to his native hills for the calm

and the leisure which were essential to his happiness.

There he learned, to his inexpressible delight, that Eobes-

pierre was dead ; and there he described the impression

which the news made upon him :

—

Nor waa a doubt,

After strict question, left upon my miad,

That lie and his supporters all were fallen.

It is evident from this short analysis that Words-

worth's Liberahsm had flowed originally in a very peaceful

ciu-rent, and that his subsequent Toryism was equally tran-

quil. The poet's nature was averse from the violent agi-

tations of political warfare. The aim of his existence was

to pass his time without any definite object before him

:

' Days of sweet leisure, taxed with patient thought,

abstruse.' He shrank from the bustle of humanity. In

his youth London had seemed to him a ' monstrous ant-

hill on the plain of a too busy world.' In his old age

he protested against the qmet of his native valleys being

desecrated by the whistle of a railway engine. Even
when he went to Cambridge he could not shake off

the desultory habits which were a part of his nature.

He gravely narrates how he went

From shop to shop about my own affairs

;

To Tutor or to Tailor, as befel
j

From street to street with loose and careless mind.

The loose and careless mind, which he acknowledged

in his youth, was visible in his later writings. He is.
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perhaps, the only great author who would have openly chap.

acknowledged that he had forgotten the name of a place, •

—

^—

'

and that he was too careless to search for it.

Or to that rural castle, name now slipped

From my remembrance, where a lady lodged

By the first Francis wooed.

The leisurely life which Wordsworth thus led accounts

for the placid nature of his political feelings. Like

Southey, he had felt the force of the reaction against

Liberalism. But, unlike Southey, he had retired to muse
away his time "in philosophic leisure. Amidst the calm

of the beautiful scenery of the Lakes he composed the

greater portion of his numerous poems. The circum-

stances under which these works were produced pro-

bably account for the ridicule with which they were

received at the time, and the popularity which they have

acquired in a later age. The active intellects of the ge-

neration to whom they were addressed had no patience

for
The simple Wordsworth, framer of a lay

As soft as evening in his favourite May.

The many obscure and involved passages,^ by which his

finest poems are marred, increased this feeling ; and the

length to which many of his puerile fancies were worked
out made critics yawn or even smile.^ But the more
reflecting generation by which these commentators were

succeeded appreciated the philosophic harmony of the

poet's writings ; and admired, as they deserved to be

admired, the many fine passages which are scattered

through the ' Excursion.' *

• See, for instance, the clumsy and figure forth a wise man sporting

sentence in the sixth book of the with the fallen leaves of life. But
' Excursion,' in which the poet prays eighty fines on such a subject make!
that the modern priesthood may he us yawn—much worse, smile.'

—

Hist.

as constant as their forefathers. of English Literature, vol. ii. p. 262.
* M. Taine says :

' Certainly a cat .
' There are four passages in the

playing with three dry leaves may 'Excursion,' which are probably as

furnish a philosophical refiection, fine as any that have been composed
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CHAP. The preceding remarks will probably be sufficient to'

-

—

^—- prove that many of the poets of the period participated

in the reaction which Eevolutionary excess and European

war provoked among all classes of Englishmen. Scott

represents the calm Conservatism whicli would have dis-

approved revolution under any shape or at any period

;

Campbell, like Mackintosh, the small section of Liberals,

whose affection for their country exceeded even their

love for their opinions ; Southey, Coleridge, and "Words-

worth, the reaction against Eevolutionary extravagance.

There were, however, three poets, one of whom was

endowed with greater talents than any of those who have

been mentioned, who were affected in other ways by the

stirring events of the times in which they hved. Chro-

Moore. nologicaUy Moore ranks as the first of these. Moore's

thoughts naturally rested on other subjects than those

with which his contemporaries were occupied. He was
an Irishman. His father was a Eoman Catholic trades-

man in Dublin. He grew up to manhood during the

most critical period of Irish history. While a mere child

his country achieved a legislative independence. Before

he had reached man's estate the Eebellion of 1798 had
deluged it with blood. Moore became the biographer

of the unfortunate young nobleman who was one of

the most conspicuous leaders in this revolt. Eevolu-

tion, in his eyes, was a totally different thing from re-

volution in the eyes of Campbell and Southey. They
associated it with the scenes in Paris, which had shocked

a continent. He associated it with the yearnings of his

fellow-countrymen for freedom from Saxon rule. In

during the present century. The rivulet sparkling where it runs.'

first is the well-known 'Exchange The third is the comparison of

the shepherd's frock of native grey moi-al truth to the water-lily. The
for robes with royal purple tinged,' fourth, the reflection that as the

&c. The second is the reflection, murmuring of the shell expresses

'How from his lofty throne the to the child 'mysterious union
sun can fling colours as bright with its native sea, e'en such a

on exhalations bred by reedy pool shell the universe itself is to the ear

or pestilential swamp, as by the of faith,'
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Moore's verse a rebel is always a hero. The Peri tries chap.
TV

to open the gates of Paradise with the last drop of blood ^—

-

fihed by the last defender of his country's liberties :

—

Oh, if there be on this earthly sphere,

A boon, an offering heaven holds dear,

"Tis the last libation Liberty draws

From the heart that bleeds and breaks in her cause.

Hafed, the hero of the Fire-worshippers, is a rebel

against Mussulman rule. Hinda, the daughter of the

Moslem chieftain, is taught to regard him as a monster

in human shape. She falls in with the so-called monster,

and passionately loves the man. No one, however, can

avoid perceiving that, while Moore was writing of Persia

and Hafed, he was in reality thinking of Ireland and

Lord Edward Fitzgerald. The poem is an eloquent ap-

peal for the heroes of 1798.

If Moore had remained in Ireland the passionate love

which he felt for his country and her wrongs would pro-

bably have driven him into violent invective against her

oppressors. Instead of remaining in Ireland, however,

he came to London. In London his admirable social

qualities introduced him to the best society, and made
him an universal favourite. He could not avoid perceiving

that the relentless persecutors of his unfortimate fellow-

countrymen had, after all, various good qualities, and that

many of them were just as anxious to relieve the Irish

from religious disabilities as the poet was himself. In

consequence, instead of becoming violent, he occupied

his time in laughing at the pecuharities of Castlereagh's

confused sentences and in composing the beautiful melodies

which gave everyone an endiuring interest in Ireland.

In this way he not only produced the most exquisite songs

in the language, but he couciu-rently composed some of

the best satires that were ever written. Birth had made
Moore an advocate for rebellion. Society had stripped

his advocacy of it of every shadow of bitterness.
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^^^- Very different was the course of two of his con-
•-

—

'
—

• temporaries. Byron is probably the greatest poet that

Byron. Britain has produced since the days of Dryden. He is,

perhaps, the most thorough master of words that ever

Hved. His most beautiful passages bear comparison with

the noblest poetry in the language; and his longest

poems, full of faults as they are, are magnificent monu-

ments to his genius. Byron was a younger man than

any of the writers who have been mentioned in this

chapter. His first poetry, the ' Hours of Idleness,' was

pubhshed in 1807 ; his first important poem, the

' English Bards and Scotch Eeviewers,' in 1810. It is

important to bear these dates in mind. The remarkable

reaction against republican excess, which affected almost

every great writer at the close of the eighteenth century,

had lost its force before Byron began to write. Men
were no longer afraid of Eevolutionary violence because

a powerful autocrat had a firm hold on the French

people. Men were no longer afraid of French conquest,

because the British navy had obtained an indisputable

supremacy at sea. Great writers were, in consequence,

enabled to resume the thread of thought which the

Eevolution had snapped, and to revert to the extreme

opinions which the Encyclopaedists had made fashionable

in France, and which Godwin and Paine had endeavoured

twenty years before to propagate in this country. Byron

would probably, under any circumstances, have embraced

the Liberal opinions which were again becoming fashion-

able ; but his disposition to do so was increased by two

circumstances, which influenced his whole career. The

first of these was the reception which was given to his little

volume of early poetry. The ' Edinburgh Eeview ' was

fi,t that time in its infancy, and could not resist the

pleasure of crushing a peer who had ventm-ed to become

ftn author in his teens. An article, which is attributed to

Brougham, criticised with more venom than justice the
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youthfLil author's poetry, and would probably Have dis- chap.

couraged ninety-nine men out of every hundred from any

fresh attempt at authorship. Byron, instead of being dis-

coiuraged, tiurned fiercely on the Eeviewer. ' The Eng-

lish Bards and Scotch Eeviewers ' was his reply to the

offensive article. The public were delighted with a poem
every line of which sparkled with sarcasm. But they

hardly appreciated at the time the violence of the change

which had produced the satire. A single article had

made Byron declare war against society. He had shaken

the dust off his feet and departed from his 'hapless'

country.

The time hath been when no harsh sound would fall

From lips that now may seem imbued with gall.

But now so callous gi-own, so changed since youth,

I've learned to think, and sternly speak the truth

;

Learned to deride the critic's starch decree,

And break him on the wheel he meant for me

;

To spurn the rod a scribbler bids me kiss.

Nor care if courts and crowds applaud or hiss.

The attack of the ' Edinburgh Eeview ' had made
Byron declare war against society. But his bitterness

was also increased by the state of his pm-se. He had

not sufficient money to support the position to which he

thought himself entitled by his birth ; and he was too

proud to submit to the humiliations to which poverty

exposed him. He determined to travel ; and his voluntary

separation from his own countrymen only increased his

bitterness. He returned home, and married Miss Mil-

banke. His marriage, if it had proved a happy one,

might have reconciled him to society. Its unfortunate

termination only increased his bitterness with the world.

He again wandered forth with the feelings of an outcast,

and avenged himself by offending a decorous public by

the indecency and profanity of his poetry.

A reckless disregard of the ordinary amenities of life

IV.
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CHAP, is one of the most striking characteristics of Byron's
•^—r-^—

• poetry. The author of ' Parisina ' and ' Don Juan ' had

no care for what the public thought of him ; but the

same indifference to public opinion is visible in his poli-

tical writings. England's greatest general, "Wellington, is

' Villainton ; ' her most prominent statesman, Castlereagh,

is ' a wretch never named but with cm-ses and jeers
;

'

her king is the ' foiurth of the fools and oppressors called

George.* Her Chiu-ch is weeping over her tithes ; her

country gentlemen living ' for rent.' But, amidst his

passionate hatred of the upper classes, and his sincere

desire to promote the cause of liberty, he had no par-

ticular anxiety for the liberty of his own fellow-country-

men. He once declared in the House of Lords that the

situation of an English labourer was much more miser-

able than that of a Greek, yet he made no effort for the

English rustic : he sacrificed his life to the cause of Greece.

His country had no claims on his affections. His most

generous efforts were devoted to the beautiful land which

he first saw with the marks of recent death imprinted on

its loveliness, and into which he succeeded in infusing

some portion of its former spirit.

Shelley. There is a marked resemblance between the career of

Shelley and that of Byron. Both were descended from

ancient families. Both of them were educated in the

Conservative atmosphere of public schools and imiver-

sities—Byron at Harrow and Cambridge, Shelley at Eton

and Oxford. Both of them were trained under condi-

tions which were wholly opposed to the adoption of

liadical principles. Both of them were married at a

comparatively early age, and both of them soon sepa-

rated from their wives. Both of them were remarkable

for their reckless disregard of public opinion, and for the

license with which they attacked every political, social,

and religious institution.

Shelley, who was born in 1792, was four years younger

than Bvron. Like Byron, therefore, he grew up to man-
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hood when the violence of the reaction against Eevolu- chap.

tionary excess was already spent. There was nothing m ^^

—

^—-

the political situation to counteract the tendency to adopt

republican principles which he at once displayed. But

the fervour with which he advocated unpopular views,

both in religion and politics, was increased by the events

of his life. Many an Oxford imdergraduate, besides

Shelley, may possibly have been satisfied that atheism

was a necessity. But the biurst of wrath, which Shelley's

published opinions excited, was probably responsible for

confirming a view which must, at his time of life, have

been only hastily formed. Many other young men have

had the folly to elope with girls for whom they had

no dm-able afiection. But Shelley's poverty, his father's

anger, his own unhappiness at home, his subsequent con-

nection with Mary Godwin, and his wife's unfortunate

death, all combined to ostracise him from society. His

extreme principles were made much more violent by the

conciu-rent influences of these circumstances ; and the

slight restraint which intercourse with society might have

imposed upon him was removed. Mary Godwin's influence

too must necessarily have increased the young poet's dis-

position to declare war against aU the traditions of his

own class. The daughter of William Godwin and Mary
Wollstonecraft, she had grown up to womanhood amidst

the new faith, which both her parents had adopted. Her
connection, and subsequent marriage, with Shelley form

the brightest page in the poet's domestic life ; but her

influence must undoubtedly have been in many respects

injurious to him.

Such were the circumstances under which Shelley

lived and wrote. His language, in dealing with politics,

is even more violent than that of Byron.

Men of England, wherefore plough

For the lords, who lay ye low?

Wherefore weave with toU and care

The rich robes your tyrants wear ?
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CHAP, is the question which he addressed to the men of Eng-
.—,J—• land in the year of the Manchester Massacre.

Sow seed,—but let no tyrant reap

;

Find wealth,—let no impostor heap
;

Weave robes,—let not the idle wear.

Forge ai-ms, in your defence to bear,

is the advice he gave on the same occasion to men
ab-eady maddened with distress :

—

I met Murder on the way
;

He had a mask like Oastlereagh

;

Next came Fraud, and he had on.

Like Lord Eldon, an ermjue gown

;

Like Sidmouth next. Hypocrisy,

On a crocodile, came by.

Such is his description of three of the most prominent

British ministers, in his ' Masque of Anarchy.'

A man who could write in this way of the princi-

pal personages in the ministry was not likely to be

fastidious in selecting subjects for his ordinary poetry.

It is not, perhaps, fair to judge a writer by a poem
which, like ' Queen Mab,' was published when the author

was only twenty-one. But nearly all Shelley's longer;

poems are marked by the same reckless disregard of

public opinion. The ' Epipsychidion,' for instance, is a

passionate declaration of love from a married man to

a beautiful girl :

—

Are we not formed, as notes of music are.

For one another, though dissimilar ?

The ' Eevolt of Islam ' in its original shape was so un-

naturally offensive that the publisher protested against it,

and procured its modification. Even in its amended form

it probably presents a better key to the poet's wild

opinions than any other of his works. It is a protest

against the ordinary usages of society, which Shelley

calls ' custom.' Cythna and Laon declare war against
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tliis custom. The reader finds some difficulty iu following chap.

the fertile imagination of the poet through the phases of .—,J .

alternate sufiering and victory which the hero and the

heroine experience. He faUs to comprehend the means

which enabled Cythna to enthrone herself as the Goddess

of Liberty, or to appreciate the causes which produced

the sudden downfall of her authority. Her flight with

Laon on a black Tartarian steed is absurdly unnatural

;

and her subsequent conduct, or the narrative of it, is

grossly indecent. Custom, in short, or, to speak more

correctly, the custom which had made matrimony a

necessity, was the tyranny against which Shelley's elo-

quence is directed, and the poem is thus fitly dedicated,

in some of the most beautiful verses Shelley ever wrote,

to the lady who, for his sake, had broken the bands of

custom.

So now my summer's task is ended, Mary,

And I return to thee, mine heart's true home.

And again,

—

How beautiful, and calm, and free thou wert,

In thy young wisdom, when the mortal chain

Of custom thou didst burst and rend in twain !

It has already been shown that the same hatred of cus-

tom inspired the ' Epipsychidion.' A similar opinion

lurks in the exquisite verses on the sensitive plant, and

in the even more beautiful recollection

—

"We wandered to the pine forest

That skirts the ocean's foam

;

The lightest wind was in its nest,

The tempest in its home.

The whispering waves were half-asleep,

The clouds were gone to play

;

And on the bosom of the deep

The snule of heaven lay.

The slight review, which has been thus attempted, of
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IV.
CHAP, the poets,^ who were alive at the conclusion of the great

war, illustrates the remarkable nature of the movement
which was perceptible at the same period in every branch

of British literature. Briefly stated, the main features of

that movement were as follows :—The eighteenth century

had been memorable for the spirit of inquiry, speculation,

and research, whose foimdations had been laid by Newton,

and whose superstructure had been reared by Hume,

Adam Smith, and Bentham. The outbreak of the Eevolu-

tion in France, and the war which had ensued from it, had

been unfavourable to calm and dispassionate inquiry. None
but the calmest minds had preserved their equilibrium,

and the majority of writers had been hurried by their

pohtical feelings into a violent attack on the principles on

which society was founded, or into as violent and uncom-

promising a defence of the old system of government.

During the remainder of the eighteenth century all the

leading writers were, as a rule, frightened into Conserva-

tive principles. As the nineteenth century rolled on the

younger writers, growing up into manhood, reverted to

the doctrines which Eevolutionary excess had made tem-

porarily unfashionable. About the same time the calmer

minds of the generation resumed the inquiries which had

been interrupted by the Eevolution, and renewed the

examination of the great problems in commerce and

jurisprudence upon which their predecessors ha ' been
engaged. These circumstances had, of course, a corre-

sponding effect on the generation which was growing up

to manhood. Their opinions were formed while Eicardo

was explaining the doctrine of rent, while Hallam was
critically examining the British Constitution, while Byron

> The only other poets who gained further notice in this chapter. It
a very great reputation at the same would be otherwise easy to show
period were Rogers and Keats. that the tendency of Rogers was
Whatever judgment may be formed Conservative; and that Keats, whose
on their poetry, they exercised little mind was free from political passion,
influence on the succeediug genera- simply desired to revert to the old
tion, and do not, therefore, require classic poetry of the ancient world.
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and Shelley were declaiming against custom. They grew chap.

up to manhood full of ideas which would have shocked .

—
^7" -^

their fathers : unprepared, indeed, to accept the training

which Shelley had inherited from his father-in-law, but

equally reluctant to defend the old positions which Tory

statesmen had previously maintained. Iq consequence,

every year that passed gradually modified the opinions

of the Tories as a party. Every old Tory who dropped

out of the ranks reduced the strength of the dwindling

phalanx which rallied round Lord Eldon and Lord Sid-

mouth. Every young politician who entered Parhament

for the first time increased the power of the growing

body of Conservatives, who wished to maintain the cita-

del of Toryism but to abandon the indefensible outworks

which their forefathers had defended. The old Tory

policy was silently abandoned ; a new Tory policy was as

silently formed ; and old-fashioned country gentlemen

discovered, to their sorrow, that a Tory government was

gradually surrendering all the old positions which the

Tory party had, in previous years, resolutely maintained.^

The change of thought, which thus occiuTed in poli-

tical circles during the third decade of the nineteenth

century, cannot be accurately understood by anyone who
omits to notice the remarkable natm-e of British lite-

rature during the preceding fifty years. The literary

men of England participated in the reaction against re-

volution which distinguished the closing years of the

eighteenth century. They were among the first to re-

cover from the effects of reaction at the commencement

of the nineteenth century. The younger men, among

' It was Peel's constant argument presentative of tlie new school of

in 1828 that the claims of the Roman Toryism, talks of the 'stupid old

Catholics could not be resisted, be- Tory party,' anticipating the very

cause all the young members of the epithet which afterwards gave so

party were opposed to maintaining much offence to the Oorseryatives

thern. (See his Memoir, vol. i.) Pal- when it was applied to them by a

merston, who was a member of the Radical.—^Bulwer's Palmerston, vol.

Tory government, but the best re- i. p. 171.

VOL. I. B B
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Literary

women.

Effects of

Chris-

tianity on
the female

sex.

whom they wrote, were thus accustomed to more liberal

views than those which they had heard in the narrow

circles of their own homes ; and a generation consequently

grew up which silently abandoned the old indefensible

positions of the Tory party. But there are two other

circumstances, connected with the literature of the period,

which deserve the attention of the student of the nine-

teenth centiuy. One of them, indeed, made only a slow

and gradual impression on British politics. The effect

of the other was as great as it was immediate. The

first of these circumstances is the commencement of lite-

rary work by women ; the second of them is the rapid

development of periodical literature.

It is a remarkable fact, which perhaps has hitherto

hardly attracted sufScient attention, that few women had

ever made any great mark in the world by their abili-

ties before the eighteenth century. The women who
had gained most distinction had been famous fi:om

their birth, or from their beauty, or from their mis-

fortimes, or from their vices, or from the distinction of

their children, or from qualities which are rather admi-

rable in men than in women. We hardly read of any

famous for mere womanly qualities or for hterary ability.

Sappho was the only great poetess whose name has been

handed down to us from the ancient world, and the lines

of Sappho which still exist may almost be counted on

the fingers. Jael is perhaps more highly commended
than any other woman in the Old Testament ; and Jael

is commended for committing a treacherous and cold-

blooded murder. ,

The introduction of Christianity undoubtedly im-

proved the position which woman had previously occu-

pied in the world. The most graceful figures in the

Gospel story were the women, who never lost their love

for, or their faith in, their Saviour. The maxims of the

Eedeemer raised women to a higher station. Marriage,
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in the light of Christianity, became a contract entered chap.

into between two equal parties, sanctioned by religious

—

<^—
rites, indissoluble except by the highest authority and
for the most solemn reasons-. But man, in the middle

ages of the world, hardly suited his actions to the ideal

of his chiu-ch. The wife was not absolutely carried off

or sold; but her consent to the union was not so ne-

cessary as her father's. The husband kept a stick in

readiness for the personal correction of his spouse ; and
society did not see anything either unseemly or unmanly
in a man administering a good beating to his wife.

A life of this description was not calculated to womcn in

produce women of high womanly qualities. Women *-8*^'<i'3i«

became famous who, like Boadicea, in Britain, or Joan

of Arc, in France, beat the men at their own weapons.

Margaret of Anjou, rallying the squadrons which her

weak-spirited lord had not the courage to lead , Eliza-

beth standing at bay against the power of the Spanish

monarchy ; Isabella of Spain conquering kingdoms, and

subduing every feminine feehng in the most brutal per-

secution of Jew, Turk, infidel, and heretic; Cathe-

rine de Medici counselling and witnessing one of the

most infamous of modern massacres—these are the

women whose names fill the largest spaces in the history

of the ages in which they lived. A period, indeed,

arrived when women were known for other qualities.

The severity of the Eeformation was succeeded by unre-

stricted license ; the courts of the two most civilised of

European nations abandoned themselves to vice ; and

women obtained influence, not because they could ride,

fight, or work like men, but from their beauty, their wit,

or their profligacy. France and England were cursed

with th« rule of Bourbon and Stuart ; and society in both

countries was tainted with the corruption and license

which disgraced their courts. License prevailed in

France till it was swept away by a Eevolutionary deluge

B B 2
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CHAP, of blood. England, more fortunate than her neighbour,

-

—

,-—- was purified by the accession of George III. to the
Influence throue. Great ladies who had lost their character were
ot Queen

. • • i i
Charlotte, received coldly at court

;
young ladies with a character

to lose reflected on the social ostracism which was the

new result of losing it ; and the upper classes observed

that the first lady in the land, who gave the tone to

society, was a little woman without much beauty and

with less wit, whose only claim to eminence beyond her

exalted rank was her afiection for and her fidelity to

her husband.

It is difiicult to exaggerate the social consequences

which resulted from the purity of the coiu-t of George

in. Neither the profligacy of his sons, nor the grow-

ing wealth of the world, and the luxiu-ies which wealth

ensured, have destroyed or obsciu"ed them. Confirmed

by the character of his granddaughter, they have perhaps,

in some instances, led to faults in an opposite extreme.

A single error on the part of a woman is now punished

with a severity which neither time nor repentance is

allowed to soften ; and a woman who has once made a

false step is, ever afterwards, excluded from society.

Punishment, however, ceases to reform when it is known
to be perpetual ; and those who have nothing to hope

from their good conduct imagine that they have nothing

to lose by their bad behaviour. But the social conse-

quences of a purified court are obvious to anyone ; its

consequences on woman's work are perhaps less apparent.

Just as it is true that there were brave men before the

days of Agamemnon, so it is true that there were wise

women before Mary Somerville. The deeds of the brave

were lost to us from the want of an historian ; the wis-

dom of the wise was rendered useless from want of an

opportunity. In an age when woman's chief claim to

distinction lay either in her coiu-age or her beauty it

never occurred to woman to try her chances in other
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fields. Brought up from childhood to believe in the chap.

inferiority of her sex, she had neither the education

which would have enabled her, nor the ambition which

would have stimulated her, to establish her equahty with

man.

The purer atmosphere which prevailed in the moral

world during the close of the eighteenth century raised

woman to a higher level. When woman once found,

that she was man's equal there was nothing to prevent

her from competyig with him in the subjects to which his

abilities were devoted. There are, indeed, some portions

of man's work in which it may be hoped that the mass of

women may never engage. "We do not wish our wives and

daughters to fight our battles for us. A large portion of

the female sex revolt from the notion of publicly dis-

puting with men in the Senate, in the courts, or on the

platform. But there can be no doubt that there is a great

deal of work, which till lately has been solely performed

by men, which might be discharged with equal success

by women. There is, for instance, no reason why women
should not excel in the highest walks of literature and
art.i

There is, perhaps, no branch of literature for which Capacity

women are unsuited. The example of Mrs. Somerville
forTOTei"-

decisively proves that some women are capable of sustained writing.

intellectual exertion which could be endured by few men

;

and an author who is capable of sustained intellectual

effort need shrink from no work. But, so far as experi-

ence goes, fiction is apparently the region in which female

authoresses are especially at home. Nor is this siirprising.

Excellence in fiction usually tiu-ns on the capacity to

appreciate and delineate character ; and women have at

least as much opportimity for studying character as men.

' MacHntosh, in 1810, made the London. V^Tiat,' he adds, 'is the
striking remark, that ' there seem reason of the difference ? '

—

Mackin-
to be as many paintresses at Paris tosh, vol. ii. p. 40.

as there are female novel-writers in
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CHAP. Vast numbers of novels at the present day are written by
-

—

^— women, and tlie greatest living writer of fiction is a

woman. The influence whicli novel-writing is giving to

the female sex is enormous. ' Andrew Fletcher of Saltoun

once said " he knew a wise friend who believed that if a

man were permitted to make all the ballads of a nation

he need not care who should make the laws." ' ^ It

might be said of the present age that the power of con-

trolliag thought is passing from the ballad-maker to the

novel-writer. Political speeches are studied by some ;

sermons are avoided by many ; history has only a few

students ; but everyone reads novels. The novel influences

for good or for evil the thoughts of its readers : the

thoughts of its readers may ultimately determine the

government of the world.

There can be very little doubt that the first conse-

quence of women writing novels was an improvement

in morals. Few women could venture to imitate the

language which Fielding put into the mouth of Squire

Western ; to depict the monstrous treachery with which

Lovelace accomplished the ruin of Clarissa ; or to relate

Corporal Trim's experiences when he lay wounded in the

knee. They were compelled to rely on purer scenes for

their story; and society, pmrified by their example,

refused in future openly to patronise grossly immoral

publications. Women, like Scott's friend Mrs. Keith, were

ashamed to read in their own chamber to themselves novels

which they had not blushed in their younger days to hear

read aloud in society.^ Men excused themselves for

reading ' Don Juan ' because it was in rhyme, and they

kept the pages of ' The Monk ' from the eyes of their

daughters. A purer literature was, in this way, substi-

tuted for the improper stories which had been previously

fashionable ; and people learned almost for the first time

• Qiutrterly Seview, No. ocxliv. p. the remark to Fletcher are given in

882, where the reasons for ascribing a note. ^ Lockhart's Scott^ p. 466,
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that a story could be interesting which was neither im- chap.

proper nor immoral.

Three ladies are more particularly associated with

this great literary reform : Frances Burney, Jane Austen,

and Maria Edgeworth. Miss Burney's life has been ad-

mirably told by Macaulay. She was the daughter of Dr.

Burney, the musician, the friend of Johnson and a host of

other great men. Her father's parties were attended by

characters in every class of society ; and little Prances

Burney, shrinking from the motley throng of wealth and

talent, unobserved herself, observed all that passed at

. them. Miss Austen, on the contrary, who was born about

the time at which Miss Burney commenced to write, passed

her short life in a country parsonage and in the quietest

society. The greater part of Maria Edgeworth's time was

spent on the property of her father, an Irish landlord, at

Edgeworthstown, in Ireland.

Miss Edgeworth was the most fertile and, on the Maria

whole, the greatest of these three writers. She has done worth.

for the Irish race what Scott has done for Scottish scenery.

She has sketched, with inimitable skiU, the pathetic and

the humorous aspects of Irish character. Her stories gave

Scott the idea, which he ultimately developed in the

Waverley Novels. ' He would never, in all likelihood,'

said his biographer, ' have thought of a Scotch novel if he

had not read Miss Edgeworth's sketches of Irish character.' ^

But there is this distinction between Miss Edgeworth

and Scott. It has been already remarked that Scott

sketched the Scotland of his fathers, or, at the latest, of

his own boyhood. Miss Edgeworth described the Irish as

she herself saw them. Scott's novels are essentially

histories of a former age ; Miss Edgeworth's are annals of

her own time. No one would dream of turning to Scott

for an accoimt of Scotland or of Scotch society during

the author's own life. But no one would venture on

' Lockhait's Scott, p. 302.
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c^HAP. describing Irish life, at the commencement of the present

V

—

^ . centm-y, without consulting Miss Edgeworth. The accu-

racy of Miss Edgeworth's descriptions give her writings

an especial value. Anyone who wiU take the trouble of

comparing her account of the Colambre estate, in ' The

Absentee,' with Scott's own account of her father's estate

at Edgeworthstown will see that the writer who was

describing what he had seen, and the author who was

professedly drawing on her imagination, were both en-

gaged on the same model.

Miss Edgeworth's Irish tales gave a world of readers

an interest in the impulsive people among whom the

greatest portion of her life was spent. When she turned

from Irish scenes to dehneate fashionable people in Lon-
don she did not attain the same degree of excellence.

She sketched the Irish faithfully, because she had lived

with them all her life and thoroughly understood all

their virtues and all their weaknesses. She failed to

draw her peers and peeresses with equal accuracy, because

she had only a superficial acquaintance with London
society. In Ireland she painted portraits, in London
caricatures.

rrances Macaulay has detected the same difference between

and°jTne ^he creations of Miss Burney and those of Miss Austen
Austen. as that which may be traced between Miss Edgeworth's

Irish characters and her peers and peeresses. Miss Biurney

saw a great many clever people in her father's house

in London. She watched them closely, she studied their

eccentricities, and she caricatiured them in 'Evehna.'

Miss Austen saw no one but the quietest people in her

father's parsonage. The great majority of them had
probably nothing eccentric about them : they would have
been impossible subjects for caricatme. Most of the

figiu-es in the narrow circle of her acquaintance bore a

•very close resemblance to one another ; and Miss Austen,

if she described them at all, had to dwell on the nicer
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differences of tKeir characters. In Miss Biirney's first 9^^-
novel, ' Evelina,' the canvas is crowded with a variety of ^

—

-^—

-

persons, and the heroine is placed in a series of sensational

situations. At one moment she is pestered by a fop ; at

another she is exposed to the importunate insolence of a

scoundrel ; at a third she is embarrassed by the presence of

some vulgar relatives of her own. At one time she mixes

in the highest society ; at another, she is mistaken for an

actress at the Marylebone Gardens. She emerges success-

fully from the most startling adventm-es ; and, after a series

of dramatic incidents, marries, on the last-page of the novel,

the nobleman with whom she fell in love almost on the

first. In Miss Austen's first novel, on the contrary, there

is no sensation. A mother, living with three daughters in

a quiet Devonshire village, becomes gradually acquainted

with a few of her neighbours and their connections. One
of her daughters, blessed with the most placid disposition,

forms an attachment for a man who, without her know-
ledge, has contracted a foolish engagement which he feels

himself bound in honour to keep. Another of her

daughters, passionate and enthusiastic in her tastes, falls

in love with a gentleman, who basely abandons her for

the sake of another lady's fortune. The passion and

enthusiasm of the one sister soften in the course of the

tale into something like the placidity of the other. The
placidity of the other ripens gradually into something like

warmth. Yet the two characters are as distinct at the end

of the story as they are at the beginning of it. Though

Sense acquires some degree of Sensibility, and Sensibility

gains a great deal of Sense, the title of the novel is as

appropriate at the close as at the commencement of the

work. Miss Biu-ney, like most novel-writers, diu-ing the

progress of her work exaggerates the distinctive featiures

of her characters ; Miss Austen occupies her whole time

in obliterating them, and yet succeeds in leaving them at

the end of her story distinct and clear.
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CHAP. The extraordinary skill whicli Miss Austen displayed
IV,

in describing what Scott called ' the involvements and

feelings and characters of ordinary hfe,' ^ places her as a

novelist above her predecessor, Miss Biirney. But it is

more doubtful whether she is entitled to rank above her

contemporary Miss Edgeworth. In Macaulay's opinion

Madame de Stael was certainly the first woman of her

age ; Miss Edgeworth the second ; and Miss Austen the

third.^ Yet Miss Austen has one advantage over Miss

Edgeworth which is very important. In reading Miss

Austen no one ever thinks of the moral of the story, yet

everyone becomes insensibly the better person for pe-

rusing it. In reading Miss Edgeworth one is apt to for-

get the story and to think only of the moral ; and the

moral loses half its force from the persistent manner in

which it is obtruded on the reader. The main object of

the one writer seems to be to create interest in her tale

;

the chief desire of the other to inculcate a moral precept.

There can be no doubt, too, that Miss Edgeworth
weakens the force of her moral by the pains which
she takes to make her whole story point to it. The
reader feels that he is introduced, not to a novel, but
to a sermon, and so is insensibly led to criticise the

author's reasoning, instead of bhndly accepting her

teaching.

The uiti- The three women who have thus been mentioned are

Tequenee"'
*^® ^^^^ prominent examples of the change which was

of women's gradually taking place in the position of their sex. They
succeeded in estabhshing a considerable hterary reputa-

tion, and in demonstrating that women could compete
successfully with men in some branches of literature. It

is worth observing, however, that all of them were free

from the influences which affected their male contem-
poraries. Miss Burney's best works were, indeed, written

before the French Eevolution. But Maria Edgeworth

• Lockhart's Scott, p. 614. ' Trevelyan's Macaviuy, vol. i. p. 240.
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an3 Jane Austen were writing at the time at which Southey QHap.

and Wordsworth were undergoing the remarkable changes -

—

'-<^—

'

of opinion which have been already recorded. Yet neither

of them were perceptibly influenced by the pohtics of

the stirring times in which they lived. Women were,

in fact, so completely removed from the strife of party

warfare that the stormiest revolution made little or no

impression upon them. Such a result coidd not have

occurred fifty years afterwards. As soon as women had

proved their oapacity to compete with men in one field,

they displayed an increasing readiness to contend with

them in others. The authoresses who at the com-

mencement of the century were proving the capacity

of their sex were, however, unable to see the full con-

sequences of their own work, or to realise the circum-

stance that their labours would lead to an agitation for

women's rights on the platform and in the polling-booth

which ^\'ould be unconcluded half a century after they

had ceased to exist.

The influence, then, of the women who obtained a Thoperf-

literary reputation in the earlier years of the centiuy was '^^^^

essentially prospective ; but there was another charac-

teristic about the literatiure of the period, which could

be detected by the most superficial observer, productive

of immediate results. Periodical literatiu-e had existed

for more than a century in England. But it had first

obtained the commanding position which it has since oc-

cupied about the period at which this history opens. The

periodicals, which had previously been regarded with

suspicion and dislike, were becoming beyond all dispute

a power in the State. Newspapers, in the modern sense

of the term, are of very recent origin. A written news-

paper would be deemed impossible by the present gene-

ration ; but the art of printing was known for centiu"ies

before it was applied to the purpose of dispensing news.

The newsletter of the earlier years of the seventeenth
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CHAP, century was literally a manuscript letter ; and the

-
^^'

- ' Weekly News '—tlie first paper which appeared in this

country in print—was pubHshed by Nathaniel Butter

in 1622.^ One hundred and thirty years after the pub-

hcation of the ' Weekly News,' or in 1753, the number

of stamps issued to the newspapers only amoimted to

7,411,757. In 1801 the issue of stamps had risen to

16,000,000, and m 1821 to 25,000,000.

The stamp The Stamp duty, which thus forms an accurate test

of the circulation of newspapers, was first imposed in

1712. It was at that time a tax of Id. on each news-

paper printed on a whole sheet, and of ^d. on each

paper printed on only half a sheet. The newspapers

foresaw their inevitable ruin from the imposition of this

tax. ' This is the day,' wrote Addison, ' on which many
eminent authors wUl probably publish their last works.

I am afraid that few of oiu- weekly historians, who are

men that, above all others, delight in war, will be able

to subsist under the weight of a stamp duty in approach-

ing peace.' As a matter of fact many newspapers at

once expired ; and, perhaps from this circumstance, the

tax was itself abandoned. It was, however, renewed

later on in the centmy. At the accession of George IIT.

it was fixed at Id. a sheet ; in 1757 it was raised to l{d.;

in 1776 to 2d. ; in 1789 to 2ld. ; and in 1815 to Id.^

The price of every newspaper was raised to 7d. But

neither the tax nor the increase of price stopped the

circulation of the papers. Edition after edition of the

more popular journals of the day were issued as rapidly

as they could be struck off; and their circulation was only

limited by the mechanical impossibility of complying with

the demand for them. The events of the war every-

1 Ann. Reg. 1794, p. 375. the figures difierently. Hist, of the
^ Eeturn Public Inc. and Exp. Newspaper Press, vol. i. p. 6,

Sess. 1869, p. 429. Grant gives
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where excited a feverisli anxiety for news, and nden of chap.

all classes bought the papers, in the hope of learning . ^ .

some fresh tidings from the Continent.

At the close of the great war there were six daily News-

papers, published in London, which exercised a consider- ^^^^
'°

able influence on political affairs. These six papers were

the ' Times,' the ' Coiuier,' the ' Chronicle,' the ' Adver-

tiser,' the ' Herald,' and the ' Post
'

; and of these six the

' Times ' was far the most important. The ' Times ' in The

1816 enjoyed.a circulation of 8,000 copies. It paid a
'^""^•

stamp duty to the Government of about 900/. a week, or

of 45,000/. a-year. But even this duty was only one

portion of the burden on its proprietors. The paper on

which it was printed was taxed ; the advertisements

which were inserted in it were taxed ; and 10 per cent,

of its profits were paid as income tax. It was imder

such circumstances that the greatest journal that the

world has ever seen was produced during the earlier

years of its eventfid career. The 'Times' was commenced

by John Walter in 1785, as the ' Daily Universal Ee-

gister
'

; it adopted its present name in 1788. In 1803

Walter was succeeded by his son, John Walter the

second. Dr. Stoddart, in the first instance, and subse-

quently Thomas Barnes, were engaged as editors of

the paper under his management. Barnes assumed the

editorship of the ' Times ' in 1816, and succeeded by
his ability and discretion in increasing the great repu-

tation which the paper had already acquired. But a

much greater impulse than Barnes' abilities coidd give

had a few months before been imparted to it. In

November 1814 the ' Times ' was, for the first time,

printed by steam. The machinery was far less perfect

than that which is at present in use ; but it constituted

an extraordinary advance in the history of newspapers.

Before steam was used it had been impossible to do

more than strike off 450 copies of any paper in an hour.
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CHAPi The circulation of a newspaper had depended, not on tlie

'—r^—
- demand for it, but on the capability of the hand-press to

meet the demand. The imperfect machine, introduced

in 1814, enabled 1,100 sheets to be impressed in an

hour. The paper was printed nearly three times as

rapidly as before, and the public could be provided with

five copies with the ease with which they had previously

been supplied with two. The introduction of machine-

printuig at once confirmed the ' Times ' in the precedence

which it had already attained. With one short interval,

in 1828, it enjoyed for forty years a larger circulation

than any other newspaper.

The The circulation of the 'Courier 'in 1816 was only

Inrthf inferior to that of the 'Times.' It sold about 5,000
•Post copies a day.^ It was an evening newspaper, and was

in the habit of issuing edition after edition. It was first

established in 1792 ; was distinguished for its ultra-Libe-

ral principles ; and was on two occasions the subject of

political prosecutions. In 1799 the 'Courier' was pur-

chased by Daniel Stuart, the proprietor of the ' Post.'

Stuart was a Tory ; and the ' Courier,' of comse, adopted

Tory principles. The ' Post ' had been started ten years

before the ' Courier,' or in 1782, and had been purchased

by Stuart for a very small sum in 1785. Stuart had a

remarkable faculty for discovering literary talent and for

obtaining the assistance of literary men on moderate

terms. He engaged Coleridge, Lamb, and Mackintosh

to write for the 'Morning Post,' and he occasionally

availed himself of their services on the ' Courier.' Stuart,

after converting the 'Post' into a valuable property,

sold it in 1803 ; he retired from the ' Courier ' in 1816.

The ' Post ' has retained, to the present day, the popula-

rity which it acquired at the commencement of the cen-

' So I gather from the returns in p. 355, places the circulation at 12,000
the Ann. Iteg. ot 1822. Grant, in his copies ; but this is plainly an exagge-
ffiit. of the Newspaper P>-es8, vol. i. ration.
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tury. The ' Courier ' never recovered from the decreased chap.

demand for news after the conclusion of peace. -

—

^—
In 1816 the ' Morning Chronicle ' had a much smaller The

circulation than the ' Times
'

; but it enjoyed, in some chro^de.*

respects, a higher reputation than any other newspaper.

Commenced in 1769, it was the oldest of all the leading

papers. Its editor, James Perry, was uniformly treated

with a deference which was paid to no other editor. He
was the first editor of a newspaper who had the spirit

to send short-hand writers into the gallery of the House

of Commons. He succeeded in obtaining even higher

literary talent on his staff than Stuart collected for the

' Post ' and the ' Courier.' John Campbell, who subse-

quently became Lord Chancellor ; Thomas Campbell, the

poet ; Coleridge, Mackintosh, Hazlitt, and McCulloch aU

placed their pens at different periods at the disposal of

Perry. The ' Chronicle ' profited from the ability which

it thus employed, and, at the commencement of the cen-

tury, enjoyed a reputation which was hardly inferior to

that of the ' Times.'

Some of the highest literary ability in the land was then Position

employed in contributing to the press
; yet writers in the for^the''"

press were regarded at the close of the eighteenth and at p"^^^*-

the commencement of the nineteenth century as of an

inferior class. It was supposed to be ungentlemanlike

for anyone to write for hire. Eeporters in 1798 were

described by Abbot as 'blackguard newswriters.' Ten
years later, or in 1808, the Benchers of Lincoln's

Inn made a by-law excluding all persons who had

written in the daily papers from being called to the Bar.

More than twenty years afterwards a Lord Chancellor

offended the propriety of his supporters and excited their

animadversions by asking the editor of the ' Times ' to

dinner. The press was regarded as a pestilent nuisance,

which it was essential to destroy. Southey had himself

once been a journalist, yet, in 1817, he deliberately
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• CHAP. declared to Lord Liverpool, ' You must curb the press, o'r

- ^^ it will destroy the constitution of the country. No means,'

he added, ' can be effectual for checking the intolerable

license of the press but that of making transportation

the punishment of its abuse.' ^

Southey's opinion proves the importance which news-

papers had already acquired. Yet the newspaper of

1817 consisted of only a single sheet of four pages, and

did not contain much more matter than foiu- pages of

the ' Globe ' do now. It was impossible for a paper with

this limited space at its disposal to attempt any profound

political or literary criticism. Before the commence-

ment of the present century, moreover, ' the literary

periodicals of Great Britain were repositories of mis-

cellanies relating to art, poetry, letters, and gossip, partly

original and partly selected, huddled together without

system.' ^ At the commencement of the present century,

however, a knot of very remarkable men decided en

founding a new periodical of a different character.

Connected as they mostly were with Edinbiu-gh, they

determined to call their venture the 'Edinburgh Ee-

view.' The success which they immediately achieved is

one of the most remarkable circumstances in literary

history.

The ' Edin- A society had been in existence in Edinburgh for many

Eevfew' jears, which most of the rising advocates at the Scotch

Bar were in the habit of joining. It was the object of

this society to train its members in the arts of elocution

and debate. One of them, from time to time, read a paper

' See tlie Encyclopcsdia Britain- ii. p. 184) declared his inatility to

Mrert,art.Newspapers;^»«.i2c';7.1822, trace the date of; Greville, vol. iii.

p. 350, where returns of the stamps p. 169, for the invitation of Barnes
for 1801 and 1821 are given ; Grant's to the Lord Chancellor's dinner

;

History of the Ne^vspaper Press, Yonge's jAfe of Lord Liverpool, vol.

vol. i. pp. 101, 172, 221, 386; ii. pp. 298, 299, for Southey's opinions
Diary of Lord Colchester, vol. i. p. of the press.

162, and vol. ii. p. 240, in tlie latter ^ Stanton's Heforms and Iteform-
of which th<3 story of the Benchers' ers, quoted in AUibone's Diet, of
l)y-law is related, which Grant (vol. Unglish and American Authors.
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at its meetings, and the paper became the subject of a chap.

general discussion. The Speculative Society, as it was .^—^l_-

called, numbered among its members some of the most

remarkable men who were ever collected in one associa-

tion. Dugald Stewart, Playfair, Mackintosh, Scott, and

Jeffrey all belonged to it. Jeffrey was born in 1773,

was educated at the High School of Edinburgh, and at

Oxford, and was called to the Scotch Bar in 1794.

Marrying in 1801, he brought his bride home to some

modest lodgings, furnished at the cost of a few pounds,

but which will always be recollected by the literary

student. In these modest lodgings, where Jeffrey was

in the habit of entertaining a select circle of his intimate

friends, the idea of the ' Edinburgh Eeview ' was originally

conceived. The founders of the new Eeview mainly

relied on Jeffrey, Brougham, Horner, and Sydney Smith, Sydney

who was the nominal editor of the first number. Sydney
°"

Smith was one of the most formidable pamphleteers

which this country has ever produced. With extra-

ordinary powers of wit, sarcasm, and expression, his

writings had an immense effect on the pohtics of his

time. Born in 1771, and producing his most pimgent

work—' The Letters of Peter Plymley '—in 1807 and

1808, he was at the zenith of his reputation at the close

of the great war. Smith's forte lay in unsparing and

occasionally indiscriminating attack. His writings were

logical ; but he rarely relied on his arguments alone for

the success of his cause. He did not convert his readers

to his own side. He overwhelmed his opponents with

ridicule. The process of damning the plaintiff's attorney

has been often resorted to ; but it has usually been

adopted by advocates with a weak cause to rely upon.

Sydney Smith thrust home his attack on the person of

his adversary, when his adversary might have been

beaten with more logical weapons. His exuberant wit

shone forth in his most argumentati\-e writings, and

VOL. I. c c
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CHAP, dazzled with its brilliancy those who were not convinced

^—' by his arguments.

Jeffrey, Jeffrey had neither the exuberance of wit nor the

lightness of expression which characterised Sydney Smith.

But he was on the whole a greater writer, just as he was

imdoubtedly a greater critic and a better editor. His

criticisms are strict ; they are occasionally unfair, but

are always able ; and, though many of his conclusions have

been reversed by the judgment of posterity, his opinions

are still uniformly quoted with deference, and usually

accepted as authoritative. Before the age of Jeffrey the

art of the critic was almost unknown. ' Criticisms on

books were jejune in the extreme, consisting chiefly of

a few smart witticisms and meagre connecting remarks,

stringing together ample quotations from the work under

review. The " Edinburgh Eeview " appeared :
" its first

number revived the discussion of great political principles."

The public perused it with avidity ; it excited " a new
sensation in all classes of readers ;" and the art of criticism

at once attained the position in the literary world which
it has ever since occupied.' ^

The position which the ' Edinburgh Eeview ' succeeded

in at once attaining could not have been won by Jeffrey

alone with the solitary assistance of Sydney Smith. But
Jeffrey had the good fortime to number among his friends

and associates two other men, whose services proved essen-

Borner, tiaUy uscful to him, Horner and Brougham. Born in

1778, the son of a tradesman, with no advantages other

than his own ability to aid him, enjoying no office, lean-

ing on no patron, Francis Horner, in his short hfe, won
for himself the esteem oi" all classes of society. An ad-

miring Senate suspended its sittings on the tidings of his

death in a foreign land, and voted to his memory with

general approval a statue in Westminster Abbey. Homer

' For the foundation of the Edinburgh Review, see Cockburn's Jeffrey,
vol, i. p. 125 seq., and cf. Broug-ham, vol. i. p. 246.
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was an advanced Liberal, but he was chiefly remark- chap.

able for the strenuous opposition which he raised to the

forced circulation of a paper currency. His exertions as

a member of the Bullion Committee are said to have

injured his health and to have hastened his death. His

enthusiasm in the same cause inspired his first contribu-

tion to the ' Edinburgh Eeview.' His influence with

Jeffrey was the more remarkable because he was destitute

of the qualifications which Jeffrey usually regarded as

essential in his qpntributors—' wit and fun were the first

desiderata
;

' and Horner, who was above all things an

economist, had no humour. 'He puts me in mind,' said

Scott on one occasion, ' of Obadiah's bull,' and the keen

point of the illustration will come home to everyone who
recollects Sterne's account of that famous quadruped.^

Brougham was born in the same year as Horner ; but Brougham,

it may be doubted whether, if he had died at the same

time, his death would have inspired so much regret,

or his name have been remembered so faithfully as

his friend's. Yet Brougham's abihty was greater than

Horner's, and perhaps exceeded that of any of his con-

temporaries. There were few subjects with which he

was unacquainted, or which he was unequal to discuss

with the best-informed persons. He was at home in

science, in law, in politics, in history, and in literature.

His indefatigable and rapid pen illustrated the most

varied topics in the pages of the Eeview ; and on all of

them he wrote with a force and authority which were

peculiarly his own. Brougham was a far more constant

contributor than Horner. It is said that on one occasion

he wrote an entire number of the Eeview ; and he was

unquestionably the most fertile and capable of all Jeffrey's

assistants.

Jeffrey, however, did not rely on these men alone.

' Lockhart's Scott, p. 166.

c c 2
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CHAP. He was ready to accept the services of any capable

•

—

^—- writer. Scott himself was a constant contributor, writ-

ing five articles in two years. ^ With such assistants

•Jeffrey rapidly made his mark. The new Eeview ob-

tained a wide circulation ; and its blue and buff cover

was to be found on every gentleman's table. The success

of the Eeview would, under any circumstances, have

probably provoked a rival ; but rivalry was stimulated

by the pohtical bias which the new periodical soon dis-

played. Jeffrey himself was above aU things a critic.

I was ' much struck,' vsTote one of Scott's friends, ' by

the extent, correctness, discrimination, and accuracy of

Jeffrey's information ; equally so with his taste, acute-

ness, and wit in dissecting every book, author, and story

that came in " his " way. Jeffrey, for the most part, en-

tertained us, when books were under discussion, with the

detection of faults, blunders, absurdities, or plagiarisms.' ^

Had Jeffrey stood alone, he would probably have made
the Eeview an organ in which all opinions and aU parties

could be freely criticised. His chief associates, however,

were all strong partisans ; and, with the single exception

of Scott, they were all strong Liberals. Horner, enthu-

siastically devoted to the currency question, complained

that the Eeview was too independent, and not sufficiently

Whiggish.^ Brougham, a Liberal to the backbone, in-

sisted on the pubhcation of political articles. Scott

remonstrated against the deepening Whiggery. Jeffrey

retorted that he could not resist the wit. Scott, urging

the propriety of neutrality in politics, offered himself to

supply a political article. Jeffrey dechned, on the ground

that it was more necessary to be consistent than neutral.^

Such a refusal could hardly have done otherwise than

offend Scott. The offence was deepened in the autumn

of 18Q8 by the publication of a notable article, 'Don

1 Lockhart'a Scott, p. 105. ' AJiaon, vol. i. p. 334.
» Ibid., p. 166. • Lockhart's Scott, p. 156.
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Cevallos on the Usurpation of Spain.' ' Tlie " Edinburgh ohap.

Eeview," ' wrote Scott to Constable, ' had become such as

—

^—

-

to render it impossible for me to continue a contributor

to it. Now it is such as I can no longer continue to

receive or read it.' ^ In accordance with this opinion he

stopped his subscription, and made no secret of his hos-

tihty. Scott's opposition speedily became known. Can-

ning, a member of the Tory Government, with hterary

abilities of the very highest order, was naturally anxious

to see a Tory periodical which would be to his own friends

what the ' Edinburgh Eeview ' had proved to his oppo-

nents. - John Murray, of Fleet Street, a young bookseller

of capital and enterprise,' ^ was ready to undertake the

publication of a serial which he had the prudence to see

would bring credit to his firm. George EUis, the warm
friend of Canning, heartily supported the project; and

Eobert Dundas, the eldest son of Lord Melville, and a

member of the Government, was also made acquainted

with it. But Scott himself was the life and soul of the

enterprise. The first number of the new Eeview was The

pubhshed in February ]809, and three articles in it E^^-etf^

were from Scott's pen. The great author continued

throughout his career to be an active contributor to the

new periodical.

It was no easy task to select an editor for the new Gifford.

Eeview who would be a fair match for so powerful an

adversary as Jefirey. But Miuray seems at once to have

suggested, and Scott to have approved, the selection of

William Gifibrd for the post. Gilford ' was a Httle man,

dumpled up together, and so iU-made as to seem almost

deformed, but with a singular expression of talent in his

countenance.' Constant ill-health had soured his temper
;

and an acid temper made him an extremely severe critic.

' He flagellated with so little pity that people lost their

sense of the criminal's guilt in dislike of the savage plea-

' Lockhart'a lAfe of Scott, p. 168, note. ' Ibid., p. 169.
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CHAP, siire which the executioner seemed to take in inflicting

-
^^'

- the punishment.' ^ Gifford was born at Ashburton, in

1757. His father, who had wasted the little means he

had ever enjoyed, died when his boy was young. His

mother did not siurvive her husband for many months

;

and the fiitiure editor of the ' Quarterly Eeview ' was

sent to school, and apprenticed to a shoemaker. The

lad hated the drudgery of his work ; and he fortunately

attracted the attention of a neighbouring medical man.

Dr. Cookesley, who collected some money for freeing him

from his indentures and for continuing his education.

The boy rapidly proved himself worthy of his judicious

patron's kindness. He published the ' Baviad ' in 1794 ;

the ' Mseviad ' in 1795 ; in conjunction with Bankes he

became the editor of the ' Anti-Jacobin' in 1800; and

he published his translation of Juvenal in 1802. The
' Baviad ' and the ' Maiviad ' were styled by Byron the

first satires of the age. Gifford's name was coupled with

Pope's in the ' English Bards and Scotch Eeviewers '

;

and Dr. Cookesley, proad of the success which GifFord

had achieved, and probably anxious to perpetuate his

own share in it, gave the satirist's name to a son, whom
many Eton men still remember with affection—WiUiam
Gifford Cookesley.

Such was the man who appeared to Scott and Murray
the best possible editor of the new Eeview, which was to

rival the ' Edinburgh.' Such was the man under whose

supervision the ' Quarterly ' at once attained the position

which it has ever since enjoyed.

• Black- The success which both the ' Edinburgh ' and the

Magazine' ' Quarterly Eeview ' achieved induced other enterprising

ton.

^'^" publishers to imitate the example which had thus been

set them. In 1816 Blackwood, a pubhsher in Edin-

biu-gh, commenced the magazine which still bears his

name. He was fortunate enough to secure the services

' Lockhart'sjS'cott, vol. i. p. 654.
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of an editor who rose in his way to a distinction almost ^^^*

as great as that of Jeffrey and Gifford. Wilson, the first
•——

'

editor of ' Blackwood's Magazine,' was born in 1785 ; he

was educated at Glasgow and Oxford. At the commence-

ment of the century he was little more than a literary

amateur, living amidst the most beautiful scenery of the

English Lakes, and writing occasional essays and poetry.

The business of Wilson's life commenced only in earnest

in 1816 ; but Wilson became then something more than

a mere literary man. His essays, written under the name
of ' Christopher North,' won for him a world of readers

;

but everyone who visited Edinburgh, during his life,

carried away a kindly remembrance of the tail, powerful

man whose genial wit and engaging manners had made
society in the Scottish capital the most pleasant in the

world. Without the satirical power of Gifford, without

the knowledge of Jeffrey, Wilson had a warmth of imagi-

nation which made his essays peculiarly fascinating.

' Blackwood's Magazine ' acquired, imder his guidance,

the popularity which it has never since lost.

In the very year in which ' Blackwood ' first courted

the favour of the educated classes of society a very dif-

ferent man commenced addressing a much more nume-
rous body of readers. The career of William Cobbett Cobbett.

was more eccentric than that of any of his prominent
contemporaries. He was the comet of the literary

hemisphere, dazzling the world with his brilliancy, per-

plexing it with his eccentricity, and alarming it with his

apparent inflammability. Cobbett's grandfather was a

day laboiu-er in Siu-rey. His father, by hard work, im-
proved his position and, from being a labourer, came to

have ' labourers under him ;

'
^ or, in simpler language,

became a farmer, In 1783 Cobbett left his father's

house, and began life as an attorney's clerk. An at^

tomey's office seemed to the erratic youth a mere hell

' Bulwer's Political Characters, vol. ii. p. ] 03.
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CHAP, tipon earth ; and, welcoming any means which afforded

--^-r^—• him a chance of escaping from the drudgery of the desk,

Cobbett enlisted in the 54th Foot, and sailed with his

regiment for America. He served for seven years with

his regiment. During that time he attained the rank of

sergeant-major ; he fell in love with the daughter of ano-

ther non-commissioned officer ; and he saved 150 guineas.

His conduct was so excellent that, on claiming his dis-

charge, he received the public thanks of the general

officer commanding his division. His feelings were so

warm that he placed the whole of his 150 guineas in

the hands of the young girl whose affections he had

won, and who was returning before him to England.

The girl, whom he had chosen for a wife, was so prudent

that she never used the money, but restored it to him

on his return home. Cobbett, after marrying the ser-

geant's daughter, returned to America, and settled in

Philadelphia. There he maintained himself by teaching

English^-to Talleyrand among others—and by attacking

everything that was American in the columns of a peri-

odical which he styled the ' Peter Porcupine.' Indicted

for a libel, and fined 5,000 doUars, Cobbett thought that

it was time for him to return to England. After his

return he started a new ' Porcupine,' a Tory serial. The
' Porcupine ' was soon superseded by the ' Weekly Poli-

tical Eegister,' in which Cobbett held himself free to

maintain a guerilla warfare with men of all parties and

all opinions. A periodical of this character was sure to

get into trouble. One of the Irish puisne judges—John-

son—writing under the signature of ' Juverna,' pubhshed

in its columns a scurrilous attack on the Irish Govern-

ment. Cobbett was prosecuted. Judge Johnson was
compelled to acknowledge his connection with the article,

and was heavily fined. Cobbett, indignant with a poli-

tical party which would not allow him to publish libels

on the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, threw himself into
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£he arras of the extreme Eadicals. An opportunity soon ''^^•

occurred which enabled him to mark his hostiUty to the •—^—

^

Tory Government. Some English soldiers mutinied. A
German regiment was employed to assist in quelling the

mutiny ; the ringleaders were flogged, and the Germans

were ordered to administer the punishment. Cobbett

burst into a furious attack on the authorities for permit-

ting German soldiers to flog English troops. The Go-

vernment was advised to prosecute him for a libel. He
was tried, convicted, and sentenced to pay a fine of

2,000/., and to suffer two years' imprisonment. Nothing

in Cobbett's life is more interesting than the circumstances

of his imprisonment. Erom within his prison walls he

conducted his paper, his farm at Botley, and the educa-

tion of his children. The domestic history of Cobbett's

life forms one of the most pleasing features of his

eccentric character; and Cobbett's affectionate qualities

never shone with a brighter ray than from his cell in

Newgate.'

On his release from prison Cobbett returned to his

paper. But in 1816 he suddenly changed the whole

conditions of its publication. Up to 1816 he had charged

a shilling and a halfpenny for each number. But on

the 2nd of November, 1816, he devoted the entire sheet

to ' An Address to the Journeymen and Laboiurers of Eng-

land, Scotland, and Ireland
;

' and the sheet was sold for

2d. The effect of this reduction of price was prodigious.

The most powerful political writer in England suddenly be-

came the most widely read ; and the ' Weekly Eegister
'

obtained an influence which no periodical had ever pre-

viously enjoyed. It was in vain that one set of Tories

tried to grapple with the bold writer by suggesting his

prosecution. Cobbett knew how to advocate Parlia-

mentary Eeform without infringing the laws of the

country. Every other writer subjected himself, sooner

or later, to a prosecution for libel. Cobbett, in 1816
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CHAP, and 1817, wrote nothing that ' the law officers could
IV. .

>

—

r—

'

prosecute with any chance of success.' ^ It was in vain,

sion

too, that the Tories styled the Register ' twopenny trash.'

Their own indignation and alarm afforded the best proof

that Cobbett was writing no trash. His genius had sud-

denly spread the hght of pohtical knowledge through the

dark nooks of England, and had taught English legislators

and English statesmen to realise the power of periodical

hteratiure.

Conciu- There were, then, in 1816, three distinct things con-

nected with British Uterature which affected the history

of the time or the history of the succeeding half-century.

In the first place, men were slowly recovering from ' the

panic dread of change ' which the French Revolution had
excited. The foremost thinkers of the period were again

addressing themselves to the studies which had been in-

terrupted by the events amidst which the eighteenth

century had closed. The yoimger writers were passion-

ately advocating the extreme views which their predeces-

sors had hiu-riedly abandoned. These authors were at

once the spokesmen and the guides of the rising genera-

tion. Their works were the best proof that the yoimger
men who were growing up to manhood had freed them-
selves from the apprehensions by which their fathers had
been influenced. They encouraged the desire, by which
their contemporaries were animated, to revert to the more
liberal system of government pursued in the first half

of the preceding century. The older men still adhered
tenaciously to the views which they had been in the habit

ofexpressing for twenty years. But theiryounger adherents

doubted the propriety of the measures which their leaders

were defending. Monopolies of every kind—^in trade, in

' Cross, in defending Brandreth, chievous publication ever put into
laid the whole blame of Brandreth's the hands of man.'

—

State Tricdg vol.
treason on Cobbett's address. He xxxii. p. 876. For Brandreth's 'trial
called the Register 'the most mis- see Post, p. 451,
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politics, in land, in religion—.were becoming unfashion- chap.

able ; and corruption and abuse, defeated over and over

again in the House of Commons, found, as will imme-

diately be shown, their chief support in the House of

Lords.

This great change was, in one sense, the cause, in

another sense the consequence, of the remarkable alter-

ation which was taking place in the tone of British lite-

ratiure. The altered tone, which the foremost writers of

the day were adopting, constitutes the first of the three

things connected with British literature in 1816 which

deserves attention. The second is the successful effort

made for the first time by women to compete in literary

work with men. A few ladies, Hving in different circum-

stances, imconnected with each other, suddenly displayed

in a remarkable manner the capacity of their sex, and

laid the foundations of the agitation which has since arisen

for the concession of what are called women's rights

to women. Their labours, ultimately productive of the

largest consequences, form the second of the three things

connected with British literature in 1816 which requires

attention. Still more important was the remarkable de-

velopment which was taking place in the power of the

periodical press. The foremost men of the day were

writing for the papers : the papers had succeeded in vin-

dicating their right to pubhsh and to criticise the debates

in Parliament. Eeviews, written and edited with con-

summate abiHty, were instructing the upper classes as

they had never been instructed before. 'Twopenny

trash,' containing as much wit and spirit as the higher-

priced periodicals, was circulating among the poorer

classes ; while rich and poor in their own house or in a

tavern were eagerly reading the news contained in the

morning or evening journal, The papers had been pro-

secuted ; they had been taxed ; their contributors had

rv.
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CHAP, been denounced as blackguards ; they liad been declared

> .
' ... incapable of being called to tbe Bar ; but all these

measures had faQed. Prosecution had made them po-

pular: the anxiety for news which the war had occa-

sioned had increased the demand for newspapers which

taxation might have checked ; and the writers, who had
been denoimced as blackguards in the last ten years of

the eighteenth centiuy, were treated with deference in

the third decade of the nineteenth century. Ability, as

usual, had made its way, and won for itself a position

from which it was impossible to degrade it.

The development of periodical hteratm-e was perhaps

even more fatal to the old system of government than any

of the other changes which were gradually undermining

it. So long as pohtical discussion was confined to the few

hundred representatives of the governing classes who hap-

pened to sit in Parhament, the ruling famiUes were able to

direct the thoughts of the country. The elaborate attacks,

which were made upon their system by Adam Smith and
Bentham, were read by comparatively few persons. But
the periodical press reproduced the views of Smith and

Bentham for the benefit of the entire community. Men
tiu-ned from perusing one of Castlereagh's speeches to the

criticisms of the ' Times ' or the ' Chronicle ' upon the

speaker. The opinion of the ' blackguard newswriter,'

who had the great advantage of having the last word,

was accepted with at least as much authority as that of

the statesman ; and the pubhc, no longer dependent for

their opinions on the utterances of poUticians, gradually

adopted the views of the newspapers which they were in

the habit of reading. Legislators, indeed, still assumed that

the representatives of a few rich men and a few decayed

villages accurately reflected the opinions of the nation.

But the fallacy, which the presumption involved, was be-

coming daily more apparent through the operations of
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the press. The right of Parliamentary representation chap,

was denied to nine-tenths of the people. The right of

—

^—

.

meeting was about to be subjected to new restrictions.

But the press supplied the nation with other means of

making itself heard. Its voice resounded through the

length and breadth of the land.
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CHAPTEE V.

The definite conclusion of peace in the summer of 1815

was hailed with the hvehest acclamations of gratitude by
the people of this country. The war, with all its biu--

dens, all its sorrows, was over ; and a new era of unpre-

cedented prosperity seemed to be beginning. The nation

had undoubtedly increased in wealth during the continu-

ance of the war ; it seemed impossible to exaggerate the

development which might be expected to occur in its

resources when the burdens of the war were removed.

The prospect of an almost boundless prosperity dazzled

the eyes of the most sober observers.

A little consideration, however, might have induced

the calmer minds among the English nation to hesitate

before accepting this conclusion. Economists had already

taught them that the prosperity of nations depends on

the laws of demand and supply ; and that any over-pro-

duction of the commodities which a coimtry supplies,

or any failure in the demand for them, must restrict the

use of capital, reduce the employment of labour, and

consequently impoverish the two most important classes

Eifecta of in cvery community, the capitalist and the labourer. The
circumstances of the war had largely increased the de-

mand for British manufactures. Britain was the only

country in the old world wliich had escaped the dangers

and distresses of a foreign invasion. The foreign manu-
facturer hesitated to build his factory on a site which
might at any moment be devastated by hostile armies

;

and the British manufacturer, relying from his immunity
in the past on equal security in the future, and encouracred

the war on
capital.
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by the cessation of foreign competition, reared his factory chap.

on every rivnlet where there was water to turn his wheel, r—

-

v>r by any colliery where there was coal to feed his 1^^^-

engine. Britain, which had previously been little more

than a pastoral country, and whose most important manu-
facture had depended on the excellence of the fleeces

which her flocks produced, suddenly became the centre

of every industry. Capital could be safely invested in

Britain alone ; and capital, as a necessaiy consequence,

was invested in Britain. The safety from invasion, to which

the country owed her new industry, was won for her by
the brilliant victories of her sailors, which had swept her

enemies from every sea. But the supremacy of the ocean

which she had acquired gained for her manufactmrers other

advantages than mere immunity from invasion. The na-

tion, whose flag waved supreme on every sea, extended

its dominion and carried its trade to the remotest

countries of the known world. The mistress of the seas

obtained a monopoly of the carrying trade. Other na-

tions coidd only obtain the produce of foreign countries

through British shipowners, or on conditions determined

by British statesmen. In one sentence, twenty years of

war had concentrated the trade of the world in the British

empire.

War, indeed, in another sense had been injiu:ious to On trade,

trade. War is a state of things under which two or

more communities endeavour to inflict the maximum of

damage upon each other. It destroys life ; it hampers

production ; it dissipates the accumulations of previous

years ; it impoverishes the nation which is afilicted by it.

The great war must have restricted the purchasing capa-

city of the majority of individuals in every European

countiy. But, though it decreased the purchasing capa-

city of populations, it did not decrease their purchases

in British markets. They spent perhaps 100/. where

they had previously spent 1,000Z. But the 1,000Z. had
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CHAP, been expended in the Netherlands, in Italy, in France,

. .'^
. and in other countries ; the 100/. was expended in Britain.

1816. 'War, too, though it decreased the purchasing capacity

of populations, increased the necessities of governments.

Every European nation suddenly launched into .the most

unprecedented expenditm-e. Every European nation

found itself compelled, not merely to increase its existing

revenues, but to mortgage the revenues of futiu-e yeai's.

The vast load of debt was acciunulated for expenditure,

which left Europe far poorer and feebler than it had

been before. The inordinate outlay on maintaining

armies and destroying armies hampered the industry of

the existing generation, and seriously harassed the opera-

tions of their descendants. But even this unprofitable

expenditiu-e could not be carried on without stimulating

the operations of the trader. Armies could not be fed,

or clothed, or armed, or moved without appliances which

trade alone could supply. The enormous operations of

the war led, moreover, to a constant and deplorable waste

of material. The waste had, in some way or other, to

be made good ; and the nation, which had become the

great workshop and trading centre of the world, was
indirectly benefited in consequence.

On agii- Every operation of the great war tended, therefore,

to concentrate the trade of the world in this country. A
similar chain of circumstances had increased the demand
for the produce of British agriculture. Agriculture on

the Continent languished under a system where the men
were driven from the fields to the camp, and the womea^
left alone to cultivate the ground, were in apprehension

of the dissipation of their store from some hostile incur-

sion. The British farmer, on the contrary, sowed his

fields with a conscious sense of security. The vast

warlike operations in which the British nation was

engaged compelled its Government to become a large

piu'chaser of agricultural produce. The increase of po-

cujture.
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piilatlon involved an additional demand for food, and

the increasing wealtli of the manufacturing classes made
this demand still greater. These various circumstances 1816.

combined to encoiu-age British farming, and to augment

the wealth of the British landowner. Vast as was the

manufacturing progress of the nation during the twenty

years of the great war, the progress of its agriculture

was almost as marked.

The marked prosperity of the landed and moneyed On labour,

classes during the years of war would, under ordinary

circumstances, have benefited the laboiuing poor. There

appears, however, to be very little doubt that the rate of

wages rose, but slightly, in the period, and that the rise,

slight as it was, was more than balanced by the increased

cost of the labourer's food. It is probable that this result

was partly due to the circumstance which, in its ulti-

mate consequences, has conferred unprecedented benefits

on the British workman. The demand for British manu-
factiu-ed goods led to the discoveries which augmented

twentyfold the productive power of every laboiu-er. Fac-

tories were built, employing large numbers of men, and

enabling the country to supply a demand which, under

the old system, could never have been met. But the

erection of every new factory must have entailed an

enormous amount of misery on the solitary weavers who,

in their humble cottages, had previously imperfectly sup-

plied the trade of the world. It is true that the weaver

could always obtain work from the manufactiu-er. But

the weaver was a solitary man: he had no union to

arrange terms for him ; with instant ruin before him he

was compelled to accept any wages which the manu-
facturer chose to ofier ; and, if he refused the terms, the

employer had only to send to the London workhouses

for a cartload of apprentices. Such a state of things

must have involved considerable hardships to the better

classes among the poor. The chain of events, which had
VOL. I. D D
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CHAP, improved the position of the landowner and the capitalist,

^' had not alleviated the hardships to which the poor were
1816. exposed.

Effects of Such was the position of affairs at the conclusion of
^^^'

the great war. The conclusion of the war did not in-

crease the means or the number of foreign purchasers

;

it withdrew from the markets of the world the vast de-

mands which the war itself had occasioned. The people,

burdened with taxation, found themselves no richer from

the termination of the contest. The governments suddenly

reduced their expenditiu-e by one-half.^ Trade had been

stimulated by the extravagant outlay of the belligerent

nations. The first results of peace and retrenchment

were to withdraw the demand by which industry had

been sustained. Prices rapidly fell, and the general fall

in prices diminished the demand for labour, and reduced

the wages of the labouring classes who could still find

work. Capital, to put the same thing in another way,

failed to obtain the same amount of employment ; the

capitalists were unable to employ the same amount of

labour. Thousands of labourers thrown out of employ-

ment, were forced upon the rates. The remainder were
compelled to accept lower wages.^

1 The British expenditure fell from 6,668,349A, in 1792, to 19,167,818?.

106,800,000?., in 1815, to 53,300,000/. in 1814. It fell to 15,708,435?., in

inl818. Progress ofthe Nation, p. 483. 1815, to 13,441,665?. in 1816, and to
" It is necessaiy to suhstantiate 10,269,271?. in 1817. (McCulloch,

a statement of this character with ad yerb. Imports and Exports.) The
a few figm:es ; hut a very few changes in the official values of our
figures will show more clearly than exports and imports indicate, it juust

a long array of numhers the change he remembered, equal variations in

which had taken place. The ofti- quantities. The official values were
cial value of the imports rose, not allowed to vary with every
during the war, from 19,659,358?., change in the market, but were as
in 1792, to 32,620,771?. in 1814. It rigid and invariable as the rules with
fell to 31,822,053?. in 1815, and to which red tape is associated. It is

26,374,921?. in 1816. During the clear, therefore, that the first con-
same period the official value of the sequence of peace was to reduce our
exports of British produce rose from import trade by nearly 20 per cent.,

18,336,851?., in 1792, to 41,712,002?. oui- export trade by 16 per cent, and
in 1815. It fell to 34,774,521?. in to deprive Great Britain of the ad-
1816. The foreign and colonial vahtage—which the war had given
produce exported increased from her— of being the great entrepdt for
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1 of prices necessarily spread consternation chap.

among the manufactuiing classes ; and the manufactiu-ers

had another reason for serious apprehension. By the -^^ •

terms of the Bank Restriction Act of 1797 cash payments cash pay-

had been suspended during the continuance of the war "™'''

and for six months afterwards. The conclusion of peace

suggested the probability of their resumption ; and the

bare possibility of such a result was sufficient to alarm the

most sober mind. During the earlier years of the war

the price of goltl had not been materially affected by the

issue of inconvertible paper ; but its price was seriously

raised during the later years of the struggle. In 1810

gold was quoted at 8/. 7s. 8d. per cent, premium; in 1811

at 20Z. 2s. Id. per cent. ; in 1812 at 2bl. 16s. 8d. per cent.

;

in 1813 at 29/. 4s. Id. per cent. The premium fell in

1814, with the first retiu-n of peace, to 14/. 7s. 7d It fell

in 1815 to 13/. 95. 6d. Every commercial operation was

necessarily disturbed by these sudden variations. Every

commercial operation had been calculated on the hypo-

thesis that gold, which was continually rising in value,

would go on rising. It suddenly fell. The price ofevery

article had been increased with the rise in the value of

gold. The price of every article fell with the fall in its

value. A merchant had imported large quantities ofgoods,

and had contemplated disposing of them at 10 per cent,

profit. The mere change in the value of the ciurency

caused prices to drop 1 5 per cent. Instead of a gain of 10

per cent, he had inciured a loss of 5 per cent. As a

matter of fact the drop was in most cases very much
greater. The rise iji prices generally exceeded the rise

in the price of gold. The faU in the value of gold was

less tha,n the fall in the value of other commodities.

the world. The price of copper fell, affected, not to the same but to a
at the ooDclusion of the war, from gv6a,iex.teiit.^~LifeofLm-dSidmoutA,

180^ to 80Z. per ton; that ofiron from vol. iii. p. 15.3, note. Porter's J^-ch

201. U) &l., th«,t of h«mp from 1182. gre%softhe Nation, p. 428.

to 34/. ; and other commodities were

D D 2
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CHAP. These considerations, obvious as they appear now, do

-

—

^—• not seem to have occurred to any member of the cabinet.

1816. Intoxicated vpith the glories of the war, ministers closed

Attitude their eyes to every appearance of difficulty, and refused

Ministr
^° ^^^' ^^ ^^^ surroimdiug gloom, any indications of dis-

tress. Parhament had never had more important duties

to perform
;
yet its meeting had never been postponed to

so late a period. The Irish members were unable to

come to Westminster, detained by the ' pecuniary distress

and partial disturbance ' which were apparent in Ireland.

Yet the Eegent was advised to congratulate the Legisla-

ture on ' the flourishing condition ' of the ' manufactures,

commerce, and revenues of the kingdom.' The country

was anxiously expecting rehef, but the ministry was de-

termined to prefer the reduction of debt to the remis-

sion of taxation. Neither the distress of the agricultural

' classes nor the wholesale executions, by which Irish dis-

content was being stamped out, induced them to turn

from their settled policy.^

The pro- The property tax was the most unpopular of the

imposts which the war had necessitated. It had been first

imposed by Pitt in 1799, after the failure of his plan for

trebling the assessed taxes. In its original shape it was

a duty of 10/. per cent, on aU incomes of more than 200/.

a year, and a graduated duty of a smaller amoimt on

incomes of less than 200Z. but of more than 601. The
tax yielded rather more than 6,000,000/. a year, or about

250,000/. for every penny. It expired at the peace of

Amiens, but it was revived in 1803, after the fresh out-

break of hostihties. In 1803 the tax was collected in a

new way. The tenant was compelled to advance the tax

for his landlord, the mortgagee for the mortgagor. The
new system of collection proved very advantageous. A five

per cent, tax in 1803 proved almost as productive as the

' Romilly, vol. iii. p. 213. Hansard, Tol. xxzii. pp. 2, 63. Liverpool,
vol. ii. p. 249.

perty tax.
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old ten per cent. duty. The necessities of the war, chap.

however, compelled the Government to increase their .

^'
_r

resoiurces. The property tax was doubled by the Talents 1816.-

administration, and, from 1806 till after the peace, was
continued at a ten per cent. rate. The taxpayers expected

that the conclusion of peace would reheve them at once

from contributing to an impost which was intolerably

heavy. The tax had always been regarded as a war tax;

the conclusion of peace seemed the natiu-al and appro-,

priate period for dispensing with it altogether.^

The ministry, however, regarded the matter from a
very different point of view. The property tax yielded

a substantial revenue of 15,000,000/. a year ; and it re-

quired some com-age to dispense with a source of income
which was so large and so convenient. They had the

responsibihty of providing for the national expenditure,

and it was no easy matter to see how the task could be
fulfilled if they were suddenly deprived of the most pro-
ductive portion of their income. The expenditiu-e of the
year, as it was ultimately approved by Parhament,
9,moimted to no less than 66,581,295Z.2 The income of
the year, without the property tax, could not be placed

• Report of Commissioners of Inland Jtevenue, 1870, vol. i. p. 120 • vol ii

p. 184 .

r
) • .

£
" Debt, Sinlring Fund, and Civil List . . 39 302 000

•A-nny . . . . • . - . £10,564,070 '

Navy 9,434,440
Ordnance- , . . . . 1,696,185
Miscellaneous .... 2,500,000
India Debt , . . . . 945,491

^ , , .
:fi25,140,186

Deduct Irish charge . .
'

3,146,656

TT f J J -n 1.^
~ 21,994,530

Unfunded Debt 4784 765
Sliver Coinage

60o|o00

'^°^^
;e66,581,295

—Hansard, vol. xxjav. pp. 827-830.
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CHAP, at more than 52,365,000/. There was, indeed, a sur-

-.
^'

- phis of about 6,000,000/. in the Exchequer, which was
1816. capable of being apphed to the service of the year. But,

imder no circumstances, was it possible to place the

available supphes at more than 58,470,000/.-' It was

obvious, therefore, that the repeal of the property tax

would involve a deficit of more than 8,000,000/. Van-

sittart and his colleagues were not prepared to face this

deficiency. They were ready to reduce the property

tax by one-half, but they were not disposed to dispense

with it altogether. As the ten per cent, property tax

yielded 15,000,000/., a five per cent tax could obviously

be relied on to produce 7,500,000/. A sum of 7,500,000/.

was very nearly the exact amount of the estimated

deficit.

The esti- At the Very outset of the session, then, the ministry

tecM^but found itself opposed to the wishes of the country. The
agreed to. ministry had decided to retain the property tax at half

its former rate ; the country was bent on dispensing with

the tax altogether. The Opposition, in both Houses of

Parliament, naturally adopted the views of the country,

£
' Permanent Oustonis 3,008,000
Permanent Excise 19,006,000
Assessed Taxes . . ... 6,327,000
Stamps 6,107,000

Post Office 1,600,000
Land Tax 1,052,000

SmaU branches 122,000
Other items . 6,743,000

£42,965,000
War Malt Tax 2,700,000
Land and ISIalt 3,000,000
Excise 3,500,000
Lotteries 200,000

^£52,365,000
Unapplied surplus, 1815 ..... 6,663,775
Unclaimed Dividends 301,316
MoDey in Exchequer 140,000

Total £58,470,091
—Hansard, vol. xxxiv. p. 830.
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and insisted on attention being paid to the wishes of the chap.

people. There were two ways by which this object •

—

',—'

could be secured. The tax, in the first place, might be

simply abolished ; the expenditure, in the next place,

might be reduced to a point which would render the

continuance of the tax unnecessary. The conclusion of

the war, it was urged, ought to be followed by large re-

ductions in the military and naval establishments ; and

the ministry were, on the contrary, contemplating the

maintenance of both army and navy on a war footing.

They asked for establishments of 33,000 seamen and

149,000 soldiers. One-third part of the military estab-

lishment, however, comprised no charge on the British

revenues. 30,000 men, the Army of Occupation, were

paid by France ; 20,000 men by the East India Company.

The residue, or 99,000 men, were borne on the home es-

tablishment.^ The first attacks of the Opposition were

made on this establishment. In both houses of the legis-

lature the attack was formidable. But the Government

had a strong apology for the policy which they were

pursuing. It was not easy to prove that any portion of

the 99,000 men, whom they desired to retain, coidd

be safely spared. 25,000 men were required in Great

Britain ; 25,000 in Ireland ; 23,800 in the old colonies ;

22,200 in the new colonies ; and 3,000 as a reserve for

colonial reliefs. The force intended for the new colonies

was one-third smaller than that which the powers, from

whom they had been captured, had maintained in

them. The force intended for the old colonies was

only one-thkd larger than that with which they had

been garrisoned in 1791. The force at home only

exceeded by 7,000 men the numbers which had been

thought necessary before the war. The most sanguine

economist could, however, hardly pretend that the force

which was sufficient in 1791 would be adequate in 1816.

' Ann. Heg., 1816, ffist., pp. 6, 7.
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•CHAP. Europe had hardly subsided into peace ; and, even if

. y* . peace were preserved, the events of the war had imposed

1816. new duties and new responsibihties on Britain. The

vast extension of its colonial empire, moreover, made

some additions to its home reserves obviously necessary.

Arguments of this character formed an irresistible appeal

to assemblies of English gentlemen. The Opposition

made the greatest efforts to induce the ministry to re-

duce the estabhshments. One member complained that

the people were being accustomed to military display

;

another objected to the increased number of sentinels ; a

third to the employment of troops on levee days. But

neither House of Parliament ventured on curtailing the

supphes which ministers assiu^ed them were necessary.

The army and na\^ estimates were the subject of keen

debates ; but they were agreed to substantially in their

original form.^

The pro- Thesc debates had apparently proved that the strength

Te\ected^
of the ministry in both houses was irresistible. It

was one thing, however, to obtain the assent of Parha-

ment to a large military establishment ; it was another fo

seciure the ways and means for the expenditure which a

large mihtary establishment necessitated. A formidable

opposition had been already raised to the continuance of

the property tax. For some weeks before Parliament

met Brougham had been carefully preparing for the

struggle. Four years before, he had ensured the defeat

of the Orders in Council by sedulously encouraging peti-

tions against them from every portion of the kingdom^

and by prompting debates upon every petition. An op-

position of this character was pecuharly harassing to a

ministry. It occupied night after night with a merciless

repetition of the same arguments ; it compelled the sup-

porters of the Government to be in constant attendance

1 Arm. Reg., 1816, Hist., p. 10. Hansard, vol. xxxiv. pp. 482, 1158.
Bulwer's Life of Palmerston, vol. i. p, 133.
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to guard against" the possibility of a sm-prise ; it consumed .chap.

hour after hour of public time, which the ministry could s_ / ^
with difficulty spare. An opposition of this character is, 1816.

in fact, so inconvenient that the House of Commons has

found it necessary to make it impossible. A member
who presents a petition is now only allowed a bare state-

ment of its substance ; a debate, therefore, on each peti-

tion is no longer admissible. Brougham himself hved

to admit that the change, which was thus made, was

necessary. But, in the hot ardoiu- with which he was

animated in 1816, he never paused to reflect on the con-

sequences of the coiu-se which he was piursuing. Petition

after petition was presented against the Property Tax
Bill ; and ' six weeks were spent almost entirely in re-

ceiving arid discussing petitions against the tax.' The
ministry, at first, met the opposition in silence. But

their silence did not check the endless speeches of their

opponents ; and it deprived the pubhc, both in and out of

Parhament, of one side of the argument. It was in vain

that Castlereagh complained of the people's ignorant

impatience of taxation, or, as he somewhat ludicrously

phrased it at the time, of their ' ignorant impatience of

the relaxation of taxation.' Night after night, ' at a Httle

after foiu:, the series of debates commenced which lasted

until past midnight.' On one occasion, after weeks of

debate, every occupant of one of the Opposition benches

simultaneously rose to speak. On the 1 8th of March Sir W.
Ciutis, one of the City members, moved up the House

with a huge petition signed, as Brougham says, by

12,000, as the Speaker relates by 22,000 persons.

Very early on the following morning the Property

Tax Bill was thrown out by 238 votes to 201.' The
burst of cheering which welcomed the decision in the

' Hansard, vol. xxxii. pp. 034, vol. ii. p. 670. The Speaker's esti-

1018; vol. xxiiii. p. 461. Brougham, mate is confirmed hy Harusard, vol.

vol. ii. pp. 304, 312. Colchester, ixiiii. p. 409.
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CHAP. House was taken up by the larger crowd which thronged

-—-^—• the lobbies and the avenues to the assembly. Twenty-
1816. g^ years passed before another British minister, with

new surroundings and under new circumstances, ven-

tiu"ed to revive the obnoxious impost.

The war The rejection of the property tax deprived the minis-

try at one blow of 7,500,OOOZ. a year ; but the rejection

of the property tax formed only one portion of the em-

barrassments of the Government. Lord Liverpool and his

colleagues had been forced to see their weakness ; and

their recent defeat diminished their confidence in carry-

ing their other proposals. Notwithstanding the congratu-

lations which they had inserted in the Eegent's message

they could no longer close their eyes to the general dis-

tress. The distress was not probably greater in the agri-

cultural than in the manufacturing districts ; but the

distress of the agriculturists was much more serious to the

ministry. Parhament was a Parliament of landlords and

their representatives ; and the landed interest had, there-

fore, special means of forcing their grievances on the

cabinet. Their distress was certainly serious. Wheat,

which dm-ing the war had frequently sold for 1205. a

quarter, was only worth 52s. 6a?. in the commencement

of 1816.^ Nearly a fortnight before the property tax

was rejected, Western, the member for Essex, moved for

a committee of the whole House to take into considera-

tion the distressed state of the agriculture of the United

Kingdom.^ Western proposed foiu-teen resolutions declara-

tory of the distress, and suggesting a reduction of the malt

tax and a further restriction on the foreign trade in corn.^

The debate on Western's resolutions was adjourned, and,

before it was again resumed, the defeat on the property

tax induced the ministry partially to give way. The duty

on malt had been fixed at 2s. bd} a bushel in 1803. It had

' Ann. Reg., 1816, Ohron., p. 353. * This was tie English rate. The
' Hansard, vol. xxxiii. pp. 31. rates varied slightly in Scotland and
' Ibid., p. 55. Ireland.
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been raised to 4s. f)M. a biishel in 1804. It had te- chap.

mained at that rate till after the conclusion of the war. -,—;—

-

The additional 2s., imposed in 1804, was commonly known l^l^*

as the ' war malt tax
;

' and this addition the ministry de-

termined to surrender. ' In consequence of the decision on

the income tax,' said Vansittart, 'it would be necessary to

have recoiirse to the money market, and it was of little

consequence that the amoimt should be increased by the

amount of the calculated produce of the war duty.' The

surrender of t^e war malt tax—the matter of Httle con-

sequence—involved a loss of 2,700,000/. a year. The

defeat of the property tax and the smrender of the war

malt duty deprived the Government of ways and means

amounting to at least 10,000,000/. a year.^

The wholesale abandonment of taxation, which the Weakness

weakness of the ministry had made necessary, compelled ministry.

the cabinet to reconsider their financial arrangements. The

Opposition was clamorous for economy, and fastened,

as all economists are apt to fasten, on small extrava-

gances, possibly objectionable in themselves, but involving

only a slight outlay. The Eegent was spending money
on alterations in the Pavilion at Brighton and on a cot-

tage in Windsor Park. A serious attack was made on

him in Parliament for this reason. The salary of a vice-

treasurer was cut down from 3,500/. to 2,000/. A pro-

posal to raise the salaries of the secretaries to the Admi-

ralty from 3,000/. to 4,000/. a year was only carried by

a majority of 29 ;
^ and would possibly have not been

carried at aU, if Brougham had not estranged some of his

own friends by an unprovoked and irrelevant attack on

the Eegent. The ministry, were so shaken by these divi-

sions that Lord Liverpool officially assured the prince

' that their existence hanged by a thread.' From such a

' Report of Commrs. of Inland vol. i. p. 21. Sansard, vol. xxxiii.

Jten., 1870, vol. i. p. SO; vol. ii. p. 16. pp. 457-471.

Miss Martineau's Thh-ty Years' Peace, * Hansard, vol. xxxiii. p. 513.
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CHAP, prince it must have been poor comfort to receive the

- ^; - iassurance that his Eoyal Highness was still ' true to the

1816. backbone.' ^

Eecon- The support of the Eegent, however, weak as it was,

offinandai
enabled the ministry to cling to office-; but it became ob-

arrange- viouslv necessarv for them to reconstruct their whole
IHfilltS _

fiscal pohcy. They had to face a deficit of more than

10,000,000/. ; and a deficit of 10,000,000/. would have

tested the ingenuity of any financier. The deficit indeed

might have been converted into a surplus by a single

stroke of the pen. Nearly 15,000,000/. of the expendi-

ture arose from the existence of a sinking fund,^ and the

termination or even temporary suspension of the sinking

fund would, therefore, have solved all the difficulties of

the ministry. So simple a plan would, perhaps, have

hardly satisfied the susceptibiUties of the country, or have

occurred to so plain a plodder as Vansittart, the finance

minister. In place of it the Government had the folly

to borrow 11,500,000/.— 9,000,000/. fi-om the Bank, and

2,500,000/. by the issue of Exchequer bills.^

The Irish Plainly stated the financial position of the country was
far from unsatisfactory. The financial prospects of Ire-

land were more gloomy. From the close of the seven-

teenth century till after the consoHdation, in 1817, of the

Enghsh and Irish Exchequers every pound of English

money was equivalent to 1/. Is. 8d. Irish.* The 3,145,656/.

which, it has already been stated,* was the portion of the

Imperial expenditure due from Ireland, was equivalent to

' JRomilly, toI. iii. p. 236. Oolcliester, vo]. ii. p. 571. Liverpool, vol.
ii. pp.270, 271.

£
' By the Sinlriiig Fund 11,500,000
By repayment of Exchequer Bills . , . 1,500,000
By Debentures and Loyalty Loan . . , 1,024,000
By East India Debt 945,000

:£14,969,000
' Hansard, vol. xxxiv. pp. 820-856.
* Return of Public Income and Expenditure, part ii. p. 381.
* Vide supra, p. 405, note.

revenues.
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3,408,000/. Irish. The charge of the Irish debt amounted chap.

to 6,826,730/. ; the total supplies, therefore, to be raised . ^; .

in Ireland amounted to 10,234,000/. The produce of 1816.

Irish taxation, however, was only 6,000,000/., or, in other

words, was not equal to the charge of the Irish debt.

For aU practical purposes Ireland was bankrupt, and

nothing but the wholesale imposition of taxation or the as-

sistance of England could have enabled her to pay her way.

For the moment the gap in her resources was stopped by
the application .of some small balances available for the

purpose, and by borrowing. But these devices could

not conceal the fact that the Irish Government was in-

solvent ; and that drastic measures could alone prevent

its absolute bankruptcy.^

Fortunately for Ireland relief came in the most effectual ConsoU-

shape. Before another Budget was proposed the formal
the Bridth

union between the two kingdoms was completed by the and iribh

consolidation of the British and Irish Exchequers ; and quers.

the revenue of the United Kingdom was thenceforward

raised by taxation which, with slight exceptions, has

been equally borne by the two countries. The consoli-

dation of the two Exchequers had become possible under

the terms on which the Union had been effected. It had

been agreed by the Act of Union that each country should

defray the charges of its own debt (the British debt was
then fourteen times as large as the Irish debt) ; that for

twenty years Great Britain shoidd contribute fifteen parts

out of every seventeen of the joint expenditure of the

United Kingdom ; that, after twenty years, the proportion

of such contribution might be altered by Parliament, but

1 The Irish Ways and Means were :—^Irish taxation £
(estimated) 6,000,000

Balance, unemployed revenue . . , , 991,570
Irish share of Lottery 100,000
Eepayment of advances 111,960
Loans 3,041,666

:£10,245,196

—Ann. Reg., 1816, p. 80.
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CHAP, titat ifin the interval ' the debts ofthe two countries should

,^_Xl-^ be to each other in the same proportions with their respec-

1816. tive contributions,' it should be competent for Parhament
' to declare that all future expenditure should be defrayed

indiscriminately by equal taxes imposed on each country,

subject only to such particular exemptions or abate-

ments, in Ireland and in Scotland, as circumstances might

appear from time to time to demand.' ^

No analysis of the ordinary Parliamentary accounts,

however carefully it was made, would have enabled an

inquirer to determine the exact amount of the Irish and
the EngUsh debts. The debt of Ireland in 1816 appears in

Parliamentary documents as rather less than 29,000,000^.

The debt of Great Britain exceeded at the same time

817,000,000/.^ The British debt was, in other words,

apparently twenty-eight times as large as the Irish debt.

But these figiu-es gave no accm-ate conception of the re-

spective biu-dens of the two nations. The great mass of the

money which Ireland had been compelled to borrow had
been raised in London ; and the greater portion of the

debt, therefore, which the Irish had inciu-red was classed

as British debt. The real state of the case, however, was
very different. In 1811, when the whole debt of the

United Kingdom amoimted to 678,000,000/., the Com-
mittee of Accounts reported that the Irish portion of it

was as nearly as possible two-seventeenths of the whole.

The contingency had occirrred which had been foreseen

by Pitt ; and the period had arrived for the consum-
mation of the Union by the consolidation of the British

and Irish Exchequers, It was the opinion of the best-

informed poHticians of those days that, if Perceval had
lived, the two Exchequers would have been consolidated

in 1812, Perceval, however, died. On his death the

subject dropped into abeyance, and was not actively

' Pari. Ret., Pub. Inc. and Exp., part ii. p. 385. > Ibid., p. 306.
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reopened till 1815. The Irish funded debt amounted chap.

in 1815 to 127,865,00OZ. ; the unredeemed debt to ^-I; •

105,000,000^. ; and the proportion of the debt to the 1816.

British debt as 2 to 13.^ The Committee of Accounts

saw that the time had come for completing the policy of

1801, and threw themselves actively into the work. The
times were indeed ripe for the change. Ireland was

virtually insolvent ; and nothing but the fusion of her

own accounts with those of a wealthier nation could

have averted her bankruptcy.

The consolidation of the British and Irish Exchequers

was proposed on the 20th of May, 1816. It took effect

from the 5th of January, 1817.^ The work, in its ultimate

consequences, was the most important on which the

Legislature was engaged during the year. It was per-

haps the greatest pecuniary boon which had not merely

ever been conferred on Ireland, but which had ever

been granted by one nation to another. The greatness

of the boon was thoroughly recognised at the time.

Independent members of Parliament complained that

Ireland was being relieved of all share of the cost of the

war, and that the entire biurden was being thrown on

Great Britain. The complaint which was thus made
was undoubtedly an exaggeration. The Government had

been culpably negligent in omitting to impose fresh tax-

ation on Ireland during the continuance of the war, and
culpably ready to take the easier course of accumulating

the Irish debt. But the British Government and British,

Parliament were responsible for this policy, and there

was no real injustice in saying that the burdens which

had been incm-red in a common cause should be borne

indiscriminately by the United Kingdom.

While ParHament was making these various arrange-

ments for the future the condition of the country was

* Hcmsard, toI. zzziii. p. §11, and " Hansard, vol. xxxiv. pp. 588-
-yol. xxxiT. p. 592. 616. Alison, yoI. i. p. 126.
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OHAP. becoming more and more critical. The fall in tlie value.

-- of corn at the close of 1815 deprived the farmers of all
V.

1816. probability of profit ; and farms in every part of the

„ . .

J
kingdom were thrown out of cultivation. Early in

state of 1816 the Board of Agriculture issued questions to 326

country, pcrsons with a view to testing the condition of.agriculture

in different parts of the country. In 168 of the, replies

cases were mentioned in wliich farms were unoccupied.

In 37 of the replies it was stated that aU the farmers who
could had given notice to quit. In 103 of the replies it

was stated that many of the farmers, and in 111 of

them that several or a few of the farmers, had given

notice to quit. 212 of the replies spoke of a reduction of

rents. The average of these reductions of rent amounted

to 25 per cent. ; and, placing the gross rent of land at

36,000,OOOZ. a year, the Board of Agriculture, in conse-

quence, inferred that the loss occasioned by the distress,

to landlords alone, amounted to no less than 9,000,000^. a

year.^ But the landed interest represented only one portion

of the sufferers, and the class which was perhaps able to

bear the suffering more easily than any other. Far more

serious was the distress which was everywhere felt by the

agricultural and the manufacturing poor. Everything con-,

spired to reduce the value of labour. ' English goods

were selling for much less in Holland and in the North

of Eiu-ope than in London or Manchester.'.^ Manufac-

turing operations were consequently paralysed. Agri-

cultural produce was suddenly reduced to half its former

Value ; and agricultiu-al operations were suspended in

many parts of the kingdom. Labour everywhere failed

to obtain remunerative employment ; and at this very,

moment a large addition was made to the number of

labourers. The navy had suddenly been reduced from

100,000 men in 1815 to 33,000 in 1816. The militia

' The report will be found in Ann. Reg., 1816, Ohron., p. 459.
' Hanofrd, vol. xxxiii. p. 1098.
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had been disbanded, and the establishment of the regular chap.

army largely contracted. At a time when the supply of —;—

-

workmen was already in excess some 200,000 able-bodied ^816.

men had been added to the crowd of labourers seeking for

employment.^ The hopes which the peace had raised had

been suddenly timied into the most bitter disappointment.

The distress was visible in every class of life. ' Every

avenue,' wrote Scott to his brother, ' is now choked with

applicants, whose claims are very strong ; for the number

of disbanded gfficers and public servants dismissed in

consequence of Parliament tiu-ning restive and refusing

the income tax is great and increasing. Economy is the

order of the day, and I can assure you they are shaving

pretty close.^ 'The number of bankruptcies,' saidBrougham

in the House of Commons, is ' daily increasing
;

' the home
trade is at a standstill ; the landlord receives no rent

;

the tenant can sell no corn. ' Upon two estates in Nor-

folk,' said the Duke of Bedford in the House of Lords,

• lands in on^ instance of 5,000 acres, in another of 3,000

acres, were offered to tenants rent-free if they would

cultivate them, but none would take them.' ' Distress,'

said another member, ' pervaded every branch of com-

merce.' ^

Nothing seemed wanting to complete the imiversal Tbchar-

misery and distress ; but the cup of suffering was to be ^*^' *' *'

filled more fully. If work was scarce bread was, at

any rate, cheap ; and, in the cheapness of their chief

article of food, the laboiu-ing community found some

moderate consolation. A wet and chilly spring threatened,

however, to deprive them of this advantage. The har-

vest seemed imperilled by the rains, and corn rose in

value. Wheat, at the end of April, touched 80s. a quar-

ter, and the old prices seemed on the eve of returning.

Farms, which had been thrown out of cultivation, were

' Alison, Tol. i. p. 109. " Lockhart's ScoU, p. 331.
' Hansard, vol. xxxii. pp. 38, 07, and vol. xxxiii. p. 162,

A'OL. I. E E
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CHAP, re-let ; the incoming tenants mistaking tlie rise of prices,

.
^'

- whicli was due to tHe first threatenings of dearth, for the

1816. rise of prices which had been created by the excessive

demands of the war. Their hopes were speedily dashed.

^ The rain it raineth every day ' was the universal refrain

V in the summer of 1816. 'As for spring,' wrote Scott to

Morritt, * that is past praying for. In the month of

November last people were skating in the neighbour-

hood of Edinburgh ; and now, in the middle of May,

the snow is lying white on Arthm-'s Seat and on the

range of the Pentlands. It is really fearful, and the

sheep are perishing by scores. Jam satis terrse nivis, &c.,

may still be taken up as the song of eighteen hundred and

sixteen.' ^ Eain and cold were not confined to this country.

News arrived from every part of Europe excepting

Bussia of disastrous inimdations ; and the weather was,

at least, as severe in this covrntry as in any part of the

Continent. Some idea of its exceptional nature may
be inferred from the fact that a severe frost in Septem-

ber killed all the vegetables in the neighboiu-hood of

Ely.^ The harvest everywhere failed. No single industry,

except that of the fisherman, prospered ; the price of

wheat rapidly rose, till in December it averaged nearly

double the sum at which it had been quoted in January.

Even the tiuf in Ireland was spoiled by the heavy rains
;

and the Irish experienced not merely a want of food, but

a want of fuel. Never dm-ing the whole of the war had
Britain experienced such sufiering as she felt, after the

first conclusion of peace, from the combined influences of

bad weather, superabundant labour, and dear bread.

Universal The distress, in the higher classes of society, necessi-
distress.

^g^^-g^ ^jjg jjjQg^ careful economies. Luxuries were disused

;

and works of art, which a few months before had been
regarded as priceless treasures, were disposed of for less

' Lockhart's Scott, p. 331

.

" Ann\,Eeg., 1816, Ohron., pp. 83, 94, 101, 102, 106, 114, 136.
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than a tenth of their value. Two Claudes, which had been chap.
. V

bought three years previously for a thousand guineas each, —^—

-

were sold by auction in April 1816 for seventy and eighty ^^^^

guineas respectively.^ It would, however, have been

happy for the country if such effects as these had been

the only results of the bad weather. Far more serious

was the want among the poor. ' In Eadnorshire and

Herefordshire,' wrote RomiUy, ' the prospect is extremely

alarming. There must be a very great s(;arcity of wheat

and barley. The potatoes, too, whic;h form so large a

])art of the food of the poor, have greatly failed ; and,

to add to their distress, the long continuance of rain has

prevented them from getting peat from the moors, and

lajdng in their usual stock of winter ftiel.' ' The distress

in Yorkshire,' wrote Lord Darlington to Lord Sidmouth,
' was unprecedented ; there was a total stagnation of the

little trade they had ; wheat was already more than a

guinea a bushel, and no old com in store ; the potato

crop had failed ; the harvest (October 8) was only bar

ginning, the corn in many parts being still green ; and he

feared a total defalcation of all grain that season from the

deluge of rain, which had fallen for many weeks, and was
still falling ' 2 But the distress, which Eomilly witnessed in

a torn- in Wales, and which Lord Darlington saw aroimd

him in his own neighbourhood, was universal. *• Our
wheat is good for nothing,' vsrrote Lord Eldon from Dor-

setshire ;
' as a farmer I am ruined here and in Durham.

Po much for peace and plenty.' ^ Distress rapidly led to

disturbances. Eiots were reported from every part of Riots.

England. At Bideford the mob interfered to prevent

the export of a cargo of potatoes ; at Bridport the mob
paraded the streets, broke into the bakers' shops, and pro-

ceeded to other acts of violence. Fires, kindled by inceu-

' Ann. Reg., 1816, Ohron., pp. 54. mouth, vol. iii. p. 150.

Liyerpool, vol. ii. p. 280. ' Ibid., p. 161,
= Romilly, vol. ii. p. 264. Sid-

E X 2
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CHAP, diaries, broke out night after niglit in the Eastern counties,

^' _ The pitmen of Newcastle dechned to continue working
1816. at their existing wages ; and a reduction in the rate of

wages led to serious breaches of the peace in Lancashire.

' I look to the winter with fear and trembling,' wrote

the Chancellor. Stout-hearted as Lord Eldon was, he

had good cause for his apprehensions.^

The condition of the agricultural counties was, for the

moment, the most serious. It was incidentally stated in

the House of Commons that, in one parish of Dorsetshire,

419 out of 575 inhabitants were in the receipt of relief.

At Swanage six people out of every seven were paupers,

and the poor rate amounted to 11. Is. in the povmd.^

Every individual but one in a parish in Cambridgeshire

was either a bankrupt or a pauper. Strong able-bodied

men in Essex were often only able to earn ' but 6^. a day,'

and wheat was at from 41. to bl. a quarter. Eiots, under

such circumstances, were almost inevitable ; and, though

the conduct of the people was inexcusable and unwise,

the frenzy of despair may explain the outrages into which

they were driven. The mob concluded that the price of

bread was the result of a conspiracy among the farmers.

They revenged themselves on their supposed enemies by
burning agricultural produce. In the second week of May
a cattle shed at Hadleigh was set on fire ; on the same

night a barn at Woodbridge was destroyed. The ex-

ample, which was thus set, was soon imitated in other

parts of the Eastern counties. Farm buildings, barns,

stacks, machinery, business premises, were set on fire
;

and all agricultiu-al property seemed insecure, and liable

to destruction by incendiaries. The newspapers during

the month of May recorded fires of this character at

Bungay, at Haverhill, at Wickham Brook, at Clare, at

Henham, and at many other places in Sufiblk ; and great

» Ann. Reff., 1810, Chron., pp. 60, 68, 73, 127. Sidmouth, vol. iii. p. 151

.

' Hamnrd, vol. xxxi i. p. 1082, and vol. xxxv. p. 907.
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alarm was naturally ereated at their frequent reciu-rence. chap.

These outrages were, however, only indications of the -

—

„—

-

disturbances which were to follow. In the middle of 1816.

May a mob of 1,500 men assembled at Brandon, insisted

that wheat should be sold for 2s. M.. a bushel, and that,

the price of beef should be fixed at foiu-pence a pound.

Annoyed at a refusal, they levelled a butcher's shop to

the ground, and attacked the houses of other obnoxious

tradesmen. Similar riotous proceedings occurred at Nor-

wich, at Bury, at Cambridge, at Ely, at Littleport, an^

at other placgs in the Eastern counties. Nothing but

the interposition of the mihtary ended the tumult. The

troops had to proceed to the extreme measure of firing

upon the rioters before the disturbances were quelled.^

The ministry thought it necessary to mark their sense Trial ofthe

of the importance of the riots by resorting to extraor-

dinary precautions. A special commission was sent down
to Ely for the trial of the rioters of Littleport and Ely.

Seventy-three of these unhappy individuals had been

arrested by the exertions of the troops. There was no
doubt whatever that the disturbances which they had
occasioned had been of a very alarming character. The
house of a Mr. Vachel, a clergyman and magistrate, had
been broken into and demolished ; large sums of money
had been extorted from the inhabitants of Ely ; one of

the soldiers sent to restore order had been severely

wounded ; and for forty-eight hoiu-s the entire district

had been at the mercy of the mob. A severe example

was undoubtedly necessary ; and men were in ofiice who
were not hkely to shrink from severe punishments. Thirty-

fom- of the prisoners were condemned to death; five

were actually executed. The disturbances were queUed

by these rigid measures. The district sank into a torpor

of despair.^

» Ann. Reg., 1816, Ohron., pp. 61, 65, 67, 71, 73,
» Ibid., pp. 79, 90.
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CHAP. The distress of the agriculturists attracted the chief

. _ ^; - attention in the early part of 1816 ;
yet other workmen

1816. suffered equal privations. The price of iron had fallen

Distress in ^^^ 201. to 8/. a tou ; and the most serious distress re-
he coiil

. 1 • ir J
and iron suited in consequeuce, both m the uron trade itseli and

in the coal trade, which is dependent on the demand for

iron. It was stated, at the end of August, that out of

thirty-four furnaces in Shropshire, each employing on an

average 300 men, twenty-four were out of blast. Orders

had been given for the discontinuance of work at two

out of the remaining ten. The works which were thus

extinguished had ordinarily consumed 8,000 tons of coal

a week ; so that their stoppage involved not merely

the forced idleness of 7,200 puddlers, but the non-em-

ployment of a corresponding number of colliers. The

distress in the neighbouring county of Stafford was even

more pitiful. The manufacturing poor were reduced

Hterally to starvation. Men were compelled to eat the

cabbage-stalks in their cottage gardens to save themselves

from starving ; and the parochial authorities, over-bur-

dened with the sudden load thrown upon them, were

unable to provide either food or employment for the

multitudes who reqiui'ed relief. 27,500 persons out of a

population of 84,000 were in receipt of relief in Bir-

mingham.^ In the middle of July the colliers devised a

curious method for obtaining assistance. They harnessed

themselves to loaded wagons of coal, and drew them

through the country. The men of Bilston marched with

three wagons by different roads on London. Wolver-

hampton sent a wagon through Chester to Liverpool, and

other parties started with similar loads in other directions.

The men do not seem to have been disorderly ; they every-

where displayed the strongest anxiety to keep within the

law ; and the steadiness of their conduct iucreased the

' Brougham, in the House of Oommons, IStb Mai'ch, 1817. Hansard,
vol. XXXV. p. 1008. Ann. Reg., 1816, Chron., p. 131.
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compassion which was generally felt for them. The chap.

authorities acted with creditable dispatch and commend- . ; .

able humanity. Lord Sidmouth quietly ordered com- 1816.

petent persons to meet the parties who were marching

on London, to purchase their coals of them, and to send

them home again. The magistrates in other parts of the

kingdom imitated Lord Sidmouth's example; and the

colliers were induced to return home quietly. A still

more serious demonstration which resulted from the

depression of the iron trade in South Wales was sup-

pressed with eqfual ease. Wages in the iron trade were

already low ; and a further reduction in their rate drove

the men to desperate measures. The men of Newport

suddenly left their work and marched on Merthyr ; they

were joined on the march by the workmen from Tredegar

and Sirhowy. They stopped the blast at Dowlais, at

Merthyr, atEbbw Vale, atLlanelly, and struck thence across

the mountains to CrumHn, Newbridge, and Abercarne.

The mihtary were in the meanwhile collecting at Newport.

Detachments were hurried up to various places ; and

the mob, which had increased to 10,000 or 12,000 men,

gradually dispersed. The men were induced to return

to labour on their miserable wages, and work was gene-

rally resumed.^

The disturbances, however, which thus took place Machin-

were not confined to the agricultiural and mining districts.
^^'

Five years previously a sudden paralysis of trade had in-

flicted considerable injury on the manufactm-ing interest;

and the manufacturing poor, condemned to forced idle-

ness, had avenged themselves by destroying the machinery,

to which they had attributed their want of work. The riots

which had then broken out were known as the Luddite

riots. The name, which was thus applied to them, had

a very cmious origin. More than thirty years before

there lived in a village in Leicestershire one Ned Ludd,

> Ann. Reg., 1816, Ohron., pp. 96, 110, 165-167. Sidmouth, vol. iii. p. 153.
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CHAP, a man of weak intellect, the village butt. Irritated by
— his tormentors, the unhappy fellow one day pursued one

1816. of them into an adjoining house. He could not find the

lad who had been mocking him ; but in his fury he broke

a couple of stocking frames which were on the premises.

When frames were afterwards broken it was the common
saying that Ludd had broken them ; and thus Ned Ludd,

the village idiot, gave a name to one of the most formi-

dable series of riots of the present centm-y.^ Machinery,

in the early years of the century, it must be remembered,

was regarded with very different feelings to those with

which it is contemplated now. The first jiu-y trial in

Scotland took place early in 1816, and related to a steam

engine, which had recently been erected for grinding

flom- near Edinburgh, and which the neighbours desired

to suppress as a nuisance. The jm-y, who were a little

more sensible than the rest of their townsfolk, decided

that ' the engine was useful, and not offensive ;
' so the

machine was stiU permitted to go on grinding. But the

mere fact that such an action could have been tried in

1816 explains the resentment felt by uneducated work-

ing men at the introduction of machinery which they

fancied was depriving them of their bread. A working

man in Ireland was fined hi. by his fellow-workmen for

presvuning to work at a machine called a ' gig mill.'
'^ In

July the leader of a party of Luddites, which had broken

every lace machine in Loughborough, openly declared

his readiness to march any distance, even one or two
hundred miles, to break any machine which was working
under price. In October a large number of persons, com-
manded, it was said, by ' General Ludd ' himself, broke
thirty machines in Nottinghamshire because the frames

were making a kind of lace which, in the opinion of the

frame makers, did not afford remunerative employment to

tlie workmen. The domestic history of 1816 is, in fact,

' See Sidmouth, toI. iii. p. 80, note. » Ann. Reg., 1816, Oliron., pp, 5, 12.
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little more than a long catalogue of social disturbances, chap.

In every part of the country, in Edinburgh, in Glasgow, ^—

-

in Northumberland, in Lancashire, in Leicestershire, in 1^^°-

the Black Country, in Wales, in the Eastern counties, in

the mines of Cornwall, and the pleasant fields of Devon-

shire rioting broke out. ' On Monday, the 28th of October,'

Lord Sidmouth wrote to his brother-in-law, ' there was a

serious riot at Birmingham, and, though quelled at the

time with the assistance of the military, it was expected

to recur. The neighboiu-hood of Manchester was very

bad, and Nottingham hopeless.' ' The lower orders,'

reported Nadin, the chief police officer of Manchester,

' are everywhere meeting in large bodies, and are very

clamorous. Delegates from all quarters are moving about

amongst them, as they were before the last disturbance,

and they talk of a general union of the lower orders

throughout the kingdom.' ^ Labour was engaged in one

universal revolt against the conditions of its employment.^

Distress engendered discontent ; discontent promoted The Radi-

disturbance ; a period of disturbance afforded an oppor-

tunity for political agitators. During the preceding

few years a knot of comparatively obscm-e persons had

been busily propagating some new political principles.

Either from the recollection of a famous speech, in which

Fox in 1797 had insisted on the necessity for radical

reform, or from the violence of their own principles,

they had taken the name of Radicals. The word ' Ra-

dical,' however, conveyed a very different meaning in

1816 to what it does now. Lord Sidmouth gravely wrote

of the Radicals as ' the enemy.' ^ The hands of the

Radicals were supposed to be against every man, and

every man's hand was against them. Wherever there

was a serious disturbance the rioters were usually branded

as Radicals, and Radical and rioter became almost syno-

» Sidmouth, vol. Hi. pp. 156, 165. 67, 100, 116, 161.
» Ann. Reg., 1816, Chron., pp. 6, » Sidmouth, vol iii. p. 276.
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CHAP, nymous terms. Scott, when he talks of rebels in arms,
•—-^
—

' always styles them Eadicals.^ Eadicalism is ' a spirit,'

wrote the vicar of Harrow in 1820, ' of which the first

elements are a rejection of Scripture, and a contempt of

all the institutions of your coimtry, and of which the

results, unless averted by a merciful Providence, must be

anarchy, atheism, and universal ruin.' ^ Few men would

doubt now that Brougham began life as a Eadical. ' The
Eadicals,' he wrote in 1819, 'have made themselves so

odious that a number even of our own way of thinking

would be well enough pleased to see them and their vile

press put down at aU hazards.' The word ' Eadical,' in

short, in 1816 bore a totally different meaning from that

which it bears now. It is impossible to understand the

history of 1816 without appreciating the sense in wluch

the word ' Eadical ' was used at that time.

The The leader of the Eadicals was the once well-known

uldeT^
' Orator ' Hunt. ' Hunt,' wrote Eomilly, was ' the friend of

Cobbett, and a friend worthy of him—that is, a most

unprincipled demagogue.'^ "Hunt was a gentleman of

some property in Somersetshire, and was a liveryman

of London.* He had gained some httle political noto-

riety by standing for Bristol at the general election of

1812, and he had distinguished himself on that occasion

by a merciless abuse of almost every leading pubhc man.

But Hunt, though he aspired to the lead of the Eadical

mob, was in reality in the hands of the wildest agitators.

At the close of 1816 a small body of obsciu-e men, lodg-

ing in different places in London, were devising the most

extraordinary plots against the Government. Among
them was Thistlewood, whose desperate designs subse-

• Lockhart's Scott, pp. 412, 415, erroneous. See, for instance, Han-
430. Ann. Meg., 1820 Ohron. pp. sard, vol. xxxvi. p. 761, where .T.

104, 119, 126. Knight, in the first W. Ward, speaking in 1817, uses the
book of Miss Martineau's Hist, of the expression and defines it.

Thirtij Tears' Peace, p. 226, says '^ Ibid., p. 418.
that the Reformers were first called ' Romilly, voL iii. p. 65,
Radicals in 1819. The statement is < Ann. Reg., 1820 Ohron. p. 877.
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1816.

quently -won for him an unenviable notoriety ; Watson, chap.

' with a better heart than head,' ^ an indigent member
of the medical profession ; Watson's son ; Preston ; Hooper

;

Castle, and one or two others. These men persuaded

themselves that it was a very easy matter to subvert the

Government, and to establish a Committee of Public

Safety. They proposed—if the evidence of Castle can

be relied on—to fire the barracks, to march on the Tower,

and to trust to fortune or Providence for the success of

their scheme. With the view of carrying out this

notable plan they actually obtained some 250 pike-

heads ; they attempted to hire a vacant house near one of

the bari'acks ; and they treated any soldiers with whom
they happened to be thrown into contact with gallons of

beer. Even these miserable details rested on the evidence

of Castle ; and Castle was one of the most contemptible

witnesses that had ever appeared in a court ofjustice. He
had been charged, some years before, with uttering forged

notes, and had saved himself by turning informer. The

man against whom he had appeared on that occasion had

been hanged. The same thing had occiurred on another

occasion : Castle had tiu-ned informer, one of his gang had

been hanged, and a second transported. He had since

that time been living in a disreputable house in King

Street, Soho. He had now turned informer again.

Such was the man on whose evidence the theory of

an insurrection against the Government mainly rested. If

his story were true the most powerful constitution in the

world was to be overturned by some half-dozen desperate

conspirators. The more formidable features of the design

were, however, soon abandoned. The conspirators made
up their mind that it was no easy matter to fire the

barracks, and devoted their energies to the convening of

a large meeting. A placard was issued calling ' a meeting

of the distressed manufacturers, artisans, and others of the

' Bamfoid, vol. i. p. 24,
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CHAP. Cities of London and Westminster, the Borough of South-

-

—

Z^ . wark, and parts adjacent, in Spa Fields, on Friday, the

1816. i5tli ofNovember, at 12 o'clock, to take into consideration

Fidcu'* the propriety of petitioning the Prince Eegent and the

riot. Legislature to adopt immediately such means as will

relieve the sufferers from the misery which now over-

whelms them.'^ The meeting was held. Inflammatory

speeches were made at it ; and an adjournment was

agreed on to the 2nd of December, ostensibly to receive

the Regent's answer to the petition. A new placard was

prepared for the adjourned meeting. The placard was

headed, ' England expects every man to do his duty.' It

stated that the meeting was held to receive the Eegent's

answer, and for other important considerations ; and it

went on to describe

The present state of Great Britain.

Four millions in distress ! !

!

Four millions embarrassed ! !

!

One million and a half fear distress ! ! !

Half a million live in splendid luxury ! ! !

Our brothers in Ireland are in a worse state.

The climax of misery is complete—it can go no farther.

Death would now be a relief to millions.*

Hunt, who had been the principal speaker on the 15th

of November, was again expected to take a prominent

part in the proceedings. But Hunt had probably a very

shrewd anticipation that the meeting was likely to lead

to a riot, and was late. The meeting had been announced

for twelve o'clock. Hunt chose to think that ' one

o'clock was the time,' and at twenty minutes to one

was quietly driving along Cheapside.' In the mean-

while Watson, Thistlewood, and their friends had pro-

ceeded to Spa Fields. A wagon which had been placed

in the centre of the Fields was used as a platform. The

' State Trials, vol. xxxii. 68. ' Ibid., p. 86.

" Ibid., p. 304. Of. Hunt's own account. -H'o«ia/'^,7ol.xxxv. pp. 547-651.
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elder Watson mounted the wagon and made an inflam- chap.
V.

matory address to the crowd. ' Are we to go on,' he

asked, ' from time to time, from month to month, from 1816.

year to year, calling to the Father of his people, as he is

called, in vain for redress ?
' (Cries of ' No ! no

!

'
) ' The

present, then, is the time to do something.' Watson the

elder was succeeded by Watson the younger. The younger

Watson's politics were more drastic than his father's.

' Tf they will not give us what we want,' he asked, ' shall

we not take it ?
' (' Yes.') ' Are you willing to take it ?

'

(' Yes.') ' If I jump down among you will you follow me ?

'

(The crowd answered, with loud acclamations, ' Yes

!

yes
!

') Watson, thus encouraged, seized on a tricoloured

flag which had been placed in the wagon and jumped

down. His father and his other associates attended him ;

and the mob, surging round- him, followed him through

Clerkenwell and Smithfield to Snow Hill. Here they

seized aU the firearms in a gunsmith's shop; shot at

and severely wounded a gentleman who had the temerity

to remonstrate with them ; and continued their march

through Cheapside to the Exchange. The Lord Mayor

had had the prudence to collect a strong party of police

at this point, and succeeded in arresting three of the most

prominent rioters. The mob, foiled by the firm front

which the Lord Mayor continued to oppose to them, filed

off from the Exchange and moved into the Minories.

Troops, however, were now gradually collecting from

different parts of the metropolis. The rioters saw that it

was impossible to accomplish anything further, and pru-

dently began to disperse. Petty acts of mischief were

committed by detached parties ; but the tranquUHty of

the metropolis was secured before the close of the short

December day which had witnessed the outbreak of the

riot.i

' A full account of the Spa Fields Tol.xxxii. pp. 1-674. Castle's eTidence

riot wi.l be found in State Trials, —which ii the most important portion
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1816

CHAP. There was no doubt tliat a serious riot had occurred

in the metropolis, or that its ringleaders thoroughly

deserved punishment. Some time, however, elapsed be-

fore the more formidable among them were arrested

;

and it was not till the following June that they were

placed on their trial. The ministry should have obviously

indicted them for an aggravated riot ; they had the folly to

dignify their obscure proceedings by charging them with

high treason. The jwry declined to convict Watson,

whose trial came on first, and the Attorney-General there-

upon refused to proceed against the other prisoners. The
folly of the ministry, in charging the culprits with an exag-

gerated offence, saved the prisoners from the punishment

which they thoroughly deserved.^

While Watson and his associates had been rioting in

the City, Hunt had at last arrived in Spa Fields. The
meeting, which he addressed, resolved on a second ad-

jom-nment, to ' the second Monday after the meeting of

Parliament, viz., the 10th of February,' and in the mean-
while to organise the country by the formation of secret

societies in every part of it. It was the object of these

societies to obtain annual Parliaments, universal suffrage,

vote by ballot, abolition of all property qualifications for

members of Parliament, and paid representatives of the

people in the House of Commons. All these objects

were embodied in a charter, and gave the Eadicals, who
urged them, the name of Chartists.^ Secret societies were

of the case—occupies from p. 214 to perty of the State, and to divide all

329. See also^w«. J2e^., 1816, Ohron., the produce for the support of the
p. 190; jEToresartZ, vol. xxxv.pp. 411- people. The Hampden Olub in Lon-
419. don was founded in 1811, by Mr.

^ Ann. Reg., 1817 ; Hist., 102, and Northmore, a gentleman residing in
Ohron., 49. Bomilly, vol. iii. p. Devonshire, for the purpose of pro-
297. moting Parliamentary reform and

' The most famous of these so- the freedom of election. It had a
cieties were the Spencean Oluhs, very feeble existence, and died a na-
the Hampden Clubs, and the Union tui-al death in 1819. The London
Oluhs. The Spenceans derived their Union was founded in 1812. Both
name from one Spenoe, a Yorkshire the Hampden Clubs and the Union
schoolmaster, who desired to make Chihs seem to have be»-n very hami-
all the land of the countiy the pro- less organisations. The former in-
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formed in the neighbourlioods of 'Leicester, Lougli- chap.

borough, Nottingham, Mansfield, Derby, Chesterfield,

Sheffield, Blackburn, Manchester, Birmingham, and l^l^-

Glasgow.' 1 ' But,' added the Secret Committee of 1817, softies.

' they extend and are spreading in some parts of the

country to every village.' The upper classes were

seriously alarmed by the preparations which they saw

around them. ' The lower orders,' wrote Nadin, the

chief constable of Manchester, ' are everywhere meeting

in large bodies, and are very clamorous.' ' A very wide

and extensive plan of insurrection has been formed,'

wrote the Duke of Northumberland, 'which might

possibly have been acted upon before this time but for

the proper precautions taken to prevent it.'
^

Nadin and the Duke of Northumberland gave expres-

sion to the general sense of alarm which was everywhere

felt. And the alarm, general as it was, was increased by
a very unfortunate circumstance. The Eegent, on his re-

turn from opening Parliament, was very grossly insulted.

Stones were thrown at his carriage, and one of its windows
was actually broken, either by a stone or, as was beUeved

at the time, by a bullet from an air-gun. Nothing could

have been more unfortunate for the country than this oc-

currence. The upper classes were aheady incensed against

the Eadicals ; and the outrage on the Eegent, exagge-

rated into an attack on his life, increased their resent-

ment. Extreme measures were loudly called for ; and
discontent, which had been partly fomented by harsh

and unequal legislation, was made the excuse for legis-

cluded among its members the Duke bably had few readers. See especi-
ofNorfoli, Lord Byron, Lord Oxford, ally vol. ii. pp. 24, 120, 16.3, 178,
M. Ducane of Braxted, Mr. Fawkes 184, 377, 388. Of. also Hansard,
of Farnley, Mr. Hodges of Hemsted, vol. xxxv. pp. 443, 473, 531 ; State
Mr. Rashleigh of Prideaux, and Trials, vol. xxxii. p. 33 ; and Hist, of
many other larp-e landed proprietors. t/ie Thirty Yeari Peace, vol. i. p. 50.
A good deal vyM be found about ^ Ann. Reg.,l&\7, Hist., -p. Q. Han-
these clubs in the lAfe of Major sard, vol. xxxv. pp. 411-419. Ali-
Cartwright, the ' father of Reform,' son's Castlereagh, vol. iii. p. 37.
a dull biography, which has pro- ^ Sidmouth, vol. iii. pp. 165, 177.
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CHAP, lation still harsher and more unequal. It was at this

- ;—- moment that the Government might have usefully in-

1816. terfered and endeavoured to calm the public appre-

aiarm.'''
heusious. The leading members of the Opposition were

in favour of a lenient policy, and would willingly

have supported mild remedies. The distress which the

country had endured formed some excuse for the excesses

which had been witnessed ; the glorious victories which

she had achieved abroad might have induced her to dis-

regard the foolish clamour of a few mischief-makers. The

miller who resists the violence of a Hood by closing his

sluices may pen up the accumulated waters for a time,

but they will ultimately overwhelm him. His neighbour,

who opens his sluices and lets the flood pass on, will have

the satisfaction of seeing the water ultimately subside. So

too in the political world. The statesman who opposes

himself to the demands of the people may achieve a tem-

porary success, but the strength of numbers must always

assert its power at lai^t , Arbitrary government may suc-

ceed for a time, but it must ultimately be subverted by
the power of the people.

Nor did the circumstances of the country in 1817
afford any excuse for arbitrary measiu-es. General dis-

tress had been succeeded by general discontent
; general

discontent had produced a series of lamentable outrages.

But the law as it stood had proved adequate to the re-

pression of every tumult. The riots in Cambridgeshire

had been quelled ; the coal districts were settling into

tranquillity ; the outrages which had disgraced the

metropolis had ended as suddenly as they had begun

;

the value of corn had reached its maximum ; and there

was reason to believe that prices were beginning to fall.

Under such circumstances the ministry would have done

wisely to have leaned to the side of leniency, and to have

abstained from asking for fresh measures of repression,

Unfortunately, Lord Liverpool, Lord Castlereagh, and
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Lord Sidmouth abandoned themselves to a different po- chap.

licy. They saw in every attempt at riot fresh excuse

for new penal laws ; and, while they were smothering the l^^^-

flame with fresh fuel, fancied that they had extinguished ^°e'mii°i3-

it. Lord Castlereagh's biographer admits that Lord ^^

Castlereagh's extreme unpopularity commenced with this

period.^ The loathing which Lord Byron conceived for

the system pursued by the ministry betrayed him into

language which it is impossible to quote in a page in-

tended for general reading.

The first step which the ministry took was to refer secret

to secret committees of both Houses of Parliament
t°™°"'"

papers ' respecting certain practices, meetings, and com-

binations in the metropolis and different parts of the

kingdom, evidently calculated to endanger the public

tranquillity, to ahenate the affections of his Majesty's

subjects from his Majesty's person and government, and

to bring into hatred and contempt the whole system of

oiu" laws and constitution.' ^ The committees in both

Houses agreed on nearly identical reports. The piu-port

of those reports has already been partly stated. A
general insurrection, the subversion of the Govern-

ment, a general plunder of property were, in the opinion

of the Lords' committee, the immediate objects of the

Eeformers. Secret societies, it was added, with branches

affiliated to them, were organising the country. Seditious

and inflammatory publications were disseminated among
the people. Arms were, in certain cases, provided by a

few desperate men ; and their possessors probably con-

templated the possibility of riot and disorder. There

was no doubt that the committees were satisfied as to

the gravity of the situation. There is no reason to doubt

their good faith ; but it is legitimate to question their in-

fallibility. Their infaUibiHty is questionable on substan-

tial grounds. It is certain that they described the objects

Alison's Castlereagh, toI. iii. p. 48. ' Hansard, vol. xxxv. p. 173.

VOL. I, F F
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CHAP, of the societies in very exaggerated language ; and when
-^

i- . men are convicted of using hyperbole in one case there

1817. is always primd, facie ground for thinking that they

may be guilty of other exaggerations. The Lords' com-

mittee themselves defined their meaning when they spoke

of the subversion of the constitution and the plunder of

society. The subversion of the constitution which the

secret societies were meditating was the enactment of

universal suffrage and of annual Parliaments. The
plunder of society which the secret societies were pro-

posing was an alteration of the land laws on the lines

which have since been laid down by Mr. Stuart Mill.

These objects may have been very foolish and very im-

practicable, but they did not deserve the harsh language .

in which the committees of both Houses spoke of them.

It is true that the committees added that these objects

were to be attained by violence and insiurrection. But,

with the exception of the circumstances connected with

the Spa Fields riot, neither committee placed its finger on

a single definite act which proved their statement. The
leaders of the Spa Fields riot were tried at the bar of

the King's Bench for treason, and the jury refused to

convict them. Their acquittal casts, to say the least, a

doubt on the justice of the reports made by the secret

committees of both Houses.^

Though, however, the riots of .the preceding months

had not been serious ; though they had been quelled in

every instance without great difficulty, vague apprehen-

sions of the immediate future haunted men's minds.

South ey, from his lonely retreat amongst the mountains of

the Lake Country, wrote to assure Lord Liverpool that

' the manufacturing populace are not merely discontented

with the Government, but absolutely abhor it with a

deadly hatred.' The ministry were prepared to agree

with the feelings of the Laureate. On the 21st of February

' Samard, vol. xxxv. pp. 411, 438-447.
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Lord Sidmouthi introduced into the House of Lords a chap.

bill for the temporary suspension of the Habeas Corpus —-.^—

-

Act. On the 24th of February Lord Castlereagh, in the ISl*^-

House of Commons, introduced three other bills; one measured*

to prevent seditious meetings and assemblies ; another ^ ^f^*-

to perpetuate and to extend to the Eegent an act

for the safety and preservation of his Majesty's person

;

and a third ' for the better prevention and punish-

ment of all attempts to seduce persons serving.' The

ministry succeeded in carrying all these measiu-es ; but

their proposal was met with a very formidable opposition

in both Houses. The general alarm of the nation, how-

ever, frustrated the attempt which one section of the

Opposition made to obtain mildei" remedies. Lord Gren-

ville, who had been the head of the Talents administra-

tion, and who was, in one sense, the leader of the loose

and disorganised Opposition, separated himself from his

own friends and supported the Ministry. Mackin-

tosh was unable to persuade the House to substitute

transportation for death as the punishment for the refusal

of a seditious meeting to disperse. The reports of the

secret committees had done their work : the powers

which the Government demanded were given them by
large majorities, and their bills became law.^

No ministry since that of Lord Liverpool, no Parlia-

ment since that of 1817, has ventured to suspend the

Habeas Corpus Act in Great Britain. A far more serious

danger than the Spa Fields meeting has occurred since

that time, a far more formidable organisation than that of

the Eadicals has been arrayed against the British Govern-

ment. Yet the ministry of 1848 and the two ministries

of 1866 faced the Chartist riots and overcame the Fenian

insurrection without suspending the Habeas Corpus Act
in Great Britain for a day. It is almost impossible to

' Sanaard, vol. xxxy. pp. 491, 651, 639, 795, 822, 931-946, Ann. Heg.,
1817, Hist., pp. 23, 24.

^'

p p 2
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CHAP, justify the suspension of the Act in 1817. It is equally

._ ^' _- impossible to defend the law for the suppression of sedi-

ISl"^* tious meetings. What were the circumstances under

which it was proposed ? The organisers of the Eadicals

had had the dexterity to discover that, by adjourning a

meeting legally convened,^ they could practically evade

the law which required each meeting to be summoned
on the requisition of seven householders, and thus keep

up a continual agitation against the Government. It

requires an eflTort to believe that these continually ad-

jotirned meetings constituted dangers which it was desir-

able to repress by exceptional legislation. But, even if

adjoiu-ned meetings were dangerous, the Seditious Meet-

ings BiU went far beyond the requirements to which it

pointed. It was the deliberate object of the bill to pre-

vent the existence of debating societies, lecture rooms,

and reading rooms. The ministry even declined to

exempt lectures in medicine, surgery, and chemistry from
its operation. No debating society could sit, no lecture

could be given, without the leave of the hcensing magis-

trates. Some of the licensing magistrates, at any rate,

were animated in administering the law by the narrowest

views. One of the aldermen of London, in resisting the

grant of a license to the Academical Society, declared

that it was ' the pm-pose of the act to put down aU po-

htical debate whatever.' A brother alderman concurred

in this illiberal sentiment. But the most learned bodies

were actuated by the same views. The Union—the well-

known debating society at Cambridge—was arbitrarily

suppressed by the Vice-ChanceUor.^ The mouth of the

nation was gagged; and poHtical discussion absolutely

checked.

Eepressive legislation was sanctioned at the time by
the example of one great authority. Pitt, in the closing

years of the eighteenth century, had been driven by the

> Hansard, vol. xxxvi. pp. 1, 18. Ann. Meg., 1817, Ohron., pp. 29, 33.
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violence of the Jacobins to resort to arbitrary legislation chap.

of a similar character ; and the halo which still sur-

rounded Pitt's memory shed a reflected hght on those ^^^'^'

who imitated his policy. Posterity has hardly approved

Pitt's later policy with the unanimity with which it has

praised his earlier administration. The mere fact that

Pitt, at a particular junctiu'e, took a certain coiu-se would

not be regarded now, as it would have been fifty years

ago, as proof of its wisdom. But Pitt's fame has suffered

more from the servile imitation of his followers than from

the criticisms of all his opponents. He has, in this way,

been made indirectly responsible not merely for the acts

of his own administration, but for the policy of his suc-

cessors. Never was a greater injustice done to any

minister. Pitt, during the close of his administration,

stood at bay against Jacobinism. The Continent was
in aims ; Ireland was in insurrection ; the principles of

Jacobinism were permeating society ; Paine was pubHsh-

ing his ' Eights of Man ;

' Wilham Godwin denouncing

the injustice of all law in ' Pohtical Justice.' The war
with France in 1793 was a war against Jacobinism ; and
statesmen, who conceived such a war necessary, were
logically compelled to combat the foe, which was simul-

taneously struggling against them in the United Kingdom.
But the last excuse for repressive legislation had been re-

moved by the battle of Waterloo. The exceptional

state of things, which the Eevolution had created, had
passed away ; for good or for evil, Legitimism had been
restored ; and an exhausted Continent had sunk into a

sullen acquiescence. Eevolution was no longer a danger,

because revolution had everywhere been stamped out;

and the excuse for arbitrary government had been de-

finitely removed by the restoration of order.

Nothing, then, but the very strongest necessity would in Ireland,

have justified the legislation of 1817; and, though the

state of society was critical, the crisis hardly wan anted
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CHAP, the severe legislation of that year. The course which

^ ^'
. the ministry pursued in Ireland affords the best ground

for criticising the legislation which they apphed to Great

Britain. Ireland had suffered as severe distress as any

part of the coimtry. The Irish were emigrating in im-

usual numbers ; and the emigrants were drawn from the

most orderly section of the community. A fearful fever,

probably occasioned by famine, was breaking out in various

places ; and outrages too horrible to particularise cast

terror over the commvmity.^ During the three preceding

years exceptional power had been given to the magis-

trates to deal with counties proclaimed or disturbed. The

powers were arbitrary. They were far less universal and

less arbitrary than a general svispension of the Habeas

Corpus Act. Yet the Government were satisfied with the

continuance of the powers which they already possessed

without resortmg to new measiu-es. The Irish Insurrection

Act was renewed ; the Irish Government was empowered

by the Peace Preservation Act to appoint superintendent

magistrates and constables in disturbed districts, and

to defray some portion of then' cost out of the pubhc

funds. The measure, which thus became law, founded

the Constabulary Force, which has probably done more

to restore peace in Ireland than any other precaution. Its

ultimate results have, therefore, proved highly beneficial

;

its immediate consequences were, moreover, gratifying.^

The Irish Government found themselves able to reduce

the mihtary force in Ireland from 25,000 to 22,000 men,

the artillery from 400 to 200 guns.*

Flight of In Ireland, then, the Government refrained from sus-
"^ "'* pending the Habeas Corpus Act. In England, where

the distress was not greater, and the danger less serious,

' Oolohester, vol. ii. p. 585. Li- a name -which has since teen trans-

verpool, vol. ii. p. 279. Ann. Meg., ferred to England. Hansard, toI.

1817, Chron., pp. 77, 80, 85, 125, 127. xxxvi. p. 970.
'^ This was the force the men of ' JjTnwsarff, vol. xxxv. pp. 980-933.

which received the name of ' Peelers,' Ann. Reg., 1817, Hist., p. 43.
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they insisted on its suspension. The Act had no sooner chap.

been suspended than the more violent members of the -_ ,' .

Tory party insisted on its vigorous use. A few weeks I'Sl'^.

before the riot in Spa Fields, Cobbett had converted his

' Eegister ' into a twopenny paper ; and even calm men
conceived that the disorders of the country were due to

the dissemination of Cobbett's inflammatory writings. ' I

did hope,' wrote Southey to the Prime Minister, ' that

the first measure after the suspension of the Habeas Corpus

Act would have been to place the chief incendiary writer

in safe custody. No means can be effectual for checking

the intolerable license of the press but that of making

transportation the punishment for its abuse.' ^ The dis-

appointment which Southey thus expressed was, however,

soon removed. The ministry dared not prosecute Cob-

bett ; but Cobbett, on his part, dared not risk the chance

of a second prosecution. Overburdened with debt, with

a vivid recollection of his two years' imprisonment in his

mind, he decided on withdrawing from the country and

emigrating to America. The suspension of the Habeas

Corptis Act had thus the effect of driving the most for-

midable political writer of the day into temporary banish-

ment.

The withdrawal of Cobbett from the scene of his

former achievements did not, however, allay the agita-

tion which was troubling the country. Up to the close

of 1816, indeed, there is every reason to beheve that the

agitation was only intended to promote the cause of

a sweeping measiure of reform. An agitation of this

character, however, conducted by a secret organisa-

tion, was almost certain, sooner or later, to lead to the

adoption of more dangerous measm-es. Some of the

most reckless members of the Hampden Clubs or of the

Spencean Societies were sure to declare that no means

could be vmdesirable which were employed to promote

' Liverpool, vol, ii. p. 208.
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CHAP, ends which all agreed in desiring. Force or intimidation,

.
'^

- the forerunner of force, became occasionally mentioned as

1.817. possible expedients for promoting the reform of Parlia-

ment ; and the members of the Scotch clubs actually

bound themselves by an oath to fiu-ther the objects of

their organisation ' either by moral or physical strength,

as the case may require.' ^ The extreme measures which

the Government adopted for repressing the agitation had

naturally the effect of increasing the violence of those

who fancied that they were endangered by them. Fires,

which it seemed possible to trace to incendiaries, broke

out in agricultural districts. Eiots, necessitating the

interference of the military, occiured at intervals in

various parts of the country. Manchester was the

focus in which discontent was concentrated ; and a great

meeting was held in Manchester on the 3rd of March,

to protest against the suspension of the Habeas Corpus

Act. The meeting adopted the fashionable expedient of

the Eeformers of the day. It was adjourned to the fol-

lowing Monday. And it was agreed that ten out of every

twenty persons who attended the adjoiu-ned meeting

should proceed to London on foot with a petition to the

Prince Eegent. The petitioners were recommended to

provide themselves with a blanket ; and in consequence

their march is known in history as the march of the
TheBian- ' Blankcteers.'
keteers.

There is no doubt that this march was organised with

a different object from that which had animated the

wretched colliers, who had dragged their loaded wagons
through the country in the previous year. It was the ob-

ject of the coUiers to excite compassion ; it was the object

of the Blanketeers to cause alarm. They were assured by
their leaders that they were a most formidable body ; they

were persuaded in a few instances to provide themselves

• See the Prosecutions of Edgar xxxiii. pp. 146-632. Haraard, vol.

and McKinlay, in State Trials, yoI. txxy. p. 720.
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with arms ; they were told that similar deputations from chap.

the manufacturing towns of Yorkshire would meet them A—-

on the road; and that the military would be powerless to '1^^^-

resist them. The meeting took place accordingly on the

day named for it. Some 10,000 or 12,000 persons are

supposed to have attended it ;
^ and considerable numbers

of them actually set out for London. Never did a serious

demonstration more completely coUapse. On the even-

ing preceding the meeting fom* of the supposed leaders

were arrested on warrants specially sent down by the

Secretary of State. A few persons, who harangued a mob
on the Sunday, were summarily conveyed by a party of

dragoons to the Old Bailey. Sir John Byng, who com-

manded the forces in the district, assembled a few troops

of yeomanry at Salemoor, in the immediate vicinity of

Manchester, on the Monday morning. The petitioners,

on their march through Stockport, were intercepted by
a troop of Life Guards, and some forty of them were

arrested and conveyed back to Manchester. Notwith-

standing these disasters, ,500 stragglers succeeded in

penetrating to Macclesfield.''^ Not more than twenty

crossed the borders of Staffordshire. Tainting with fa-

tigue, without baggage, without food, these few wretched

wanderers excited nothing but pity.^

The demonstration had collapsed ; and its collapse had Sutse-

not been due to the special legislation which the Govern- piTns of

ment had thought necessary. On the 10th of March the Se- ^ig^"^"
ditiousMeetings Act had not passed. Yet the powers at the

disposal of the authorities had proved amply sufficient to

deal with every difficulty. In the eyes of the Govern-

ment, however, the danger had not been averted ; it had
only been postponed. Lord Sidmouth was in constant

communication with a man named Oliver, who supplied

1 Bamford says 4,000 or 5,000. ' Ann. Reg., 1817, Ohron., pp.
JAfe of a Radical, vol. i. p. 32. 19-22 ; and Hist., p. 67.

2 Bamford says 180.
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CHAP, him with continuous reports of the progress ofthe insurrec-

- -^ . tion. Oliver had, in the first instance, become acciden-

1817. tally acquainted with the designs of the conspirators ; he

had availed himself of the accident to keep himself in-

formed of the objects of the conspiracy ; and he had trans-

mitted all that he learned, and possibly all that he beheved,

to Lord Sidmouth. Lord Sidmouth, later on, was violently

attacked for listening to a spy. It was insinuated that

Oliver was employed to foment the proceedings which he

had made it his trade to discover. Charges of this cha-

racter do not deserve much attention. The objects of a

conspiracy can only be discovered by the revelations of

some of the conspirators ; and a minister who takes the

high moral line of refusing to listen to a spy may lose

the opportunity of averting a serious disaster. If, how-

ever, occasions may occur when a minister may legiti-

mately listen to an informer, the evidence of every

informer should always be received with considerable

suspicion. An informer, from his very nature, must be

treasonable to his own friends. The man who, from fear

of punishment or love of gain, stoops to betray his friends

may be tempted to go one step further and deceive his

employers. A good deal of the information which we
possess of the designs of the conspirators in 1817 rests

on the evidence of men like Ohver. For this reason the

account must be accepted with some hesitation.^

The demonstration of the 10th of March had ended

in a conspicuous failiu-e. But the leaders of the mob
decided on another attempt. ' A general rising,' to use

the expression of the secret committee of the House of

Commons, ' a general insiurection,' to use the phrase

employed by the Lords' committee, was arranged for the

30th of March. 2,000 or 3,000 men were to be assembled

' See (a3 to Oliver) numerous de- fact, took up more Parliamentary
Imtes in the House of Lords and in time and received more attention,

the House of Commons. Hnnsard, both in 1817 and in 1818, than al-

vols. xxxvi. and xxxviii. Oliver, in most any other subject.
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in the dead of the night at Manchester ; the magistrates .chap.

were to be seized; the prisoners were to be liberated;

the soldiers were to be surprised in their barracks ; and l^l^^-

the general discontent was to be increased by the burn-

ing of some of the factories which continued to afford

employment to the workpeople.^ Expectations were

held out that risings would simultaneously take place

in Lancaster, York, Warwick, Leicester, Nottingham,

Chester, and Stafford. Two days, however, before the

date fixed for the insurrection, warrants were issued

by the Secretary of State, on the representation, of the

local magistracy, for the apprehension of the ring-

leaders. This simple precaution disconcerted the con-

spirators, and the rising was postponed. But a few

delegates, as they called themselves, from some eight ma-
nufactiu"ing towns, were still anxious to contrive ' some

general plan of simultaneous and connected insmrection,

to march upon London, to overturn the existing Govern-

ment, and to establish a republic' The 9th of June was

fixed for this new demonstration. The arrest of some of

the ringleaders on the 6th of June, at Huddersfield, again

disconcerted the plans of the conspirators. The rising re-

sulted in a riot at Huddersfield, and a rather more serious

riot in the Midland Counties. ' The mass of the po-

pulation through which the insiu-gents passed evinced,'

so the House of Commons' committee admitted, ' the

utmost abhorrence of their designs and projects.'
^

The progress of the insurrection suggested new pre- EeTivai of

cautions to the Government. At the commencement of commit-*^

June the Regent communicated fresh information to both *^^s-

Houses of Parliament ; and, on the motion of the minis-

ters, the secret committees of February were revived for

• Bamford heard of this through have nothing to do with it, and evi-

a friend. The friend had heen told dently regarded the stranger as a
by a stranger that they were going fool or a spy. Vol. i. p. 37.

to make a Moscow of Manchester. ' Annual Register, 1817, Hist., p.

Bamford told the fellow he would 81.
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CHAP, the purpose of considering tte information thus obtained.

. ^' Both committees agreed that these papers afforded ' but

1817. too many proofs of the continued existence of a traitor-

ous conspiracy for the overthrow of oiu^ established Go-

vernment and Constitution, and for the subversion of the

existing order of society.' Both of them expressed ' their

conviction that it is not yet safe to rely entirely, for the

preservation of the public tranquillity, upon the ordinary

powers of the law.' ^ Both of them, therefore, pointed

to the continued suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act.

The Act had only been suspended, in the first instance,

tiU the close of the session; and fresh legislation was,

therefore, necessary, if its suspension were to be renewed.

A section of the Opposition, in both Houses, actively

resisted the Government. They denied, in the first

place, the necessity for any extraordinary powers what-

ever ; they endeavoured, in the next place, to limit their

duration ; and they desired, in the third place, to except

Scotland from the operation of the bill. But the terror

which animated the coimtry paralysed their efforts. Lord
GrenviUe and all his following supported the ministry.

The abortive risings at Manchester, Huddersfleld, and

Derby, occurring at the very moment at which the secret

committees were dehberating, strengthened the hands of

the administration. The Habeas Corpus Act was sus-

pended till the 1st of March, 1818.^ Since that date

the Habeas Corpus Act has never been suspended in

Great Britain.

Abortive The ministry had been singularly successful in forcing

SonT"' their repressive measures through Parhament ; but they did

not enjoy a similar success in punishing the persons whom
they had succeeded in apprehending. They could only

1 Ann. Reg., 1817,Hist., pp.65,81. 1109-1155, 119S-1254. Ann. Reg.,
Mansard, vol. xxxvi. pp. 949, 1089. 1817, Hist., p. 83. EomiUT, Tol. iii.

" Ibid., pp. 975-1017, 1044-1063, p. 305.
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justify their conduct in Parliament by indicting the rioters ghap.

for high treason ; and the evidence of treason rested on

the testimony of informers, who were not hkely to gain ^^^''

credence from juries. The grand jiuy of Middlesex,

indeed, found a true bill against Watson, Thistlewood,

and the other leaders of the Spa Fields riots. But the

common jury dechned to convict Watson ; and after his

acquittal the Attorney-General abstained from proceeding

against the other prisoners. A formidable riot, meriting

severe pimishment, had been left unpimished, from the foUy

of the ministry in dignifying some obscure men by charging

them with high treason. A similar failure awaited the

ministry iu York. Twenty-four persons arrested on the

eve of the riot at Huddersfield were charged with high

treason. The ability and the wealth at the disposal

of the Government were freely applied for the pm3)ose3

of ensiu-mg their conviction. 'A large portion of the

weight and talent of the Bar on the Northern circuit was

ranged on the side, of the prosecution ; and, that nothing

might be wanting to give importance to these proceedings,

Mr. Giurney was sent down from London at the expense

of the Government to take reports of the trials. Against

all this weight of power and influence, seconded by the

public purse, a few obsciu'e men and boys, principally in

the very lowest ranks in society, had to defend themselves.

The odds were terrific' But the obscure men and boys

defeated aU the efforts of the ministry and their profes-

sional assistants. No bills were foimd against eleven of

the prisoners ; ten were pronounced not guilty ; one was

liberated on bail ; and the remaining two were detained

in prison without trial, by a Secretary of State's warrant,

under the authority of the Habeas Corpus Suspension

Act.^ The trials at York and the trials iu London formed

a strange commentary on the arbitrary proceedings which

ministers had adopted.

' Ann. Reg., 1817, Chron., p. 72.
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These successive failures induced the ministiy to re-

double their exertions against the rioters of Derby. Bran-
1817. dreth, the leader of the unfortunate riot which had broken

S(^*i)erby *^^^* "^^ ^^^ ^*^ ^^ June, was a very extraordinary per-

rioters. souagc. Hc was popularly known as the ' Nottingham-

shire Captain,' and he seems to have possessed many of

the quahties which fit men for leading their fellow-crea-

tiu-es. Utterly uneducated, a pauper in receipt of parish

relief, his ' great courage,' his ' uncommon decision,' his

' unrelenting firmness,' gave him ' that sort of instinctive

influence which even in his humble station there is no re-

sisting.' He had ' an eye,' said his counsel, ' like no eye

that I ever beheld before, a countenance and a figure

formed for active enterprise and command.' During the

course of the trial Byron's magnificent description of the

Corsair was apphed to him :

—

With, these he mingles not but to command

;

Few are his words, but keen his eye and hand

;

Whose name appals the fiercest of his crew,

And tints each swarthy cheek with sallower hue :

Still sways their souls with that commanding art

That dazzles, leads, yet chills the vulgar heart.

What is that spell that thus his lawless train

Confess and envy, yet oppose in vain f

What should it be that thus their faith can bind ?

The power of Thought—the magic of the Miud !

' I need not care whether I live or die,' were Brandreth's

words in prison, ' for there are no Derbyshire ribs now.' ^

A change of fashion, which had deprived him of his

humble hvehhood, had, in other words, made Brandreth

utterly reckless. His acts were indisputably criminal. On
the evening ofMonday, the 9th ofJune, he assembled some

500 men, to whom he had previously communicated the

' ' Derbyshire ribs ' were, of account of the introduction of ribbed
course, the ribbed hosiery which was hosiery will be found in Barnes'
made in Derbyshire. An interesting History of the Cotton Manufacture.
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outline of his plans, and addressed them in some rugged OHAP.

doggrel :

—

-^

—

'<—^

Every man his skill must try :
1817.

He must turn out and not deny

;

No bloody soldier must he dread,

He must turn out and fight for bread.

The time is come, you plainly see.

The Government oppos'd must be.'

Arms were obtained by threats and violence from several

householders too terrified to resist the rioters. A man,

who ventured to oppose them, was shot dead by Bran-

dreth himself.^ This act of violence increased the terror

with which the rioters were already regarded. Arms
were everywhere given to them ; and the men, thus

strengthened, marched through the night towards Not-

tingham. News of the disturbance had, in the mean-

while, reached the authorities. The Yeomanry as-

sembled ; and the rioters, when morning dawned, ' saw

themselves confronted with a force which made resist-

ance hopeless. They dispersed rapidly, without risking

an encounter, strewing the ground with the weapons

which they had so lawlessly obtained.'

There was no doubt whatever that Brandreth and his

associates had committed a very serious crime. Brandreth

had been guilty of a cold-blooded mm^der, and deserved

to suffer the extreme penalty which the law has always

permitted to be inflicted on offenders of this character.

The Government, however, instead of indicting Brandreth

and his associates for murder, charged them ' vdth levying

war against the king.' The presiding judge told the jury

that ' armed insurrection for the purpose of effecting

a change of government amoimted in construction of

law to a levying war against the king.' The jiuy found

Brandreth and two of his principal associates, Ludlam
. and Tiu-ner, guilty of high treason ; and the three

' state Trials, vol. xxxii. p. 804. » Ibid., p. 790.
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1817..

Ketum of

prosperity

and sub-
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disturb-

wretched men shortly afterwards forfeited their lives for

the grave offenGe which they had committed against their

country.^

The execution of Brandreth and his associates marked

the conclusion of the so-called insurrection which had

commenced with the riot in Spa Fields. The cause to

which the disturbances had really been due was gradu-

ally disappearing ; and with the disappearance of the

cause the disturbance itself subsided. During the first

seven months of 1817 wheat was never quoted at a

lower price than bl. a quarter ; but, as the summer wore

on, hot weather and the appearance of a better harvest

led to a rapid fall of prices. Wheat fell in August to an

average of 86s. 2c?., and through the rest of the year its

price stood at about 41. a quarter. ' In Devonshire every

article of life is falling,' wrote Lord Exmouth to Lord

Sidmouth in the middle of September ;
' the panic among

the farmers wearing off; and, above all, that hitherto

marketable article, discontent, is everywhere disappear-

ing.' ^ Consols, which stood at 62 in January, rose to 81 in

August. Dm-ing the whole of 1816, and dm-ing the first

half of 1817, there had on an average been 170 bank-

ruptcies a month in England alone. Diuring the last six

months of 1817 there were only 555 bankruptcies, or

about 92 a month. The trade of the country was at

the same time steadily improving. ' Trade of every

kind is recovering, and not a loom is idle in Glas-

gow,' wrote Scott to the Duke of Buccleuch.^ The offi-

cial value of the imports rose from 26,374,921/. in 1816
to 29,910,502/. in 1817 ; the official value of the ex-

ports of home produce from 34,774,521/. to 39,233,467/.*

Everything, therefore, tended to show that trade was im-

' Brandreth'a trial will be found
in State Trials, vol. xxxii. p. 755

;

Turner's on page 957 ; Ludlam's on
page 1135.

' Sidmouth, vol. iii. p. 198.

' Lockhart's Scott, p. 355.
* Ann. Reg., 1817, Hist., pp. 238,

239, 240. McOulloch'a Commerc.
Dictionary, ad -verTj. Importa and
Exports.
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proving, and with the restoration of prosperity confidence chap.

returned. Brandreth might have lived to die a natural •

—

i-—
death if the demand for Derbyshire ribs had been main- 1817.

tained; and thousands of Brandreths, in every part of

the country, were prepared to continue quietly at work,

if work were only forthcoming for them. A good har-

vest and a brisker trade had concluded the disturbance

which a bad harvest and a dull trade had been mainly

instrumental in fomenting.

During the continuance of the session, however, the Measures

symptoms of the coming change were hardly visible. The trench-

appearance of the country was gloomy in the extreme ;

™®°*"

and the year was not sufficiently advanced to justify any

reliance on the coming harvest. A faihng revenue and

an impoverished people suggested the propriety of eco-

nomy ; and the Eegent had consequently been advised, in

the speech in which he opened Parliament, to commend
' the state of the pubhc income and expenditure ' to the

' early and serious attention ' of the House of Commons.

The session was hardly a week old before Lord Castle-

reagh, as the leader of the Government, explained the

steps which the ministry were prepared to take to carry

out the Eegent's advice. Large reductions of expendi-

ture were freely promised in every branch of the pubhc

service. But the ministry did not rely on these reduc- Appoint-

tions alone. The entire expenditm-e of the state was re- pfnancf

ferred to a select committee, with power ' to consider what Commit-

further measures may be adopted for the relief of the

country without detriment to the pubhc interest.' In the

meanwhile Lord Castlereagh announced that the Eegent

resigned to the pubhc one-fifth of his whole receipts, or

50,000/. a year ; and that ' the pubhc servants of the

Crown were also anxious to offer their assistance, by con-

tributing what the property-tax, had it been continued,

would have taken from them.' ^

• Barnard, vol. xxxv. pp. 262, 307 ; Ann. Reg., 1819, Hist., p. 89.

VOL. I. GG
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CHAP, These proposals were generous ; but the feelmg of the
^' House was so strong that the ministry were blamed by

1817. their opponents for their want of generosity. Ponsonby,

the leader of the Opposition, who was in the enjoyment of

a considerable pension, offered ' to give up in the same pro-

portion as the Eegent
;

' in other words, to smrender one-

fifth instead of one-tenth of his pension. The Opposition,

with some show of reason, endeavoured to exclude place-

men from a committee which was intended to propose

the reduction of superfluous places. The ministers suc-

ceeded in resisting the attempt ; but the temper which

animated the House was unmistakable. The committee

met; and its attention was, at once, directed to the

numerous sinecure offices, which existed in almost every

department of the Government. There were the Chief

Justices in Eyre, north and south of the Trent, with no
duties to perform, and 4,000/. a year for performing

them. There was the clerk of the Pells, with 3,000/. a

year ; and the foiu: tellers ,of the Exchequer, with 2,700/.

each. There was the Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports,

with 3,000/. a year, and the Governor of the Isle of

Wight, with 600/. ; there was the office of clerk of the

Parliaments, worth 5,000/.. a year to the gentleman who
was so fortunate as to possess it.^ There were the four

clerks of the Signet, and the four clerks of the Privy Seal.

The sinecures in Scotland and Ireland were in comparison

even more numerous and more costly than those in Eng-
land. The committee saw 'no reason to doubt that the

annual income now derived from the offices which are

thus brought under the observation of the House, as

being at the disposal of the Crown, and fit to be abolished

or regulated, may be estimated at fi-om 90,000/. to

100,000/.' ^ The committee did not include in their re-

' Ann. Reg., 1817, Chron., p. 3,000/. a year.
306. Colchester, vol. ii. p. 602, ^ ^„„_ jj jgj^ QUaao.., pp.
where the salary of the Lord War- 308-315.
den is given as 5,000/. instead of
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port some offices which, since that day, have been swept

away with advantage to the public.

The report of the committee of 1817, and the excite-

ment which universal distress had produced, compelled the ^
Government to take some steps to reduce the number of ^^''^^•

sineciu*es. In previous years they had successfiUly resisted

any proposals of this character. But, from 1S17 to the

present time, useless and superfluous offices have been

gradually diminished in number. Six acts were passed with

this object in the session of 1817 alone. The first dealt

with certain offices in the Court of Exchequer ; the second

with the Chief Justices in Eyre, north and south of the

Trent ; the third with certain offices in Ireland ; the

foiu-th with the clerks of the Signet and of the Privy Seal

;

and the fifth with some Scotch offices. The sixth enabled

the king to reward high political service with adequate

pensions. A certain number of persons, who had served

in the highest offices of the state, and who had occupied

such positions for a definite period, were to be entitled to

pensions on their retirement from the pubhc service. The
gross amount of all the pensions which the sovereign

was thus authorised to grant was not, however, to

exceed one-half the sum which the offices which were

abolished had cost. On purely economical grounds,

therefore, the change which was thus made was advan-

tageous. But the economy, which was the direct result

of the change, formed only a portion of its merit.^

All patronage is liable to abuse. But the patronage

which is the most easily abused is that which deals with

offices requiring no peculiar qualification and involving

no special duties. A minister is apt to regard the calls

of friendship or the claims of party as far more pressing

than the reward of public merit ; and the man who has

devoted his abilities to the service of the state has the

mortification of being superseded by some gentleman

' Ann. Bef/., 1817, Ohron., p, 318.
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CHAP, who has perhaps spent a thousand pounds in unsuccess-

_ y* - fully contesting some insignificant borough. Abuses of

1817. this character were much greater when sinecures were

in existence than they are now. A man must have some

qualifications for the post to be appointed to an office with

definite duties attached to it. A man need have no qua-

lifications for a situation which involves no cares but the,

punctual receipt of a considerable salary.

Eeport The first report of the committee of 1817 dealt ex-
on the clusively with sineciu-es ; the second was devoted to a
revenue. •'

.

consideration of the military and naval estabhshments

;

the third and most important dealt with the entire revenue

and expenditure of the state. This report was not pre-

sented till the first week in Jime ; the Budget was post-

poned tUl after its presentation, and was ultimately founded

on the figures contained in it. These figures showed, in a

very remarkable way, the severity of the crisis through

which the country had just passed. Up to the close

of 1815 the revenue of Great Britain had been regu-

larly and constantly increasing. The receipts from the

most important branches, the customs, the excise, the

stamps, and the Post-office, had risen from 42,293,083/. in

1812, to 45,277,579Z. in 1815 ; they fell to 41,302,959/.

in 1816. The committee considered that, including the

Irish revenue and other sources of taxation, they might
fairly rely on a revenue of 51,905,364/. during the year

1817. The sale of old stores was estimated to produce

an additional 400,000/., and thus raise the ways and
means to 52,405,364/. The expenditure of the state,

which amounted to 68,064,260/., was far more than this

sum,^ and exceeded the estimated revenue by at least

' The expenditure was as follows :

—

Interest of Funded Debt 29 403 464
Sinking Fund of ditto 14'l34'443
Civil List and other charges on Consolidated Fund . . 2'402'545

£45,940,462
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15,850,000^. The situation, however, was hardly so c^p.

bad as this short statement of it seemed to indicate. The

deficit was really due to the Sinking Fimd ; and, if the

Sinking Fund had been suspended, the deficit could jngFund.

have- been immediately converted into a surplus. In

the expenditure of 68,250,000^. no less than 16,124,443^.

was devoted to the payment of debt.^ The temporary

suspension of the Sinking Fund would at once have ter-

minated the embarrassing situation.

It would, however, have required a much stronger

mind than Vansittart's to have seen the wisdom of this ob-

vious arrangement. Vansittart clung to the Sinking Fimd
with a tgjiacity which was worthy of a better cause, and

amused himself for years with efiecting large reductions of

the debt on paper. He provided for the deficit of the year

in various ways : a lottery supplied him with 250,000/.

;

a siurplus in the ways and means for 1815 and 1816

afibrded him 1,865,000/. ; and the arrears of the property

tax which were still unpaid were rehed on for 1,500,000/.

More than three milhons and a half of the deficit was

thus provided for. For the residue Vansittart rehed on

Irish Treasury bills amounting to 3,600,000/., and on

£
Brought forward 45,940,452

Exchequer Bills interest 1,900,000

„ „ Sinking Fund 330,000
Army 9,080,000
Navy 5,986,000

Navy and Transport deht 1,660,000
Ordnance 1,221,300
Miscellaneous 1,700,000

Total . . . £67,817,752

Add, to make good the permanent charges for Ireland

from previous yeai'. ...... 246,508

:e68,064,260—Hansard, vol. xxxvi., appendix, p. cii.

£
'Sinking Fund 14,134,443
Exchequer Bills 330,000
Navy, &c., debt 1,660,000

Total . .- . £16,124,443
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CHAP. 9,000,000^. of Exchequer bills.^ The minister, in short,

/^' - proposed to borrow 12,600,000/. with one hand and to

1817. pay 16,000,000/. of debt with the other. Lord Liver-

pool, Lord Castlereagh, Vansittart, and all their colleagues

seem to have been incapable of perceiving that the simpler,

wiser", and more economical coiurse would have been to

have satisfied themselves with applying only the diifer-

ence between these two sums to the reduction of debt.

The distress which characterised the year led to two

other financial measures, widely difierent in their objects

from those which have thus been mentioned, and differing

also in their effects. The poverty of the coimtry was so

universal, and the burden thrown on the poor rates was

so excessive, that the ministry fell itself compelled to

afford some aid to the local authorities. The prudence of

relieving local distress out of the public piu-se will pro-

bably always be disputed ; but if it can ever be desirable

for the central authority to assist the local guardians of

the poor, it was eminently advisable that they should do

so in 1817. The distress at that time was not confined

to particular districts, it was universal throughout the

kingdom. A sudden and unprecedented fall in the rent

of land was diminishing the rates on which the local

authorities were solely dependent. The labouring classes,

from a variety of causes, fancied that they were op-

pressed by the administration. It was evidently proper

that the legislature should take some steps to show

Grants for its Sympathy with their cause. On the 28th of April

works
*^^ House of Commons authorised the . Government

to issue half a million of Exchequer bills in Great

Britain, and a quarter of a million in Ireland, for the

completion of public works in progress or to be com-

menced, for the encoiu-agement of the fisheries, and for

the employment of the poor. The money thus voted was

' See Report of Select Oommittoe, pp. 1098-1109, and Ann. Reg., 1817,

Hansard, vol. xxxvi. ; appendix, p. Hist., pp. $4-91. Of. also Public
Ixxxi. Some of the figures were Inc. and Exp., Sess. 1869, No. 366.

elightly altered in the Budget, vide
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to be advanced, on fair security, to different persons, and chap.

arrangements were to be made for the repayment of tbe •

—

I-—
principal in small instalments.^ ^^^^•

The expenditure of three-quarters of a million on the institu-

employment of the labouring poor could not practically savings

have had any very great effect on the condition of the ^'*°"

coimtry. But another step, which Parliament took at

the same time, produced much more beneficial con-

sequences. The first breath of adversity had thrown

the kingdom ioto universal poverty ; and a poverty so

imiversal and so sudden could only have arisen in a

state of society where the masses of the popiUation were

in the habit of taking no thought for the future. The

Poor Law had, in fact, deprived the poor of every motive

to save and of all means of saving. The poorhouse

afforded the labourer a miserable but certain retirement

in his old age. The universal distribution of paltry doles

in the shape of out-door relief reconciled the laboming

poor to a state of dependence. There was no shame in

pauperism when every workman, at one time or another,

was a pauper. There was no need for saving when the

thrifty and the careless poor were equally certain of

ending their days in the same common refuge, the parish

poorhouse. In 1817 Parliament took one step towards

encouraging thrift : it afforded the working poor the

means of saving by establishing savings banks. There

is a good deal in the constitution of these banks which is

open to criticism. Since the establishment of the Post

Office savings banks the old savings banks, in the opinion

of some authorities, have survived their mission. But, in

1817, no one had foreseen the career of usefulness which

the Post Office had before it. The old savings banks,

then instituted for the first time, afforded the more in-

dustrious poor some prospect of escaping from the utter

helplessness of their position. Their establishment relieves

' Hantard, vol. xxxvi. p. 27. Ann. Reg., 1817, Hist., p. 45.
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GHAP. the almost universal gloom which shrouds the Parlia-
r.

mentary proceedings of 1817.'

1817. The institution of savings banks was the one solitary

prosecu-^ advantage which resulted from the distress of 1817. Their
tioneof institution redeems the character of the otherwise harsh
puDue
writei:s. legislation which was passed during the year. Harsh,

however, as were the proceedings of the ministry, com-

pliant as the legislature proved, the coimtry never

tolerated the exceptional laws which Parliament and

Government thought necessary. Jiu-ies acquitted men at

York and London who thoroughly deserved the severest

punishment, because the ministry insisted on terming every

riot a rebeUion, and in contending that discontent was syno-

nymous with high treason. The ministry were equally

unfortunate in persuading the country to adopt their

views in another respect. A host of volimtary advisers

was ready to ascribe all the evils and miseries of the

time to the freedom of the press. The press, in Lord
Sidmouth's judgment, was a most malignant and for-

midable enemy to the constitution to which it owed its

freedom.^ The press was supposed to be destroying the

constitution, and the first duty of the Government was
to muzzle the press. The fears which were expressed by
such men as Southey were almost universal in the upper

classes. 'Seriously,' wrote Wilberforce in 1819, 'the

newspapers are among the very greatest, if not the

greatest, evils of the country.'^ Such an opinion from

such a man as Wilberforce deserves attention; but it

' Savings banks had been advo- ' Savings banks are rapidly spread-
cated by Malthus, in bis Essm/ on ing through Scotland,' stated the
Population, and by Whitbread in Edinburgh Review in June 1815.
1807. In 1798 a bank for the Cobbett, singularly enough, de-
savings of poor children was estab- nounced the scheme as ' a bubble

'

lished at Tottenham, and it was ex- (Register, Jan. 4, 1817). History of
tended to servants, labourers, and Thirty Years' Peace, vol. i. p. 79.
others in 1804. Savings banks were Alison, vol. i. p. 332. Hansard, vol.
instituted at Bath in 1808, and at xxxiv. pp. 232-226.
Buthwell in 1810. 'The firat Lon- « Sidmouth, vol. iii. p. 283.
don savings bank did not commence ' Wilberforce, vol. v. p. 48.
its operations till January 1816.'
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ought, at the same time, to occasion no surprise. The ,chap.

newspapers which circulated among the lower orders — ^ -

were ribald, scurrilous, and profane. ' I got the nineteen 1817.

Sunday newspapers once for all the other day,' wrote

Wilberforce in 1820, ' and assiu-edly such a collection

of ribaldry and profaneness never before disgraced my
hbrary, and I trust never will again.' ^ The newspapers,

however, were not singular in their ribaldiy and pro-

faneness. Blasphemous parodies of the Liturgy, hbeUous

broadsheets on the ministry, were issued from obscure

printing presses and circulated among the lower- orders

;

writers, whose license formed their only claim to no-

toriety, were busily attempting to throw contempt on

the faith and the institutions which were held in vene-

ration by the respectable portions of the community.

Publications of this character will probably always

disgrace the civilisation of the world. The most careful

sanitary administration fails to remove every nuisance

from the best-governed city ; and the most paternal of

governments will be powerless to supervise every broad-

sheet which is struck off by every obsciu-e printer. It

requires no great detective skill to discover the existence

of vicious habits in any community; but it has been

generally concluded that the needless exposure of vice

is almost as great an evil as its existence. Sensible people

shrink from publishing in the market-place the scenes

which are daily acted in the byeways of every great city

;

and the vicious, so long as they abstain from parading

their vices, are tolerated by society. The same rule is

probably applicable to immoral publications. An obscene

book may be seized by a police officer and destroyed

under a magistrate's orders, just as putrid meat may be
seized and destroyed by the duly constituted authorities.

The foul food for the body and the foul food for the

mind are treated in the same way, and condemned to a

' Wilberforce, vol. v. p. 66.
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CHAP, destruction which Hmits their notoriety and annihilates

—

^—^ the profits of their worthless purveyors. It is otherwise
1817. -when the Govermnent attempts to prosecute the authors

or printers of blasphemous, seditious, or libellous pub-

lications. If the publications themselves be distinguished

for ability, the abihty of the writers fascinates their

judges, and is held as their excuse. If they have no dis-

tinction but the blasphemy or ribaldry of their language,

a state prosecution imparts to them the publicity which

they could not otherwise have gained ; and broadsheets

which would have had a short and dishonourable circu-

lation in the byeways and alleys of the city are suddenly

introduced to a fame which their own merits could never

have acquired for them. The best patronage which can

be afforded to any writer is the gratuitous advertisement

of his writings ; and the Government which honom-s the

scurrilous with a public prosecution offers the maximum
of encom-agement to their works.

Unhappily, however, both for the coimtry and for

themselves, Lord Livei^pool's Government thought other-

wise. It was impressed with the ribaldry of the pubU-
cations which were being hawked through the com-
munity ; it was convinced that the best interests of the

nation demanded their suppression ; and it never paused

to reflect on the consequences which would evidently fol-

low from the publicity inseparable from state prosecutions.

In the course of March, 1817, Lord Sidmouth, as Home
Secretaiy, addressed a circular letter to the various Lords
Lieutenant impressing on them the importance of pre-

venting 'as far as possible the circulation of blasphemous
and seditious pamj^hlets and writings, of whicli, for a

considerable time past, great numbers have been sold

and distributed throughout the country. The law
officers,' Lord Sidmouth added, 'had notified their

opinion, that a justice of the peace may issue a warrant

to apprehend a person charged before him upon oath
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with the publication of libels' of this nature. Under qhap.

these circumstances Lord Sidmouth requested the Lieu- -

—

^—

-

tenants of Counties to make known to the Chairman of ^^^^•

each quarter sessions ' the substance of this communica-

tion, in order that he may recommend to the several

magistrates to act thereupon in all cases where any

person shall be found offending against the law.' ^

Lord Sidmouth's circular letter attracted great atten-

tion in both Houses of Parliament. The law officers' law,

on which it was founded, was questioned by high autho-

rities ; and the propriety of a Secretary of State taking

upon himself to interpret and enjoin the execution of the

law was loudly questioned.^ The ministry's position,

however, in both Houses of Parliament was so strong that

large majorities supported Lord Sidmouth's policy ; and

the cabinet, probably encom-aged by the support which

they received, determined on proceeding against the

authors of some of the most ribald publications. The
ministry had not yet learned from a long and painful ex-

perience that the feeHngs of the ordinary British juryman
were opposed to needless prosecutions of obscure persons.

A long series of failures had not yet convinced them of

their impopularity or induced them to pause in their

headlong career. In the eyes of Lord Liverpool and his

colleagues the -printing press was the galvanic battery

which infused life into the proceedings of the disaffected

;

and the summaiy arrest of every rioter was nothing if a

single newspaper Avere allowed to scatter broadcast the

seeds of sedition. An obscure paper, the ' Black Dwarf,' was
the first object of their attack. The 'Black Dwarf' had
published on the 2nd ofApril a scurrilous article against the

ministry. It had declared that ministers had 'talked of

patriotism when they meant plunder,' and that they had
embarked on a war with ' France, not to conquer that

» Ann. Reg., 1817, Hist., p. 60.
» Hamard, vol. xxxvi. pp. 445-516, 1158-1187.
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CHAP, country, but ourselves.' Scurrilous nonsense of this de-

,• - scription should have been passed over in silence and with
1817. contempt. The ministry had the folly to honour one

Wooier. Wooler, the printer and publisher of the paper, with a

State prosecution. Nothing could have been more fa-

vourable for Wooler's interests. His miserable libel,

solemnly read in court, was, of course, immediately pub-

lished in every part of the country. A scurrilous article,

which could never have otherwise obtained a thousand

readers, was read by millions ; and Wooler, who under-

took his own defence, had the satisfaction of being loudly

cheered, and of finding that the officers of the court were

unable to suppress the applause. The ' Black Dwarf' had

been made a hero. ' In the " Black Dwarf" we have got

a giant in talent on our side,' wrote old Major Cart-

wright.^ These results would have been sufficiently

serious if the ministry had succeeded in the prosecution.

They had not even the solitary consolation of achieving

success. The foreman of the jiuy, indeed, returned a

verdict of ' guilty ;
' and the judge was proceeding to act

upon it, when it transpired that the finding was not the

finding of the entire jury. The judge could not, of

coui-se, accept a verdict which was not unanimous ; and

Wooler, like Watson and the Huddersfield rioters, had

the credit of achieving a victory over the Government.^

Wooler's trial had taken place in June. The country

was still in a state of ferment. The insm-rection, which

had resulted in Brandreth's rising, was supposed to be on

the eve of occurring ; and the ministry might have been

pardoned for being carried away by the terrors which
they professed to feel. As the year wore on, however,

every symptom of danger gradually subsided ; confidence

returned ; the persons arrested under the Habeas Corpus

1 Life of CarUmigIa,Mo\.\i.-^.\e5. Wolseley as Legislatorial Attorney
" Ann. Reg., 1817, Chron., p. 165. for Birmingham, and imprisoned.

Wooler -was subsequently concerned Vide infra, p. 506, and Ann. Reg.,
in the election of Sir Charles 1820, Ohron., p. 961.
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Suspension Act were released ; and the last excuse for ohap.

exceptional measures was removed by the suppression of ^_-,J—

-

all panic. Neither, however, the failure which they had 1817.

incurred in prosecuting Wooler, Watson, and the Hud-

dersfield rioters nor the return of confidence deterred

the ministry from persevering in the extraordinary course

which they were bent on pursuing. In the middle of

December 1817 they proceeded against a small publisher,

WiUiam Hone, for a profane book which he had pub- Trial of

lished and sold,^ Hone had parodied some of the most

solemn services of the Church of England—the Litany,

the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the Church Catechism.

The parody of the Creed was called the ' Sinecurist's

Creed
;

' the parody of the Litany, the ' Political

Litany ;
' and these titles wiU perhaps convey the purport

of the parodies without polluting the pages of history

with their offensive and profane language. Every right-

thinking person must feel contempt for a writer who
deliberately tries to cast ridicule on the words of

services which, whether he believe them or not, he

knows are regarded with extraordinary veneration by

the great mass of his fellow-countrymen. Such a writer

deserves to be scouted by every honest man and re-

probated by every decent person. The last coiu-se, how-

ever, to take with such a writer is to give ciurrency

to his works by honoiu-ing him with a prosecution. Yet

this was the course which was deliberately taken by
Lord Liverpool's ministry. On the 18th of December

the Attorney-General prosecuted Hone for his seditious

and profane libels on those parts of our Chiurch Ser-

vice called the Catechism, the Apostles' Creed, and the

' Hone, a bookseller, living in a described as ' a middle-aged man—

a

little shop in the Old Bailey, was a bland and smiling man—with a half-

vei-y remarkable man. He was pes- sad, half-merry twinkle in his eye—

a

sessed of various and extensive in- "seedy man," to use an expressive
formation ; and some of his publica- word, whose black coat is wondrous
tions—his ' Every Day Book,' for brown and threadbare.'

—

Hist, ofthe
example—were veryusefuL He was Thirty Year^ Peace, vol. i. p. 145.
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CHAP. Lord's Prayer. Mr. Justice Abbott before whom the

.

—

^ . case was tried, told the jury that the production was
1817. t highly scandalous and irreligious, and therefore hbeUous.'

But, notwithstanding this direction, the jury, after only a

quarter of an hour's consideration, returned a verdict of

not guilty ; and their finding was received with applause

in every part of the coiu-t.^

The verdict of the jury, in direct opposition to the

charge of the judge, ought to have convinced the ministry

and its advisers of the folly of the prosecutions which

they were pressing. On the very day after Hone's acquittal

on one charge they insisted on trying him on another,

before Lord EUenborough and a special jury. In the

previous trial they had charged him with his parodies

on the Catechism, the Creed, and the Lord's Prayer. On
the second they charged him with libel for his parody on

the Litany. The Attorney-General pressed on the jury

the enormity of Hone's offence, and attempted to add

force to his arguments by quoting passages from the

parody. But his object was defeated by the ' indecorous

laughter ' which immediately rose in the coiu-t. The At-

torney-General, disconcerted, declared that if the parody

were not a libel ' there was no insult of the kind that

might not be offered to the established religion and to

the sacred writings with impunity.' Lord EUenborough,

with very doubtful propriety, pronounced the publication

to be a most impious and profane libel ; but the jm"y, in

less than two hours, retiuTied a verdict of not guilty.

Hone had now been acquitted on two of the three charges

preferred against him. With incredible folly the ministry,

instead of withdrawing the remaining charge, persisted on

the succeeding day in prosecuting him for his parody on

the Athanasian Creed. The ' Sinecurist's Creed,' one of

the counsel for the crown declared, was ' of the worst

class of productions.' But the jiu-y thought otherwise.

> Ann. Reg., 1817, Chron., p. 161.
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After an absence of half an hour they returned a ver- chap.

diet of not guilty. ' The moment the words were pro-

nounced a spontaneous burst of applause issued from ^^^'

the crowd in the court, which soon extended to the

crowd outside; and for some minutes the halls and adjoin-

ing avenues rang with shouts and acclamations. Some
days afterwards a liberal subscription was entered into

for Mr. Hone and his family.' The folly of the ministry

had made a hero of a profane parodist, whose produc-

tions, but for tlje persecution of the Government, would

have been regarded with contempt by every member of

society.^

Hone's trials had one effect which the ministry pro-

bably had not foreseen. The first of the three trials

had been before Mr. Justice Abbott ; the two last be-

fore Lord EUenborough, the Chief Justice of England.

It was probably hoped that Lord Ellenborough's high

authority would influence the jiu-y, and that with his as-

sistance a conviction would be secured. But it became
painfully evident, diu-ing the progress of the trials, that

Lord EUenborough had no longer either the health or the

temper to qualify him for his office. He suffered himself

to become involved in a dispute with the prisoner about

the admissibility of evidence ; and, after dogmatically

laying down the law, was obliged to give way. The mor-

tification which he suffered at the result of the trials

made him resolve on resigning ; and, though his resig-

nation was delayed for a time, he retired in the fol-

lowing autumn. 'There was much to condemn in Lord
Ellenborough's career, yet it was difficult to supply his

place. Sir Vicary Gibbs, the Chief Justice of the Com-
mon Pleas, was a sound lawyer. But he had been

distinguished for a virulent persecution of the press as

Attorney-General ; he was a disagreeable and vmpopular

• Ann. Meg., 1817, Chron., p. 175. Hone's other productions are full of
information, and deserve anything hut contempt.
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judge ; and he was in weak health. Shepherd, the

Attorney-General, was deaf, and therefore physically

1817. incapacitated for the post.^ Gifibrd, the solicitor, was a

young man, and anxious to remain for a further period

at the Bar. Under these circumstances the ministry de-

cided on promoting Abbott, one of the Puisne Judges

of the King's Bench. Charles Abbott was one of the

four distinguished men, Arkwright, Turner, Abbott, and

Sugden, who have sprung from a barber's shop. He was

born in 1762, and published his celebrated essay on ship-

ping, when he was forty years of age, in 1802. His

practice had been entirely behind the Bar when he was

raised to the Bench in 1816.'^ He had filled the situ-

ation of Puisne Judge with ability and dignity ; and his

promotion to the higher office was generally approved.

Nor were the expectations which were formed at the

time disappointed. Abbott filled his high office for

fom-teen years, and is still regarded as having been an

upright and able Chief Justice.

Meeting of The towu stiU rang with the story of Hone's acquittals

ment.*" wheu Parliament met on the 27th of January, 1818. The
ministryhad failed in nearly all the prosecutions which their

law officers had attempted, and their failure threw suspi-

cion on their whole system of administration. In other

respects, however, the situation was improved. ' In the

coiu'se of the autumn a gradual reduction in the price of

provisions, and still more, an increased demand for

laboiu", in consequence of a progressive improvement in

the state of agriculture, as well as of trade and manufac-

tures in some of their most important branches, aflforded

the means of subsistence and employment to numbers of

those who had been taught to ascribe all the privations

to which they were unfortunately subjected to defects in

the existing constitution.' ^ Cheaper food and higher

• Eldon, vol. ii. p. 324. House of Commons, Ann. Reg., vol.
' Ibid, and Denman, vol. i. p. 404. Ix. p. 247. Hansard, vol. xxxvii.
' Report of Secret Committee of p. 679.
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wages reconciled the people to tlieir lot ; and the employ- chap.

ment of the working classes removed the chief induce-

—

^—-

.

ment to riot. At the very opening of the session the l^l^-

ministry were able to announce that the necessity for the

suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act had ceased. The

Opposition heartily welcomed the repeal of the arbitrary

law of the previous session, though they took the oppor-

tunity of commenting with severity on the extraordinary

trials at Manchester, at Derby, and in London. Eomilly,

who was their chief representative on the occasion, de-

clared his conviction ' that the late suspension of the

Habeas Corpus Act was a most unnecessary and mis-

chievous measure,' and his apprehension that it would form
' a most dangerous precedent.' The opinion of the great

philanthropist has been shared by posterity ; his appre-

hension has fortunately proved groundless. Since the

days of Eomilly the country has passed through greater

crises, and has been the scene of greater popular commo-
tions than those which disturbed Lord Liverpool, Lord
Sidmouth, and Lord Castlereagh in 1817. But no Go-
vernment since that time has ever ventiu-ed to suspend

the Habeas Corpus Act in Great Britain. No succeeding

minister has ventured on infringing the constitution for

the sake of preserving it.

The repeal of the temporary act of the preceding ses- Appoint-

sion formed the first business which occupied the attention ™^°' °^

new
of ParUament in 1818. But the Habeas Corpus Suspension secret

Act had hardly been repealed before ministers, in their tees,

own justification, moved for fresh secret committees in

both Houses of Parliament to consider the state of the

country. New sets of papers, sealed up in green bags,

were again referred to these committees ; and before flie

close of February both committees reported upon them.

The committees, which were almost entirely composed of

the persons who had constituted the committees of the

previous session, naturally adhered to the story which they

VOL. I. H II
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CHAP, had already told. A rising was to have taken place in

_ y* . - the beginning of June. Nottingham was the centre of

J818. the supposed insiu'rection ; and both the riots at Derby

as well as the disturbances at Huddersfield, unimportant

as they proved, were in reality connected with this pre-

meditated outbreak. In the opinion of the committees

the vigilance of the Government and the activity of the

magistrates had defeated the designs of the leaders of

the disaffected ; the increased employment of the labour-

ing classes had diminished the ranks of their followers

;

and the few people who continued to persevere in their

projects had smaller numbers and resources to rely upon

than before. The Government had, in consequence, been

able to discharge aU the persons who had been arrested

under the act of the previous session ; and, in discharging

them, as well as in their original arrest, had acted with

leniency and moderation. Only forty-four persons, who
had not been brought to trial, had been arrested under the

warrants of the Secretary of State ; seven ofthem had been
discharged on examination ; the thirty-seven others, impri-

soned under warrants of detention, had aU been detained

in consequence of information upon oath. Both committees

were of opinion that the arrest and detention of these per-

sons were justified by the circumstances of the case.^

Passage of Armed with these reports, the Government, on the

ni'ty'sfir
''^Srd of February, introduced a bill into the House of

Lords for indemnifying persons who, since the 26th of

January, 1817, had acted in apprehending, imprisoning,

or detaining in custody persons suspected of high treason

or treasonable practices, and in the suppression of tu-

multuous and unlawful assembhes. The bill was founded

on precedent ; it was the logical consequence of the arbi-

1 Ann. Reg., 1818, Ohron., pp. 240- grounds which were utterly insuffi-
249. Hansard, vol. xxxvii. pp. 568- cient) and of his imprisonment will
575, and 679-690, where the reports be found in the Life of a Eadicd,
of hoth committees will be found. vcl. i. p. 80, sq., a book which is well
Bamford was one of the persons ar- worth readinu-.

rested. His? account of his arrest (on
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trarymeasures to which the Government had resorted ; and chap.

it would have been impossible for any legislature which •

—

i-
—

-

had passed those measures to have refused assent to it.
^^'°'

The Opposition, however, resisted it at every stage. The

ministry, they insisted, were in a dilemma. If they had

not acted with the moderation with which the secret com-

mittees credited them, what became of the reports of the

secret committees ? If they had studiously kept within

their powers, where was the necessity for an indemnity ?

These argument* reaUy dealt with only the fringe of

the question. Whenever arbitrary powers are granted,

either to the government of a country or to its local

magistracy, acts must be committed on imperfect evi-

dence which it would be difficult or even impossible to

justify before a jmy. If the legislatiure of a state decide

to confer arbitrary powers on its magistracy, the least it

can do is to indemnify them from any penal consequences

which they may inciu- in exercising them. The true

basis of complaint in 1818 was that the Habeas Corpus

Act was suspended on inadequate grounds. No reason-

able man ought to have complained of the Legislature

which indemnified the magistracy for carrying out the

policy on which Parliament had resolved.^

With the parage of the Indemnity Act of 1818 the strike of

last record of the so-called insurrection of 1817 passed spinners'.''

away. Consols, which had stood at 63 in January 1817,

were quoted at 80 in January 1818. Wlieat, which, on

the former date had averaged 103s. a quarter, was sold

' The detates on the hill -were thy, as 'the revered and ruptured
very protracted. See, for the House Ogden.' The amusing epithets were
of Lords, Hansard, vol. xixvii. pp. prohably justifiable, but they were
618-670, 713-735, 788-811. For cei-tainly indiscreet. In the Parlia-
House of Oommona, ibid., pp. 881- mentary history the phrase is altered

922, 053-961, 965-1043, 1068- to the 'revered and unhappy Og-
]060, 1080-1100. It was on the den.' ^arefm-rf, vol. xxxvii. p. 1026.
occasion of one of the numerous de- But there can be no doubt that Can-
bates on the bill that Canning de- ning used the less discreet words,
scribed one of the prisoners, whowas —See Stapleton's Canninff, vol. i.

made the object of especial sympa- p. 86.

n n 2
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CHAP, at 85s. Tlie demand for labour steadily increased ; and

- ; _- the operatives, wlio a year before had been clamouring

.1818. for employment, weie able to stipulate for better wages.

The Lancashire cotton spinners struck work ; and their

strike is memorable, because it was one of the very ear-

liest struggles, conducted on a large scale, between the

rival powers of capital and labour. The case of the

spinners was very temperately stated. Up to the middle

of 1816, when trade first began to decline, they had been

able to earn about 24s. a week ; but their labours had com-

jnenced at five o'clock in the morning and had continued

till seven in the evening. In 1816 they were assured by

their employers that the fall in prices made it impos-

sible for them to continue these terms ; and they sub-

mitted to a reduction of from 20 to .25 per cent, in their

wages. The employers seem either to have promised or

to have implied that, on the return of better times, the

old wage-rate should be restored. The better times re-

turned ; but the wages were not raised. The cotton

spinners, it was argued, had suffered less than any other

operative class during the recent period of distress ; they

should not, it was urged, press unduly on their employers.

The struggle, which commenced in this way in the

beginning of July, was protracted till the middle of

September. The men on strike were regularly supported

by contributions levied on other operatives ; and the

masters, unable to achieve a complete victory, were

forced to content themselves with a disadvantageous

compromise. They declined to submit to the general

advance of seven shillings a week which the men de-

manded. But they took the men back at advances dif-

fering in their rates according to the circumstances of the

case. The men in this way attained substantially the

ends which they had in view. The masters had the satis-

faction of feeling that their concessions were made to in-

dividuals, and not to the Union. Neither side, therefore,

achieved an entire victory. But the circmnstances of the
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Strike, the spirit with which it was sustained, and the chap.

period during which it was protracted, afford a remark- - ,.: -

able proof that the strength of the working classes was 1.818..

increasing, and that the depression of 1817 had already-

disappeared.^

The condition of the revenue confirmed the conclu- The

sion. The year 1817 had witnessed an almost continuous

financial depression. The committee of that year had
relied on a revenue of 51,905,364^. ; 51,665,460/. (or

239,904/. less than the estimate) was received diu-ing the

year. But a large portion of this sum, or 2,380,531/., was

due to the arreai's of unappropriated war duties and of

the property tax. Without these arrears the deficit

would have reached 2,570,435/. Nothing, then, could

have been more unfavourable than the financial results of

1817. Fortunately, however, the symptoms of improve-

ment were already visible. . During the first quarter of

1818 the revenue rose from 10,513,504/., its amount in

the corresponding portion of 1817, to 11,309,273/. This

improvement, in the opinion of the Select Committee on
Finance, was ' manifestly the consequence of an extensive

and important change in the general condition of the

country.' The change, in fact, was ' too weU known and

felt by the House and the country to render it necessary

to dwell upon it.'

The rapid increase of the revenue simplified the

duty of the Chancellor of the Exchequer. The expendi-

tiu-e of 1817 had been placed at 67,817,752/., and had
actually reached 68,096,245/. The expenditure of 1818
was estimated at 67,351,737/.^ There were, however;

' See mention of strike in Ann. Reg., 1818, Ohron., pp. 90, 101, lOS
121, 123, 128. £

» Debt and Sinking Fund .... 44,437,195
Other charges on the Consolidated Fund . 2,160,968
Unfunded debt 2,300,000
Army 8,967,974
Navy 6,456,800
Oi-dnance 1,245,600
Miacellaneous . . . . ^ . 1,783,200

Total . . . £67^351,7-17
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GHAP. three various additions to.be made to this sum. In

- the first place, the deficiencies and arrears of previous

1818. years amounted to 337,744Z. ; and in the next place two,

other formidable items had also to be provided for. Ever

since the conclusion of the war Wilberforce had been

pressing on the ministry the duty of urging foreign powers

The slave to imitate the example of England and abolish the slave;

trade. The ministry had, at first, only faintly seconded

the exertions of the great philanthropist. But the temper

of the country had convinced them that more vigorous

measures were necessary ; and Lord Castler'eagh and the

Duke of Wellington had been ijistructed to m-ge aboli-

tion on the representatives of every nation at Vienna.^

Spain, among other countries, undertook to abolish the

trade ;
^ but she pleaded, as an excuse for delay, the losses

which her subjects would suffer if the trade, in which

they had" embarked their capital, and to which they had

devoted their abilities, were suddenly destroyed. The
British, ministry, in consequence, agreed to pay to the;

Spanish Government 400,000/. as a compensation for these

losses ; and the payment of the sum added the second ex-

ceptional item to the expenditiure of the year. It is pro-

bably impossible to defend a grant of this description on

strict principle. It is difficult to see why one country

should be compelled to compensate another for doing an

act of ordinary humanity. But, if it be difficult to

defend a grant of this character, it is stiU more so

to condemn it without reserve. The generosity of the

action forms its fittest excuse, and redeems its authors

from the charge of extravagance. The circumstances of

the grant afford a striking testimony to the progress

1 See Wilterforce, vol. iv. pp. of Africa to tUe north of the equator
189-200. from , the date of the treaty ; and

' The treaty, which was concluded from May 30, 1820, abolished the
on Sept. 23, 1817, made it illegal African trade e;itirely. Of. Alison,
for Spanish ships to carry on the vol. i. p. 352. The treaty was
slave trade, on any part of the coast evaded, and was of very little good.
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wiiicli abolition principles had made. Only eleven years chap.

had passed since the British slave trade had been abo- . ^ ,

lished by Parliament. An agitation, protracted through 1818

an entire generation, had been barely sufEcient to ef-

fect its abolition. In the eleven years which had suc-

ceeded, the abolition of the slave trade had become a

pressing question ; and Great Britain had, on two succes-

sive occasions, in the case of Portugal in 1815, and again

in the case of Spain, displayed her readiness to pay for

the success of the cause which she had been foremost in

advocating. After a year of unexampled distress, when
her own citizens had suffered unprecedented reverses,

she devoted 400,000Z. to the purpose of removing the

scruples of the Spanish monarchy.

The third exceptional addition which was made to Grant

the expenditure of the year was agreed to at the time churches,

almost with imanimity, but will be regarded with differ-

ent views by the present generation. The ministry ima-

gined that the distiurbances which troubled the coimtry

in 1817 were attributable to its irrehgious condition

;

and that the provision of a greater number of churches

would improve the disposition of the people. There can

be no doubt whatever that the chiurch accommodation in

the larger towns was whoUy insufficient for the require-

ments of the population. Parishes which had 4,000

inhabitants and upwards contained an aggregate popu-

lation of 2,947,698 souls ; and they had only church

room for 419,193 persons. Other parishes whose po-

pulation exceeded 2,000 persons contained 4,659,786

people ; but they had only church room for 949,222.

The more populous parishes, therefore, had chiurch room
for only one person in every seven ; the smaller parishes

had church room for only one person in every five.

No one, who had the interests of the Church at heart,

could be satisfied with this state of things. But a good
many people, interested in the welfare of the Church,
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CHAP, might very reasonably have doubted what the 'Govern.

ment of the country had to do with it. Most persons

- - ^' are now of opinion that Parliament has no concern with

the church acconunodation of the people, and that the

various sects into which the nation is divided should

be left to build their own places of worship. This

conclusion, however, had not been generally formed in

1818 The Church of England was, at that time, the

Chiurcl^ of the State in the strict sense of the term

;

and the men who controlled the destinies of the State

thought that they could not do better than enlarge the

influence of the Church. The ministry proposed that

1,000,000Z. should be granted by Parliament for the

pm^jose of building new churches. The grant, it was

thought, would be increased by local contributions, and

it was estimated that 100 new chiu-ches could thus be con-

structed. The pohcy was, in one sense, successful. The
populous suburb of Chelsea led the way with the con-

struction of St. Luke's ; and other parishes rapidly availed

themselves of the liberality of Parliament. But the re-

stilts of the policy will hardly commend it to the approval

of the present generation. The accommodation which

was required by the Church ought not to have been pro-

vided out of the funds of the State ; and the provision

should not at any rate have been made at a time when
the country was overburdened with debt, and only slowly

recoveting from a period of imprecedented distress. The

Church itself and the contributions of her children should

have supplied the funds which she required ; and men
of other sects and other creeds shoidd not have been

taxed for the purpose of enlarging the usefulness of the

Chm-ch of England.^

The religious difficulty, however, which in later times

has agitated the world, had not arisen in the days of

.' Hansard, vol. xxxvii. pp. 1116-1131. Ann. Reg., 1818, Ckron., pp.
S3, 77 ; and ibid., 1820, Chron., p. 189.
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liord Liverpool. Lord Liverpool boldly stated his de- johap.

sire to abate Dissent; and his statement only elicited •

—

-^—

-

from Lord Holland a feeble protest that Dissent was l^^^-

no evil, and the expression of a faint hope that he

should never see it extinguished. The Opposition, instead

of disputing the principle on which the measiu"e was

based, addressed themselves to the subsidiary point

whether the chiurches which were built under the grant

should or should not be ornamental edifices. Thus pro^

posed, and thus criticised, the measure was, of course,

adopted. The 1,000,000^. which was required was

readily voted. Frosli influence was added to the over-

powering authority of the Church of England ; and the

Nonconformists and Eoman Catholics, stripped of all

power, saw themselves taxed for the support of the

dominant Church.^

The 1,000,000^. for the new chm-ches was raised

by Exchequer bills. The grant did not, therefore, di-

rectly affect the expenditure of the year. Excluding

this sum, the expenditure stood at rather more than

68,000,000/.^ The normal income of the year was esti-

mated at 52,500,000/. ; the deficit accordingly exceeded

15,500,000/. The deficit, however, was as usual only

nominal, and could have been removed by the termina-

tion of the Sinking Fund, which amounted to more than

15,000,000/." The Sinking Fund, therefore, absorbed

almost the exact sum by which the expenditure exceeded

the income of the year. Its suspension, or termination,

would have at once estabhshed an equihbrium in the

National Balance Sheet.

Diu-ing the remainder of the summer the trade of the

country continued to prosper. In closing the session the

' Yonge's Liverpool, vol. ii. p. 366. account of arrears.

' See ante, p. 469 note, where the * The SinkiDg Fund on the perma-
expenditure is given as 67,351,737/. nent debt amounted to 14,832,467i.

;

Tn addition to this sum, 400,000/. the Sinking Fund on the unfunded
had been granted on account of the debt to 560,000/. The entire Sinking
Spanish Treaty, and 337,000/. on Fund, therefore, reached 15,392,467/.
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CHAP. Eegent was able to assure the Legislature that the revenue

.
^-

. was ' in a course of continued improvement.' ' The im-

1818. provement in the internal circumstances of the country,'

he went on to say, ' is happily manifest, and promises to

be progressive ;' and he felt ' a perfect assiurance that the

continued loyalty and exertions of all classes of his Ma-

jesty's subjects will confirm these growing indications of

national prosperity by promoting obedience to the laws

and attachment to the constitution from which all our

blessings have been derived.' The improvement in the

internal circumstances of the country and the continued

loyalty of all classes must have been especially welcome

to the Government at this juncture. The Parhament of

1812 had existed for six years, and the time was, there-

fore, arrived when its dissolution coidd not be much

longer delayed. The session was brought to a close on the

10th of June, and Parhament was immediately dissolved.

The dissolution would probably have occiurred at a rather

earher period if the session had not been prolonged by

an imexpected difficulty.

Tiie Alien During the continuance of the war the ministry had

demanded and the Legislature had given them power to

remove ahens who might become the objects of suspicion,

from the limits of the United Kingdom. The power was

renewed in 1814 for a further period of two years; in

1816 it was again renewed for a similar term. The re-

newal was not granted at that time, however, without

considerable opposition. In 1818, when the same power

was again apphed for, the biU in which it was demanded
was strenuously contested. The Opposition endeavoured

to resist its introduction : they met it with a direct nega-

tive at every stage, and they attempted to hmit its scope

in committee. But their efforts were all vain. The voting

power of the Government ensiured them success on every

division ; and the Opposition were only able to delay a

measure which they were not strong enough to defeat.

Aut.
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When, however, the struggle had been apparently con- chap.

eluded it was unexpectedly revived by a very- singular .

—

-^—

•

circumstance. The ministry accidentally discovered that, 1818.

by an old act of the Parliament of Scotland, all foreigners

who had acquired a certain amount of Stock in the Bank

of Scotland became naturahsed subjects, and they learned

that a good many foreigners had lately purchased this

Stock. They, therefore, decided on adding a clause to

the Ahen Bill in the House of Lords declaring that no

foreigner who^ had purchased such Stock since the pre-

vious 28th of April, or who should in flitiu-e do so, should

thereby be naturahsed.^ The House of Lords immediately

agreed to the proposal of the Government, and the bill,

with this addition to it, was returned to the Commons.
Here, however, a new difficulty arose. A natiurahsed

foreigner had the right to import commodities into the

country at lower rates of duty than other foreigners.

A clause, therefore, which denatiurahsed a British subject

was, in effect, a money clause, and could not be intro-

duced in the House of Lords. The House of Commons
had very little sympathy for the unfortunate foreigners,

but they had a great respect for their own privileges.

They declined to accept the clause ; and the ministry

had to give way. But, though ministers were compelled to

abandon their clause, they decided on introducing a fresh

bill to effect their object. The scope of the new bill was,

however, much smaller than that of the clause. The
clause had been retrospective, the bill was only pros-

pective. The clause would have lasted for two years

;

the bill was only to last for a httle more than nine

months. Limited in its extent and duration, the bill

passed through aU its stages in both Houses of Parha-

ment in only two days—the 8th and 9th of June.^ On the

' Hansard, vol. xxxyiii. pp. 1016-1035.
* Hansard, vol. xxxviii. pp. 1266, 1206, 1313. Komilly, vol. iii. pp. 344, 355.
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CHAP, following afternoon the Eegent came down to Westminster

- ^ . and dissolved the Parhament.

1818. The general election of 1818 was fought with mi-

rsS^feo"^"
i^isual bittemcss on both sides. The late Parliament

tion. was unpopular ; the ministry was impopular ; and the

Opposition used the greatest efforts to turn this unpo-

pularity to good accoimt. More than half the entire

seats were, indeed, at the disposal either of the Govern-

ment or of some wealthy individual. In more than half

the constituencies, therefore, a contest was practically

impossible. But, notwithstanding this circumstance, up-

wards of one hundred contested elections were fought.

' It is said that there wiU be one hundred contests, and

that Government will lose twenty or thirty members,'

wrote GreviUe in the very remarkable diary which he

was just commencing.* The most memorable struggles

were in Westmoreland, in Westminster, and in the City.

In Westmoreland, Brougham had the hardihood to at-

tempt to wrest the county from the Lowthers ; but he

was compelled to retire on the fourth day of the contest.

In Westminster, Eomilly succeeded in being returned at

the head of the poll ; and Sir Francis Burdett, the leader

of the Eadical party in the House of Commons, retained

the second seat after a severe contest with Sir Murray
Maxwell, the ministerial candidate. Maxwell was so

roughly handled by the mob that his life was endan-

gered. Nor did the ministry merely fail to win a seat in

Westminster. They lost their representative in the City.

Sir William Curtis had sat for the City for twenty-eight

years. But on this occasion he was imable to retain his

seat, and the four Opposition candidates were returned.

The ministry were naturally disheartened at these reverses.

The Opposition were proportionately elated. The Govern-

ment admitted a loss of foiu-teen seats ; the Opposition

claimed a gain of twenty-three seats in England alone.

' Greville, toI. i. p. 2.
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Ti'emey himself declared that the ranks of the regular ciup.

Opposition had been increased from 140 to 173 members.^ • ;—
But, though the dissolution had had the effect of l^^^-

increasing its numerical strength, the Opposition had the^Oppo-

sustained losses which its increased voting power only ^^^^

imperfectly supplied. Few political parties had ever

been deprived in so short a period of so many powerful

debaters. At the close of the great war the four most

prominent leaders of the Opposition in the House of

Commons ware Ponsonby, Whitbread, Tierney, and

Eomilly. The two most rising men among its younger

members were Brougham and Horner. Tour out of

these six men died in the next three years. The death

of Ponsonby occurred in 1817 ; and Ponsonby's place

was in one sense more than filled by Tierney, whose long

Parliamentary experience and whose efficiency in debate

made him a peculiarly useful leader. But there was this

difference between Ponsonby and Tierney : Ponsonby

was a leader under whom the entire Opposition had

agreed to serve. Tierney's lead was never tolerated by

Lord Grenville's followers. Ponsonby's death, therefore,

was the direct cause of bringing into stronger relief the

tiifferences which existed between Lord Grenville and

Lord Grey, between Brougham and Tierney. The year

before Ponsonby died, a rare disease, affecting the brain

and causing excruciating torture, had driven Whitbread

into the temporary delusion which had induced him to

terminate his honourable career by his own hand. Soon

after the General Election of 1818, the death of an affec-

tionate and beloved wife, occurring at a period when his

own brain was overworked, had produced the catastrophe

wliich closed Sir S. Eomilly's existence. A few months

before, Horner, the champion of the ultra-Bullionists, had

died at Pisa. The Opposition might almost doubt whether

' QreTille, vol. i. p. 4. Eomilly, vol. iii. p. 360. Buclringliain's Regency,

vol. ii. pp. 205-268.
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CHAP, the gain of thirty or forty seats compensated them for

v. T" -- the premature loss of four such men as Ponsonby, Whit-
1818. bread, Eomilly, and Horner. The ministry might at

least congratulate themselves that, if they had more

enemies to meet in the Lobby, they had fewer debaters

to contend with in the House.

Prospects Throughout the whole of the autumn, moreover, the

cre^'ed
increasing prosperity of the country pointed to the ap-

prosperity. proach of happier times. The trade of 1818 was sin-

gularly prosperoiis ; the value of the British exports

reached the highest figure—41,960,000/.—which they

had ever attained. There were one-third fewer bank-

ruptcies in England than had occurred in the preceding

year. The price of Consols, throughout the year, had

been steady. Wheat, which had averaged 855. Sd. in

January 1818, was quoted at 79s. 6d. in January 1819.

All these circumstances augured well for the future, and

the improvement to which they seemed to point was

observed by independent persons. ' I cannot resist,' so

Lord Sheffield wrote to Lord Sidmouth,^ ' the pleasure of

communicating the very satisfactory accounts wHch I

have received from different parts of the state of trade

and manufactures, and particularly fi:om the neighbour-

hood of Birmingham, Warwickshire, and Staffordshire.

Both trade and manufactures are in a flourishing condition,

and likely to improve still further.' The improvement

in trade was reflected in the condition of the revenue

;

and the Eegent, in opening the new Parliament on the

19th of January, 1819, had the ' gratification of announc-

ing a considerable and progressive improvement of the

revenue.' He had 'the greatest pleasure in being able

to inform ' the Legislature ' that the trade, commerce and

manufactures of the country are in a most flourishing

condition
;

' and he felt justified in inferring from these

premises that 'the favourable change, which has so

' Sidmouth, vol. iii. p. 242.
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rapidly taken place in the internal circumstances of the chap.

United Kingdom, affords the strongest proof of the soli- -—v^—

-

dity of its resources.' ^ ^^^^•

It was not, however, the first occasion on which the

Eegent had congratulated the Legislature on the improved

prospects of the country. Only three years before, in

almost precisely similar language, he had spoken of ' the

flourishing condition of the commerce, manufactures,

and resources' of the kingdom. Yet the boast of 1816

had been followed by a year of unprecedented distress ;

and there were some reasons or fearing that the expecta-

tions of 1819 were likely to be falsified by a similar dis-

appointment. The ministers, when they met Parliament,

discovered that their supporters in the country were

dreading another commercial crisis. The representatives

of the manufacturing constituencies were already predict-

ing fresh difficulties. Complaints were heard from Leeds,

firom Carlisle, and from the Black Country of dullness in

the coal and cloth trades. Large niunbers of working

men, unable to obtain employment, were emigrating to

America ; and it was almost everywhere felt that the

improvement in the commercial operations of the country,

which had formed so gratifying a feature in the history

of the previous year, was checked.^

The first indication of danger, however, came from Kesump-

another source. The Bank of England had, for more tio"of

. . . cash pay-

than twenty years, been permitted to issue an inconvertible ments.

currency ; but it had been expressly stipulated that cash

payments should be resumed within six months after the

termination of the war. The country had now been for

nearly four years at peace, and cash payments had not

been resumed. Some persons were beginning to doubt

the propriety and possibility of resuming them.

The suspension of cash payments had not, indeed,

' Hansard, vol. xxxix. p. 9. Ann. Meg., vol. Ixi. p. 3.
" Ann. Reg,, vol. Ixi., Ohron., pp. 27, 36.
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1808.

been tolerated in silence by the economists of the day.;

For }iearly twenty years a controversy had been conducted

upon the subject with great ability and great spirit by the

advocates of a paper currency on the one side, and the

ultra-buUionists on the other. A ' Mr. Boyd, at the

close of 1800,' addressed a letter to Pitt, ' ascribing the

fall in the exchanges and the rise in the price of provisions

to the excessive issues of Bank of England notes. Boyd
was answered by Sir Francis Baring and Henry Thornton.

Thornton's tract formed the subject of an article by Horner

in one of the first numbers of the ' Edinburgh Eeview ;

'

arid Lord King, a year afterwards, followed up Horner's

article with his ' Thoughts on the Effects of the Bank
Eestriction.' In the meanwhile the causes which had

led to the controversy were rapidly subsiding. Nobody
ever attracted notice by flogging a dead horse, and the

currency question for the time became practically lifeless.

It had been forced into notice by the rise in the exchanges

and the increasing value of gold in 1800 ; it ceased to

interest the public when the price of gold steadily fell.

From 1801 to 1808 there was no appreciable diflference

between the value of gold and the value of Bank paper,

' The price of gold did not exceed 4Z., being a deprecia-

tion of between two and three per cent. Even this smaU
difference, which, in a practical point of view, is hardly

worth mentioning, would not have existed if the Bank
had not needlessly held out Al. as its minimum price for

all the gold that might be offered.' ^

In 1808 the war took a new course. Britain, for the

first time, sent a considerable expedition to the Continent.

Wellington landed in Spain, and the Peninsular campaign,

after a short interval occasioned by the Convention of Cin-

tra, began. About the same time the full effects of the

commercial policy of the French and British Governments
became clear. France declared that any vessel trading

' Tooke's History of Prices from 1839 to 1847, p. 92.
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tvith the British islands should be lawful prize. Britain chap.

retaliated by deciding that the Continent should have no .—;.,:—

.

trade except that which came to it through this country. 1819,

This is not the place to consider the propriety of the

policy which was thus pursued. Its effects on the currency

were marked. The merchandise which Britain imported

was stored up in British warehouses, and every payment

which Britain had to make on the Continent was made
in gold. It was much easier to smuggle gold than to

smuggle goods. • Napoleon was able to prevent our in-

troducing merchandise, but was imable to prevent the

importation of bullion.^ England, then, in consequence

of the Orders in Council, had to make all her payments

on the Continent in gold, and not in goods. At the same

period the commencement of the Peninsular campaign

increased the drain upon her resources, and drew away
large supplies of bulhon for the piurposes of the war.

These two causes alone would probably have ac-

counted for the rapid rise in the price of gold in 1808.

But a third co-existed with them. While the demand
for gold was steadily increasing the usual supply of gold

was suddenly stopped. At the commencement of the

present century Europe depended for its supply of gold

on the Spanish and Portuguese colonies of South America.

But the disorders which broke out in these colonies at

the commencement of the second decade of the century

suddenly reduced the supply which they had previously

furnished. The increase of the demand had already

raised the price of bullion and depreciated the value of

Bank paper. The failiu-e of the supply continued and

increased the depreciation. From 1803 to 1810 gold

had remained at an uniform price of 4:1. an ounce. In

1810 its average price rose to il. lOs.^ The circumstance

' See letter of Mr. J. D. Hume, " McOulloch, ad verb. ' Bank of
quoted by Mr. Tooke, Hist, of England.'

h-icee from 1839 to 1847, p. 107.

VOL. I. I I
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Chap, immediately attracted considerable attention. Amidst
^' the excitement produced by it Eicardo published his first

1819. pamphlet, ' The High Price of Gold a Proof of the Depre-

dation of Bank Notes
;

' and a few months afterwards

Horner moved for and obtained the appointment of the

The famous Bullion Committee.'' The committee recom-

contr^ mended the resumption of cash payments at the end of

181^0^ '" *^^ years ; and in 1811 Horner, its chairman and guiding

spirit, moved a series of resolutions in pursuance with the

recommendations of the report. He was met by Vansittart,

who was at that time an independent member, acting with

the smaU band of men who followed the fortunes of Lord

Sidmouth, but gave a general support to Perceval's Ad-

ministration. Vansittart's resolutions affirmed the ludi-

crous doctrine ' that the promissory notes of the Bank of

England have hitherto been, and are at this time held to

be, equivalent to the legal coin of the realm.' His con-

clusion in this respect has been 'a standing topic of

ridicule ever since.' ^ But Vansittart's resolutions did

something more than affirm an imtenable and ludicrous

doctrine. They stated distinctly the inexpediency and

danger of fixing ' a definite period for the removal of the

restriction of cash payments at the Bank of England,

prior to the term already fixed ... of six months after

the conclusion of a definitive period of peace.' ^ The
necessities of the war made it impossible to resume cash

payments, and the conclusion of peace must, therefore,

precede their resumption. Such was the basis of Van-
sittart's opposition to Horner. Perceval, as Prime Minis-

ter, supported him on this ground. The expediency of

the decision has been frequently questioned ; but its pro-

priety has been affirmed by the calmest intellect by which
it has yet been reviewed. ' Taking a careful and im-

partial view of the circumstances of those times, I cannot

» Tooke, Hist, of Pricesfrom 1839 » Ibid., p. 99.
to 1847, p. 97. 3 Hansard, vol. xx. p. 65.
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but think,' writes Mr. Tooke, ' that the Government and chap.

the House of Commons were right in negativing the reso- .

—

'-^—

.

kition making it imperative on the Bank to pay in gold 1819.

at the end of two years.' ^

Vansittart's victory assured the continued suspension Bank

of cash payments during the war ; the obstinacy of his mTde legal

opponents forced the Government to go further. Up to '*°^*''-

1811 payments in cash had been suspended at the Bank
of England ; but the Bank paper had never been made
legal tender. Bank paper had practically passed current,

and had been accepted in all the ordinary transactions of

life ; and its acceptance had been so general that Vansit-

tart had had the folly to lay down the proposition that it

was equivalent to the legal coin of the realm. The affir-

mation of this proposition by a considerable majority in

the House of Commons elicited a very remarkable re-

joinder. Lord King, who had won his spurs as a very

young man by his ' Thoughts on the Effects of the Bank
Eestriction,' gave all his tenants notice that his rents were

in future to be paid ' either in gold or in paper estimated

by the price of gold.' Lord King's conduct in this re-

spect was defended by the ultra-buUionists of the time,

and has been applauded by the ultra-buUionists of a later

generation. But prudent thinkers have hardly endorsed

this view of the subject. If Lord King had been allowed

to carry out his views there must have been a gold price

and a paper price for every single commodity. ' I ap-

prehend,' says Mr. Tooke, ' that it would have been quite

impossible that two prices could have been allowed to

subsist—a gold price and a paper price. The inconve-

niences and anomalies attending such a state of things

would have been innumerable, and among these not the

least would have been an increased difficulty in the even-

tual return to cash pajmients.' ''' The ministiy were, there-

' Tooke, Hist, of Pi-icesfi-om 1839 to 1847, p. 114.
' Ibid., p. 117.

I I -2
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CHAP, fore, forced by Lord King's declaration to make Bank
^- _ -notes legal tender. They supported a bill brought in by

1819. Xord Stanhope for the purpose, which was rapiidly carried

through both houses. Lord King's notice had thus the

effect of proving the utter fallacy of the doctrine which

Vansittart had laid down, and of compelling the ministry

to make Bank paper legal tender. It had practically no

other effect whatever.

Value of During the next four years the price of gold continued

1811.
'^'

to rise. -Its price in 1811 was, indeed, only slightly

higher than in 1810; but its average price in 1812 rose

to Al. 15s. 6d., in 1813 to 5^. Is., and in 1814 to 5Z. 4s.

per ounce. Its average price throughout 1815 and

1816 fell to U. 13s. Qd. an ounce.^ ' In October 1816

it had fallen to SI. 18s. &d. ; and that it had not fallen

to the Mint price (3/. 17s. lO^d.) was only because the

Bank had fixed this as its minimum rate.'^ 'Gold was

flowing in largely, and the bullion in the Bank had,

by August 1817, reached the large amount, then with-

out precedent, of 11,668,266^. There can be no doubt

that the Bank was then in a condition to have resumed

cash payments.'*

In the meanwhile, however, Parliament had been

induced to postpone the resumption of cash payments

until the 5th of July, 1818. There was, therefore, no

immediate obhgation on the directors of the Bank to

resort to any decisive measures ; and they preferred to

proceed tentatively and by gradual operations, with a

Partial view of insuring, as they hoped, the ultimate resumption

eJiTpay- of payments in specie. With this view they issued a

fsiT'" notice in January 1817 that they were prepared to

pay 'in cash all the one pound and two poimd notes

bearing date prior to January 1816. Finding little or no

demand for cash in consequence of this notice, and their

' McCuUocli, ad verb. ' Bank of England.'
» Tooke, Hist, of Piices from 1839 to 1847, p. 130, ' Ibid., p. 131.
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treasure having continued during the course of the year chap.

to increase to an amount far exceeding what it had ever ._—;J—

.

reached, and with few exceptions bearing a larger propor- 1819.

tion to the extent of their issues than it had ever borne

before, the directors issued a second notice in September

1817 for the payment in cash of all notes bearing date be-

fore the 1st January in that year.'^ The directors had fair

grounds for hoping that the second notice would occasion

no greater strain on the resources of the Bank than the

first. The country was regaining its prosperity ; and it

was naturally expected that the Bank would derive some

advantage from the vmiversal improvement. The causes

which led to a contrary result cannot perhaps be stated

with absolute precision. The Convention of Aix la Cha-

pelle, however, in the autumn of 1818, anticipated the

period at which France was to be hberated from her

foreign garrisons. In anticipation of the conditions of

the convention, and to hasten the hberation of her terri-

tory, the French were compelled to raise some consi-

derable loans ; and a large portion of the money, thui?

obtained, was subscribed in this coimtry. Eussia and
Austria were simultaneously entering the money market

;

and the Enghsh money market, notwithstanding the

failiu-es of the preceding twelve months, was still the

richest in the world. Foreign loans, then, of imprece-

dented importance were suddenly draining the country of

a considerable quantity of its capital. Gold was sent out

of the country ; and the exchanges were depressed. The
depression of the exchanges led to a rise in the price of

gold, which, for a short time, was quoted at 4/. 3s. an

ounce. The directors of the Bank, with this state of

things before them, hesitated to comply with the law for

the resumption of cash payments in the following July.

The Government admitted the weight of their reasoning

• Report of Lordi Committee of 1819, p. 3 ;
quoted by Tooke, p. 132.
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aud afforded them a year of grace. By an Act of 1818

the restriction was continued to the end of the next session

1819. of Parliament.!

Treatment When the Parliament of 1819 met it was no longer

currency doubtful that the qucstion of the return to cash payments

1819''°"'" must receive some definite settlement. The Opposition

were irritated at the delays which had already taken

place in dealing with it. The Bank itself demanded an

inquiry into the whole subject, and preferred an elaborate

investigation of its business to another short aud tem-

porary suspension of cash payments. The Government
saw that they were compelled to act with decision, and

their weakness in the new Parhament made decision ab-

solutely necessary. Nothing, in fact, could be more pitiable

than their position in the House of Commons. ' The im-

pression of the weakness of Government increases daily,'

wrote Fremantle to Lord Buckingham on the 9th of

February ;
' and the unity and strength of the Opposition

of coiu-se improves.' Government is ' so completely

paralysed that they dare do nothing, and it becomes a

Government of Committees of the House of Commons.'
'It is difficult,' wrote Charles WiUiams Wynn^ to the

same nobleman, ' to describe to you the daily increasing

appearances of weakness in the Government, which are

such as, if I had not seen aU I have seen during some
years past, would make me think it quite impossible that

they should go on for a month. They evidently have no
hold on the House.' ^ Their weakness, moreover, was
not only observable by experienced witnesses such as

Fremantle and Wynn ; the Opposition were able to

prove their power in the division list. Secret com-
mittees were appointed in both Houses by ballot to

.consider the state of the Bank of England. The Oppo-

: ,
' Tooke, 2risit. of Pricesfrom 18S9 of Buddngham : Charles Wyun for

to 1847, pp. 132-134. Montgomeryshire.
" FremMtle sat with Sir J. Nu- » Duke of Buckingham's JRegenct/,

gent, for Lord Buckingham s horough vol. ii. pp. 300, 301, 302. .

' '"
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sition endeavoured to add Brougham's name to the chap.

House of Commons Committee, and they were only de

feated by 175 votes to 133.^ They actually defeated 1819,

the ministry on one point, and compelled them to give •

way on another relating to the settlement of the King's

establishment—a subject which will be dealt with in

more detail in another chapter. Reverses similar to

.those with which the session had thus begun continued

throughout it. Grattan brought forward the claims of

the Eoman Catholics, and carried his motion by 243

votes to 241, or by a majority of 2. Sir James Mackin-

tosh moved for a Committee on the Eeform of the

Criminal Law ; and his proposal was adopted by 147

votes to 128, or by a majority of 19 ; and Lord Archibald

Hamilton drew attention to the condition of the Scottish

mimicipahties ; and his motion for their reform was

carried by 149 votes to 144, or by a majority of 5.

These adverse divisions startled the Government into ac-

tion. Lord Liverpool himself doubted the possibility of

remaining in office. ' If we cannot carry what has been

proposed,' he wrote to Lord Eldon, ' it is far, far better

for the country that we should cease to be the Govern-

ment. ... A strong and decisive effort can alone redeem

our character and credit, and is as necessary for the

country as it is for ourselves.'''' The question of currency

reform was the question of the hour. Lord Liverpool's

decision forbade its further postponement.

It has already been stated that secret committees

had been appointed in both Houses ' to Consider the

state of the Bank of England, with reference to the expe-

diency of the resumption of cash payments at the period

fixed by law.' ^ The House of Commons committee chose

for its chairman a comparatively young and inexperienced

> Hansard, vol. xxxix. p. 368. ^ ^„„_ ^„ jgjg jjjgj. 33
' Twiss's Eldm, vol. ii. p. 329. 42.

Hansard, vol. xx^. pp. 213, 275.

.
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CHAP, statesman, who was destined to prove the first financier

- ,• .- of his time. Eobert Peel was the eldest son of the first

1819. baronet of the same name. His father, like his great

Mr. Peel, contemporaries Hargreaves and Arkwright, had begun

life in humble circumstances, and by the force of

his own industry and abilities had raised himself to

afSuence. He had the discrimination, at a very early

period, to appreciate the talents of his son ; and he had

the good sense to give him an excellent education. Young

Peel thoroughly justified his father's opinion of him. He
took very high honours at Oxford, and was almost imme-

diately afterwards brought into Parliament. The ministry,

in those days, were always on the look-out for rising

talent ; and Perceval, who had just formed his administra-

tion, asked young Peel to second the address. Sir Eobert

was gratified at the minister's selection of his son, and

wrote Perceval a letter of thanks which it is hardly pos-

sible to read now without a smile. ' If,' said Sir Eobert,

' he (his son) has the good fortune to be honoured with

yoiu- confidence, I flatter myself he will be found deserv-

ing of the trust reposed in him. He possesses capacity,

industry, and virtuous habits ; and, under the guidance

of a judicious and well-informed friend, he may become

a useful member of society.' ^ Most people will think that

the second Sir Eobert Peel did something more than

become a useful member of society. He acquitted him-

self so well in 1810 that room was almost immediately

found for him in a subordinate office in the ministry.

On Wellesley Pole's retirement, in 1813, Peel was pro-

moted to the difiicult and anxious post of Chief Secretary

for Ireland, and in that capacity it became his duty to

conduct the Irish legislation of the Government. The
retirement, in 1817, of Abbot, the first Lord Colchester,

from the Speakership brought Peel into even greater

prominence. Abbot had represented the University of

' Perceyal, Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 58.
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Oxford; and Canning was very anxious to succeed liini chap.

as member for tlie University. Canning, however, was •

—

-^—
disposed to regard the claims of the Eoman Catholics 1®^''

with favour ; and uncompromising Tories like Lord Eldon

and his brother, Sir W. Scott, the remaining member for

the University, were determined to prevent the election

of any member with Cathohc sympathies. Their preju-^

dices prevailed: Canning's name was imfavom-ably re-

ceived ; and Peel, still young and comparatively obscure,

was preferred tp him. Two years afterwards Peel retired

jfrom the Chief Secretaryship. The causes which led to

his resignation were never thoroughly explained ; but it

is probable that they originated in the Oxford election.

Peel did not conceal his dislike of Canning's conduct and
pohcy; Canning was 'out of heart' at the growing

powers of Peel.^ Peel retired ; and he was, therefore,

out of oflSce at the commencement of 1819. The Govern-

ment wisely selected him as the chairman of the secret

committee appointed to inquire into the affairs of the

Bank.

Peel professed that he had ' formed no opinion ' on the

currency question, and that he was ' open to conviction.'

Yet it is probable that the ministry imagined that his

judgment would ultimately incline to the continued sus-

pension of cash payments. The majority of the com-
mittee was composed of ministerialists, and there was
reason to beheve that Peel would adopt the opinions

which Vansittart had formed in 1810. His father. Sir

Eobert, was known to be a strong anti-buUionist, and
Peel was suspected of sharing his father's opinions. He
had voted against Horner's resolutions in 1811 ; and he
afterwards avowed that he went into the committee with

a very different opinion from that which he ultimately

formed. But the proceedings in the committee induced

him to entirely change his views. He was led to concur

' Liverpool, vol. ii. p, 376.
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CHAP, in the principles laid down in Horner's resolutions and to

.
^' advocate the expediency of returning to cash payments.

1819. His influence with the committee was so great that the

other members were readily induced to adopt his opinions.

A retiun to cash payments was agreed to, and the means

of renewing payments in cash alone remained for con-,

sideration. The excellent position of the Bank facilitated

Eesump- this object. The habilities of the Bank on the 30th of

casrpiy- January, 1819, amounted to 33,894,580^., its assets to

reents 39,096,900^. The committee recommended that the

Bank should be gradually repaid a sum of 10,000,000/.

which it had advanced to the Government ; and that the

resumption of cash payments should be efiected by four

distinct processes : After the 1st of February, 1820, the

Bank was to dehver on demand gold of standard fineness

at the rate of Al. Is. per oz. in quantities of not less than

€0 oz. After the 1st of October, 1820, it was to deliver

gold at the rate of Bl. 19s. 6d. per oz. ; and after the

1st of May, 1821, at the rate of 31. 17s. lOld. per oz.

"From the 1st of May, 1823, the Bank was to pay its notes

in the legal coin of the realm. The principle, then, which

the committee enforced was to compel the Bank to pay

buUion, not coin, for large quantities of its paper, at

rates diminishing from time to time till they attained the

Mint price of gold. The House of Commons unanimously

assented to the resolutions which were foimded on the

reports of the committee. Bills founded on these reso-

lutions were introduced and passed without material

amendment; and the Bank, anticipating the decision of

the committee, ultimately succeeded in paying cash for its

notes, of whatever amount, after the 1st of May, 1821,^

Import- The resumption of cash payments is perhaps the most

important incident in the financial history of the present

century. The retiun to a metalhc standard was univer-

sally, agreed to at the time ; a departure from a metallic

> Hansard, toI. xl. pp. 162, 604, 676. Ann. Reg., 1819, Hist., p. 66.

ance of the

decision.
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staudurd would not be tolerated now. Yet there are chap.

hundreds of people who probably stiU believe that the .-

—

--^—

-

Act of 1819 inflicted injury on the country, and that the \^^^

distress and disorders, which unhappily made that year

memorable, were, in some way or other, attributable to it,

The world derives its knowledge of the early history of

the century from the pages of Alison; and Alison was>

imfortunately, convinced of the supreme wisdom of Pitt's

Sinking Fund, and impressed with the extreme foUy of

the Act of 1819. The constant 'dropping of the softest

water will wear away the hardest rock ; the constant

iteration of the same fallacy wiU make an impression

on the most unimpressionable intellect. The world owes

much to Alison for his admirable account of the Eevolu-

tionary struggle; and it is legitimate to regret that his

erroneous views on finance should have depreciated the

value of his later history.

Men often apparently differ from one another when Money,

their differences are really due to their using words in

different senses. The Legislature has found it necessary

again and again to define the exact sense which it applies

to the words it employs. It would be a very good thing

if aU disputants were compelled to follow the same rule.

Men talk loosely of ' money ' and ' currency,' as if these

words conveyed a meaning which did not admit of dis-

pute. Yet it is impossible to determine whether there

was a money famine in 1819 without first deciding what
is meant by the term ' money.' Alison would never have
fallen into the errors which his later work contains if he
had begun by defining the meaning of the words which
he used.

Sir A. Ahson imagined that a pubhc institution, issuing

under the authority of the State certain pieces of paper,

called bank-notes, is able to extend the supply of money
available for the use of the world. But, of course, it can
do nothing of the kind. A bank-note is in reahty the
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CHAP, same thing as a cheque. It is an order made by the banki

/ .. just as a cheque is an order made by the drawer, to pay a

1819. definite sum of money to the holder thereof. The value

of a cheque depends on the credit of the person who
signs it ; the value of a bank-note depends on the credit

of the bank which issues it. If the person signing the

cheque is known to be solvent, the cheque circidates as

readily as gold. If the credit of the bank issuing the

note be unimpeachable, its note circulates as readily as

gold. Neither the cheque nor the note have any intrinsic

value of their own. Their value depends on the credit

of the person or bank whose name they bear. Bank-

notes and cheques are not, in other words, money ; they

are merely the convenient representatives of money.

The bank-note, then, like the cheque or the biU, is

merely a promise to pay, either on demand or at some

stated period, a definite sum of money. It is a pledge,

written on an article of no value, for an article of very

great value. Money itself may consist of any valuable

commodity ; but it is essential that the commodity should

be valuable. In advanced stages of society the precious

metals have been uniformly the commodities used as

money; and they are evidently the most suitable for the

purpose. The value of the precious metals is less variable

than that of any other commodity ; it is the most easily

ascertainable. These metals have therefore been selected

by aU civihsed states as the commodities most suitable

for use as money. But the production of the precious

metals depends on the laws which govern the production of

other hke commodities. They can only be won by the

apphcation of labour and capital, or the earnings of pre-

vious laboiu-. When they are so produced they become
a portion of the capital or stock in trade of the persons

to whom they belong. Just as the corn merchant trades

in corn, or the East India merchant in tea, or the West
India merchant in sugar, so the buUion merchant trades in
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gold and silver. The man who buys gold and silver in- chap.

vests his capital in bullion ; the man who sells gold and —

—

^—

'

silver sells so much of his capital. Most men, indeed, ^°^^\

retain a certain portion of capital, either at their banker's

or in their pockets, as money for immediate use. It is

the object of a banker to employ the capital which his

customers thus leave in his hands. A bank, in short,

derives its profits from employing the unemployed capital

of its customers.

A man's money, then, is a portion of his capital. So

long as he has the money at his disposal it is immaterial

to his creditors whether he pay them in gold or by a

cheque, which they may exchange for gold. The cus-

tomers of the Bank are in the same position as the

creditors of the individual. A bank-note, which may at

any moment be exchanged for 5/., is accepted as readily

as hi. For a great many purposes paper is even more
convenient than gold. If a man take a himdred thousand

sovereigns from the Bank and send them to Australia, he

will have to pay for the carriage of a bulky parcel ; he

will nm the risk of losing a very valuable commodity

;

and the mere friction of the coins with each other will

slightly reduce their value by the end of the joiu-ney. If

a man send a biU of exchange or a cheque for the

same amount, he will incur little or no expense for its

carriage, he will run no risk of losing a valuable com-

modity, and the cheque or the bill will lose none of its

value diu-ing transit. The use of paper as the represen-

tative of money minimises the waste of bullion, reduces

the risk of its loss, and facilitates every commercial trans-

action. Paper, then, cannot be too largely used as the

symbol of money ; but it cannot be too clearly remem-
bered that the paper so used is not money, but merely

the representative of money, for which it may at any

moment be exchanged.

Such is the state of things when paper is employed in
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every commercial transaction for money, and when that

paper is exchangeable at the will of the holder for gold/

1819. Very different is the state of things when paper is not'

exchangeable for gold, or when cash payments are, in

other words, suspended. Then the paper of the Bank is

not taken because it is exchangeable for gold, but because

its customers have confidence in the ultimate solvency of

the institution. When the , operations of its customers-

are confined to transactions with people intimately ac-

quainted with the solvency of the Bank, the Bank paper

circulates at about par. When they have occasion to

deal with distant countries, inspired possibly with a dis-

trust of paper, with which they have only a slight

acquaintance, the Bank paper faUs in value, and the rela-

tive price of gold rises. The value of the paper does not

necessarily depend on its contraction or on its expansion,

but on the piu-poses to which it is applied. A large

foreign expenditure reduces the price of paper, because

foreigners regard paper with distrust. A busy internal

trade does not reduce the value of paper, because the

parties using it have faith in the stabihty of the Bank.
' Whenever,' said Mr. Tooke, vrriting of the period during

which cash payments were suspended, ' there was a pause

or cessation of the unusually large foreign expenditure

by the Government, or of unusually large importations

of corn, there was also a tendency to a restoration of the

value of the paper, by a rise in the exchanges, without

any contemporaneous or immediately preceding reduction

in the amount of Bank notes.' And again : ' Without
committing myself to the assertion that the price of gold
invariably rose and fell with the extent of the Government
demand for coin and bullion for remittances, I may observe
that during the four years (1813-1816) there is a very
close correspondence between the magnitude of the Go-
vernment purchases and the published market prices.' ^

' Tooke, Hist, of Pricesfrom 18;i9 to 1847, pp. 132, 124.
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It is evident, then, that when cash payments are sUs- chap.

pended any extensive deaUngs with other coimtries tend to ^- -

,

"

^-

depreciate the price of paper, and that the price of paper 1819^

rises and falls with the expansion and contraction of such ^"^""^^^g

transactions. But every rise and fall in the value of attenaing

^ 1 the rise

paper currency imposes enormous inconvenience on the and fail of

coimtry which is compelled to use it. The precious p^p"-

metals are admirably adapted for use as money, because

they are subject to comparatively shght variations of

value. The inconvertible paper notes of a bank supply

the place of money most imperfectly, because, among
other reasons, the value which is nominally attached to

them is constantly changing. What would be thought

of a state of society in which the yard measure at one

time contained 36 inches and at another only 23 ; or

in which a ton of coals at one time consisted of 20
hundredweight and at another of only 12? Yet just

as much difficulty arises from a variation in the standard

of value as would arise from a variation in the standards

of measure and of weight. An accurate settlement of

all these standards is one of the first duties of civihsed

society.

Constant fluctuations in value are, then, the conse-

quence of an inconvertible paper currency. The value

of the paper issues of the Bank of England was exposed

to considerable fluctuations between 1810 and 1820.

For this reason alone the suspension of cash payments

had become an intolerable inconvenience, and a return

to specie transactions indispensable. But, though it was
absolutely necessary for the Government to insist on the

resumption of cash payments, there can be no doubt

that considerable embarrassments resulted from their de-

cision. It is impossible to degrade the currency of a

state without inflicting a heavy loss on every creditor in

the country. Their debts are paid in a currency bear-

ing the names attached to the old coins, but retaining
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of gold as

the sole

standard
of Talae,

only a portion of their value. But, when the ciu-rency

of a state is depreciated, it is equally impossible to re-

store it to its former value without inflicting a loss on

every debtor in the community. Debts incurred when
a pound was really only worth fifteen shillings have

to be paid in the new pound which is worth twenty.

For this reason it is probably desirable for a community

which has had the misfortune to have had recourse to

issues of inconvertible paper to resume cash payments by

gradual processes, and to contract its inconvertible cur-

rency by degrees. The change in the value of the cur-

rency takes place in this way more slowly, and debtors

and creditors are able to arrange their mutual concerns

without any very serious loss or any very great gain

on either side. It is possible, in short, to question the

propriety of any particular method of resuming cash

payments ; but it. is impossible to doubt that it should be

the object of every commimity to resume them. The
nation which dehberately retains an inconvertible paper

cmrency prefers the risk of constant fluctuation in the

money market to the certainty of one sharp crisis. The
writer who proposes to defend the issue of inconvertible

paper must be prepared to show that a fixed standard of

value is not as necessary as fixed standards of weight

and measiu-e.

It is impossible, then, to doubt the prudence of the

decision which induced the Government in 1819 to return

to cash payments. The Act of 1819 efiected the termi-

nation of an exceptional state of things, which had only

been tolerable from the circumstances which had led to

it. Had the suspension of cash payments continued, vio-

lent fluctuations must have again occmred in the value of

Bank paper ; and each of these fluctuations must have in-

volved a crisis ruinous in its consequences to some class

of persons. The Act of 1819 placed the commerce of

the country on a sounder basis. The standard of value
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ho longer varied with every rise and fall of the poli- chap

tical barometer; but was exempt from every variation >_ ; .

except that slow and gradual change which, it is pos- 1819.

sible, is occurring in the value of gold. But there is

another reason for which the Act of 1819 may be re-

membered with gratitude. A nation returning to cash

payments may obviously select either gold or silver as

the standard of value, or it may establish what is called

a bi-metallic currency, and allow gold and silver to be

equally legal tender. In deciding that gold should be
the sole standard of value, the framers of the Act of

1819 conferred a benefit on posterity which it v/as almost

impossible to foresee at the time. It was obvious, indeed,

that it was impossible to predict that the relative value of

two metals, produced in different places and under difier-

ent circumstances, would always remain unchanged. But
experience favoured the assumption that a pound of gold

would always be worth about fifteen-and-a-half pounds of

silver ; and a rapid faU in the value of sUver could not

have been foreseen. More than half a century after the

Act of 1819, a variety of circumstances contributed to

depreciate the value of silver ; and in consequence to

raise the relative value of gold. The inconveniences ex-

perienced by other countries, in which either bi-metaUic

money had been established, or silver had been made the

sole standard of value, proved the foresight of our ances-

tors in resting oiu" monetary system on one metal alone,

and that metal the most valuable of all metals, gold.^

The decision to return to cash payments necessitated Huskis-

more than ordinary care in the financial arrangements of mora^um
the year. The Government owed the Bank 10,000,000/. °° finance.

' A good many of the Whigs and Bishop of Llardaff ; and Lord Lans-
of other moderate politicians thought downe's opinions upon it will he
that the crisis might have been more found in the debate on the Duke of
easily tided over by making silver . Richmond's motion, in February
the legal standard, or by adopting a 1830.

—

Hansard, New Series, vol.
bi-metallic currency. Ward raised xxii. p. 991.
the point in one of his letters to the

VOL. I. K K
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CHAP. Peel's committee had recommended that the debt should

•—^—' be paid, and the Bank reqiTired its payment in the course

1819. Qf ^}jg jjgxt two years. Some caution was necessary on

this account ; and a much more important reason for de-

liberation was to be found in another circumstance. The

leading members of the Opposition had already realised

the fact that the financial system of the country was

founded on a delusion. But the truth was only slowly

stealing on the perceptions of the Government. Among
the less prominent, but abler, members of the Liverpool

Administration was William Huskisson. Born ia 1770,

brought into Parliament in 1796, he had been appointed

at the close of the century to a subordinate office in Pitt's

Ministry. In 1801 he had retired with Pitt ; and, on

Pitt's restoration to power in 1804, he had filled the

office of Secretary to the Treasury. He resumed this si-

tuation imder the Duke of Portland in 1807, but unfortu-

nately found it necessary to withdraw his services from

the Ministry on the retirement of Canning in 1809.

Since 1814 he had occupied a newly-created and compa-

ratively unimportant office as Chief Commissioner of

"Woods and Forests and Land Eevenue. ^ But, though he

was pldJced in an imostentatious position, his financial

knowledge, which far exceeded Vansittart's, was fully re-

cognised by the Ministry. His views, indeed, had httle

accord with those of his colleagues. Alone among the

Tory Ministry, Huskisson had accepted the truths of

Adam Smith's gospel ; and was prepared to act, as far

as possible, on the principles of free trade. The single

financier that England produced between the death of

Pitt and the rise of Peel, it was his fate never to be em-

ployed in any high financial situation. The Ministry pre-

ferred the routine errors of Vansittart to the novel truths

which were being pressed on them by Huskisson.

At the very commencement of the Session of 1819,

' Husljisson's MemiAr mid Speeches, vol. i. pp. 36-66.
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Huskisson forwarded to Lord Liverpool a remarkable OHap.

memorandum on the resumption of cash payments. He

—

'<-—

-

insisted in it on the necessity of a large reduction in the ^^^^'

Unfunded Debt, and he dwelt on the method by which

cash payments should be resumed. He went on to point

out the follies of the course which the Chancellor of the

Exchequer was piu-suing. The ' mystery of our financial

system no longer deceives anyone in the money market

;

seUing exchequer biUs daily to redeem fimded debt daily,

then funding thoae exchequer bills once a year, or once

in two years, in order to go over the same ground again

;

whilst the very air of mystery, and the anomaly of large

annual or biennial loans in times of profound peace, create

uneasiness out of the market, and in foreign coimtries

an impression unfavourable with respect to the soUdity

of our resources. In finance, expedients a,nd ingenious

devices may answer to meet temporary difficulties ; but,

for a permanent and peace system, the only wise course

either in policy or for impression is a system of simpUcity

and truth.'

'

Such were the views which Huskisson propoimded to

his colleagues. He recommended that the Sinking Fund
should be cancelled, and that the sm^lus income should

alone be appHcable to the redemption of the debt. The
real surplus amounted to about 2,000,000Z. But, as the

Sinking Fimd amounted to about 15,500,000/., there

was an apparent deficit of 13,500,000/. Li addition,

moreover, to the supplies of the year, Vansittart desired

to fimd 10,597,000/. of unfimded debt. The total sum,
therefore, which he required was not 13,500,000/. but

24,000,000/. Vansittart decided on raising one-half of vansit-

this sum, or 12,000,000/., in the ordinary way by a loan ?''''

.

TTT-TT 1 1 1
•! J J • financial

He decided ' to borrow the other moiety of 12,000,000/. policy-

from the Sinking Fimd.' ^ A new Sinking Fimd was created

' Yonge's Liverpool, vol. ii. p. 382.
' Rantard, vol. xl. p. 1004,

KK 2
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CHAP, on the money so borrowed ; and solemn preparations

-
.

,• - were made for extinguishing on paper a debt which had
1819. no real and palpable existence. AU Vansittart's efforts,

however, to preserve the Sinking Fund could not hide

the fact that the fimd, or three-fourths of it, was being

appHed to the current services of the year. The fact was

so plain that Vansittart decided on attempting to increase

the siuplus by additional taxation. lie persuaded the

House of Commons to resolve ' that to make such pro-

gressive reductions of the National Debt as may ade-

quately support public credit, it is necessary that there

should be a clear surplus of not less than 5,000,000^.,

and that, with a view to the attainment of this object, it

is expedient to increase the income of the country by the

imposition of taxes to the amount of 3,000,000/. per

annmn.' ^

It was exactly eight years since Vansittart had induced

the House to affirm that the paper of the Bank of Eng-

land was equivalent to the legal coin of the realm. The

resolution had been received with the ridicule which it

had deserved ; but it had fortimately proved only a harm-

less misstatement of a fact. The consequences of his new
resolution were much more serious. Prudent men failed

to see the necessity for maintaining the clear surplus of

»j,000,QOOZ. which Vansittart insisted on preserving.

They thought that no obligation was thrown upon the

country except that of honestly paying its way, and that

it was both ridiculous and dangerous to aflSrm that, in

addition to doing so, it was necessary to reduce its mort-

gages by 5,000,000/. annually. 5,000,000/. was obviously

an arbitrary sum, having no special virtue of its own.

No doubt a surplus was eminently desirable, but it was a

mere matter of degree, and therefore of opinion, whether

it should amoimt to 5,000,000/. or only 2,000,000/. It

could not be advisable to resort to additional taxation at

1 Ilnmard, vol. xl. pp. 864, 912-974. Ann. Reg., 1819, Hist., p. 90.
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a time when the country, just recovering from the dis- chap.

tresses of previous years, was not in a position to assimie

new burdens. 1819.

These objections to Vansittart's policy were increased

by the vexatious nature of the taxes he desired to impose.

At the very head of them all stood an enormous addition

to the duties on foreign wool. The woollen manufacture

was one of the most important industries in the coimtry ;

the manufacturers were notoriously dependent on foreign

wool; their tradp at the moment was declining, and

Vansittart decided on raising the duty from 6s. 8d. to

56s. a cwt.-^ Such an increase would have been suffi-

ciently deplorable if a deficient revenue had made it

unavoidable. It seemed utterly unnecessary when, on

the author's own showing, there was a clear siuplus of

2,000,000^. a year. ' The consternation in the City is

very great,' wrote Wynn to Lord Buckingham. ' Their

outcry against Vansittart increases daily, and is quite

universal.' ^

Before the decision of the Ministry had been announced internal

the internal condition of the country was creating anxiety. and3i-
A vast number of laboiu-ers were out of employment, gration.

and the Government seriously contemplated transplanting

the surplus population to one of the British colonies.

The unhappy workmen themselves desired to seek their

fortune in the United States of America, but the Ministry

refused to assist them to emigrate to any country except

a British colony. The colony which the Ministry selected,

the Cape of Good Hope, had only recently been formally

reded to the United Kingdom. The mildness of its cU-

mate and the fertiUty of its soil were supposed to make
it a pecuHarly eHgible settlement for British workmen.

The circumstance that it was situated on the direct route

to India probably contributed to recommend it to the

» McOulloch,arfm-6. ' Wool.' Ann. Reg., 1819, ffist., p. 91.
' Regency Memoir8, vol. ii. p. 327.
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Reform
movement.

favourable notice of the Government. They accordingly

offered to assist any intending emigrants to the Cape, and

obtained a vote of 50,000/. for the purpose.^ The de-

cision was timely, but the emigration of a few himdreds

of persons was insufficient to reduce the supply of redim-

dant labom-ers in an overstocked labour market. The

existing distress continued, and the popular agitators,

encouraged by it, renewed the designs which they had

temporarily suspended. At the very commencement of

the year the Borough Eceve of Manchester was invited

to summon a pubhc meeting for the purpose of petitioning

Parhament against the Corn Laws. The Borough Eeeve

refused, and an anonymous advertisement appeared an-

nouncing the meeting for the 18th of January. The

meeting was held. Hunt, who presided at it, ridiculed

the idea of petitioning Parhament, and prevailed on the

meeting to agree on a remonstrance to the Regent.

Nothing, however, came of the suggestion. Por the

next few months quiet continued to prevail, and the peace

of the coimtry was not disturbed.

As the summer, however, advanced the depression of

trade became more marked, and the agitation of the lower

orders more serious. ' The weavers ' in Ayrshire, wrote

Lord Cassihs to Lord Buckingham, ' are literally starving

;

the utmost that an ordinary weaver can make per week is

2s. Id., working from 14 to 16 hours in the day.' ' The state

of Lancashire and its immediate neighbourhood,' wrote

the Prime Minister to the Duke of Wellington, ' is very

alarming, and deserves serious consideration.' ^ At the

end of May it was found necessary to move troops to

Carhsle, ' in consequence of the riotous disposition of the

weavers.' ^ Numbers of coUiers in the Black Country

were thrown out of employment about the same time.

' Ann. S^g., 1819, Hist., p. 87. i. p. 76.

* Buckingiiam's Regemy, vol. ii. ' Ann. Reg.

p. 372. Wellington JDespatches, vol. 35, 36.

1812, Ohron., pp.
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The general want of work led to combinations, among the chap.

workmen, and these unions were soon used for political

purposes. A reform of ParUament was demanded both l^l^*

by the Eadical Eeformera in the country and by the

Whig party in the House of Commons. Lord Tavistock in the

was the eldest son of the Duke of Bedford: the vast commons,

possessions to which he was h,eir gave him a stake in

the country which it was impossible to ignore. Long tra-

dition had connected the family to which he belonged

with the cause of enlightened advancement. Lord Ta-

vistock desired to correct the abuses which had grown

up in the Constitution ; he disapproved the theories of

the Eadicals as wild and impracticable. Lord Tavistock

presented a petition from 1,800 respectable householders

of Liverpool praying for representation. Liverpool had

two members, but its members were elected by so

smaU a body of persons that the bulk of the population

were practically unrepresented. The petition was re-

ceived ; and, immediately after its receipt, a very differ-

ent man from Lord Tavistock rose to propose a scheme of

Eeform. Sir Francis Biu-dett lived to change the princi-

ples which he professed during the earlier period of

his political career. But, in 1819, he was the object of

a political animosity which is almost incredible. His

opinions were identified with those of Cobbett, Hunt,

and others of the advanced • Eadical Eeformers. His

conduct in 1810, in defying the authority of the House

of Commons, and in resisting the Speaker's warrant,

had made him the darling of the mob, but had won
for him the detestation of both the great pohtical parties

in the State. His popularity among the lower orders

made him member fOr Westminster ; but his victory at

Westminster gained him no support in the House. Even
Brougham loathed the prospect of supporting the Bur-

dettites.^

' Brougham, vol. ii. p. 341.
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CHAP. Sir F. Burdett, in 1819, rested his motion for Ee-

-
^"

. form on the sohd hypothesis that representation and
1819. taxation should go together. The country, he urged,

was overbiurdened with taxation. The manufacturers

were indigent ; the farmers on the verge of ruin ; the

labouring poor unable to subsist on their miserable

wages. The agricultural classes maintained that they

could not go on imless they were protected by heavy

duties on foreign wool. The clothiers rephed that their

bankruptcy could only be arrested by the free admission

of foreign wool and a heavy duty on foreign goods.

Parliament could not move without incurring the risk of

destroying some interest, and the only practicable course

was to reduce the taxation under which all classes

groaned. In the present corrupt state of the Govern-

ment, however, neither Tories nor Whigs could succeed

in effecting the economies without which remissions of

taxation were impossible. A Eeform of Parliament was

therefore the necessary preliminary to a more economi-

cal administration ; and Sir Francis Burdett asked the

House to pledge itself to take the subject of the re-

presentation into its most serious consideration at the

commencement of the next Session. The motion had

the effect of ehciting from the Opposition Benches some

warm declarations in favour of a limited measure of

Eeform. But the voting power of the Eeformers

proved on a division lamentably small. They only

mustered 58 votes to their opponents' 153. Not one-

third of the House of Commons thought it even neces-

sary to mark their interest in the question of Eeform by
their attendance at the division.^

In the Yet events were rapidly occiu-ring outside the House
country,

-^^y^^q}^ ^^qj-q forcing the question of Eeform on the atten-

tion of the country. The rejection of Burdett's motion

in the House of Commons was the signal for some very

I Ann. Reg., 1819, Hist., pp. 79-84.
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singular proceedings. Huge Reform meetings were held chap.

at Smithfield, at Birmingham, at Leeds, at Stockport, and —,—

-

at other places ; and at Birmingham the meeting was 1819.

advised to take a novel course. Sir Charles Wolseley, a

Staffordshire baronet imbued with the principles of Bur-

dett, was elected Legislatorial Attorney ^ for the town.

Some of the more ignorant of the populace, who cheered

Sir Charles Wolseley's election, may have imagined that

they had reaUy succeeded in securing for themselves a

representation jn Parhament. Better-informed persons

might have been satisfied with treating the whole pro-

ceedings with contempt. The Ministry, however, were

not hkely to regard acts of this character with indiffer-

ence. More than a year afterwards some of the princi-

pal people concerned in Sir C. Wolseley's election were

prosecuted and convicted. Sir Charles Wolseley, full of

his new dignity as member for Birmingham, attended a

meeting at Stockport. He used on that occasion very

foolish and very weak but bombastic language, and, in

company with a dissenting parson, Mr. Harrison, was

arrested by a constable named Birch. Poor Birch, who,

at any rate, had only done his duty, was shot by some

sympathising Eadical. Wolseley and Harrison were

tried for sedition, in the following April, at the Cheshire

Assizes, and were severely punished.^

These meetings had necessarily created great anxiety The

in the public mind. The only people who seemed to feel meetiug!

no auxiety were the Ministers of the Crown. The coimtry

was in a critical condition, yet the majority of the Cabi-

net were scattered through Europe. ' With the exception

' This was done on the advice of their claim to the Speaker. He
old Major Oartwright, who was one desired ' to send a petition in form
of the persons prosecuted for the of a living man instead of one on
Bh-mingham election. Oartwright parchment or paper.'

—

Life of Major
seems to have seen the absurdity of Cartvyright, vol. ii. pp. 164^168.

a town conferring a representative ^ Ann. Reg., 1819, Hist., p. 105

;

upon itself, and to have persuaded ibid., 1820, Ohron., pp. 148, 90&-920,
his friends to elect, not a member, 958-961.

but an attorney, who was to present
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CHAP, of Liverpool, Castlereagh, Sidmouth, Wellington, Van,

,' - and myself,' wrote Lord Eldon, ' they are all, eight in

1819. number, in different parts of Europe.' ^ Yet events were

hastening to a crisis with alarming rapidity. Manchester

decided on following the example of Birmingham, and

on electing a legislatorial attorney. A great meeting

was called for the purpose on the 16th of August. In

1819 there was a small piece of land on the outskirts of

Manchester which has long since been absorbed by the

growing city, but which was still unbuilt over. Building

operations were indeed in progress in parts of it, and pieces

of timber left by the builders were scattered about it.

Being in the immediate neighboiurhood of St. Peter's

chiu-ch the land was known as St. Peter's field or

Peterloo. It had been occasionally used by the Ee-

formers for public meetings, and the Blanketeers had

met upon it in 1817. It was decided that the meet-

ing of the 16tli of August should be held on this

field. Every effort was made by its promoters to insure

its success. Hunt, the ostensible leader of the Eadicals,

was invited and consented to preside at it. The men who
were to take part in the meeting underwent some pre-

liminary driU, in order that they might be able to move
on to the groimd with some approach to miHtary regu-

larity ; and banners, of all kinds and colom-s, were pre-

pared to decorate the various processions. On the other

hand, the authorities were equally vigilant; troops at

their request were moved to Manchester. Special con-

stables were enrolled in great numbers for the preser-

vation of the peace ; and the Yeomanry of Lancashire

and Cheshire were called out for service. The prepara-

tions on both sides were complete, and the event was

awaited with anxiety by the authorities and the people.

The morning came, and the sun had hardly risen

before the character of the demonstration was visible.

* Eldon, vol. ii. p. 336.
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From every suburb of Manchester, from every village chap.

within marching distance of the great city, processions of ,_ ^; _.-

working men were converging on the place of meeting. 1819.

Most of the processions moved under banners. On one

of these was inscribed ' Liberty or death !

' on another

' We will conquer our enemies !
' on a third, a huge black

banner, ' Equal representation or death
!

' on a fourth

' No corn laws
!

' on a fifth ' Hunt and liberty.' The

women shared the enthusiasm which seized their hus-

bands and brothers ; a female procession marched to the

meeting. No serious disorders seem, however, to have

taken place on any of the roads by which St. Peter's

field was approached. The tradesmen took the precau-

tion to close their shops ; the upper classes probably for-

bore as a rule to venture into the streets ; and from 50,000

to 60,000 men marched into St. Peter's Field, without

committing any serious breach of the peace.

The county magistrates were, in the meanwhile,

anxiously awaiting the event in a house belonging to a

Mr. Buxton, which adjoined and overlooked the field.

They had extended a hne of constables from this house to

the temporary hustings—some movable wagons—which

had been placed in the centre of the ground. It was
their obvious intention to maintain a hne of communica-

tion between their own position and the 'eaders of the

meeting. But the object was defeated by a very simple

expedient. The wagons which formed the hustings

were moved into a different part of the field, and the com-
municatiou between them and the magistrates was thus

broken. At this moment Hunt was observed to com-
mence his address to the crowd from the hustings. Nadin,

the chief constable of Manchester, was ordered to arrest

him ; but Nadin stated, what was evidently true, that it

was utterly impossible for him to do so. The magistrates

therefore sent for the commanders of the Manchester

Yeomanry and of the 15lh Hussars, which were in readi-
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CHAP. ness. The Yeomanry arrived first and suffered them-

. y* . selves to be scattered among the crowd, who closed on

1819. them, groaned and hissed, and waved their sticks in a

menacing manner. Colonel L'Estrange, who commanded

the Hussars, arrived immediately afterwards, and asked

for orders. ' Good God, sir,' said Mr. Hulton, who pre-

sided over the magistrates, ' do not you see how they

are attacking the Yeomanry ? Disperse the crowd.'

L'Estrange retired to his men. The Hussars were pushed

under his orders rapidly through the streets tOl they

reached the south-west corner of the field ; the words
' Front,' and ' Forward ' were given, and the trumpet

sounded the charge at the very moment the troops

wheeled up. ' The charge swept the mingled mass of

human beings before it ; people, yeomen, and constables,

in their confused attempts to escape, ran one over the

other ;
' and by the time the troops ' had arrived at the

end of the field the fugitives were hterally piled up to a

considerable elevation above the level of the ground.'

The field and the adjacent streets now presented an ex-

traordinary sight ; the ground was quite covered with

hats, shoes, sticks, musical instruments, and other things.

Here and there lay the unfortunates who were too much
injured to move away : and this sight was rendered the

more distressing because it was observed that some women
were among the sufferers. In the meanwhile the charge

of the Hussars had enabled the constables to execute

their warrant. Hunt quietly surrendered to Nadin, and

was removed in custody. His removal terminated the

meeting. Troops, indeed, patrolled the town throughout

the ensuing night ; but no fresh breach of the peace

occurred. At six the next morning the officer in com-

mand reported to the magistrates that the town was per-

fectly quiet, and requested their sanction to the return of

the military to their quarters.^

> Ann. Meg. ]819, Hist., p. 106; 1820, Ohron., pp. 848-896. Sid-

mouth, vol. iii. pp. 249-260. Of. Life of a Radical, vol. i. p. 176, sg.
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Such was the history of the lamentable meeting at chap.

Peterloo on the 16th of August. It was obvious to every- _—;

—

one that the magistrates had incurred a very grave re- irre-

sponsibility. They had ordered the military to disperse a The Go-

large assembly of their defenceless fellow-citizens; and ap^^T
nothing coidd justify the order except a clear apprehen- ^'jjy"""^,,^

sion that the meeting which they had determined to dis- magis-

perse was illegal. Nothing, however, could be more

difficult than to decide whether the Manchester meeting

was or was qot illegal. At first, indeed, Lord Eldon

was disposed to take the high groimd of declaring it an

overt act of treason. Under an Act, which he had him-

self been instrumental in passing, ' a conspiracy to levy

war, a conspiracy to depose ' the king, ' a conspiracy by

force to make a change in either House of Parhament

—

manifested by an overt act—is treason.' 'When he read

in his law books,' he said some months afterwards in the

House of Lords, 'that numbers constituted force, force

terror, and terror illegality, he felt that no man could

deny the Manchester meeting to have been an illegal one.'

Lord Eedesdale, who had served with distinction as Chan-

cellor of Ireland, and who was one of the greatest equity

lawyers of the day, took precisely the same view. 'Every

meeting for Eadical reform,' he wrote, ' was not merely a

seditious attempt to undermine the existing constitution

and Government by bringing it into hatred and contempt,

but it was an overt act of treasonable conspiracy against

that constitution of Government, including the king as its

head, and bound by his coronation oath to maintain it.'

The opinions of these high authorities probably prevailed

with the law officers to whom the matter was referred.

They joined with Lord Eldon in advising the Government
' that they were fiiUy satisfied that the meeting was of a cha-

racter and description, and assembled under such circum-

stances, asjustified the magistrates in dispersing itby force.' ^

' Eldon, vol. ii. pp. 338, 348. Sidmouth, vol. iii. p. 278. Liverpool, vol,

ii. p. 409.
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CHAP. NotMng could have been stronger than these opinions

;—

'<-— yet the very confidence with which they were expressed
^^^^'

justified a hesitation in accepting them. If Lord Eldon

and Lord Eedesdale were right, it was treason for a few

thousand persons to meet together and demand any re-

form in the House of Commons. A few thousand persons

constituted numbers, numbers force, and a conspiracy by

force to make a change in the constitution of the House

of Commons was treason. The old right of meeting was

then efiectuaUy destroyed if these opinions prevailed.

But, in the first place, the verdict in the Spa Fields Eiot

made it hopeless to expect that juries would afiirm this

view of the law ; and, in the next place, Lord Eldon and

Lord Eedesdale themselves concluded that legislation was

necessary. Lord Eedesdale, indeed, with characteristic

acuteness, desired only a declaratory law to remove 'all

doubt of the treasonable criminality of such assembhes.'

Lord Eldon admitted that ' the state of om* law is so in-

apphcable to existing circumstances that we can't meet

the present case ; and I am convinced, as I am of my ex-

istence, that if Parliament don't forthwith assemble there

is nothing that can be done but to let these meetings

take place, reading the Eiot Act, if there be a riot at any

of them.' It was obvious, therefore, that these great law-

yers had not much confidence in their own opinions ; and

their hesitation was justified by the conduct of the judge

(Mr. Justice Bayley), who, with admirable impartiality,

subsequently tried the case. So far from laying down the

law as Lord Eldon had interpreted it, he had the good

sense to leave it to the jury to determine ' whether a

body assembling in such numbers as to excite terror in

the pubhc mind was not illegal.' The question, in short,

commended itself to Mr. Justice Bayley as one, not of

law, but of fact. The legality of a meeting, which

the magistrates took upon themselves to disperse with

military force, was idtimately referred to the decision
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of a jury.^ For the moment, however, the opinions of chap.

Lord Eldon and Eedesdale prevailed with the Cabinet, .—;—

.

or rather with the moiety of the Cabinet who were not 1819.

pleasure-seeking abroad. Within three days of the Lan-

cashire meeting the ministry received the Prince Eegent's

commands to convey ' his approbation and high commen-
dation of the conduct of the magistrates and civil autho-

rities at Manchester, as well as of the officers and troops,

both regular and Yeomanry cavalry, whose firmness and

effectual suppoj-t of the civil power preserved the peace of

the town upon that most critical occasion.' The Eegent

was at that time at Christchiu-ch ; his approvalwasdated the

19th of Augxist. There were then no telegraphs, no rail-

ways. The news of the meeting on the 16th reached the

ministers in London on the evening of the 17th. Two of

the Lancashire magistrates themselves arrived in London in

the course of the 18th. The despatch which the Eegent

was able to sign in his yacht off Christchurch on the 19th

must ha\e left London late on the 18th or in the small

hom-s of the morning of the 19th. Those members

of the Cabinet, who happened to be in town, could not

have given themselves foiu--and-twenty hours' considera-

tion before they committed themselves to a hasty

approval of the conduct both of the magistracy and of

the troops.^

The Ministry, having irretrievably committed them-

selves to the side of the magistracy, desired that all the

evidence, on which their opinion ought to have been

formed, should be sent to them to London. When the

evidence was received they discovered, much to Lord

Eldon's annoyance, that it did not warrant a prosecution

for high treason ; and they were compelled to withdraw

the charge and indict the prisoners for a conspiracy to

alter the law by force and by threats. The Lancashire

> Eldon, vol. ii. p. 337. Sidmouth, vol. iii. p. 278. Ann. Heff., 1820,
OhTon., p. 858. " Sidmouth, vol. iii. p. 299.
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CHAP. magistrates committed them for trial at the Lancaster

—

^—- assizes on this charge, but the trial was subsequently

1819. postponed to York, and did not take place tiU the fol-

lowing year. Hunt and his associates were then con-

victed, and were subsequently sentenced to various terms

of imprisonment.^

The Ministry had been partially justified by the com-

mittal of Hunt and his confederates for trial. They had

also been encouraged by the verdicts of the juries sum-

moned to inquire into the causes of the death of the un-

fortunate persons who had lost their lives in the riot.

None of these verdicts were such as could lead to judicial

proceedings. Some were ' Accidental death ;
' another, on

a child, ' Died by a fall from his mother's arms
;

' a third,

' Died by the pressure of the military, being under the

civil power.' The magistrates of Lancashire and Cheshire

thought proper, too, ' to retiu-n thanks to the comman-

ders, ofiicers, and men of all the corps who had taken

part in the actions of the day
;

particularly expressing

their gratification at the " extreme forbearance exercised

by the Yeomanry, when insulted and defied by the

rioters." '

^

General But the position of the Ministry was by no means en-

tion^arthe viablc. Though their proceedings had been approved by

of^r' ^^ magistrates of the neighbourhood, the circiunstances

ministry, of the meeting, or of the massacre, as it began to be

called, excited deep attention. Subscriptions were opened

in London and Liverpool for the purpose of reheving the

' Ann. Reg., 1820, Ohron., p. 898. months' imprisonment, and to pive

Sidmouth, vol. iii. p. 265. the same sureties as Hunt. Mr.
Political agitators of the present Harrison had also eighteen months'

day may care to know the penalty imprisonment ; Johnston, Healy, and
attached to such offences half a ceu- Bamford, one year's imprisonment,

tui-y aoQ. Hunt was sentenced to Each of the last four had to find

two and a half years' imprisonment, sureties for their good behaviour for

and had at the expiration of that time five years, themselves for 200/., and
to find sureties (himself for 1,000Z., two other persons in lOOZ. each.

—

two other persons for 5001. each) Ann. Reg., 1820, Ohron., p. 148.

for good behaviour for live years. ^ Ann. Reg., 1819, Hist., p. 107.

Sir Oharles Wolseley had eighteen
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-sufferings of the wounded, and of obtaining legal redress chap

against their persecutors. Several individuals of the Man-
chester Yeomanry were indicted for cutting and maiming

with intent to kill ; and, though the grand jiuy of Lanca-

shire threw out the biUs, the pubUc regarded the Lancashire

grand jury as an interested and therefore partial tribunal.

Their presentment proved that the conduct of the magis-

trates was open to question. Far more formidable pro-

ceedings were, however, imminent. The Common Coimcil

of London met oa the 9th of September for the express pur-

pose of ' considering the late transactions at Manchester.'

The Common Coimcil, by seventy-one votes to forty-five,

agreed to a series of resolutions affirming the legahty of the

Manchester meeting, and expressing their strongest indig-

nation at the ' unprovoked and intemperate proceedings

'

of the magistrates and the military, which they regarded

as ' highly disgraceful to the character of Enghshmen,

and a daring violation of the British Constitution.' ^ It is

the privilege of the Common Council of London to have

unrestricted access to the throne ; and an address in ac-

cordance with the resolutions was accordingly presented

to the Eegent. The Eegent was advised to reply in

terms of angry remonstrance ; but his remonstrances did

not check the impulse which the address had given. A
meeting of the inhabitants of Norwich, held under the

authority of the mayor, requested the Eegent ' to dismiss

for ever from his councils those ministers with whom the

name of his Eoyal Highness had been connected with the

massacre at Manchester.' In Westminster, York, Bristol,

Liverpool, Nottingham, and other towns similar meetings

were held. The suppression of one meeting by force had
led to the holding of many others.

Far the most important of these meetings, both in its

circumstances and its consequences, was held, on the 14th

of October, in Yorkshire. Yorkshire was the most im-

> Ann. Reg., 1819, Hist, p. 110.

VOL. I. L li
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CHAP, portant coimty in all England. ' Yorkshire and Middle-

. J - sex between them make all England,' was the saying of
1819. Yox} The Lord Lieutenant, Lord Fitzwilliam, was one

of the wealthiest noblemen in the country and one of

the leading members of the Whig party. Yet Lord Fitz-

william, as Lord Lieutenant of the West Eiding, signed a

requisition to the High Sheriff for a meeting at York to

consider the Manchester proceedings. The meeting was

held, and attended by 20,000 persons. The resolutions

passed at it demanded an inquiry into the occiurences at

Peterloo, but refrained from expressing any positive

opinion on the conduct either of the magistrates or of the

ministers. The importance of the meeting consisted,

however, in the fact that it was attended by Lord Fitz-

wiUiam. Lord Fitzwilham's example was followed in

other counties ; and meetings to consider the Manches-

ter proceedings were hastily convened by the Whig party.

The Whigs, indeed, at once determined to endeavour to

take the matter out of the hands of the Badicals, and to

direct and moderate the popular voice themselves. With-

out desiring to associate themselves with the views and

proceedings of Hunt, they were anxious to resist the

inroads, which they believed the Government to be

making, on the privileges of the public.

The Ministry were more alarmed at Lord Fitzwilliam's

action than at all the blood which had been shed at

Peterloo. At the end of September they had hesitated

to summon Parhament together. Before October was ten

days old they had convened it for the 23rd of November.

But they did not wait for the assembly of Parhament to

mark their displeasure of Lord Fitzwilham's conduct. A
week after the meeting at York a messenger was sent to

Wentworth * with a letter informing Lord Fitzwilham

that the Prince Eegent had no fiu-ther occasion for his

services as Lord Lieutenant of the West Eiding of York-

1 Wilberforce, vol. ii. p. 133.
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shire.' Two days afterwards the vacant Lieutenancy was chap.

conferred on Lord Lascelles, the eldest son of Lord Hare- ~_ ,' -

wood, a nobleman whose position and estates were almost 1819.

equal to those of Lord FitzwiUiam.

The removal of Lord FitzwiUiam from the Lord LordFitz.

Lieutenancy of the West Riding was an act of vigour TCmoTai

which excited mingled surprise and alarm. Associating ^^^feu-
it with the immediate assembly of Parliament, the Whigs tenancy.

inferred, or professed to infer, from it an attempt on the

part of the miaistry to control the privileges of the

country. ' I have little doubt,' wrote Brougham to Lord

Grey, ' that they seriously and desperately intend to

change the Government into one less free. T should say

they did so if they passed laws restricting meetings and

the press.' Nor was Brougham mistaken in his shrewd

anticipation. ' We are in a state,' wrote Lord Eldon to

his brother, ' in which the country must make new laws to

meet this new state of things.' ' The laws are not strong

enough for the times,' wrote Lord Sidmouth ;
' but they

jnust be made so, if it were meant to afibrd the country a

reasonable hope of permanent tranquilhty.' ^

The ministry were then resolute on obtaining strin- Divisions

gent powers of repression. Nothing could have diverted oppofi-****

them from their task but a strong and imited Opposition ;
^°^-

and unfortxmately the Opposition was neither strong nor

united. 'The Radicals,' vsrote Brougham, 'have made
themselves so odious that a number even of our own way
of thinking would be weU enough pleased to see them

and their vile press put down at all hazards.' The more

Hberal element among the Opposition were far from

unanimous in their desire to resist the Ministry. But the

less liberal element among them were even more anxious

than Lord Sidmouth and Lord Eldon for repressive

laws. Lord Grenville had been one of Pitt's principal

' Brougham, vol. ii. p. 348. Eldon, vol. ii. p. 340. Sidmouth, vol. iii,

p. 249.

t L 2
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CHAP, colleagues in the closing decade of tlie eighteenth century.

-
^' He had heartily approved the repressive measures into

1819. which Pitt had been driven by the French Eevolution

;

and he failed to see any remedy for the existbig discon-

tent short of the repetition of similar treatment. Ten

days before Parhament met he forwarded to Lord Liver-

pool a memorandum of the measiures which he thought

necessary for the crisis, and assiured the minister that his

views were confirmed by the general concurrence of the

very few intimate friends with whom he had communicated

on the occasion.^ Lord Buckingham thoroughly agreed

with Lord Grenville's views. The whole of this section of

the Opposition, therefore, stood aloof from their usual

friends, and clamoured for legislation at least as strong as

that which the ministry itself was forcing upon Parliament.

The measures on which the ministers resolved, and

which were ultimately carried, are commonly known ia

history as ' the Six Acts.' As Lord Castlereagh was the

leader of the House of Commons, and, in that capacity,

was the most prominent member of the administration,

' The^six they are occasionally styled ' Lord Castlereagh's Six Acts.'

The Acts themselves have all been included in one gene-

ral indictment ; but they diflfered from each other in their

character and in their object. Some of them were mea-

siu-es to which no real objection ought to have been made

;

others of them were laws which ought never to have

been passed. The stronger and more objectionable pro-

posals naturally arrested the attention of the pubHc; and

the milder bills, which were simultaneously introduced,

became offensive from the company in which they made
their appearance. ' I see on the part of the Government,'

said Tierney in the House of Commons, ' an evident de-

termination to resort to nothing but force : they think of

nothing else ; they dream of nothing else ; they will try

no means of conciliation ; they will make no attempt to

' Liverpool, vol. ii. p. 418,
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pacify and reconcile; force—force—^force—and nothing chap.

but force.' ^
-—,

—

Yet at the very head of the Six Acts stood a measure ^^^^'

obviously necessary, and which in reahty interfered in no

way with the freedom of the country. The men who
had attended the Manchester meeting had imdoubtedly

been driUed. The friends of the Eadicals insisted, indeed,

that they had never been armed with a weapon more

offensive than a common walking-stick, and that the ob-

ject of the drillijig was to enable them to move to the

place of meeting with some degree of precision. But the

Government and its military advisers of course replied

that military drill was not necessary for the purposes of a

peaceful meeting ; and that the drillings of the population

which were imdoubtedly going on were a dangerous

symptom of the times. The mihtary power of every

state must necessarily rest in the hands of the duly con-

stituted authorities; and the authorities cannot safely

permit mihtary organisations over which they have no

control to rise up in their midst. The Ministry of Lord

Liverpool decided, therefore, to prohibit imauthorised

persons practising mihtary exercises. This, however, was

only one of the Six Acts. The second of them was due

to another circumstance. Himt and his associates had

been committed for trial to the next Lancaster assizes.

Had they been indicted, as the Ministry originally in-

tended, for treason, their trial must necessarily have taken

place immediately. ' But,' wrote Lord GrenviUe,^ ' an

indictment foimd for a conspiracy to overthrow the Go-

vernment by force may be traversed by the defendant;

like the smallest misdemeanour. That traverse adjourns

the case from July to April ; the prisoner is then released

on bail, and it wiU be Httle less than nine months from

the date of the accusation that the king and the prisoner

' Ann. Reg., 1819, Hist, p. 131.
' Liverpool, toI. ii. p. 423.
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will have justice done to them upon it. Such a cotirBe

of judicial proceeding may operate for vengeance, it can

1819. never operate to prevention.'

Such was Lord GrenviHe's opinion on the eve of Par-

hament assembling. There was evidently a great deal

of good sense contained in it, and the ministers accord-

ingly readily fell in with his suggestion. The result was

very memorable. Lord Holland occupied a pecidiar

position in the ranks of the Whig party. The nephew

of Fox, he had an hereditary claim to the allegiance of

the Whigs. His undoubted abilities had placed him in

the very front rank of the chieftains of his party ; while

his admirable social quahties had enabled him to gather

aU the foremost and all the rising men of the day round

the table of Holland House. Lord Holland had the tact

to see that the biU of the Government might be made
useful for another purpose. The Attorney-General had

at that time the power to lodge an ex officio information

against an accused person without taking any immediate

proceedings to bring him to trial. ' There were at present,'

said Lord HoUand, ' forty informations depending, some

of which had been hanging over the parties accused

for one, two, three, four, five, and for ten years.' Lord

Holland, therefore, pressed the Government to add a

clause to their biU enabling the defendant against whom
an ex officio information had been lodged to compel the

Attorney-General to bring on the case within a year, or

to abandon the prosecution. Lord Eldon, "on considera-

tion, assented to Lord Holland's suggestion ; and the biU,

with this addition, became law.-^

Two out of ' the Six Acts,' then, do not deserve to be

remembered with any feelings of asperity. The Traversing

BiU, in its ultimate shape, was a beneficial reform ; the

Mihtary Training Bill has remained the law of the land

' Hansard, vol. xH. p. 1008. Ann. Reg., 1819, Hist,, p, 127. Eldon,
vol. ii. p. 349.
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to the present day. But the other four Acts were of a ohaf.

very different character. The first of these four autho- v-—r^—

-

rised the magistrates in certain coimties to issue warrants ^819.

to search for arms ; the second of them authorised the

seizure of seditious and blasphemous Hbels ; and made
transportation the punishment for a second conviction

for hbel. The third regulated and restricted the right

of public meeting ; and the foiuth subjected aU pubhca-

tions below a certain size to the stamp duty on news-

papers. The first and third of these foiu were proposed

as temporary measiures ; the second and foiuth of them

as permanent Acts.

The Seizure of Arms Bill was almost forced on the

Government by the follies of the Eadicals themselves.

Wateon, who had been concerned in the Spa Fields riot,

had the foUy to boast at a Smith field meeting that there

were 800,000 Eadicals armed.' The foohsh boast inten-

sified the fears which agitated the breasts of the upper

classes. Lord Darlington solemnly declared in the House

of Lords that he had received intelligence that prepara-

tions were being made in the North of England for a

rising in arms. Lord Strathmore confirmed Lord Dar-

lington's inteUigence ; and even Lord Grey admitted the

crisis to be serious. Amidst the imiversal terror which

these utterances inspired the Arms Bill rapidly made
way. A proposal to confine the right of search to the

daytime was rejected by a large majority, and the biU

became law in its original form.'"'

The bill to prevent seditious and blasphemous hbels

created more opposition than the Arms Bill. Libels, in-

deed, of a seditious and blasphemous natiu-e were being

scattered broadcast through the country ; the Government,

moreover, had signally failed in its prosecution of Hone.
But neither the increased circulation of seditious libels

• Plumer Ward, vol. ii. p. 37. 1124-1163. Ann. Seg., 1819, ffist
» Hansard, vol. xli, pp. 591-694, pp. 138-143.
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CHAP, nor the failure of certain prosecutions justified the in-

v_ .

'

_^ ference that the law was not sufficiently strong. Severe

1819. punishments do not increase but lessen the prospect of

convictions, and a jury disposed to acquit a prisoner

under a mild law is unhkely to convict him under a

harsh one. The Seditious Libels Bill was divisible into

two parts. In the first place, when a bookseller had been

convicted of selling a libellous book, the bill authorised

the seizure of the entire work. The court might be

moved for an arrest of judgment ; its decision might

ultimately prove in the bookseller's favoiu-
;
yet the pub-

lication of the work during the interval might be stopped.

In the next place, the bill made banishment or trans-

portation the pimishment of a second conviction for libel.

Exception was, of course, taken to the provision. ' The

oiFence of publishing a libel,' it was lu-ged, ' is, more than

any other that is known to our law,imdefined and uncertain.

Publications which at one time may be considered inno-

cent and even laudable may at another be thought de-

serving punishment. Thus the author and ptiblisher of

any writing dictated by the purest intentions, on a

matter of public interest, without any example to warn,

any definition to instruct, or any authority to guide him,

may expose himself to the penalty of being banished

from the United Kingdom and all other parts of His Ma-
jesty's dominions for such time as the coiu:t shall order,

or be transported to such place as shall be appointed by
His Majesty for the transportation of ofienders for any

term not exceeding seven years.' ^

The feeling which the bill provoked proved so strong

that the Government found themselves compelled partially

to give way. They consented to withdraw the pimish-

ment of transportation from the bill, and to be satisfied

with banishment alone. The concession did not remove

the objections which the Opposition felt to the measure,

' See the protest of the Lords, Hansard, vol. xli. p. 747.
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but it facilitated its passage through the House of Com- chap.

mons. No one could defend the publications which .

—

^—

-

the Eadicals were disseminating. AU respectable people 1.819.,

would have welcomed the punishment of their authors

;

and the excesses of a few men, who endeavoured to asso-

ciate themselves with the cause of freedom, unfortunately

afforded the Ministry an excuse for interfering with the

liberty of the printing press. ^ The measm-e, however,

which thus became law, proved utterly useless. The

Ministry did not dare to enforce its provisions. Ten
years afterwards it was repealed, but its repeal was

as formal a matter as its enactment. 'It was already

dead.' ^

There was perhaps less objection in principle to the

imposition of a stamp duty on all small pamphlets than

to the severe punishments enacted in the Seditious and

Blasphemous Libels Bill. Newspapers were already

taxed ; but the cheaper broadsheets, circulating among
the poorer classes, succeeded in evading the definition of

a newspaper and in escaping the tax. Cobbett was

consequently able to sell the 'Eegister' for twopence.

Parliament was, therefore, asked to declare that these

periodicals should be subject to the tax which every

newspaper paid. The Ministry at the same time in-

sisted that every bookseller, before commencing his

business, should enter into recognisances for his good
behaviour. It was, indeed, objected by the Opposition

that it was a primary principle of the EngUsh Constitution

that an Englishman might publish whatever he pleased

on his own responsibility ; and that the privileges of thie

people were infringed by an enactment which required

the publisher in the first instance to enter into recog-

nisances. But the Opposition were only able to state

' Ann. iJe^.,1819, Hist., pp. 143- 10th of October, 1831. Mansard,
150. 3rd series, vol. viii. p. 396,

' See Macaulay's speech on the
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CHAP, these arguments ; they were wholly powerless to enforce;

-

—

^—, them. The bill became law.^

1-819. The most stringent of the Six Acts, however, was

that which regulated and restricted the right of pubhc

meeting. The provisions of the measure introduced by
the Government were concisely explained by Lord Liver-

pool in a letter to Lord Grenville :—Meetings of coimties

called by the lord lieutenant or sheriff; meetings of cor-

porate towns called by the mayor or other first magis-

trate ; meetings called by five or more justices of the

peace were excepted firom it. But, with these exceptions,

' all meetings for the consideration of grievances in Church

and State, or for the pm-pose of preparing petitions, &c.,

except in the parishes (or townships, where parishes are

divided into townships) where the individuals usually

reside,' were prohibited. No person was allowed to

attend such meetings unless he was an actual resident

within such parish or township ; while, to prevent simul-

taneous meetings, it was fiu-ther decided that ' previous

notice must be given of the day when such meetings are

to be held by seven inhabitants to a neighboiuing magis-

trate,' who was allowed discretionary power to put off

the meeting. Persons coming armed and persons car-

rying banners were also prohibited from attending such

meetings at all.^

The object of these proposals was plain. None but

the upper classes were to be allowed to organise large

meetings. The lower classes were to be permitted only

to attend meetings in their own parishes ; and itinerant

orators, who would of coiu-se be strangers, were to be

excluded from them. The right of meeting was to be no-

minally preserved, but it was to be continued in a shape

which made its preservation valueless. ' Parochial meet-

ings,' said Lord Liverpool, ' would generally be flat
;

' and

1 Ann. jReff., 1819, Hist., pp. 168-163. Of. Sansnrd, 3rd series, vol. vi.

p. 10. ' Liverpool, vol. ii. p. 433.
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the Ministry had sufficient courage to face a ' flat ' d&- chap.

monstration. In 1819, moreover, the measure had an «'^—r^

—

'.

additional significance. Nearly every large town in the

country is now corporate ; and the chief magistrate of

nearly every large town would consequently be com-

petent to convene a meeting. But in 1819 ' Manches-

ter, Birmingham, Sheffield, Wolverhampton, and other

wealthy and populous towns ' were unincorporate, and

were therefore ' excluded from the advantages reserved

for other decayed and comparatively unimportant places,'
^

Manchester and Birmingham, therefore, already denied

direct Parliamentary representation, were thus deprived

of the only means which they still enjoyed of seciuring

attention to their wishes. A measure which limited the

right of meeting necessarily aroused considerable opposi-

tion ; but the Opposition in Parliament was powerless to

effect any change in the policy of the ministry. The
whole Tory party was clamouring for decisive measiu-es ;

the Grenvilleites, with Lord Grenviile and Lord Bucking-

ham at their head, were seconding the Tories ; and the re-

mainder of the Opposition were unable to do more than

limit the diu-ation of the Bill to a period of five years.

The session of the Six Acts closed at Christmas, the

ministry having substantially carried aU their proposals.

The measm-es of the ministry, however reprehensible Peath of

they may seem in other respects, had one justification ;

"'^

they were successful. The firmness of the authorities

checked the disorders which were everywhere menacing

and convinced the leaders of the Eadicals, or those of

them who were still at large, that it was impossible to

pursue their designs against the Government. The sul-

len tranquillity into which the country in consequence

lapsed was simultaneously cheered by a slight improve-

ment in its trade. The working classes at the same time

experienced the advantages of an increased demand for

• Ann. Reg., 1819, Hist., p. 154.
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OHAP. their labour, and of a reduction in the price of the

<;_^1_. grain which constituted their chief food. Quiet seemed
1S20. nkely to be restored ; and the interest which the Peterloo

meeting had occasioned was forgotten amidst the excite-

ment occasioned by a new event. The old king—a king

only in name—had at last died. His death had elevated

the Eegent to the throne ; and pohtical gossips speculated

on the consequences which would ensue from the change.

It will be the object of the next chapter to trace the his-

tory of the miserable proceedings which followed the

accession of George IV. to the throne. In the present

chapter it is sufficient to state that the death of the king

necessitated the early dissolution of Parhament. On the

28th of February Parliament was prorogued to the 13th

of March, and almost immediately afterwards it was

dissolved.

TheCato Five days before the prorogation an event oc-

epiracy. curred which fiUed men's minds with horror, and did

more than all the arguments of the Tories to recon-

cile them to the severe measures of the Government.

Among the more prominent leaders of the Eadical party

was one Arthur Thistlewood. Thistlewood was a native

of Homcastle, in Lincolnshire, and was born in the year

1770. His father was a land steward, and Thistlewood

was himself educated for his father's profession. At the

age of twenty-one, however, he accepted a lieutenancy in

a Mihtia regiment, and soon afterwards, marrying a

young lady of the name of Bruce, possessed of property

amounting to 300/. a year, he exchanged his lieu-

tenancy in the Militia for a commission in a marching

regiment. He went with his regiment to the West Indies,

where he threw up his profession and proceeded to Ame-
rica. From America he sailed for France, where he ar-

rived after the fall of Eobespiene. There 'he became:

initiated in all the doctrines and sentiments of the French

Bevolutionists ;
' and, imbued with these views, returned to
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England after the Peace of Amiens. He soon became chap,

acquainted with the leaders of the Eadical party, and was . ,: .

admitted to their coimcils. He was one of the leaders 1820.

of the mob who were chiefly responsible for the Spa

Fields riot in 1817; and, though the charge against him

on that occasion was abandoned after the elder Watson's

acquittal, he was arrested in the following year imder the

provisions of the Habeas Corpus Suspension Act. On his

release from prison he had the impudence to send a chal-

lenge to Lord- Sidmouth, the Home Secretary, to fight

him with sword or pistol. The Cabinet decided on re-

garding the challenge as an offence against themselves,

and prevailed on Lord Sidmouth, against his better judg-

ment, to direct a prosecution against Thistlewood. Thistle-

wood was convicted ; and on the 28th of May, 1818, was

sentenced to a year's imprisonment in Horsham Gaol.

His year's imprisonment expired at a critical period.

Birmingham was on the eve of electing Sir Charles

Wolseley its legislatorial attorney. Preparations were

being made for the Manchester meeting, and Thistlewood

at once joined his old associates. After the lamentable

events which occurred at Manchester he issued a document

in which he ' unequivocally asserted that there is no law

to prevent 10,000, 100,000, or even 1,000,000 men as-

sembhng; that no magistrate can touch them till they

have struck some blow ; and that it is immaterial whether

they come in military order or civil array, with or with-

out flags or arms.' This document was referred to by
Lord Castlereagh in the House of Commons as one of

the main reasons which necessitated the regulation and

restriction of pubHc meetings. The passing of the Sedi-

tious Meetings Bill disconcerted Thistlewood's views. The
course of agitation on which the Eadicals had resolved

became impossible ; and some sanguinary measiu-es, almost

incredible from their rashness and their wickedness, were

decided on. Thistlewood, and a few of his associates,
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CHAP, decided on striking a great blow against the Gove];Timent.

-
^'

. They determined to attempt the assassination of the en-

1820. tire Cabinet; to seize a few pieces of artilleiy which

happened to be in an unprotected state in London; to

set fire to the Mansion House, the barracks, and two or

three other places; and, amidst the general confusion

which these deeds would create, to establish a provisional

Government. Such was the plan dehberately propounded

by a band of some thirty conspirators. They did not,

probably, themselves believe in its success. The utmost

that they could have hoped or expected was that the

confusion and consternation, which the assassination of

the Cabinet would create would afford them opportunities

for plunder and for escape. Thistlewood's confederates

were drawn from the lowest orders. Ings was a butcher,

Brimt a jom-neyman shoemaker, Davidson a man of colour,

Adams a retired soldier, Hidon a cowkeeper. The con-

spirators probably could not have collected 20^. among

them, and yet these obsciKe individuals, without friends,

without resoiu-ces, seriously contemplated the brutal mas-

sacre of the entire Government.^

Thistlewood's original plan was laid with some cau-

tion. George III. had died at the close of January ; the

funeral was fixed for the 16th of February. It was

knovsTQ that a considerable number of troops would be

withdrawn from London to attend the ceremony ; and the

conspirators accordingly hoped that the metropolis would

be left in a comparatively defenceless condition, and that

an opportunity would occur for their striking a formi-

dable blow. No such opportimity was found. Saturday,

the 19th of February, arrived, and nothing had been

done. The slender resources of the conspirators were

almost exhausted, and immediate action had become
absolutely necessary. It was ascertained that the entire

Cabinet were engaged to dine with Lord Harrowby on

' Ann. Reg., 1820, Chron., pp. 63, 921, Sidmouth, vol. iii, pp, 208, 315.
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the 23rd of February at what was then called a Cabinet chap.

Dinner. Lord Harrowby hved in Grosvenor Square ; -

—

^—

•

and the conspirators thought that a house easily ap- 1^20.

proached and easily left, situate in a comparatively quiet

neighbourhood, favoured their design. Fourteen bold

men undertook to attack the house. One of them was

to ring the beU, on pretence of presenting a note, and hia

associates were to rush in and seciu-e the entrance. Hand-
grenades were to be thrown in at the window ; and the

ministers who were not kiUed by the consequences of the

explosion were to be assassinated, one by one, by the

conspirators.

Such was the brutal conspiracy in which these reck-

less men engaged. Fortimately for the Government,

rumoiu-s of what was going on had, for weeks previously,

reached the Home Office. Among the friends with whom
Thistlewood associated was one George Edwards. He
was poor and penniless—' straw was his resting-place

;

his only covering a blanket.' Edwards was acquainted

with the Eadical Eeformers, and entered into the plots

of Thistlewood and his comrades. He was charged by
Thistlewood and some of his accomphces with instigating

their crime. It is certain that he communicated what
he heard at their meetings to Lord Sidmouth. Edwards'
testimony was corroborated by another of the conspira-

tors. Hidon, the cowkeeper, called at Lord Harrowby's
house, followed him to the Park, and communicated to

him the details of the plot. The ministry, thus doubly
forewarned, took measures to defeat the designs of the

conspirators. It was ascertained that they were to meet
in a loft in Cato Street,^ a small mews running parallel

with the Edgeware Koad. Warrants were immediately
granted for their apprehension. A body of Bow Street

1 Oato Street no longer exists Street, a street on the east side pf
under that name. It ran into John the Edge-ware Road.
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CHAP, officers were appointed to make the arrest, and a detacH-

__,:___ ment of troops was ordered to support them. These
1820. simple orders, however, were very imperfectly obeyed.

The troops were late, and the police officers attempted to

make the arrest alone. They forced themselves up a

narrow ladder into the loft in which Thistlewood and his

accomplices were sitting, and called on them to sur-

render. A scuffle ensued ; one of the Bow Street officers,

Smithers, was stabbed to the heart, three others were

wounded ; and the conspirators succeeded in forcing their

way into the yard. The opportune arrival of a small

body of troops facilitated the arrest of nine of the con-

spirators ; but about twelve others, including Thistlewood

and Brunt, effected their escape.

Thistlewood had succeeded in temporarily effecting

his escape, but he was apprehended on the following

morning in his lodgings in Moorfields. His principal

accomplices were seized about the same time in other

places ; and a special commission was appointed for the

trial of the prisoners. The trials commenced on Mon-
day the 17th of April. After a two days' trial This-

tlewood was found guilty of compassing and levying

war against the king ; Ings, Bnmt, Tidd, and Davidson

were separately convicted of the same offences. Adams
turned king's evidence. The other prisoners subse-

quently, withdrew their original pleas and admitted

their guilt. The admission saved their lives. Adams's

evidence made the guilt of all the parties plain. The

prisoners were all sentenced to death ; and on the 1st

of May, Thistlewood, Ings, Brunt, Tidd, and Davidson

were hanged, and afterwards decapitated. No disorder

occurred among the vast crowd which assembled to wit-

ness their execution. The miserable men had no ac-

comphces at large to attempt their rescue. One of

the foulest and most contemptible conspiracies that was
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ever planned expired with the execution of the five chap.

ringleaders.^ . ,! .

The minor actors in the plot never again emerged 1820.

from their previous obsciuity. Edwards, indicted for

treason by the relatives of the executed malefactors, hur-

riedly left the coimtry. Hidon, the cowkeeper, was re-

warded with a hackney carriage license. Mrs. Smithers,

the widow of the miu-dered Bow Street ofBcer, received a

pension of a hundred a year.^ But the plot itself effected

a very different result from that which its originators had

contemplated. The moderate statesmen of the day had

previously doubted the propriety of the repressive mea-

sures which the Government had induced Parliament to

sanction. The horrible details of the Cato Street con-

spiracy seemed to afford the desired justification for

severe laws. All England rang with astonishment and

horror ; and every argument for moderate measures was

hushed amidst the universal indignation of the country.

Arbitrary government had won its greatest triimiph

through the almost inconceivable wickedness of a few

obsciure conspirators.

Before, indeed, the trials of Thistlewood and his asso-

ciates had taken place, another series of events in Scot-

land had increased the consternation which universally

prevailed. On Sunday, the 2nd of April, a proclamation The Gins-

was found affixed to the walls in different parts of Glas- ^""^ ""*'

gow and the neighboiu-hood calling upon ' the people of

England, Scotland and Ireland, to come forward and
effect a revolution by force.' It exhorted the soldiers to

keep in mind the glorious example of the Spanish troops.

It recommended the proprietors of large manufactories

' The trial of TMstlewood will be cellent summary of the proceedings
found in State Trials, vol. xxxiii. in the 62nd volume of the Annual
p. 681 ; that of Injjp on p. 957 ; that Megister, Ohron., p. 921.
of Hunt on p. 1177; and that of * Sidmouth, vol. iii. p. 317. Ann.
Davidson and Tidd on p. 1337 of Reg., 1820, Ohron., p. 60,

the same volume. There is an ex-

VOL. r. MM
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CHAP, to suspend their operations till public order should be
-

—

^—- restored. It commanded all persons to desist from labour
1820. fi-om that day forward ; and it denounced as enemies to

the king and traitors to the country all who should be

found in arms against the intended regenerators of their

native land.

The anonymous placard, in the first instance, fulfilled

its intended object. The morning of Monday broke, and

Glasgow wore an extraordinary aspect. The laboiu-ing

men of the city resumed their usual work ; but they were

almost immediately the objects of threatening visits, and

were compelled to desist from it. The streets were filled

with a crowd wandering about in enforced idleness;

and the business of the second city in the kingdom was

suspended at the dictate of an anonymous authority,

whom no one could identify, and whose power or whose

weakness no one knew. The magistrates hastily collected

as large a mihtary force as they were able to gather

together. The Volunteer corps were called out ; a few

regular troops were marched into the city; and the po-

pulation were warned by a proclamation against the de-

signs of the disaffected. The counter proclamation of the

magistrates immediately answered every purpose. The
power of the agitators had consisted in the terror which

their proceedings had inspired; their power ceased the

moment that it was seen that the authorities were not

afraid of them. The well-disposed resumed their or-

dinary occupations. With one solitary exception the

ill-disposed concealed themselves. One of the Stirling-

shire Yeomanry accidentally discovered an armed body
of Eadicals on the road between Kilsyth and Falkirk, and

reported his discovery to his commanding officer. Eleven

cavalry soldiers and eleven of the Yeomanry were detached

to scour the road, and they succeeded in driving the

rebels to some high ground called Bonnymuir, where

they sheltered themselves behind a wall. The troops,
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after calling on the Eadicals to surrender, succeeded in chap.

turning their flank, when one-half of them immediately •

—

^—

•

ran away. Those who remained offered a stout resistance ;
l^^O.

one of the cavalry soldiers was killed, and three of the

troop-horses were wounded. But the rebels were com-

pletely dispersed ; nineteen of them were made prisoners

;

many of them were severely wounded. ' The whole

Eadical plot,' as Sir W. Scott expressed it, ' went to the

devil when it came to gun and sword.' ' No other at-

tempt at open resistance was made ; and the failure of

this extravagant rising served at once to open the eyes of

the deluded and to crush the hopes of the deluders.' ^

The failure of this miserable outbreak, and the sub-

sequent execution of the Cato Street conspirators, mark
the termination of one of the unhappiest periods of Eng-

lish history. During the five years which had suc-

ceeded the conclusion of the war, society in England had

been passing through an unprecedented crisis. Unex-

ampled distress had led to almost universal discontent

;

and the poorer classes, crushed beneath their present mis-

fortune, had hstened to the treacherous advice of un-

principled agitators, and had been induced to perpetrate

outrages of the most reprehensible character. The upper

classes, instead of examining the grievances of which

their poorer fellow-citizens complained, saw in every

fresh disorder new reasons for repressive legislation of

the severest character. The Habeas Corpus Act was sus-

pended ; the right of public meeting was restricted ; the

freedom of the press was limited; the right to possess

arms was denied ; and the elective franchise was rigidly

confined to the few fortunate persons who happened to

enjoy it. The result of these measures was, in one sense,

successful. The Ministry succeeded for the moment in

repressing the designs of the populace, and in stamping

out the disorders which desolated the land. The coimtry

1 Ann. Reg., 1820, Hist., p. 39. Lockhart's Scott, p. 430.
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CHAP, became quiet ; but the quiet was the cahn of the flood

- ^ . which for a moment is arrested by a barrier it is unable

1820. to overwhelm. The increasing weight of the gathering

waters sweeps away at last the obstacle to their progress.

The increasing power of the agitated populace swept

away in the end the feeble barriers of the governing

classes. The penning-up the waters only increases the

idtimate violence of the flood. The postponement of

reform in 1820 made the revolution more serious when
it became irresistible in 1832.

For the moment, however, the country had been

crushed into peace ; but events of a starthng and imex-

pected character gave a new turn to men's thoughts, and

the wrongs of a queen induced a fickle populace to for-

get for a time their own grievances. The increasing

liberality of the age made some concessions necessary,

and the growing weakness of the Government compelled

it to concede some reforms. Prom these various causes

the history of the coimtry assumed a new phase. Tears

were still to elapse before political reform was conceded

by Parliament. But the era of repressive legislation,

sweetened by no concessions, was gone for ever.
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CHAPTEE VI.

It is difficult at the present time to realise the solitary chap.

life whicli in 1816 was the lot of the princess who was vi.

the presumptive heiress to the throne of England. Her isie.

father, vexed at-her refusal to marry the Prince of Orange, The

was subjecting her to unusual and unmerited restraints. chMiotte,

Her mother, on whose affection she had hitherto rehed,

had abandoned the country where she had experienced

so much unhappiness. Her grandfather, who in previous

years had interposed in her behalf, was hopelessly insane

;

and her warm, impulsive disposition instinctively recoiled

from the prim decorum which characterised her grand-

mother, the queen. With her mother's family she had no

acquaintance ; and the head of it, ' Brimswick's fated

chieftain,' had just died a soldier's death in the last cam-

paign. Though the princess was nearly twenty years

old, the Eegent, annoyed with her conduct, refused her

access to her most intimate acquaintances. She was only

permitted to write to her warmest friend on condition

that her letters passed through the hands of a lady-in^

waiting. There seems even reason to think that her

allowance was stopped, and that she had hteraUy ' no

money of her own to spend on anything.' Moved from

Windsor to Weymouth, from Weymouth to London, from

London to Weymouth, with little society and few amuse^

ments, the unhappy girl pined, grew thin, and slept badly.

' It makes me sad to think,' she wrote, ' of the time

past or the time to come : I don't know which is most

painful, the past or the future.' ^

• Lady Koae Weigall's Metnoir of Princeta Charlotte, p. 148.
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CHAP. A better time, however, was speedily coming. A few

.
^^'

. years before, during the period of her engagement to the

1816. Prince of Orange, she had accidentally met, at Carlton

House, Prince Leopold, the youngest of the three sons of

the Duke of Saxe Cobourg. The prince had been ' pointed

out to her as a supposed admirer of a yoimg lady of her

acquaintance, and she ' had ' expressed her wonder, as he

was so handsome, that the yoimg lady did not seem more

flattered by his attentions.' ^ The princess's casual remark

was, some time afterwards, repeated to the prince, and

Leopold was consequently induced, after a decent interval,

to pay his court to the heiress presumptive of the crown

of England. The Eegent was probably weary of the

contest with his daughter. Prince Leopold had favoiu:-

ably impressed the people whom he had met on his pre-

vious visit to England ; and it was the interest of all

classes that ' the fair-haired daughter of the isles '
^ should

marry. They all ' fondly dreamed,' with Byron, ' our chil-

dren should obey her child.' Under these circumstances

the negotiations for the marriage were rapidly brought

to a successful issue. Parliament voted 60,000Z. for the

princess's outfit, and 60,000Z. a year for her sustenance.

Claremont, the beautiful seat of Mr. Ellis, was purchased

for her residence ; and, late after dinner on the 2nd of

May, in accordance with the singular custom of the time,

the Princess Charlotte was duly married, in the draw-

ing-room of Carlton House, to Prince Leopold of Saxe

Cobourg.

Her The remainder of Princess Charlotte's short life was

iTfeTnd spent in the happy society of her husband at Claremont.

Admirably suited to each other, she loving him with all

the force of her impulsive temperament, he gently check-

ing the buoyancy of her spirits when they led her to

exceed the 'limits of dignity or prudence,' the prince

' Lady Rose Weigall's memoir, p. 133.
" ChUde Harold, Canto iv. st. 170.

death-
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and princess seem to have passed the happiest and the chap.

most domestic of lives. For a little more than a year .

—

^—

•

nothing interrupted the even tenour of their days. The 1817.

public heard with satisfaction of the life which she, whom
they regarded as their future queen, was leading ; and

looked forward to the ride of another court, presided

over by another Charlotte, blessed with all the virtues

which had distinguished the wife of George III., but free

from Queen Charlotte's prim and frigid manners. Still

greater hopes began to be formed. In the autumn of

1817 it was known that the princess was expecting her

confinement. In October Dr. Bailey and Sir E. Croft,

her medical advisers, were established in the House. On
the 5th of November she was dehvered, after a very

severe and protracted illness, of a dead boy.^ ' She was

too prostrate to realise the bitter disappointment. Yet

even then she thought of her husband's sorrow, and

sought to mitigate it by declaring herself the happiest

wife in England. She only hved five hours longer.' ^

The untimely death of the Princess Charlotte occa-

sioned perhaps more general grief than any other public

event in the present century. The nation had sympa-

thised with the princess's sorrows, had sided with her in

her troubles, had rejoiced at her marriage, and had heard

with pleasure and satisfaction of her quiet domestic hfe

at Claremont. The Eegent was deservedly unpopular.

His brothers were dissolute and extravagant. Surroimded

by natural children, they had no heir among them ; and

the Princess Charlotte was, therefore, both the pride and

the hope of the entire nation.

' The public were, at the time, the princess's death. It may he
disposed to blame the doctors. It doubted •whether, in any similar pe-
does not seem, however, that they riod of our history, four such distm-
were to blame, except that they were guished men as Whitbread, Eomilly,
too sanguine. Sir E. Oroft shoi-tly Sir R. Croft, and Lord Oastlereagh
afterwards destroyed himself; but committed suicide,

there was no evidence to show that * Lady Rose Weigall, p. 165.
this unhappy act was attributable to
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CHAP.
VI.

1817.

Tlio con-

sequences

of her
dciith.

Hark ! forth from the abyss a voice proceeds,

A long low distant murmur of dread sound,

Such, as arises when a nation bleeds

With some deep and immedicable wound.

Scion of chiefs and monarchs, where ai-t thou ?

Fond hope of many nations, art thou dead 1

Could not the grave forget thee, and lay low

Some less majestic, less beloved head 1

Princess Charlotte's death was Kjt, however, a mere

source of sorrow to the multitude. It caused profound

anxiety to statesmen. The Eegent was married and sepa-

rated from his wife. The Duke of York was married, but

had no children. The Dukes of Clarence, Kent, and Cam-

bridge were unmarried ; the Duke of Sussex had con-

tracted a marriage with Lady Augusta Murray which had

been declared invalid ; and, though the fifth brother, the

Duke of Cumberland, had married in 1815, neither the

circumstances of his marriage nor the previous hves of

himself and his consort made it desirable that the crown

should descend to one of his children. The wife whom
the Duke of Cumberland had chosen was a daughter of

the reigning Duke of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, and therefore

niece to Queen Charlotte. She had been twice married

;

first to the Prince of Prussia, and second to the Prince

Salms Branfels, from whom she had been divorced. The

Duke of Cumberland's younger brother, the Duke of

Cambridge, had formed an attachment for the lady, but

had been persuaded to break off his engagement with

her. The Duke of Cumberland, with extraordinary folly,

which would perhaps have been excusable in a boy, but

which was inexcusable in a man of the ripe age of forty-

four years, selected g,s his wife the lady whom his brother

had discarded. He was married to her first at Berlin,

and afterwards, in deference to the opinion of the law

officers, at Carlton House. The Eegent and three of his

brothers, the Dukes of York, Clarence, and Kent, at-
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tended the ceremony. Queen Charlotte steadfastly re- chap.

fused either to attend the mamage or to receive the -

—

^—

-

duchess. The opinion of the nation sided with the queen, ^^l'^-

The ministers proposed that an addition of 6,000/. a year

should be made to the Duke of Cumberland's income;

and the proposal gave rise to the most violent debate.

One member ' appealed to the public voice for the truth of

his assertion that of all the branches of the royal family

the Duke of Cumberland was the one to whom the public

feeling would b§ the least inclined to grant any pecimiary

boon.' A second inquired whether the duke had ren-

dered any services to his coimtry which could entitle him

to the grant ; a third apprehended that the marriage was

disagreeable to the royal family ; a fourth asked whether

it was true that the queen had declared that she would

not receive the duchess at comt, and whether she had

not decidedly disapproved of a proposed marriage between

the Princess of Salms and the Duke of Cambridge. A
series of debates entailed a series of divisions, and a

constant repetition of these damaging statements. The
original motion for the grant was only carried by 87 votes

to 70; the report was adopted by only 74 votes to 62.

Leave to bring in a bill was granted by 75 votes to 62.

The first reading was passed by 100 votes to 92 ; and
finally the second reading was rejected by 126 votes

to 125.1

The Dul5;e of Cumberland had been foiled of the

pecimiary advantage which he had perhaps reasonably

expected to derive from his marriage. But there was
one result of greater importance, which seemed imminent.

The duchess, it was known, was expecting a child; and
this child, after the Princess Charlotte, would, on the

death of her royal imcles, be heir to the throne. The
duchess was confined on the 11th of January, 1817.

But her child, a girl, was born dead. Comparatively

' Ann. Reg., 1815, Hist., p. 52.
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in the

royal

family.

little attention was paid, at the time, to the fact. Its im-

portance was only appreciated in the following November,

when the Princess Charlotte died, and when it was recol-

lected that the Duke of Cumberland and his wife were

getting on in years, and that their prospect of a family

was consequently decHning.

There is a common saying that great crises create

great men, and, in a sarcastic sense, the saying proved

true of the royal family in 1818. While their niece had

lived the royal princes, abandoned to their own selfish

pleasures, had had no thought of marrying. But the

death of their niece opened out to each of them a more

ambitious prospect. Any one of them, it seemed possible,

might have the honour of seeing one of his own children

heir presumptive to the throne. The Duke of Clarence,

George III.'s third son, hastily married Adelaide, sister

to the Duke of Saxe-Meiningen. The Duke of Kent,

George III.'s fourth son, married a Princess of Saxe

Coburg—Victoria, the widow of the Prince of Lein-

iugen ; and George III.'s seventh son, the Duke of Cam-
bridge, married Augusta, daughter of the Landgrave

of Hesse Cassel. The death of one poor lady had in-

duced the hasty marriages of three old uncles ! The

royal brides had not the merit of beauty. ' There was

a grand display (at Carlton House) of all the royal

duchesses,' wrote Fremantle to Lord Buckingham, 'one

more ugly than another.' ^

But the Eegent's conduct was more extraordinary

than that of his brothers'. The death of their niece had

induced them to take wives : the death of his daughter

made the Eegent try to get rid of his wife. On the jfirst

day of 1818, before his daughter had been dead eight

weeks, he wrote to the Chancellor that he wished 'to

extricate himself ' from ' the cruellest, as well as the most

mijust predicament that ever even the lowest individual,

' Regency, vol. ii. p. 267.
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mucli more a prince, ever was placed in.' ^ The delibe- chap.

rations of the Cabinet on this letter, resulted in events ._ V' -

which neither the Eegent nor they could have antici- l^l^-

pated. The Cabinet \rere foolishly persuaded to send out

a Commission to Italy, where the Princess of Wales was

residing, to inquire into the life she was leading. The
consequences of this action will be fully seen in the

present chapter. Nor was this concession to the Eegent

the only act of folly which Lord Liverpool's Cabinet

committed in 1818. The Eegent's brothers had married

for the sake of the country. They all of them desired

to make a good thing out of their marriages. The Duke
of Clarence wished to have his income of 20,500Z. a year

raised to 40,000^.^ The Dukes of Kent and Cambridge

desired to have their incomes raised from 18,000Z. to

30,000^. a year; and they all proposed that in the first

year of their marriage the additional grant should be

doubled, in order that they might be able to bear the

expense of an outfit. The Duke of Cumberland not

unnaturally concluded that he in his turn should be put

on the same footing as his other brothers. Lord Liver-

pool undertook to recommend, these arrangements to the

consideration of Parliament. But, before doing so, he

• Twiss'a Eldon, vol. ii. p. 806. Coldstream Guards. Each of the
^ The curious in such liiatters will five brothers had had a present of

find an account of the gross incomes 20,000Z. out of the Admiralty Droits

;

ofthesedukesin^fl»isn?'</, vol.xxxviii. ahd the Duke of Clarence had had a
App. pp. l.-lii.

i
and Ann. Reg., 1818, loan of 20,000/., the Duke of Kent of

Chron. p. 62. The smiis given in 6;000;.', to be repaid by instalments,

the textare the annulties,charged on It appears that the instalments had
the Consolidated Fund. The Duke been repaid very irregularly. It may
of Clarence, in addition, received perhaps be vt'orth noting that the

1,096?. as Admiral df the Fleet, and Duke of Clarence, soon after his

187/. as Ranger of Bushey Park. marriage, had the generosity to pro-

The Duke of Kent, 6,51'7/. as Go- vide, at the expense of others, for his

\ernor of Gibraltar, 613Z. as Colonel illegitimate daughtera. A pension

of the Royal Scotdh Rfegiment of of 2,500/. a year was granted to

Foot, and 73/. as Ranger of Hamp- trustees in their favour on Sept. 9,

ton Court Little Park. 'The Duke 1818, out of the 4J per cent. West
of Cumberland had 1,008/. as Colonel India duties.

—

Hansard, New Series,

of the 15th Hussars ; and the Duke vol. ix. p. 822. Ann. JRsg., 1820,

of Cambridge 882/. as Colonel of the Chron., p. 143.
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took the precaution of explaining them to a meeting of

his own supporters. Nearly seventy of them assembled

at Fife House, the residence of the Prime Minister ; and

to these seventy Lord Liverpool annoimced the marriages

of the royal princes, and the arrangements which were

in consequence in contemplation. The effect was magical.

' Nobody said a word, but everybody rose up and went

away.' Disapprobation was never 'more strongly marked

than by that silence.' ^ ' Some few mentioned their opinions

privately to the minister.' The disapprobation was so

strong that the minister was compelled to modify his

terms.^ Instead of 19,500^. he proposed only an addi-

tional 10,000^. for the Duke of Clarence. Instead of

' Bootle Wiltraham to Lord Colchester. Colchester, vol. iii. p. 43.

Hansard, vol. xxxviii. p. 43.

The amount which the royal family derived at that lime from the
public purse was as follows

H.M.'s Household
Ditto (by later Acts)
Prince of Wales .

Princess of Wales

Duke of York

Duchess of York .

Duke of Clarence .

Duke of Kent .

Duke of Cumberland

Duke of Sussex ,

Duke of Cambiidge

Duke of Gloucester

Princess Sophia of Gloucester

„ Augusta Sophia

„ Elizabeth

„ Mary .

„ Sophia .

In trust for Prince Leopold

Total

~Ann. Meg., pp. 308, 402.

£
898,000 T

130,000/

/ 14,000 \
112,000/

f 12,000-1

{ 6,000 \
L 3,600j
r 12,0001
I 6,000/

/ 12,000\
I 6,000/

/ 12,0001

I 6,000/
ri2,ooo\
I 6,000/

/9,o6o\
14,000/
/ 9,000\
14,000/
r9,ooo\
14,000/
/ 9,000\
14,000/

1,028,000

65,000

35,000

26,000

4,000

20,500

18,000

18,000

18,000

18,000

14,000
7,000

13,000

13,000

18,000

13,000

50,000

:ei,373,000
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12,000/. for the other brothers he proposed only an addi- chap.

tional 6,000/. But even these modified terms were re- -—A--

fused by Parliament. The Duke of Clarence was placed on 1818.

the same footing as his other brothers, and was ofiered an

additional 6,000Z., which, however, he dechned to accept.^

The Dukes of Cambridge and Kent had 6,000/. granted

to them; but the additional 6,000/. to the Duke of Cum-
berland was refused. These arrangements, it was thought,

were sufiiciently liberal. The country was burdened with

the cost which }iad been entailed on it by a tremendous

war ; misery and pauperism were visible in every village

;

and the pohcy which the Ministry proposed, and which

Parliament fortunately rejected, was generally denounced

as extravagant and inappropriate.^

The marriages in the royal family were on the

whole attended with happy consequences. The Duke
of Clarence had two daughters, both of whom, how-

ever, died in infancy. The Duchess of Kent had one

daughter, whose admirable quahties were destined to re-

pair the loss which the nation had sustained in the death

of the Princess Charlotte; the Duchess of Cumberland had

one son, who ultimately siu-vived to become King of Ha-

nover ; and the Duchess of Cambridge had one son and

two daughters, all of whom are still living. The mar-

riages of the royal princes had thus effectually removed

the apprehension that no legitimate descendant might be

found among all George III.'s nmnerous family. The

danger of a disputed succession was entirely avoided.

Lost in his solitary apartments at Windsor, George ^ef^th ot

ni. himself was utterly unconscious either of the mar- ^
'^"^*^"'

riages of his sons or of the births of his grandchildren.

Wholly blind, wholly deaf, jie moved through his stately

chambers a living monument to his former greatness.

Soon after the marriage of his sons Queen Charlotte, his

' He accepted it shortly afterwards, with the arrears.

' Ann. Iieff.,\olAx. pp. 84-93. Hansanl, vol. xxxix. pp. 114, 118,151.
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CHAP, constant companion and guardian, died. Queen Char-
^^'

lotte had been naturally entrusted with the care of the

1819. king's person. The trust, after her death, was transferred

to the king's second and favourite son, the Duke of York.

Arrange- Financial arrangements of some importance became in

her death, conscqueuce nscessarj. In 1812 Parliament had ap-

propriated 100,000Z. a year to the king's household

;

58,000/. a year to the queen's establishment ; and had

granted Her Majesty an additional 10,000/. a year as the

king's custos. So long as it had been possible to enter-

tain hopes of the king's recovery it was obviously neces-

sary to maintain the splendour of his establishment. But

these hopes had long since ceased ; 100,000/. was clearly

too large a sum for the maintenance of the infirm old

king. It transpired, indeed, that the Queen's house, in

St. James's Park, had been completed and furnished out

of the surpluses of the grant ;
^ and it was accordingly

decided to reduce the vote in futiu-e from 100,000/. to

50,000/. a year. The allowance of 58,000/. to the queen

lapsed, of course, with her death ; though it was necessary

to pay certain pensions to old servants on her household

;

and these pensions were idtimately fixed at 25,000/.

a year. So far the proposals of the Ministry were adopted

without much dissension. They were, indeed, compelled

to vsdthdraw some of the pensions which they had pro-

posed to allow to certain members of the late queen's

household, but the principle of their measures was, up to

this point, imanimously approved.^

The late queen had, however, enjoyed a grant of

10,000/. a year as the king's custos : the ministry pro-

posed to assign this sum to the Duke of York as her suc-

cessor. The proposal was exactly calculated to stir up

a storm in Parliament. The Ministry were notoriously

feeble ; they were regarded with almost undisguised con-

tempt in the House of Commons ;
^ and, whatever view

> Regemy, vol. ii. p. 302, ^ Md., p. .302. ^ ji,;^^ ^p 30]^ 32g_
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Parliament migM take, a motion which contemplated chap.

economy was certain to be popular out of doors. It was

possible, moreover, to raise a very strong argument
'^^'^^•

against the propriety of the grant. The Duke of York

coiild hardly desire to derive any pecuniary advantage

from his father's lunacy ; the utmost that he could re-

quire was that his expenses should be fully repaid to

him. But it was impossible to suppose that these ex-

penses could amount to 10,000^. a, year. The duke

could hardly spend 10,000 shillings in posting from

Oatlands to Windsor and from Windsor to Oatlands. Nor
was it at all clear that the duke's expenses, whatever

might be their amoimt, should be defrayed out of the

public purse. The charge of every lunatic was a cost

on his estate ; and the principle, which was universally

adopted in the Court of Chancery, ought, it was con-

tended, to be followed in the case of the king. His

Majesty had 50,000^. a year for the expenses of the

Windsor establishment ; his privy purse amounted to

60,000^. ; and the Duchy of Lancaster yielded another

10,000Z. The bill for the Duke of York's posthorses

might sm-ely be paid out of this 120,000^. The Duke
of York was himself so dismayed at these £y:guments

that it was announced ' that he wished to withdraw any

claim for salary. But the Eegent would not hear of

his brother's moderation. He was not, perhaps, alto-

gether displeased that the public odium should for the

moment be transferred from himself to his presumptive

heir. ' So, sir, you want to be popular at oiu* expense,' ^

was the answer Avhich, it was rumoured, he gave to

the Duke of York's appeal; and after this answer it

became almost impossible for the duke to withdraw his

application. Weak as the Ministry were, however, they

were able to carry the vote by large majorities. Their

usual supporters voted with them compactly ; many of

' Regency, vol. ii. p. 321.
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VI.

isiT

CHAP, the more moderate members of the Opposition joined

them on the occasion ; and the 10,000^. was accordingly

voted. But, though the vote was granted by a large ma-

jority,^ it was doubtful whether the additional income

which the duke thus succeeded in obtaining repaid the

keen attack which the proposal of it excited. While

Parhament was discussing grants of thousands to royal

dukes the questions out of doors were, ' How many more

paupers must be consigned to our workhouses ?
'

' How
much more of misery and crime must exist ? ' Prudent

men thought that it was hardly worth while, for the

sake of an annuity of 10,000Z. dependent on the hfe of

an old king tottering to his grave, to have such things

said in the House of Commons.'-^

Death of The death of the queen was followed, on the 23rd

of Kent.^ of January, 1820, by the death of the Duke of Kent.

The duke was perhaps the least impopular of the sons of

George IH. Born on the 2nd of November, 1767,

educated partly abroad, and engaged, diuring the earher

years of his life, in active military service at Gibraltar

and in Canada, he was fortunately spared from many of

the temptations which ruined the characters of his other

brothers.. During his professional career he showed no

great military talent, but he displayed in a remarkable

degree the gallantry for which all his family were con-

spicuous. A stern disciplinarian, he was impopular

among his troops ; and the storm which was created by

his well-intentioned effort at Gibraltar to check the licen-

tiousness and drunkenness of the garrison compelled him

finally to retire from the governorship of this colony.

From 1803 to 1816 he lived in this country ; but, embar-

rassed in his circumstances, and anxious to escape from

his embarrassments, in the course of 1816 he decided on

1 By 281 votes to 186 ; and later Hansard, vol. xxxix. pp. 296- 322,

on by 247 votes to 137. 552-606, 664-708.
^ Ann. Re<j., 1819, Hist., pp. 9-26.
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residing abroad ; and, with the exception of a short in-

terval, he remained on the Continent till within a few

months of his death. He returned to England in 1819, 1820.

and, in the course of that year, his daughter, our present

Queen, was born. The duke, soon after her birth, took

a small cottage in the neighbourhood of Sidmouth. A
long walk on a wet day, and a neglect to change his

boots, brought on a severe cold ; the cold settled on the

lungs ; inflammation ensued ; and, though his royal

highness was, after the fashion of the period, freely

bled, the relief did not save his hfe.

The pubhc heard with general regret of the duke's

death. Those who had known him best were ready to

speak favourably of his dignified bearing and his engag-

ing manners. Those who did not enjoy any acquaintance

with him had heard that, notwithstanding the embarrass-

ment of his circumstances, he had always been ready to

assist every charitable object. The country forgave hi&

extravagances because they were associated with his cha-

rities. The birth of his infant daughter, too, had given

the nation a new interest in his royal highness. It was

already evident that the little orphan at Sidmouth might

possibly, or even probably, be Queen of England ; and

the Duke of Kent was therefore regarded not merely as

the son of an afflicted king, but as the father of a future

queen.

But the death of the Duke of Kent was soon forgotten Death of

in the occurrence of a still more engrossing event. Six ^j°''s®

days after the death of the Duke of Kent, George III.

himself died suddenly at Windsor. For nearly ten years

he had lived in complete obscurity, bereft of his reason,

bereft of his sight, bereft of his hearing. He had been

ignorant of the great victory which had been won by his

people ; he had been ignorant of the changes which had

occurred in his own family. Those among his subjects

who as children had remembered him as king, had grown

VOL. I. N N
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CHAP, up to man's estate in the interval of his retirement. Those
^^' ^ who, as men and women, had known him as their mo-

1820. narch had passed from the prime of hfe into old age.

Yet they had none of them forgotten their venerable

sovereign. The whole nation was unaffectedly moved by

the news of his death. His long public hfe had had

much to attract their attention. The numerous vicissi-

tudes of his reign, the splendid triumphs with which it

had been concluded, were subjects on which everyone

could dwell. But the nation generally dwelt more on

the private virtues of their old sovereign than on all the

great achievements which had been accomplished in his

lifetime. They saw in him a model of an English gen-

tleman—pure in his domestic life, fnigal in his expenses,

friendly to his neighbours, kindly to his dependents, cha-

ritable to the poor, faithful to his creed ; and, though for

ten years he had been isolated from all his friends, his

simple virtues, and his dignified manners, were still the

common story among them all.

The death of George III. did not create a single void

in the machinery of the State. He had been politically

dead so long that his actual death necessitated only a

change of names, and hardly caused the alteration of a

single arrangement. The Eegent became king ; the Duke
of York became heir-presumptive ; the little child, whose

father had just died suddenly at Sidmouth, was brought

one step nearer to the throne. But the new king had

for all intents and purposes been king for the last ten

years. Everyone was acquainted with his character.

Everyone knew the little that could be said for his ex-

ternal qualifications. Everyone had heard the much that

could be said against liis extravagance, his intemperance,

and immorahty. There was no speculation on the cha-

racter of the new monarch, because his most unfortu-

nate character was already sufficiently plain. But, if

there were no speculation about the character of the new
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monarch, there was considerable doubt whether he would chap.
VI

be spared to enjoy his new dignity. The morning after

—

<^—

-

George III. died, George IV. held a council, at which l^^*^-

the ministers were formally reappointed and the coun-

cillors were formally sworn. His Majesty addressed a

few silvered words of promise to his councillors, and took

the usual oaths required by the law. But the ceremony

was hardly over before it was known that the new kiQg

was himself seriously ill. He had for some days had a illness of

severe cold ; anc^ the excitement of the week had in-
^°^^^

creased his disorder, and brought on the very disease of

which the Duke of Kent had just died, inflammation of

the lungs. The drastic treatment of his physicians ulti-

mately subdued the more serious symptoms, and the king,

as the chroniclers of the time phrased it, ' fortimately

'

recovered.-^ It is doubtful whether any modern historian

would repeat the adverb. In every respect but one it

was a matter of little moment whether George, or Fre-

derick, or William filled the throne of their father. But

in one respect any of the other princes would have been

preferable to their elder brother. The accession of

George TV. to the throne unhappily brought to an issue

the numerous questions involved in his separation from

his wife. His death would have saved the people of

England the most distressing chapter in their recent

history.

It will be remembered that the Princess of Wales left The Prin-

England in the course of 1814. She was accompanied waiel

by two English ladies. Lady Charlotte Lindsay, a daughter

of the Earl of Guilford, and Lady Elizabeth Forbes ; by

Mr. St. Leger, Sir William Gell and the Hon. Keppel

Craven, her chamberlains ; and by Doctor Holland, her

physician. She proceeded in the first instance to Brunswick,

and from Brunswick she went to Milan. At Milan it

became necessary to engage a courier ; and her chamber-^j — v,„j^-.g,~ , „

> Ann. Reg., 1820, Hist., p. 17.

N N 2
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CHAP, lain applied to the Marquis Ghisiliari, tlie grand chamber-

—,.:—• lain of the Emperor of Austria, who had been appointed
1^20. to attend on the princess, for a suitable person. The

marquis recommended one Bartolomeo Bergami. Ber-

gami had been in the service of General Pino, an Italian

officer, and seems to have been on unusually intimate

terms with the marquis himself.^ With this addition to

her estabhshment the princess proceeded from Milan to

Florence, from Florence to Eome, and from Eome to

Naples. She arrived at Naples on the 8th of November,

1814, and she left it in March 1815. The princess pro-

ceeded in March from Naples to Eome, from Eome to

Civita Vecchia ; and at Civita Vecchia she embarked on

board the ' Clorinde,' an English man-of-war, for Genoa.

She stayed at Genoa till the 15th of May, when she

went to Milan, and resided for some months at the Casa

Borromeo, in the immediate vicinity of that town. After

a short excursion to Venice she returned to Milan, where

she stayed at the Villa Villani ; and in August of the same

year she visited the Mont St. Gothard, Belhnzona, Lu-

gano, and finally established herself on the margin of the

Lake of Como, in the well-known Villa d'Este. On the

15th of November, 1815, the princess again returned to

Genoa, embarked on the 'Leviathan,' an Enghsh man-
of-war, and, after a short visit to Elba, proceeded to Pa-

lermo. She stayed at Palermo for ten days, from the 26th

of November to the 6th of December, when she removed

to Messina. She resided at Messina tiU the 6th of Jan-

uary, 1816, when she embarked on board her old friend,

the ' Clorinde,' for Syracuse. From Syracuse she moved
in February to Catania, and in March to Augusta. At
Augusta she hired a polacre, a vessel of 260 tons' burden,

and proceeded in it to Tunis. From Tunis she went to

Utica, Savona, and Athens, which she reached on the 22nd

' See Sir W. Gell's evidence that the marquis Irissed Bergami on parting

from him. Ann. Reg., 1820, Hist., p. 1063.
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of April. She subsequently visited Constantinople, Ephe- chap.

BUS, Troy, and Jerusalem ; and, re-embarking on board the •

—

^—

-

polacre in August, after touching at Syracuse, landed in 1^20.

September at Terracina. From Terracina she returned to

the Villa d'Este.

After a short residence in the Villa d'Este and at a

place in the neighbourhood, the Barona, which she had

bought for Bergami, the princess, in February 1817,

commenced another tour. She visited on this occasion

Scharnitz, Innspruck, Munich, Carlsruhe, Vienna, Trieste,

and Venice, and returned to the Barona in April 1817.

In July she joiu-neyed to Eome, where she took the Villa

Brande ; and in August she proceeded to Pesaro. The

Counsel for the king did not accurately trace her move-

ments after this point ; and, as the charges, which were

subsequently preferred against her, all related to her life

anterior to 1817, it is not necessary to do so here. It is

sufficient to remark—for her apology must mainly de-

pend on the fact—that from her departure in England she

had led a nomad life, visiting strange places, necessarily

introduced to strange society, and compelled, whatever

were her inclinations, to put up with strange quarters.

Her English suite left her at a very early period of Her suite.

her travels. Lady Charlotte Lindsay ^ joined the queen

at Naples, in March 1815, travelled with her from Naples

to Eome, from Eome to Civita Vecchia, and from Civita

Vecchia, on board the 'Clorinde,' as far as Leghorn.

Lady Elizabeth Forbes had previously left her Eoyal

' Lady Charlotte Lindsay was the year. (See Dim-y of the Life and
daughter of Frederick, second Earl Times ^ Oeorge IV., vol. ii. p. 165.)

of Guilford, tetter known as Lord Lady Charlotte Bury was supposed
North. She married the Honourable to be the author of a good deal of

James Lindsay. Lady Charlotte the Diary. There is strong internal

Campbell was the daughter of the evidence, however, to prove that she

fifth Duke of Argyll. She mamed was not the author of the greater

first Colonel L. Campbell, and second portion of that most scandalous book,

the Rev. E. Bury. The princess of- though she was on intimate terms
fared to make one of her daughters with the writer,

a bedchamber woman, with 200?. a
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CHAP. Highness at Naples.^ Lady Charlotte Campbell, who
^" joined the princess on her arrival at Genoa, left her

1820. two months afterwards at Milan. Mr. St. Leger was

not with the princess in Italy. Sir William Gell

and the Honourable Keppel Craven left the princess

at Naples, and Dr. Holland left lier on her first visit

to Venice. The whole of her original suite, therefore,

left her before she had been a year in Italy. The only

English gentlemen who were regularly attached to her

service afterwards were two officers of the navy, Lieu-

tenant Flinn and Lieutenant Hownam. Lieutenant Flinn

was settled at Messina when the princess visited it at the

close of 1815 ; and, at her Eoyal Highness's desire,

arranged for the hire of the polacre, which carried her

to Tunis and the East, and commanded it diu-ing

the voyage. Lieutenant Hownam, also a Ueutenant in

the navy, was the son of one of her pages, and had

passed his life in her service and in that of the Princess

Charlotte. He joined the princess in April 1815, and

remained with her throughout her subsequent adventures

from 1815 to 1818.

The retirement of the majority of her English suite

compelled the princess to turn elsewhere for attendants

;

and she was, perhaps unavoidably, driven to take her

new servants from the country in which she was mainly

Bergami. residing. Bartolomeo Bergami had been engaged, almost

on her very entrance into Italy, as a courier and valet

;

but, though he continued for some months to discharge

the menial duties of a courier, he was soon treated with a

marked consideration by his mistress.^ He assisted her

' ' Je serai abaolument sans dame/ sieur Oraven chez sa mere a Paris.

was tlie princess's own pbrase at Monsieur Hesse pour I'Angleterre, et

Rome. (X'?r7ry, Tol.ii. p. 165.) 'Lady je crois que Sir William Gell reste

Charlotte Lindsay and Monsieur F. encore quelque temps a Naple (sic).'

Noi'th sont les seidea personnes qui

—

Diary, vol. ii. p. 176.

m'accompagne {sic), niais ila sont ' The author (or one ofthe authors)
obligee {sic) de me quitter alors pom- of the Diary of the Life and Times

se rendre en Angleterre. . . . Lady E. of George IV. says of Bergami, in

Forbes se rende en Angleterre. Mon- 1815 :
' The first person who opened
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to change a fancy dress whicli she wore at a masked ball chap.

in Naples ; he breakfasted with her at Genoa ; he was -

—

^ .

regularly admitted to her dinner-table after the princess's 1^20.

visit to Lugano ; he was promoted to the dignity of cham-

berlain almost immediately afterwards ; he was advanced,

either at the princess's instigation or, at any rate, with the

view of affording her pleasure, to the dignity of a Knight

of Malta at Catania ; he was made Baron della Francina

at Augusta; and he was presented with a considerable

estate, near Milan, which the princess purchased for him,

and to which she gave the name of the Villa Bergami.

More intimate familiarities had, moreover, certainly taken

place. During the princess's voyage from Augusta to

Tunis, and from Tunis to the East, during her stay in the

Holy Land, and during her return to Italy, she had

usually slept under a tent, erected on board the polacre,

when she was at sea, or at any convenient spot when she

was on land. There is no doubt whatever that Bergami

frequently, if not always, slept imder the same tent.

The princess required the protection of a male attendant,

and she selected Bergami for the pm-pose. It is not sur-

prising that a servant, promoted with so much rapidity

and honoured with so much familiarity, should have re-

ceived more open marks of favour. At Jerusalem the

princess instituted an order of ' St. Caroline of Jerusalem,'

and she made Bergami, the Baron deUa Francina, Grand
Master. Bartolomeo Bergami, through the favour of his

mistress, had become in a few months a Knight of Malta,

a baron, a Grand Master of the Order of St. Carohne, and

the owner of a considerable estate. The sailors on board

the polacre coupled his name with the princess, and

drank to them together.

During the same period other members of Bergami's

the doOT to me (at Genoa) was the black hair, pale complexion, mus-
one whom it was impossible to mis- tachios which reach from here to
take, hearing what is reported : six London. Such is the Stork.'

—

Diary,
feet high, a magnificent head of vol. ii. p. 195.
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CHAP.
VI.

1820.

The
princess's

conduct.

family were advanced to situations in tlie princess's

service. The Countess Oldi, Ms sister, became her lady

in waiting; Faustina, another sister, superintended the

linen ; his little child, Victorine, slept in the princess's

bedroom ; his brother, Louis, was made her equerry. His

cousin, Bernardo, was made prefect of the palace ; his

cousin, Prancisco, accountant. Faustina's husband. Mar-

tini, was also in the princess's service ; and Bergami's

mother paid the princess a two months' visit. ^ His wife,

alone among his nearest relations, does not seem to have

been admitted into the princess's company. She lived

quietly and respectably at Milan ; she refrained from

assuming the titles which had been bestowed on her hus-

band, and shared neither the rank which he had gained

nor the society into which he had been admitted. The

exclusion of Bergami's wife from the honoiu-s which all

his other relations enjoyed was regarded by the princess's

enemies as a circumstance nearly as suspicious as the ad-

vancement of Bergami.

The few facts which have thus been mentioned are

the most important of those which were ultimately proved

against the princess. It is not necessary to sully a work,

which is intended for general reading, with a detail of

the hghter rumoiurs which were whispered on all sides, or

with a recital of the more indehcate charges which were

not decisively estabhshed. But it is only fair to the

princess's memory to add that it is possible to advance

excuses for her most indiscreet behaviour which would

not be available in the case of an ordinary lady. Any
lady, indeed, Avho chose to travel to Jerusalem in the

earlier years of the present century was necessarily com-

pelled to submit to hardships which would have been pe-

culiarly distressing to a woman of a refined natiu-e. On
one occasion in the East, for instance, she had to lie

down in a cattle-shed with the rest of her suite. A lady

' See Carlo Forti's evidence, Ann, Seg., 1820, Ohron., p. 1076.
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prepared to herd with her attendants in this way might chap.

have seen less harm than a more sensitive person in sleep- -

—

^—

'

ing imder the same tent with a male attendant. The l^^O.

apology shoidd be stated, because it is the only excuse

which it is possible to offer for the indiscretions which, if

the princess were innocent, she imdoubtedly committed.

The nature of the princess was, indeed, anything but sen-

sitive. Her personal habits were extraordinary. Every-

one in her household had a nickname. She herself was

'Mrs. Thompson,' William Austin was 'WilUkin,' Sir Wil-

liam Gell, ' Bluebeard
;

' Lady Aime Hamilton, ' Joan of

Arc' Those who liked the princess best had httle opinion

of her discretion. The improprieties of which she was

guilty may, perhaps, be inferred from the gratification

Avhich her suite expressed when their mistress happened

to be discreet either in her dress or in her behavioiu".

One of the authors of the ' Diary,' for instance, remarks, in

1815: 'She had no rouge on, wore tidy shoes, and looked

altogether uncommonly well.' Soon afterwards, on ano-

ther occasion, he observes :
' Her dress, conversation, and

manners happened by some lucky chance to be all per-

fectly proper.'^ ' Perfectly proper ' was not, unfortimately,

the description which could ordinarily be apphed to the

princess. She adopted in 1802 the son of Sophia Austin;

and, though she had in consequence brought upon herself

the charges which led, in 1806, to the ' Delicate Investi-

gation,' the boy whom she had thtis adopted regularly

occupied her bedchamber tOl after her entrance into

Italy in 1814. She only removed him then on the re-

monstrance of her chamberlains that he was too old to

sleep in the same room as herself It is difficidt to do

justice to a person who could uniformly act in so im-

guarded a manner. No lady would consent to sleep

under the same tent with a man who was not her hus-

band ; but no lady would consent to sleep in the same

' Biavy, vol. ii. pp. ]95, 338.
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CHAP, room with a big boy of tMrteen who was not her own
-

—

^— child. Yet the princess did the latter without apparently

1820. perceiving the indelicacy of her act. Is it possible that

she may have failed to see the impropriety of sleeping in

the same tent with Bergami ?

The Eumours of the strange life which the princess was

leading were continually brought to this country. They

necessarily attracted the attention of the Eegent, and were

the subject of the anxious consideration of the Ministry.

The Eegent had probably always desired to get rid of his

wife ; but his anxiety to do so was immensely increased

after the death of his only daughter in the autiunn of

1817. His ministers foresaw the difficulty of gratifying

their master. Every argument which could be employed

against the princess could be turned with crushing effect

against her husband. The prince had commenced the

quarrel by withdrawing himself from his wife's society,

and had notified his intention to do so in a brutal letter.^

Ever since the date of that letter he had been notoriously

living a life of the most immoral character. No private

gentleman could have ventiured under such circumstances

to apply for a divorce. His appHcation would have

been rejected by the Legislature without a moment's

hesitation. The Ministry might fairly say that the prince

should hesitate to prefer an application which none other

of his father's subjects would venture to bring. Expe-

rience, too, had made them cautious. On every previous

occasion on which the prince had attacked his wife the

princess had achieved a quasi-victory over her husband.

The fom- lords who had conducted the ' Delicate Investi-

gation' in 1806 had acquitted her of the main charge

brought against her. An informal inquiry, instituted by

the prince in 1813 before a select committee of Privy

Councillors, had led to a popular demonstration in her

1 Thja letter, properly called a The Booh, and in Ann. Reg. 1820,
< Letter of License,' will te foiind in Ohron., p. 1053.
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favour. The princess, moreover, was abroad. It was chap.

both prudent and politic to induce her to stay abroad. ^—I^ -

The puddle might pass for clean water till it was stirred. 1820.

It was sheer folly to stir it, and prove to everyone that

it was only mud.

There was, however, among the prince's advisers a vice-

very able and very ambitious lawyer. Endowed with un-
^gifor'

usual talents, but free from the responsibilities attaching i-eact.

to office. Sir John Leach, a member of the "Whig party,

had, for years, Jaeen on intimate terms with the Eegent,

He had been presented by the Eegent in 1816 with the

Chancellorship of the Duchy of Cornwall, and had retired

from Parliament on accepting the office. His Parliamen-

tary career had not been very distinguished ; and his

friends, though they were annoyed at his desertion, did

not suffer from his loss. Yet his talents were very consi-

derable. ' He has,' wrote Eomilly, ' great facility of ap-

prehension, considerable powers of argumentation, and

remarkably clear and perspicuous elocution. . . . He is

extremely deficient in knowledge as a lawyer. All that

he knows he has acquired, not by any previous study

. . . but by his daily practice. This has thrown in his

way a great deal of desultory information, which a good

memory has enabled him to retain. In judgment he is

more deficient than any man possessed of so clear an un-

derstanding that I ever met with. . . . Constant attend-

ance at the Opera and at the gayest assemblies appears,

in his opinion, to be as necessary to the support of hia

reputation as his presence in Westminster Hall ; and he

prides himself upon hastening every night from the dull

atmosphere of the Polls and Lincoln's Inn to the brilliant

circles of high birth and fashion.' 'He aspires un-

doubtedly to the highest offices, and is flattered with the

expectation of succeeding Lord Eldon as Chancellor.' ^

Leach did not long retain his comfortable but subor-

» Romilly, vol. iii. pp. 216, 216.
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CHAP, dinate office in the Duchy of Cornwall. In the beginning

s
,

•

of 1818 Sir William Grant, who had occupied with dis-

1820. tinction the post of Master of the Eolls, resigned ; Sir

Thomas Plumer, the Vice-Chancellor, was selected to

succeed him ; and Leach was promoted to succeed

Plumer. Before this change, however, Leach had acted,

in virtue of his office, as the prince's principal legal

adviser ; and, in that capacity, had been consulted upon

the princess's conduct. Several reports, unfavourable to

her Eoyal Highness's character, had already reached this

country. Captain PecheU, who commanded the ' Clorinde,'

and who had twice conveyed her Eoyal Highness and

suite in that vessel, formally reported to the Admiralty

the honours to which Bergami had been promoted. In

1817 the chambermaid of the inn at Carlsruhe had for-

mally deposed to some improprieties between the princess

and Bergami, during their stay at that town, and her de-

positions had been forwarded to this country. In the

autumn of the same year the Eegent laid before Leach
' a large mass of papers, containing information from

private and public sources with respect to the princess,'

and desired a report upon them. Leach reported that

the 'papers contained matter of grave and serious charge,

and recommended that proper researches should be made
in the countries where the princess had resided, and
through which she had travelled, for such fm-ther infor-

mation as might exclude aU doubt with respect to the

character of her conduct.' Leach's report was, of course,

submitted to the Cabinet ; and the Cabinet, though they

decHned to institute the inquiry themselves, undertook to

bear the cost of it. Two gentlemen, Mr. Cooke, a mem-
ber of the Chancery Bar, and Mr. Powell, a solicitor, were,

on Leach's nomination, and with the concurrence of the

Prime Minister and the Lord Chancellor, sent out to

Italy, and ' placed in communication with the public

authorities in the countries which they had occasion to
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visit.' The Commission assembled at Milan in September

1818 ; it reported on the 10th of July, 1819 ; and its

report was immediately submitted to the Cabinet.^ But ^^^^;

the Cabinet had already been attentively considering the commis-

matter. The princess's case had, in the previous month, "°'''

been formally submitted to them by her Eoyal Highness's

principal adviser ; and a formal proposal for an arrange-

ment vras actually under their consideration.

The princess in her past life had had many advisers

;

but one by one,they had abruptly been taken from her.

When the Dehcate Investigation was instituted into her

conduct she had found in Perceval an imtiring defender.

Perceval was prematurely killed ; and the news of his

death affected the princess as nothing had ever affected

her before. ' I never saw her so deeply affected before

or since,' said one who was with her at the time. ' I

have lost my best friend,' she said the next day ;
' I know

not where to look for another.'^ Her choice was, in fact,

restricted. Friendship with the princess involved enmity

with the prince ; and every public man, who desired

office or any favour from the Court, studiously avoided

frequenting the princess's establishment at Kensington.

Whitbread had little expectation of office, and he was too

independent to adapt his conduct to the wishes of the

prince. He became the princess's adviser. But the

princess and her suite never felt towards Whitbread as

they had towards Perceval. They suspected him, pro-

bably unjustly, of party motives ; and they consequently

regarded his advice with suspicion. Whitbread's friend-

ship was, however, of no shght advantage to the unhappy

lady ; and his violent death again deprived her ofher most

experienced adviser. After Whitbread's death her cause

was almost wholly sustained by the vigour and abihty

of Brougham Brougham's character has already been Brougham.

' Yonge's Zot-d Livei-pool, Tol. iii. pp. 12, IS.

» Diary, vol. i. pp. 157-163.
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CHAP, sketched in these pages. His -was the most prominent

^ ^^ _ - figure on the Opposition benches of the House of Com-
1820. mons. His was the most prominent figiu-e throughout

the stirring events which followed the princess's retiim to

this country in 1820. His name will for ever be asso-

ciated with the efforts which he made for his royal

mistress. The princess could not have found an abler

advocate than Brougham ; it is possible that she might

have found a more judicious counsellor. Brougham's

advice was, indeed, usually sound, but it was sometimes

tendered at an unhappy moment. Intimately as he knew
her Majesty, he hardly understood all the eccentricities

of her character. Great as were his services towards her,

he never succeeded in obtaining her entire confidence.

Brougham seems to have formed a shght acquaintance

with the Princess of Wales in the course of 1809; and

to have been formally consulted by her for the first time

on the position of the Princess Charlotte towards the

latter end of 1810. In 1812 and in 1813 he was her

habitual adviser on the communications which she ad-

dressed, both to the queen and the prince, on the subject

of her daughter's education. In 1813 he drew up the

letter to the prince which instigated the inquiry instituted

during that year into her conduct. In 1814 he was again

called upon to advise her under very difficult circum-

stances. During the short interval of peace in 1814-15

the Emperor of Eussia and other foreign potentates

visited England. The queen held a drawing-room for

their reception; and, as the prince positively declined to

meet his wife in public, her Majesty was compelled to

intimate to the princess the necessity for her absence.

The princess, without consulting Brougham, wrote what

her adviser subsequently called ' a mealy-mouthed' letter,

and agreed not to go to Coiu-t. Brougham saw her error,

and had the adroitness to turn it to excellent account.

He prepared for the princess's signature a formal remon-
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strance, to be addressed by her to the priiice, stating that QHAP.

' motives of personal consideration ' towards the queen

had induced her to refrain from exercising her 'right ^^^^-

of appearing before her Majesty ' at the public drawing-

rooms, but intimating distinctly that she would not sub-

mit to be treated as guilty. ' Occasions may arise (one,

I trust, is far distant) when I must appear in public, and

your Eoyal Highness must be present also. Can your

Royal Highness have contemplated the full extent of your

declaration ? Has yoiu: Eoyal Highness forgotten the

approaching marriage of our daughter, and the possibihty

of our coronation ?
'
^

Brougham, then, had been the constant adviser of the His doubts

Princess of Wales from the close of 1810 to the period at advice,

which she had left England. But Brougham, though her

constant adviser, does not seem at this period to have had

much faith in her innocence. Before he allowed her to

write to the prince in 1813 he had the courage and

prudence to tell her that ' she must review her whole

past life, and if there was- anything in it which would

not bear the hght, . . . then the letter must not be sent

to the prince.' ^ The way in which she received his

warning gave him some uneasiness; and it seems fair to

infer that this uneasiness was not wholly dispelled by the

message which he subsequently received from her that

' the letter must go.' In 1819, again, when the Milan

Commission were reporting. Brougham was clearly of

opinion that it was best for all parties to patch up the

quarrel. He was prepared to advise the princess to

agree to a formal separation ; to waive the right of coro-

nation ; and to a;dopt, after her husband's accession to the

throne, some subsidiary title, such as Duchess of Cornwall,

on condition that her annuity should be assured to her

after the demise of the crown. This proposal Brougham

put in writing and communicated to Lord Hutchinson,

' life of Lord Srougham, vol. ii, pp. 215, 225. ' Ibid., p. 166.
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CHAP, who, as a friend of both parties, seemed admirably adapted

>—,.: - for the office of mediator.^

1820. Lord Hutchinson seems to have communicated this

letter to the Eegent; but the Eegent was indisposed to

acquiesce in the arrangements suggested in it. Ever

since his daughter's death he had desired to marry again

;

and a mere separation from his wife, without a formal

divorce, was obviously, therefore, insufficient for him. Two
days after the date of Brougham's letter to Lord Hut-

chinson, ' he again pressed on the ministers his desire for

a divorce.' The ministers replied that a divorce ' never

could be accomplished by arrangement, nor obtained'

vmtil the princess's guilt was ' substantiated by evidence

before some tribunal in this country.' ' Such a proceed-

ing,' they added, ' could not be instituted without serious

hazard to the interests and peace of the kingdom. On the

other hand, the separation, which already exists . . . might

be rendered complete ... by some arrangement upon the

principles suggested ' by Brougham. The arrangement,

however, could not be entertained ' unless the proposition

and the terms of it were distinctly stated to originate on

the part of the Princess of Wales, and to be sanctioned

by her authority.' The prince retorted that it seemed to

him doubtful whether such an arrangement as Brougham
contemplated could be effected without the proofs which

would justify a divorce ; but that the report of the Milan

Commission would afford ' the clearest and most decisive

proof of guilt.' The Ministry, in a very remarkable me-

morandum, replied that, 'considering the manner in which

a great part of this testimony has unavoidably been ob-

tained, and the circumstance that the persons who have

afforded it are foreigners, many of whom appear to be in

a low station in life, it would not be possible to advise

' Yonge's Lord Lwerpool, vol. iii. is referred to in Ann. Iteg., 1820,.

p. 16, where the letter is given. It Hist., p. 123,
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your Eoyal Highness to institute any legal proceeding chap.

upon such evidence without further inquiry as to the ^^"

character and circumstances of the witnesses by whom 1^20.

it is to be supported
;

' and that ' it appears to be more
prudent to abstain from taking any further step in the

matter under all the present circumstances.' ^

So ended the first scene in the last act of this strange The

drama. Brougham's proposal was left in abeyance, first, threatens

because it failed to satisfy the prince, and, second, because
^e*^|;°

it had not been distinctly authorised by the princess. The land.

Eegent's counter-proposition was vetoed, from the reluc-

tance of the Ministry to commit themselves to it. The first

scene had, however, been hardly concluded before the

second scene unexpectedly commenced. The princess

wrote an angry letter to Lord Liverpool, announcing her

intention of returning to England. In the previous year

slie had filed a bill in Chancery upon the subject of

an alleged debt due to her from the executors of her

brother, the Duke of Brunswick. Count Munster, one of

the duke's executors, thereupon, filed an affidavit alleging

doubts as to the genuineness of the documents on which

the princess was relying to support her claim. The in-

terminable delay of a Chancery suit irritated her Eoyal

Highness. She decided that her own presence would

expedite matters, and announced both to Lord Liverpool

and Brougham her intention to return to England. The

news hardly created less consternation in her principal

adviser than in the Ministry itself. Brougham and the

Ministry both saw the inconvenience of her proposed visit.

The princess came as far as Lyons to meet Brougham

;

but Brougham, instead of meeting her, remonstrated with

her for coming. His remonstrance for the time prevailed

:

the princess slowly retraced her steps. On the 8th of

January, 1820, she changed horses atGenoa,^ on her way

' Liverpool, vol. iii. p. 21. Lord Liverpool, vol. iii. p. 22. Ann,
' Colchester, vol. ui. p. 111. Jieg., 1820, Hist., p. 123.

A'OL. I.
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CHAP, from Marseilles to Eome. Lord Colchester, who was
^^'

.^ staying at Genoa at the time, happened to see the two
1820. ' battered old German caleches ' which conveyed her

and her suite. The princess, Bergami, and a French-

woman occupied the first carriage ; Bergami's brother

and sister, Wilham Austin, and ' another female ' the

second. The cloud which had loomed on the horizon

roUed away with the princess's retreat, and no symptoms

of the approaching storm remained.

Death of While, howevcr, the princess was leisurely retreating

^
TOTge

^^ Italy the king's physicians were preparing the public

for the possibility of his death. It was evident in

January 1820 that the hfe of the infirm old man could

not be prolonged for many weeks ; and the death of the

king was obviously calculated to revive the delicate

controversy which had been so frequently raised on the

princess's position. The ' Sun ' of the 14th of January

mentioned a rumour that ' measures are in train to effect

a divorce in {sic) persons of a very exalted rank.' The
' Sun ' did Httle more than stereotype the remark which

was in everyone's mouth.

On the 29th of January the king died : the Ministry

were brought face to face with the whole question. It

had been the immemorial practice of the Privy Council

on the commencement of a new reign to order the neces-

sary changes in the Liturgy of the Church. It had

been almost the invariable practice of the Church to pray

by name for the king's consort and the heir-apparent.^

The old prayer in the Litany, for instance, before the death

' The curious about such matters puted on either side that George I.'s

will find the subject fully discussed wife was not prayed for as queen,

in the Debater in 1821, All that The Opposition, however, replied

could be said upon the matter was that she was not prayed for because

then ui'ged by WethereU and Mack- she was divorced from the king, and
intosh on one side, and the Attor- for eighteen years before bis accession

ney-General on the other. The had been a prisoner. The Govem-
precedent which was most relied on ment, on the contrary, denied the

by the Government was that of the divorce. (See Hansard, New Series,

wife of George 1. It was not dis- vol. iv, pp. 13&-219.)
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of Queeia Charlotte, had nm thus: 'That it may please chap.

Thee to bless and preserve our gracious Queen, Charlotte, ^^'

their Eoyal Highnesses George Prince of Wales, the 1820.

Princess of Wales, and all the Eoyal Family.' If precedent

had been strictly followed the new clause would have

run :
' That it may please Thee to bless and preserve our

gracious Queen, Caroline, their Eoyal Highnesses the

Duke and Duchess of York, and all the Eoyal Family.'

The new king was, however, anxious for a divorce from

his wife, and determined that she should not receive the

title of Queen. The Ministry were ready to compromise

the matter. They were willing to consent to the omission

of her name from the Liturgy on condition that no penal

proceedings of any kind whatever should be attempted

against her ; one of them, indeed (Canning), declared

that he ' could not have agreed to the omission of her

name if any penal process, of whatever kind, had been

in contemplation.' The Cabinet at once gave the neces-

sary order for the alteration of the Liturgy in accordance Queen's

with this arrangement. Their minute was dated the '*'?'<'
,

10th of February, and on the 12th of February the from the

' Gazette ' contained the usual notice. The 12th of Feb-
^''"'^^•

ruary was a Saturday. The ' Gazette ' did not reach the

country clergy before the Sunday's service, and the

majority of them, left to their own devices, followed the

ordinary and rational course. For one Sunday at least, in

nearly every parish church in England, the people prayed

Almighty God ' to bless and preserve our gracious Queen,

Caroline, and all the Eoyal Family.' ^

The middle course which the Ministry had adopted

did not satisfy the king. His Majesty received the deci-

sion of the Cabinet with extreme indignation. He seems

to have consulted Leach, and with Leach's assistance to

have drawn up a reply to the minute of the Ministry.

In his written reply, the king contented himself with

' Yonge'a Loi-d Liverpool, vol. iii. p. 31. Ann. Reg., 1820, Ohron., p. 32,

2
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CHAP, attempting to controvert the conclusions of his ministers

;—

^— but he gave them privately to understand that if they
1820. "w^ere not prepared to recommend a divorce he was deter-

mined to change his Government, or even to retire to

Hanover.^ The Cabinet met again on the Sunday, and

prolonged their sitting till two o'clock on the Monday
morning. ' The Cabinet sat for thirteen hours ' on Sun-

day, wrote PhiUimore to Lord Buckingham ;
' there was

a genera] report that ministers had resigned.' ' I con-

sider the Government as virtually dissolved,' wrote Lord

Castlereagh, ' and that the existing ministers only hold

their situations till their successors are named.' ^ The

Cabinet, however, had the firmness to maintain their

opinions ; and the king, as was his invariable practice,

retracted his threats and submitted to their advice. But

the difficulties of the Ministry were not terminated by

this victory over their sovereign. Parliament, which had

met on the 2nd of February, had been formally adjourned

to Thursday, the I7th. On the previous day, which hap-

pened to be Ash Wednesday, the remains of the late king

had been interred at Windsor. Diu-ing the previous week

some wag, with as much dexterity as wit, had placarded

the metropolis, particularly the neighbourhood of Carlton

House and Whitehall, with the following proclamation :

—

Long live the King,

His Majesty

George the Fourth,

And the Queen Consort,

Her Majesty

Caroline

:

May they live and reign together

For ever and ever !

Huzza ! Huzza !
'

On the 18th, the day after Parliament met, Hume,
• Of. Alison's lAms of Castlereagh Stewart, vol. iii. p. 119 ; Duke of

and Stewart, vol. iii. pp. 118, 119; Buckingham's Memoirs of the Court
Yonge's Liverpool, vol. iii. pp. 24, 34. of Oeorge IV., vol. i. p. 8.

' Greville, Memoin vol. i. p. 24

;

' Ann, Reg., 1820, Ohron., p. 34.

Alison's Lives of Castlei-eagh and
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the member for Aberdeen, inquired whether the annual chap,^ VL
income of 35,000/., which had been settled on the princess,

had ceased, and whether the same or any other provision 1820,

would be made for her. Lord Castlereagh's reply was

satisfactory; and the subject, for the moment, was allowed

to drop. But on the following Monday it was again

revived. Hume drew attention to the queen's posi-

tion ; and Tiemey, in an elaborate but injudicious speech,

insisted that the Ministry were bound either to treat her

as innocent or to institute an inquiry into her conduct.

He for one would not vote her one shilling of the public

money unless she was recognised as Queen. Brougham,

on the contrary, took a very different position. He
affected to regard the omission of the queen's name from

the Liturgy, and her subsequent treatment, as 'trifles,

light as air.'^ The grant of a definite income still

seemed to him the best thing for the king, the queen,

and the country.

Hume's motion had a very different effect to that

which had been contemplated by its author. It proved

that the Opposition were themselves divided on the sub-

ject; and it therefore weakened rather than strength-

ened the queen's cause. Before the question was again

brought before the House of Commons its aspect was

entirely changed. Almost at the very time when the

House of Commons was considering her situation the

queen was entering Eome. She had seen an announce-

ment in the newspaper of the death of George HI., and

she demanded, as Queen of England, that a guard of

honour should be stationed at the door of her palace.

Cardinal Gonsalvi, who was Minister to the Pope, replied

that the Papal Government had received no intelligence

from the King of England or his ministers that the Queen

' It is singular that the quotation should not have taught him the
importance of ' trifles.'

' Trifles, light as air,

Are, to the jealous, confirmations strong

Aa proofs of holy writ.'
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CHAP, of England was in Eorae ; and that the guard could not,

^^^1^ therefore, be granted. The queen was seriously annoyed

:

1820. her annoyance was probably increased by the news that

Queen's ^er name had been omitted from the Liturgy. She, how-
^™°y- ever, allowed a clear fortnight to elapse before taking

any decisive step in the matter. On the 16th of March she

wrote from Eome to Lord Liverpool a curious letter :

—

' The Queen of this Eelams wishes to be informed

through the medium of Lord Liverpool, First Minister to

the Kinff of this Eelams. for which reason or motife the

Queen name has been left out of the general Prayer-books

in England, and especially to prevent all her subjects to pay

her such respect which is due to the Queen. It is equally a

great omittance towards the King that his Consort Queen

should be obliged to soummit to such great neglect, or

rather araisin from a perfect ignorance of the Archbishops

of the real existence of the Queen Caroline of England.

' The Queen is also very anxious that. Lord Liverpool

should communicate this letter to the Archbishop of

Canterbury.

' Lord Liverpool will be not able to believe, I am sure

of it, how much the Queen was surprised of this first act

of cruel Tyranne towards her, as she had been informed

through the newspapers of the 22nd of February, that in

the course of the Debbet in the House ofCommon on that

evening. Lord Castlereagh, one of the best friends of Lord

Tjiverpool, assured the Attorney General to the Queen

Caroline, Mr. Brougham, that the King's servants would

not omitte any attentions or use any harrsness towards the

Queen, and after that speech of Lord Castlereagh to find

her name left out of the Common prayer book as if she

was no longer for this world.

• The Queen trusts that before she arrives in London

to receive satisfactory answer from Lord Liverpool.

' Caroline Queen.' '

' Yonge's Liverpool, vol. iii. p. 46. publishes the letter ; hut the editor

The Ann. Reg., 1820, Hist., p. 131, has turned it into. English!
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By the same post by wliicli this letter was forwarded chap.

to Lord Liverpool the queen sent a longer letter, expla-

natory of her motives, which appeared in all the Loudon l^^O.

newspapers ; and, at the same time, she sent warrants

appointing Brougham and Denman her Attorney and Denman.

Solicitor General. Thomas Denman, who thus became

associated with Broughatn as adviser to the queen, was

admirably adapted for the position which he was called on

to fill. Born in 1779, he was, at this period of his career,

forty-one years of age. The son of a physician in respect-

able practice, he had received an excellent education at

Eton and Cambridge. Adopting the law as his profession,

he had gradually, though steadily, achieved considerable

distinction at the Bar. His professional success had two

years before led to his introduction into Parliament as

member for Wareham ; while his growing reputation had

subsequently commended him to the electors of Notting-

ham, one of the largest and most Eadical of English con-

stituencies. Denman had been retained for the defence

of Lord Cochrane in 1815; he had displayed conspicuous

ability in the defence of the Luddite prisoners in 1817;

he had spoken against the increased allowance to the

Duke of York; he had resisted the Six Acts, and he had

demanded an inquiry into the Peterloo Massacre. He
had thus made his reputation by a succession of attacks

on the Ministry and the Court. His opposition, both to

the one and the other, qualified him to be the champion

of the queen. A commanding presence and an admirable

voice gave him dignity as a speaker. The purity of his

life and the singularly excellent example which he afforded,

as a son, a father, and a husband, assisted to promote the

cause of the queen. Men who were satisfied of her

guilt while Brougham was her only adviser hesitated to

condemn her when they learned that Denman also was

her advocate.

Denman had fonned a very strong opinion that it
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CHAP, would be desirable that tlie queen should come to Eng-
>—^v^—• land. Brougham, who knew much more of her case

^ • than Denman, anticipated consequences from her coming
' injurious, nay, perhaps ruinous to her interests,' and was

ready to do his best to stop her.^ He had written to the

queen in February with this object ; he had frequent

interviews with Lord Liverpool on the subject ; he ar-

ranged with the Ministry that 50,000/. a year should be

settled on her for life, on condition of her never coming

into any part of the Biitish dominions ; of her taking

some other name or title than that of Queen of England

;

and of abstaining from the exercise of any of the rights

or privileges of queen, except such as related to the

appointment of law officers ;
^ and he offered to meet her

at any convenient place (such as Brussels or Lille) and

endeavour to arrange the matter. It is possible that, if

Brougham had been the queen's sole adviser, his inter-

ference at the eleventh hour would have induced her

to put off her journey. About this time, however,

the queen began to lean on a very different counsel-

Aiderman lor. Matthcw Wood, alderman and ex-Lord Mayor of

London, was a very remarkable personage. ' That vain,

foolish busybody, Mr. Alderman Wood, citizen and fish-

monger :
' so H. Legge described him to Lord Colchester.

' Wood, the ass and alderman, whom they called Thistle

Wood,' ^ wrote Brougham to Lord Hutchinson. ' The
queen had occasionally dealt with him as a linendraper,'

sneered Lord Liverpool's biographer. ' That beast Wood '

was George IV.'s description of him. Brougham made
the House of Commons on one occasion laugh by suggest-

' Amould's Life, of Denman, vol. i. nection with Edwards, the informer.

p. 143. Lord Liverpool, vol. iii. p. 40. On the day after Thistlewood's execu-
* Liverpool, vol, iii. p. 53. tion—viz., on the 2nd of May, and
' Alderman Wood took the inde- again in the following week—the al-

cent and almost incredible course of derman brought Edwards's conduct
seeking an interview with Thistle- before the House of Commons.

—

Ann.
wood on his way to execution, and Reg., 1820, Hist, pp. 34, 36,

asking him the particulars of his con-

Wood.
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ing that the initials A. W. (Alderman Wood) might stand chap.

also for ' absolute wisdom.' ' Absolute Wisdom ' became . ^ -

thenceforward a popular nickname of the aldennan.^ 1820^

Few men, then, were ever more violently attacked than

Alderman Wood. Yet, notwithstanding the abuse of

his contemporaries, the alderman had very considerable

capacity. Denman, who knew him well, and who was a

much fairer judge than Brougham, declared that he pos-

sessed ' uncommon perseverance and activity, no small share

of natural sagacijy, and much acquaintance with the cha-

racter of the English people.' ^ The history of England

during 1820 sufficiently refutes Brougham's attacks

on the alderman's sagacity. If Brougham understood

much more clearly than the alderman the nature of the

queen's case, the alderman realised much more fuUy

than Brougham the measure of popular support which

she was certain to receive.

Wood seems to have placed himself in communication The

with the queen towards the end of March or the begin- out for

ning of April. On the 15th of April, 1820, she wrote to ^°ei»nd.

him from her villa at Pesaro :
' I am in great heaste

leving this place in an hour's time. . . . The 30th April

I shall be at Calais for certain.' But her movements

were less rapid than she had promised to make them.

She lingered for some days at Milan, and only reached

Geneva on the 9th of May, nine days after she should

have been at Calais. From Geneva she journeyed to

Dijon ; from Dijon to Montbard, where she was joined by

Alderman Wood and Lady Anne Hamilton, a sister to

the Duke of Hamilton. From Montbard she immediately

proceeded to Villeneuve le Eoi, which she reached on the

29th of May. Thence she wrote to Lord Liverpool desiring

that a royal yacht might be placed at her disposal for the

• Colchester, Tol.iii. p.l21. Yonge's ' Arnould's Denman, toI. i. p.

Liverpool, vol. iii. p. 51. Arnould'a 139. Cf. Yonge's Liverpool, vol. iii.

Denman, vol. i. p. 145. Ibid., p. 139. p. 61.
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CFAP. passage of the Channel ; and to Brougham begging him

. ^f' _ - to meet her at St. Omer. She arrived at St. Omer on
1820. Tuesday, the 30th of May.

The crisis had arrived. The queen v^as within a few

hours' sail of the coast of England. The temporising

policy of the Government had brought it face to face

with a catastrophe which a few wise concessions might in

all probability have averted. Hardly a hope remained

that the queen, having come so far, would not come

fiu:ther
; yet the Cabinet clung Hke drowning men to the

Brougham slsuder hopc which still sustained them. Brougham was

Hutch°n- asked to go to St. Omer in the double capacity of adviser

"""t'l''"
^° ^^^ queen and of a semi-official representative of the

meet her. Ministry. Lord Hutchinson was directed to accompany

him. Brougham was instructed to lay before the queen

the agreement which he had already made with Lord

Liverpool, for the grant to her of an annuity of 50,000Z.,

on condition of her residing abroad, under some other

title than that of Queen of England. Lord Hutchinson,

singularly enough, was not provided with any formal in-

structions, though he was generally acquainted with the

views of the Eegent and of the Ministry. These terms, as

Lord Hutchinson understood them, seem to have been

even less hberal than those which had been agreed upon

between Brougham and Lord Liverpool. The queen was

not merely to be debarred from taking the title of Queen,

she was to refrain from using any title attached to the

royal family of England.

Brougham and Lord Hutchinson reached St. Omer
on Satiurday, the 3rd of June. They found the queen

surrounded by her Italian attendants ; they learned that

passports had already been obtained for her suite,

and that she had determined to start for England the

very next day. She was with difficulty persuaded to

delay her journey for a few hours. She complained

bitterly to Brougham of the indignities which she had
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received abroad. One minister had styled her Caroline chap.

of Brunswick, another Caroline of England ; and her com- — ^^' _>

plaints on these heads were so long and so loud that l^^O.

Brougham did not venture to present to her the draft

agreement which he had all the time in his pocket.

On the Sunday, Brougham persuaded her to receive the

proposition which it was understood that Ijord Hutch-

inson was to make. Lord Hutchinson, not having it ' in

any specific form of words,' begged for some little delay

to enable him to look over his papers. The queen gave

him three hours ; read his proposal, and rejected his terms

in five minutes. Brougham, by her command, retired to

write to Lord Hutchinson. The queen withdrew, ordered

her carriage, and, with Alderman Wood, Lady Anne
Hamilton, and William Austin, drove off to Calais.

' Trifles, light as air,' for which it was not worth while

contending, had terminated the negotiations and precipi-

tated the crisis.^

The queen reached Calais at half-past eleven on Sun- The Queen

day night. At Calais she received a strong remonstrance England.'

from Brougham, who was sincerely anxious to dissuade

her from her joiu-ney. But she was already on board the

packet ; her mind was fully made up ; and at six the fol-

lowing morning the packet worked its way out of Calais

harboiu". A few hours' passage brought the boat to

Dover ; and at one o'clock on Monday, the 5th of June,

the queen landed in England. The Commandant, who
had received no special instructions, followed the ordi-

nary course and fired a royal salute. An immense

midtitude assembled and cheered her. The inhabitants

presented her with an address, congratulating her on her

accession to the throne ; and she expressed, in a dexterous

reply, 'her hope that she should be permitted to promote

the happiness of her husband's subjects."^ But the queen

' Ann. Reg., 1820, Hist., pp. 133, 63-69. Brougham's Memoirs, vol.

13r). Yoiige's Liverpool, vol. iii. pp. ii. pp. 356-366.
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CHAP, had come to act, not to bandy compliments. On the

- ^,^" _- evening of the same day she left Dover and reached

1820. Canterbury. It was already dark when she arrived at

the cathedral city. But a hundred flambeaux showed

to her the immense crowd assembled to receive her.

The horses were removed from her carriage, and the

queen was drawn by the people to the door of her

hotel. The Mayor and Corporation, in their robes of

office, waited on her with an address; and the queen, still

more confident than at Dover, promised in her reply' to

do ' anything to make my people haf)py.'

Her pro- The quceu rose at an early hour on the following

London, morning. The weather was unpropitious ; but the rain

did not deter her Majesty from resuming her joiu-ney, or

the crowds from thronging to welcome her. Her journey

from Canterbury to London was one long triumphal pro-

cession. She left Canterbury at half-past ten in the

morning, the people not allowing the horses to be put to

the carriage, but drawing her out of the town. The

officers of the cavalry regiment stationed at Canterbiuy

escorted her as far as Sittingboiu-ne. The clergy, in

their govsms and bands, showed their indifference to the

rumours of her Majesty's conduct by waiting on her

at Sittingbourne. But the respect which was shown to

her by the Army and the Church formed the least gra-

tifying portion of the remarkable reception. At every

village through which she passed aU business was sus-

pended, and the bells of every parish church rang out

a merry peal of welcome. The entire nation seemed

animated by one universal enthusiasm in her cause.

Chatham, Eochester, and Strood poured forth their tens

of thousands to do honour to their queen. At Graves-

end she was again drawn by the people from one end

of the town to the other. Hundreds of vehicles swelled

the procession as it reached the metropolis. ' Deptford

and Greenwich poiu:ed out in indiscriminate concourse
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all ranks and conditions of their inhabitants ; Blackheath chap.

resembled some great Continental fair. All classes of -—,—

'

the people, men and women, old and young, grave and l^^*^-

gay, shared in the universal enthusiasm.

The queen, overcome with the fatigue and excitement

of her journey, rested for twenty minutes at this point

before she resumed her approach to the capital. The

weather improved as she reached the metropolis. Her

carriage was thrown open; and, amidst the acclama-

tions of a covmtless multitude, swelling into a louder and

louder strain, the journey was resumed. The queens

equipage was mean and miserable. The carriage in

which she sat was shabby. ' That beast Wood,' alder-

man and fishmonger, sat by her side. Lady Anne
Hamilton, sister to the duke, occupied the opposite

seat. Six or seven carriages, filled with the queen's

suite, followed her own. The queen was in moiu-ning for

the late king, and bowed her acknowledgments to the

multitude which was welcoming her. The vast throng,

forming one compact mass, rolled over Westminster

Bridge, through Parliament Street and Whitehall to Pall

Mall. As the queen's carriage passed Carlton House,

the king's residence, Alderman Wood stood up and gave

three cheers. The sentries at the gates, following the

example of the Commandant at Dover, presented arms.

The cavalcade rolled on up St. James's Street till it

reached the residence of Alderman Wood, in South Aud-

ley Street, where the queen alighted. The multitude

did not disperse till her Majesty had bowed her acknow-

ledgments from the balcony.

The enthusiasm with which the queen was greeted has The im-

probably had no parallel in the history of England
; yet it ranses^of

was due to very simple causes, and afibrds a striking
f^^^j^"'"*"

testimony to Alderman Wood's sagacity. It was attri-

butable to two motives which have a strong influence

in the English character : an admiration of pluck and
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CHAP, a hatred of oppression. Up to the date of her Majesty's

-—-,-1—' landing at Dover one of these motives alone had in-

1820. jduenced the people. They thought her oppressed, and

they gave her their sympathy ; but they were igno-

rant of her courage, and they withheld from her their

admiration. She landed, and, in the words of a contem-

porary chronicler, ' the calm was changed into a storm.'

' Journals which, on the Monday, would only grant her a

few lines, and those expressed with the utmost caution,

now sounded the trumpet of alarm throughout the land,

and called on the friends of innocence to avenge the past

insults of their queen, and to protect her against them for

time to come.' The calmest and gravest intellects caught

the general infection. ' If her father had advanced to

Paris,' wrote Ward, ' as fearlessly as she advanced to Lon-

don, we might have been spared five-and- twenty years'

war.' ' She approaches wisely, because boldly,' wrote

Wilberforce, on the eve of her entry into the metro-

polis ;
' how deeply interested all are—indeed, I feel it

myself—about her ! One can't help admiring her spirit,

though I fear she has been very profligate.'

Yet, though everyone admired her courage and sym-

pathised with her in her misfortunes, few, if any, believed

in her innocence. Brougham, on the morning after her

arrival, disclosed for the first time all his apprehensions

to Deuinan, and finished a long series of awkward state-

ments by saying, ' So now we are in for it, Mr. Denman !

'

The Whigs espoused the queen's cause ; but the Whig
ladies did not call upon her.^ Mrs, Denman was ex-

tremely anxious to do so, but Denman begged her to

wait till Mrs. Brougham had left her name, 'dreading

that such scenes of vice and debauchery would be proved

as would overwhelm with shame any woman who had

formed any acquaintance with the criminal.' The mob
' So say Denman (vol. i. p. 149) also have excepted the Dowager

andBootleWilbrahara,ii]Oolchester, Lady Lansdowne, Lady Harrington,
vol. iii. p. 142. The latter, however, and Mrs. Darner.

—

Ann. Reg., 1820,

excepts Lady Tavistock. He might Ohron., p. 219.
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thoroughly shared this feeling. Brougham has recorded chap.
VI.

that they called for ' three cheers for Mr. Austin, the

queen's son,' thereby assuming her to have been convicted ^^^^'

of the high treason of which she had been acquitted

in 1806. The strength of the queen's cause lay 'in

the general demurrer vs^hich all men, in and out of Par-

liament, made—namely, that, admit everytliing true

which is alleged against the queen, after the treatment

she had received ever since she came to England, her

husband had np right to the relief prayed by him, and

the punishment he sought against her.' ^

Lord Hutchinson and Brougham had been left by the Action

queen at St. Omer; the one disappointed at the failure Mini. try.

of his mission, the other vexed at the rejection of his

advice. ' I suppose she will have Wood for her Attorripy-

General,' he wrote in the first flush of his annoyance to

Denman. But his irritation induced him to quicken his

movements. He lost no time in leaving St. Omer. He
travelled with the utmost rapidity to London, and reached

the metropohs before the queen. The moment was criti-

cal. The news of the queen's intentions had reached

London on the evening of the day on which she had

left St. Omer. A Cabinet council had been hastily sum-

moned, and had sat late into the night. The ministers had

reassembled at ten o'clock on the following morning, and

had prolonged their sitting till half-past twelve. Parha-

ment met at two. Immediately after the conclusion of

some formal business Lord Liverpool l)rought down to

the House of Lords certain papers, sealed up in a green

bag, respecting the conduct of the queen since her de-

parture from the kingdom, and gave notice that he would

refer the papers to a secret committee on the morrow.

' Brougham, vol. ii. pp. 365, 366
;

son,' remind the modern reader of

Ann. Reg., 1820, Hist., p. 140. theillogiealremarkofoneof theTich-

Arnould's Denman, vol. i. p. 149
;

home moh : ' D' you think that I'll

Wilherforce memoirs, vol. v. p. 65. see^rtAwdeprivedofhisrights?' Sir

Ward's correspondence with the John Karslake told the Author that

BishopofLlandaff,p. 255. The three this question was actually proposed

cheers for ' Mr. Austin, the queen's to him by one of the Tichborne mob.
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CHAP. A similar green bag, similarly sealed, and accompanied with

> ,-!_- a similar message, was carried to the House of Commons
1820. by Lord Oastlereagh. On the following Sunday a clergy-

man of the Church of England, with more humour than

reverence, took for his text the verse in Job :
' My trans-

gression is sealed up in a bag.' ^ On the 6th of June, after

a short discussion, the House of Lords referred the papers

which Lord Liverpool had brought down to it to a secret

conamittee. In theCommons, Brougham anticipated themo-

tion which it was understood that Lord Castlereagh would

propose, by presenting a message from the queen deprecat-

ing a private inquiry, and demanding an open investigation

into her conduct. The communication was received with

cheers, but it in no way altered the conduct of the Govern-

ment. Lord Castlereagh immediately rose to move for the

appointment of a secret committee. Brougham followed

Castlereagh, and, in an incomparable speech, entered at

great length into the whole of the queen's case, and con-

cluded by deprecating the appointment of the committee.

The speech was unexpected, and its effect was magical.

Canning, who had been the intimate friend of the queen

in previous years, and who stiU retained a hvely remem-

brance of her fascinating manners, defended the Ministry

for the steps which had akeady been taken, but solemnly

announced his resolution never to place himself in the

position of her accuser. Wilberforce, whose influence,

whose character, and whose abihty admirably adapted

him for the office of mediator, proposed an adjom-nment

of a few days, in order that some compromise might be

arranged through the instrumentality of common friends.

The country gentlemen, seriously alarmed by Brougham,

rose one after another in support of Wilberforce's pro-

posal, and an adjoiu-nment of three days was, in the

language of one of them, ' carried almost by acclamation.' ^

' Ann. Reg., 1820, Chron., pp. 153. Denman, vol. i. p. 148.

144, 217. Hansard, New Series, vol. Brougham, vol. ii. p. 367. Ool-

i. pp. 870, 905-985. Job. xiv. 17. Chester, vol. iii. p; 142.
» ^nn. ffip/7.,1820,Hist.,pp. 146-
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Wilberforce had gained the country three days of chap.

grace ; but neither the king nor the queen seemed likely ^ ^^"

to make any use of them. The enthusiasm of the mob ^^^O.

was daily increasing. Placards were posted throughout tt*^^^ro-

the town commanding a great illumination for three ™'*®-

nights. The mob cheered those who comphed with their

demands ; they broke the windows of those who disobeyed

them. The excitement among the populace extended to

the army. One of the battaUons of Guards, displaying

symptoms of disaffection, was marched out of the metro-

pohs ; and the whole kingdom seemed threatened with

revolution and division. Wednesday passed by. The
queen made no advance towards a compromise ; the king

was sullenly determined to make none. Thursday came

;

but neither side availed themselves of the opportunity

which "Wilberforce had obtained for them. Late on the

Friday afternoon, on the eve of the meeting of the House,

the queen's reluctance yielded to the importunity of her

advisers, and she deigned to make an overture to Lord

Liverpool. ' She had directed,' she commanded Brougham
to say, ' her most serious attention to the declared sense

of ParUament as to the propriety of some amicable adjust-

ment of existing differences ; and, submitting to that high

authority with the gratitude due to the protection she

has always received from it, her Majesty no longer waits

for a communication from the Ministers of the Crown,

but commands Mr. Brougham to announce her own
readiness to consider any arrangement that can be sug-

gested consistent with her dignity and honour.'

The Ministiy, on the receipt of this letter, adjourned

the House for a fru-ther period of three days, or till Mon-
day, the 12th, to enable some arrangement to be made.

Lord Liverpool, in the meanwhile, briefly referred the

queen to the memorandum already delivered by him

to Brougham ; but offered to receive any suggestions

which her Majesty or her advisers might have to offer on

VOL. I. P P
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CHAP, the proposition. The queen desired Brougham to reply

V j: . that the memorandum appeared to have been superseded

1820. 'by Lord Hutchinson's later proposition ; that she now saw

it for the first time ; that she did not ' consider it consistent

with her dignity and honour ;' and that 'the recognition

of her rank and privileges as queen must be the basis

of any arrangement which can be made.' Lord Liver-

pool thereupon declared that, though ' the memorandum
proposed that her Majesty should abstain Jfrom the exer-

cise of the rights and privileges of queen, with certain

exceptions,' it ' did not call upon her to renounce any of

them. Whatever appertains to her Majesty as queen

must continue to appertain to her so long as it is not

abrogated by law.' The Ministry were now wiUing to

receive any proposition for an adjustrnent which her

Majesty's advisers might make, provided that it had 'for

its basis her Majesty's residence abroad.' The queen

consented to negotiate on this basis, and proposed that

the matters in dispute should be referred to some person

or persons of liigh station and character ; and the pro-

tracted correspondence resulted in the appointment of

the Duke of Wellington and Lord Castlereagh on one

side, and of Lord Fitzwilham and Lord Sefton on the

other, to arbitrate between the king and queen.

The arbitrators met at Lord Fitzwilliam's house in

Grosvenor Square. They all thought it necessary to at-

tend in Court dress ; but they did not think it necessary

to be particular as to time. The Duke of Wellington,

with his usual good sense, saw that Lords Fit^william and

Sefton were merely puppets in Brougham's hands, and

declared that the affair could never go on unless they

were replaced by the queen's natural advisers. Brougham

and Denman. The duke's proposal was agreed to, and

the conference was adjourned to Lord Castlereagh's house

in St. James's Square. Lord Castlereagh was ' covered

with stars, diamonds, and ribands ; the Duke of Welling-
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ton was equally splendid.' Brougliatn and Denman were chap.

in plain clothes. Five separate conferences were held on ^
five successive days, and five elaborate protocols were ^^^O.

drawn up. But the conferences proved as abortive as

any sober person might from the first have foreseen that

they would be. ' It was plain from the first ' that the

Duke and Lord Castlereagh ' had nothing like full powers

from the king.' Brougham himself admitted that he and

Denman had not fiiU powers from the queen. Fettered

in their action, there is no wonder that the negotiators

should have failed; the only cause for surprise is that

men should have consented to negotiate on such terms.

At the very first conference Brougham dexterously

raised the point on which the negotiation was ultimately

broken off. 'Spealdng of some expedient to reconcile

her Majesty to a stipulation that she should reside on the

Continent, to which he merely said that she had no insu-

perable objection, he suggested in a sort of hurried whis-

per that the restoration of her name to the Liturgy might

answer that purpose. Lord Castlereagh promptly replied,

" You might as easily move Carlton House." ' And with

this answer the conference might, in reality, have broken

up. But the negotiators went on negotiating for four

days more. In the course of the negotiation the conces-

sions made by the king were various and great. ' The

name and rights of a queen were granted to her Majesty

without reserve. A royal yacht, a frigate, &c., were

offered 'for her joiurney.' It.was agreed that her name

and rank should be notified at the Court either of Eome

or Milan, the capitals of the countries in which she had

expressed her intention to reside; and that an address

should be presented to the queen, no less than another to

the king, to 'thank her Majesty for having acceded to

the wish of the House of Commons.' ^ These conces-

» WillbeTforce, vol. v. p 66. Of. Brougham, vol. ii. p. 375. Denmaii,

Ann. He,/., 1820, Hist., pp. 158-167. vol. i. p. 154.

p p 2
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CHAP, sions, if they had been made ten days sooner, would pro-
^^' bably have prevented the queen's journey to England.

1820. If they had been accompanied by the graceful insertion

of the queen's name in the Liturgy, they would have

satisfied all parties, and averted the scandal, which was

daily coming nearer. The Ministry had the folly to take

their stand on ' trifles Ught as air.' Never had the danger

of civil war been risked for so trivial an object.

Failure ParHament, in the meanwhile, had held its hand,

negotia- auxiously awaiting the result of the negotiation. On
''°°"

Monday, the 19th of June, the Ministry had the morti-

fication to announce in both Houses that the negotiation

had failed. On the following day, Wilberforce, who
had already acted as peace-maker, rose to announce

his intention of making a motion on the subject. No
one knew what his intended motion was ; wrapping

himself up in mystery, he declined to disclose its terms,

and both parties were obliged to wait for its disclosure.

WHberforce really desired the restoration of the queen's

name to the Liturgy. The fact that he should have so

desired it is a strong proof that the concession should have

been made. But Wilberforce refrained from moving an

address to the king with this object. The king, it was

certain, would not yield; and, if the king would not

yield, the only chance of an arrangement depended on

the queen's giving way. Wilberforce saw the difficulty

which prevented the queen from siu-rendering her claim.

But he adroitly concluded that, though the queen could

not yield her claim to the king, she might waive it at the

request of the House of Commons. With this view he

drew up an address to be presented to the queen. He
found a seconder in Stuart Wortley, the great Yorkshire

magnate, who had succeeded him in the representation

of the Northern county, and whose vast possessions ulti-

mately won a barony for himself and an earldom for his

grandson. The proposal led to a singularly able debate. In
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the course of it Denman used the memorable words chap.

which made so great an impression on the House and the .
^^-

..

country. It had been suggested that, ' though all particu- 1820.

lar mention of the queen's name was omitted from the

Liturgy, she might yet be considered as being comprised

in the general prayer for the royal family.' ' If her Ma-
jesty,' he replied, ' was included in any general prayer, it

was in the prayer for all Avho are desolate and oppressed.'

Wilberforce's motion was carried by 391 votes to Subse-

124.1 Wilberforce, Stuart Wortley, and Sir Thomas So of

Acland were deputed to carry it on the following Satur- wiiber-

day to the queen. It was doubtful what the queen would

do. ' She will accede to your address, I pledge myself,'

Brougham had written to Wilberforce. Her counsel

unanimously declined to offer her any advice on the

subject. An immense mob, collected before her door,

anxiously awaited her decision, and amused themselves in

the interim by hooting Wilberforce and his fellow-peace-

makers. For a few minutes the result was uncertain.

The queen then announced to her advisers her solemn

determination to reject Wilberforce's proposition. The
form of the answer, which she had herself prepared, was

hurriedly corrected by Brougham and Denman. The
depiitation was called in, and received the queen's reply.

Her decision was greeted with enthusiastic cheering by

the mob which surrounded her door.

The baffled mediators had nothing left to do but to First pro-

announce the failiu-e of their mission. Their failure left fn\te^'

the Ministry no alternative but to proceed against the ^°"?^ "^

queen. They had committed themselves to the demands

of the king so far that they could not, now that there

was no longer a chance of an arrangement, avoid going

farther. Another scene in the strange drama had con-

cluded, and a new one was about to begm. Two days

after the failure of the mediation, the queen presented a

» Hansard, New Series, vol. i. pp. 118B, 1270, 1314.
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CHAP, petition to the House of Lords protesting against the in-

-

—

A—• stitution of a secret inquiry into her conduct. On the

1820. motion of Lord Dacre counsel were called in, and heard

in support of her prayer. Brougham and Denman con-

tended that all the proceedings should be delayed tiU

after the arrival of the witnesses for the queen. Until

these 'witnesses arrived they could not become suffi-

ciently acquainted with the habits and character of the

witnesses against his illustrious chent to cross-examine

them to any useful purpose.' Denman, in the course of

his speech, referred to the process by which the evidence

against the queen had been collected ; and applied to

Leach, who notoriously desired the Chancellorship,

Emilia's description of ' lago '

—

I will be hanged, if some eternal villain,

Some busy and insinuating rogue,

Some cogging, cozening slave, to get some office,

Have not devised this slander.

Lord Eldon was delighted with this attack upon Leach,

and the pubhc were equally amused at it. Two months

after the speech in the Lords, ' Othello ' was played at

Driury Lane, and the passage was received with raptiu-es

of applause. In Emilia's succeeding speech

—

Why should he call her whore ? who keeps her company ?

What place % what time ? what form ? what likelihood %

The Moor's abus'd by some most villanous knave.

Some base notorious knave, some scurvy fellow.

0, heaven, that such companions thou 'dst unfold
;

And put in every honest hand a whip,

To lash the rascals naked through the world,

Even from the east to the west !

—

the applause was redoubled. ' The pit twice stood up

and cheered ; the men waved their hats, the women their

handkerchiefs ; and the acclamations throughout the

whole house were loud and general, and lasted for

several minutes. '
^

' Ann. Hcq., 1820, Hiat, p. 392. Hansard, New Series, vol, i, pp.
1323-1338.
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Popular demonstrations of this character ought to chap.

have warned the O-overnment of the folly of the course _I^:_-

which they were pursuing. But nothing could turn the 1820.

king from his violent resolution to degrade his wife ; and

the Ministry had not the coiurage to withstand their sove-

reign. Brougham and Denman's application was rejected ;

the ' green bag ' was referred to a secret committee ; and The secret

the committee, on the 4th of July, reported that the ^See's

charges deeply ' affect not only the honom- of the queen, "'^p'"''-

but also the dignity of the Crown and the moral feeling

and honour of the country. In their opinion it is indis-

pensable that they should become the subject of a solemn

inquiry, which it appears to the committee may be best

effected in the coiu-se of a legislative proceeding.' On
the following day Lord Liverpool introduced a bill ' to

deprive her Majesty Queen Caroline Amelia Elizabeth

of the title, prerogative rights, privileges, and exemp-

tions of Queen Consort of this realm, and to dissolve

the marriage between his Majesty and the said Caro-

line Amelia Ehzabeth.' ^ The bill was immediately read

a first time, and the second reading fixed for the 17th of

August.

The strength of the popular feeling in the queen's ThefLeiing

favoiu" became every day more marked. Addresses ^puLce

poured in upon her Majesty from all classes of the Eng-
jeMpJl^n

Ush people. The Common Council of the City of London of the wit-

formally petitioned both houses of Parliament to give up

the bill. One of the members of the Council insisted,

amidst rapturous applause, that there should be ' no

royal way of evading the obligations of married life.'

"When the queen took a diive in the Park the people

removed the horses from her carriage and drew it them-

selves. When the Princess Elizabeth's carriage met the

queen's the mob peremptorily commanded the princess's

• Hansard, New Series, vol. ii. pp. 168, 211, where the Bill of Pains and

Penalties will be found.

nesses.
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CHAP, servants to uncover. But the strength of the popular

>—r-^—' feeling was not thoroughly seen till after the arrival of

1820. ^]jg witnesses against the queen. The first batch of these

unhappy men landed at Dover on the 7th of July. The

people set upon them, ' beat them immercifully, venting

all the while the deepest execrations against them.' They

were removed by stealth to London, and lodged during

the trial in some temporary buildings in Cotton Yard.

Cotton Yard, long since swept away, was in the imme-

diate neighboiu-hood of the Houses of Parliament. The

only direct communication which it had with the street

was effectually closed by strong doors bound with iron.

Ingress from the river side of Parliament Stairs was as

effectually barred by a brick wall and a strong timber

partition. And a new causeway, also closely fortified,

projecting to low water mark, formed the only means of

communication between the outer world and the im-

prisoned witnesses.^

The If precautions were necessary to defend the witnesses

reception against the queen from the violence of the mob, still

mh'of
greater precautions were requisite to avert a popular

August. disturbance on the 17th of August. It was certain that

a vast crowd would be collected to witness the com-

mencement of the proceedings ; it was possible that

violence might be attempted by the populace. Troops

were consequently quietly pushed forward towards the

metropolis ; a large body of artillery was moved up

from Woolwich ; the Surrey Horse Patrol was quartered

in the livery stables opposite Astley's Theatre, in the

Westminster Bridge Eoad ; special constables were sworn

in to keep the approach to the House of Lords ; and two

barriers, consisting of massive pieces of timber, were

stretched across New Palace Yard from St. Margaret's

Church to the King's Bench Eecord Office. On the

morning of the 17th the whole line of the Westminster

> Ann. Reg., 1820, Ohron., pp. 244, 255, 365.
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Eoad was patrolled by the City Light Horse. The chap.

Horse PoUce occupied Parliament Street and Whitehall ; V" -,

two regiments of life Guards were stationed in Palace l^a^^

Yard, and the Coldstreams were marched into West-

minster Hall, where a powerful train of field-pieces was
stationed. But the imposing display of military force

was lost in the vast crowd by which the streets were
thronged. From St. James's Square, where her Majesty

had slept on the previous evening, through Pall Mall,

Charing Cross, .Whitehall, Parliament Street, and Palace

Yard the crowd formed one uniform, compact, and

imbroken body. The windows and roofs of the houses

which lined the route were thronged by anxious, sym-

pathising spectators. London had never seen so vast a

crowd.

The people, however, were not riotous. They hooted

the Duke of WeULngton ; they cheered the Duke of

Sussex ; they called on the Guards to remember their

queen : but they attempted no hostile demonstration

;

they inflicted no injury on anyone. From eight o'clock

in the morning tUl ten the vast crowd continued to in-

crease. A little before ten a universal cheer announced

that the queen had left her house. Her Majesty, who
was in an open carriage, drawn by six horses, and who
was attended by Lady Anne Hamilton, proceeded slowly

through the people. The sentinels at Carlton House

presented arms to her, and were cheered for doing so.

The shouts, which greeted her throughout her progress,

were said by one Avho was present to be the loudest he

had ever heard. The living mass which surrounded her

Majesty's carriage thronged after it as it rolled slowly

away. The strong barriers at St. Margarets Church

snapped in au instant before the irresistible pressure of the

crowd. The mechanical contrivances which the Govern-

ment had prepared proved inadequate for the occasion.

Nothing but the good humour of the midtitude averted
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CHAP, a more serious castastrophe than the rupture of a wooden
^'

. barrier.

1820. The scene which was presented inside the House

throughout the trial was of the most imposing character.

Two galleries, each containing two rows of seats, had

been temporarily constructed on either side of the cham-

ber for the accommodation of the peers who should be

unable to find room in the House itself In the body of

the House two-thirds of the space usually allotted to

strangers were assigned to the counsel, the solicitors, and

the witnesses engaged or called on either side. The queen

herself occupied the seat immediately adjoining the bar

which was usually allotted to the bishop who was not a

peer—the Bishop of Sodor and Man. A chair of state,

covered with crimson velvet, and adorned with gilt mould-

ings, was placed there for her accommodation. She was

dressed in black, but a rich white lace veil ' flowed grace-

fully over her shoulders and hung like an antique vest-

ment over her dress.' Her chair faced the throne, the

woolsack, the table, the peers, and, it may be added,

the members of the other House of Parliament, who
were accommodated _ with places in the space adjoining

the throne. Earely before had so memorable an as-

semblage been collected in so comparatively small a

space. There was the Duke of York, heir-presumptive

to the throne of England, himself only eleven years pre-

viously the subject of an inquiry as damaging as that to

which his sister-in-law the queen was now exposed.

There was the Duke of Clarence, busily whispering in the

ears of his brother peers the basest insinuations against

the character of his sister-in-law. There was the Duke of

Sussex, alone among his family eager to be excused the

invidious task of judging between his brother and his

brother's wife. There were three of the foiu- peers. Lord

Grenville, Lord Spencer, Lord Ellenborough, and Lord

Erskine, who had solemnly acquitted the queen of the
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grave charges brought against her in 1806. There chap.

were the members of the secret committee who had . I^L_

just recommended the institution of the present pro- 1820.

ceedings against her Majesty—a Chancellor, once her

Majesty's firm friend, now her reluctant accuser ; a

Prime Minister, driven into the proceedings against his

better judgment from a culpable dislike to displease his

sovereign ; a Home Secretary, who, as a member of the

Talents Administration, had been a party to the proceed-

ings of 1806 ; a President of the Council, who had deferred

to the decision of the Government ; a primate, a bishop,

and half a dozen other dukes, marquises, earls, and barons.

There was the great captain whose incomparable skill

had brought the most terrible of modern wars to a vic-

torious issue, subjected for a time to the unreasonable

hostility of the populace, from the part which he had

taken against the queen. There was the Duke of Hamil-

ton, generously leaning to his sister's mistress. There was

Lord Lauderdale, criticising in the broadest of Scotch the

provincial Italianisms of the Lombard witnesses. There,

mingled on one solemn judgment-seat, were accusers who
had made up their minds already, and judges who were

open to conviction. There were peers who owed their

titles to the king, peers who were expecting further honours

from him, peers who held emoluments at his will and

pleasure, peers who were hoping for fresh favours from

their sovereign—met together, at the will of their king,

to pronounce judgment on the honour and character of

their queen.

^

The spectators instinctively turned their eyes to the The

judges. Posterity perhaps feels as great an interest in the
'^^^^^ •

plain knot of lawyers behind the bar. There, on one side,

stood the Attorney-General, Sir Eobert Gilford ; the Soli-

licitor-General, Sir John Copley ; the king's Advocate-

General, Sir Christopher Eobinson ; Dr. Adams, a civilian

;

> Am. Reg., 1820, Chron., pp. 62, 366,376, 381.
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.CHAP, and Mr. Parke, an ' outer barrister.' There, on the other

——,-^— side, stood Brougham, Denman, Lushington, Williams,
1820. Tindal, and Wilde. The prizes of the profession seemed

at the feet of the fortunate lawyers who were retained on

the king's side. Everything that the Coiul could do to

retard the promotion of the advisers of the queen was

certain to be done. Yet the counsel for the queen at-

tained on the whole higher positions, both in their profes-

sion and in the State, than those for the king. On the

king's side Sir John Copley became Lord Chancellor;

Gifford became Master of the Eolls and a peer ; Parke a

judge of the King's Bench, a baron of the Exchequer, and

Lord Wensleydale. On the queen's side Brougham, the

leader, became Chancellor ; Wilde, the junior, rose also

to the Chancellorship ; Denman became Chief Justice

of the King's Bench, Tindal Chief Justice of the Court of

Common Pleas, Lushington a judge of the High Court of

Admiralty, and WilUams a justice of the Queen's Bench.

Earely had any chent been defended by counsel destined

for such distinction as those who were retained for the

queen.

The trial. The trial—for such it really was—was delayed at the

outset. Lord Carnarvon had the address to eUcit a formal

opinion from the jndges that the queen, even if she were

guilty of adultery with a foreigner, had not committed

high treason within the meaning of the Act of Edward
III.^ On the motion of Lord Kenyon the queen's counsel

were heard against the principle of the bill ; and the 17th,

18th, and 19th of August were mainly occupied with the

speeches of Brougham and Denman on the one side, and

with the replies of the Attorney and Solicitor-General on

the other. On the 19th of August the Attorney-General

opened the case for the Crown, and on the next day the

examination of the witnesses began.

' Hansard, New Series, vol. ii. p. 632.
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The first witness for the bill was one Theodore Maj- chap.

occhi. Majocchi had been a fellow-servant of Bergami's ^ ^^'

in Marshal Pino's service ; and he had been subsequently 1820.

engaged by Bergami as valet to the queen. He had
lived in her Majesty's service throughout her stay in

Italy; he had accompanied her in her voyage to the

East, and he had necessarily had many opportunities of

closely observing her conduct. When Majocchi was

called the queen rose in manifest agitation, exclaiming,

' Teodoro, no ! ;;o !
' or ' Traditore, no ! no !

' and hur-

ried from the House. Her Majesty's evident agitation

natiu-ally created a profound impression ; and the impres-

sion was indubitably increased as Majocchi's examination

proceeded. His statements were very clear ; his memory
very accurate ; and his story very damaging. His exami-

nation was purposely protracted by Copley throughout

the whole of the day, and the peers separated in the

evening, profoundly impressed with the immorality of their

queen. Brougham rose on the following morning to

cross-examine the witness. A trivial question of httle

moment, purposely designed to test the accuracy of his

memory, elicited the hesitating reply, ' Non mi ricordo
'

(I do not remember). Brougham saw his advantage,

and rapidly plied the witness with a series of questions,

to the majority of which he received the same answer,

^Non mi ricordo; non mi ricordo.' The witness's me-

mory was effectually discredited by the process, and the

expression ' Non mi ricordo ' passed into the by-word

which it has ever since continued. When the queen, in

the following month, made an excursion by water from

her house at Hammersmith to Greenwich, the people, as

her barge passed Westminster, raised the appropriate

shout, 'iVbn mi ricordo.' When Sir Walter Scott was

attacked by the Duke of Clarence on the authorship of

the ' Waverley Novels,' he replied, ' I must give your
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CHAP. Eoyal Highness the favourite answer of the day, '''Non

,•*••

. mi ricordo." ' ^

1820. The examination of the witnesses against the queen

lasted until the 7th of September. The Solicitor-General,

Copley, summed up the evidence ; and the House adjourned

for three weeks, to enable the queen's counsel to prepare

their reply. In the interval the popular sympathy for

the queen continued to be loudly expressed. The sailors

in the merchant service marched through the City with

an address to her. Every important town presented their

addresses of congratulation. That from Liverpool con-

tained 30,000 signatures; and more than 11,000 ladies

of Sheffield signed another. Lord Eldon, posting home
to Dorsetshire, was mobbed at Eingwood. Denman,
passing his holiday at Cheltenham, was drawn trium-

phantly into the town. The mob judged everyone

by his declared opinions on the queen's case. It was

a serious matter to reside in the neighbourhood of her

Majesty. The Ministry were induced to promise to piu--

chase the queen a house, and a list of suitable residences

was sent to her to select from. She chose one in Picca-

dilly; but she was informed that it could not be obtained.

She selected another, in St. James's Square ; but that was

also declared unobtainable. She was offered a third, in

Hamilton Place, and accepted the offer; but the house

had already found another purchaser. The residences of

the Duke of Gloucester, of Lord Castlereagh, and of Lord

Eldon were respectively adjacent to these houses.^

The The peers reassembled on the 3rd of October, and

Brougham opened the case for the queen. His speech

was ' one of the most powerful orations that ever pro-

ceeded from human hps.' Nothing has ever exceeded the

» ^»n. iJe^., 1820, 01iron.,p, 404. vol. i. p. 165. Eldon, yoL ii. pp.
Brougham, vol. ii. p. 415. Hansard, 385, 386. Lord Eldon threatened to

New Series, vol. ii. p. 804. resign the Chancellorship if the Ha-
' Ann. Reg.,\WQ, Ohron., pp.407, milton Place house were bought.

414, 415, 433. Arnould's Denman,

defence.
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tnagnificence of his peroration: 'My lords, 1 pray you chap.

to pause. I do earnestly beseech you to take heed. You -_ ^^'
.

are standing upon the brink of a precipice : then beware !
1820.

It wUl go forth your judgment, if sentence shall go against

the queen. But it will be the only judgment you ever

pronounced which, instead of reaching its object, will

return and bound back against those who gave it. Save

the country, my lords, from the horrors of this catastrophe

;

save yourselves from this peril ; rescue the country, of

which you are i;he ornaments, but in which you can

flourish no longer, when severed from, the people, than

the blossom when cut off from the roots and the stem

of the tree Save that countiy, that you may continue

to adorn it; save the crown, which is in jeopardy; the

aristocracy, which is shaken ; save the altar, which must

stagger from the blow that rends the kindred throne.

You have said, my lords, you have willed—the Chm-ch

and the King have willed—that the Queen should be de-

prived of its solemn service. She has, instead of that

solemnity, the heartfelt prayers of the people. She wants

no prayers of mine. But I do here poiu- forth my
humble supplications at the Throne of Mercy that that

mercy may be poured down upon the people in a larger

measure than the merits of their rulers may deserve, and

that yoiur hearts may be tiu^ned to justice.' The effects

of this magnificent peroration were pi'odigious. 'His

arguments, his observations, his tones, his attitude, his

eye, left an impression on my mind,' wrote Denman,

'which is scarcely ever renewed without exciting the

strongest emotion. Erskine rushed out of the House in

tears.'
^

On the 5th of October the House proceeded to hear

the queen's witnesses, and their examination was not con-

cluded till the 24th. There can be very little question

• Denman, vol. i. p. 169. For the peroration see Brougham, vol, ji. p.

899, and cf. Hansard, New Series, vol. iii. p. 210.
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CHAP, that tte witnesses summoned for the queen enjoyed a
' — higher social status than those who had been examined

1820. against her. The most material witnesses against her

Majesty were Teodoro Majocchi, her Italian valet ; and

Louise Demont, a Swiss maid ; Gargiulo, a captain, and

Paturzo, a mate, in the Neapolitan mercantile marine

;

Barbara Kress, a waiting-maid at Carlsruhe ; Eagga-

zoni, an Italian mason ; and Eestelli, a superintendent of

the stables. Majocchi's evidence was discredited by his

' Non mi ricordo.' Demont, after having placed the most

injurious construction on her mistress's character, was
proved to have written her the most flattering letters, and

to have used her utmost endeavours to obtain for a young
sister a situation in her Majesty's service. Eaggazoni

was proved to have been bribed by Eestelli ; and Eestelli,

after concluding his testimony, was sent out of the

country ; and it was proved that PoweU, the solicitor for

the bill, and a member of the Milan Commission, had

sent him away.

Eestelli's absence probably did more good to the

queen's cause than any other circumstance. Her counsel

had a right to remonstrate on the absence of an essential

witness, whom, on every principle of justice, the king's

advisers on the other side were bound to have retained

in the country. Indirectly, too, Eestelli's absence gave

Brougham an opportunity for making a formidable

attack on the king. Powell was called by the peers to

account for Eestelli's disappearance ; and, after he had

been examined by Lord Grey, Lord Carnarvon, and

others, Brougham rose to cross-examine him. His first

question, ' Who is your employer or client in this case ?

'

elicited shouts of ' No ! no !

' from the peers. Brougham
maintained, in an elaborate argument, the propriety of

the question :
' I have never been able to trace the local

habitation or the name of the unknown being who is

the plaintiff in this proceeding. I know not but it may
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vanish into thin air—I know not under what shape it chap,

exists
;

' and he then proceeded to declaim with magnificent

effect Milton's description of Satan, in ' Paradise Lost
:

'— 1820.

If shape it might be call'd, that shape had none
Distinguishable in member, joint, or limb

;

Or substance might be call'd, that shadow seemed,

For each seemed either. What seem'd his head

The likeness of a kingly crown had on.'

The queen's witnesses were, it has abeady been stated, The

of high position, Mr. St. Leger, Sir William Gel!, and ^ItnesL.

Mr. Zeppel Craven, her chamberlains ; Lady Charlotte

Lindsay, her lady of the bedchamber ; Dr. Holland, her

physician, were witnesses of undeniable status, and contra-

dicted or explained much of the most damaging evidence

which had been produced against their mistress. Their

testimony may be cited to refute all the charges preferred

against the queen's conduct during the whole of the

time during which these witnesses were with her Majesty.

Unfortunately, however, they all of them left the queen's

service at a very early period ; and they were none of

them able to speak to the events which had happened

on board the polacre, and in the course of the queen's

journey to the East. For that part of her case she was
compelled to rely on the evidence of two gentlemen wha
had been officers in the Eoyal Navy, Lieutenant FUnn

—

a witness who fainted on being pressed in his cross-

examination—and Lieutenant Hownam, who made a

damaging admission. The evidence of these two gentle-

men, and especially of Lieutenant Hownam, did the queen

' The quotation was suggested to ' her firm, dauntless, and most able

Brougham by Spencer Perceval, the advocate.' Young Perceval repaid

eldest son of Perceval, the Prime Mi- the compliment by supplying a quota-
nister, then a young man of twenty- tion, which has been connected ever
four years of age. Brougham, in his since with the name of Brougham,
opening speech, on the 3rd October, and which George IV". felt more se-

had paid a very handsome and well- verely than, with one exception, any
deserved compliment to the protec- incident in the trial.^^an.!(irrf. New
tion which the Princess of Wales Series, vol. ill. p. 241. Greville's

had always derived from Perceval, Memoirs, vol. i. p. 38,

VOL. I. Q Q
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CHAP, more harm than all the testimony furnished by the other

.:
.

—- side.

1820. The examination of the witnesses was not concluded
Denman's ^^j^m f}^Q 24th of October. Late on that day Denman

rose to sum up the evidence on behalf of the queen. His

speech, which was delivered on two days, occupied ten

hours. It was very eloquent, very independent, and very

able. The advocate displayed his independence and

earned the undying hostility of the king by comparing

the queen to Octavia, the wife of Nero ; and by quoting

the retort which one of Octavia's maids returned to

TigeUinus, who was presiding at her examination and

torture. The retort imphed an imputation which George

IV., with all his faults, did not deserve, and which Den-

man, excited as he was, did not intend to make. The

advocate showed his independence still further by an

uncompromising attack on the Duke of Clarence, who
had been industriously circulating the most atrocious

stories against the queen. 'I know that rumoiu-s are

abroad of the most vague but, at the same time, most

inj\mous character. We have heard and hear daily

with alarm that there are persons, and these not of

the lowest condition, not even excluded from this august

assembly, who are industriously circulating the most

odious calumnies against her Majesty. Can this thing

be? We know that if a juryman on such an occasion

should aSect to possess any knowledge on the subject

of inquiry we should have a right to caU him to the

bar as a witness. " Come forward," we might say, " and

let us confront you with oiu- evidence." But to any man
who could even be suspected of so base a practice as

whispering calumnies to judges the queen might well

exclaim, " Come forth, thou slanderer, and let me see

thy face! If thou wouldst equal the respectability of

an Italian witness, come forth and depose in open court.

As thou art thou art worse than an Italian assassin ! be-
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cause, while I am boldly and manfully meeting my ac- chap.

cusers, thou art planting a dagger unseen in my bosom, — ,' ^

and converting thy poisoned stiletto into the semblance of 1820.

the sword of justice." ' It is stated that Denman, while

he made this attack, looked steadfastly at the part of the

gallery in which the Duke of Clarence was seated, and that

he raised his voice ' till the old roof rang again, and a

thriU of irrepressible emotion pervaded every heart in the

densely crowded assembly.' It is a striking illustration

of the difference between the character of the two bro-

thers that the king never forgave Denman's imputation ;

while the Duke of Clarence generously forgot the advo-

cate's attack on him.''

The conclusion of Denman's speech was less happy.

' If your lordships have been furnished with powers which

scarcely Omniscience possesses for coming at the secrets

of this female, you will think that it is your duty to imi-

tate the justice, beneficence, and wisdom of that benignant

Being who, not in a case like this, where innocence is

manifest, but when guilt was detected and vice revealed,

said :
" If no one come forward to condemn thee, neither

do I condemn thee. Go and sin no more." ' The conclu-

sion was almost as faulty as the logic of the mob which

gave three cheers for Mr. Austin, the queen's son. It

suggested an admirable epigram to some wit :

—

Most gracious Queen, we thee implore

To go away, and sin no more

;

But, if that effort be too great,

To go away at any rate.^

Denman concluded his speech on the 25th of October. The tin

The remainder of the month was occupied with the argu- second

ments of Lushington, who followed him, and with the
''"^ '°®"

replies of the Attorney-General, GifFord, and of the Soli-

' Amould's Denman, vol. i. p. 177. ' Arnould's Denman, vol. i. p. 17.').

Ann. Reg., 1820, Ohron., p. 1132. Ann. Reg., 1820, Obron., p. 1134
Hansard, yol. iii. pp. 1000, 1181. Colchester, vol. iii. p. 181.

a a 2
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CHAP. citor-General, Copley. The Attorney-General had been

, ^: , previously thought to have mismanaged the case ; but

1820. jjjg reply redeemed his credit and restored, by the power

of his advocacy, a tottering cause. Tor four days, during

the commencement of November, the peers proceeded to

debate the propriety of assenting to the principle of the

bill. The second reading vsras carried by 123 votes to

95. The majority was comparatively small. It made
the fate of the bill doubtful ; but it left no doubt

as to the opinion which the peers had formed of the

queen's guilt. It was well said at the time that no peer

who was not satisfied that the queen was guilty voted for

the second reading ; but that a great many peers who firmly

believed in her guilt thought the measure inexpedient,

and therefore voted against it. Lord Harewood, Lord

Falmouth, Lord Calthorpe, Lord de Clifford, Lord Grant-

iiam, Lord Gosford, for example, aU expressed themselves

satisfied that the queen was guilty, but all of them voted

against the second reading. Lord Ellenborough declared

Amidst loud cheers that the Queen of England was ' the

last woman in the country ' whom ' a man of honour

woidd wish his wife to resemble ;
' but he declined to sup-

port the bill. The majority which the Ministry secured

was partly obtained by a promise that the divorce clause

should be dropped. The vast majority of the Lords were

undoubtedly clear that the queen was guilty, though only

a very small majority were willing to assent to the propriety

The tiu is
'^^ ^lie proceedings against her.

aban- ^he Subsequent stages of the bill were rapidly passed

through. The debate in committee, however, gave rise

to some curious tactics. Lord Liverpool had offered to

drop the divorce clause for the sake of conciliating

support ; but the Opposition were, of course, anxious to

deprive the Ministry of the chance of conciliating their

supporters, and consequently were desirous of retaining

the clause. Some of the Ministerial party, moreover,
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teady to proceed against her Majesty to all extremes, chap.

were unwilling to omit a single penalty. For these rea- s_ ^f' ^
sons her Majesty's warmest friends and her hottest oppo- 1^20.

nents were both agreed in retaining the clause, and they

carried its retention against the Ministry by a very large •

majority. The effects of this policy were apparent on

the division on the third reading. The opponents of the

bill increased from 95 to 99 ; the supporters of the mea-

sure dwindled from 123 to 108. The queen hmrriedly

withdrew with Denman to prepare a petition to be heard

by covmsel against the bill passing, and her Majesty, in

signing it, used the memorable words, ' Kegina in spite

of them.' But the vote had, in reahty, been decisive of

the fate of the measure. Lord Liverpool saw the folly

of attempting to proceed with so narrow a majority, and

rose to propose that the further consideration of the bill

be adjourned to that day six months. The House as-

sented with pleasure to a motion which gave a term to

proceedings which were distasteful to almost every peer.

The abandonment of the bill was haUed with exulta-

tion in the country. London was illuminated for three

successive nights. Dubhn, Edinbiurgh, and many of the

chief towns followed the example of the capital. The
mail coaches arrived at Bath, men and horses covered

with white favours. ' The City of London passed a vote

of thanks to Brougham, Denman, and Lushington, and

resolved that the freedom of the City should be presented

to them in commemoration of their splendid and success-

ful exertions.' The queen proceeded in state to St. Paul's

to return thanks for her success. The Strand, Fleet

Street, and Ludgate Hill were crowded with spectators

;

the neighbouring houses were thronged. As much as two

guineas is said to have been given for a single seat at a

window.^ Her Majesty was received with an enthusiasm

' Ann. Reg., 1820, Ohron., pp. 486, 600, 603. WUberforce, vol. v. p.

80. Denman, vol. ii. p. 179, 180.
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CHAR which exceeded every previous demonstration. The visit

^^'
to St. Paul's commemorates, in fact, the period of her

greatest popularity. The air was ringing with the accla-

mations of the mob ; steadfast friends and scheming cour-

tiers were pouring their congratulations upon her Majesty;

deputations were honouring her with addresses ; the

people were welcoming her approach—and the queen,

for the first time, was dejected and unhappy. She, who
had dared king, ministers, and lords ; she, who had signed

herself ' Eegina in spite of them
' ; she, who had listened

day after day to the evidence, true and false, brought

against her ; she, whose coiu-age had faced dangers and

disclosures which would have scared away ninety-nine

women out of every hundred, broke down under her

triumph. ' I do indeed feel thankful,' she wrote, in the

only affecting letter ever composed by her ;
' mais helas,

it comes too late. Her who would have rejoiced wid

me at her moder's triiunph is losset to me. . . . No
one, in fact, care for me ; and this business has been more

cared for as a pohtical afiair, dan as de cause of a poor for-

lorn woman. . . . I feel very unwell, fatigued, and e'i6a!/e'

:

I wonder my head is not quite bewildered wid aU I have

suffered— and it is not over yet wid me. . . . Many
people call on me now who never did before. ... I wiU

not quarrel with their respect, though it is shown me
rather late in de day, and when they cannot well help it.'

One woman had not, however, waited till 'rather

late in de day ' to show her respect to her unhappy queen.

Lady Anne Hamilton had been an old friend of her royal

mistress ; but she had been one of the least favoured

among her mistress's suite. ' She is so full of old maid's

whims and prudery, it is quite tiresome to be under her

surveillance.' ' Mein Gott, she is wearisome sometimes.

Job would have got into a passion wid her, I am sure.' ' No
hopes of getting the dragonne married ; no one will ven-

ture to espouse Joan of Arc. Dey are aU afraid of de
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Amazon, and I am not much surprised.' So wrote the ohap.

princess in 1814. But, in 1820, Lady Anne Hamilton . I^l_-

was the only woman who stood firmly by the queen. 1820.

On her Majesty's arrival in London she consented to sit

in her carriage with her back to the horses, while Alder-

man Wood, with excessively bad taste, occupied the seat

by the queen's side. Throughout the whole of the trial

the draganne de virtue sat by her Majesty. ' Poor Joan

of Arc,' wrote the queen, her better nature aroused by

this touching fi4ehty, ' has really proved herself true to

de name I used to give her pour me moquer d'elle. She

has staid wid me through it all, and God he knows dat

was no small trial. Poor soul, I hope he will reward her

for her courage.' ^

The mob, however, who cheered the queen on every Pariia-

possible occasion, knew nothing of these touching traits roguedT

"

in her character. They applauded her courage, they

reprobated the treatment to which she was exposed, and

they had neither thought nor regard for any other con-

sideration. The queen's popularity was, indeed, for the

moment, increased by another circumstance. The House

of Commons had been adjoiu-ned to the 23rd of Novem-
ber. The House met on that day at two o'clock, and

Denman rose at once with the object of presenting a com-

munication from the queen. As he rose Black Eod
entered the House. Mingled shouts of ' Denman !

'
' With-

draw !
'

' Shame !

' prevented a word of Black Eod's mes-

sage being audible. Tierney, when Black Eod had retired,

declared that nothing that had fallen from him had been

heard, and that the purport of his message could not,

therefore, be known. The Speaker, however, rose from

his chair and proceeded to the Lords, followed by Castle-

reagh, Vansittart, and other members ; and, amidst a

scene of almost unparalleled excitement. Parliament was

prorogued. The Ministry gained little by this discredit-

^ Diart/, voL ir. pp. 60, 77, 79, 93.
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CHAP, able manoeuvre. The delivery of the queen's message was

,

•
- prevented ; but the message itself was, of coiu"se, imme-

1820. diately published. The queen stated in it that she had

received a commimication from the king's ministers,

plainly intimating an intention to prorogue the Parlia-

ment immediately, and accompanied with an offer for her

support, and for providing her with a residence until a

new session could be holden.' 'This offer,' the queen

added, she had had ' no hesitation in refusing,' as she

' felt that she could no longer receive from the ministers

•what she is well assured the liberality of the House of

Commons would have granted, as alike essential to the

dignity of the tlirone and demanded by the plainest prin-

ciple of justice.'

Demon- So ended the memorable session of 1820. Diu-ing
strationa

^j^^ short reccss, which followed it, both parties endea-
xecees. voured to obtain some expressions of popular support.

On the queen's side, indeed, little endeavour had to be

made. Addresses poured in upon her from every part

of the country ; and all classes and both sexes united in

congratulating her. But there was a quiet minority on

the king's side desirous of making a counter-demonstra-

tion. Private meetings, composed of persons in a re-

spectable position, met and drew up loyal addresses

to his Majesty. The queen's friends declared that the

king's supporters were 'hole-and-corner' men. The king's

friends, to a certain extent, acknowledged the justice of

the charge by endeavouring to prevent the assembly of

county meetings, and by packing the few meetings which

they themselves attended. Packed meetings, summoned
by the king's supporters, moreover, declined, in some

cases, to allow the queen's friends a hearing. In

Cheshire the sheriff refused to put to the meeting an

amendment to the address, proposed by the queen's

friends ; and in Dublin the sheriff declined to allow the

queen's friends a hearing, and threatened to call in the
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military to his sn'pport.^ These proceetlings naturally chap.

exasperated the queen's supporters. The Duke of Wel-

lington subsequently increased their exasperation by de- 1820.

daring that the public opinion of Hampshire was already

Bufficiently expressed, and that it was unnecessary to go

through the ' farce of a county meeting.' This unfortu-

nate phrase increased the irritation among the Opposition.

They endeavoured to infer from the duke's expression

that the Ministry regarded county meetings ' as mere

farces.' Words, justifying such an inference would have

been imfortunate in the case of any Ministry. They were

doubly unfortunate when they were iised by a minister

who had been a party to the Six Acts.

Before the irritation which these events occasioned Eesigra-

had subsided Parhament met, on the 23rd of January, canning.

1821. But the Ministry were unable to meet their sup-

porters with an unbroken front. A month before, their

only really powerful speaker in the House of Commons
had retired from the Cabinet ; and the only Cabinet

ministers who were left to suppoit Lord Castlereagh in

the Lower House were Vansittart and Eobinson. Canning

was one of the oldest friends whom the queen possessed

in this country. He had been in the constant habit of

accepting her hospitality at Blackheath and at Kensing-

ton, and neither his acceptance of office from the Eegent

nor the rumours which disturbed the world had de-

stroyed his regard for her Majesty. Those, indeed,

who had had the privilege of enjoying her hospitality

could hardly avoid remembering with pleasure the

hours spent in her company. Her suite were occa-

sionally compelled to witness improprieties which must

have been peculiarly distressing to them ; but her guests

had the privilege of enjoying the very best society in

London. The queen delighted in collecting the people

who were best worth knowing roimd her dinner-table,

' Hansard, New Series, vol. iv. pp. 901-917.
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CHAP, and slie had the art to set them entirely at their ease.

^

—

r^—- Lewis, whose extraordinary romance gained him the

1820, nickname of the ' Monk,' Sheridan, Whitbread, Canning,

Byron, Lawrence were among her Majesty's guests ; the

little court at Blackheath and Kensington became, in

its way, as sparkling and attractive as the more exalted

society at Carlton House. Long after the queen left the

country, in 1814, Canning probably recollected with plea-

sure the agreeable hours which he had spent in her so-

ciety. She returned ; and he foimd himself a member of

the Cabinet forced to consider the propriety of taking

proceedings against her. His colleagues understood the

difficulty of his position, and proposed that he should re-

main among them, taking as little part as possible in the

proceedings. Canning comphed with their desire. He
saw with satisfaction the steps which Wilberforce was

taking to arrange a compromise ; and he clung to the

hope that some arrangement might be concluded which

might satisfy her Majesty and extricate him from his em-

barrassing situation. "Wilberforce failed ; and Canning at

once sought an interview with the king and tendered his

resignation. The king commanded him to remain in

office, abstaining as completely as he might think fit from

any share in the proceedings against the queen ;
^ and, with

perhaps some misgivings. Canning felt himself compelled

to obey his Majesty's commands. He remained in office;

and he took no part in the preparation of the Bill of Pains

and Penalties ; he took no part in the Cabinet discussions

to which it led ; he even left England during a portion

of the autumn. But a Cabinet minister cannot perpetually

' The king's commands were given opinions to the advice and earnest

•with extreme reluctance, at the insti- desire of Lord Livei'pool that "the
gation of Lord Liverpool. So sm-e iing should not accept the resigna/-

•was the king on the subject that he tion of Mr. Canning, hut suflfer him
threw his surrender in Lord Liver- to remain in his councils," in spit« of

pool's teeth nine months afterwards, the very unwairantahle conduct of
' The king might also add the in- that gentleman (as a member of the

stance in which he sacrificed the Cabinet) in his place in Parliament.'

most painful personal feelings and -—Yonge's Livei'pool, vol. iii. p. 153.
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liolcl aloof from the proceedings of his colleagues. Can- chap,

ning returned to England. The unsavoury subject of her —^:—

-

Majesty's position was still in everyone's mouth ; and l^^l.

Canning felt it impossible to continue in a Government

from which he was so widely separated on the chief

topic of the day. He again sought an interview with

the king, and again tendered his resignation of office. It

was at first intended that the fact of Canning's resig-

nation should be kept private. But a secret, which is

known to five or six persons, is usually no secret at all.

Some one or other whispered it to the editor of the

' Courier
;

' the ' Courier ' duly announced it in its

columns ; and Canning was consequently compelled to

explain to his constituents his reasons for resigning.^

Canning's resignation was the unfortunate but inevi-

table consequence of the ill-advised and unfortunate pro-

ceedings against the queen. The only question which

arises on the resignation is not whether Canning's con-

duct was justifiable in December, but whether he should

not have insisted on resigning six months before. Can-

ning, however, had one excuse for not pressing his resig-

nation in the summer. Many public men are ready

enough to resign once ; but a public man, who has once

broken up a Government by his resignation, hesitates to

incur the same peril a second time. Canning is almost

the only statesman who in the present centiuy has had

the coiu-age to encounter this danger twice. Whatever

opinion may be formed of the propriety of his resignation

in 1809, he deserves unbounded sympathy in the circum-

stances which prompted his second retirement from office

in 1820. His loss was a serious one to his colleagues. It

was, indeed, hoped at first that Peel might be persuaded

to fill the place which Canning had vacated. Such an

arrangement would undoubtedly have proved most bene-

ficial to the Ministry. Peel already occupied a very dif-

' Ann. Reg., 1820, Chron., p. 537.
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CHAP, ferent position from that which he had filled as Chief Secre-

^. ,-l_^ tary of Ireland. He had acquired considerable reputation

1821, in office, but he had gained a much higher reputation

Peel re- since his retirement from the Chief Secretaryship. But

join the Peel dechned to become the champion of a Ministry which
Ministry,

-j^^^ covcred itsclf with unpopularity ; and the Govern-

ment was consequently compelled to resort to a provi-

sional arrangement, and to give the office which Canning

had vacated to Bragge Bathiu'st, the Chancellor of the

Duchy of Lancaster.

Pariia- The Ministry, then, were compelled to meet Parlia-

meets. ment without obtaining any fresh accession of strength,

' Never was anything so low and wretched as the Trea-

siuy Bench. It is quite disgraceful and contemptible.'

So wrote Fremantle, a close observer, to Lord Bucking-

ham. ' As to the Ministers,' said an influential member
in the House of Commons, ' they had fully proved their

inability to govern ; never was the community so univer-

sally impressed with the conviction of the incapacity of

their responsible rulers as at the present moment ; so

general was that feehng that all ranks of men looked to

their removal as their only hope.'^ But, contemptible as

the Ministry was, the tide was already turning in its

favour. It was known that it had been decided to take

no further measiu-es against the queen ; it was known
that it had been decided to offer her a house and an

income of 50,000^. a year ; it was known that it had been

decided to couple the grant of this income with no condi-

tions. These resolutions effectually damped the ardour

which the public had displayed in the queen's behalf It

was one thing to be enthusiastic for a queen who was the

heroine of a divorce biU ; it was another thing to be en-

thusiastic for a lady, who was quietly enjoying an income

of 50,000?. a year. Nine-tenths of the mob who had

' Ourran, in debate on the Address. Hansard, vol. iv. p. 46. Memmrs
of Oeorge IV., vol. i. p. 112.
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shouted for her Majesty had no decent dwellings of their chap,

own ; and they could hardly be expected to take an in- ,_ ^/" .,

lerest in the question whether the queen occupied one of 1821.

the king's empty palaces or some equally comfortable

house. Nine-tenths of the mob, too, probably never

entered a church, and they could hardly be expected to

take mucli interest in the question whether her Majesty's

name should or should not be inserted in a Liturgy

which they never heard. The popularity of the queen,

too, declined for another reason. On the advice of

Brougham she announced her intention to take no in-

come from Parliament ' while her name continued to be

excluded from the Liturgy.'^ But, though for the mo-
ment she adopted this courageous advice, she had not

the courage to abide by it. She vn-ote to Lord Liver-

pool and asked for an income. These facts were, of

course, soon known ; and the House of Commons were

encouraged by the knowledge of them to dispose rapidly

and effectually of the queen's business. One member
moved for papers relative to the omission of her Majesty's

name from the Litany, and was defeated by 310 votes to

209. Another member moved a vote of censure on the

Ministry, and was beaten by 324 votes to 178. A third

member moved for the restoration of her Majesty's name
to the Prayer Book, and was beaten by 298 votes to

178. The Act authorising the queen's annuity was hurried

through Parliament ; the Duke of Cambridge's house in

South Audley Street was bought for her ; and politicians

'liu-ned with rehef from discussing the guilt or innocence

of the queen to the measures of internal policy which re-

quired their consideration.^

Various reasons, then, tended to diminish the queen's Decline

popularity; and, unfortunately, her conduct did not in- <^^^^

crease her favour among her friends. If there were any popularity.

* Hansard, New Series, vol. iv. ' Ibid., vol. iv. pp. 139-219, 361-

pp. 236 238. 421, 429-610, 620-666.
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CHAP.
VI.

1821..

The coro-

nation

decided on.

one person to whom she was iuilebted it was Lady Anne
Hamilton ; but she soon forgot even her obligations in

this qiiarter. Lady Anne Hamilton was made Mistress

of the Eobes ; but her promotion removed her from

personal attendance upon the queen. Serious people

Hke Lady Anne were, indeed, ill-fitted for her society.

She had lived so long—so she said herself—among
Turks, Jews, and infidels, that she was not fit for good

company. She gave various entertainments at her house

in London ; but she did not like being stuck up among
fine people. Though she possessed a suitable residence

in London, she preferred Brandenbiu-gh House, at Ham-
mersmith, to South Audley Street. At Hammersmith she

is said to have received a succession of Italian visitors of

no very high order.^ There were few English people

whom she cared to invite to her house, or who cared to

receive her invitations.

Preparations were, however, in the meanwhile being

made for the coronation of George IV. It had originally

been intended that the king should have been crowned

on the 1st of August, 1820. The most elaborate arrange-

ments had been made for the ceremony. A new crown,

worth 54,000Z., had been ordered for his Majesty to

wear. Magnificent dresses, involving inordinate expense,

had been ordered for his suite.^ The ofl&cials at the

Board of Works had hunted for precedents as to the

course pursued on previous occasions, and had relied upon
' Sandford's description of the coronation of James IL

as the fullest record of the ceremony.' The interior of

Westminster Hall and the interior of Westminster Abbey
were transformed under their ' directions,' and everything

prepared for an imposing display. The arrival of the

' Denmivn, vol. i. p. 185, 186. cost 11,000Z. The robes 24,000t
" The coronation was estimated (Buckingham's Oeoi-ge IV., vol. i. p.

to cost 100,000Z. ; it actually cost 467.) The expense was severely com-
238,000^. ! The hire of jewels for mented on in Parliament.

—

Hansard,
the crown—the king choosing to New Series, vol. ix. pp. 828, 1106.

keep them for twenty-two months

—
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queen in England put a sudden stop to these prepara- chap.

tiona. Orders were issued for the indeGnite postpone- •—-A-»
ment of the cer6mony. But orders, in those days, could 1^21.

be carried only slowly to the distant colonies of the

British Empire. The news that the coronation had been

postponed did not reach Montreal till after its celebration

by the loyal colonists.^

Meanwhile, however, the coronation had been inde-

finitely postponed in this country ; but many things had

happened since its postponement. The proceedings against

the queen had been undertaken; the Bill of Pains and

Penalties had been discussed, had been adopted, and

had been withdrawn ; the whole subject of her Majesty's

position had been considered by the House of Commons,

and a suitable provision had been made for her. The

time had now arrived when it was necessary to resume

the suspended arrangements for the coronation of George

rV. Workmen were again observed busily preparing

Westminster Hall for the ceremony ; and, though no

official announcement was made, it was evident that the

coronation was to take place in the course of the summer^

The news that the pi'eparations for the ceremony had

been resumed soon found their way to Brandenburgh

'^House. On the 29th of April the queen wrote to the

king through Lord Liverpool, announcing her intention

of attending the coronation, and requesting his Majesty's

orders as to the dress which she should wear, and as to

the suite by whom she should be attended during the

ceremony. His Majesty's orders were sufficiently explicit.

Lord Liverpool was instructed to reply that it was ' his

Majesty's prerogative to regulate the ceremonial of his

coronation in such manner as he may think fit ; that the

queen can form no part of that ceremonial, except in

consequence of a distinct authority from the king, and

that it is not his Majesty's intention, under the present

1 Ann. Keg., 1820, Ohrou., pp. \m, 164, 268, 402.
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PHAP. circumstances, to give any such authority.' The queen

>

—

r^—• protested in reply that she was determined to 'attend.'

1821. Lord Liverpool was instructed to answer that it was the

royal pleasure that she should not do so ; and, with this

threat on one side and this rejoinder on the other, the

correspondence between the queen and the Prime Minister

ended.^ A month after the termination of the corre-

spondence, or on the 9th of June, a proclamation was

signed appointing the 14th of July for the coronation. On
the 14th of June the proclamation was read, amidst all the

pomp of mihtary display, in "Westminster and in the City.

The queen's advisers drew up a memorial to the king in

council, claiming as of right that the queen should be

crowned at the same time as the king ; and the memorial

was duly referred by his Majesty to the Privy Council.

The The Council met at the Cockpit on Thursday, the 5th

claim of July.^ The meeting was largely attended. Two royal

cTOTmed. dukes, York and Clarence, the Duke of "Wellington, and

other ministers were present at it. One or two bishops

were in attendance to give the authority of the Church

to the decision of the Council. Some of the judges were

in attendance to lend the authority of the Bench to its

verdict. Some members of the Opposition and some

independent members of Parliament gave an appearance

of impartiality to the least impartial of tribunals. Brougham

and Denman were heard in support of her Majesty's claim.

The Attorney and Solicitor General were heard in reply.

The chamber was cleared ; their lordships deliberated,

and adjourned ; they resumed their sitting on the follow-

ing Tuesday, and, ' after a long and solemn deliberation,

decided that the queens consort of this realm are not en^

titled of right to be crowned at any time.' It followed that

'her Majesty the Queen is not entitled as of right to b^

crowned at the time specified in her Majesty's memorial.'

'

' Yonge's Liverpool, vol. iii. pp. those days at the Cockpit. Th?
123-130. Treasury now stands on its site.

" The Privy Council assembled in ' Ann. Meg., 1820, Chron. p. 109.
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The queen could hardly have expected any other chap.

answer from the tribunal to which her memorial had been ^}' _ -

referred. But it would have been impossible for any 1821.

tribunal to have arrived at any other decision. Sentiment

may have been in favour of the queen's claim, but pre-

cedent was hopelessly against her. All the learning and
all the eloquence of Brougham and of Denman were
unable to gainsay the stern logic of facts. On only eight

occasions since the Conquest had a King and Queen of

England been crowned together. On many occasions

the queen had fiever been crowned at all, and on many
others she had been crowned long after her husband. It

was hopeless, with these facts as they stood, to make out a

strong case for the simultaneous coronation of George IV.

and Caroline of Brunswick. It would have been much
wiser to have abstained from raising the case at all. But

the queen's mistakes did not cease with the decision of

the Council. The Privy Council had solemnly decided

that she had no claim to be crowned; but she still per-

sisted in being present at the coronation. The decision

of the Privy Council was communicated to her on the And to

10th of July. On the next day she wrote to Lord Sid- ""^"^ ">«

.„ ,. , . , . .
coronation.

mouth to mrorm him that it was her intention to be

present, and to demand ' that a suitable place might be

prepared for her reception.' Lord Sidmouth simply re-

ferred her to her previous correspondence with Lord
Liverpool, and added a pointblank refusal to the queen's

last request. Baffled by the Ministry, the queen apphed

to the Duke of Norfolk and the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, desiring the former, as Earl Marshal, to have persons

in attendance at the Abbey to conduct her to her seat

;

and intimating to the latter her desire to be crowned

some day after the king, and before the arrangements

were done away with, so that no extra expense might be

incurred. The Earl Marshal replied through his deputy

that he had submitted the application to Lord Sidmouth,

VOL. I. R R
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CHAP, and that he could not have the honour of obeying her

-

—

^ - Majesty's commands. The Primate answered that he
1821. could take no part in the ceremony of her Majesty's

coronation, except by ' orders from the sovereign.' Mar-

shal, Primate, and Ministry all had decided against the

queen's claim. The queen would have been wise to

have submitted to their decision.^

xier pro- But Caroline of Brunswick had no intention of c©n-

fessing herself defeated. She had never yet flinched

from any difficulty ; and she had advisers whose determi-

nation was equal to her own. On Monday, the 16th of

July, she addressed the Primate and the Earl Marshal of

England. She received their repUes on the following

morning. On the day on which she received them she

signed a formal protest and remonstrance, prepared by
her advisers, in which she narrated her claim and

recapitulated her grievances. 'The Queen, like your

Majesty '—so a portion of this document ran—' de-

scended from a long race of kings, was the daughter of a

sovereign house connected by the ties of blood with the

most illustrious families in Europe ; and her not unequal

alliance with your Majesty was formed in fuU confidence

that the faith of the king and the people was equally

pledged to secure to her all those honours and rights

which had been enjoyed by her royal predecessors. In

that alliance her Majesty believed that she exchanged the

protection of her family for that of a royal husband and

of a free and noble-minded nation. From your Majesty

the Queen has experienced only the bitter disappointment

of every hope she had indulged. In the attachment of the

people she has found that powerful and decided protec-

tion which has ever been her steady support and her

unfailing consolation. Submission from a subject to in-

juries of a private natiu-e may be matter of expedience,

from a wife, it may be matter of necessity, but it never

'Ann. Beg., 1821, Cbron. p. 325.
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•can be the duty of a queen to acquiesce in the infriiigQ- chap.

ment of those rights which belong to her constitutional • I^
character.' 1821.

The queen signed the remarkable protest from which
these extracts have been given on Tuesday, the 1 7th of

July. On the following day "Westminster was busy with

the preparations for the great pageant of the morrow.
Long before daybreak on the Thiu-sday the streets from
Charing Cross were thronged with foot-passengers, while

two strings of carriages were conducting their fortunate

occupants to the places which had been assigned to them
either in the Hall or in the Abbey. The sun rose in its

full summer glory about four in the morning ; the rising of

the sun was saluted by salvoes of artillery from the boats

on the river, while the beUs of St. Margaret's Church

welcomed the opening day with a merry peal. The illus-

trious occupants of the carriages converging on the Abbey
and the Hall became impatient of the long delays to

which they were subjected, and, descending from their

vehicles, mingled, decked as they were with plumes, silks,

and jewellery, with the enormous multitude which sur-

roimded the Abbey walls. The good-humoured mob gazed

with pleasure on the splendid and grotesque dresses, which

looked doubly splendid and grotesque by the side of their

own attire. 'Nothing,' said a contemporary annalist,

'could be more impressive than the good order and

quietness which everyw^here prevailed.' The good order

was remarkable, for the temper of the mob was to be

subjected to one great trial. Very early in the morning

the hum of distant voices announced the approach of some

personage of importance ; the indistinct hum, gradually

acquiring distinctness, foretold the arrival of the queen.

The queen had left her house in South Audley Street The queen

at five o'clock in the morning. Six bay horses drew her
admis^ioi.

coach of state. Lady Hood and Lady Anne Hamilton to the

sat opposite to her Majesty; Lord Hood followed in his
''^'

B B 2
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CHAP, own carriage. A large crowd swarmed tHrOugh South
>—r-^—

• Audley Street and Hill Street to witness her Majesty's

1821. departure. The crowd thronged her carriage as it wound
its way through Park Lane, Piccadilly, Constitution HiU,

and St. James's Park to Dean's Yard, Westminster. The
soldiers presented arms as her Majesty passed ; the air

rang with the acclamations of the assembled people ; a

few cries of disapproval were drowned in the shouts which

greeted her approach. She was witnessing for the last

time ' the powerful and decided protection ' of the people,

which had ever been ' her steady support and her unfailing

consolation.' Her coachman drove on to Palace Yard,

where a temporary platform stopped the way, and it was
impossible to drive any further. Descending from her

carriage with her ladies, and leaning on Lord Hood's

arm, her Majesty, after much difficulty, proceeded to the

door entering the Abbey at Poets' Comer. Lord Hood
demanded admission for the queen ; the doorkeeper

quietly answered that he could admit no one without a

ticket. Lord Hood had a ticket in his pocket ; but the

-doorkeeper declined to admit more than one individual.

Lord Hood asked the queen whether she would enter

alone. For the first time in her life her Majesty hesitated

and tm-ned away. Her doing so was the signal for the de-

cision of the crowd. Faint notes of disapproval had been

audible amidst the shouts of applause which had wel-

comed her Majesty on her drive Aom South Audley
Street to Palace Yard. The fashionable portion of the

company, at window and in gallery, had ventm-ed to

mark their disgust on her arrival at the Abbey. The
crowd itself which had surrounded her had displayed-

feehngs rather of cm-iosity than of approval. Her success

would have probably stimulated their cheers ; her failure

only provoked their laughter. Her Majesty might have

said with James of Scotland in the poem :

—

Who o'er the herd would wish to reign,
'

Fantastic, fickle, fiercSj and vain t
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But she still preserved a calm demeanour, and, entering chap.

her carriage, amidst shouts of ' Shame !
' and ' Off! ' drove

^^'

home—to die. 1821.

In the meanwhile the heralds were marshalling the The scene

procession in Westminster Hall. Led by a sergeant, in minster

a scarlet mantle, first came the children of the King's
^''^^y-

Chapel, the children of the Abbey choir, the gentlemen

of the King's Chapel, in scarlet ; the choir of Westminster,

in white surpUces. The Dean of Westminster bore the

splendid crown, which sparkled with precious stones

;

Ithe first prebendary bore the golden orb, the second pre-

bendary the golden sceptre surmounted with a dove, the

third prebendary the sceptre royal, the fourth prebendary

St. Edmund's staff, the fifth prebendary the chalice and

the patina, the sixth prebendary the Bible. Precisely

at ten o'clock a single gun, fired from a man-of-war in

the Eiver, announced the arrival of his Majesty and the

commencement of the ceremony. Dean and prebendaries,

passing the choristers, made their obeisances to the king

and delivered the regalia to the Lord High Constable.

A second gun was fired at half-past ten. At that hour,

preceded by maids and messengers, trumpeters and

kettledrums, dignitaries of the Bar and dignitaries of

the Church, Knights Commanders and Knights Grand

Crosses, Judges and Councillors, by his son-in-law, by

his five brothers, by the regalia, borne by the most

exalted of his subjects, the king moved from the HaU to

the Abbey. A canopy of cloth of gold, carried by the

Barons of the Cinque Ports, was over his head. His

train was borne by eight youths, the least exalted of

whom was heir-apparent to the senior earldom of the

kingdom. Thus preceded and thus supported, the king

walked from his throne in Westminster HaU to his chair

of state opposite the altar in the Abbey. The Abbey

was brilliant with the rich apparel of the ladies who

had been admitted to it and the splendid uniforms of the
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CHAP, foreign ministers. Its old roof rang with the shouts of

-
^^-

. welcome and the anthems of the choristers. The Pri-

1821. mate presented the king to the people ; the king, kneeling

at the altar, made his oblation—a pound weight of solid

gold. The Litany was read ; a sermon was preached by

the Archbishop of York; the oath was administered; the

king was anointed; the sword of state was girt upon him,

solemnly returned to the altar, and redeemed for a hundred

shillings by the senior peer. The Dean of Westminster

placed the armill round his Majesty's neck and put the

robe royal on the king. The Archbishop delivered the

golden orb into the king's hand, and placed the king's

ring on the fourth finger of his right hand. The Lord

of the Manor of Worksop presented a pair of rich gloves

to the king ; the Archbishop committed the sceptre with

the cross to the king's hand ; and finally, amidst the shouts

of the people, the pealing of the trumpets, and the firing

of guns, placed the crown upon the king's head. The Dean
of Westminster gave the Bible to his Majesty ; the peers

did homage; all the people cried ' Grod save King George

the Fourth
!

' the king, kneeling at the altar, received the

Sacrament, and the ceremony in the Abbey terminated.^

The scene The ccrcmony in the Abbey lasted from eleven in the

miiTter'"
moming till four in the afternoon ; and the ceremony in

^""- the Abbey was succeeded by a still more splendid display

in Westminster Hall. The noble Hall wore a new aspect

oil the day of the coronation. Two tiers of galleries,

supported by twenty iron pillars, were crowded with the

fortunate persons admitted to witness the spectacle. Six

dinner-tables, each fifty-six feet long, accommodated the

numerous guests who had the honour of being bidden to

the banquet. Twenty-eight magnificent lustres, each con-

taining sixty wax candles, were suspended by chains of

gold from the angels in the roof. The king's throne was

placed immediately under the south window of the Hall,

» Anil. Reg.ylWAj Chron. pp. 339-380.
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and six gilt Gothic elbow-chairs were prepared for the chae.

other members of the royal family. The first course was ._ V" ,>

ushered in with a magnificent procession, in which Lord ^*^^*

Howard of Effingham, as Deputy Earl Marshal; the

Duke of Wellington, as Lord High Constable ; and Lord
Anglesey, as Lord High Steward, rode on horseback.

The course being served, the entrance was again cleared,

and young Dymoke, hereditary Champion of England,

mounted on a horse borrowed from Astley's Theatre, rode

into the Hall, threw down his gauntlet, and delivered his

challenge. The'se and other ceremonies being completed,

the company proceeded to the discussion of the princely

banquet which had been served up to them. One hundred

and sixty tureens of soup, one himdred and sixty dishes

of fish, one hundred and sixty hot joints; more than

three thousand other dishes—side-dishes, dishes of cold

meat, dishes of pastry, dishes of vegetables—had been

prepared for the company. More than eight hundred

dozens of wine and one hundred gallons of punch were

provided at this magnificent feast.

A stronger head than that of George IV. might easily

have been turned by the events of the day. All the rank,

all the beauty, all the worth of the kingdom had been col-

lected to do him honour. He had been the centre of a

temporary adoration which falls to the lot of few men.

The greatest of his subjects had thought it an honour to

perform for him the offices of menial servants. Lord

Hertford, the Lord Chamberlain, had brought him his

shirt in the morning ; the Duke of Wellington, as Lord

High Constable, had ridden in the procession which served

his dinner in the evening. The company bidden to Abbey

and Hall had been dressed with a magnificence which

even George IV. had never previously witnessed. Prince

Esterhazy, in particular, ' glimmered like a galaxy
;

'
^ and

' Sir W. Scott, in Lockhart'sitfe, tively whether the prince had on

p. 456. Scott could not leftrn posi- the renowned coat which is said to
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CHAP. Abbey and Hall rang with acclamations loud enough and

-
•^^' long enough to do honour to the most virtuous of princes.

1B21. Tiie choir brought the banquet to a close by singing the

anthem, ' Non nobis, Domine.' Princes and courtiers,

prelates and ministers had on that day given the honour,

not to God, but to the king.

The glories of the Abbey and the Hall were necessarily

reserved for the greatest of his Majesty's subjects. Long,

however, after the banquet in the Hall was concluded

the people enjoyed the festivities which had been pre-

pared for them. London was in a blaze with brilliant

illuminations. A brig-of-war, decked from stem to stem,

was moored off the Strand. Fireworks of the most mag-
nificent description were displayed in all the parks, and

fire-balloons cast additional brightness on the scene. It

was computed that five hundred thousand persons shared,

in some way or another, in the festival ; and amidst this

vast aggregation of people there was no riot, no dis-

order, no ill-humour. London had indulged in a univer-

sal revel, and the revel had been marred by no disturb-

ance. The festivities, however, did not end with the

fireworks in Hyde Park. At the close of the succeeding

week the king held a levee and a drawing-room, and re-

ceived the cordial congratulations of the foreign ministers

and of -his own subjects. Never had levee or drawing-

room been more crowded. Never had a larger com-

pany assembled to do honour to the king.^

The king The cuthusiasm with which the king was everywhere

to visfr greeted was partly stimulated by another cause. Since

his accession to the throne the king had contemplated

paying a visit to his subjects in Ireland ; and his inten-

tions in this respect were warmly encouraged by aU

be worth 100,000i. The coat seems ' 'Twould have made you crazy to

to have heen preserved till 1838, see Esterhazy

when it was apparently seen by ' Mr. All jools from his jasey to his

-Barney Maguire '

—

di'mond boots.'

1 Ann. Met;., 1821, Ohron., pp. 108-112, 824-891.

Ireland.
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classes of politicians. One hundred and thirty years had ,^^^-

passed since a king of England had landed on the shores -

—

-^—

'

of Ireland. The last king who had paid Ireland a visit
'

had come to place himself at the head of his victorious

battalions. The state of Ireland was at least as critical

in 1821 as on the landing of William III. in 1690. But

George IV. came, not on a mission of war, but with the

hope of inspiring peace. Nor was a journey to Ireland

in 1821 an easy matter for a person accustomed to the

luxuries to which George IV. had habituated himself. An
ordinary passefiger, dining in London on one day, may
now count as a certainty on breakfasting in Dublin on the

following morning. But in 1821 men thought themselves

fortunate if they completed the journey in three days'

time, and without any serious accident. The magnificent

road which Telford has constructed through the valleys

of the Dee, the Llugwy, and the Ogwen was still incom-

plete. The Menai Straits had not been spanned ; and

passengers from Wales to Anglesey had to encounter the

exposure and the risk inseparable from crossing a narrow

strait in an open boat. The most direct road to Ireland

was by Holyhead ; but the most comfortable method of

reaching Ireland was to go to Portsmouth. The king

drove down to Portsmouth on the last day of July. He
embarked on board his yacht on the same evening.

But before he reached his journey's end serious and

unexpected news awaited him. The queen had never

recovered from the disappointments and the fatigue which

she had endured on the 19th of July. She had made one

more effort to be crowned before the decorations were

removed from the Abbey, and she had met with one

more repulse. She still, indeed, preserved her gaiety;

but she was worn out with fever and vexation. A few

days after the coronation she was ' dancing, laughing, and

romping ' with a large party in her own house ; but her

excitement was evidently unnatural, her spirits over-
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strained. Two or tliree days afterwards she was tak^n

ill at Drury Lane Theatre. On Wednesday, the very day
1821. on which her husband was leaving Portsmouth, her phy-

sicians were apprehensive of danger. On the Thursday

she was so ill that she was advised to make her will. A
slight rally on the Saturday caused her attendants, rather

than her physicians, to hope for her recovery. But the

acute symptoms, which had been subdued for the time,

returned with new force on the Tuesday morning. En-

feebled by fever and inflammation, her Majesty had no

strength to rally against this new attack. The pain,

subdued for a moment by an opiate, returned with fresh

violence. The queen sank into a stupor, and, after lying

two hours in that state, died.^

The
^

The death of the queen was regarded by the

death. ministers as ' the greatest of all possible deUverances,

both to his Majesty and the country."^ It can hardly be

doubted that king and cabinet felt that they were relieved

by her death from constant embarrassment ; but it was

almost immediately apparent that her death had caused

other difficulties which could not have arisen in her life-

time. While she hved the people had begim to forget

her grievances ; when she died aU her former popularity

at once returned. It soon became known that she had

desired to be buried in Brunswick. It soon became
known that she had desired her coffin to be inscribed,

' Here lies Carohne of Brunswick, the injured Queen of

England.'* A sense of her injiuies, the recollection^

perhaps, of their own recent neglect of her, roused the

passions of the populace, and it was decided to organise

a great demonstration in honour of her Majesty's funeral.

The Government, in the meanwhile, made their own
arrangements. They decided that the queen's remains

> Ann. Beff., 1821, p. 119. Den- don ; vide Twiss's Mdon, vol. ii. p,
man, vol. i. p. 188. 432.

' Lord Lopdonderry to Lord El- =• Ann. Reg., 1821, Ohron., p. 392
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should be conducted, on the seventh morning after her chap.

death, irom Hammersmith to Harwich, and embarked at ,

^^
-

that port on board the ' Glasgow ' frigate. The proces- ^821.,

sion was to be escorted through the metropolis by a
squadron of the Horse Guards ; and cavalry reliefs were
to be stationed at Ebmford, at Chelmsford, and at Col-

chester. Her Majesty's ladies protested against the haste

with which these arrangements were made ; Lady Hood
entreated that the military escort might be counter-

manded, and that her Majesty's remains might be left to

the protection "of the people, who had been her 'only

friends in her lifetime.' Eemonstrance and appeal were

alike in vain. The Ministry refused to reconsider any

portion of their arrangements or to postpone for an hour

the funeral procession. Every part of their plan was
firmly adhered to.

The morning of the 14th of August was very unsea- Her

sonable. The rain fell in torrents ; and the drenching ^""^"^^i-

downpour seemed calculated to cool the enthusiasm of

the mob. A wet day had often marred a popular de-

monstration, and pouring rain promised on the present

occasion to render effectual assistance to authority. An
unseemly altercation arose, indeed, at the very outset.

Her Majesty's executors firmly prohibited the removal

of the body. The undertaker insisted on performing the

orders which he had received from the Government.

Authority prevailed : the procession was formed. It was

announced that it would proceed through Hammersmith

and Kensington ; turn to the left near the Church, and so

pass on to the Uxbridge Eoad, through Tyburn Turn-

pike, down the Edgeware Eoad and the Few Eoad to Is-

lington. Led by the Horse Guards, the procession moved

on till it reached the spot where the old church at Ken-

sington has lately been replaced by a modern structure.

Drawn across Church Street, twenty deep, the populace

barred the road to the left ; the main road towards Lon-
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CHAP, don was left open. It was in vain that the constables

-^}- . endeavoured to force a passage through the people. The

1821. people stood firm, and their firmness prevailed. The

procession moved on to Hyde Park Corner, where it again

attempted to wheel to the left. The people again resisted

;

but the troops prevailed. The head of the procession

was turned from the City towards Cumberland Gate.

But the populace were not prepared to abandon the

contest. A desperate attempt was again made, near the

spot where the Marble Arch now stands, to turn the pro-

cession once more towards the City. The populace assailed

the troops with mud and stones. The troops fired upon the

mob. Powder and lead, backed by discipline and autho-

rity, gained a victory. Two men, Honey and Francis,

were shot dead, and the procession moved on.

Authority had so far prevailed. Lord Sidmouth had

willed that her Majesty's remains should not pass through

the City, and Lord Sidmouth's directions had been so far

complied with that the funeral procession was passing

down the Edgeware Eo.ad. Powder and lead had had

their way ; and, at a cost wholly disproportioned to the

end, the object had been partially attained. But, though

a temporary victory had been won, the contest had not

been decided. The vociferations of the multitude

which siuTounded the procession pointed to the necessity

for employing more force. Force was not again neces-

sary till the troops arrived at Tottenham Court Koad.

Every avenue to the East was totally blocked with

wagons, carts, and dense masses of the people. The
avenues to the City were alone open. Powder and shot

would have been powerless to force a way through the

formidable barricades which thus arrested the progress of

the procession, la. sheer despair the troops turned down
Tottenham Court Eoad, and, passing through Drury Lane,

reached the forbidden precincts of the City. The Lord
Mayor placed himself at the head of the procession ; no
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further resistance was attempted ; and the remains of the

unhappy queen were allowed to proceed to Eomford and

Harwich. 1^21.

All classes of the people were excited to an extraor-

dinary degree by the news of these discreditable proceed-

ings. The Eadicals compared the conduct of the troops

with the proceedings of the military at Peterloo, and

wrote of the ' spirit-stirring massacres of Manchester and

Cumberland Gate.' Calm-judging men laid the blame

on the Ministry, and thought their spite and their con-

duct incredibte. The Ministry laid the blame on the

police magistrate, Sir E. Baker, and removed him from

his situation as a punishment for his irresolution. Sir

Eobert's solitary offence was that he had consented to the

procession turning down Tottenham Court Eoad. The

friends of the queeh rejoiced at the victory of the people

;

the friends of the king clamoiu*ed for the punishment of

the queen's supporters. The majority of these, indeed,

were independent of the Government ; but one person,

who had made himself conspicous in the procession, was

an easy mark for their resentment. Sir Eobert Wilson

had taken an active part in the procession ; and he was,

in consequence, removed from his commission in the

army.

The gentleman, who was thus selected to feel the full sir b.

weight of the king's displeasure, was a very distinguished removed.

officer. He was the son of Wilson, a painter of repute ;

and his military service had commenced, when he was

only sixteen years old, in the Low Coimtries. Since then

he had been almost continuously employed on active ser-

vice. He had assisted in quelling the Irish rebellion of

1798 ; he had taken a part in the discreditable campaign

of 1799 ; he had had a share in the glories won by British

valour in Egypt in 1800. He had served in the Brazils

in 1805 ; he had been present at the captiire of the Cape of

Good Hope in 1806. He had been attached to the com-
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CHAP, bined armies of Prussia and Eussia from Pultusli to Fried-

V- ^^ _.. land ; lie had commanded the advanced guard of Beres-

1821. ford's army in the Peninsula. He had been again em-

ployed as military attach^ to the Eussian Court in 1812 ;

and he had done good service in the decisive campaign

which rolled back the battalions of Napoleon from the

Elbe to the Ehine. ISTor were his military services, great

as they undoubtedly were, his only claim to the gratitude

of his fellow-countrymen. He had written the best ac-

count which had yet appeared of the Expedition to Egypt

;

he had written the only available description of the cha-

racter and composition of the Eussian army ; he had kept,

though he had not published, diaries of the campaign of

1812. His distinguished services had recommended him

to the electors of Southwark, and at the general election

of 1818 he had been returned for that borough. He had

been re-elected at the general election of 1820.

Sir Eobert Wilson was probably more gallant than

discreet. He had already incurred the displeasure of the

Court by assisting Lavalette to escape from France. La-

valette was one of the distinguished Frenchmen who, in

the brief interval between the return and the fall of

Napoleon, had betrayed the cause of the king and

espoused that of the emperor. For a similar treachery

Ney had been put to death ; for his own treachery Lava-

lette was condemned to die. An heroic wife changed

her clothes with her husband, and Lavalette, in disguise,

escaped from his prison. But, though he was able to

reach the outside of the prison in safety, the search for

him became every day more rigorous. Lavalette dared

not leave Paris, and concealment in Paris was daily be-

coming more difficult. An appeal was suddenly made to

Sir Eobert Wilson to facihtate Lavalette's escape ; and,

with the assistance of two other British subjects. Sir

Eobert succeeded in doing so. His generous conduct

•exposed him to a prosecution in France and to a three
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months' imprisonment. It elicited an expression of marked chap.

disapproval from the Eegent. But the public in general

paid no attention either to the verdict of the French Court l^^'^-

or to the censures of their own prince. They were almost

unanimous in recognising that Sir Robert Wilson had

done a generous action, and they almost universally

commended him for his generosity.

Such was the man who was selected to bear the brunt

of the king's displeasure. Sir Robert Wilson was dis-

missed from the service. The folly of the Ministry in

assenting to his dismissal was as marked as the in-

discretion of the officer which had in the first instance

provoked it. A hberal subscription was at once raised

for a gallant soldier who was now regarded as a martyr,

and the liberality of the public fully compensated Sir

Robert for the loss of his professional emoluments. The
opinion of the pubHc on the unhappy events which had

marked the queen's funeral was displayed in other ways.

Coroners' juries were, of course, assembled on the two

unhappy men who had fallen at Cumberland Gate. One
of the juries returned a verdict of manslaughter against

the troops in general ; the other a verdict of man- *

slaughter ' against a Life Guardsman unknown.' * The

passions of the multitude had been temporarily allayed

• by the splendid fetes with which the coronation had been

celebrated. They were again excited by the folly of the

Ministry which was responsible for the deplorable blood-

shed at Cumberland Gate.

In the meanwhile the king was at Holyhead, anxiously The king

expecting news from London. It was obvious that he ir^and.

could not make his public entry into Dubhn while his

wife was on her deathbed, and he was compelled, there-

fore, to wait impatiently either for her death or her re-

covery. The news came : the queen was dead ; and on

Saturday, the 11th of August, before she was ' cold in her

' Ann. Reg,, 1821, llifct., p. 128.
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CHAP, grave,' as Byron put it in the tremendous philippic which
^' - he wrote on the occasion, the king crossed over to Dubhn.

1821. The wind was contrary ; and the king, leaving his yacht,

embarked on board the ' Lightning ' steam-packet. A
favourable passage of only six hours brought him to

Howth. His carriage was in readiness for him ; but the

citizens generally had not expected his arrival. A signal

gun, however, announced that he had touched the Irish

shore. The Irish poured forth from street and alley to

welcome his arrival. The king, who had been drinking

all the way from Holyhead to Howth, was in a condition

of rollicking good-humour.^ He shook hands with scores

upon scores of his subjects who crowded round his car-

riage ; and, surrounded by the multitude, drove slowly

to the Phoenix Park. There he addressed the people in

one of the most singular speeches which ever proceeded

from the mouth of a monarch. He thanked them all

;

he thanked them for escorting him to his very door ; he

might not be able to express his feelings as he wished ; he

had traveUed far ; besides which peculiar circumstances,

known to them all, had occurred, of which it was better at

present not to speak ; he left it to delicate and generous

hearts to appreciate his feelings. Generous and delicate

hearts were the very last which could have appreciated

the feelings of the monarch at the death of his injured

wife. They might have imagined that, on the first tidings

of her death, her husband might have had the de-

cency to forget his own feelings and to think a little

of her wrongs. Had they any such anticipations the

king's next sentence must have rudely disabused them.

' This,' the king went on, ' this is one of the happiest

days of my life. I have long wished to visit you. My
heart has always been Irish. From the day it first beat

I have loved Ireland.' The lying compHment was fol-

• Fremantle, repeating the gossip ofthe day to Lord Buckingham, says he
was 'inthelaststageof intoxication.'—Buckingham's Ge<»-(7e/F.,Tol.i. p. 194.
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lowed by one touch of truth. ' Go and do by me as I chap.

shall do by you—drink my health in a bumper. I shall ^-Jil: -

drink all yours in a bumper of good Irish whisky.' 1821.

The king remained in Ireland for rather more than

three weeks. During the whole of that time his appear-

ance was everywhere welcomed with enthudasra.

Is it madnefis or meanness whict clings to thee now 1

Were he God—as he is but the commonest clay,

With scarce fewer wrinkles than sins on his brow

—

Such servile devotion might shame him away.

Ay, roar in his train ! let their orators lash

Their fanciful spirits to pamper his pride.

The scathing satire with which Byron celebrated the

occasion was justified by the extraordinary enthusiasm

which the king everywhere excited. From his first ar-

rival at Howth to his last departure from Dunleary the

Irish were never tired of pouring out to welcome him

and to cheer him. In compliment to him the name of the

port from which he embarked to England was changeel

from Dunleary to Kingstown ; and statesmen seemed

justified in anticipating that the happiest consequences

would result from the royal visit. It will be necessary in

a future chapter to relate the miserable disappointment

which followed these anticipations. The boisterous greet-

ing with which the Irish had welcomed George IV. was,

in fact, no more trustworthy than the favourable breeze

which wafted the king from the shores of Ireland. The

royal squadron sailed from Kingstown for Portsmouth on

Wednesday, the 5th of September ; but contrary winds

compelled it to return, and it did not reach Milford

Haven tiU the following Sunday. It was detained in

Milford till Tuesday, the 11th, when it sailed with the

hope of reaching the Land's End. But the appearance

of the morning was again deceptive. As the night came

on the wind shifted, a violent tempest arose, and the

royal party were glad to put back to Milford, where

VOL. I. s s
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CHAP, they arrived on the afternoon of Wednesday, the 12th.

A whole week had been consumed in the journey from

1821. Kingstown to Milford ; and, sick of the sea, the king left

his yacht and proceeded by land to London. On the

20th of September he again left England, on a visit to

his Continental Kinajdom of Hanover.-'Q^

' The king's reception at Hanover subjects ?
' asked some one on his

was less uproarious than his greeting return. The reply was peculiarly

in Ireland; and His Majesty was happy—'He is "Tacitus de morihus
disappointed at German phlegm. Germanoram,"
' What does he think of his German
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Bank of England, founded by Pater-

son, 47 ; its history and privileges,

ib. ; its suspension of cash pay-
ments (see also Cash Payments and
Currency), 48 ; its position in 1815,

484
Bankes, Mr., patron of Corfe Castle,

141
Bankruptcies in 1817, 417; in 1818,

478
Barbadoes, Lord Seaforth Governor

of, 149
Barbarossa, Horuc and Hayradin,

their piracies and achievements,
228

Barbary, the States of {see also Al-
giers), 227

Baring, Sir Francis, answers Boyd's
currency pamphlet, 480

Barnes, Thomas, editor of the ' Times,'

381
Barracks, erection of, 221
Barrington, Shute, Prince Bishop of

Durham, 173
Barrow, its condition in 1815, 107
Bathurst, Bragge, Lord Sidmouth's

brother-in-law, 280, 282, 303 ; his

character and career, 305 ; succeeds

BliA

Canning at the Board of Control,

604
Bathurst, Bishop of Norwich, 173
Bayley, Mr. Justice, presides on Pe-

terloo trial, 510
Beaufort, Duke of, his Parliamentary

influence, 137
Beaumont, his duel with Lambton

156
Beccaria, originator of the greatest

happiness principle, 334
Beddoes, Dr., assists Davy, 74
Bedford, Duke of, his Parliamentary

influence 137; sells Camelford, 143

;

his description of the distress of,

in 1816,417
Bedfordshire, education in, 213
Beeralston, borough of, 141
Belfast, its progress in the nineteenth

century, 99
Belgium annexed to Holland in 1815,

17
Bell, Dr. Andrew, his new system of

education, 215, 216— Henry, builds the ' Comet,' 92— Mr., his inventions for printing

calicoes, 64
Benbow, Admiral, 225
Bentham, Jeremy, his 'Panopticon,'

203 ; his career and works, 332,

337, 368
Bentinck, Lord W., his ofiices, 147
Bergami, Bartolomeo, his engagement

as courier to the Princess of Wales,

548 ; his rapid promotion, 551 ; his

relatives, 552
Berkshire, its disproportionate repre-

sentation, 134 ; increase of rental

in, 166 ; education in, 212
BerthoUet, M., his experiments in

bleaching, 64
Bethnal Green, distress in, 181
Beverly, E. of, pluralities held by his

son, 174 ;
patron of Beeralston, 141

Bideford, riot at, 419
Bilston, men of, draw loaded wagons

to Loudon, 422
Birch, constable, shot by the Eadi-

cals, 505
Birkenhead, condition of, in 1816,

107
Birmingham, two days' journey from

liondon in 1745, 87, and cf . 106 ; its

history, population, and trade, 106

;

distress in, in 1816, 422 ; Sir C.

Wolseley elected legislatorial at-

torney for, 505
Black, 327, 347
' Black Dwarf,' the, prosecution of, in

1817, 459
Blackstone, his opinion of the Game
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Laws, 159 ; his ' Commentaries '

and Jeremy Bentham, 332
' Blackwood,' its publication and its

publisher, 390
Blanketeers, maxoh of the, 440
Blood-money, system of, 206
Boadicea, 871
Bolingbroke, Lord, 325

Bolton adopts the cotton manufac-
ture, 65

Bombay, imperfect commrmioation
with England, 93 ; ceded to Eng-
land, 124

Bona, massacre at, 231
Bonnymuir, the battle of, 530
Bon Eepos, Pierre Riquetde, his Canal

of Languedoc, 79 •
Boroughs, Parliamentary, See House

of Commons
Borroughs, his exploits, 123

Boswell, Sir A., bis death in a duel,

156
Boulton, Mr., of Soho, his connec-

tion with Watt, 71 ;
promotes trade

of Birmingham, 106

Boyd, Mr., his letter on the currency,

480
Bradford, dependent on the wool

trade, 52
Bramber, borough of, 141

Brandreth, the Nottinghamshire Cap-
tain, 446

Brevium Gustos, office of, the paten-

tees, 149
Bridewell. See Prisons

Bridge building, the use of iron in,

86
Bridgewater, Duke of, his career, 79

;

his introduction to Brindley, 81

Bridges, London, 96

Bridport, riot at, 419
Brighton Poor Bill, 189

Brindley, James, his early career, 80,

169 ; introduction to the Duke of

Bridgewater, 81

Bristol, its advantageous situation on
the Avon, 78 ; defeated by Liver-

pool, 100; its population in 1815,

107; meeting at, after Peterloo,

513
Britain, her position in 1815, 18 ; her

previous history, 19; her perse-

vering efforts in the Eevolutionary

War, 23 ; her position at its close,

24 ; description of, ih. ;
population

of, in 1815, 25
Brougham, H., sits for Camelford,

143 ; stands for Liverpool, 144 ; his

quarrel with Canning, 166 ; his ac-

count of land enclosures, 165 ; his

character and career, 310, 387; his

BUR
autobiography, 312 ; his article on
Byron, 362; his article on Spain,

389; procures repeal of property
tax, 408 ; his attack upon the Re-
gent, 411 ; his account of the dis-

tress of 1816, 417 ; his hatred of

the Radicals, 426 ;
proposed as

member of the Bank Committee,
487 ; his opinion of the Ministry in

1819, 515 ; adviser to the Princess

of Wales, 558 ;
prevents the prin-

cess returning to England in 1819,

561 ; treats the omission of the
queen's name from the Liturgy as a
trifle, 565; appointed Attorney-
General to the queen, 567 ; desires

to compromise the queen's case,

568 ;
joins the queen at St. Omer,

570 ; his apprehensions on her re-

turn, 574 ; his advocacy of her case

in the House of Commons, 576

;

conducts negotiations for a com-
promise, 578 ;

prepares the queen's

answer to Wilberforce's address,

681 ; at the trial, 588 ; his cross-

examination of Majocohi, 589 ; his

speech, 590; applies Milton's de-

scription of Satan to George IV.,

693 ; urges queen's claim to be
carried before Privy Council, 608

Brougham, Peter, killed in a duel,

156
Brunt, a shoemaker, one of the Cato

Street conspirators, 628
Buckingham, Marquis, afterwards

Duke of, his Parliamentary in-

fluence, 137, 283 ; advocates re-

pressive legislation in 181 9, 6 1 6, 523
Budget, the, of 1816, 406 ; of 1817,

453 ; of 1818, 469 ; of 1819, 499
Bullion, the. Committee of 1810, 49
Bunyan, John, 325

Buonaparte, Joseph, defeated at Tala-

vera, 265
Burdett, Sir F., challenged by Can-

ning, 156; his arrest in 1810,318;
returned for Westminster, 476 ; his

Reform motion in 1819, 503 ; his

career, ib.

Burdon places an iron bridge over

the Wear at Sunderland, 86

Burgess, Bishop of St. David's, 174

Burgoyne, Sir J., his capitulation,

127
Burke, Et. Hon. B., supports Wilber-

force on the slave trade, 120 ; his

account of capital felonies, l!i3

;

his testimony to Howard, 199 ; an

example of the reaction due to the

French Revolution, 336, 345

Burney, Dr., 376
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Bun
Burney, Frances, i)75, 376
Burns, poetry of, 347, 353
Burrard, Sir K., signs the Convention

of Cintra , 264
Busaco, battle of, 265
Bute, election f6r, 139
— Lord, his Ministry, 20, 242
Butler, author of ' Hudibras,' 325
Butter, Nathaniel, publishes first

printed paper, 380
Buxton, Mr., his house occupied by
Lancashire magistrates, 507

Byng, Sir George, 225
— Sir John, his command at Man-

chester in 1819, 441
Byron, Lord, account of the distress

in England, 182 ; his poetry, Sti'J,

368 ; his hatred of Castlereagb,

433 ; one of the queen's friends,

602

CALCUTTA purchased by the Eng-
lish, 124

Caledon, Lord, his borough of Old
Sarum, 141

OalUiorpe, Lord, his opinion and vote

at queen's trial, 596 ; his borough
of Bramber, 141

Cambridge, Duke of, opposes Wilber-
force on the slave trade, 260 ; his

marriage, 538 ; increased allowance
to, 539

Cambridgeshire, pauperism in, in

1816, 420
Camden (Lord Chancellor), ' Fragment

on Government ' attributed to, 333
— Lord, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,

290
C'amelford sold to Lord Darlington,

137 ; sold by the Duke of Bedford,
143

Campbell, Bishop of Sodor and Man,
173

— Lady Charlotte, her attendance on
the Princess of Wales, 550

— John (afterwards Lord), writes for
' Chronicle,' 383

— Thomas, his description of Britan-

nia, 224 ; his poetry, 349 ; contri-

butes to ' Chronicle,' 383
Camperdown, Lord, his victory, 225,

240
Canada, its population in 1816, 115
Canals, the introduction of, 78

;

founded by Duke of Bridgewater
and Brindley, 79 ; the canal from
Worsley to Manchester, 81 ; the

Bridgewater Canal, 82 ; subsequent
canals, 83 ;

the Ellesmere Canal, 86

Canning, Rt. Hon. George, his duel

CAK
with Castlereagb, 150, 295 ; chal-

l^ges Burdett, and nearly fights

Brougham, 156 ; his retirement iii

1809, 271 ; his character and career,

293 ; his opinion of Bathmrst, 307

;

assists in starting the ' Quarterly,'

389 ; his description of the 'revered

and raptured ' Ogden, 467, n. ; dis-

liked at Oxford, 489 ; refuses to be
a party to proceedings against the
queen, 563, 576 ; his retirement in

1820, 601
Canning, Stratford, a London mer-

chant, provides an education for

his nephew George, 292
Canterbury, the queen's reception at,

672
Cape of Good Hope, its importance

as a naval station, 113 ; advantages
resulting from its discovery, 114 ;

Capetown founded by the Dutch,
115 ; conquered by England, it.

;

emigration to encouraged in 1819,

501
Capellen, Admiral, joins in the expe-

dition against Algiers, 233
Capital punishment, 191 ; offences

punished ' by, 192 ; Lord Ellen-

borough's defence of, 194
Cardiganshire, uncontested for 100

years, 138
Carlisle, Lord Lonsdale's influence in,

137 ; apprehended riots in, in 1819,
502

Carnarvon, Lord, his question on the
queen's trial, 588

Caroline, Princess, afterwards queen,
her marriage with George Prince of
Wales, 249 ; Delicate Investigation,

250 ; her court, 251 ; the Milan Com-
mission, 539 ; leaves England in
1814, 547; her travels, 548; her
connection with Bergami, 551 ; an-
nounces her intention to return to
England, 561 ; her name omitted
from the Liturgy, 562 ; refused a
guard of honour at Eome, 565 ; her
letter from Eome, 566 ; her journey
home, 569 ; rejects the overtures of
Brougham and Lord Hutchinson,
571 ; her triumphal progress to
London, 572 ; the ' green bag ' pre-
sented, 575; the negotiation of a
compromise fails, 579 ; rejects Wil-
berforce's address, 581 ; Bill of
Pains and Penalties, 683 ; her pro-
gress to the trial, 585; bill read
a second time, 596 ; divorce Clause
retained, 597 ; addresses to, 600

;

carries her claim to be crowned to
the Privy Coimcil, 608 ; her claim
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CAK
. to be present at the coronation,

609 ; her protest, 610 ;
goes to the

Abbey, 611 ; her last illness, 617

;

' her death, 618 ; her funeral, 619
Caroline, Queen, witnesses against

;

their reception, 584
'Cartwright, Bev. E., invents the power

loom, 63, 130, 240
— Major, the Father of Eeform

;

his opinion of the ' Black Dwarf,'

460 ; his advice in 1819 at Bir-

mingham, 505, n.

Cash payments. See also Currency.
Effect of suspension of, 403 ; their

suspension continued, 484, 486 ; de-
cision of Bank committee to return

, to, 490
Cassilis, Lord, his statement as to

destitution in Ayrshire, 502
Castle, the informer, 427 ; his evi-

dence about Spa Fields riots, ib.

Castlereagh, Lord, his duel with Can-

ning, 156, 295 ', his retirement in

1809, 271 ; his character and career,

288, 294, 322 ; Byron's description

of, 364 ; Shelley's description of.

366 ; his ' ignorant impatience of

taxation ' speech, 409 ; his unpo-
pularity in 1817, 433 ;

procures ap-

pointment of Finance Committee in

1817, 449 ; introduces the Six Acts,

516 ;
proposes a select committee

on queen's conduct, 576 ; conducts

king's side of the negotiation with
the queen, 578

Cathcart, Lord, commands at Copen-
hagen, 264

Catherine de Medici, 371

Cato Street conspiracy, 524, 526

Cavendish, his discoveries in physical

science, 327
— his exploits in Elizabeth's reign,

123
Chantrey, Sir F., his parentage, 169

Charlemont, Lord, Grattan's patron,

299
Charles IL, legislation during the

reign of, 185; his forrqation of a
standing army, 219

Charles V., his expedition to Algiers,

228
Charlotte, Queen, her origin and mar-

riage, 245; her pure court, 372;

disapproves Duke of Cumberland's
marriage, 537 ; her death, 542

Charlotte, Princess, her birth and cha-

racter, 252; her engagement to the

Prince of Orange, 253 ; broken off,

254 ; her position in 1816, 533 ; her

marriage with Prince Leopold, 534 ;

her ^eath, 635
.

COB
Chartists, the, their objects, 430
Chatham, first Lord, his Ministry, 19

;

, dismissal of, by George III., 243
Chelsea, St. Luke's, built, 472
Cheshire uncontested for 100 years,

138
Chester, its port superseded by Liver-

pool, 102
Chinese, the first inventors of canals,

78
Chippenham, the election petition,

146
'Chronicle,' the' Morning,' 383
Church, the, of England, 171 ; non-

I

residence in, 172 ;
pluralities in,

1 172 ;
patronage in, 173 ; the country

clergy, 176 ; supremacy of, 1 77

;

Byron's description of, 364
Churches, grant for new, in 1818, 471
Churchill, 325
Gibber, ' tuneful,' 326
Cinque Ports, Lord Wardenship of,

given to Lord Liverpool, 275 ; its

salary, 450
Cintra, Convention of, signed, 264, 295
Claremont, purchased for Princess

Charlotte, 534
Clarence, Duke of, afterwards William

IV., admires Caroline of Brunswick,
249 ; his numerous love affairs, 255,

n. ; opposes Wilberforce on the
slave trade, 260 ; his marriage, 638 ;

increased allowance to, 539, 640, and
n. ; pensions to his illegitimate

children, 539, n. ; his children, 541 ;

at the Queen's trial, 586 ; Denman's
attack upon, 594 ; sits on Privy
Council on Queen's claim to be
crowned, 608

Clarendon, Lord, his history, 325
Claret, high price of, 157
Clarke, Mary Ann, 257
Clarkson, Thomas, his crusade against

slavery, 120
Clerkenwell. See Piisons

Cleveland, Lord, his Marquisate, 137
Clinton, Sir W., forced to resign his

seat for Newark, 142, n.

Clive, Lord, his career, 19, 124, 127

Clubs, Spencean and Hampden, &c.y

430, n. ; advise strong measures in

1817, 439, 440
Clyde, the, its importance to Glasgow,

100, 103 ; salmon in, 103

Coal, difficulties in working, 73

Coalbrook Dale, Darby's works in,

coal used for smelting iron at, 72

Coalition Ministry, the, of 1873, its

India Bill, 126

Cobbett, William, his character and
career, 391 ; his flight in 1817, 439
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Cochrane, Lord, his election for Ho-
niton, 145

Cockermouth, Lord Lonsdale's bo-

rough of, 137, ?!..

Coke, Mr. (afterwards Lord Leices-

ter), a game preserver, 158
Colchester, Tierney sits for, 309— Charles Abbot, iirst Lord, his esti-

mate of the population of Ireland,

26 ; his estimate of the cost of

living,l 60 ; his character and career,

316 ; his description of reporters,

383 ; his description of the Princess

of Wales at Genoa, 562
Coldbath Fields. See Prisons

Coleridge, S. T., his poetry and his

career, 356 ; writes for the ' Post,'

382 ; for the ' Chronicle,' 383
Colonies, the British, in 1816, 111

Columbus, the motive of his dis-

covery, 113
Como, residence of the Princess of

Wales at, 251
' Comet,' the, the first steamer, 91

Committee, the Finance, of 1 817, 449 ;

its reports, 449, 452 ; of 1818, 469
Committees, secret, of 1817, 433 ; their

reports, 442; of 1818,465
of House of Lords on the queen's

conduct, 576
Commons, House of, its increased in-

fluence in the seventeenth century,

133; constant changes in composi-
tion of , 134; takes issue of writs

into its own hands, 134; majority
of its members returned by a few
persons, 135; its patrons, 136; va-

rious franchises of boroughs, 140;
traffic in boroughs, 142 ; chief clerk-

ship of, 149
Consols, price of, in 1818, 467, 478
Control, Board of, instituted by Pitt,

125
Cooke, Mr., a, member of the Milan

Commission, 556
Oookesley, Dr., his patronage of Gif-

ford, 390
Copenhagen, battle of, 226 ; bombard-
ment of, 264

Copley, Sir John (afterwards Lord
Lyndhurst), at the queen's trial,

587 ; sums up evidence against
queen, 590 ; his reply, 595 ; resists

queen's claim to be crowned, 608
Corfe Castle, borough of, 141

Com Laws, their origin and history,

161 ; the bill of 1814 defeated.

167
Coruwill, Romans obtained tin from,

71 ; its disproportionate represen-

tation, 134, 135

CUS

Comwallis, Lord, his Indian career,

125 ; his capitulation in America,
127 ; Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,

291
— Lord, Bishop of Lichfield, 173
Coronation, the, of George IV., 611,

613
Corry, Mr., Chancellor of Exchequer
in Ireland, his duel with Giattan,
302

Cotton, the history of the manufac-
ture, 54 ; its growth, 55 ; the inven-
tions which have developed it, 57— Eev. M., ordinary of Newgate, his

description of transported persons,

195, and of prisoners, 198
— Yard, witnesses against the
queen lodged in, 584

' Courier,' the, 382 ; announces Can-
ning's resignation, 603

Coventry, Lord, marries Miss Gun-
ning, 79

Cowley, his poetry, 325
Covrper, his poetry, 326
Crabbe, his description of the clergy,

177 ; of the poor-house, 183 ; of the
poor, 184 ; his poetry, 348

Craven, Hon. Keppel, chamberlain
to Princess of Wales, 547 ; leaves
the Princess, 550; his evidence,
593

Crime, increase of, 191 ; in London,
199

Croft, Eev. J., pluralities held by, 175— Sir E., attends Princess Charlotte,
535 ; his death, 535, n.

Cromarty, electors of, 139
Crompton, Samuel, his invention of

the mule, 61, 130, 240
Cumberland, Duke of, 256 ; opposes
Wilberforce on the slave trade, 260

;

his marriage, 536 ; Parliament re-
fuses an increased allowance to,

637
Currency, paper, its existence and

effects, 46 ; first suspension of cash
payments, 48 ; amount of before
1797, 48 ; in 1800, 49 ; in 1810, ib. ;

its depreciation, ib. ; effects of, on
various classes, ib., 403, 480 ; effects

of Orders in Council on, 480 ; effects
of Spanish American war on, 481

;

made legal tender, 484 ; reflections
on, 491 ; inconvenience arising from
variations of value, 495 ; inconve-
niences of bi-metallic, 497

Curtis, Sir W., presents petition
against the property tax, 409 ; de-
feated in,t;he City, 476

Customs, the, their origin andgrowth,
38 ; their produce in 1792, 45
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DAC

DACBE, Lord, his motion for a hear-
ing of the queen's counsel, 582

DahTmple, Sir H., signs the Ciutra
Convention, 264

Darby's iron works in Coalbrook Dale,
coal used at, 72

Darlington, Lord. {See also Cleve-
land.) His Parliamentary influence,

137 ; his account of the distress of

1816, 419 ; his apprehension of an
insurrection, 519

Davenant, his economical writings,

161

Davidson, a negro, one of the Cato
Street conspirators, 526 j executed,
528

Davy, Sir H., his early career, 73,

169"; invents the safety lamp, 74,

130, 240; his opinion on the intro-

duction of gas, 98, n.

Debt. {See also Sinking Fund.) The
National, its amount in 1816, 28, 33,

46 ; its origin, 30 ; its rapid in-

crease, 31, 44 ;
gloomy anticipations

at its increase, 32
— the Irish in 1816, 414
— imprisonment for, 196, n.

De CliJCEord, Lord, his opiniou-and vote

on the queen's trial, 596
Defoe, his writings, 325
Demont, Louise, her evidence against

the queen, 592
Denbighshire, no poll books in, 138
Denman, Thomas (afterwards first

Lord), appointed Attorney-General
1 o the queen, 567 ; his opinion of Al-

derman Wood, 569 ; refuses to allow
Mrs. Denman to call on the queen,

574 ; his defence of the queen in

the Commons, 581 ; applies descrip-

tion of lago to Leach, 682 ; at the
trial, 588 ; reception of, at Chelten-

ham, 590 ; his opinion of Brougham's
peroration, 591 ; his speech, 594

;

interrupted in a speech by proroga-
tion, 599 ; urges the queen's claim
to be crowned before Privy Council,

608
Derby, the Brandreth riot at, and the

conviction of the rioters, 446
Derbyshire, no contest in, for twenty

years, 138 ; Derbj'shire riots, 446
De Ruyter sails up tie Thames, 225
Devonshire, its disproportionate re-

presentation, 134
Diaz, Bartholomew de, his discoveries,

113
Dissenters, disabilities of, 178
Dissolution, the, at 1818, 474, 476

;

of 1820, 524
Distress in 1816, 181, 404,417

;
grants

in aid of, in 1817, 454; in 1819,

502
Dorsetshire, its disproportionate re-

presentation, 134 ; distress in, in

1816, 420
Dover, the queen's reception at, 671

;

reception of the witnesses against
at, 584

Dovmshire election, cost of Lord
Castlereagh's, 289

Drake, his exploits, 123

Dryden, his poetry, 325
Dublin, its population in 1815, 98

;

its situation and tmiversity, 99
;

communication with London in

1827, 100 ; reasons which interfered

with its growth, 100
Dudley, ' Dud,' discovers a mode of

smelting iron with eoal, 72
Duels, 155 ; famous, 156, 302
Dundas, Hon. Robert (afterwards Lord

Melville), supports the ' Quarterly

Review,' 389
Dundee, its imporlance as a seat of

the linen trade, 66
Dunwich, borough of, 141

Durham, members given to by Charles

IL, 134
Dutch, the, their trade with India,

124 ; their naval superiority in the

seventeenth century, 225
;
join in

the expedition to Algiers, 233
Dymoke, the Champion, his office at

the coronation, 615

EAST INDIA COMPANY, the, its

exclusive privileges, 123, 125
;

abolished, 126
Edgeworth, Maria, her account of

illicit stills in Ireland, 210 ; her
novels, 375

Edinburgh, its situation, population,

and history, 104
' Edinburgh Review,' the, 384, 386
Education, elementary, in 1816, 211

;

disliked by the upper classes, 214
— of the higher classes, 161

;
pro-

moted by political causes, 162 ; de-

fects in, 153; at the Universities,

154
— in Scotland, 213
Edwards. George, informs against the

Cato Street conspirators, 527 ; leaves

the coxmtry, 629
Eldon, Lady (Miss Surtees), her
elopement and marriage, 278

— Lord, sinecures enjoyed by his

family, 148 ; condemns battue

shooting, 158; his parentage, 168;
his defence of the Criminal Code,
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19i ; liis character arid career, 276 ;

Shelley's description of, 366 ; his

account of the distress of 1816,

419; his opinion of the Peterloo

massacre, 509 ; his views in 1819,

515; at the queen's trial, 587;
mobbed in Eingwold, 590

Election, the general of 1818, 476
Eliot, his defence of Gibraltar, 111

KlizalDeth endeavours to check the

growth of London, 94 ; the people
her army, 218

Ellenborough, Lord, sinecures enjoyed
by his family, 148 ; supports the
Criminal Code, 194 ; his character

and career, 319, 323; unable to

read the ' Wealth of Nations,' 331 ;

presides at the trials of Hone, 462

;

his retirement, 463
— second Lord, his opinion and vote

at the queen's trial, 596
Ellis, George, supports the 'Quarterly

Review,' 389 ; sells Claremont,
534

Ely, diocese of, pluralities in, 175

;

riots at, in 1816, 421
Emigration encouraged by the Go-
vernment in 1819, 501

Enclosures, land, 164
England, her fortunate situation, 1 08

;

the causes of her prosperity, 109
Erskine, Lord, at the queen's trial,

586 ; affected at Brougham's pero-

ration, 591
Eilcrhazy, Prince, his magnificence,

615
Estimates, attack upon in 1816, 406
Eton, education at, 153; Canning and
Lord Wellesley at, 293 ; Shelley at,

364
Exchequer, Teller of, 149, 450
Exchequers, consolidation of British
and Irish, 413

Excise, the, its origin during the
Commonwealth, 37 ; its revival in

the reign of Charles II., 37
J
its

produce in 1792, 45
Exe, the, its use to Exeter, 78
Exeter, its situation on the Exe, 78
Exmouth, Lord, his parentage, 169

;

his career, 230 ; his expedition
against Algiers, 231; his account
of the distress of 1818, 448

FACTORY ACT, the first, 188, n.

Falmouth, Lord, his influence in

Truro, 141 ; his opinion and vote at

the queen's trial, 596
Fardcll, Rev. H., pluralities held by,

175

FUL
Fielding, his writings, 374
Fife, electors of, 139
.Finance. See Committee, Finance
Fisher, Bishop of Salisbury, 173
.BMtzherbert, Mrs., her marriage with

the Prince of Wales, 247
Fitzwilliam, Lord, his Parliamentary

influence, 137, 138 ; made Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland, 289 ; re-

called, 290; removed from Lord
Lieutenancy of Yorkshire, 514

;

appointed to conduct negotiation

for the queen, 578
Fletcher, Andrew, of Saltoun, 374
Flinn, Lieutenant, his connection

with the Prince of Wales, 550 ; his

evidence, 593
Flintshire, no contest in, for twenty

years, 138
Flogging of women abolished, 204,

and «.

— in the army, 222
Flood, his secession from the popular

cause in Ireland, 300 ; his quarrel
with Grattan, 301

Fludyer, Sir S., Romilly's godfather,
315

Foley, Lord, his Parliamentary in-

fluence, 137
Forbes, Lady Elizabeth, 549 ; leaves

the Princess of Wales, 550
Fox, Et. Hon. C, supports Wilber-

force on the slave trade, 120

;

elected before he was of age, 152

;

contradicts prince's marriage with
Mrs. Fitzherbert, 247 ; refused of-

fice by George III., 269 ; minister,
ib. ; death of, 286 ; his dislike of
the ' Wealth of Nations,' 331

France, her position in 1815, 2 ; the
Revolution of 1789, 4 ; the rise of
Napoleon, 5 ; the defeat of the Em-
pire, 7 ; her population in 1793 and
1817, 27; her settlements at Pon-
dicherry, 124

Francis Emperor of Austria, his views
of government, 17

Frederick King of Prussia, his views
of government, 17

Freehold estates not subject to con-
tract debts, 170

Fremantle, his opinion of the weak-
ness of the Ministry in 1819, 486

;

in 1821, 604; on the 'beauty' of
the Royal brides, 538

Prome adopts the cotton manufac-
ture, 55

Fry, Elizabeth, her labours in prison
reform, 201, 216

Fulton introduces steam navigation
in America, 91
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GAMA, Vasco de, his discoveries,
113

Game Laws, the, 157 ; their failure,
160 ; convictions under, 210

Game, sale of, 1S8
Gargiulo, his evidence against the

queen, 592
Gas used as an illuminating agent,

97 ; London lit with, 98
Gell, Sir William, chamberlain to the

Princess of Wales, 547 ; leaves the
Princess, 550 ; his evidence, 593

Genoa annexed to Piedmont in 1815,
17

Gentleman, the old English, 154 ; his
character and sports, 155 ; his in-
come, 160 ,

George IIL, his accession, 19 j his
character and career, 19, 242 ; ef-
fects of his insanity, 244 ; his love
for Lady S. Lennox, 245; his
marriage with Queen Charlotte,
246 ; his opposition to the Eoman
Catholics, 269 ; his affection for
Lord Eldon, 279; his death, 624,
545

— IV., his influence (as Duke of
Cornwall) in Truro, 141 ; his in-

temperance, 157; his character,

246; his marriage, 248; Byron's
description of, 364 ; his expendi-
ture, 411 ; supports the Ministry,
412 ; assaulted in 1817, 431 ; bill for
protecting his person, 436 ; approves
conduct of Lancashire magistrates
at Peterloo, 511 ; reproves Common
Council of London, 613 ; desires a
divorce, 538, 554, 560 ; his acces-
sion, 546 ; his severe illness, 547

;

Denman's attack on, 594 ; his
coronation, 606, 613; his visit to

Ireland, 616, 624; his visit to
Hanover, 626, «.

Ghisiliari, Marquis, recommends Ber-
gami as Princess of Wales' courier,

648
Gibbon, Thomas, his history, 341
Gibbs, Sir Vicary, his character and

career, 319, 321 ; unpopular and ill

in 1819, 463
Gibraltar, its capture position, and

importance. 111
Giddy, Davies, his acquaintance with

Davy, 74
Gifford, Sir Robert (Solicitor-and

Attorney-General),afterwards Lord
Gifford, 464 ; at the queen's trial,

587 ; his reply, 596 ; resists the
queen's claim to be crowned before
Privy Council, 608

Gilbert, Thomas, steward to the Duke

GEE
of Bridgewater, 81; introduces the
duke to Brindley, ib.

Gilpin, Mr., one of Lord Sidmouth's
tutors, 280

Glasgow, ita history, 100, 103; its

varied industries, 104 ; threatened
disturbances at, in 1820, 629— University befriends Watt, 70

Gloucester, Duke of, successful shoot-
ing at Holkham, 158

Gloucestershire, dependent on the
woollen trade, 52 ; Roman iron-
works in, 71 ; no contest in, for
twenty years, 138

Godwin, Mary, 365— William, 337, 437
Gold, price of, 403, 480, 481, 485 ; de-
pendent on foreign purchases, 494

;

the true basis of value, 496
Goldsmith, his poetry, 326
Gonsalvi, Cardinal, refuses Queen

Caroline a guard of honour, 565
Goodenough, Bishop of Carlisle, 173,

280
Gosford, Lord, his opinion and vole

at the queen's trial, 596
Grafton, Duke of, his sinecures, 149
Grant, Sir William, Master of the

Rolls, resigns, 556
Grattan, Rt. Hon. H., his duel, 156 ; a
member of the Irish Administra-
tion, 289 ; his opposition to the
Union, 291 ; his character and ca-
reer, 299 ; his advocacy of Roman
Catholic emancipation, 487

Gray, Thomas, his poetry, 326
Greece, Byron's efforts for, 364
Grenville, George, institutes Gren-

ville Committees, 146 ; minister
. 20, 243 ; the Stamp Act, 20— Williamj Lord, auditor of the Civil

List, 147 ; his character and career,

282 ; supports repressive legisla-

tion in 1817, 435, 4+4 ; his differ-

ences with Lord Grey, 477 ; sup-
ports repressive legislation in
1819, 515, 518 ; suggests the tra-

versing bill, 517; at the queen's
trial, 686— Lady, her pension, 147— Richard, his marriage with Hester
Temple, 283

— Committees instituted, 146
Greville, Charles, his sinecures, 147
— (son of the foregoing), his

diary and his offices, 148 ; his men-
tion of the general election of 1818,
476

Grey, Lord, his account of England
in 1819, 182; his character and
career, 282, 323 ; his difference
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GRO
from Lord Grenville, 477 ; his ap-

prehension in 1819, 519
Grote, his 'History of Greece,' 343
Gunnings, the Miss, their beauty,

79 ; their marriages, 80

HABEAS CORPUS ACT suspended
in 1817, 435, 444; suspension

terminated, 465
Hackney coaches in London, 97
Hallam, his history, 343, 368
Hamilton, Duke of, his marriage with

Miss Gunning, 79— Duke of, at the Queen's trial, 587— Duchess of, her engagement with
the Duke of Bridgewater, 80

— Lady Anne, 'Joan of Arc,' 653;
joins the queen at Montbard, 569

;

accompanies the queen on her
entry into London, 573, and at

her trial, 585 ; her fidelity, 598

;

neglected, 606 ; accompanies the
queen to the Abbey, 611— Lord Archibald, his motion on the
Scotch boroughs, 487

Hampden Clubs. See Clubs
Hampshire, its disproportionate re-

presentation, 134
Hanover, George IV.'s visit to, 626, n.

— the last King of, his birth, 541
Hardwicke, Lord, Lord Lieutenant

of Ireland, 307
Harewood, Lord, his opinion and vote

at the queen's trial, 596
llargreaves, John, his invention of

the spinning jenny, 58, 169, 240
Harris, Lord, in command at Serin-

gapatam, 263
Harrison, Mr., his trial for sedition,

505 ; sentence upon, 512, n.

Harrowby, Lord, carries the Curates'
Bill, 173 ; the Cabinet dines at his

house on the 23rd of February,
1820, 527; at the queen's trial,

587
Harvest, the, of 1816, 417 ; of 1817,

448
Haslemere, Lord Lonsdale's influence

at, 137, n.

Hastings, Warren, his Indian career,

125 ; advocates the Company's ex-

clusive privilege, 126
Hawke, Admiral, 225
Hayti or St. Domingo, rebellion in,

121

Ilazlitt, William, denounces the se-

verity of the Penal Code, 193

;

writes for the ' Chronicle,' 383
Healy, his conviction and sentence,

512, a.

HUN
Helston, borough of. Abbot returned

for, 317
Henry, Mr., his introduction of a new

bleach, 64
Hertford, Lord, his Parliamentary in-

fluence, 187; at the coronation, 615

Hertfordshire, no contest in, for

twenty years, 138
Hidon, a cowkeeper, one of the Cato

Street conspirators, 526; turns

informer, 527 ; rewarded with a
hackney carriage license, 529

Holland («ee also Dutch) annexed to

Belgium in 1815, 17; her rivalry

with England, 238 ; her share in

the expedition against Algiers, ii.

— Dr. (afterwards Sir Henry), phy-
sician to the Princess of Wales,

547 ; leaves the princess, 550 ; his

evidence, 593— Lord, feebly defends Dissent,

473; amends the Traversing Bill,

518
Holyhead, forty-one hours from Lon-
don in 1815, 87

Hone, William, abortive prosecutions

of, 461
Honiton, corruption in, 145

Hood, Lord, accompanies the queen
to the Abbey, 611

— Lady, accompanies the queen to

the Abbey, 611 ;
protests against

escort at her funeral, 619
Hooper, 427
Homer, Francis, his character and

career, 313, 386 ; his death, 477

;

his article on the currency, 480

;

obtains the Bullion Committee, 482
Horsham, system of polling in, 145

;

Komilly represents, 316
Howard, John, the prison reformer,

199, 216
— of Walsingham, Lord, his place

at the coronation, 615
Howe, Lord, his victory off Ushant,

225, 240
Howley, Bishop of London, 173
Hownam, Lieutenant, his connection
with the Princess of Wales, 550

;

his evidence, 593
Huddersfield riot in 1817, 443; aborr

tive prosecution of the rioters, 445
Hull, Wilberforce returned for, 118 ;

bribery in, 144
Hulton, Mr., presiding magistrate at

Peterloo, 508
Hume, David, his history, 340, 341

;

his researches, 368— Joseph, his questions about the
queen's allowance, 665

' Hunt, ' Orator,' 426 ; too late for the
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HUN
Spa Fields riot, 428, 430 ; presides
at Peterloo, 506 ; arrested, 508 ; his
conviction and sentence, 512, n.

Hunter, John, 327, 347
Huntingfield, Lord, his borough of
Dunwich, 141

Huntingford, Bishop of Hereford, 173,
280

Huskiason, Et. Hon. W., 308 j his
career, 498 ; his memorandum on
finance, 499

Hutoheson, advocates ' greatest hap-
piness principle,' 334

Hutchinson, Lord, 560; meets the
qvieen at St. Omar, 570

Hutton (the geologist), 327, 347

ILCHBSTER purchased by Lord
Darlington, 137

Imports and exports, their amount in

1793, 51 ; in 1816, 51, 116; in 1873,

116 ; from 1792 to 1815, 402, n.
;

in 1816 and 1817, 448; in 1818,

478
Income and Expenditure. See Re-
venue and Expenditure
— tax, the, its imposition, 46 ; its

repeal, 404, 408
Indemnity, Bill of, in 1818, 466

India (see also Bast India Company),
Portugal monopolises the trade

with, 122 ; company formed to

trade with, ] 23 ; its history from the

fourteenth to eighteenth century,

123 ; trade with, thrown open, 126
Information, exoffldo, restrictions on,

in 1819, 518

Ings, a butcher, one of the Cato Street

conspirators, 526 ; executed, 528
Intemperance, 156

Ireland, her population in 1816, 27 ;

her treatment commercially, 52
;

franchise in, 139 ; effects of Church
supremacy on, 179; the rebellion

of 1798,290 ; the Union, 291 ; Penal

Laws in, 300; the Volunteers in,

301 ; revenues of, 412 ; bankrupt
in, 1816, 413, 415; its condition

in 1817, 438; Constabulary force

founded in, 438 : the Insurrection

Act and Peace Preservation Act,

438 ; Geor<?e IV. 's visit to, 624

Irish, the, their constant agitations,

100
Iron, its limited use in Britain for-

merly, 71 ; Lord Dudley uses coal

for smelting, 72; rapid extension

of the iron trade, 72 ; fall in prices

of, 422 ; distress in iron trade, 422

Irwell, aqueduct over, 81

IAN
JACKSON, Bishop of Oxford, 174— Jael, 370
Jamaica benefited by the Hayti re-

bellion, 116
James I. endeavours to check the
growth of London, 94

Jeffrey (afterwards Lord), member
of Speculative Society, and founds
'Edinburgh Review,' 385, 386 ; his
duel with Moore, 156

Jena, effects of the battle, 128
Jenner, Dr. Edward, discovers vacci-

nation, 216
Jersey, Lady, the favourite of the

Princess of Wales, 248
Joan of Arc, 371
Johnson, Judge, his article on ' Ju-
vema,' 392

Johnston, the Radical, his sentence
in 1820, 512, n.

Jonson, Ben, his writings, 325

KAT, John, his invention of the fly

shuttle, 57
— Robert, his invention of the

drop-box, 57
Kendal, dependent on woollen trade,

52
Kent, its disproportionate represen-

tation, 1 34
— Duke of, 256 ; opposes Wilberforce

on the slave trade, 260 ; his mar-
riage, 538 ; increased allowance to,

539 ; his death, 644
Kenyon, Lord, sinecures enjoyed by

his family, 148 ; moves for hearing
for queen's counsel, 588

King, Lord, his paper on the currency,

480 ; insists on his rents being paid
in gold, 483

— Rev. Mr., his description of Beth-
nal Green in 1816, 181

Knaresborough, Tiemey sits for, 309
Kuss, Barbara, her evidence against

the queen, 592
Krudener, Madame, persuades Ales^
ander to form the Holy Alliance,

16

LABOURING classes, uufortnna'.e

condition of, in 1816, 401, 416
La Hogue, battle of, 225
Lamb, C, writes for the ' Post,' 382

Lambton, J. W., his duel with Beau-
mont, 156

Lancashire, no contest in, for twenty
yeajs, 138 ; its alarming condition

in 1819, 502
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Lancaster, Joseph, establishes a school

on Bell's principle, 215
Landed classes, their influence, 161

;

increase of rents, 166 ; declining
influence of, 167 ;

privilegesof , 170

;

their willing acceptance of Protec-
tionist doctrines, 329; their influ-

ence decreased by the teachings of
the economists, 340 ; Byron's de-
scription of, 364 ; distressof the, 416

Languedoc, the Canal of, 79
Lansdowne, Lord (Sir H. Petty),..

Finance Minister, 270 ; his interest

in Eomilly, 316
La Place testifies to the value of vacci-

nation, 217
Lascelles, influence of the family in.

Yorkshire, 138
— Lord, stands for Yorkshire, 146

;

madeLord Lieutenant of Yorkshire,
615

Lauderdale, Lord, his protest against
a gas bill, 97 ;

present at the queen's
trial, 587

Lavaletfe, assisted in escape from
Paris by Sir B. "Wilson, 622

Law, Bishop of Chester, 173
Lawrence, Col., his Indian career, 124
— Sir T., his parentage, 169 ; one

of the queen's friends, 602
Leach, Sir John, 555 ; made Vlce-

Chanceller, 556 ; instigates Milan
Commission, ib. ; advises George
IV., 563 ; Denman applies descrip-
tion of lago to, 582

Lead, Eomans obtained from Wales, 71
Leeds, its population in 1815, 107

;

Reform meeting at, in 1819, 505
— Duke of, his influence in Helston,

141 ; nominates Abbot for Helston,
371

Leith separated from Edinburgh in

1815, 105
Leopold, Prince of Saxe Cobourg, his

marriage with Princess Charlotte,

534
L'Bstrange, Col., in command at Pe-

terloo, 508
Lewis, ' Monk,' one of the queen's

friends, 602
LifEey, Dublin seated on, 99
Lincoln Poor Bill, 190
Lindsay, Lady Charlotte, 547 ; leaves

the queen, 549 ; her evidence, 593
Linen trade, the, its history, 66
Literature, English, 324 ; its decline,

325, and rise, 326 ; effects of French
Revolution on, 337 ;

place of woman
in, 370 ; its characteristics in 1816,
394

Littleport, riots in, in 1816, 421
!

MAC
Liverpool, its prosperity promoi ed by
the Bridgewater Canal, 82 ; its situ-

ation on the Mersey, 100 ; its rise,

ib.; its population in 1816, 101
;

its shipping trade, 102 ; bribery in,

144 ; Brougham stands for, ib. ; pe-

tition from, in 1819, for Reform,
503 ; meeting at, after Peterloo, 513

— first Earl of, 274
— second Earl of, his negotiations
about Malta in 1801, 113 ; his sine-

cure, 148 ; elected before he was of

age, 1 52 ; fails in the Corn Bill of
1814, 167 ; his Ministry and career,

273, 322 ; his position in the Port-
land Ministry, 294 ; his attack upon
Dissent, 473 ; his desire to retire

in 1819,487 ; his description of the
' Seditious Meetings BiU, 522; his

recommendation of an increased
grant to royal dukes, 540

;
proposes

a secret committee on the queen's
conduct, 576 ; Introduces Bill of

Pains and Penalties, 583 ; at the
queen's trial, 587 ; his reply to the
queen's claim to be crowned, 607.

Living, cost of, 160
London, owes its origin to the Thames,

78 ; the continuous growth of, 94
;

its population, 96 ; its buildings
and parks, ib. ; locomotion in, 97

;

lighted with gas, 98
— Common Council of, condemn con-

duct of authorities at Peterloo,
513

;
petition against proceedings

in queen's case, 583
Lonsdale, Lord, his Parliamentary in-

fluence, 137
Lostwithiel, borough of, 142
Louis XrV., his reign and its conse-

quences, 3; repeals the Edict of
Nantes, 67

Luddite riots, the, origin of the name,
424 ; of 1816, 424

Ludlam convicted of high treason for
Derby riots, 447

Lushington, Dr., at the queen's trial,

588, 695

MACADAM, his system of road re-
pair, 88

Macaulay, Rt. Hon. T. B. (afterwards
Lord), his opinion of Southey, 356

;

his account of Miss Austen and
Miss Bumey, 876 ; and of Miss
Edgeworth, 378

Macclesfield, transfer of silk trade
from Spitalfields to, 68

McCuUoch, writes for the ' Chronicle,'
383
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MAC
Machinery, effects of, on wages, 401

;

iinpopulaiity of, 424
Mackintosh, Bt. Hon. Sir J., his de-

scription of capital felonies, 193
j

his mention of Homer, 313 ; of
Eomilly, 314; his historical labours,

r 344 ; his ' Vindioise Galliciae,' 345
;

writes for the 'Post,' 382, and
« Chronicle,' 383 ; his opposition to

the repressive measures of 1817,

435 ; his motion for criminal re-

form, 487
Madras, Presidency of, 124
Mahometan power, decline of the,

238
Mahratta war undertaken by Lord
Wellesley, 262 ,

Maidstone, corruption in, 144
Majondie, Bishop of Bangor, 174

;

plm-alities enjoyed by, 175
Majocchi, Theodore, his evidence on
• the queen's trial, 589
Malcolm, Sir John, in favour of the

East India Company, 126
Malmesbury, Lord, his description of

the Princess of Wales, 249

Malt tax, the war, surrendered in

1816, 410
Malta, its history and capture, 112

Malthus, liis works and their in-

f fluence, 338; advocates savings

banks, 456, n.

Manchester, its prosperity dependent
on wool, 52; adopts cotton trade,

56
;
promoted by the Bridgewater

Canal, 82 ; its previous isolation,

101 ; its population in 1816, ib.
;

its rapid growth, 102 ; the Man-
• Chester meeting, 440; Borough

of Eeeve refuses to simimon a meet-
ing in 1819, 502 ; renewed meeting
at, 503. See Peterloo

— Duchess Dowager of, her sinecure,

149
Mansel, Bishop of Bristol, 173
Mansfield, Lord, the ' Fragment on
Government ' attributed to, 333
— Countess of, her sinecure, 149

Margaret of Anjou, 371
Marlborough, Duke of, his Parlia-

. mentary influence, 137 ; buys seat

; for Oxford, 145
Marlowe, his writings, 325
Marylebone, a country village in the

middle of the eighteenth century,

96 ; new park in, 96
-Massena .opposed to Wellington in

Spain, 265
Maxwell, Sir Murray, defeated at
' Westminster, 476
Melville, Lord, his sinecure, 149

i^Air

Menal Straits, the, bridged by Tel-
ford, 88

Merthyr, its condition in 1815, 107
Metcalf, John, the blind road maker,

84 ; constructs the road from
Harrogate to Boronghbridge, and
builds the bridge at Borongh-
bridge, 84

Metternioh, Austrian minister in 1 8 1 5,
11

Middlesborough, a moor in 1815, 107
Middlesex, its electoral importance,

138
Middleton, Sir Charles, his advocacy

of the slave trade, 118
Milan Commission, the, appointed in

1818, 639 ; its composition, 556
Military exercises, bill to prevent

unauthorised persons practising,

517
Mill, James, 344
Millbank, Miss, her marriage with

Byron, 363— Penitentiary at, 203
Milne, Admiral, at Algiers, 234
Milner, his influence with Wilber-

force, 119
Milton, John, his writings, 32t
— Lord, stands for Yorkshire, 146
Mitford, William, his 'History of

Greece,' 342
Modena placed under an Austrian
archduke, 17

Money, its true nature, 491
MoniQouth, no contest in, for twenty

years, 138

Montagu, Charles, the first British
financier, 81, 41

Moore, Sir John, his Spanish cam-
paign, 296
— Thomas, his duel with Jeffrey,

156 ; his poetry, 360
Morocco. See Algiers
Mount Edgecumbe, Lord, his Parlia-

mentary influence, 137 ; his use of

it, 142
Moyle, his paper on the army, 220
Mun, his economical writings, 161
Murdoch, W., of Soho, introduces gas,

97, 130
Murray, John, publishes the ' Quar-

terly,' 389
— Lady Augusta, her marriage witli

the Duke of Sussex, 256
Mutiny Act, the first, 221
Myddelton, Sir Hugh, makes the New

River, 94

NADIN, Serjeant, his account of

the lower orders in 1816, 425,
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431 ; his conduct at Peterloo,

507
Nantes, Edict of, 3 ; its repeal, 4,

67
Napoleon I., his rise to power, 5 ; his

fall, 7 ; his Berlin and Milan de-

crees, 128 ; his defeat at Waterloo,
268

Navigation, improvements in the art

of, 110
Navy, the popularity of the, 224 ; dis-

cipline in the, 226
Neco, his alleged circumnavigation of

Africa, 114
Nelson, Lord, his great victories, 225,

240 ; his opinion of the strength of
Algiers, 232

Newark, members given to, by Charles
n., 134

Newcastle, Duke of, his Ministry, 288

;

his Parliamentary influence, 137
;

his abuse of it, 142
Newcastle-on-Tyne, riots at, 420
Newcomen, the inventor of a steam-

engine, 69 ; its defects, 70
Newspapers, account of, 379; stamp
duty on, 380 ;

position of writers

in, 383 ; immense influence of, 396
Newton, his researches, 368
Nile, the battle of, 225
Norfolk, Duke of, his Parliamentary

influence, 137 ; in Arundel, 141

;

Queen applies to, at the coronation,

609
North, Lord, his Com Law of 1773,

163
— Bishop of Winchester, 173
Northumberland, Duke of, his Par-

liamentary influence, 137 ; his ac-

count of the lower orders in 1817,

431
Norwich, the original seat of the

woollen trade, 52 ; its situation on
the Tare, 78 ; its population in

1816, 107 ; meeting at, for dismissal

of ministers in 1819, 513
Nottingham, meeting at, after Peter-

loo, 513
Nottinghamshire, uncontested for 100

years, 138
Novels, rare in 1816, 154; effects of,

374

O'CONNELL, Daniel, his duel, 156
Ogden, the 'revered and rap-

tured,' 467, n.

Old Sarum, borough of, 141
Oliver, the spy, 441
Oran, fortress of, 227
Orange, Prince of, his engagement

PEB
with Princess Charlotte, 262

j

broken off, 254
Orders in Council, the British, In 1806
and 1807, 129

Ouse, the, its use to York, 78
Oxford sells its representation, 145
— University of, remits a term on

accession of George IV., 154

PAINE, Tom, the character of his

works, 337, 345, 437; his plan for
an iron bridge, 86

Paley, Dr., his unrewarded ability,

173
Palmer, John, his postal reforms, 90
Palmerston, the Viscount, 303, 308
Parke, James (afterwards Lord Wens-

leydale), 588
Parker, Admiral, 22S
Parliament, members of, paid, 132

;

influence ef landed classes in, 161

;

prorogation of, after the queen's
trial, 599

Patnrzo, his evidence against the
queen, 592

Paul, Lewis, introduces auewmethod
of carding cotton, 61

Pauperism, in 1816, 420
Peace, first consequences of, 398
Pechell, Captain, E.N., reports on the

queen's conduct, 556
Peel, Sir Eobert (first Bart.), his ori-

gin, 169, 488 ; his account of ap-
prentice labour, 187, 188 ; an anti-

bullionist, 489

-J- Eight Hon. Sir E. (second Bart.),

41 , 303, 308 ; selected as chairman
of Bank committee in 1819, 488 ; de-
clines oflice in 1821, 604

Peers, the, their influence in elec-

tions, 136 ; their creation and pro-
motion, 150

Pelham, Bishop of Exeter, 173— Hon. W., Chief Secretary for Ire-

land, 290
Pensions, 148 ; the crown empowered

to grant, for political services, 451
Perceval, Eight Hon. S., supports bill

for subjecting freehold estates to

contract debts, 170; his curacy bill,

172 ; his ministry and character,

272; refuses Chief Secretaryship
of Ireland, 290; his position in

1819, 296; offers Chancellorship of

Exchequer to Vansittart, 305 ; his

opinion of Bathurst, 307; his in-

tention to consolidate the British
and Irish Exchequers, 414 ; supports
Vansittart 's curreticy Besolutionin
1811, 482 ; his patronage of Peel,
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488 ; his defence of the Princess of
Wales, 557

Perceval, Spencer (son of foregoing),
suggests quotation to Brougham at
the queen's trial, 593, n.

Perry, John, proprietor of the ' Chro-
nicle,' 383

Peterloo, meeting summoned at, 506
;

the 'massacre,' 508 ; opinion of the
Ministry on, 509 ; verdicts of juries
on persons killed at, 512 ; sympathy
with and subscription for sufferers,
612

Phillips, Sir Jonathan, sells Camel-
ford, 137

Piedmont, Grenoa annexed to, in 1815,
17 .

Pillory, the, abolition of, 204
Pino, General, Bergami's master, 548
Pitt, Eight Hon. William, his Minis-

try, 21 ; his Sinking Fund, 34 ; his
financial policy, 42 ; supports Wil-
berforce on the slave trade, 120;
his India bill, 125 ; his duel with
Tierney, 156 ; his Corn Law of 1791,
163 ; his Administration, 244, 268

;

his separation from Lord Grenville,

285 ; his patronage of Canning, 293

;

his second Ministry and death, 294

;

adopts Adam Smith's conclusions,

332 ; his liberal views, 336 ; his re-

pressive measures in 1796, 436
Plassey, battle of, 124
Piatt, James, confesses that he has
procured a man's death by false
evidence, 193

Playfair, Professor, 385
Plumer, Sir Thomas, made Master of

the Bolls, 556
Plymouth, its population in 1815, 107
Poland, the partition of, 15
Pole, Wellesley (afterwards Lord
Maryborough), 303

Police, inefficiency of, 204, 211
Poll, duration of, limited, 145
Pondicherry, French settlement at,

124
Ponsonby, Hon. G., his opposition to
the Union, 291 ; his character and
career, 298, 310; his views on re-

trenchment in 1817, 460 ; his death,
477

Poor Laws, the, 182 ; settlement of
the poor, 185 ; discipline under, 189

;

effects of, 455
Pope, A., 335 ; his imitators, ih.— the, gives the Portuguese an exclu-

sive trade to India, 115, 122
Population, formerly followed the

rivers, 76 ; its increase at an in-

creasing rate, 108

EAG
Portarlington, Lord, liis influence in

Port;arlington, 339— Eicardo sits for, 339
Portland, Duke of, sinecures enjoyed
by his family, 147 ; his career and
Ministry, 271, 294 ; retires, 296

Portsmouth, its population in 1815,
107

Portuguese, the Pope gives them an
exclusive right to the India trade,
115; they monopolise the India
trade, 122 ; their foothold on India,
124 ; cede Bombay to England,
124

'Post,' the ' Morning,' 382
Post Office, the, its position in the

eighteenth century, 90
Postage, rates of, 90
Powell, Mr., a member of the Milan

Commission, 556 ; sends Eestelli
out of the country, 592

Powis, Lord, his Parliamentary in-
fluence, 137

Prescott's ' Conquest of Mexico,' 356
Preston, his trial and conviction, 427— education in, 212
Pretender, the, his absence from

England, 19
Pretymans, the, preferments enjoyed

by, 175
Prices, effects of paper currency on,

Priestley, Dr., 327; his advocacy of
the ' greatest happiness principle,'
334

1- F .

Prisons, state of, in 1816, metropo-
litan, 195; county, 200; construc-
tion of, 203

Professions for gentlemen, 155
Property tax. See Income tax
Prussia, her short and glorious his-

tory, 12; obtains a portion of
Saxony, 17

Pulteney, Mr., M.P., befriends Tel-
ford, 85

QUAETBELT EEVIEW,' the,
foundation of, 389

Quebec, Wolfe's victory at, 124
Queenboro', Eomilly elected for, 316

EADICALS, the, 425 ; their agita-
tion in 1819, 513 ; odious to most

people, 515; defeated at Bonny-
muir, 530

Eadnorshire, no contest in, for twenty
years, 138

Raggazzoni, his evidence against the
queen, 592
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Raleigh, Sir W., his place in litera-

ture, 325
Eamsay, Mr., his book on the slave

trade, 118
Raphael, his imitators, 325
Bates, increase of, 184

Redesdale, Lord (Sir J. Mitford),

Speaker and Chancellor of Ireland,

318 ; his opinion of the Peterloo

meeting, 509
Reform, Parliamentary, promoted by

locomotive facilities, 132 ; agitation

for in 1819, 502; Burdett's motion

for, in 1819, 503 ; meetings in fayour

of, 505
Regent's Park and Regent Street,

their construction, 97

Reid, his researches, 347
Rennie, Sir J., his improvements in

Dublin Harbour, 99 ; his bridges,

130
Rent (jee Landed Classes), 166 ; true

theory of, 340
Representation, Parliamentary, ine-

qualities of, 134

Restelli, his evidence against the

queen, 692
Revenue and Expenditure (_see also

Income, Excise, Customs, c&c),

amount of, in 1792, 35, 44; its

growth during the war, 35 ; its

amount at the Revolution, 39 ; re-

fusal of the Whigs in 1688 to settle

it on the Crown, 41 ;
grovrth of the

Revenue during the eighteenth cen-

tury, 42, 44 ; not much affected by
the Union with Scotland, 43 ; con-

sequence of the Irish Union, 45; its

growth from 1801 to 1815, 46; its

amount in 1815, 402, n. ; in 1816,

406; in 1817, 452; in 1818, 469,

473, n.

the Irish, its amount in 1 800,

. 45 ; rapid increase of, after 1801, 46

Revolution, the, of 1688 leads to an
increased army, 220

— the French, its causes and its

course, 4 ; reaction caused by, 336
Ricardo, his philosophical works, 339,

368; his pamphlet on the currency,

482
Ridgway, Mr., adopts Henry's bleach-

ing process, 64
Riols in 1816, 419, 420 ; in 1817, 431,

443 ; apprehended in 1819, 502
Rivers, their use as roads, 76; the
most important English, 77

Roads, neglect of, up to the eighteenth

century, 83; defects of, 86; Tel-

ford's, 87 ; Macadam's, 88

Robertson, his history, 341, 347

SAP

Robinson, Sir Christopher, King's

advocate, at the queen's trial, 587
— Rt. Hon. F., 303; his character

and career, 307
Rockingham, Lord, his position in

Yorkshire, 138

Rodney, Admiral, Lord, 225, 240, 243
Roebuck, Dr., associated with James
Watt, 71

Roman Catholics, disabilities of, 178

;

George HI. opposed to their re-

moval, 243
Eomilly, Peter, father of Sir Samuel,

95, 314 ; moves to Marylebone, 95
— Sir S., his residence in Gray's Inn,

95 ; his panegyric on Wilberforce,

121 ; his parentage, 169 ; his cha-

racter, 170; his description of the

apprentices, 187 ; opposes Spilsby's

Poor Bill, 190; his criminal re-

forms, 2 1 6 ; his chara cter and career,

314, 323 ; his account of the dis-

tress of 1816, 419; attacks the

Ministry for suspending the Ha-
beas Corpus Act, 465 ; returned for

Westminster, 476 ; his death, 477

;

his opinion of Leach, 555
Kooke, Admiral, 225 ; his capture of

Gibraltar, 111
Rosslyn, Lord, Director of Chancery

in Scotland, 149
Roxburgshire, election for, 139
Russell, Admiral, his victory off La
Hogue, 225

— Lord John, his description of a
Liverpool election, 144 ; elected
before he was of age, 152

Russia, her early history, 13; war
with the Ottomans, 14 ; her share
in the Revolutionary War, 16 ; sur-

render of her fleet in the Tagus,
226

Rutland, no contest in, for twenty
years, 138

— Duke of, his Parliamentary influ-

ence, 137 ; the patron of Crabbe,
348

Ryder, Bishop of Gloucester, 173

SADLER, Mr., his election for New-
ark, 142, n.

St. Germans, Lord, his Parliamentary
influence, 137

St. Leger, Mr., Princess of Wales'
chamberlain, 547, 550 ; his evi-

dence, 693
St. Vincent, Lord, his victory, 225
Sandwich, Lord, his Parliamentary

influence, 137
Sappho, 370
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SAV

Savings banks, institution of, 455
Saxony, a portion of ceded to Prussia,

17

Scenery, taste for, recent, 352
Scheele, his experiments in bleaching,

61
Scotland, satisfied with the Union, 19

;

her progress and population in 1816,

26 ; the Union, 43 j developed by
Telford's roads, 87 ; its inadequate
representation, 134, 135, 138

Scott, General, Canning's father-in-

law, 295
— of Harden, his contest for Kox-

burghshire, 139
— Sir Walter, his account of the Kox-
burgh election, 139; contemplates
fighting a duel, 1^6 ; his acquaint-

ance with George IV., 247, and
with Queen Caroline, 250 ; his

opinion of Canning, 298 ; his

poetry, 350; his opinion of Miss
Austen, 378 ; member of the Specu-

lative Society, 385 ; his opinion of

Horner, 387 ; contributes to and
quarrels with the 'Edinbugh Ke-

view,' 388 ; assists in founding the
' Quarterly,' 389 ; his account of

the distress in 1816, 417, and of

the harvest, ib. ; testifies to the

revival of trade, 448 ; his ' Non mi
rioordo^ to the Duke of Clarence, 590
— Sir William (afterwards Lord

Stowell), his bill for relaxing the

laws of clergy residence, 171 ; his

career, 278
Seaforth, Lord, his employment as a

colonial governor, 149

. Seditious Libels Bill, 519 ; its failure,

521
Seditious meetings, bill for prevent-

ing, 435, 436 ; and in 1819, 522

Seditious publications, prosecution of,

456, 457
Sefton, Lord, appointed to negotiate

for the queen, 578
Selden, 325
Seringapatam, siege of. 263

Settlement, law of. See Poor Laws
Shakespeare, William, 324

Shadwell Poor Bill, 189

Sharpe, Granville, his exertions for

the abolition of slavery, 120

Sheflield, its population in 1815, 107
— Lord, his account of the prosperity

of 1818, 478
Shelley, P. B., his account of distress

in England, 182 ; his description of

the Koyal Family, 246 ; his poetry,

364

Shepherd, Sir S., Attorney-General,

SMI

his prosecution of Hone, 461 ;
passed

over for Chief Justiceship, 464
Sheridan, Et. Hon. T. B., his extra-

vagant estimate of the cost of liv-

ing, 160 ; his description of the fall

of the Talents Ministry, 270; his

praise of Addington, 281 ; his in-

troduction of Canning to Fox, 293

;

his position in 1807, 299 ; one of

the queen's friends, 602
Shipping interest, increase of, 109
Shropshire, distress in, in 1816, 422
Sidmouth, Duke of Kent dies at, 545
— Lord (Rt. Hon. H. Addington),

sinecures enjoyed by his family,

148 ; his Ministry, 269 ; his cha-

racter and career, 280, 322 ; his

fall, 294 ; his friends, 306 ; made
Minister, 319 ; Shelley's description

of, 366 ; buys coal of the distressed

colliers, 423 ; his repressive legisla-

tion in 1817, 433; carries bill for

suspending Habeas Corpus Act, 435

;

his communications with Oliver, the

spy, 441 ; his circular on seditious

publications, 458 ; his views in 181 9,

515 ; challenged by Thistlewood,

525 ; apprised of the Cato Street

conspiracy by Edwards, 527 ; at the
queen's trial, 687 ; refuses the queen
a place at the coronation, 609 ; his

directions for the queen's funeral,

620
Sidney, 325
Silk, manufacture of, in England, 66
Sinecures, 148 ; the Finance Commit-

tee of 1817 report on, 450 ; reduc-

tions of, 451

Sinking Fund, the, 34 ; in 1816, 412

;

in 1817, 453; in 1818, 473 ; in 1819,

499 ; Huskisson's views upon, 499
Six Acts, the, of 1819, 516

Slave trade, the, its origin and his-

tory, 116; Act for regulating in

1788, 120 ; motion for its abolition

121 ; abolished, 121 ; abolition of

opposed by Boyal Family, 260;
Wilberforce's efforts for its abo-

lition, 470
Slavery, its abolition, 122

Small pox, ravages of, before Jenner's

time, 217
Smith, Adam, the father of free trade,

161 ; the revolution which he ac-

complished, 327; the 'Wealth of

Nations,' 330, 337, 368
— Sydney, first editor of the

' Edinburgh Review,' 385

Smithers, a Bow Street officer, killed

in Cato Street, 528 ; his wife pen-

sioned, 529
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Smithfield, Reform meeting at, in

1819, 605
Smuggling, encotiraged by prohibi-

tory duties and Protection, 67, 68

;

connived at by people, 210
Societies, secret, in 1817 (_see also

Clubs), 433
Society, British and Foreign School,

216 ; National, 216
Somers, Lord, his admirable policy in

1688, 41 ; his balancing letter, 220
Somersetshire, its disproportionate

representation, 134
Somerville, Mary, 372
Soult, Marshal, opposed to Welling-

ton, 264
Southey, Robert, his poetry and ca-

reer, 353 ; his opinion of the press,

357, 384 ; advises repressive legis-

lation, 434, 439
Southwark, Tierney represents, 309

;

Poor Bill, 189
Spa Fields, the meeting in, 428 ; the

riot, 429; prosecution of rioters

abandoned, 445
Spain, her advantageous position and

her dominion, 109 ; compensated by
British Government for abolishing
the slave trade, 470

Sparke, Dr., Bishop of Ely, 173 ; his

abuse of patronage, 175 ;
prefer-

ment enjoyed by his family, 175
Speculative Society, the, of Edin-
burgh, 385

Spencean club. See Clubs
Spencer, Lord, at the queen's trial, 586
Spenser, his poetry, 325
Spilsby Poor Bill, 190
Spitalfields, French Huguenots settle

at, 67 ; wages of weavers in, regu-
lated, 68

Spring guns, their common use, 159
Statford, Lord, his Parliamentary in-

fluence, 137
Staffordshire, distress in iron and coal

trades in, in 1816, 422

Stamp Act, the, its passage, 1 27
Stamp Duty, the, extended to all

periodicals, 521

Steam, it s first use as a motive power
for machinery, 68

Steam navigation introduced by Ful-
ton and Bell, 91 ; accidents to

steamers, 92 ; the development of,

a. ; the ' Enterprise ' steams to

India, 93 ; the first steamer crosses

the Atlantic, 92, 103
Stephens, his bold voyages, 123

Stewart, Sir Charles (afterwards Lord
Stewart and Marquis of London-
derry), his military career, 223

Stewart, Dugald, 385
Stills, illicit, in Ireland, 210
Stockport, Reform meeting at, in

1819, 505
Stocks, parish, their gradual removal,

204
Stoddart, Dr., edits the ' Times,' 381
Strathmore, Lord, his apprehensions

in 1819, 519
Strike of the Lancashire spinners, 468
Stuart, Daniel, proprietor of ' Post

'

and ' Courier,' 382
Sudbury offers itself for sale, 145
Sugden, Sir J. (afterwards Lord St.

Leonards), his origin, 464
Superiorities in Scotland, 138
Surajah Dowlah, his short triumph in

Bengal, 124
Surrey, its disproportionate represen-

tation, 134
Sussex, the railings round St. Paul's

cast in, 72; its disproportionate
representation, 134— Duke of, his marriage, 256 ; op-
poses "Wilberforce on the slave
trade, 260 ; cheered at the queen's
trial, 585, 586

Sutton, Archbishop Manners, 173 ; his
abuse of patronage, 1 74 ; the queen
applies to, respecting coronation,
609

Swanage, pauperism in, in 1816, 420
Swansea, its position in 1815, 107
Swift, his position in literature, 325

T
ALAVERA, battle of, 265

Talents Ministry, all the, 294
Talleyrand, Cobbett leaches English

to, 392
Tavistock, Lord, presents a Reform

petition in 1819, 503
Telford, Thomas, his early career, 85,

169 ; constructs the BUesmere Canal,
86 ; his Scotch roads, 87 ; his bridge
across the Menai Straits, 88; his
road through "Wales, 99, 130 ; his
description of Birmingham, 107

Temple, Hester, her marriage and her
posterity, 283
— Lord, 283
Test Act, the, 177
Thackeray, "W. M., his character of
George III., 245

Thames, its importance to London, 78
Thirlwall, his history, 343
Thistlewood, 426: prosecution against,

abandoned, 445 ; his career, 624
challenges Lord Sidmouth, 626
the Cato Street conspiracy, 526
executed, 528
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THO
Thornton, Henry, his paper on the

currency, 480
Thurlow, Lord, sinecures enjoyed by

his family, 148
Tidd, one of the Cato Street conspi-

rators, executed, 528
Tiemey, Et. Hon. E., his duel with

Pitt, 156 ; his motion for a separate
peace, 293 ; rejected for the lead
in 1807, 299 ; his character and
career, 309 ; as leader, 477 ; his
opinion of the Six Acts, 516 ; his

injudicious speech about the queen
in 1820, 565 ; his protest at the
prorogation, after the queen's trial,

599
' Times,' the, 381 ; printed by steam,

ib.

Tin, Eomans obtained, from Cornwall,
71

Tindal (afterwards Chief Justice),

counsel for the queen, 588
Tippoo Sahib, his war with the East

India Company, 263
Tomline, Bishop of Lincoln, 173 ; his

abuse of patronage, 176
Tooke, Mr., his support of the cur-

rency policy of 1811, 482 ; condemns
Lord King's conduct, 483 ; his opi-

nion on the effect of foreign pur-

chases on the value of Bank paper,

494
Tories, modification in their policy

after 1815, 369
Torres Vedras, lines of, 265
Tothill Fields. See Prisons
Trade, improvement in, in 1817, 448,
and in 1818, 474, 478

Trafalgar, its effects, 128, 225
Transportation, 195
Travelling, impulse given to, 89, 100 ;

increased facilities in, 132 ; altera-

tion in mode of, 167
Traversing Bill, the, of 1819, 517
Treasury, the, its influence in elec-

tions, 136
Trenchard, his pamphlet on the army,

220
Trent, the, the road to the Midland

Counties, 78
Tripoli. iSee Algiers

Truro, election for, in 1818, 141

Timis. See Algiers
Turner, convicted of high treason in

Derby riot, 447
— J. M., his parentage, 169, 464
— Sharon, his historical works,

344
Tyburn tickets, description of,

206

WAT
FION, the. &e Ireland

debating society in Cam-
bridge, suppressed, 436

United States, the, their history,

127 ; their population in 1776 and
1815, 127 ; their gain from the Eu-
ropean war, 128 ; they refuse to

allow their vessels to be searched,
227 ; George Til. and, 243

Uxbridge, Lord, his Parliamentary
influence, 137

YACCINATION discovered by .Ten-

ner, 216
Vachel, Eev. Mr., his house demo-

lished by Littleport mob, 421
Vagrants, 208 ; rewards on conviction

of, 209
Vansittart, Et. Hon. (afterwards Lord

Bexley), his character and career,

303, 322 ; his financial proposals in

1816, 406 ; surrenders war malt tax,

411 ; clings to the Sinking Fund,
453 ; his financial proposals in 181 7,

ib. ; his currency Eesolution in 1811,

482 ; his Budget of 1819, 600 ; out-

cry against, 501
Vernon, Archbishop, 173
Victoria, Princess (afterwards Queen),

her birth, 541, 546
Vimiera, battle of, 265

WAGES, rate of, 180 ; not increased
after war, 401 ; effects of ma-

chinery on, 401 ; of weavers in Ayr-
shire, 502

Wales, Eomans obtained tin from,

71 ; riots in the coal and iron

trades in, in 1816, 423
Walpole, Sir E., his defeat on the
Chippenham election petition, 146

Walter, John, establishes the ' Times,'

381
War, effects of the, on British indus-

try, 399
Ward, J. W. (afterwards Lord Dud-

ley), his opinion of Carming, 298

;

of the queen's progress to London,
574.

Wardie, Colonel, his attack on the
Duke of York, 257

Wareham, Romilly represents, 316
Watch, the, in London, 97
Waterloo, battle of, 1, 267
Watermen, in London, 97
Watson, sen., at Spa Fields, 428 ; ac-

quitted, 430, 445 ; his boast that

800,000 Eadicals were armed, 519
— jim., 427 ; at Spa Fields, 429
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WAT
Watson, Dr., bishop of Llandaff, 173
Watt, Gregory, his aoqioaintauce with

Davy, 74
— James, his career, 69 ; invents

the steam engine, 70, 130, 169, 240 ;

his discoveries synchronous with
Adam Smith's researches, 330

Wedderburn, Sir A. (Lord Lough-
borough), replies to the ' Fragment
on Government,' 333

Wedgwood, his development of Etru-
ria, 106

Wellesley, Lord, his Indian career,

126 ; his extraction and career, 261

;

unable to form a Ministry in 1812,
273

Wellington, Duke of, his duel with
Lord Winchilsea, 156; his cam-
paigns, 217 ; his character and
career, 262 ; Chief Secretary for
Ireland, 264 ; the Peninsular War,
266; Master-General of the Ord-
nance, 268 ; Byron's allusion to,

364 ; conducts the king's side of the
negotiation with the queen, 578

;

hooted at the queen's trial, 587 ; de-
clines ' the farce ' of a county meet-
ing, 601 ; sits at Council on the
queen's claim to be crowned, 608 ;

his place at the coronation, 615
Weobley, represented by Lord Eldon,

278
Westbury, Tiemey offers 10,000Z. for,

309
Western, C, his motion on agricul-

tural distress, 410
West Indies {see also Slavery), their

importance in 1816, 116 ; trade with,
in 1816 and 1873, 116

Westminster, election for, in 1784,
145 ; Eomilly represents, 316, 476

;

meeting in, after Peterloo, 513— Lord, his Parliamentary influence,

137, /*.

Westmoreland, election for, in 1818,
476 ; Lord Lonsdale's influence in,

137, n.

Wheat, price of, 410, 418, 448, 467,
478

Whitbread, Samuel, his parentage,
169 ; rejected for the lead, 299 ; his
character and career, 313 ; advo-
cates savings banks, 456, n. ; his
death, 477 ; his support of the
Princess of Wales, 557 ; one of her
friends, 602

Whitworth, Lord, his negotiations
with Napoleon in 1801, 113

\rilberforce, William, his election for
Hull, 118 ; for Yorkshire, 119, 146

;

his crusade against slavery, 120,

WOR
470 ; his account of bribery, 145

;

complains of the Bishops, 174;
complains of ' our murderous laws,'

193 ; his acquaintance with George
TV., 247 ; his opinion of Canning,
297 ; his description of Whithead,
314 ; his opinion of the press, 456,

and of Sunday newspapers, 457 ;

his opinion of the queen's progress

to London, 574 ; endeavours to ar-

range a compromise between the
king and queen, 576 ; carries an
address to the queen, 580

Wilde, Serjeant (afterwards Lord
Truro), stands for Newark, 142, n.

;

counsel for the queen, 588
Williams (afterwards Mr. Justice),

counsel for the queen, 588
Wilson (' Christopher North '), edits

'Blackwood,' 390— Sir E., his career, 621 ; dismissed
from army for his conduct at the
queen's funeral, 623

Wiltshire, its disproportionate repre-
sentation, 134; increase of rental
in, 166

Winchilsea, member for, returned by
Lord Darlington, 137— Lord, his duel with Wellington,
156

Windham, Et. Hon. W., introduces
short service into the army, 222,
270

Wolfe, General, his victory at Quebec,
124, 127

Wolseley, Sir C, elected legislatorial
attorney for Birmingham, 505 : his
conviction and sentence, 512

Wolverhampton, colliers of, draw
loaded waggons to London, 422

Women, their place in literature, 370

;

effects of Christianity on, 370
Wood, Alderman Matthew, 568

; joins
the queen at Montbard, 569; ac-
companies the queen on her entry
into London, 573— Robert, tutor to the Duke of
Bridgewater, 79

Wool, increased duty on, in 1819, 501
Wooler, editor of the ' Black Dwarf,'

abortive prosecution of, 459 ; his
conviction in 1819, 460, n.

Worcester, Marquis of, his notice of
the powers of steam, 69

Wordsworth, William, his description
of a discharged soldier, 223; his
poetry and career, 357

Worsley brook, proposal to make it
navigable, 80

Wortley, Stuart (afterwards Lord
Wharncliffe), defends the appren-
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tioeship system, 188 ; seconds Wil-
berforce's address to the queen,
580

Wynn, Charles, his opinion of the
measures of the Ministry, 486

XIMENBS, his expedition against
Oran, 228

YARB, the, its line to Norwich, 78
Yeomanry, the, their conduct at

Peterloo, 608, 612 ; members of, in-
dicted for cutting and maiming.

647

YOU
York, its situation on the Ouse, 78 :

meeting at, after Peterloo, 513— Duchess of, 259— Duke of, recalled from Holland,
151; his intemperate habits, 157;
his character and career, 257

;

his marriage, 259 ; opposes Wilber-
force on the slave trade, 260; at-
tack on, 295 ; made custos to the
king, 642 ; increased allowance to,
543 ; at the queen's trial, 586 ; sits
on Council on queen's claim to be
crowned, 608

Yorkshire, its electoral importance,
138, 513 ; expense of election for,
in 1807, 146

Young, Dr., his description of ' Nar-
cissa's' funeral, 179

THE END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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Rose Amateur's Guide 20
Thorns's Botany zz

CHEMISTRY.
AruistroHg's Organic Chemistry 22
Kolbe's Inorganic Chemistry 13
Miller's Elements of Chemistry 17

Inorganic Chemistry 17
Payen's Industrial Chemistry 18
Thorpe &* Muir's Qualitative Analysis , zz

's Quantitative Analysis zz
Tilden's Chemical Philosophy z2
Watts' Dictionary of Chemistry 23

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES,
LITERATURE, and ANTIQUITIES.

Aristophanes^ The Acharnians, translated 5
Aristotle's Works 5
Becker's Charicles ^ 6

Gallus 6
Cicero's Correspondence, by Tyrrell 7
Homer's Iliad, translated by Cayley 12

Green 12
Horace's Works, edited by Yonge 12

Hort's The New Pantheon iz

Maltaffy's Classical Greek Literature 16

Perry's Greek and Roman Sculpture 19
Plato's Parmenides, by Maguire 19
Rich's Dictionary of Antiquities 20
Simcox's History of Latin Literature zr
Sophocles' Works 21
Virgil's i'Enid, translated by Conington 8

Poems 8

Works, with Notes by Kennedy 23
Witt's Myths of Hellas 23

The Trojan War Z3

COOKERY, DOMESTIC
ECONOMY, &e.

Acton's Modern Cookery 4
Buckton's Food and Home Cookery 7
Millers Readings in Social Economy 17
Reeve's Cookery and Housekeeping 20

ENCYCLOPAEDIAS, DICTIONARIES,
and BOOKS of REFERENCE.

Ayre's Bible Treasury
Blackley's German Dictionaiy 6

Braiide's Diet, of Science, Literature, and Art .

.

7
Cabinet La\vyer (The) 7
Cates' Dictionary of Biography 7
Contanseau's French Dictionaries .^

8
Cresy's Encyclopcedia of Civil Engineering .... 8

G^uilt's Encyclopaedia of Architecture 11

yohnston's G&n&xaX Dictionary of Geography .. 13

LatJiam's English Dictionaries 14

Lindley &r> Moore's Treasury of Botany 14

Longfjzan's German Dictionary^ 14

London's Encyclopaedia of Agriculture 14
— • Gardening 14— Plants 14
M^Culloch's Dictionary of Commerce . . 16

Maunder's Treasuries 16

QuaiJis Dictionary of Medicine 20

Rich's Dictionary of Antiquities 20
Koget's English Thesaurus zo
Ure's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, &c 23
White's Latin Dictionaries 2?
Willich's Popular Tables 2

Yonge'^ Greek Dictionary . , , r
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ENGINEERING. MECHANICS,
MANUFACTURES, &c.

Andersons Strength of Materials 22

Barry &= BramweUs Railways, &c 6
'j Railway Appliances '. 22

Black's Treatise on Brewing' - 6

Bourne's Works on the Ste,ani Engine 6

Cresy's Encyclopsedia of Ciyil Engineei^ing .... 8

Culley's Handbook of Practical Telegraphy .... "8

Downing's Elements of Construction 8

Mdiuards' Our Seamarks 9
Fairbaim's Mills and Millwork 10

Useful Information for Engineers .. 10

Goodeve's Elements of Mechanism 11

Principles of Mechanics 1

1

Gore's Electro-Metallurgy _.

.

22
Gwilt's Encyclopedia of Architecture ii

Mitchell's Practical Assaying J7
NortJicott's Lathes and Turning 18

Piesse's Art of Perfumery . , 19
Preece &° SivewrighVs Telegraphy 22

Sennett's Marine Steam Engine . . .
.- 20

Shelley's Workshop Appliances 22
Sivinton's Electric Lighting 21

U7t'wm's Machine Design . . .-. 2i

t/re's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, & Mines 23

ENGLISH LANGUAGE and
LITERATURE.

Arnold's English Poetry and Prose 5
Manual of English Literature 5

Latham's English Dictionaries 14
Handbook of English Language 14

Rogei's English Thesaurus 20
IVlmtely's English Synonyms 23

HISTORY, POLITICS, HISTORICAL
MEMOIRS, and CRITICISM.

Abbey &^ OvertQu's Eng. Church in i8th Century 4
Amos' Fifty Years of the English Constitution .

.

4
Primer of tfie English Constitution 4

Amoh^s Lectures on Modern History 5
Beaconsfield^s Selected Speeches 6
BouUhee*s History of the Church of England .

.

6

Brainston &^ Leroy's Historic Winchester 6

Buckle's History of Civilisation 7
Ckesney's Waterloo Lectures 7
Co.r'.i^!General History of Greece 8

Creighton's History of the Papacy 8

De Tocgueville's Democracy in America 8

Doyle's The English in America 9
Epochs of Ancient History 9

Modern History g
Freeman's Historical Geography of Europe .... 10
Fronde's History of England 10

Short Studies 10
The English in Ireland lo

Gardiner's History of England, 1603-42 10
Outline of English History 10

Grant's University of Edinburgh n
Greville's Journal n
Hickson's Ireland in the 17th Century 12
Lecky's History of England 14

European Morals 14
Rationalism, in Europe 14

Leaders of Public Opinion in Ireland .. 14
Leaves' History of Philosophy 14
Longman's Lectures on History of England .... 14

Life and Times of Edward III 14
Frederick the Great ^ 14

Macaulay's Complete Works 15
Critical and Historical Essays .... 15

—

:

History of England 15
Speeches 15

Maunder s Historical Treasury 16
Maxwell's Don John of Austria .- 16
jT/^y'i' Constitutional Hist, of Eng. 1760-1870 .. 16

Democracy in Europe 16
Merivah's Fall of the Roman Republic 16

General History of Rome 16
Romans under the Empire 16— The Roman Triumvirates 16

RawUnson's Seventh Great Oriental Monarchy.

,

ao

HISTORY, POLITICS, HISTORICAL
MEMOIRS and CRITICISM.—^<?«/.

SeehohnCs The Oxford Reformers 20
The Protestant Revolution . .". A 20

SJwrt's History of the Church of England 20
.5'?«/M'j Carthage and the" Carthaginian's *. 21

Taylor's History of India 22
IValpole's ilistory of England, 1815-41 23
JVylte's England under Henry IV 24

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS and
BOOKS on ART.

-ZJr^jjtf;^^ Japan ; its Architecture, &c '.. 9
Eastlake's Five Great-Painters 9

r- Hints on Household Taste , 9
Notes on Foreign Picture Galleries .

.

9
Hnlme's Art-Instruction in England ". . .

;

12
ya7neson's {Mrs.) Works > 13-
Lang's {A.) Princess Nobody, illus. by R. Doyle 13
Macaulay's {Lord) Lays, illustrated by Schan , 15

illustrated byWeguelin 15
Moore's Irish Melodies, illustrated by Maclise .

.

17
Lalla Rookhr illustrated by Tenniel . , .

,

17
New Testament (The), illustrated .-. 18
Perry'S-GiGfik and Roman Sculpture ,. 19

MEDICINE and SURGERY.
Bull's Hints to Mothers 7

Maternal Management of Children 7
Coats' Manual of Pathology 7
Dickinson's Diseases of the Kidney 9
Fric/isen's Concussion of the Spine 9

Science and Art of Surgery g
Garrod's Materia Medica '...-.... 10

Treatise on Gout . /. 10
Haward's Orthopaedic. Surgery ...>...,.,. 11
Hewitt's Diseases of Women !l.'.. 12

Mechanic. System ofUterinePathology 12
Holmes' System of Surgery 12
Husbands Questions in Anatomy." ', 12
yones' The Health of the Senses 13
Little's In-Knee Distortion », 14
Liveijig's Worksfon Skin Diseases 14
Longmore's Gunshot Injuries 14
Mackenzie's Use of the Laryngoscope 1.... 15
Macnamara's Diseases of Himalayan Districts^,

,

15
More/lead's Disease in India 17
MurckisojCs Continued Fevers of Great Britain. 18

s'of the Liver 18
P^^^'j Clinical Lectures and Essays ; 18

Lectures on Surgical Pathology 18
Pereira's Materia Medica .v..,. .... 18
Quai7i's Dictionary of Medicine. 20
Salter's Dental Pathology and Surgery . . , 20
Smith's Handbook for Midwives .-.

.

21
Thomson's Conspectus, by Birkett .-. .

.

22
Watspjis Principles and Practice of Physic .... 23
West's Diseases of Infancy and Childhood.,.-.. 23

MENTAL and POLITICAL PHILO-
SOPHY, FINANCE, &e.

Abbott's Elements of Logic 4
Amos' Science of Jurisprudence 4
A ristotle's Works 5
Bacon's Essays, with Notes, by Abbott 5

. _ \yy Hunter ........ 5—— by Whately 5
Letters, Life, and Occasional Works, ... 5
Promus of Formularies 5
Works , 5

Bagehot's Economic Studies 5
Bain's (Pro/^ Philosophical Works 6
De Tocqueville's Democracy in America 8
Devas' Groundwork of Economics 8
Hume's Philosophical Works' *;i..;; x±
JeffeHes' The Sjory of My Heart 13
yKj/z«?ff?i[j_Institutes, by T. Sandars 13
Kant's Critique of Practical Reason , 13
Lang's Custom and. Myth '.. 13
Leslie's Political and Moral Philosophy 14
Lewis' Authority in Matters of Opinion 14
Lubbock's Origin of Civilisation , 14
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MENTAL and POLITICAL PHILO-
SOPHY, FINANCE, 8x,Q.~-contmued.

MacUods {H. D.) Works 15
Milts Vyafties) Phenomena of the Human Mind 16

MiUs &. S.) Logic - Killick's Handbook to ...

.

13
Works 17

Alonck's Introduction to Logic 17
MoreUs HsindbooU Hi Logic 17
Seehhn's £pglish Village Community . , ^ 30

^fftQC^ DbtliPes'^fTsychology '..-. 21

Swinburne's Picture Logic 21

Thomson's Laws of Thought 22
Twiss on the Rights and Duties of Nations 22
Whateiys Elements of Logic 23

Eleipepts of Rhetoric 23
Zeller's Works oii Greek' Philosophy 24

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.
Arnold's {Dr.) Miscellaneous Works 5
A. K. H. B.f Essays and Contributions of . . .>.. 4
Bagekot's Literary Studies 5
Beaconsfield Birthday Book (The) 6

Bmconsfields Wit and Wisdom 6

Evans' Bronze Implements of Great Britain .... 10
Farrat^s Language and LanguElI^es 10
French's Drink in England 10

/fasseii"^ Adulteration of Food-. ii

ydhnsbi£& Patentee's Manual..... .'..._ 13
Longmans Magazine .'J ....<...', .,.r.. ...... .. 14
yt/«cff7/&ys(Z.(??-^ Worksj Selection? froni .... 15
Milller's {Max) Works , 18

Stnith's (Sydney) Wit and Wisdom ; 21

Sntlivan's Stray Shots 5

NATURAL HISTORY (POPULAR).
Dixon's Rural Bird Life 9
Hartvig's {Dr. G.) V^forks. . 11

^««>Mfer'^ Treasury"of-NattA-al History' 16

StdHliyi i'amiliarAiUofy of.Birds^ 2r

Woo<Fs(Rcv. y. OWprkS' 24

POETICAL WORKS.
Bailey's Ytsi\is -, 5
Goethe's Faust,, transldted by fiitds'— n

' translated by Webb 11

; witll Notes by Selss 11

Holii£r's Iliad, tra,nslated by Cayley 13

:;
—— translated by Green 13

//^gftjw'^ Poetical Works 12

7Ifatf«ff/fl^V(i(j?-^ Lays of Ancient Rome 15

Penn^ll's ' From, Grave to Gay' ,• •• lii

KWiTffrWoiceS from 'F[o\ver'-Land .i.' ..;'.. 20

Shakespeare, Bowdler's Family Edition.- 21

.yow^/f^v'j 'Poetical "N^^orks 21

Virgirs jEneid, translated by Cqnington 23
Poems, translated by Conington 23

SPORTS and PASTIMES.
neadSliot(The); by Marksman 8

Frantii Book on Angling ,
10

7^e>7W Red Deer ....,..;. 13

Longjimn's Chess Openings 14

Pole's The Modern Game of Whist 19

'Jiottalds' Fly- Fisher's'Entorriology ." 20

Walkei'k The Correct Card . . . : 23

Wilcocks' The Sea-Fisherman :.;....' 23

SCIENTIFIC WORKS (General).
Armtfs Elements of Pjiysiosu .'.'. .' 5
Baiierinaa's Descriptive Mineralogy 22

:— Systematic Mineralogy '. , 22

Brandos Dictionary of Science &c 7

GaBoi'j Natural Philosophy 10

Physics 10

Cnwe'i Correlation of Physical Forces. 11

.ffastg->^^(7«> Lectures on Physical Geography .. n
^«/«Aff/fa' Scientific Lectures 12

Hulla-Ks History of Modern Music 12

-..^-. TransitionPeriodof Musical History.. 12

Keller's Lalte Dwellings of Switzerland ........ 13

^«r/'f Treatise on Metallurgy 13
' Knowledge ' Libiary (The) 19

Z/iyirj Treatise on Magnetism 14

Ar<K/&>TW<V Lectures on Harmony JS

Afai««?cr'f Scientific Treasury j6

Proctor's (R. A.) Works 19

SCIENTIFIC WORKS (General)-fc«/.
Rutley's The Study of Rocks 22
Smith's Air and Rain 21
Text Books of Science 22
TyndaU's {Prof.) Works 22

THEOLOGY and RELIGION.
Arnolds (Dr.) Sermons 5
Ayre's Trfeasury of Bible Knowledge^ 5
Bonltbse's Commentary on the 39 Articles 6
.ffr(7w«cV -Exposition of the 39 Articles 7
Calverfs Wife's Manual 7
Christ our Ideal 7
Colenso's Pentateuch and Book ofJoshua 7
Condet^s Handbook to the Bible S

Cqnybearc and Hotuson's St. Paul B

ZJtimdsoks Introduction, to the New Testament 8

Dewes" tAi^ and Letters of St. Paul 8
EdersJieitn's Jesus the Messiah 9
Ellicott's Commentary on St. Paul's Epistles .

.

y
Lectures on the Life of Our Lord .... 9

Eivald's Antiquities of Israel 10
History of Israel 10

Gospel (The) for the Nineteenth Century 11

Hobart's Medical Language of St. Luke 12

Hopkins' Christ the Consoler 12

Jukes' (Rev. A.) Works 13
Kalisch's Bible Studies .,...,.,.>.,. 13— Commentary on the Old^ Testament .

.

13
Keary's Outlines of Primitive Belief .' 13
Lyra Germanica 14
Manning's Temporal Mission of the;Holy Ghost 16
Martineau's Endeavours after the Christian Life 16
' Hours of Thought ....'...-. 16
MonselVs Spiritual Songs .... 1 27
Mailer's (Max) Origin and Gtowth of Religion . 18

:—r—- Science of Religion. 18
Paley's Christian Evidences, &c., by Potts .... 18
Psalms (The) of David, translated by Seymour.

.

ao
Rogers' Defence of the Eclipse of Faith 20

The Eclipse of Faith 20
Seidell's Night Lessons from Scripture ........ 20— Passing Thoughts on Religion 20

Preparation for Holy Communion .... 20
Smith's Shipwreck of St. Paul 21

Supernatural Religion 21

Taylor's (Jeremy) Entire Works 22

TRAVELS, ADVENTURES, GUIDE
BOOKS, &e.

A Idridge's Ranch Notes 4
Alpine Club (The) Map of Switzerland 4
Bakers Eight Years in Ceylon 5

Ride and Hound in Ceylon 5
,5a//'j Alpine Guide 4
Brassey's (Lady) Works 7
Crawford's Across the Pampas and the Andes .

.

i

Freeman's United States. . , 10
Hassall's San Remo 11

Howitt's Visits to Remarkable Places i 12
yohnston's Dictionary of Geo^rApliy' , 13
Maufider's Treasury of GeogrAphv . .

.- 16
Miller's Wintering^in the Riviera. 17
Three in Norway 22

WORKS of FICTION.
Amteyi, (F.) The Black Poodle, &c , ,

.

5
Antinous, by George Taylor 22

.Atelier.du Lys (The) .....,.;;...... 17
Atherstone Priory . . . . ; 17
Beaconsfield^ (Lord) Novels and' Tales 6, 17
Burgomaster's Family (The) 17
Elsa and her Vulture 17
Harte's (Bret) In the Carquinez Woods 17

On the Frontier .;...» 13
Mademoiselle Mori 17
Modern Novelist's Library (The) 17
Oliphant's(Mrs.) In Trust 17
Payns Thicker than Water 18
SewelFs (Miss) Stories and Tales 20
Six Sisters of the Valleys (The) 17
Sturgis' My Friends and 1 21
Trollope's (Anthony) Barchester Towers 17—— The Warden 17
Unawares 17
Whyte-Meh'ilie's (Major) Novels , 17
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ABBEY and OVERTON.— 7*//^ £ng-
LiSH Church in the Eighteenth
Cbatury. By the Rev. C. J. Abbey
and the Rev. J. H. Overton. 2 vols.

8vo. z6s,

ABBOTT. — The Elements of
Logic. By T. K. Abbott, B.D, izmo.
2s. 6d, sewed, or 3J'. cloth.

ACTON. — Modern Cookery for
Private Families, reduced to a System
of Easy Practice in a Series of carefully

tested Receipts. By Eliza Acton.
With upwards of 150 Woodcuts. Fcp.

8vo. 4J-. 6d,

A. K. H. B.

—

The Essays and Con-
tributions OF A. K. H. ^.—Uniform
Cabinet Editions in crown 8vo.

Autumn Holidays, 3^. dd.

Changed Aspects of Unchanged Truths,

Zs, 6d.

Commonplace Philosopher, 3^. 6d.

Counsel and Comfort, 3^-. 6d.

Critical Essays, 3^. 6d.

Graver Thoughts of a Country Parson.

Three Series, 3j. 6d. each.

Landscapes, Churches, and Moralities,

3J-. ed.

Leisure Hours in Town, y. 6d.
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Our Little Life. Two Series, 3^. 6d. each.

Present Day Thoughts, 3^-. 6d.

Recreations of a Country Parson. Three
Series, 3^. 6d. each.

Seaside Musings, 3J-. 6d.

Sunday Afternoons, 3^. dd.

ALDRIDGE. — Hanch Notes in
Kansas, Colorado, the Indian
territory and northern texas.
By Reginald AldriDge. Crown 8vo.

with 4 Illustrations engraved onWood by
G, Pearson, S^.

ALLEN.—Flowers and their Pedi-
grees. By Grant Allen. With 50
Illustrations engraved on Wood. Crown
8vo. "js. 6d.

ALPINE CLUB (JhQ).—Guides and
Maps.

The Alpine Guide. By John
Ball, M.R.I.A. Post 8vo. with Maps
and other Illustrations :

—

The Eastern Alps, los. 6d.

Central Alps, including all the
Oberland District, ^s. 6d.

Western Alps, including Mont
Blanc, Monte Rosa, Zermatt, &c. 6s. 6d,

The Alpine Cl ubMap of Switzer-
land, on the Scale of Four Miles to

an Inch. Edited by R. C. NiCHOLS,
F.R.G.S. 4 Sheets in Portfolio, 42^.

coloured, or 34J. uncoloured.

Enlarged Alpine Club Map of
the Swiss and Italian Alps, on the

Scale of Three English Statute Miles to

One Inch, in 8 Sheets, price is, 6d. each.

On Alpine Travelling and the
Geology of the Alps. Price is.

Either of the Three Volumes or Parts of

the ' Alpine Guide ' may be had with this

Introduction prefixed, is. extra.

AMOS.— Works by Sheldon Amos,
M.A.

A Primer of the English Con-
stitution AND Government. Crown
8vo. 6s.

A Systemaj^ic View of the
Science of Jurisprudbncb. 8vo. i&r.

Fifty Years of the English
Constitution, 1830-1880. Crown 8vo.

loj-, 6d.
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ANSTEY.— 77//. Black Poodle, and
other Stories. By F. Anstey, Author of

'Vice-Versa.' With Frontispiece by G.

Du Maurier and Initial Letters by the

Author. Crown 8vo. 6^.

ANTINOUS.—An Historical Romance
of the Roman Empire. By George
Taylor (Professor Hausrath). Trans-

lated from the German by J. D. M.
Crown 8vo. bs.

ARISTOPHANES. — The Achar-
N/Axs OF Aristophanes. Translated

into English Verse by Robert Velver-
TON Tyrrell, M.A. Dublin. Crown
8vo, 2s, bd.

ARISTOTLE.— 7"//^ Works of.

The Politics, G.' Bekker's Greek
Text of Books I. IIL IV. (VII.) with

an English Translation by \\'. E.

BoLLAND, M.A. ; and short Introductory

Essays by A. Lang, M.A. Crown 8vo.

The Ethics ; Greek Text, illustrated

with Essays and Notes. By Sir Alexan-
der Grant, Bart. M.A. LL.D. 2 vols.

8vo. yis.

The Nicomachean Ethics, Newly
Translated into English. By Robert
Williams, Barrisler-at-Law. Crown
8vo. 7^. 6d.

ARNOLD. — IVoRKs BY Thomas
Arnold, D.D. Late Head-master of

Rugby School.

Introductory Lectures on Mo-
dern Bistort, delivered in 1841 and

1842. 8vo. Is. dd.

Sermons Preached mostly in
the Chapel of Rugby School. 6

vols, crown 8vo. 30^. or separately, 5^.

each.

Miscellaneous Works. 8vo. 75. (>d.

ARNOLD. — Works by Thomas
Arnold, M.A.

A Manual of English Litera-
ture, Historical and Critical. By
Thomas Arnold, M.A. Crown 8vo.

^s. 6d.

English Poetry and Prose: a

Collection of Illustrative Passages from

the Writings of English Authors, from

the Anglo-Saxon Period to the Present

Time. Crown 8vo. 6s.

ARNOTT.—The Elements of Phy-
sics or Natural Philosophy. By
NeilArnott, M.D. Edited by A. Bain,

LL.D. and A. S. Taylor, Jf.D. F.R.S.

Woodcuts, Crown 8vo. 12/. 6d.

ASHBY. — Notes on Physiology
FOR THE Use of Students Preparing
FOR Examination. With 120 Wood-
cuts. By Henry Asiiby, M.D. Lond.,
Physician to the General Hospital for Sick

Children, Manchester. Fcp. 8vo. 5J.

AYRE. -The Treasury of Bible
Knowledge ; being a Dictionary of the

Books, Persons, Places, Events, and other

matters of which mention is made in

Holy Scripture. By the Rev. J. Ayre,
M.A. With S Maps, 15 Plates, and 300
Woodcuts. Fcp, 8vo. (>s.

BACON.— 7>/ir Works and Life of.

Complete Works. Collected and
Edited by R. L. Ellis, M.A. J.

Spedding, M.A. and D. D. Heath,
7 vols. 8vo. ^T,. \T,S. dd.

Letters and Life, includinc all
HIS OccAsroNAL ll^ORKS. Collected

and Edited, with a Commentary, by J.

Spedding. 7 vols. 8vo. £^. 4^.

The Essays; with Annotations.
By Richard Whately, D.D., sometime
Archbishop of Dublin. 8vo. \os. 6d.

The Essays; with Introduction,

Notes, and Index. By E. A. Abbott,
D.D. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 6^. The
Text and Index only, without Intro-

duction and Notes, in I vol. fcp. 8vo.

price 2s. bd.

The Essays, with Critical and
Illustrative Notes, and other Aids for

Students. By the Rev. John Hunter,
M.A. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

The Promus of Formularies and
Elegancies, illustrated by Passages from
Shakespeare. By Mrs. H. Pott
Preface by E. A. Abbott, D.D, 8vo
16s.

BAGEHOT. — /Fo/JA-? by Walter
Bagehot, M.A.

Biographical Studies. 8vo. i2.f.

Economic Studies. 8vo. los. 6d.

Literary Studies. 2 vols. 8vo.
Portrait. 28s.

BAILEY.— Eestus, a Poem. By
Philip Jajies Bailey. Crown 8vo.

I2s. 6d.

BAKER.— Works by Sir Samuel
IF. Baker, M.A.

Eight Years in Ceylon. Crown
8vo. Woodcuts. 5J-.

The Rifle and the Hound in
Ceylon, Crown 8vo. Woodcuts. 5^-.
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BAIN. — Works by Alexander
Bain, LL.D.

Mental and Moral Science; a
Compendium of Psychology and Ethics.

Crown 8vo. lo^. 6d.

The Senses and the Intellect.
8vo. is-t.

The Emotions and the Will,
8vo. i$s.

Practical Essays. Crown 8vo.
4J-. 6c/.

Logic, Deductive and Inductive.
Part I. Deduction, ^. Part II. In-

duction, 6s. 6d.

James Mill; a Biography. Crown
8vo. 5j.

John Stuart Mill; a Criticism,
with Personal Recollections. Crown
8vo. IS. 6d.

BARRY & BRAMWELL. — ^^/i-
WAYS AND Locomotives: a Series of

Lectures delivered at the School of

Military Engineering, Chatham. Jiail-

tvays, by J. W. Barry, M. Inst. C.E.
Locomotives, by Sir F. J. Bramwell,
F.R.S., M. Inst. C.E. With 228 Wood
Engravings. 8vo. 21s.

BEACONSFIELD.— Works by the
Earl of Beaconsfield, K.G.

Novels and Tales. The Cabinet
Edition. 1 1 vols. Crown 8vo. 6s. each.

Lothair.

Endymion.
Henrietta Temple.

Coningsby. Contarini Fleming, &c.

Sybil. Alroy, Ixion, &c.

Tancred. The Young Duke, &c.
Venetia. Vivian Grey, &c.

Novels and Tales. The Hugh-
enden Edition. With 2 Portraits and 11

Vignettes. 1 1 vols. Crown 8vo. 42J.

Novels and Tales. Modern No-
velist's Library Edition, complete in 11

vols. Crown 8vo. izs. boards, or 2'^s. 6d.

cloth.

Selected Speeches. With -Intro-

duction and Notes, by T. E. Kebbel,
M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. Portrait, 32.?.

The Wit and Wisdom of Ben-
jamin DisraBli, Earl of Beacons-
field. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

The Beaconsfield Birthday-
book: Selected from the Writings and
Speeches of the Right Hon. the Earl of
Beaconsfield, IC. G. With 2 Portraits and
II Views of Hughenden Manor and its

Surroundings. l8mo. 2s. 6d. cloth, gilt

;

4J. 6d, bound.

BECKER.— Works by Professor
Becker, translatedfr-om the German by

the Rev. F. Mbtcalf.

Gallus ; or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. Post 8vo. Ts. 6d.

Charicles ; or, Illustrations of the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.

Post 8vo. 7J-. 6d.

BLACK.—Practical Treatise on
Brewing; with Formulse for Public

Brewers and Instructions . for Private

Families. By W, Black. Svoi los. 6d.

BLACKLEY & FRIEDLANDER.—

^

Practical Dictionary, oe the Ger-
man and English Languages: con-

taining New Words in General Use not

found in other Dictionaries.. By the Rgv.
W. L. Blackley, M.A. and C. M.
Friedlander, Ph.D. Post 8v<!). "js. 6d.

BOULTBEE.— Works by the Rev.
T. P. Boultbee, LL.D..

A Commentary on the 39 Arti-
cles, forming an introduction to the

Theolbgy of the Church of England.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

A History OF the Church of Eng-
land ; Pre-Reformation Period. 8vo.

\is-

BOURNE. — Works by John
Bourne, C.E.

A Treatise ON the Steam Engine,
in its application to Mines, Mills, Steam
Navigation, Railways, and Agriculture.
With 37 Plates and 546 Woodcuts. 410.

iflS.
'

- ,

Catechism OF. the Steam Engine,
in its various Applications to Mines, Mills,

Steam Navigation, RailwaySj _'and .Agri-

culture.' With 89 Woodcuts. Fcp.8vo;6f.

Handbook of the Steam Engine;
a Key to the Author's. Catechism of the
Steam Engine. With 67 Woodcuts. Fcp.
8vo. <js.

Pecent Improvements in the
Steam Engine. With 124 Woodcijts.
Fcp. 8vo. 6s. , ,

'. ...

Examples of Steam and Gas
Engines of the most recent Approved
Types. With 54 Plates and 356 Wood-
cuts. 4to. "JOS.

BRAMSTON & LEROY,—^/sroi^/c
Winchester ; England's First- Capital.

By A. R. Bramston and A. C. Leroy.
Cr, 8vo. 6s.
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BRANDE'S Dictionary OF Science,
Literature, and Art. Re-edited by
the Rev. Sir G. W. Cox, Bart., M.A.
3 vols, medium 8vo. 63.r.

BRASSEY. — IVoRKs by Lady
Brassey.

A Voyage in the 'Sunbeam,^ our
Home on the Ocean for Eleven
Months. By Lady Brassey. With
Map and 65 Wood Engravings. Library
Edition, 8vo. 2ij. Cabinet Edition, crown
8vo. 'js. 6d. School Edition, fcp. 2s,

Popular Edition, 4to. 6d.

Sunshine and Stormin the East;
or. Cruises to Cyprus and Constantinople.

With 2 Maps and 114 Illustrations en-

graved on Wood. Library Edition, 8vo.

2IJ. Cabinet Editipn, cr. 8vo. Ts. 6d,

In the Trades, the Tropics, and
the ' Roaring Forties ' ; or, Fourteen
Thousand Miles in the Sunbeam in 1883.

By Lady Brassey. With nearly Two
Hundred and Fifty Illustrations engraved

on Wood from drawings by R. T.

Pritchett, and Eight Maps and Charts.

Library Edition, 8vo. 21s.

BROWNE.—An Exposition of the
39 Articles, Historical and Doctrinal.

By E. H. Browne, D.D., Bishop of

Winchester. 8vo. l6.f.

BUCKLE.—History of Civilisa-
tion in England and France, Spain
AND Scotland. By Henry Thomas
Buckle. 3 vols, crown Svo. 24^-.

BUCKTON,— Works by Mrs. C. M.
BUCKTON.

Food and Home Cookery;, a Course
of Instruction in Practical Cookery and
Cleaning. With 11 Woodcuts. Crown
8vo. 2s. 6ii.

Health in the House: Twenty-
five Lectures on Elementary Physiology.

With 41 Woodcuts and Diagrams. Crown
8vo. 2s.

"^MXAa.- -Works by Thomas Bull,
M.D.

,

Hints to Mothers on the Man-
agement OP THEIR Health during the

Period of Pregnancy and in the Lying-in

Room. Fcp. Svo. \s. 6d-.

The Maternal Management of
Children in Health and Disease.

Fcp. 8vo." If. 6d.

BURTON.—J/k Home Farm. By
Mrs. John Hill Burton. Crown Svo.

3J. (>d.

CABINET LAWYER, The; a Popular
Digest of the Laws of England, Civil,

Criminal, and Constitutional. Fcp. Svo.

9-r-

CALVERT.—?>/ Wife's Manual ;

or Prayers, Thoughts, and Songs on
Several Occasions of a Matron's Life. By
the late W. Calvert, Minor Canon of

St. Paul's. Printed and ornamented in

the style of Queen Elizabet/i^s Prayer
Book. Crown Svo. 6s.

CARLYLE. — Thomas and Jane
Welsh Carlyle.

Thomas Carlyle, a History of the
first Forty Years of his Life, 1795-1835.
By J. A. Froude, M.A. With 2 Por-

traits and 4 Illustrations, 2 vols. Svo. 32J.

Carlyle's Life in London : from
1834 to his death in iSSi. By James A.

Froude, M.A. with Portrait engraved
on steel. 2 vols. Svo. 32^-.

Reminiscences. By Thomas Car-
lyle. Edited by J. A. Froude, M.A.
2 vols, crown Svo. i8j.

Letters and Memorials of Jane
Welsh Carlyle. Prepared for pub-
lication by Thomas Carlyle, and edited

by J. A. Froude, M.A. 3 vols. Svo. 36^.

CATES. — A Dictionary of
General Biography. By W. L. R.
Gates. Svo. 28j-.

CHESNEY.— Waterloo Lectures ;
a Study of the Campaign of 1S15. By
Col. C. C. Chesn'ey, R.E. Svo. los.dd.

CHRIST OUR IDEAL, an Argu-
ment from Analogy. By the Author of
' The Gospel for IheNineteenth Century.'

Svo. %s. dd.

CICERO.—The Correspondence of
Cicero: a revised Text, with Notes and
Prolegomena.—Vol. I., The Letters to

the end of Cicero's Exile. By Robert
Y. Tyrrell, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College, Dublin, 12s.

COATS.—A Manual OFPathology.
By Joseph Coats, M.D. Pathologist

to the Western Infirmary and the Sick
Children's Hospital, Glasgow ; formerly

Pathologist to the Royal Infirmary, and
President of the Pathological and Chnical

Society of Glasgow. With 339 Illustra-

tions engraved on Wood. Svo. 31J. 6d.

COLENSO.—7>/£ Pentateuch and
Book of Joshua Critically Ex-
amined. By J. W. Colenso, D.D.,
late Bishop of Natal. Crown Svo. 6s.
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CONDER.—A Handbook to the
Bible, or Guide to the Study of the Holy
Scriptures derived from Ancient Monu-
ments and Modem Exploration. By F.

R. CoNDER, and Lieut. C. R. Conder,
R.E. Post 8vo. "js. dd.

CONINGTON. — Works by John
CONINGTON, M.A.

The jEneid of Virgil. Trans-
lated into English Verse. Crown 8vo. 9.?.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated
into English Prose. Crown 8vo. gx.

CONTANSEAU.— 7Fo;i:A-.y by Pro-
FESsoR Leon Contanseau.

A Practical Dictionary of the
French and English Languages.
Post 8vo. 3^. ()(J.

A Pocket Dictionary of the
French and English Languages ;

being a careful Abridgment of the Author's
' Practical French and English Dictionary.

'

Square l8mo. i^. dd.

CONYBEARE & H0WS0N.-7>/^
Life and Epistles of St. Pa ul.
By the Rev. W. J. Coxybeare, M.A.,
and the Very Rev. J. S. HowsON, D.D.
Dean of Chester.

Library Edition, with all the Original

Illustrations, Maps, Landscapes on Steel,

Woodcuts, &c. 2 vols. 4to. 42^.

Intermediate Edition, ^^ith a Selection of

Maps, Plates, and Wood-cuts. 2 vols.

square crown 8vo. 2IJ.

Student's Edition, revised and condensed,
with 46 Illustrations and Maps. I vol.

crown 8vo. "]$. dd.

COOKE. — Tablets of Anatomy
and Physiology. By Thomas Cooke,
F. R.C.S. Being a .Synopsis of Demon-
strations given in the Westminster Hos-
pital Medical School, a.d. 1871-1875.
Anatomy, complete. Second Edition,

4to. l$s. Physiology, complete, Second
Edition, 4to. loj-.

*jt* 7"hese Tablets may still be had in

separate Fasciculi as originally published.

COX.—A General History of
Greece : from the Earliest Period to the

Death of Alexander the Great ; with a
Sketch of the Subsequent History to the
Present Time. By the Rev. Sir G. W.
Cox, Bart. M.A. With 11 Maps and
Plans. Crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

CHAVfFORD.—Across the Pampas
AND THE Andes. By Robert Craw-
ford, M.A. With Map and 7 Illustra-

tions, Crown 8vo. p. 6d.

CREIGRTOH.— History of the
Papacy During the Reformation.
By the Rev. M. Creighton, M.A. Vol.

I. the Great Schism—the Council of

Constance, 1378-1418. Vol. II. the

Council of Basel—The Papal Restoration,

1418-1464. 2 vols. 8vo. 32^,

CRESY.—Encyclopedia of Civil
Engineering, Historical, Theoretical,

and Practical. By Edward Cresy.
With above 3,000 Woodcuts, 8vo. 25J.

CULLEY.—Handbook ofPractical
Telegraphy. By R, S. Culley,
M. Inst. C.E. Plates and Woodcuts.
8vo. ids.

DAVIDSON.—An Introduction to
THE Study of the New Testament,
Critical, Exegetical, and Theological.

By the Rev. S. Davidson, D.D. LL.D.
Revised Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 30J.

DEAD SHOT, The, or Sports-
man's Complete Guide ; a Treatise on
the Use of the Gun, with Lessons in the

Art of Shooting Game of all kinds, and
Wild-Fowl, also Pigeon-Shooting, and
Dog-Breaking. By Marksman. With
13 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. lOj. dd.

DECAISNE & LE MAOUT.—

^

General System of Botany. Trans-

lated from the French of E. Le Maout,
M.D., and J. Decaisne, by Mrs.
Hooker ; with Additions by J. D.
Hooker, C.B. F.R.S. Imp. 8vo. with

5,500 Woodcuts, 3 1 J. dd.

DE TOCQUEVILLE.—Z>^Aroc^^cF
IN America. By -Alexis de Tocque-
viLLE. Translated by H. Reeve. 2 vols,

crown 8vo. \ds.

DEVAS.—Groundwork of Econo-
mics. By C. 3. Devas. 8vo. ids.

DEWES.—The Life and Letters
OF St. Paul. By Alfred Dewes,
M.A. LL.D. D.D. Vicar of St. Augus-
tine's, Pendlebury. With 4 Maps. 8vo.

Is. dd.

DIXON.—Rural Bird Life ; Essays
on Ornithology, with Instructions for

Preserving Objects relating to that

Science. By Charles Dixon. With
45 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 5^',

DQ^Y^WGf.—Elements of Prac-
tical COASTRUCTION, for the Use of

Students in Engineering and Architecture.
By Samuel Downing, LL.D. Part I.

Structures in Direct Tension and Com-
pression. With numerous Woodcuts
and a Folio Atlas of 14 Plates. 8vo, 14^-
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DICKINSON. — Z)/5£^5£5 OF THE
KidneyAND UrinaryDerangements.
By W. HowsHiP Dtckinson, M.D.
Cantab. F.R.C.P. &c. Physician to, and
Lecturer on Medicine at, St. George's
Hospital. In Three Parts. Part I.

—

Diabetes, with 3 Plates of Figures and 17
Woodcuts. 8vo. price ioj. bd. Part
II.

—

Albuminuria, with 11 Plates and 31
Woodcuts, price 20j.

*#* The Two Parts may be had sepa-
rately, each an independent work : Part
I.

—

Diabetes, price \2s. cloth. Part
II.—Being the Second Edition Revised
of Dr. Dickinson's 'Pathology and
Treatment of Albuminuria,' price 21J.

cloth. Part III., completing the work,
is in the Press.

DOYLE.—TheEnglishinAmerica;
Virginia, Maryland, and the Carolinas.

By J, A. Doyle, Fellow of All Souls'

College, Oxford. 8vo. Map, \'&s.

DRESSER.—/4P^i7/ ITS Architec-
ture, Art, and Art Manufactures.
bychristopherdresser,ph.d. f.l.s.
&c. With 202 Graphic Illustrations en-

graved on Wood for the most part by
Native Artists in Japan, the rest by G.
Pearson, after Photographs and Drawings
made on the spot. Square crown 8vo.

3 If. dd.

EASTLAKE,—/YFij Great Paint-
ers ; Essays on Leonardo da Vinci,

Michael Angelo, Titian, Raphael, Albert
Diirer. By Lady Eastlake. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo. i6.f.

EASTLAKE.— Worksby C. L. East-
lake, F.R.S. £.A.

Hints on Household Taste in
Furniture, Upholstery, &c. With
100 Illustrations. Square crown 8vo. 14J.

Notes on Foreign Picture Gal-
leries. Crown 8vo.

The Louvre Gallery, Paris, with 114 Illus-

trations, ^s. 6d.

The Brera Gallery, Milan, with 55 Illustra-

tions, 5^.

The Old Pinaluthell, Munich, with 107
Illustrations, 7j. dd.

EDERSHEIM. — The Life and
Times of Jesus the Messiah. By
the Rev. Alfred Edersheim, M.A.
Oxon, D.D. Ph.D. Warburtonian Lec-

turer at Lincoln's Inn. 2 vols. 8vo. 421.

EDWARDS.—Cf/E Seamarks. By
E. Price Edwards. With numerous
Illustrations of Lighthouses, Lightships,

Lighting Appliances, &c. engraved on

Wood by G. H. Ford. Crown 8vo. &s. dd.

ELLICOTT,— Works by C. J.
Ellicott, D.D., Bishop of Gloucester

and Bristol.

A Critical and Grammatical
CommentaryON St. Paul's Epistles.
8vo. Galatians, is. 6d. Ephesians,

8s. 6d. Pastoral Epistles, 10s. 6d. Philip-

pians, Colossians, and Philemon, los. 6d.

Thessalonians, Js. 6d.

Historical Lectures on the Life
OF Our Lord Jesus Christ. 8vo. 12s.

EPOCHS OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
Edited by the Rev. SirG. W. Cox, Bart.

M.A. and C. Sankey, M.A,

Beesly's Gracchi, Marius and Sulla, 2s. 6d.

Capes's Age of the Antonines, 2s. 6d.

Early Roman Empire, 2S. 6d.

Cox's Athenian Empire, 2s. 6d.

Greeks and Persians, 2s. 6d.

Curteis's Macedonian Empire, 2s. 6d.

Ihne's Rome to its Capture by the Gauls,

2s. 6d.

Merivale's Roman Triumvirates, 2s. 6d.

Sankey's Spartan and Theban Supremacies,

2s. dd.

Smith's Rome and Carthage, 2s. 6d.

EPOCHS OF MODERN HISTORY.
Edited by C. CoLBECK, M.A.

Church's Beginning of the Middle Ages,
2s. 6d.

Cox's Crusades, 2s. 6d.

Creighton's Age of Elizabeth, 2s. 6d.

Gairdner's Lancaster and York, 2s. bd.

Gardiner's Puritan Revolution, 2s. (yd.

Thirty Years' War, 2s. 6d.

(Mrs.) French Revolution, 2s. 6d.
.

Hale's Fall of the Stuarts, 2s. 6d.

Johnson's Normans in Europe, 2s. 6d.

Longman's Frederick the Great, 2s. 6d.

Ludlow's War of American Independence,
2s. 6d.

M'Carthy's Epoch of Reform, 1830-1850,
2s. 6d.

Morris's Age of Anne, 2s. 6d.

Seebohm's Protestant Revolution, 2s. 6d.

Stubbs' Early Plantagenets, 2x. 6d.

Warburton's Edward HI. 2s. 6d.

ERICHSEN.— Works byJohn Eric
Erichsen, F.R.S.

The Science and Art of Sur-
gery: Being a Treatise on Surgical In-

juries, Diseases, and Operations. Illus-

trated by Engravings on Wood. 2 vols

8vo. 42J. ; or bound in half-russia, 60s.

On Concussion of the Seine, Ner-
vous Shocks, and other Obscure Injuries

of the Nervous System in their Clinical

and Medico-Legal Aspects. Crown 8vo.

los. 6d.
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EVANS.—TffEBronzeImplements^
Arms, and ORNAME^TS of Great
Britain and Ireland. By John
Evans, D.C.L. LL.D. F.R.S. With
540 Illustrations. 8vo. 2p.

EWALD.— Works by Professor
Heinrich Ewald, of Gottingen.

The Antiquities of Israel.
Translated from the German by H. S.

Solly, M.A. 8vo. 12$. 6d.

The History of Israel. Trans-
lated from the German. Vols. I.-V. 8vo.

63J, Vol. VI. Christ and his Times, 8vo.

its. Vols. VII. and VIII. The Apstolic
Age, 8vo. 2 1 J.

FAIRBAIRN— ^o^ir.s by Sir W.
Fairbairn, Bart, C.E.

A Treatise ON Mills and Mill-
work, with 18 Plates and 333 Woodcuts.
I vol. 8vo. 2SJ-.

Useful Information for Engi-
neers. With many Plates and Wood-
cuts. 3 vols, crown 8vo. 31^. dd.

FARRAR.—Language and Lan-
guages. A Revised Edition of Chapters
on Language and Families ofSpeech. By
F. W Farrar, D.D. Crown 8vo. (>s.

FITZWYGRAM. — Horses and
Stables. By Major-General Sir F.

FiTZWYGRAM, Bart. With 39 pages of
Illustrations. 8vo. \os. 6d.

FOX.—The Early History of
Charles Jambs Fox. By the Right
Hon. G. O. Trevelyan, M.P. Library
Edition, 8vo. iSs. Cabinet Edition,
or. 8vo. 6^-.

FRANCIS.—A Book on Angling;
or, Treatise on the Art of Fishing in every
branch ; including full Illustrated Lists

of Salmon Flies. By Francis Francis.
Post 8vo. Portrait and Plates, ie,s.

FREEMAN.— Works byE. A. Free-
man, D.C.L.

The Historical Geography of
Europe. With 65 Maps. 2 vols. 8vo.

31^. 6d.

Some Impressions of the United
States. Crown Svo. 6s.

FRENCH. — Nineteen Centuries
OF Drink in England, a History.

'By Richard Valpy French, D.C.L.
LL.D. F.S. A. ; Author of ' The History
of Toasting ' &c. Crown Svo. lo.r. 6(/.

FROUDE.— Works ~by James A
Froude, M.A.

The History of England, from
the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of the

Spanish Annada.
Cabinet Edition, 12 vols. cr. 8vo.;^3. I2s.

Popular Edition, 1 2 vols. cr. Svo. £1. 2s.

Short Studies on Great ^ Sub-
jects. 4 vols, crown Svo. 24^.

The English in Ireland in the
ElGHTEEhTH CENTURY. 3 vols. crOWn

8vo. l%s.

Thomas Carlyle, a History of-the

first Forty Years t)f his Life, 1 795 to

1835. 2 vols. Svo; 32J.

Carlyl^s Life in London : from
1834 to his death in 1881. By James A.
Froude, M.A. with Portrait engraved

on steel. 2 vols. Svo. 32j,

GANOT.— Works by Professor
GanOT. Translated by E. ATKINSON,
Ph.D. F.C.S.

Elementary Treatise on: Phy-
sics, for the nse of Colleges and Schools,

With 5 Coloured Plates and 89S Wood-
cuts. Large crown Svo. 1 5J.

Natural Philosophy for Gene-
ral Readers and Young Persons.
With 2 Plates and 471 Woodcuts. Crown
Svo. 7j. 6d,

GKSHISE'R..— Works by Samuel
Rawson Gardiner, LL.D..

History of England, from the
Accession of James I. to the Outbreak of

the Civil War, 1603-1642. .Cabinet

Edition, thoroughly revised, lo vols,

crown Svo. price 6s. each.

Outline of English History,
B.C. SS-a.d. 1880. With 96 Woodcuts,
fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

*^* For Professor Gardiner's other

Works, see ' Epochs of Modern History,'

p. 9.

GARROD. — Works by Alfred
Baring Garrod, M.D. F.R.S.

A Treatise on Gout and Rheu-
matic Gout{RheumatoidArthritis).
With 6 Plates, comprising 21 Figures

(14 Coloured), and 27 Illustrations en-

graved on Wood. Svo. 21s.

The Essentials of Materia
Mbdica and Therapeutics. Revised

and edited, under the supervision of the

Author, byE. B. Baxter, M.D. F.R.C.P.
Professor of Materia Medica and Thera-
peutics in King's College, London.
Crown Svo. 12s. 6d,
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GOETHE.—i^^rar. Translated hf
T. E. Webb, LL.D. Reg. Prof, of Laws
and Public Orator in the Univ. of
Dublin. 8vo. J2s. 6d.

Fa ust. a New Translation, chiefly in

Blank Verse ; with a complete Introduc-

tion and Copious Notes. By James
Adey Birds, B.A. F.G.S. Large
crown 8vo. 12s. dd.

Faust. The German Text, with an
English Introduction and Notes for Stu-

dents. By Albert M. Selss, M.A.
Ph.D. Crown 8vo. $s,

{jiOOYiENE.— Works By T.M. Good-
eve, M.A.

Principles of Mechanics. With
253 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 6^.

The Elements * of Mechanism,
With 342 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. (>s.

GOSPEL FOR THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY (The). 8vo. los. 6d.

GRANT.— WorksBYSir Alexander
Grant, Bart. LL.D. D.C.L. &rc.

The Story of the University of
Edinburgh during its First Three Ilun-

dred Years. With numerous lUuslrations.

2 vols. Svo. 36j-.

The Ethics of Aristotle. The
Greek Text illustrated by Essays and
Notes. 2 vols. Svo. 32^.

GRAY. — Anatomy, Descriptive
AND Surgical. By Henry Gray,
F.R.S. late Lecturer on Anatomy at St.

George's Hospital. With 557 large

Woodcut Illustrations ; those in the First

Edition after Original Drawings by Dr.

Carter, from Dissections made by the

Author and Dr. Carter ; the additional

Drawings in the Second and subsequent

Editions by Dr. Westmacott, and other

Demonstrators of Anatomy. Re-edited

by T. Pickering Pick, Surgeon to St.

George's Hospital. Royal Svo. 30J.

GREVILLE. —'Journal of the
HErcNS OF King George IV. and King
William IV. By the late C. C. F.

Greville. Edited by H. Reeve, C.B.

3 vols. Svo. 36j-.

GWILT.—An Encyclopedia of
Architecture, Historical, Theoretical,

and Practical. ByJoseph GwiLT, F.S.A.

Illustrated with more than 1, 100 En-
gravings on Wood by R. Branston from

Drawings by J. 8. Gwilt. Revised, with

Alterations and Considerable Additions,

by Wyatt Papworth. Additionally

illustrated with nearly 400 Wood En-
gravings by O. Jewitt, and nearly 200

other Woodcuts. Svo. 52^. 6d.

QiRQYE,.—THE Correlation op
Physical Forces. By the Hon. Sir

W. R. Grove, F.R.S. &c. Svo. 15^.

HALLIWELL-PHILLIPPS. — Our.
lines of the Life of Shakespeare.
By J. O. Halliwell-Phillipps, F.R.S.

Svo. ']s. 6d,

HAMILTON.—Z/^£ of Sir William
R. Hamilton, Kt. LL.D. D.C.L.
M.R.I.A. &c. Including Selections from
his Poems, Correspondence, and Miscel-

laneous Writings. By the Rev. R. P.

Graves, M.A. Vol. I. Svo. 15^.

HARTE.— On the Frontier. Three
Stories. By Bret Harte. i6mo. is.

nkViVNlG.— Works by Dr. G
Hartwig.
The Sea and its Living Wonders

Svo. with many Illustrations, los. dd.

The Tropical World. With abou
200 Illustrations. Svo. loj. dd.

The Polar JFoiezzi ; a Description
of Man and Nature in the Arctic and
Antarctic Regions of the Globe. Maps,
Plates, and Woodcuts. Svo. los. dd.

The Arctic Regions (extracted from
the ' Polar World '). 4to. dd. sewed.

The Subterranean World. With
Maps and Woodcuts. Svo. xos. dd.

The Aerial World; a Popular
Account of the Phenomena and Life of

the Atmosphere. Map, Plates, Wood-
cuts. Svo. los. dd.

HASSALL. — Works by Arthur
Hill Hassall, M.D.

Food ; its Adulterations and the Me-
thods for their Detection, Illustrated,

Crown Svo. 24J.

San Remo, climatically and medically
considered. With 30 Illustrations, Crown
Svo. SJ-.

HAUGHTON. — ^y Lectures on
Physical Geography, delivered in 1S76,

with some Additions. By the Rev. Samuei,
Haughton, F.R.S. M.D. D.C.L. With
23 Diagrams. Svo. 15^-.

HAVELOCK. — Memoirs of Sir
Henry Havelock, K.C.B. By John
Clark Marshman. Crown Svo. y. dd.

HAWARD.—^ Treatise on Or-
thop.edic Surgery. By J. Warring-
ton Haward, F.R.C.S. Surgeon to St.

George's Hospital. With 30 Illustrations

engraved on Wood. Svo. 12s. dd.
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KELWilOLTZ.—Popular Lectures
ON Scientific Subjects. By Professor

Helmholtz. Translated and edited by
Edmund Atkinson, Ph.D. F.C.S.

With a Preface hy Professor Tyndall,
F.R.S. and 68 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo. 1 5-f. or separately, Ts. 6d. each.

TXEViSCTiEL.—Outlines of Astro-
nomy. By Sir J. F. W. Herschel,
Bart. M.A. With Plates and Diagiams.

Square crown 8vo. I2s.

HEWITT. — Works by Graily
Hewitt, M.D.

The Diagnosis and Treatment
OF Diseases of Women, incluping
THE Diagnosis of Pregnancy. New
Edition, in great part re-written and
miich enlarged, with 211 Engravings on
Wood, of which 79 are new in this Edi-
tion, 8vo. 24J.

The Mechanical System of Ute-
rine Pathology. With 31 Life-size

Illustrations prepared expressly for this

Work. Crown 4to. 7^-. f>d.

HICKSON. — Ireland in the
Seventeenth Century ; or, The Irish

Massacres of 1641-2, their Causes and
Results. Illustrated by Extracts from the

unpublished State Papers, the unpublished
MSB. in the Bodleian Library, Lambeth
Library, &c. ; a Selection from the unpub-
lished Depositions relating to the Massa-
cres, and the Reports of the Trials in the
High Court of Justice, 1652-4, from the

unpublished MSS. By Mary Hickson.
With a Preface by J. A. Froude, M.A.
2 vols. 8vo. 2%s.

KOBART.—TheMedical Language
OF St. Luke: a Proof from Internal

Evidence that St. Luke's Gospel and the

Acts were written by the same person,
and that the writer was a Medical Man.
By the Rev. W. K. Hobart, LL.D.
Svo. i6s.

KOLJUES.—A System of Surgery,
Theoretical and Practical, in Treatises by
various Authors. Edited by Timothy
Holmes, M.A. Surgeon to St. George's
Hospital ; and J. W. Hulke, F.R.S.
Surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital. In

3 Volumes, with Coloured Plates and
Illustrations on Wood. 3 vols, royal Svo.
price Four Guineas.

KOTLACE.—LToRATU Opera, Library
Edition ; the Text carefully corrected,
with Notes, Marginal References, and
Various Readings. Edited by the Rev.

J. E. YONGE, M.A. Assistant Master,
Eton. Svo. 2IS.

HOMER.—The Iliad of Homer,
Homometrically translated by C. B. Cay-
ley. Svo. \zs. 6d.

The Iliad of Homer. The Greek
Text, with a Verse Translation, by W. C.

Green, M.A. Vol. I. Books I.-XII.

Crown Svo. 6s.

HOPKINS.—Christ the Consoler;
a Book of Comfort for the Sick. By
Ellice Hopkins. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

HORSES AND ROADS ; or How to

Keep a Horse Sound on His Legs. By
Free-Lance. Crown Svo. 6s.

HORT.—The New Pantheon, or an
Introduction to the Mythology of the

Ancients. By W. J. HoRT. iSmo.
2s. 6d.

HOWITT.— r/i-/r5 TO Remarkable
Places, Old Halls, Battle-Fields, Scenes
illustrative of Striking Passages in English
History and Poetry. By William
HowiTT. With 80 Illustrations engraved
on Wood. Crown Svo. "Js. 6d.

HULLAH.— Works by John Hul-
LAH, LL.D.

Course of Lectures on the His-
tory OF Modern Music. Svo. Zs. 6d.

Course of Lectures on the Tran-
sition Period of Musical History.
Svo. los. 6d.

HULME .

—

Ar t-Instr uctioninEng-
land. ByF. E. Hulme, F.L.S. F.S.A.
Fcp. Svo. 3^. 6d.

WiWE.~THEPhilosophical Works
OF David Hume. Edited by T. H.
Green, M.A. and the Rev. T. H.
Grose, M.A. 4 vols. Svo. 56^. Or
separately, Essays, 2' vols. zZs. Treatise
on Human Nature. 2 vols. 28^.

HUSBAND. — Examination Ques-
tions IN Anatomy, Physiology, Bo-
tany, Materia Medica, Surgery,
Medicine, Midwifery, and State-
medicine. Arranged by H. A. Hus-
band, M.B. M.C. M.R.C.S. L.S.A. &c.

32mo. 4j. 6d.

IHGELOW. —Poetical Works of
JeanIngblow. New Edition, reprinted,
with Additional Matter, from the 23rd
and 6th Editions of the two volumes
respectively. With 2 Vignettes. 2 vols.

Fcp. Svo. 12S,
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IN THE OLDEN TIME.—A Novel.
By the Author of ' Mademoiselle Mori.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

JAMESON.— IVojiKs BY Mrs. Jame
SON.

Legends of the Saints and Mar-
tyrs. With 19 Etchings and 187 Wood-
cuts. 2 vols. 31^. 6d.

Legends of the Madonna, the
Virgin Mary as represented in Sacred
and Legendary Art. With 27 Etchings
and 165 Woodcuts, i vol. 21s.

Legends OF THE Monastic Orders.
With II Etchings and 88 Woodcuts.
I vol. 21S.

History OF THE Saviour, His Types
and Precursors. Completed by Lady
Eastlake. With 13 Etchings and 281

Woodcuts. 2 vols. 42J.

HSiffWilES.— Works by Richard
Jefferies.

The Story of My Heart: My
Autobiography. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Red Deer. Crown 8vo. 4^^. (>d.

JOHNSON.— T'//^ Pa tentee's Man-
ual ; a Treatise on the Law and Practice

of Letters Patent, for the use of Patentees

and Inventors. By J. Johnson and J.
H. Johnson. 8vo. io^. 6d.

JOHNSTON.—^ General Diction-
ary OF Geography, Descriptive, Physi-

cal, Statistical, and Historical ; a com-
plete Gazetteer of the World. By Keith
Johnston. Medium 8vo. 42^'.

JONES. — The Health of the
Senses: Sight, Hearing, Voice,

Smell and Taste, Skin ; with Hints

on Health, Diet, Education, Health Re-

sorts of Europe, &c. By H. Macnaugh-
TON Jones, M.D. Crown 8vo. 3^^. 6d.

JUKES.— Works by the Rev. An-
drew Jukes.

The New Man and the Eternal
Life. Crown 8vo. bs.

The Types of Genesis. Crown
8vo. "js. dd.

The Second Death and the Re-
stitution of all Things. Crown 8vo.

3J. dd.

The Mystery of the Kingdom.
Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

JUSTINIAN.—:7V£ Institutes of
Justinian ; Latin Text, chiefly that of

Huschke, with English Introduction,

Translation, Notes, and Summaiy. By
Thomas C. Sandars, M.A. Barrister-

at-Law. 8vo. 18^.

KALISCH. — Works by M. M.
Kalisch, M.A.

Bible Studies. Part I. The Pro-
phecies of Balaam. 8vo. loj. ()d. Part

II. The Book of Jonah. 8vo. lar. bd.

Commentary on the Old Testa-
ment; with a New Translation. Vol.1.

Genesis, 8vo. \%s. or adapted for the

General Reader, 1 2j. Vol.11. Exodus,

15^. or adapted for the General Reader,

\2s. Vol. III. Leviticus, Part I. 15J. or

adapted for the General Reader, 8^.

Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. 15^^. or

adapted for the General Reader, %s.

KANT. — Critique of Practical
Reason, and other Works on the Theory
of Ethics. By Emmanuel Kant.
Translated by Thomas Kingsmill Abbott,

B.D. With Memoir and Portrait. 8vo.

12^-. dd.

KEARY.—Outlines of Primitive
Belief among the Indo-European
Races. By Charles F. Keary, M.A.
8vo. 1 8J.

KELLER.—The Lake Dwellings
of Switzerland, and other Parts of

Europe. By Dr. F. Keller, President

of the Antiquarian Association of Zurich.

Translated and arranged by John E.

Lee, F.S.A. F.G.S. 2 vols, royal 8vo.

with 206 Illustrations, 42^.

KERL.—A Practical Treatise on
Metallurgy. By Professor Kerl.
Adapted from the last German Edition by
W. Crookes, F.R.S. &c. and E. Rohrig,

Ph.D. 3 vols. 8vo. with 625 Woodcuts,

YiMAAZY^.—Handbook to Mill's
System of Logic. By the Rev. A. H.
KiLLiCK, M.A. Crown 8vo. 3^. bd.

KOLBE.—A Short Text-book of
Inorganic Chemistry. By Dr. Her-
mann Kolbe. Translated from the

German by T. S. HuMPiDGE, Ph.D.
With a Coloured Table of Spectra and
66 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 7^. 6d.

LANG.— Works by Andrew Lang,
late Fellow of Merton College.

CustomANDMyth; Studies ofEarly
Usage and Belief. With Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. 7^. bd.

The Princess Nobody : a Tale of
Fairyland. After the Drawings by
Richard Doyle, printed in colours by
Edmund Evans. Post 4to. 5^. boards.
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LkTnAM.— lVoKKs BY Robert G.

Latham, M.A. M.D.
A Dictionary of the English

Language. Founded on the Dictionary

of Dr. Johnson. Four vols. 4to. £"].

A Dictionary of the English
Language. Abridged from Dr. Latham's
Edition of Johnson's Dictionary. One
Volume. Medium 8vo. 14J.

Handbook of the English Lan-
guage. Crown 8vo. ds.

LECKY.— WorksbyW.EH. Lecky.
History OF England in the iSth

Century. 4 vols. 8vo. 1700-1784,

£3- I2s.

TheHistoryofEuropeanMorals
FROM Augustus to Charlemagne.
2 vols, crown 8vo. i6j.

History OF the Rise and Influ-
ence OF THE Spirit of Rationalism
IN Europe. 2 vols, crown 8vo. i6s.

Leaders of Public Opinion in
Ireland. — Swift, Flood, Grattan,

O'Connell. Crown 8vo. Is. 6d.

LESLIE.—Essays in Political and
Moral Philosophy. By T. E. Cliffe
Leslie, Barrister-at-Law. 8vo. \os. 6d.

LEWES.—:7>£ History of Philo-
sophy, from Thales to .Comte. By
George Henry Lewes. 2 vols. 8vo.

32-f-

LEWIS. — On the Influence of
Authority in Matters of Opinion.
By Sir G. C. Lewis, Bart. 8vo. i\s.

LINDLEY and MOORE. — The
Treasury of Botany, or Popular
Dictionary of the- Vegetable Kingdom.
Edited by J. LiNDLEY, F.R.S. and T.

Moore, F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts
and 20 Steel Plates. Two Parts, fcp.

8vo. 12S.

LITTLE.— Ci\r In-knee Distortion
(Genu Valgum) : Its Varieties and Treat-

ment with and without Surgical Opera-
tion. By W. J. Little, M.D. Assisted

by Muirhead Little, M.R.C.S. With
40 Illustrations. 8vo. 7^. (>d.

LIVEING.— Works byRobertLive-
iNG, M.A. and M.D. Cantab.

Handbook on Diseases of the
Skin. With especial reference to Dia-
gnosis and Treatment. Fcp. 8vo. 5^-.

Notes on the Trea tment of Skin
Diseases. iSmo. 3^.

Elephantiasis GrjECOrum, or
True Leprosy. Crown 8vo. 4^. 6d.

LLOYD.^-^ Treatise on Magnet-
ism, General and Terrestrial. By H.
Lloyd, D.D. D.C.L. 8vo.' lOi. 6(/.

LLOYD.—The Science of Agricul-
ture. By F. J. Lloyd. 8vo. 12^-.

liOYiCiKkYi.— Works by William
Longman, F.S.A.

Lectures on the History of
England from the Earliest Times to the

Death of King Edward II. Maps and
Illustrations. 8vo. 15^.

History of the Life a^d Times
OF Edward IIL With 9 Maps, 8

Plates, and 15 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. 28^.

LONGMAN.— Works by Frederick
W. LoNGMAN,Balliol College, Oxon.

Chess Openings. Fcp. 8vo. 25. ()d.

Frederick the Great and the
Seven Years^ War. With 2 Coloured

Maps. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A New Pocket Dictionary of
the German and English Lan-
guages. Square l8mo. 5^.

LONGMAN'S MAGAZINE. Pub-
lished Monthly. Price Sixpence.

Vols. 1-4, 8vo. price 5^. each.

LONGMORE.— e^i/ivs/for iNyuRiEs

;

Their History, Characteristic Features,

Complications, and General Treatment.

By Surgeon-General T. LoNGMORE, C.B.
F.R.C.S. With 58 Illustrations. 8vo.

price 31/. 6d.

LOMXiOYi.— Works byJ. C.Loudon,
F.L.S.

Encyxlopmdia of Gardening ;
the Theory and Practice of Horticulture,

Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Land-
scape Gardening. With i ,000 Woodcuts.
8vo. 2is.

Encyclopmdia of Agriculture ;
the Laying-out, Improvement, and
Management of Landed Property ; the

Cultivation and Economy of the Produc-
tions of Agriculture. With 1,100 Wood-
cuts. 8vo. 21^.

Encyclopmdia of Plants; the
Specific Character, Description, Culture,

History, &c. of all Plants found in Great
Britain. With 12,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 42J.

LUBBOCK.— r^^^ Origin of Civili-
zation and the Primitive Condition
of Man. By Sir J. Lubbock, Bart.
M.P. F.R.S. 8vo. Woodcuts, \%s.

LYRA GERMANICA ; Hymns Trans-
lated from the German by Miss C.
WiNKWORTH. Fcp. 8vo. 5J-.
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MACALISTER.—^^ Introduction
TO THE Systematic Zoology and
Morphology of Vertebrate Ani-
mals. By A. Macalister, M.D.
With 28 Diagrams. 8vo. los. 6d.

MACAULAY.— WORKS AND
LIFE OFLORDMACA ULA Y.

HISTOR Y OF ENGLAND from
THE Accession of James the Second:

Student's Edition, 2 vols, crown Svo. 12s.

People's Edition, 4 vols, crown Svo. x6s.

Cabinet Edition, 8 vols, post 8vo. 48^.

Library Edition, 5 vols. Svo. £^.

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL
ESSA YS:

Cheap Edition, i vol. crown Svo. 2s. dd.

Student's Edition, 1 yol. crown Svo. ds.

People's Edition, 2 vols, crown Svo. 8j.

Cabinet Edition, 4 vols, post Svo. 24r.

Library Edition, 3 vols. Svo. 36^'.

LAYS OFANCIENTROME, &^c.
Illustrated by G. Scharf, fcp. 4to. loj. bd.

Popular Edition,

fcp. 4to. ()d. sewed, \s. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. Weguelin, crown Svo.

3J. dd. cloth extra, gilt edges.

Cabinet Edition, post Svo. 3^-. dd.

Annotated Edition, fcp. Svo. is. sewed,
\s. dd. cloth, or 2s. dd. cloth extra, gilt

edges.

ESSA YS which may be had separ-
ately price dd. each sewed, is. each cloth

:

Addison and Walpole.
Frederick the Great.

Grower's Boswell's Johnson.
Hallam's Constitutional History.

Warren Hastings.

The Earl of Chatham (Two Essays).

Ranke and Gladstone.

Milton and Machiavelli.

Lord Bacon.
Lord Clive.

Lord Byron, and The Comic Dramatists of
the Restoration.

The Essay on Warren Hastings annotated

by S. Hales, ij-. dd.

The Essay on Lord Clive annotated by
H. COURTHOPE-BOWEN, M.A. 2s. dd.

SPEECHES:
People's Edition, crown Svo. y. dd.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS
Library Edition, 2 volsi Svo. Portrait, 2ij.

People's Edition, i vol. crown Svo. 4J-. dd.

SELECTIONS FROM THE
Writings of Lord Macavlay. Edi-

ted, with Occasional Notes, by the Right

Hon. G. O. Trevelyan, M.P. Crown
Svo. ds.

[Continued above.

MACAULAY —WORKS AND
LIFE OFLORD MACAULA Y
—continued.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS
AND Speeches:

Student's Edition, in One Volume, crown
Svo. ds.

Cabinet Edition, including' Indian Penal
Code, Lays of Ancient Rome, and Mis-

cellaneous Poems, 4 vols, post Svo. 24J.

THE COMPLETE WORKS of
Lord Macaulay. Edited by his Sister,

Lady Trevelyan.
Library Edition, with Portrait, 8 vols.

demy Svo. ;^5. 5^.

Cabinet Edition, 16 vols, post Svo. £^. ids.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS of
Lord Macaulay. By the Right Hon.
G. O. Trevelyan, M.P.

Popular Edition, i vol. crown Svo. 6^.

Cabinet Edition, 2 vols, post Svo. 12s.

Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. with Portrait,

Zds.

MACFARREN.—Z£crra£5 on Har-
mony, delivered at the Royal Institution.

By G. A. Macfarren. Svo. 12s.

MACKENZIE.— Oi\r the Use of the
Laryngoscope in Diseases of the
Throat ; with an Appendix on Rhino-
scopy. By Morell Mackenzie, M.D.
Lond. With 47 Woodcut Illustrations.

Svo. ds,

MACLEOD.— Works by Henry D.
Macleod, M.A.

Principles of Econohical Philo-
sophy. In 2 vols. Vol. I. Svo. iSj-.

Vol. II. Part i. I2j.

The Elements of Economics. In
2 vols. Vol. I. crown Svo. 7^. dd.

The Elements of Banking.
Crown Svo. 5^.

The Theory and Practice_ of
Banking., Vol. I. Svo. 12s. Vol. II.

nearly ready.

Elements of Political Economy.
Svo. ids.

Economics for Beginners. Svo.
2s. dd.

Lectures on Creditand Banking,
Svo. SJ-.

MACNAMARA. — ^/#/^i^r.-i.v and
Sub-Himala van Districts ofBritish
India, their Climate, Medical Topo-
graphy, and Disease Distribution. By
F. N. Macnaaiara, M.D. With Map
and Fever Chart. Svo. 21s.
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Mcculloch. — the dictionary
OF Commerce and Commercial Na vi-

GATiON of the late J. R. McCuLLOCH,
of H.M. Stationery Office. Latest Edi-

tion, containing the most recent Statistical

Information by A. J. Wilson. : vol.

medium 8vo. with 1 1 JVTaps and 30 Charts,

price 63^. cloth, or "jos. strongly half-

bound in riissia.

MAHAFFY.—v4 History of Clas-
sical Greek Literature. By the Rev.

J. P. Mahaffy, M.A. Crown 8vo.

Vol. I. Poets, ^s. dd. Vol. II. Prose
Writers, ^s. (id.

MALMESBURY.—J/ej/o/^^ of an
Ex-Minister: an Autobiography. By
the Earl ofMalmesbury, G.C.B. 2 vols.

8vo. 32J.

MANNING.—rA'^ Temporal Mis-
SIONOF THE Holy Ghost ; or, Reason
and Revelation. By H. E. Manning,
D.D. Cardinal-Archbishop. Crown 8vo.
8j-. 6d.

MARTINEAU.— fF(3/f^5 by James
Martineau, D.D.

Hours of Thought on Sacred
Things. Two Volumes of Sermons.
2 vols, crown 8vo. 7j. dd. each.

Endeavours after the Christian
Life. Discourses. Crown 8vo. 7^. (>d,

MAUNDER'S TREASURIES.
Biographical Treasury. Recon-

structed, revised, and brought down to

the year 1882, by W. L. R. Gates.
Fcp. 8vo. its.

Treasury of Natural History;
or, Popular Dictionary of Zoology. Fcp.

8vo. with 900 Woodcuts, ds.

Treasury of Geography, Physical,

Historical, Descriptive, and Political.

With 7 Maps and 1 6 Plates. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Historical Treasury , Outlines of
Universal History, Separate Histories of

all Nations. Revised by the Rev. Sir G.
W. Cox, Bart. M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Treasury of Knowledge and
Library of Reference. Comprising
an English Dictionary and Grammar,
Universal Gazetteer, Classical Dictionary,

Chronology, Law Dictionary, &c. Fcp.

8vo. 6s.

Scientific and Literary Trea-
sury: a Popular Encycloposdia of Science,

Literature, and Art. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

MAXWELL.— Z'oiK /'ohn of Aus-
tria ; or. Passages from the History

of the Sixteenth Century, 1547-1578.

By the late Sir Williaji Stirling
Maxwell, Bart. K.T. With numerous
Illustrations engraved on Wood taken

from Authentic Contemporary Sources.

Library Edition. 2 vols, royal 8vo. 42J.

MAY.— Works by the Right Hon.
SirThomasErskineMa y, K. C.B.

The Constitutional History of
England since the Accession op
George 111. 1760- 1870. 3 vols, crown

Svo. \%s.

Democracy in Europe ; a History.

2 vols. 8vo. 32J.

MENDELSSOHN.—The Letters of
Felix Mendelssohn. Translated by
Lady Wallace. 2 vols, crown 8vo. \os.

MERIVALE.— Works by the Very
Rev. Charles Merivale, D.D.
Dean of Ely.

History of the Romans under
the Empire. 8 vols, post 8vo. 48^.

The Fall of the Roman Repub-
lic : a Short History of the Last Cen-

tury of the Commonwealth. i2mo. Js. 6d.

General History of Rome from
B.C. 753 to a.d. 476. Crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

The Roman Triumvirates. With
Maps. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

MILES. — Works by William
Miles.

The Horse's Foot, and How to
KEEP IT Sound. Imp. 8vo. 12^-. 6d.

Stables and Stable Fittings.
Imp. Svo. with 13 Plates, 15^.

Remarks on Horses' Teeth, ad-
dressed to Purchasers. Post Svo. is. 6d.

Plain Treatise on Horse-shoe-
ing, Post 8vo. Woodcuts, 2s. 6d.

MILL.—Analysis of the Pheno-
mena OF the Human Mind. By
James Mill. With Notes, Illustra-

tive and Critical. 2 vols. Svo. 28j-.

MILL.— Works by John Stuart
Mill.

Principles of Political Economy.
Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. 30J.

People's Edition, i vol. crown Svo. 5^-.

\Covliiuied on next ^a«e.
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MILL.— Works by John Stuart
Mill—continued.

A System of Logic, Ratiocinative
and Inductive.

Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 25^.

People's Edition, crown 8vo. 5^.

On Liberty. Crown 8vo. is. 4d.

On Representative Government.
Crown 8vo. 2s,

Autobiography, 8vo. 7^. bd.

Essays on some Unsettled Ques-
tions OP Political Economy. 8vo.

6s. 6(i.

Utilitarianism. 8vo. 5^.

The Subjection OF Women. Crown
8vo. 6j.

Examination of Sir William
Hamilton''s Philosophy. 8vo. 16^.

Dissertations and Discussions.
4 vols. 8vo. £2. 6s. 6d.

Nature, the Utilityof Religion,
AND Theism. Three Essays. 8vo.

IOJ-. 6d.

'ML'LER.— Works by W. Allen
Miller, M.D. LL.D.

The Elements of Chemistry,
Theoretical and Practical Re-edited,

with Additions, by H. Macleod, F.CS.
3 vols. 8vo.

Part I. Chemical Physics, \6s.

Part II. Inorganic Chemisty, 24^.

Part III. Organic Chemistry, 31J. 6d.

An Introduction to the Study
of Inorganic Chemistry. With 71

Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. y. 6d.

MILLER. — Readings in Social
Economy. By Mrs. F. Fenwick
Miller, Member of the London School

Board. Library Edition, crown 8vo. 5j,

Cheap Edition for Scliools and Beginners,

crown 8vo. 2s.

MILLER.— Wintering in the Ri-
viera ; with Notes of Travel in Italy

and France, and Practical Hints to

Travellers. By W. Miller. With 12

Illustrations. Post 8vo. ^s. 6d.

MILNER. — Country Pleasures
;

the Chronicle of a Year, chiefly in a

Garden. By George Milner. With
Vignette. Crown 8vo. 6s,

MITCHELL.—A Manual of Prac-
tical Assamng. By John Mitchell,
F.CS. Revised, with the Recent Dis-

coveries incorporated. By W. Crookes,

r.R.S. 8yo. Woodcuts, 3IJ. 6d.

MODERN NOVELIST'S LIBRARY
(THE). Price IS. each Ijoards, or 2s, 6d.

each cloth :

—

By the Earl of Beaconsfield, K.G.
Endymion.

Henrietta Temple.
Contarini Fleming, &c.

Alroy, Ixion, &C.
The Young Duke, &c.

Ms-ian Grey, &c.

Lothair.

Coningsby.

Sybil.

Tancred.
Venetia.

By Mrs. Oliphant,
In Trust.

By Bret Harte.
In the Carquinez Woods.

By Anthony Trollote.
Barchester Towers.
The Warden.

By Major Whvte-Melville.
Digby Grand Good for Nothing.

General Bounce. Holmby House.
Kate Coventry. The Interpreter.

The Gladiators. Queen's Maries.

By Various Writers.

The Atelier du Lys.

Atherstone Priory.

The Burgomaster's Family.

Elsa and her Vulture.

Mademoiselle Mori.

The Six Sisters of the Valleys.

Unawares.

MONCK. — An Introduction to
Logic. By William H. Stanley
MONCK, M.A. Prof, of Moral Philos.

Univ. of Dublin. Crown 8vo. 5^.

MONSELL.—Spiritual Songs for
the Sundays and Holidays through-
out THE Year. By J. S. B. Monsell,
LL.D. Fcp. 8vo. 5^. i8mo. 2s.

MOORE.—7^-E Works of Thomas
Moore.
Lalla Rookh, Tenniel's Edition,

with 68 Woodcut Illustrations. Crown
8vo. loj. 6d.

Irish Melodies, Maclise's Edition,

with 161 Steel Plates. Super-royal 8vo.

21^.

'^Q^^^SS^KQ.-ClinicalResearches
on Disease in India. By Charles
MOREHEAD, M.D. Surgeon to the Jam-
setjee Jeejeebhoy Hospital. 8vo. 2\s,

MORELL. — Handbook of Logic,
adapted especially for the Use of Schools

and Teachers. By J. D. Morell, LL.D.
Fcp. 8vo. 2s.

MOZLEY.—Reminiscences chiefly
of Oriel College and the Oxford
Movement. By the ' Rev. Thomas
MozLEY, M,A. 2 vols, crown 8vo.

lis.
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MULLER. — Wosifs by F. -Max
MiJLLER, M.A.

Biographical Essays. Grown '8vo.

Selected Essays on Language,
Mythology and Religion. 2' vols,

crown 8vo. i6s.

Lectures on the Science of Lan-
guage. 2 vols, crown 8vo. i6j.

India, What Can it Teach Us?
A Course of Lectures delivered before the

University of Cambridge. 8vo. 12s. bd.

HiBBERT Lectures on the Origin
AND Growth of Religion, as illus-

trated by the' Religions of India. Crown
Svo. Is. dd.

Introduction to the Science of
Religion: Four Lectures delivered at the

Royal Institution ; with Notes and Illus-

trations on Vedlc Literature, " Polynesian

Mythology, the Sacred Books of the

East, &c. Crown 8vo..7j. dd.

A Sanskrit Grammar' for Begin-
ners, in Devanagari and Roman',' Letters

throughout. Royal Svo. 1$. td.

MURCHISON.— W^o.ffirs .sr Charles
MuRCHisoN, M.D. LL.D.
F.R.C.S. &'c.

A Treatise on the Continued
Fevers of Great Britain.- New
Edition, revised by W. Cayley, M.D.
Physician to the Middlesex Hiospital.

Svo. with numerous Illustrations, 25^.

Clinical Lectures _qn Diseases
OF TUB Liver, Jaundice, and Ab-
dominal Dropsy. New "Edition, re-

vised by T. Lauder Brunton, M.D.
Svo. with numerous Illustrations."

\In preparation.

NEISON.—TV^ Moon, and the Con-
dition and Configurations of its Surface.

By E. . Neison, F.R.A.S. ' With 26
Maps and 5 Plates. Medium 8yo. 31^-. 6rf.

NEVILE.— Works by George Ne-
vile, M.A.

Horses and Riding. With 31 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo. ds.

Farms and Farming. With 13
Illustrations., Crown Svo. 6^.

NEWMAN.—,^POioc/^ pro VitA
SuA ; being a. History of his Religious

Opinions by Cardinal Newman.- . Grown
Svo. (>s-

NEW TESTAMENT (THE) of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Illus-

trated with Engravings on 'Wood after

Paintingsby the Early Masters chieflyofthe

Italian School. New and Cheaper Edition.

4to. 2is. cloth extra, or 42^-'. morocco.

NORTHCOTT.—Z^^r/f^s and Torn-
ing, Simple, TVIechanical, and Ornamen-
tal. By W. H. NoRTHCOTT, With 33S

Illustrations. Svo. \Ss,

QWEYi.^- Works by Sir Richard
Owen, K.C.B. &€.

The- Comparative Anatomy and
PfiXsiOLOGY OF the Vertebrate Ani-
mals. With 1,472 Woodcuts. 3 vols.

Svo. £z. T-Zs. 6d.

Experimental. Physiology, its
Benefits to Mankind ; with an Ad-
dress on Unveiling the Statue of William
Harvey at Folkestone, August '1881.

Crown Svo. 5.f.

'PkCiKY.— Works by Sir James
Paget, Bart. F.R.S. D.C.L. d^-r.

Clinical Lectures and Essays.
Edited by F. Howard Marsh, Assistant-

Surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Svo. \^s.

Lectures on Surgical Patho-
logy. Delivered at the Royal College

of Surgeons of England. Re-edited by
the Author and W. Turner, M.B.
Svo. with 131 Woodcuts, 2IJ.

PALEY.— ViEVY OF the. Evidences
ofChrisxianityandHorabPa ulinae.
By Archdeacon Paley. With Notes and
an Analysis, and a Selection of Questions.

By Robert Potts, M.A. Svo. \os. 6d.

PASTEUR.—Zo£/75 Pasteur, his Life
and Labours. -By his SoN-lff-LAW.
Translated from the French by Lady
Claud Hamilton. Crown Svo. ^s. dd.

PAYEH.^Industrial Chemistry ;

a Manual for Manufacturers and for Col-

leges or Technical Schools ; a Translation
of ^AYEN's 'Precis de Chimie Jndus-
trielle.' Edited by B- H. PAUL.. With
698 Woodcuts. Medium Svo. 42.?.

PAYN.—Thicker than' Water. A
ISfovel. By James Payn, Author of
' Lost Sir Massingberd ' &c. Crown
Svo. 6s.

'

. -

PENNELL.—'ivfo^ Gra ve to Gay':
a Volume of Selections from the complete

Poems of H. Cholmondeley-Pennell,
Author of ' Piick on Pegasus ' &c. Fcp.

Svo. 6s.

V'EViElYik.—Materia Medica and
Therapeutics. By Dr. Pereira.
Abridged, and adapted for the use of
Medical and Pharmaceutical Practitioners

and Students. Edited by Professor R.
Bentley, M.R.C.S. F.L.S. and by
Professor T. Redwood, Ph.D! F.C.S.
With 126 Woodcuts, Svo. 25^.
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PERRY. -^4 Popular Introduc
TiON TO THE History of Greek and
K,OMANScuLptcre, designed to Promote
the Kiipwleclge aiid Appreciation of the

Remains 'of Anoient Art. By Walter
e. Pbrrv'. .:Witb 268 .' illustrations.

Square crown 8vo. 3IJ. bd.

PIESSE.—T'^^ Artop;I>£rfumery,
and the Methods of Ohtairiing the Qdours
of .Plants^ .with Instructions for the

: "Matoltfacture'.of Perfunties, &c. By G.
W.' S. PlESsfe, PhiD. F.C.S.__ With
96 Woodcuts, square crown 8vo.3R.

PLATGi '— The PAmSENiBits- of
PlXto; with Introduction, Aih'alysis,

and"Notei ' Bf Thomas Maguire,
LL.D. D.Lit. F'ellBW and Tutor, Trinity

, rCollege, Bulilin. \ 8vo. Ts. .6ci.v'_. ...

'iQ'\M.—TH?THEgRy: of, thf;,.Mo-
' bBRN" SciEKTtFIC G4ME- ok iVlHST.

By W. Pole, F;R.S. Fcp. 8vo.-2j. 6d.

PROCTOR,— IVciRKsev, k. ^.''J^roc
TOR.

'

,
:: .'. ,,> ..'...-

;

T//E Sujv; Ruler, Light, Fire, and
.-.Life, -.of the Planetaiy 11 System. j.With

Plates and Woodcuts. , C^own 8vo. 14^.

jf/fE Qrbs. Ar.ound\,U? ; s, S.eries of
Essays on' the IJoon and Planets,Meteors

and Coniets, the Sun and Coloured Pairs

of Suns." With Chart and' Diagrams,

crown 8vo. Ts. 6d.

Other Worlds'than Ours ; The
Plurality of Worlds Studied under the

Light of Recent Scientific Researches.

With r4 Illustrations, crown 8vp. lor. td.

The Moon ; ,her Motions, Aspects,

Scenery, and Physical Condition. With
Plates, Charts, Woodcuts, and Lunar
Photographs, crown 8vo. loj. (>d.

UmvERSE OF Stars; Presenting

Researches into and New Views' respect-

ing "the" CohStitUtiori of "the Heavens.

With .22 Charts and' 22 Diagrams, 8vo.

10s. 6d. .;
'.'

New Star Atlas for the Library,

the School, and the Observatoryi in 12

Circular Maps (with 2 Index Plates).

Crown 8vo. 5.?.
.

Larper Star Atlas for the Library,

in 12 Circular Maps, with Introduction

and 2 Index Pages. Folio, 15^. or Maps
only, I2J. 6d. ; . , . i. , '

Light Science for Leisure Hours;
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects,

Natural Phenomena, &c. 3 vols, crown

8vo. 7A,6rf, e?ich,

,

. .

\Contimie4 above.

PROCTOR— WorksBYR. A..Proctor
continued. , ..w.i'.

Studies -OF YenustTransit?.; an
Investigation of the Circumstances 'of the

Transits of Venus in i874.and 1882.

With 7 pdagniinsand.i0Pkt#s. 8vp. 5^.

Transits of . Venus, <. A Popular
Account of Past and Cmniogi Transits

from the First Observed by Horrqcks in

1639 to the 'Tilsit- of 2012.. With 20
Lithographic, Plates (12 Colonred) and 38
Illiistrationsengraved onWood, 8vd;8i.6(f.

Essays ow Astronomy. , A Series

of Papers on Planets and M'etebrri, the

Sun and Sun-surrounding Spacer Stars

and'Star'ClouiUets. - Wltb laiHatesand
24 Woodcuts, Svo. I2J.

••''

ATrea tise on 'the C\ -cudlD '---and
'

O'N'all Forms op Cycloidul Curves,
and on the use of Cycloidal ' (Cutves in

dealing with the Motions of Planets,

CometsrScand of Mattel projected from

the Sun. With r6i Diagrams. Crown
Svo. 10s. 6d. • ' a in.

Pleasant IVa vs in Science, with
numeVdus-IUusti-ations. Crown, 8v6: 6^-,

-Myths .AND Marvels of A-stro.
NO'Xlv,-' with " nurnerous' Illustrations,

Crdwri 8vd. 6s. '

, ;

the' ' knowledge '..LIBEARY.
Edited by Richard A. Proctor.

ScieMu B.YivAYS. "A' Series (if Fa-
miliar Dissertations on Life in.'^ther

Worlds. By RICHARD A.,. PilOCTOR.

Crown 8v6. 6s. - '- '. '

. . "l

'''

'

The Poetry
,

of ' Asi'RoNdiif'Yi A
Series of Fa:niil!ar Essays on the 'Hsavenly

Bodies. • By Richard A. Proctor.
Crown 8vo. 6^'. "

Nature Studies. Reprinted from
Knnvledgf. By 'Grant Allen, An-
drew Wilson, Thomas Foster,
Edward Clodd, and Richard A.
Proctor. . Crown Svo. ts.

\

Leisure: Readings. Reprinted from
^noTjohdge. By- Edward CLOriD,

Andrew WitsoN, Thomas Foster,
A. C. Runyard, and Richard A.
Proctor. ' Crown Svo. 6^. —..i\''i''i ~

The Stars' in their Seasons.
An Easy (juide to a Knowledge of the

Star Groups, in Twel've Large Maps. By
Richard A. Proctor. ImperiMSvb. Sj.

QUAIN'S ELEMENTS ofANATOMY.
The Ninth Edition. , Re-edited by Ali'-EN

Thomson, M.D. LL.D.,F.R.S.S-.,L. & E.

Edward Albert Schaeer, r.R.,S. and
George Dancer Thane. With up-

wards qf 1,000 Illustrations engraved on
Wood, of

,
which many .are .^Colpured,

2,yQls. 8vo. iSs, each, - ,;
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QUAIN.—A Dictionary of Medi-
cine. Including General Pathology,

General Therapeutics, Hygiene, and the

Diseases peculiar to Women and Children.

By Various Writers. Edited by R. QUAiN,
M.D. F.R.S. &c. With 138 Woodcuts.
Medium 8vo. 3IJ. dd. cloth, or 40^. half-

russia ; to be had also in 3 vols. 34J. cloth.

RAWLINSON. — The Seventh
Great Oriental Monarchy; or, a
History of the Sassanians. By G. Raw-
LINSON, M.A. With Map and 95 Illus-

trations. 8vo. 28j-.

READER.— Voices from Flower-
Land, in Original Couplets. By Emily
E. Reader. A Birthday-Book and Lan-
guage of Flowers. i6mo. 2s. 6d. limp
cloth ; 3^. 6d. roan, gilt edges.

REEVE. — Cookery and House-
keeping; a Manual of DomesticEconomy
for Large and Small Families. By Mrs.
Henry Reeve. With 8 Coloured Plates

and 37 Woodcuts. Crown'8vo. "js. 6d.

RICH.—A Dictionary of Roman
AND Greek Antiquities. With 2,000
Woodcuts. By A. Rich, B.A. Crown
8vo. 7^. 6d.

RIVERS. — Works by Thomas
Rivers.

The Orchard-House ; or, the
Cultivation of Fruit Trees under Glass.

Crown 8vo. with 25 Woodcuts, 5^.

The Rose Amateur's Guide.
Fcp. 8vo. 4?. 6d.

ROGERS. — JVoRKs BY Henry
Rogers.

The Eclipse of Faith ; or, a Visit

to a Religious Sceptic. Fcp. 8vo, S-f.

Defence of the Eclipse of
Faith. Fcp. 8vo. 3^. (>d.

ROGET.—Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases, classified and
arranged so as to facilitate the expression

of Ideas, and assist in Literary Compo-
sition. By Peter M. Roget, M.D.
Crown 8vo. ioj. 6d,

RONALDS. — The Flv-Fisher's
Entomology. By Alfred Ronalds.
With 20 Coloured Plates. 8vo. I4J-.

SALTER.—Dental Pathology and
Surgery. By S. J. A. Salter, M.B.
F.R.S. With 133 Illustrations. 8vo. iSj-.

SCOTT.— Works by John Scott.

Rents and Purchases; or, the
Valuation of Landed Property, Woods,
Minerals, Buildings, &c. Crown 8vo. 6s.

The Farm- Val uer. Crown 8vo. 55.

SEEBOHM,— Works by Frederick
Seebohm.

The Oxford Reformers—John
CoLET, Erasmus, and Thomas More;
a History of their Fellow-Work. 8vo.

14.;.

The English Village Community
Examined in its Relations to the Manorial
and Tribal Systems, and to the Common
or Openfield System of Husbandry, 13

Maps and Plates. Svo. \6s.

TheEra of theProtestantRevo-
LLTION. With Map. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

SENNETT.— r//.E Marine Steam
Engine ; a Treatise for the use of Engi-
neering Students and Officers of the Royal
Navy. By Richard Sennett, Chief
Engineer, Royal Navy. With 244 Illus-

trations. 8vo. 21S.

SEWELL.— Works by Elizabeth
M. Sewell.

Stories and Tales. Cabinet
Edition, in Eleven Volumes, crown Svo.

y. 6d. each, in cloth extra, with gilt

edges :

—

Amy Herbert. Gertrude.

The Earl's Daughter.
The Experience of Life,

A Glimpse of the World.
Cleve Hall. Ivors.

Katharine Ashton.
Margaret Percival.

Laneton Parsonage. Ursula.

Passing Thoughts on Religion.
Fcp. Svo. 3J-. 6d.

Preparation for the Holy Com-
munion; the Devotions chiefly from the
works of Jeremy Taylor. 32mo. 3^.

Night Lessons from Scripture.
32mo. 3^-. 6d.

^WIMOM'R..—ThePsalms ofDa vid;
a new Metrical English Translation of the
Hebrew Psalter or Book of Praises. By
William Digby Seymour, Q.C. LL.D.
Crown Svo. 2.s. 6d.

SHORT.—Sketch of the History
OF THE Church of England to the
Revolution of 16S8. By T. V. Short,
D,D. Crown Svo. 7^-. dd.
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SHAKESPEARE.—£oi^^j}LEJi's Fa-
mily Shakespeare. Genuine Edition,

in I vol. medium 8vo. large type, with

36 Woodcuts, 14^-. or in 6 vols. fcp. 8vo.

2 IX.

Outlines of the Life of Shake-
speare. By J. O. Halliwell-Pkil-
LIPPS, F.R.S. 8vo. ^s. 6d.

SIMCOX.—^ History of Latin
Literature. By G. A. Simcox, M.A.
Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford. 2

vols, 8vo. 32^.

SKOBELEFF AND THE SLAVONIC
CAUSE. By O. K. Honorary Member
of the Benevolent Slavonic Society. 8vo.

with Portrait, 14^.

SMITH, Rev. SYDNEY.—r//^ Wit
AND Wisdom of the Rev. Sydney
Smith. Crown 8vo. y. id.

SMITH, R. BOSWORTH. — Car-
THAGE AND THE CARTHAGINIANS. By
R. Bosw^ORTH Smith, M.A. Maps,

Plans, &c. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

SMITH, R. A.—Air and Rain ; the
Beginnings of a Chemical Climatology.

By R. A. Smith, F.R.S. 8vo. 24^.

SMITH, iAWES.—The Voyage and
Shipwreck of St. Paul. By James
Smith, ofJordanhill. With Dissertations

on the Life and Writings of St. Luke,

and the Ships and Navigation of the

Ancients. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. 7^'. 6d.

SMITH, T.

—

yi Manual of Opera-
tive Surgery on the Dead Body,
By Thomas Smith, Surgeon to St.

Bartholomew's Hospital. A New Edi-

tion, re-edited by W. J. Walsham.
With 46 Illustrations. 8vo. 12s.

SMITH, H. Y.—The Handbook for
MiDWiVBS. By Henry Fly Smith,
M.B. Oxon. M.R.C.S. late Assistant-

Surgeon at the Hospital for Sick Women,
Soho Square. With 41 Woodcuts.

Crown 8vo. ^s.

SOVHOQiLES.—SoPHOCLis Tragce-
DIJE superstites ; recensuit et brevi Anno-
latione instruxit Gulielmus Linwood,
M.A. yEdis Christi apud Oxonienses

nuper Alumnus. Editio Quarta, auctior

et emendatior. 8vo. l^s.

The Theban Trilogy of Sopho-
cles; Oedipus Rex, Oedipus Coloneus,

Antigone : Greek Text, with copious

Explanatory English Notes. By the Rev.

W, Linwood, M.A. Crown 8vq. 7j. 6^/.

SOMT'REY.—The Poetical Works
of Robert Southev, with the Author's

last Corrections and Additions. Medium
8vo. with Portrait, 141.

The Correspondence of Robert
sobtiiey with caroline bowlbs.
Edited by Edward Dovvden, LL.D.
8vo. Portrait, 14s-.

STANLEY.—^ Familiar History
OF Birds. By E. Stanley, D.D
Revised and enlarged, with i6o Wood-
cuts. Crown 8vo. 6s.

STEEL.—^ Treatise on the Dis-
eases OF the Ox; being a Manual of

Bovine Pathology specially adapted for

the use of Veterinary Practitioners and
Students. By J. H. Steel, M.R.C.V.S.
F.Z.S. With 2 Plates and 116 Wood-
cuts. 8vo. i^s.

ST!EPWS,Yi.—Essays in Ecclesias-
TiCAL Biography. By the Right Hon.
Sir J. Stephen, LL.D. Crown 8vo,

Ts. td.

' STONEHENGE.'—ry/£ Dog in
Health and Disease. By 'Stone-
henge.' With 78 Wood Engravings.

Square crown 8vo. "Js. td.

The Greyhound. By'SxoNEHENGE.'
With 25 Portraits of Greyhounds, &c.

Square crown 8vo. IJJ.

STURGIS.—^K Friends and I. By
Julian Sturgis. With Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo. 5^.

SMAlX^iA^.—'StrayShots;' Politi-

cal, Military, Economical, and Social. By
Sir Edward Sullivan, Bart. 8vo.

IOJ-. dd.

SULLY.

—

Outlines of Psychology,
with Special Reference to the Theory of

Education. By James Sully, M.A.
8vo. I2J. dd.

SUPERNATURAL RELIGION; an
Inquiry into the Reality of Di\'ine Reve-
lation. Complete Edition, thoroughly

revised. 3 vols. 8vo. 36J.

SWINBURNE.—/'/cT-ra^ Logic; an
Attempt to Popularise the Science of

Reasoning. By A. J. Swinburne, B.A.
' Post 8vo. 5J-.

SWINTON.—r^£ Principles and
Practice of Electric Lighting. By
Alan A. Campbell Swinton. With
S4 Illustrations engraved on Wood.
Crown 8vo. 5^.
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TAYLOR.—Student's Manual of
TtiB History OF Indian itom. the Earliest

Period to the Present Time. By Colonel

Meadows Taylok, C.S;L Crown 8vo.

7J. /6a'.

TAYLOR.—^^^ Complete Works
OF Bishop Jeremy Taylor.- With
Life by Bishop Heber. Revised and
Corrected by the Rev. C; P. Eden, io

vols;';^S. t,s.

TEXT-BOOKS OF SCIENCE: a
_, ^".Series,of, Elementary Works on Science,

Mechanical and Physical, forming a Series

of /Text-books of Science, adapted for

tjie use of Students in Public and Science

Schools. Fep. 8vo. ftUIy illustrated with

Woodcuts, ...

Abney's Photography, 3^-. dd.

Anderson's Strength of Materials, 3J. bd.

Armstrong's Organic Chettiistr^, 3/. 6c?.'

BeJI's Elements of Astrondiny, 6^-.

Barry's Railway Appliances, 3^. (id.

Bauernjan's Systematic. Mineralogy, (>s,

—_ Descriptive Mineralogy, 6j,

Bloxam and Huntington's Metals, 5^,

Glazebrook's Physical Optics, ds.

Gore's Electro-Metallurgy, 6^^,

Griffin's Algebra and Trigonometry, y. 6d.

Jenkin's Electricity and Magnetism, 3f, 6J.

Maxwell's Theory of Heat^ 3.?, 6d.

Metiifield's Technical Arithmetic, 3^.61/,

Miileir's Inorganic Chemistry, y; 6d.

Preece and Sivewright's Telegrajphy, y.
Rutley's Petrology, or Study^Jf Rocks, 4^. 6^,

Shelley's Workshop Appliances, • 4J„ 6d.

Thome's Structural and Physiological

Botany, 6s.

Thorpe'* Quantitative Analysis, 4J, 6d.

Thorpe and, Muir's Qualitative Analysis,

3A (>d.

Tilden's Chemical Philosophy, 3^, 6d, With
Answers to Problems, 4^. 6d.

Unwin's Machine Design, 6s.

Watson's Plane and Solid Geometry, p. 6d.

THOMSON.—^ar Outline of the
Necbssary Laws of Thought ; a
Treatise on Pure arid Applied Logic, By
W, Thomson, D.D. Archbishb'p of

York, Crown' 8vo. 6s,
'

THOMSON'S CONSPEOTUS
Adapted to the British
Fharmacopozia. By Edmund
Lloyd Birkett, M.Di &c. Latest

Edition. i8mo, 6s.

THREE IN NORWAY* By Two of
Them, With a Map:, and',-.59 : Illustra-

tions on Wood from. Sketches i by. the

Authors. Crown 8vo. 6j.. . ,"

TREVELYAN. — Works by the
Right Hon.' G. O. Trevelyan,
MP. '

.:_ \

;;'.';-

The Life aNj) Letters of .L.qrd^

Macaulay. By tlie Right Hon. G. O.
Trevelyan, M.P.
Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo, 36^-,

Cabinet Edition, 2-vols, crown 8vo,

\2S.

Popular Edition, i vol, crown 8vo,

6s.

The Early History. of Charles
Jambs Fox. Library Edition; 8vo. i8j.

Cabinet Edition, crown 8vo, !6.!'. >

'

TU\%^.— Works by Sik Tr'aVbrs
Twiss,

The Rights and Duties of Na-
tions, considered as Independent Com-
munities in Time of War, ^vo, 21s.

On the Rights and D ifties of
Nations IN Time -of Peace. 8vo,

15., •

'-

TYNDALL.— Works by John Tyn-
dall, F.R.S. (SfiT,- -- •»

Fragments OF Scik^CE. '2 Vols,

crown 8vo. 16s.
^

Heat A Mode of Motion., i&own
8vo, \2s.

Sound. With 204 Woodcuts,
Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

Essays ON the- Floating-Matter
OF THE Air in relation to Putrefaction

and Infection. With . 24 Woodcuts,
Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

Lectures on- Light, delivered in

America in 1872 and 1873,' With Por-

trait, Plate, and'Diagrams. ' Crown 8vo,

Js, 6d.
' "'

Lessons in Electricity at the
Royal Institution, 1875-76. With
58 Woodcuts, CrowA 8vo. 2s. 6d^

Notes of a, Cour_se .qF- S^i^^^
Lectures on SuscTRiCAf. /Pheno-
mena AND, Theories, delivered at the

Royal Institution, Crown 8vo, l.f. sewed
ij» 6d^ cloth. .

'.

Notes of a^ Course of Nine Lec-
tures on LiGHT,.AAi-v^ieA at the Rqyal

. Institution. Crown 8vo. is. sewed, Xs. 6d.

cloth. /"

Faraday as a Discoverer. Fcp.
Svo. y^ 6d,' 1. '- .'
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URE.—^ Dictionary of Arts,
Ma,\ufactvres, and Mines. By Dr.
Ure. Seventh Edition, re-written and
enlarged by R. Hunt, F.R.S. With
2,064 Woodcuts. 4 vols, medium 8vo.

£7- 7s.

WLLE.— Ojv Artificial Manures,
J their Chemical Selection and Scientific

Application to Agriculture. By Georges
ViLLE. Translated and edited by W.
Crookes, F.R.S. With 31 Plates.

8vo. z\s.

VIRGIL.—PuBLi Vercili Maronis
BucoLicA, Georgica, Mneis ; the
Works of Virgil, Latin Text, with Eng-
lish Commentary and Index. By B. H.
Kennedy, D.D. Cr^wn 8vo. lo^. 6d.

The y£NEW of Virgil. Translated
into English Verse. By J. CONINGTON,
M.A. Crown 8vo. gj.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated
into English Prose. By JOHN CONING-
TON, M.A, Crown 8vo. 9^.

WALKER.— r^y^ Correct Card ;
or, How to Play at Whist ; a Whist
Catechism. By Major A. Campbell-
Walker, F.R.G.S. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. dd.

WAL.P6L]6.—History of England
FROM THE Conclusion of the Great
War in 1815 to the year 1841. By
Si'ftNCER Walpolje. 3 vols. 8vo.

£2. l^S.

WATSON.—Lectures on the Prin-
ciples AND Practice of Physic,
.delivered at King's College, London, by
Sir Thomas Watson, Bart. M.D.
With Two Plates. 2 vols. 8vo. 36^-.

WATTS.—ADictionaryof Chemis-
try AND THE Allied Branches of
other Sciences. Edited by Henry
Watts, F.R.S. 9 vols, medium 8vo,

;^IS. 2s. 6d.

WEBB.—Celestial Objects for
Common Telescopes. By the Rev. T.

W. Webb, M.A. Map, Plate, Wood-
cuts. Crown 8vo. <js.

WELLINGTON.—Z/A^£ of the Duke
OP Wellington. By the Rev. G. R.

Gleio, M.A. Crown 8vo. Portrait, 6s.

WEST.—Lectures on theDiseases
OF Infancy and Childhood. By
Charles West, M.D. &c. Founder of,

and formerly Physician to, the Hospital

for Sick Children. 8vo. i8j.

WHATELY. — English Synonyms.
By E. Jane Whately. Edited by her
Father, R. Whately, D.D. Fcp. 8vo.

3^-

WHATELY.- WorksBYP. Whately,
D.D.

Elements of Logic. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Crown 8vo. 4^. 6d.

Elements of Rhetoric. 8vo.
\os. 6d. Crown 8vo. 4?, ()d.

Lessons on Peasoning. Fcp. 8vo.
IS. 6d.

Bacon's Essays, with Annotations.
8vo. IOJ-. 6d.

WHITE.—^ Concise Latin-Eng-
lish Dictionary, for the Use of Ad-
vanced Scholars and University Students.

By the Rev. J. T. White, D.D. Royal
8V0. I2J.

WHITE & RIDDLE.—^ Latin-Eng-
lish Dictionary. By J. T.White,
D.D. Oxon. and J. J. E. Riddle, M.A.
Oxon. Founded on the larger Dictionary
of FreUnd. Royal 8vo. 21^-.'

WILGOCKS.— 2>£vS'£-4 Fisherman.
Comprising the Chief Methods of Hook
and Line Fishing in the British and other

Seas, and Remarks on Nets, Boats, and
Boating. By J. C. WiLCOCKs. Pro-

fusely Illustrated. New and "Cheaper

Edition, much enlarged, crown 8vo. ds.

WILLICH.—/b/'Wi^^f Tables for

giving Information for ascertaining the

value of Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church
Property, the Public Funds, &c. By
Charles M. Willich. Edited by
Montagu Marriott, Crown 8vo. lOf.

'^Yll.— Works by Prof. Witt,
Head Master of the Alstadt Gymnasium,
Konigsberg. Translated from the Ger-
man by Frances Younghusband. '

The Trojan War. With a Preface
by the Rev. W. G. Rutherford, M.A.
Head-Master of Westminster School.

Crown 8vo. 2s,

Myths of Hellas; or, Greek Tales.
Crown 8vo. 3^. dd.
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yfOOTi.— JVoRKS BY Rev. J. G.
Wood.

Homes Without Hands ; a De-
scription of the Habitations of Animals,

classed according to the Principle of Con-

struction. With about 140 Vignettes on

Wood. 8vo. \os. 6d.

Insects a t Home ; a Popular
Account of British Insects, their Struc-

ture, Habits, and Transformations. 8vo.

Woodcuts, los. 6d,

Insects Abroad ; a Popular Account
of Foreign Insects, their Structure,

Habits, and Transformations. 8vo.

Woodcuts, \Qs. td.

Bible Animals, a Description of
every Living Creature mentioned in the

Scriptures. With 112 Vignettes. 8vo.

10J-. dd.

Strange Dwellings ; a Description
\

of the Habitations of Animals, abridged

from 'Homes without Hands.' With
j

Frontispiece and 60 Woodcuts. Crown ,

8vo. Ss. Popular Edition, 4to. 6d.
\

Out of Doors; a Selection of
Original Articles on Practical Natural

History. With 6 Illustrations. Crown
8vo. Sj.

CommonBritishInsects:Beetles,
Moths, and Butterflies. Crown
Svo. with 130 Woodcuts, 3^. 6d.

Petland Revisited. With nume-
rous Illustrations, drawn specially by
Miss Margery May, engraved on Wood
by G. Pearson. Crown Svo. 7^, 5rf.

WYLIE.—History of England
under Henry THE Fourth. ByJames
Hamilton Wylie, M.A. one of Her
Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. Vol. I,

crown 8vo. \os. 6d.

YONGE.—TheNewEnglisii-Greek
Lexicon, containing all the Greek words

used by Writers of good authority. By
Charles Duke Yonge, M.A. 4to. %\s.

YOUATT. -
YouATT.

Works by William

The Horse. Revised and enlarged

by W. WatSon, M.R.C.V.S. Svo.

Woodcuts, Is. hd.

The Dog. Revised and enlarged.

Svo. Woodcuts. 6s.

ZELLER. — Works by Dr. E.
Zbller.

History OF Eclecticism in Greek
Philosophy. Translated by Sarah
F. Alleyne. Crown Svo. los. 6d.

The Stoics, Epicureans, and
Sceptics. Translated by the Rev. O.

J. Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo. 15^.

Socrates and the Socratic
Schools. Translated by the Rev. O. J.

Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo. los. 6d.

Plato and the Older Academy.
Translated by S. Frances Alleyne and
Alfred Goodwin, B.A. Crown Svo.

iSj.

The Pre-Socra tic Schools ; a His-
tory of Greek Philosophy from the Earliest

Period to the time of Socrates. Trans-

lated by Sarah F. Alleyne. 2 vols,

crown Svo. 30^.
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